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INTRODUCTION .

Volume 2 of A Vector Approach to Euclidean Geometry is the text
for the .second year of a two-year high school matheinatics course which .
bases plane and..solid geometry and trigdnometry on the fact that the
translations of a euclidean space constitute a vector kpace wlich has an .
inner product. Volume I deals largely with affine geometry, and the
notion of dimension is 'introduced in the final chapter, Chapter 10, of
that 'volume. Up to this point, although the students may be thinking in
terms of 3-dimensional space, the space under considefation might be
of any dimension. The principal geometric topics treated in Volume 1
deal with parallelism of lines and.planes and with ratios, making it
possible to treat a good deal of the geometry of triangles and quadrila-
terals. Cdngruence is a geometric topic reserved for Volume 2, after
the introduction of an inne.r (or, dot) product into the formal operational
scheme. Volume Z opens with an analywis'of basic properties of per-
pendicularity and distance which leads to the introduction of an inner ,

product of translations and to the development of Euclidean geometry
and trigonometry. The basic facts concerning volume,-measures of
solids are dealt with in an appendix to Volume Z. .4r the time students
complete Volume 2, they will have become acquainted w6ith the theorems
dealt with in standard American geometry and trigonometry texts and
with numerous additional geometry theorems, both analytic and syn-
thetic. They will also have a good fo ndation of knowledge of a subject
of contemporary mathematical import nce, namely, that of linear vector
spaces.

The preparation of the present cours began in 1963 and has been,
carried out with support from the National cience Foundation. Begin-
ning with the 1963-64 'school year, the cour e has been taught in an
ever-growing number of schools throughout t1e country. It has also
been the basis for teacher education courses iii NSF institutes. In most
schools using the couv3e it has been taught in grades 10 and 11, but it
has also been used successfully in grades 11 and',12 and in grades 9
and 10,

In common with other UICSM courses, this one lays streis on
,students' discovery of,concepts through doing appiropriate exercises.
The tourse also stresses logic and proof, Sand students are aided in

'developing the ability to write proofs, preferably in the (o'i of para-
graphs. To this end, some of the beginning chapters in.Volthne 1 deal
'at some length with rules of logic in the contexts of the proofs f early
theorems. No additional rules of logic are introduced in Volum .
However, the students will find many opportunities to Make use of'tkeir
knowledge of such rules in working.with the matheinatical.ideas
developed in Volume 2.

10

By the nature of the course much of the developMent of geometry
is algebraic in naturt and the algebra resembles "[and includes] that of
the real numbers to such an extent that previously acquired algebraic
skills are maintained and developed further. List the reader ffinks
that this algekraization leads to the loss of mucfi of the beauty cA'`-don-
ventional geometry, it bears pointing out that after a, sufficient number
of geometrical results have been established algebraically other thed-
vems can be derived synthetically fro them. It should also be noted
that, beginning in_ Chapter 10 and to reater Cxtent in Volume 2, it
becomes easy to introduce coordinate ethods and deal with geometric

4
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matters analytica.11y. As becchnes obvious, however, the algebra of
analytic geometry is in many instances less, efficient than is the algebra
of points and translations which is developed in this course.

,
In each of the volumes- some, attempt has been made in the Back-

ground Topics, which close many of the chapteras to familiarize the
students with topics in algebra with which they may not be acquainted.
Nevertheless, there are some 'standard topics of high school algebra
which are not covered in either a iirst, year algebra course or the two
volumes of text for this course. Consequently, 'in order to.complete
the student's high school Mathematics program, a second year algebra
course should be offered. Thfs course should include topics such as
radicals, exponents,, logarithms, and polynomial furictions...and may be

.offered to the students as a fourth-year couese after they coMplete their
study of Volursie 2 or as a second-year course between first-year
algebra and Volume 1. Each of these alternatives has been success-
fully employed with classes of students in public school trial's of the
course.

This commentary contains answers to all exercises and questions
raised in the text, sample (or, suggested) quizzes, keys to the chapter
tests, suggestions to the teacher, and a great deal of mathematical arid
logical background material which has proved to be helpful in orienting
teachers in preparation for teaching the course.

The following is a brief lesson guide for Volume Z. It gives sug-
gestions on time allotments for covering sections of the text together
with some comments on the kinds of activities and assignments which
are appropriate in those sections. The guide suggests the administering
of "sample quizzes" from time to time, and allows full lessons for
chapter tests. Sample quizzes hasA been included in the commentary on
the following pages;

TC20 TC3Z TC41(3) TC57(3) TC6.2(2)
TC85(3) TC90 TC93 TC160(2) TC169
TC221(1) TC227(2) TC239(3) TC271(2) TC281(2)
TC305 TC326 TC328 TC349(2) TC361
TC397 TC415(2) TC419 TC426(2) TC439(2)

4.
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TC81(2)
TC177 .

TC3023
TC388(2)
TC,156

Suggested Teaching Schedule for Volume 2

Lesson Section

1

2

3

'Introduction

Introduction

Introduclion

4 11.01

5 11.01

6 11.02

7 .11.03

8 11.03

9 11.041

10 11.05

11 11.05-.06

12 1

13 11.08

( 14 11.08

Possible activities

Do most or all of A, B in class; -assign rest of
A, B, C1-3. $

Discuss C4-5; assign C6, A.

Discuss some of B in class; aksign rest of B.
[See note in com-mentary on assignments. ]

Discuss text preceding and following A; d'o A
in class;,assign B.

Discuss text preceding C; do C,in class; C3(c )
good plkoblem for review of tree-diagram; s..
discuss text following C; assign D, askin.g..10
informal arguments. [See note in commentary
on notation. ] *

Discuss text; do 172 in class; sample quiz;
assign 3 - 7.

Discuss text preceding A; dO A in class; discuss
ideas in text between A and B [A model of a
3-dimensional coordinate system is helpful here.];
assign B.

441

Go through derivations in text; review Notions
1-4; assign C. Long terns assignrrient: Begin
looking into Background Topic in section 11.12.
All solutions due by the time the Chapter Test
is given (about 3 weeks).

Dis'cuss Notions 5-7 and do A in class; review
sense of vector; assign 13,
Go through derivation; do A in cla-ss; do B in
class; assign answering question in text pre-
ceding C or C.

Discuss page 34-5 briefly; text.pages 35-8-
summarize preceding work; do some of 1-2rin
class, using sentences from surnmary [See note
in commentaryl; sample quiz; assign 3-5.

Discuss text; do as many of exercisses in class
as time permits; assign rest.

Discuss text; do A in class; divide preofs in B
among class, havipg each do a few; sample
quiz, [Alternately, see note in commentary on
handling thi section. ]

Disciiss..text; do A1-2, B -3 in class; assign
A3, B4-6.

0 0
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Le 5 s on. Section

0915

lb

17

18

ZO

11. 08 -..

09

11; 09

11 , 10

11. 10

11. 11

a

%.*

'possible ,activities

Do- Cl, 4a-c in class; study Theorem 1.1-3;4 do
A1-3 in class;', assign C2-3, 4d-f and,A4-6.

o B1-4 in clasS; do some of C in class; assign
rest of 13, C.

no D, El-4, and 1-1 in class; assign rest of
E, F.

,Sketch proofs of T,heorem 11-5b-e in class;
discuss DefinitionA1-2, Theorem 11-6; do.ts
much of A as time perm ts; assign rest of Aloe'

Do 131,, 4 iri class; do C1-4 inclass; assign
133, 5, C5; use D as extra-c redit work.

Discus's Lemma and Theorem 11-9; do 3-4 in
class; sampleuiz assign 1-4. [Alternately,
see note in commentary. j

21 I I. 11 Do Al-3, B4-3 in class; assbgn A4, B4-6; quiz.

22 11 . 1 2 Use Chapter Test as hourly exam oras a ta,ke-
home exam. 'lleised as' a take-home Xam,
spend the period discussing the.Backuund
Topic.

24

26

27

28

1.01 Discuss theorems, sketching proofs [See note .
in the commentary. ]; assign B. Long-.term
assignment: Begin looki.ng into Background
Topic in section 12.05. Have all solutions F orrl'- -

'I plete before Chapter Test (about 2 weeks).

12. 01 .

12. 02

'Discuss Definition 12-2, Theorem 1_2-8; do
Al -2 4a in class; as.sign A3, 4b,, 5--,6. [Alter-
nately, see note in commentary.]

Do B, C in class; assign D; sample gui z.

Discuss text, answeTing questions [This com-
pletes A1-4.]; assign A5, B1-4. [Alternately,
see note in coMmentary.],

1 .02 Do B5-8, C1-2 in a'a ; ass4n B9-11, C3-4;
quiz.

12. 02

30 12. 03

Ltrsson Section

12.04

'12 12. 05

33 13. 01

-34 13. 01

, 35 13.01

36 13.01

37 13. 02

13.02

.
39 23.03

13*. 04

Do D1-4 in class; assign D5-8.

Study Definition 11-4, 12-5; give informal
proofs for Theorems 12-18 to 12-23 as time per-
mits; assign A2, 3, 5, 6 [Alternately, -see notj
in cqmmentary.]; sample quiz.

Do B1-4, C1-4 in class; assign B5, C5-.13;
quiz. ,

Possible activities

Discuss titeorems, example in text; ao Al -2:
B1-4. C1-2 in class; assignzA3-4, B5-6, cC3-4.

Use Chapter Text as hourly exam oy as take-
home exam.

[See note in commentary on using Chapter 10
test as combined class discussion and homework
assignment. ] Sentences (1)-(9) serve as a sum-
mary 'of some of whatewe learned about equa-
tions (24 plane), and lines. Center the discussion
around the derivation of (10), the exaMple fol-
lowing, and the exercises n Part A.

-
Discuss 'some of BC; assign st. Long-te.rm
assignment: Background TorSic sec$ion 13.05.
Have solutions completed before Chaptei Test
(about 2 weeks).

Do D in class; Do E in class and tie result in
with text following it; assign F.

Discu s G1-4; assign res.t of G.

Dj,,scuss A, B in class; assign C.

nisctiss D and following text in class', using E
for examples; assign F.

7Discuss the process of generating 21"<oillitonorrnal
basis as done in the text; note Theorem 13-,4 and.
its corollary; assign A. [Use B, C as extra-
ered4 assignrnents'or have several of the better
studdhts prepare to lead short disetSsions about
these exercis'es. ]

Discuss A, B and rel.ated text in class), assign

1 13. 04 Discuss C6-9 and following text in class (this

42 13.04

takes care of 7); assigp E.

DiscusdF and following text in class; assign G.

43 13. 05 Use Chapter Test as hourly exam or as take-
home test. .

44 .14. 01 Write Schwa.rtz inequality on chalkboard; discuss
Lerrima, B, DI, Za in class; as.sign C1-3, .

D2b, 3, 4; C4 might be used as extra-credit
problem.

45 14.01-.02 Do E as class work; discuss Definition 14-.1
and Theorems 14-2 and 14-3 and their proofs; )
Do A3 in cfass oeassign ap eXtra-credit prob-'
lem; assign. B1-4. [Alternately, on 14.02, see
commentary.]

9



Lesson Section Possible actiyit es

46 14. 02 Discuss text pages precedins C in claws; do
some of proofs in class; assign CI-4; use C5
as extra-credit problem.

47_ 14.02

48 14.02

49 14.02

Discuss definitns a d theorems in text; do
D1-3, E1-3 in class; assign D4, E4-7; sample
quiz.

Do F, C1-2 in class; assign 93-5.

DiscusNAzrms and Theorems 14-12,. 14/13; do
some..ol in class; assign rest.of H;Aoptional)
might choose one orlykro students toXvork on I
so that they cipuld explain the topic' isciissed

`to the rest of the class..
...

50- 14, 0 2 Begln 3 in class; haVe at Va: one 'part of 5
. done in detail in class; ass. n those problems

not discussed in class; sajplqiz.
51 14. 03 Discuss text through The9rem 14-16 [Note.

_ Text preceding A outlines the proof of Theorem
14-16(b)... Don't expect all to go through this.]; 68
do A, 131, 4 in class; assign 13-6.

152 11, 03 . Get at explanations of (8) and (9); do C1-4 in
.class; assign C5-6. ,

,*
Lesson tlon

62 ' 4. 06

61

64 15.02

15.1d1

Possible. activities.

Discuss notion of mathematical induction in
terms.of text material; assign representativ%7!
problems-.

Discuss new terms; do A, B1 in class; assign
rest of B.

Discuss new terms; prove Theorem 15-3; do
A in class [Alternately, see note in commentary.];
assign B3 and any two problerns,in C.

15. 02 Go over results in D, E in view of text discus-
sion; note (1)-(3) following E and how Theorem
15-5 follows from them; assign appropriate
parts of D, E.

. -
66 15. 03 Introduce cosine; do A in class; discuss text

leading to Theorem 15-7; assign B.

67 15. 0.4 Do C1-4, 6, DI, 2(a) in class; assign rest of
C, D.

d

53 14. 03 Discuss text through Theoresn '14-17; Do D1-2,
, El -2 iri class; assign D3-6, E3-5; use E6 as

extra-credit prd'blern. '

14. 04 Discuss definitions.and theorems; do A, 81-3
in class; assign 84-5, C [Alternately, see
teacher's commentary. ]; sample quiz.

55 14. 04 Do D, E in class; assign F.

56 14. Q4

57 14. 05

58

59

60

14.05

14.05,

14.05

Do G in class; discuss Lemma, Theorem
14-24; do HI, n in class; assign HZ, 12-5.

Discuss text and do A1-3 in class; -assign
A4-10:

Discuss proof of Lemma; do B in class; get
started on 4C and assign at least through C4;

Do D1-4 and El in class; aftsign rest.

Discuss Theorem 14-2,g; read Theorem 14-30
and its corollary; discuss text leading to
Theorem 14-31; assign F.

61 14. 06 Use Chapter Test as hourly exam or as a take-
home test.

69

15. 03

16.04

Discuss Theorem 15-8; aslign I.

, Discuss terms and:theorems; do some ni A in
class; assign rest of A [Alternately, sec note

70 15. 04

71 15. 05

72 15. 05

73 15. 06

in commentary.); sample quiz.

Do B, CI in class; assign C2-4.

Introduce terms; do Al in class; [Alternately,
see note in- commentary.jrZssign AZ-O.

Prove Theorem 15-14; do CI-3 in class; a:.isign
83, C4-6; sample _quiz.

Introduce terms; discuss Theorems 15-15 and
15-1.6; assign A. [Alternately, see note in

t) commentary..j-

15.06
k

75 15.06

76 *15.07

77 15.07

78 15:08

79 1 5, 09
*0

Discuss terms and Theorem 15-17; /review
Ceva's theorem and discuss Theorems 15-18
to 15-20; do 131; assign

Do part\of C, D, E it clap; assign rest.

Discuss te-rms; do A, B1 in class;' assign
B2-5. [Alternately,,see note in commentary.]

Study Definitipn Ibr10; do C1-4, D1 in claes;
assign C5-6, D2-3.-

Discuss Definition 15-11; do-A, B in Class;
assign C; sample quiz.

Studir discussion leading to Definition 15-12; do

.1 1
Al- , B1-3 in class; assign relt of A and B.



2- Le s son

80

81'

Section

15.09

.15.10

.
.,,83 15 I

84 16,01

' 85 16.01

86 16.01

87 16.01

88 16.01

139.. 16.02

90 *1 16.02

J.

91 16.02

92 16.03
'

9 i 16.03

94 16.04

. ..'
95 16.04

96 16705

'97 16.05

98 16.06

49 16.06

100 16.07

Possib1e activities

Dc.$ C1-2, 01-3 in class; .assign rest of C, D.
,Do A17.3, B1-3 i 'lass; assign rest of

Use_ Chapter.:1'est as hourly exallb4r, as a take-
horne'test.

Di'seusm Theoiem and its c,orolIary; review' _
m,athernatical induction; do A in class; assi."-gn B.

Prove Th'ebrems 16-1 and 16-2; ii.s-ign A3, B1-2.
[Alternately, see riote in commentary.]

. 4
Do Bi-5 in class; assign C, allowing students

.to work in teams. '

Do 01-2 in class; assiei 1:53-6, El -2.
,

Do E3-6, Fl in class; Assign F2-4._

Db some of each of C;, H, I in class; assi n
rest.

Introduce new terms; do A1-2 in class; Asign
A1-7.

Introduce new terms; do B, C1-2 in class;
.assign C3710.

Do D in class; study the corollaries; assign E.

Assign A [Alternately, see note in commentary.j.;
sample quiz..

Note Theorern 1b-8 [This is one whose proof is
quite complex and is discussed in the text be-
tween Parte B agd C. Shouldn't be required Of
all studentsi]; study Theorems 16-9, 16-10;
assign E, F.

Study text preceding A; do A:1-. in class; assisn
A.4-8. /

."Introduce new terms; do B1-2 in class; assign
B3-5, C.

Do A, B1-2in class; assign B3-4, C; sample
quiz.

De 14-Zin class; assign D3-4, E.

Do A in ciasS; assign B.

)jo class;, assign rest of C, D.

Do A1-2 in class; assign,rest, of A. [Alternatdly,see .pote in commentary.]

Lesson Section Possible activities

101

102

-103.

16.07'

16.07.

16.08

DO )31 , 3 and CI 74 in class; aisign rest of B,
C.

Discuss new terms arkd theoreths; 'assign D..

Have Explqration Exercises done at beginning
"of periodT discuss new eerrns and Trieorem
16-25; assign At

104' 16.08 Discuks The.orems 16-27, 16-28, 16,29; do B
C in class; assign DI-3. .

f05 16.08 Do D4-.5. El in cla;is; assign,E2-3.
.

106 16.,09 tudy text preceding A; do several from A, B
in dlass; assign re5-,t ofA,, 113;,. simple qUiz

107. 16,09 Do some of C. 0 in class; assitn rest of .D; quiz. :
108 1`6.10 *oil Use Chapter Test as take-home test.

1091. 16.10 Discuss signum and greatest integer functions
and leas,t upper bound principle; assign prob-
isms. not done in class.

110 17.01

17.01

Introduce neW terms; do A1-3, B1-5 in class;,
assign A4-6, B6-8.

C, -3, in'clask; assi D4--7.

112 17.01 Do E1-4 in class; assign E5-7.

113 17.02 Introduce new terms; do Al -3, B1-3 in class;
assign rest of A, B.

,.114 17.03 Discuss Theorems 17-8, 17- 17-10; introduce
new terms; do AP.Z, 331-2 in ass; assign
A3-5, B3'4; earriple quiz.

115 17.03 Do as much of C, D in class as time permits;
assign rest; sample quiz.

116 7.04 Introduce new terms; do Al- ".`in Class; issin
A4-5, B.

117 17.04 Reviiew sgn function; discus. C1.-6 in class;
assign C7-1I.

*118 17.04 ipo as much of D, E in Oass as time permits.;
assign rest.

119 17.04 Discuss text preceding F; d Fl in clasc.
assign F2-4.

izo 17.05 Do G in class; discuss least upper bound property;
. do Exercises 1, Z in class; assign 3-6..
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Lesson Section

121 1.7.06

.122 17.06

123 17.'06

124 "17:07

125 17.07

126: 17.07

127 17.08

.128 17,09

129 17,09

130

131 17.10

18,01 02

133 18.02

134 18. 03

.135 18.03
' P

136 18: 04

137 16,04

1.38 05

, 139 18.05,

140 18.05

141 18.05

Possible activities

DiscAss text preceding A; asign A.

Discwuss text Ffreceding B; B1-2, C1-2 in
clags; assign rest of, B, C.

Study theoreApsi assign D; sample quiz.

Introduc'e new te'rms7i. do A1-2, BI in class;
assign ke4t of A, B.

'Do C1-4, D1-4 in elass; int-roduce new terms;
assign C5-6, D6-10; use D5 as extra-c'reilit
problem.

StutLy theorems, text preceding E; do E in
class; assign F.

"Do A1-4, B1-,2 in class; assign A5-8,- B3-4, C.
>

Discuss terms; aSsign A [Alternately, see note
in commentary. ]; sample qiiiz_.

Discuss text preceding B; do BI -2, C in class;
assign test of B, C.

Use Chapte r Test as hourly exam or as take-
home test.

Introdtee terms; do some of A, B in class;
assigni rest.

Introduce terms; do Exercises in class; discuss
text preceding A; do A1-3, Bl, 3 in class;
assign A4-5, rest of B.

t.Do,C1 in class; assign C2-6,

Study Definition 18-1; do A1-3, B1-2 in c ass;
assign rest of A, 13'.

+Study text preceding C; aseign C.

Study text,preceding A; do A1-3 in class; assign
A4-6.

Note Theorem 18-4; do some of Bl- , C1-3;
assign rest of 5, C; sample quiz-.

Lesson

142 18.06

143

144

145'

.146 ,18.07

147 19.01

148 19.01

149 144.. 02

Section

18.06

18.07

18.07

150 19.02

151 19.03

,Possible activities

Introduce terms; assign A; sample quiz.

Do BV-2; assign rest of B.
, 4

Ute ChaLpter Te'st as take-home exa.kn.

Di6Cusg text;. do in clasi; assign C.
-

.Do sorv parts of D, E, F; aisign

-Discuss Definition 19-1 and lemmas; assign A.

PrOve Theorems 19-1, 19-2; assign B3z5.

Discuss text preceding A; start Al [Alternately.,
see riote in cgrnmentary.]; assign A.

Do B in class; assign C; sample Ruiz.

Discuss text preceding A; do Al, 3 4.) in class;
assign A2, 7-11. [Alternately, see note in
commentary.]

152' 19.03 Study theorems listed preceding B; discuss
parts (a) and (b) of Theorem 19-13, 19-14;
assign (c) and (d) of these theorems; sample
quiz.

Discuss text preceding C; aSsign C.

154 19.03 Discuss text preceding D; do p1 -3 in class;
assign D4-6.

-19.03155 *Study text Preceding E; ,assign E.

156 Study text preceding F; assign F.

157 Introduce terms; assign A.[Alternately, see
note in vommentary.]; sample Ruiz..
Do some of B, C in class; assign rest.

153 19.0/3

19.03

19.04

158 19.04

159 19.04

160

Introduce terms; do A1-3 in class; assign A476. 161

'Introduce terms; do B1-3,, C1-2 in class; assign 162
rest of B, C. .

Do DI --4., EI -2 in class; assign rest of D, E.

Study text preceding F; do sozne of F1-2; assign
rest of F.

163

19.05

19.05

19.'65

19.05

A

Do some of D, E in class; assign rest of D, E
and Exploration Exercises.

Discuss text preceding A [Alternately*, See note
in commentary. ] assign A. -

Do some partS of B in class; assign re4.

Study text and theorems preceding C; assign C.

Do some parts of D in class; astsign rest of D;
samgole quiz,

Jci



LeSson Section

164 .19. 06

165: 1%07

16-6, 19.8

.167

168

Pc5s sible activities,

Study text and theore,ms preceding A; assign A;
use B as eXtra-c redit part. [Alternately,...see
note in commentary. ]

Discuss suMmary given in teXt. [See note in.
commenta:ry.)

tuc;ly text preceding A; do'Ail -3 in class;. assign
seenote m commentary.)

19.08 Dis uss B, C in clals; as,sign D.
19.08 Do as tmich of E in class as time permits;

assign selected prohlemsfrom rest of E.
169 19.08 Do as much of E in class as time permits;

assign selected problems from rest of P.
170 19..08 Do GI in class; assign G2-4; sample quiz.
171 19. Q9 Discuss text; do A1-2, BI, .C1 in class; assign

rest of A, B, C. [Alternately, see note in
commentary.)

172 19.09 .Study" text preeeding D; do some of D, E ia

class; assign rest of D and E.

Study text; introduce terms; do some parts of
A, B in class; assign rest. .

174 19.10 Discuss definitions, theorems preceding C; do
parts of C; assign, rest.

17 19,10

4175 19.10 Do part.(a) of each-exerFise in D in class; assign
rest of D.,

176 19.11 Discuss sample solutions given in text; do A in
class; assign B1-:8.

177 .19.11 Assign B9-18.

178 19.11 Use Chapter Test as hourly exam or as take-/
home test-

6

s,

TO THE STUDENTS:
4 -

This book is the text for the second year of the tWo-yeai course in mathe-
inatics ytiu started on last year. You will find the postulates, definitions,
and otheAlWeorems, which you studietcl inyolume 1 listed at the end of this
book. Reading them over and thinking about tlrem would be a good review and
give you 4, running start op this year's yvork.'You will Lillie review some of the
more important.ideas from last year wh'en you study the Introduction to this
book.

If ydu think about it, you'will probably agree that two of the most important
notions in Volume 1 are those 9f parallelisin and ratio.,These ideas are basic
.for the kind of geometry which is called aline geonalry, and it is thig kind of
geofnetry which you studied in Volume 1. You will find,that the most impor- .

tent new ideas in this volume are those of perpendicularity and distance.
They, together with parallelism and ratio, are basic for a more special kind
of geometry called Euclidean [metric] geometry. We shall d4ne perpendicu-
larity and distance irk terms of a new operatiop on translations. We shall
adopt additional postulates for this operation in* Chapter 11. [Since the two
Volumes make up one course, We have numbered the chapters consecutively
in Volumes 1 and 2. Chapter 11 is, after the Introduction, the first chapter of
this bo?k.] In Euclidean geometry we Fan study many more properties of .

triangles, quadrilaterals, etc., as well as properties of circles and spheres.
The new operation on vectors which is introduced in Cjiapter 11 makes it

possible to define some important functions which are related to angles: You
will study these in chapter 15 .and, at more length, in Chapter 19. The study
of these functions is what is Usually called "trigonometry" [triangle meas..'
uring].

Chapter 13 contains some more of the work in "anlihytic geometry" you were
introduced to when you studied about wordinate systems in Chapter 10. In
this chapter You will learn to solve some,geornetry problems analytically by
taking advantage of your knowledge about perpendicularity. Add you will
continue to learn more about such matters as you proceed in your study of
this volume.

Several of the chapters Of this book are followed by "background topics"
moat of .which are intended to enlarge your understanding of the algebra of the
real numbers. Two. of them deal With another important number system, that
of the complex numbers.

As was the ease with Volume 1, this is a book to be read and eiought about,
and you are given chancei in the exercises to discover for yourself. We hope .
you make use of these.

Herbert E. Vaugha.n & Steven Szabo

C
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Introduction

In our study of the geometry of Euclidean space we covered [in
Vokime 1] how translations act on points, how translationa react
with one another, and hoW real numbers operate on translations.
This has led tit tO adopt five postulates concerning the set . e' of points;
the set J of translations, and the.set j? of real numbers. These are:

Postulate I. (a) B (b) A + -«+ie

TC 1

The gedmetry developed in .tIr preceding volume.de-alt pTincipalay
with th,e notions of parallelism an& ratio"and, so, with the affine pro-
perties of Euclidean space. In the present volume we introduce notions
ofverpendkularity and distance and,' so, deal with EuClidean metric
geometry.,i[The word 'Metric indicates`that we shall asisurne given a-
particular unit of distance. Euclidean geometry, roperly so-called, .

deals _withla family cif proportional distance functions and treats any
one as on a par with any other. ]

. ).
For most of this volunre we heed to Vd to Postulate 5' only the

assumption that each nonnegative-real number has a principal square
Frbot; this is &one implicitly -on page -b. However, fortheintroduction

of arc length and angle measure we shall need the asSumption that each
nonempty set of real numbers which has an upper bound haa a least
upper bound. Since, to save space and time, we shall assume a good
many ?)f the theorems which we could pfove 'about arc mea-suie, we
shall not linger long over this "completeness property" of the realPostulate 2. (a) A + (B A)-= B (b) a = (A C - A number system. A more adequate treatment, including a proof of the

Postulate 3. (B - A) + (C - B) C - A existence of square roots, can be found in Chapters 1Z and 13 of
Postulate 4'. is a 3-dimensional vector space over M.
Postulate 5'. is an ordered fi'eld7

Each of the last two postulates consists of several parts. These are -

given on page '501 of thispook.
Using the notions of linear dependence and linear independence of

vectors [Definitions 6-2 and 6-3 on page 5021 we have been able to de-
fine 'line' and 'plane' and to prove various theorems concerning line-s
and planes. These theoreMs, and the definitions adopted in Volume 1,
are given on pages1501 -513. Lodking back Mot' will see that much of
our work dealt- with the notions of parallelism and of i.atio.

In thiS volume we wish to.Complete our sttidy of Euclidean geom-
etry. In addition to parallelism of lines and planes we shall deal with
periSendicularity7of planes reliipa, of lines to lines, and of planes to
planes. In addition to ratio we shall deal with the notion of the distance
betwieii two points, In Volume 1 we used ratio to compare parallel

-intervals as to size; distance- vAll- enable us to qompare nonparallelr
intervals. We shall see h6w, using perpendicularity and distance, we
can compare sizes of ,angles, deal with similar -and *ith congruent
triangle's, and prove theorems concerning special kinds of triangles

, and ciuffidlilaterals fot examples, isosceles triangles and rectangles.
In. dealing with distances and with measures of angleS we shall 'need
to'learn more about the real numbers.

Before we begin to deal with these matters, let's review some of
the concepts we dealt with in Volume 1. 'We do this in the following
exercises.

Beberman and Vaughan, High School Mathematics J Course 3.

Note
the proof

that many of the concepts from Volume I are reviewed in
of Theorern I on page 4.

a.



2 INTRODUCTION

'Exercises

i'art.,,A IF .
.

4
1. Suppose that (7,-v, and E an points of a line AB such that C -,-- A. ,

+ (13 tvi,D, A + (13 A)3, and. E ..--- A + t13' - Ag. praw an
approlpriate picture for these conditions, and_copipUte the following
ratios. (Recall that, for proper translations o. d b in the sante di--4 -4. .- - . . -

rection, a : b , e if and only if q = /ie..] .

,(a) (C -4, A) : B - A. ) (b) (B A) : (C - B)
. (q/I(C A) : (B - A)1[T A) : C - 1311(d) (C - A) : (C - B)

i (e) (B A) : (D - Cl. ..1 (f) (13 C) : (A C)
(h) (C A) : (D - 13)

2. Given the information indicated in the pictures, compute the re-
quired ratios. (See Setkions 8.01 and 8.02 of Volume 1 for help.)
(a)

A Compute: (R - S) : (C - B)

(P R) : (B Wr
,

(b)

S .\R
\2.

C

Compute: (R B) : (R P)
(P C) : (S -
(P ,:IM - A)

3. In each of parts ( (b) of Exercise 2, show.that M is the mid-
point of BC.

Part B
1. (a) SupP9se that ir and a are two intersecting planes. What kind

of set is ri n cr?
(b) Suppose that 7r1 and a- are two intersecting planes and that

TT Jrn. What kind of set is 71-2 n a?'(Can ir n a.be empty?)
(c) If v1 Tr2 and zr, n. a 76 0, what can you say about rri,. n a and

73- rl a?
2. Suppose that 1 is a transversal of.r -that is, suppose that r n 1

consists -of a single point.

-;

Answer.s for Part'A

TC 2

414

1, He re is an appropTiate picture for tIlls exercis.e;
#

0 1- 13 7/.,
...

1/2
4

AB
a. -: 4t 4 , NA,

A .-.... B - C D.

(a) 3/2 (h) 2 (e). 3 .

(e) 2/3 (1) 1 7 (g)

2. (a) 5/7 5/7; 5/12
(b) 8/37 5/3; 3/4

a

AS BM CR3, Since AM, BR and CS are concurrent, SB M. C RA
AS RA HM
SB CR' MC

:LI 1.

That is, M*is the midpoint of BC.

(d) 3

(h) 3/4

Sinc'e

Ansyvers for Part B
1. (a) A line. (b) A line. [No.] (c) They are parallel lines.,
Z. (a) Yes. (b) Yes. .

3, (a) Many, (b) Exactly one.

(a) If in 111, does it follow that In is a tranaversal of rr?
$

(b) If v, does it follow that 1 is a transversal of a?
3. Given lines 1 and , how many planes contain l' and are parallel

to I
(a) if.1111'? (b) if 1

Ink
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4. Recall that, for any subset "of e , O'is the image of X under
the translatiari a.
(a) If A e X, what point. is sure to be in + (B - A)?
(h) Given &plane 77, what tcind of set is 77 +
(C) What can you say about r and IT + ,

(d) If ri 7,, A ci and B e Try what can you say about Tr, + (B
A)?

5. (a) Draw a triangle-say, AABC and draw. a second triangle,
AA'B'C', such that A'B' 11AB, B'C' !IBC, and C'A'TiCA.

(b) What .can you say about the ratios (B' 7 A') : (B A),

1. Suppose that I and m are paral-
lel transversals of parallel
.planes r and a, as shown in the
picture.
(a) Given that I m and 7T

# Cr , what kind of figure is
ABDC? Explain your an-
swer. [Hint: See Exercise 1
of Part B.]vt

(b) Show that B A =I) -C.
[Consider three cases: I m
and 77 cr; 1 m; = (7.]

.2. Suppose that I and l' are trans:
versals of parallel planes 77 ,

and rr,, where r, ; and ;
(a) Show that if I then

(*) (C' B' : (B' - A')
= (C - B) (B- A).

[Hint: Use'Exercise 1.]
In parts (b) --.(g) we shall .as-
.sume that I l' and show that

holds in-this ease, also. Yo'
do so, let B" = A! + (B- A)
and C" = B' + (C - B).
(b) Show [easily] that (C" - : (B" -* A')

= (C - B) : (B
(c) Show' that B" Er, and that C" E [Hiitt.. You can use ENer-

cise 4 of 'Part Bi
4(1) Show that A'O'B'' = B'C''C". [Hint: Recall Exercise 3 of

'Part B.]
(e).Show that B'B" C'C". [Hint: See EArcise 1 of Part W]
(f) 'Show . that B') : (B' - A') = (C" - B') : .(B", A').

[Hint: Consider iAAB'B" and AB'C'C".3

IT1

TC 3

Answers for Part B [cont.]

4. (a) B (b) A"Plane.
(d)

(a), [Many answers.]
(b) The ratios are the same? [See Theorem 8-11.]

71 4 (13 A)

(c) Vey are parallel.,

Answers for"Part C
1. (a) If ! m and 7 cr then ABDC is a parallelogram. For,

AB It CD and the plane cptaining 1 and rn intel-sects i and
a in parallel,lines containing AC and,, DB.

(b) If / # rn t`nd 7
pa rallelog ram .
and D B and,
andiCV = C and,'

(a) Assuming that
C' B C B
as Sumption (c'

# a 'then B-A= D-C because ABDC is a
[See Theorem 8-16. ] If I m then C = A.
so, B A = D - C. If ir ,= a thert B A
so,B-A= d= 1) c. t
II it follows by Exercise 1 that
and B' A' = B A. So, undtr this
B');(B' - A') = (C-?--B):(B A).

Since C" B' = C B and 13" A' = B A it follows that
(C" B');(B" - A') = (C B);(B - A).
Since A E xi- and is the plane through B which is parallel
to 71' A2 = 7 + A). So, since A' E '7 A' + (B A) E
Similarly, B' + (C B) r3.
A'BPB" contains 1' and the line A'B" which is parallel to /.
Since / V /' it follows' that A'B'B" is the p lane containing 1'
and parallel to L.. So is B'C'C".
B'B" and C'C" axe subsets of the intersections of the parallel
planes 72 and 73 with the plane containing I' and parallel to
A'13' 11 B'C' since both intervals are contained in 11;
B'B" 11 C'C". by part (c); B"A' 11 C"B' since both a e
parallel to 1. So, by Exercise 5 of Part b,

13'):(B' = (C" - B'):(B" -
[= (c" (B" B')].

11.
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(g) Complete the proOf that (*) holds in case / if l', [Incidentally,
where did you need this assumption? Also, we diti not assume
that, as in the figure, rr, 7/.3 Did we need to?]

3. The results in Exercise 2 tell us that the raiio of segments'on a
transversal intercepted by three parallel planes is the same as the
ratio of corresponding intercepted segments on any other trans-
versal of those planes. Use this notion together with the informa-
tion given in the figures to.compute the indicated ratios.
(a) (b)

Compuie:
- A') : - IT) cir - : (c- - icy
- : (c - A') cc" B") : .(A" - B")

(A' C') : (C' - B') (C' - A') : .(C' B')
- 4. Suppose that 1 and 1' are transversals of parallel planes Tri, 772,

Ad r, where 71 $ r
2 and a

1

cr Show that (D' - C') : (B'
L A') (D C) (B.- A). [Hint: In case 77'2 = cr this follows
from Exercifiz 2: In case 0-,, use Exercise 2 twiCe. Recall that
(d : b') :

5. We shall use the following extension of Exercise 4 in the next
chaptpr:

Theorem I Suppose that 1,, 12, and l' are trans-
versals of parallel planes r1, r2, up, and cr, Such

'that l 12, IT, fry and (7, cry

fAh 11 n vg = {13},12 fl cr, = {c}, 12 n 0-2

{D}, and l' intersects cri, and o-2 at A' ,
B', C', and D' , respectively, then

(D' ,C") : (B' 4') = (D- C) : (B A).

Answers

g)

3. (a)
(b)

4

4

for Par C [cdnt.}

(49 is obtained by combining the results in part (b) and part
(f). [The aissurnption that I V r was required in part (d).
None of the argument requires that 7ri 1.3.

3/2; 3/5; 5/2
2/7; 5/2; 7/5

4. If o-i 7, this result is merely, a re-lettering of t at in Exercise
2. Suppose that o-i 4 ifp . It follows by, Eiercise 4 that

(D' C'):,(C' Bi) = (D - C):(C B)
and tha't

, 4

(C' -1731):(B' A') = (C B): (B - A).
The result now follows by multiplication as suggested in the hint.

4

44

4-,
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Background Topic

72

B

Prove this theorem. [Hint: As
sects a-, and a, at C" and D
Exercise 1.1

6. Thvorem I, of Exercise 5, incl
the result of Exercise 2. (Ex
sult of Exercise 1:

D

.72

n the figure, suppose that 1, inter-
respectively. Use Exereise 4 and

des the result of Exercise 4 and also
ain.] It also includes most of the re-

Corollary Suppose hat 1 and tra are parallel trans-
versals qf parallel planes IT and a. If 1 Q IT = {A },

n cr={B},rn n 7T = {C}, and in n {D}
then D - C = B A.

(a) Show that the case Of the corollary in which ir a- follows fro4i
the theorem.

(b) Prove the ewe in which IT = CT.

Background Topic

We shall have Considerable use in this course for three operations
on real numberssquaring, absolute valuing, and square rooting. By
definition,

(1) a2 aa.

Using this and4Postulaté 5' it is not diffici1t to prove:
,

(2)

and:

0

(3) = 02 a b
(f

It is also easy,to show that, given any real numbs, there is at least
one nonnegatiye real number which has the same .square. By (3)
there is at most-one such number. This number is, by definition, the
absolute-value of the given number.

10 a.. 0 and laj2

TC 5

Answers for Part C [cont.]

By Exercise 4, (D' C"):11V A') (D" C"): (B -IA). By
xercise 1, D" C" = D C. Hence, C!).:(B' A')
(D C): (B A). [InCidentally, the theorem is called 'Theorem

Eye', not 'Theor.em One'. ]

6. da) In "c
1' -7--

and
The

(b) In c

ase 7 '4 c let, in Thelarem
1, and /7 = With

D7 B' and, so, (D' C!)
orem I, (j) - C):(B - A) =
ase r = ff,'D-Crd=B-A.

15(

I, 7ri = o- = , sr2

these identifications, C7 A'
: (B' A') '1. Hence, by
1 and, so, D C B - A.

In preparation for the background topic it may be wekl to review,'
very briefly, the order postulates fOr real numbers, from section 4.04
of volume 1:

ss. a > h or b > a [a b]

59. a a

(a > b and 'b > a > c
a s b b > a
4a) a > ba+c*b
(b) a > b ac > bc [c > 0]

and the.definition [which thight have been labeled
a > b (a > b or a = b)

Also, remind students of the theorems proved in the exercises of
Part B on page 159 of volUme 1 and in Parts B and C on pages
163,and 164.

510.

511.

512'

Sentence (1) is a natural enough definitioft of squaring and, as
students should show in Exercises 1 and 2 of Part B of these exer-.
cises, (2) and (3) can be proved by using (1). That there is a non-
negative number whose square is a2 follows from the fact that a2 aY
and (a)O = a2 a,nd that a > 0 or 4a > 0. The latter can be proved
by using 58 and Zxercise 2 9n page 151 of volume 1. Since, for any
a E R, there is one and only one nonnegative real nufnber whose square
is a, we may lapeak of the nonnegative real number whose square is
a2. It is this rvaI number which we call the absolute value of a.
Sentence (4), then, lists two properties which are Characteristic of
absolute valuing and we may, and shall, adopt (4) as a "defining
principle" for this opAration. From (4) and other theorems about
real numbers which do not mention ligsolute valuing it is possible to .

derive all theovems concerning this operation. (
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From (47- which we take as a definition-and (p) we have:

(4') tb 0 and 11.2' a2) b al.

Using (4') it is easy to prove:

(5) la. !al a] and [a 1 1 = -a].

Let's look now at square rooting. By (3), different nonnegative
numbers have different squares. In other words, a given real number
is the square of at most one nonnegative number. Later we shall adopt
a postulate concerning real numbers which will enuble us to prove
that each nonnegative number is the square of at least'one nonnega-
tive number. IBy (2), we could not hope for, more.] So, any given non-
negative number is the square .of exactly one tonnegative number:.
This number is, by definition, the principal square ropt of the given
number:

(6) ?.! 0 and (Va)2 = a la 01

From (6) which we take as a definition- and (3) Ike have:

(6') (b 0 'and b2 = a) b Va

Comparing (4) and (-6' ) we obtain the important result:

(7) jal

In Part .A of the following exercises you will have an opportunity to
become better acquainted with some theorems about absolute valuing
and square rooting, and to correct some erroneous ideas which you
may have. In'Part B you may see how some of the theorems can be
proved,

Exercises

Part A

I. Simplify.
(a) V(a 3)2 (b) Va 6a . (e) V16 +

(d) V-(a -1)2, \'a2 (e) Va2 131 (f). + 9
.2.. Evaluate the expressions given in 1(a), 1(b), 1(d), and 1(e) for

a = -2 and b = 3.
3. Simplify.

(a) V9 V16 (b) /-9 16 (c) V3 (d) V-5 725
(e) V5 25 (f) V8 2 (g) 1/-2 (h)

2.

TC

For example, from (4) and (,3) we can derive (4/ which says,
explicitly that a is the only nonnegative number whose square is
To do'so, note that, by (3),

= 1a1 [b .0]
since, by (4), Is! > 0. Since," by,T4), la IP = a, we,have at once

b2 = al? b [b 0]

whir s short for:
b 0 [b2 = 1a1

m-this,*(4') follows at on,ce by exportation.
Theorem (.4") can be used in proving (5) which iS a more cus-.

tomar,ydefinition of absolute valuing. For the first 1.)art merely
substit1te .for 'b' in (4') and note that a2. For the .second part,
substitute -a' for 'b and note that if a < 0 then -a 0 and that (-a)7 = a2.

The defining principle (6) is similar to (4) in thitt it lists twepro-
perties which are characteristic for squafire rooting. It differs from (4)
in that we are not in a position.as yet to prove that, for any a 0,
there i a nonnegative nurnben whose square .is a. The adoption of (4)
a's a definition was quite innocuous. Doing sb, amounted to no more than
adopting a standard notation. In adopting (6) we ari4 sticking our necks
out beyond the comparative safety of Postulate 5'.

To obtain the fundamentanheorem (7), merely substitute `a,2' for
'a' and ' Ia1' kr 'IA in. (6') and use (4).
Answers for Part A
1. (a) 14 31 , (13) la,+.31 (c) '7

(d) la + 11 - jai (e) Ial - 1b1 (f) 5

,[You will, of course, call students' attention to the counter-instance
of Ja2 + = + NT; which is furnished, by ISarts (c) anciii(f).1

2. (a) 5 (b) 1 (d) -1 ,(e)
[You may wish to give other examples in class which yield epunter-
instandes to the false 'N,Fa7

r.

12 q4 121 (b) 12 [9 16 =. 144 = 122],

9 [327 = 81 = 921 (d) 5Nrg [-5 -25 25.5 52
(f) 4 (g) (h)

4. (a) a > 0
(c) ab > 0 [or: ,(a >
(d)

TC 7 (1)

(b) a

0 and b 0) or (a < 0 and b < 0)]

a > 0 and b 0 (e)a>0andb>0
a r. Oorb= 0 [a2 b2,°-= ( a + b ) (a

(a) 84

(b) 12, [Fa 31 = 9, so (a > 3 and,
(a ' 3 and a - 3 -9)]
[no solution](c )

(d) (c) 1 2

0 Or

a.9)or

b 0)]

(f) [no solution]
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4. Here are some free-variable generalizations. Give conditions under
which, each is true.
(a) a2 = a (3) \ 02 = -a (c) .Va2b2

(d) (e) \-11\'b = aib (f) Va2 + 62 = la + bI

5. Solve.
(a) \ a 3 = 9

(d) 5 t- 2a = 2 (e) 2d= 2 (f) - 2a = a 3

Part B
Recall the definitions which were given preceding Part A:

(b) (a 3)2 = 9 (c) 'Vita 3)2 = -9

a2 = aa
Iaj E 0 and 1(112 =
0 and ( Vla)2 = a

a2

la 01

The following exercises suggeet pioofs of theorems which are based
on these definitions. Since you .are entitled to use theorems you al-
ready 'know concerning real numbers, proofs can be quite short. But,
convince yourself that you could prove any things you use in proofs.
A quick review of Section 4.04 and 4.051in Volume 11may be of help.
1. Prove:

(a) a U .0 a2 > 0 (b) & 0 (c) a2 = 0 -4 a = 0
[Hint: For (a) recall Postulates 5 and 5,2. Show that 02 0 and
that (-a)2

2. Prove: ,
(a) a2 = (a = b or a = -14
(b) a2 = b2 a = b [a a' 0, b,..2 01,
[Hint: For (a) recall that a' b2 = (a - b)(a. + b). For (b) note
that, for a 0 and b 0, if a + b = 0 then (a = 0 and b = 0).]

3. Prove: .

(b 0 and 62 = a2) b

[Hint: Use definition (2) and Exercise 2(b).]
4. Prove:

(a) a 0 - Ial = a (b) a 0 [al =
(C) jab! = aI Ibl (d) 0 a = 0
[Hint: The key to (a) and (b) is E ercise 3. For (c) you also need
definition (2),I

5. Prove:

(b 0 and b2 = a) 70, b Ta

[Hint: Use Exercise 1(b), definition (3), and Exercise 2(b).]

1,
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The purpose of Part B is to familiarize students with some impor-
tant properties of squaring, -absolute valuing, and order. However, it
is not necessary that each student derive each property in order to gain
the needed familiarity. It would be better to 'have each student prepare
a discussion of one of the properties in Part B. Such a discussion may
be prepared on a piece of acetate for the overhead projector and should
include several instances of the property as well as the derivation. By
preparing his discussion on a piece of acetate, a student c,an more
quickly present his discussion to the rest of the class.

Answers fof Part B
(a) Assuming that a # 0 it follows that a > 0 or -a > O. So,

by S1;,;(b), a a- 0 or -a. -a > 0. Since a a = -a -a = a2
it follows that if a # 9 then a2 > 0.

(b) Since 02 = 0 it follows that if a 0 then a2 = Since
a 0 or a 0 it follows from part (a) that a2 > .0 or
a2 0. Hence,' by definition, a2 > 0.

(c) Since 4 2 = aa it follows that if a2-= 0 then aa = 0 and so,
by an earlier theorem, a = 0 or a = ;O. Hence, if a;.:' = 0
then a = 0. [The "earlier theorem" is an equivalent of (2)
on page 157, volume 1. I

(a) 'Suppose that a2 = b2. It follows that a2 b2 = 0 and, so,
that a - b = 0 or .4 b = 0. -Hence, if a2 = b2 then a b
'or a = -b.

(b) Suppose that a2 b2, a > 0, and b > O. Since a2 = b2 it
follows that a ,b or a = --b. Now, if a = -b it follows,
since 'a > 0 and `13 > 0, that -b 0 and b > 0 that
that 0 < b and b > O. Hence, if a = -b then b = 0 anct
so, a n O. In particular, if a = -b then a b. So, in any
case, for a > 0 and .b > 0, if a2 = b2 then a = b.

3. [This is (4'), and a proof has been given in the commentary for
page 6.]

4. (a), (b) [These are the parts of (5) and proofs are indicated in the
cornrnentavy for page 6. ]: ,

BY definition, aJ > 0 and I b > 0 and, so, fal 1,b1 > 0.
Also, (I a . 11:42? = 1a12 11,12 = a2 b2 (ab)2. Hence, by
Exercise 3, a bl ab .

.(d) By definition, la 12 = a2.
1 =

So,. if la I = 0 then a_ and,
by Exercise 1(c), a = O.

5: Suppose that b > 0 and b2 a Since b2 > 0 it.fcglows that_
a, > O. So, by definition (3), (NM2, a and, 4ince b2 = a,

(Nra.)2. Since, also, Nra- > 0 and b > 0 it follows by .

Exercise 2(b) that b z Bence, if b 0 and b2 = a thenb = 5.

(c

35
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6. Prove:
' (a) \ 02 = lal (b) ab a\ b .1a 0, b 0]

[Hint: For (a) use definition (2) and Exercise 5,.or Exercise 1(.b),
definition (3), and Exercise 3. For (b) use defibition (3) and Ex-
ercise 5.1

7. (a) 'Suppose that a < h. Under what conditions is it the case that
.ac < bc? That ac > be? That ac -,sbc? That ac bc? Give ex-
amples to support each of your answers.

(b) Given that a < b does it follow.that a2 < b2? If"you think not,
give a coUnterexample: if you think so, give an argument to
support your answer,

(c) Suppose that & < 62. Does it allow that a < b?, Explain your
answer.

S. Prove:
(a)0 a < b a2 < 52 [Hint: Assume that a 0 and a < b.

It follows that a2 ab. Explain. Now, can you also show that
ab < b2.?)

(b) c_-_b fa 0i
(c) 14.1". b2. \ I" b [Hint: Use (b) and (3). Why is a 0?]
Id) Use (b) together with (2) on page 7 to prove a theorem like

(bkbut without any restriction.
S. (a) Show that la! a: [Hint: Note that, .by definition, Ja12 a2

and recall Exercise 8(b).]
(b) Show that Hal '5_ a lal. [Hint: Use part (a) twice, recailing

that =
(c) Show that if !al 6 then b E a < b.

10. (a) *ShoW that = a or lal = 6. [Hint Consider two. cases,
0 o r O.1

(b) Sho'w that if b f_ a f. b theh lal < b.

36
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Answers for F_'-art B [cont.]
,

6. (a) By Exercise 5, if la l ~> 0 and la 12 a2 then lal r Nr0H.
So, by definition (2), Nra-P 7- la I. [Alte.rnatively: By Exercise
3, if ../a.' < 0 and (NiTi-)2 ;- a2' then N.T. = lal. Since

> 0 it follows ..by definition (3) that Nra-r-' > 0 and
(...Fa-')2' -, a2." Hence, Nia..- = I a l J

By definition, for .a > 0 and b -) 0, Nrki > 0 and NTS > 0.and, so, Nriii- N/T, > 0,, Alsd, (Na.. \ri))2 . (ra-)2(Nr17)2 = ab.
Hence, by Exercise 5, for a > 0 and b > 0, \MAT)

7. (a) c > 0; c s. 0; c = 0; c 0.

(b) No; -2 s 0 but (-2)2 0.
(c) No; 02 s (-2)2 but 0 X -Z.

8. (a) Suppose that a +6 b. If a > 0 it follows that a2 = aa
I and if a .- 0 then a2 . 0 = ab. So, assuming that, a

a < b it follows that a2 c al). Since,, also, b > a it
that b > 0 and, since a s b, that al) s b2. Since ,
a2 < ab s. b2 it follows that a2 < 52. Hence, if 0 c a < b
then, a2 < b2.

.i .

,(b)" Suppose that a i S. It.follow" [Sec Exercise 4 on page 164
. of volume 1] that b 'N' a. So, for a > 0 it follows, by part

. (a) that b2 > a. and, so, that a2 A b2. Hence, for a, > 0,
'41,,,if a j.. b then a? i., b2. Consequently, for a > 0, if

.a2 > b2 then a > b.
4

(c) 'Suppose that a > b2. Since 132 > 0 it follow's that a > 0
afid so, by (3) that N,1-5.7? 0 and ()2 = a, Siiice a '?_ b2 it
follows that (N/T-1)2 > b2 and, since Nra" > 0, it follows.by
(5) that ,./3 :2 5. Hence, if a > b2 .then ,s5 b.
The theorem in question is; -.a2 > b2 la l > 13, This
follows from part (b) because, by (2), la l > 0 and ja12

7 U.
I I 2Since, by definition, IR la 1 = a 2 it follows that la 12 > a2. So,

since l a l > 0, it follows b Exercise 8(5) that la l > a.
By part (a), l -a l -.... -a So, since I -a l = la 1,, it follows
that la I...> -a that isf that - lal < a. Combining this with
part (a) we have' that - lal c a
Suppose that ja l < 5. It follows that -b -fa} :and, :-

combinin these two inequations with those of part (c), that
b' c G b. . . -

For a > 0, a > 0. and a2 = a2, Hence, for a .>.0, lal --" a
iiFor a c 0, -a > 0 and -a)2 = a2. Hence, for a < 0,

la! ,-.= a. Since a > 15 ,. r a < 0 it follows th4t lai = a
or lal = -a.

_

(b)

ab'
> 0 and
follows

(cl)

9. (al
= a2,

.,(b) Suppose that -b < a < b. In case la = a It follows that
al < b. In case lal = it follows, since -a 4, that
a l < b. So; by part (a), la! < b in any case. Hence, if

-b < a < b then- lal <" b.

As a consequence of Exercises 9 and
real number.theorem:+

I a I

10 we have the very useful

b'e==+ basb

^73.



Chapter. Eleven
Inner Product gpaces

11.04 Some Notions about-Perpendicularity

Our aim in this chapter is to discover new properties of translations
w ich we can uSe to characterize pgrpendicularity of lines and, planes,
nd distance between points. Once we have discovered these properties

. we shall describe them in additional parts of Postulate 4. Using these
additional postulates we shall be able, in the remainder of the text, to
complete our study of the geometry of Euclidean space. As it turns
out, what we mostly need are intuitive notions concerning planes

-perpendicular to lines. To aay that a. plane ir is perpendicular to a line .

/ we shall write `7T J 1'.

7

Fig. 11-1
The notion of a plane perpendictlar to a line may be one you haven't

thought about before. Intuitively, if you think about i horizontal
plane, that plane is perpendicular to a vertical line.

Exercises

Part A

4.

,

1. Given the plane eand the lines
shown at the right.
(a) Which ones of these lines

are transversals 9f 7?
(b) Is Tr perpendicular fo any of

.these lines? If so, which
ones?

TC 9

The purpose of this chapter is to motivate the adoption of postu-
lates 40(e) and 411 41,4 on page 42 and the use of the multiplication
operation introduced there to define perpendictilarity and distance.
We begin with some intuitive ideas concerning perpendiculrity and
[later] distance and gradually see how to express these rtptions
algebraically.

We suggest making a model of a line and a plane perpendicular to
the line. Use a stick and apiece of ciardboard. In your class demon-
stration hold the,model sq the cardboard is horizontal at first (as the
discussion suggests). After that move the model around so that stu-
dents can see how the line and a plane appear from other points of,
view. You might also show how a corner of At 3" X 5" 'card can be
placed at the intersection of the line a,nd plane to test for perpendicu-
larity. Whenyou ci2 this you should muke the point that perpendicu-
larity is pre spit only when the card osirner fits in two or more non-
collinear positiOns!

(cord fit 0 (core fit in
ono posnIon) nom:04ns*, two poiitioa)

The exercises on pages 9-11 provide stimulating discussion if
used in class. We suggest that you use these exercises and those qn
pages 12:14 to vary the activity in your class presentation and to in-
sure that students begin to form correct intuitions about perpendicular

/
lines and planes.

9

Answers_for Part A
I. (a) AII but,. perhaps, /2. IWq,have tried to draw 12 so that it

looks parallel to Ir.]
(b) Yes; 13 and /3

ls
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2. Given the planes w and ir and
"Ile 1 which is a transversal of

both w and o-, as shown at the

(a) Whi h of the plaries appear
to be perpendicular to 1?

(b) Given the point P shown in
the picture, is there a plane
which contains P and is per-
pendicular to 1? How would
you describe any such
plane?

?-

a Answers for part A [cont.]

(a) Draw a picture of a plane ir and lines 1, and such that w is
perpendicular to both 1, and I. What can you say about lines
11, and /.?

(b). Now, dr:1w a picture of a line ib which is parallel to 1,. What
can you say about w and 13?

(ertiVen that 7r is perpendicular to 1,, is it the case that^11 is a
transversal of w? Can chave more than one point in common
with Tr?

4, A man is asked. to put up.a flag
pole in front of a building, in

.the position shown in the pic-
ture at the right. A, helper is to
tell him when the pole is ver-
tical. The helper stchids at the
spot marked and tells him
that the pole lines ti'p with a
vertical Rdge of the building.
Is this informAtion enough to
ensure that the pole is vertical?
Explain your ,answer.

5. (a) Given a line / and a point P not on 1, how.many planes are there
_ which contain P andare perpendicular to i? Make aaketchAD
' illustrate your answere;,

(b) In part (a), wont& you change 'kour anSwer if you were given
that? is on 1?

6. Hold' a pieceof cardboard 'and a pencil so that-they represent' a
plane perpendicular to a line. How many planes are there each of
which is perpendicular 'to a given line? What cpn you say about
any two of these Planes? ,

7. Given that a plane ir /I; perpendicular to a line), what can'you say
about w and m, where m is any line parallel tor? What can yoU say
about cr and I, where cr is any plane parallel to 1r?

TC ID

2. (a) er

(b) Nes; tl* plane through P which is parallel to
3. (a) H

(b)

(c) Yes.; No, for if it did, ./1:C. 7 so that ,Y 21.

4. No.; At least two different sightings must be made such that the
points of these sightings and the foot of the'flag pole are not
collinear.

5.... (a) Precisely one.
(b) No.

Infinitely many; they are parallel,
1. m;

5

a
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8. On your paper, draw a picture
of parallel planes IT and a, as
shown at the right.
(a) Draw a line I such that

TT 1 1 . What can you say
about a and 1?

(b) Draw a line in such that
rn. What can you say

about Tr and rn? About 1
and ni?

(C) Draw a line n which is par-
allel to I. What can you say

.. about 7r and n? About u-
and n?

. Ss.

LIT

9. Suppose that ir is a plane perpendicular to I and that In is any line
contained in v.
(a) How many planes contain I and also have a point in common

with tn? Make use of two pieces of cardboard and a pencil,to
illustrate your answer.

(b) Is it always possible to find a plane which contains 1 and which
has no point in common with m? Is it ever possible to do so?
Explain your answers.

(c) How many of the planes describea in (a) are perpendicular
to frn?

The preceding exercises suggest several notions about perpendic-
ularity of planes to lines. Four of these notions will turn out to be
especially useful in our search for new postulates. The first is a very
obvious one:

Notion 1. n. 1 1. 1

TC 11

Answers for Part A gent.]
8. (a) cal

(b) trim; / j rn

(c) w n; O.Ln

9. (a) Infinitely many, [the picture
at the right shows two such
planes in the case when
I tra m = 0.]

(b) No;, if I tra m 0, then
4 any plane containing I

, intersects m.
Yes; if / tra m 0, let
cr coiitain I and be parallel
to Tn.

(c) Just one.

The four I'Notions on pages 11, 13, and 14 are our first
approximation to postulates concerning perpendicularity. They will be

'considerably modified in the sequel but will, at any rate, be theorems
when we adopt the postulates on page 42 and the definition on page 74.

Since ie is 3-dimensional it follows that if rt is perpendicular to 1 then -
/ is a transversal of Trthat is, / and /T. have a single point in common.
It also follows that if a line is parallel to a plane then the plane is not
perpendicular to the line.

Notion 2. Given a tine / and a point P; there is one
and only one plane 7r such that P e and rr J.

Using these two notions we can define a mapping with if as its do-
main and / as its range. For, given 'any point P, the plane Which con-
tains P and is perpendicular to t inters'ects 4 in a single point This
point is called.the orthogonal projection of P ori 1for short: proji (P).
Mead.this as 'the projection otP. on 1%1 The word 'orthogonal' is a sig7
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nal ttat the projecting on I is carried out through planes which are
perPendicular to 1.

Fig. 11-2
When we have formulated our other notions about perpendicularity
we shall have a great deal to say about the function proji. At present,
note that

( 1 )

.[Explain. ]

Part

(a ) proji (P) /
1(13) projj (P) P 47P E

1. On your paper, draw a picture
of.line 1 and pointlA, B, C, and
0, as shown at the right.
(a) Sketh the planes that'de-

termine the orthogonal pro-
jections on 1 of 'each of.the
points A. 13; C, and D.

(b) Witat is proj, (IP?
(c) Su.ppose that proji (A) =" A'. Is A' the projection on 1 of any

other point? Describe all of the points which have A' as their
projections on I.

WY-Given any point E, -describe how-one locates proj,
2. The function proj, maps X into I. Is proj, a one-to-one function?

Does proj, have an inv7rse? Is proj, an onto function? Explain your
answers.,

3. Making use of Nation 2, givaan argument that two planes which
are perpendicular to 1 have no point in common. ,

4. Given that r ana a are planes each of which is perpendicular to a
line 1, what can you say about Ir and a? Explain your answer.

5. Suppose that ir I 1 and '13. Tr, What com.you say about cr and 1?
Give ail argument to supbort your answer..

A.

C.

B.

4

*
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Explanation of (a): By definition, proji (P) is the point of inter-
section of 1 ahd the plane through P perpen-
dicular to 1..

Explanatiocn of (b): If this intersection is P then, of course, P E 1.
And, if P E I then P is the intersection of 1
and any...plane through P which is not parallel
to 1.

Answers for Part B
1. :(a) Here is a sketch of the planes

that determine the orthogonal
projections on 1 of A, B, C,
and D. The students should
have pictures of sat most tour
parallel planes, each of
which is perpendicular to 1.

(b6)

(c) Yes; A' is the orthogonal projection of each point in
. plane through A and perpendicular-eto 1.

(d) proj1 (E) is the point of intersection of 1 with the plane
through F. which is perpendicular to 1.

2. NS See Exercise 1(c); No, for it is not a one-toone function;
Ye for each point of 1 is the image of itself under the' function
pro,31

3. Suppos that the two planes do intersect. Let P be one of the
-points of their fritersection. Then each of two planes contains P
and is perpendicular to 1. This contradicts Notion 2.

4. By Exercise 3, either 77 = a. or 7r ( a. 0. In either case

the

77 H .

5. a .i. 1, Since i 1 1 and o- II 7r, it follows that a is a transversal
of I that,is, a intersects I. Let P be the point of intersection

/ of 1 and a. Consider the plane a' which contains P and is per-. pendicular to 1. a' is parallel to r and contains a point of o,
naMely P. So, a' = a. Since a' .I. I, it follows that al 1.

V
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In the exercises just completed, we obtained some consequences, o
Notion 2. We can combine these into:

(') ir I I ItT I I !". 11 71

That is, if ir is perpendicular to 1 then the planes perpendicular to 1
are just those which are parallel to IT. This is illustrated in Fig. 11-3,
where Tr I. 7r, is any planeiparallel to .7, (and, so, 7r2 1 1), and 0' is
any plane not parallel to n- (and, so, r si 1).

Fig. 11-3
The third intuitive notion ire need isirather like (*) It is that if IT is

perpendicular to 1 then the lines to which 7T is perpendicular are just
those which are parallel to 1:

Notion 3. Tr ± I '4'"44 [Tr I n rn 11 /]

According to Notion 2,,given a line 1, there are planes which are
perpendicular to land these are just those planei which have a certain
bidirection. According to Notion 3, this bgirection depends only on
the direction of I. So, corresponding to any proper direction [11 there is
a proper bidirection MI, which we call tile orthogonal vomplement of
la Each translation in the orthogonal cOm?lement of 1/1 is orthpgonal

--to-eachTtransffitiorr in I And, a plane woris perpendieglar to aline 1
if and only if [7r1 is the orthogonal complement of [ll. In short, this
last idea may be stated as:

(2) IT I 1 [V] = 1111

Part C
1. Use (2) to show that '1

(a) planes perpendicular to the same line are parallel,.
(b) parallel planes are perpendicular to the same line, and

I e

4.

TC 13

The bidirection ta-.1-1 is a complement of the direction [.a.] because,
as it will turn out, each translation is the sum of uniquely determined
translations, one of which is in [:11 and the otfier in ra. J-1-. [This is a.
different use of the word 'complement' than the one you may be
ace ustoni'ed to from the algebra of sets.] The bidirection [ -S11- is
orthogonal to because each translation in ca. 1-1- is orthogonal to
each translation in [;;]. [Here, 'orthogonal' is a substitute for
'perpendicular', a word which we wish to save for use in connection
with lines and planes. ]

Answers for Part C
1. (a) Supuose that a 1- i and r ./.

so that H [r]. Thus, cr
(b) Suppose that 7T I I a and that

[a] itri", Thus, [r] [01'

7

Then, [a-] = and [2r1
77 . Hence, (a).

a 1. *Then [IT] [a] and*
so that 7r 1 i. Hence, (b).

41.

11
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(c) a Plane which is perpendicular to a given,line'is also perpen-
dicular to any parallel line.

2. (a) Use (2) and the fact that MI is a proper bidirection to show
that there is a plane which contains P and is perpendicular to
I. !Suggestion: Theorem 9-11 should suggest a neat way to
describe such a planed.

(b) Use part (a) and one of the parts of Exercise 1 to derive No-
tion 2.

3. Notice that, by parts (a) and (b) of Exercise 1, (2) implies (*).
(a) Explain why (2) also implies "halr of Notion 3. [Hint: Consider

Exercise 1(c).1
(b) The."other half' of Notion 3 is:

(**) (7r 1_ 1 and 'TT L rn) m
Use (2) and the fact that [i] 4 and [ in ] are proper bidirections
to show that (-") implies:

. (3) [mri [ni] '-'111
(Hint: Choose a point .P and consider Pull and P[rn[1. What
kind of set is each of these? Why? Assuming that [rr] i
what follows from (2) and (")?1

(c) Show that (") follows from (2) and (3).
,4. In the preceding three exercises you have seen that Notions 2 and

3 amount, exactly, to the fact that, for any line 1, [1]1. is a proper
bidirection, and that (2) and (3) hold. Try to express what Notion 1
says in terms of VI and

According to Notion 1, gilixp a line 1 there Ire planes which are
perpendicular to 1. An.equally important notion is that, given a plane
7r, there are lines to which 17 is perpendicular. Instead of listing this
as our fourth notion, we choose to list a notion which will enable us to
"construct" such lines.

Notion 4. If./ is a subset of some plane whiCh is perpendicular to
m th n ni is a subset of some plane which is perpendiculartol.

Fig. 11-4

Answers for Part C [cont.]
1.

IC 14

(c Suppose that r 1. 1 and that / II m. Then, [I] = [1]-1- and
[1] = [m]. Thus, -NI so that r i r . Hence, (c),

Z. (a) Let r PI/1 Since [I] I bidirection, r is a plane. By
Theorem 9-11, P E TT and [r] = 1/]-1- From this last, 7r 1

(b) By part (a) there is a pkame which contains P and.is perpen-
dicular to 1.. By Exercise 1(a), there. arc not two such planes.

3. (a) -By Exercise lAc) we know that if r I and m I then r'.1-
That is, we know:

(rr and -rn /) 2T J.ni

This is equivalent to:
[rn H 7 1 m

.which is "Iii41f" of Notion 3.
(b) '- Suppose t*t 1 and rn are lines such that [rn]i = [ill.. Since

both [m] and [1] 'are proper bidirections, each of P[/1
and P[ni] is a plane which contains P. P[I] is the plane
which covtains P and is perpendiular to 1. P[rn]i. is the
p,lane which contains P and is perpendicular to m. Since

P11-, 17;11. So, by (**), 'it follows that
1. Thus, by definition, [rn] [1]. Hence (3).

(c ) Suppose that TT 1, 1 and TT 1. rn, By i2), iv]
[7r] [rn ]-1-. So, [rr,tjl WI% BY (3), [m]Definition 7-6, m 1. Thus, if r .1. 1 and
rn It -1

4. Notion I is: TT -1. I 1 14 77 is equivalent to saying:
171 ± [1]-1. [1] [7]

VIL and
= I. By

rn, then

An instance of this last result is:
[Ili' te [1] ci tir`

Henc.e, [I] ci [i]i. On the other hand, assiime that [1] ci .and
that r 1. It follows by (2) that 171 [IJI and, sp, that III 14-
So, by (2), ' [I] [111' s..tys what Notion 1 does that is, that

4 r.
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Recall that a line 1 is parallel to a plane a if and only if 1 is a subset of
some plane which is parallel to a. It follOws from this that, in view of
,(*), Notion 4 is equivalent to..

If 1 is parallel to some plane wl\ich is perpendicular to m
then in is parallel to some plane which is perpendicular to I.

lExplain.1 In other.words, Notion 4 amounts to:

(4)
-

[m]; 01ml C

Using Notion 4 it is not difficult to show that, given a plane 7r, there
is a line 1 such that 7r 1 1. In fact, we shall show:

(5)

The plane which contains twb given intersecting
lines is perpendicular to the line of intersection
of any two planes, which are perpendicular,
respectively, to the given lines.

For, suppose that m, and rn, are lines of a plane 7r which intersect at O.
By Notion 2, there are planes .say, a/ and (4such that a, I in, and
(7, I in,. By NotiOns 2 and 3 it follows that, since m/ if Inv o cry So,since r; is 3.-dimeeonal, a n cr2 is a linesay, I. (See Fig. 11-51

Fig. 11-5 C.

Now, 1 is contained- in a, and a, 1 m, Also, 1 is contained in cr2 and
(72 I in,. So, it follows by Notion 4 that there i a plahe say, 7r,
such that m, is contained in 7r, aud 771 1 1. Similarly, there is a plane
say, 17 su ch tlat M2 is 6ontaMed in 7T Sid r2 1 1. Note that 0 mr
So, vi isthe plane containing 0 which is,ijendiculartol. Similarly;
since 0.e n1/2, ':77.2 is this same plane. So, 71.= 7T 2. Since 77 is the only

., plane which contains both n.23 and m2, 7! ,= IT3 = 7r. Thus, 7r 1 1.

t)

It is worth summarizing that Notion 1 - Notion 4
said by the "more algebraic": -

[41 is a proper bidireetion
[1] c/ [11'

[m] [t]

[I] c. [m].1- [In] C. PYI"

say. just what is

[EXercise 4, above]
.(Z) on page 13]
[(3) on page 14]
[(4)]

Except for the third which might serve as a definition of perpen-
dicularity these sentence's state properties of orthogonal'complemert-
ing.. We might take the third as a definition and adopt the others as
postulates. Actually, the latter will be theorems once we have adopted
the postulntes on page 42 and Definition 11-1(b) on page 45.

Since, as is shown on this page, (5) is a consequence of our fosli
Notions, it is also a consequence of the five sentences noted in tile
commentary for page 15. Since, as'indicat,ed there, these fiVe sen-
tences will eventually become theorems, (5) at that point, also
become a theorem.

"TC 16 (1)

The exercises beginning on this page are discovery exercises for
(*) -and (**) on page 17.

.Anticipate some confusion beginning in Exercise 3. 'The notation
gets a bit cumbersome when specifying the translation determined by.
the projections of a pair of points. This can be minimized by saying
the appropriate word 'point' or 'translation'.before reading the varicAis
expressions.

Answers for Part n
Here is a picture for Exercises 1 3:

., They are parallel lines.'
2. They are parallel.
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Part D
Consider line,/, points P and Q,

And translation Z as shown in the
picote at the right. Copy the.pic-
tura on your paper.
I. Locate the points P + a and Q

-P
+ a. What can you say itbout
P(P + and. Q(Q + a)?

2. Sketch the [four] planes containing the points P, P Q, and Q
+- a, respectively, and perpendicular to 1. What can you say about
these planes?

a.

?

3. Locate the projections on 1 of the points 13, P + CI; Q, and Q +
Consider the translations proj, (P + 72) - proj, (P) and praj, (Q
+ a) proj, (9).
(a) It may be the case that the projections on 1 of P and P +-a-* are

the same point. That is, it may be the case that proj, (P)
= proj, (P + a). If this is the case, what can be saidof
(i) the points proj, (Q) and proj, (Q
(ii) the translation proj, ( P + 72) - praj, (P)?

(ill) the translation proj, (c2 + Tz) proj, (Q)?
Expla41 your answers. [Hint What can you say, in this case
about a and the direction of the plane through P perpendieular
to I?]

(b) Show that if proji(P) = proj, (P + then Rroj, (P + -c-1) proj
(P) = proj, (q+ d - proj, (Q).

(e) Given that proj, (P) # proj, (P/4 la), what can be said of
(1) the points proj, (Q) and proj, (Q + a)?

(ii) the ratiR of Koji (P + -65 - proj, (P) to proj, (Q +72)
- proj, eQ)?

Explain your answers. [Hint: See Theorem I, page 4.]
4. Show that

(1) proj, (Q + a) - proj, proj, (P +-ci) pro:), (P).
[Hint: See Exercise 3.]
Sulopase tha_t.1 and in are parallel lines, Consider any point P and
translation a. Both proj; (P) and proj, (P + -a) are points of 1. What
can he said of

(f) proj. (P) and proj. (P +
(ii) the translations proj, (P + - proj, (P) and proj, (P +71)

- proj. (P)?
Explain your answers. [Hint: See Theorem I, page 4.]

6. Show tliat
.(*') tj 1 .0 pmj. (P + -a) - proj. (P) = prnj, + 7z) proj, (P).

. Discuss the following cases of (**) in Exercise 6.
(a) in = 1 (b) IT and -rnOt (e) c7f

/ 4 52

TC 16 (2)

Answers for Part D [cont. j
3. (a) projf (Q) = proji (Q + d;

Given tbat proj1 (P) =..proji IP + P and P + -a* are both in
a plane 1;--erpendieular o /. So ra*,1 ç
So, Q and Q + -a. are in a plane perptdicular to 1. That is,
proj1 (Q + = proji (Q). So, each o proji (P + ab) proji (P)
and proji (Q + 1) - proji (Q) is 6.

(b) Suppose that prOji (P) (P + -a*). Then, by the argument
in (a), Pz.oj,1 (Q) proji (Q + 1). So, proji + 1) proji (P)

"proji (Q + ) - proji (0).
(c) proj1 (0) proji (Q + a ), by Theorem I on page, 4;

[proji (P + proji (P)] (proji (0 + a.) - proj1 (0)]
+

=

= I

This is a direct .consequence of the result in 1(b) and 1(c).

5. They are points of in;
their ratio is I for, by Theorem I,

[Proji (P + projt (P)]: [Projm (P + ;) - projm (ID)]
= ((P + P): (iP + ;)
= a :a

1.

[Tg make an appropriate instance of Theorem I, let I
I, 12 al, 11 '1 and 12 (x2.1

This is a direct consequence of the answer to Exercise 5.
7, (a) If in = 1 then the consequent of (**) reduces to a sentence of

the form 'p = p.
(b) 1.1 ; d, and rn 1, then the,consequent Aduces to '6 = .

(c) If -a* MI, then the consequent again 'reduces so d'.
.5
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11.02 Otthogo'nal Projections of Translations

In the preceding section we hated some intuitive iibtions concerning .

the perpendicularity of planes and lines and were led/to the notion of
the orthogonal projection of a point P on a line 1. The point proj, (P) is,
the point of intersection off with the ,plane which containsT and is
perpendicular to I.

Using our notions Incerning perpendicularity, Theorem I and its
corollary on pages 4 and 5, the exercises just completed give us two
irnpoP6int facts about projections of points on lines. These are:

an :

(*) proj, (Q + - proi, (Q) proj, (P +-a4) - proj, (P)

111 Proj (P proj. (Pr= proj1 (P + ) - proji (P)

Suppose, now, that we are given.a Tine-'2 and a tranglatjon a. For any
point P, let rn be the line Puf[which contains P and isprallel to 1].
Similarly, let a

P +

I

pg. 11-6

Let's compare, the tr'anslations ptoj. (Q+ a) Q and, proj P +
- P. Since q e n it fbllows that

(Q + Q proj (Q +"4") (Q).'

Also, by (*,

Proj. Q +-i-74) pinj. (4) = proj,; (1) 4- 7E; )- pro j, (P). .

Since n 11 ni it follows by (") &hat

proj. (P .4- fproj. (P) = proj. (P°4--c-.)' proj. (P). 2

54

Finally, since P e in,

proj. (P +;) proj. (P) = proj. (P' +7-a) P.

Combining these results, we see that, with nj 131,4 and n = 0[4,

proj. s(Q + 72) - Q =1:troj. (P + --e5t - P.

It follows that, given 1 and CZ there is a single trantlati9n which,
when applied to any point, has the effect-of applying a, to tliat point
and then projecting that image on the line parallel to I 'Und containing
the given point. This translation is called the ort4ogonia projection of
a in the direction of I,- for short:

projin (a)

,For,any point P and any line rn parallel to I,

(1) proj111 = proj. (P + --(;) proj. (P).

proj_n(P) ,

rn `-
proji, )

P + a'

1

prdjm(P 4 a

Fig. 11 -7

4

Corresponding with (1) in Section' 11.01, we have:

(2) (a) proj1-11 OEM
(b) projill (a) = a --* a e fil

The -first part Of (2) follows at once from (1) -and the fact that projec-
tions on 1 belong to I. To establiaii the second, let m = Since P c m
and in II I it follows that'

(a;) projn, - P.

So, prbifi (Ti) -= a if and onlY if proj. (P + -cis) = P + a. By (1) of Section
117014the latter is the case if and only if P + a e m. But, since P e m,
P + aem if and only if a e [in], Since Im] = it follows that
projm (a) = a if and only if 'a e

5-5

4
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Exercises

1. On your paper, draw a line 1. .. i'.

b (a) Draw a translation a such that a' 0*. and projto (a) = 0.
_. -- . -..

(b) Draw a. translation ii such that i; 0 Cand projui (,6) - h.
(c) Draw a yanslation.c.sucl that c 0 and projiii(c) moves p9ints

half as far as does e .

(d) Draw projiil ( -ri, Compare this with the translation`projin (c).
2. Make use of sentence (1), above, to .show the following.

(a) = 0 (b) projiii (-a = -projui (a)
3. Drawa line I and two translations.c1 and e: Picture each of the fol-

'lowing translations.
(a) projm ( (b) projin (e)
(c) pro& (c/ +, (d) projiti (ch + projui Cel

4. Compare the translations drawn in 3(c) and 3(d). What does ttlis
suggest about the function.projin?

5. Draw a line 1 and translation a. Picture each of the following trans-
dation's.

. .
(a) pro}111(a2) (b) (pro& 0)2
(c) projui (a -2) (d) pro& (a) -2.

6. Compare each pair of the translations drawn in Exercise 5.
7. (a) Suppose that a*is a translation whose orthogonal projection in

the direction of a line / is 0. What can you say about the direc-
tion of a in relation to the direction of 1?

(b) Suppose that a is in the orthogonal complement of the direction
of I. [That is, suppose that a [1.P.J. What can you say about
proiu, (a)?

Your answers to Exercise 7 may have suggested:
,

(3) projui (a) - 0 4-6 a
,

111

This can be established in muclithe same way as was the second part
of (2) [page 181. Again let m = P[1], and let 7r = P[fli. [Then, m is the
line through P parallel to 1 and 7T is the plane through 1:2 perpendicular
to LI Since rn II 1 and i, I I it follows that rr 1 m: Since P E m,
projul (cd = proj. tP 4- --a*) - P and-, so, projui (715 = if and only if
.proj. (P a) = P . Since irl in and m intersects n at P, the latter is
the case if and only ifP + a. r. But, since P ir,P + a 71. if and only
if e Dd. And. l.71 .1111. Hence, (3).

The exercises just completed suggest two other properties of projec-
tions:

projui Ca.+ = projui (a) + projui (.61

(Wa) = p roj1,1 (Ci)a

TC 19 (1)

Answers for Exercises
tlere is an appropriate picture for parts (a) - (d). An arrow for
a should be drawn so that aline in the direction La' is perpen-
dicular to qi an arrow for b should be drawn so that a line in the
direction LU'l isoparallel to 1; an arrow for C* should be drawn
to "make" an angle of 6O" with 1. I

"(7

(d) Note that proj[1]-(-C.) -proj111

(a) 13y (1) we know that, for ally point P.
Proj[1] (d) ' proji (P + 0) proj1 (P)

=. prOji (P) proji d.

By (1) we know that proj.fil (--a") projt ((P-+ +
- proj1 (P + a): So, by (11 and the algebra of points and
translations, we have that

'(b)

*

projiii (-a) r

3. Here is an appro

proji ((P +
proji (P) -
-(proji (P

) - proji ( P +
proji

+ iroji (p))
r ate picture for parts (a) - (d):

1

-proj111(

4. They are eva
^any a and e,

5. Here is an appropria e picture for parts (

projf mit
/1(;)

-04

prof pra (3).l
111

Pro
[1}

).

4hat proj[f] (a prchj[11 (J) + projm(e), for

pro' (8 2) (grolo(Z)) 2

) (d):

111ra

5.7
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The first of these is easy to establish by using (1) [page 18 :

projin (a. + Tf;) = proj, (P + (a. + r9)) priSj, (Pi" [Why?1
= proj, ((P + + -64) proj, (i3) [Why?]

(proj, ((P + + 6°) proj, (P + a))
+ (proj, (P + proj, (1))) [ Why?]

projin (p) + projin (a) [Why?]
projin (a) + projin (b) [Why?]

In establishing (5) we make use of Theorem I [page 4]. Let 7r,, 7T2, tT1,
and a, be thd planes perpendicular to I which contain P,P + a, P, and
P + aa, respectivel* [Then, 7T1 = a.] In case 7T1 7T2 and (r1 a2 it
follows, just as in the proof of (*) [page 17], that

(proj, (P + c7i.a) - proj, (proj, (1: + - prpj, (I)))
= ((P + act) P) : + P)

[Why?]
[Why?]

So, by (1), (5) holds in case 771. 0 r and cr, er, In case 7r, = 7r, it fol-
lbws,*again as in the proof of (*), that a e [crib So, in this case-da e [a-, ]
and cr., = + aa = o. So, in case 7r, = irit follows that

-4 .4
proj111 (aa) = 0 = Oa = projin (a)a.

.A similar argument shows that (5) holds in case a-, = a-, and a 9k 0:
Finally, in case a --- 0,

I.
Projiii"C' ..= P 4.= =

11.03 Orthogonal Translations

In Section 11.01 we considered four notions concerning the perpen-
dicularity of plitnes to lines, These nntinns were reasonable ones to
accept on intuitive grounds, and might well have been taken as addi-
tional postulates for our development of geometry. However, these no-
tions are concern'ed with lines and planes and our aim is, as it has been,
to choose as postulates statements about points, translations, and ieal
'numbers. Our hope is that the ndtion.S.we haveabout perpendicularity
will suggest statements which will be acceptable aSiaostulates.

As a first step toward finding such statements, recall that our no-
tions about perpendicularity led us to the concept of the orthogonfil
complement, {III, of a proper direction [1]. We described [1]1 as the bi-

58
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Answers for Exercises [cont.]

6. (a) and (b) are equal; (c) and (d) are equal; '(a) and (c) are
opposites. '

7. (a,) [Z] [111; thays, Fa.) is in the orthogonal complerhent of
[11.

(b) It equals 6.

Answers to the 'Why's:
Instance of (1), replacing '1' by ";.+ and 'in' by '1'.

s Algebra of points and translations
Postulate 3
Consequence of [two applications of ] sentence (1)
Postulate 4
Theorem I
Postulate 4 and Theorem 7-24

Sample Quiz
1. Suppose that w What can you say about a line m such that

(a) m .1? (b) 7 1. rn? (c)
2. Complete each of the given sentences ivith one of the following:

11) a point (2) a translation (3) a diWection
(4) a bidirection (5) perpendicular (6) parallel

(a) proj11 (;) is (b) proji(P) is
(0) [IIL is

(ci)(e) [T] 1 is (f) iis
(g) If 11)1= [w], 1 and w' are
(h) If [1] 1= [mil; I and m are
(1) If [wri' w, and cr are 01

) If [1] C trn] , tand m are
Answers for Sample Quiz
1. (a) m
2. (a) (2) (b) (I)

(0 (4) (g) (5)

59

(c) m
(o) (4) (d) (3), (e) (3)
(h), (6) (1) (6). (j) (5)
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.direction of the planes which are perpendicu,lar to the lines whose
direction is W. This concept of "orthogonal complementing" may be
described ,as follows;

(1) 7T .1. I Ih". [7r) = [1]i-

Orthogdnal complementing is an operation which can be applied to
' any proper direction to yield a proper bidirection. [Make a conjecture
as to what the orthogonal complement of 10-11 might be. How about the
orthogonal complement of .7?1 Our notions concerning perpendicular-
Ay suggested the f9llowing two properties of this operation:

(*) [11"'= [mIL [1] = .1m)

LLI-L Eirdi

[These are statements (3) and (4) on pages 14 and 15.) As a matter of
fact, we.noticed that these properties and (1) could be used to deduce
three of our notions concerning perpendicularity. Notion 1 that if
7T i I then 1 11 amounts, in view of (1), to saying that

Exercises

Part A
1. Here is of a line /*and .

a plane whose bidirection is
the orthogonal complement of

(a) What can you say about 77
and n

(b) Each of [1],and Ird is a,pet
of translations. Is their intersection empty? Are there non-To
translations in each,of them? Is there a non-V translation in
their intersection?, Give "geometric" arguments to sup?ort

OUT EUISWitTB.

(c) Let a'and rbe proper translations in [1] and respectively.
What can you 34 about Ce7c, Give an argument to support 3. la)
our answer.

2.. Assume that rz if.
, (a), Given a point say,' P draw. a picture of the line AP + a). (1)

Now, draw a picture Of

(1:) Describe Pak. What can you 'say about Q1ali, for any point Q?
(c) Daes iibelong to fall? Give a "geometric" aigument to support

your answer.

IC 21

The exercises on page 21 will help to illustrate the ideas presented
in this section,.. A suggested plan is to use the exercise sets on pages
21 and 24 as classexercises, and to use the exercises on pages 25-26
as homework.

Answers for Part A
1. (a) A is perpendicular to

(b) No. [1 intersects r in a single poifit say, P and, so,
P P is. in both [I] and 7].. SO, [I] rTh [7] * 0.)
Yes. [Each of 1 and x is a nondegenerate set of points. So,
each contains at least two points. Given that P and Q are
two points of f [or, of r] then Q - P * and Q P [I]
[or, Q P e [r].]
No. [For, if [f] fTh [r] contains a non--CT translation, then
there are two points say, P and Q in both 1 and
This implies that I is a subset of r, so that 1 11 R. But,
owe 7 1 1 we know, by Notion 1, that 1 W v. ]

(c) Linearly independent. From (b) we know that no proper
translation is contained inboth [1] and '[r].'. Since 1 E [l],
and -Z * 4, a li([r]. Now, 5 E LAI, so that I is not a linear
combination of g. So, since a,and 13 are proper translations,
the conclusion follows.
[Here is an alternate argument: Suppose that (Z, 5) is linearly
dependent. Then, sin_se b * -a' is a t'hultiple of 5 so that

[r]. Thus, since a * 6, is a proper translation which
is contained in both [f] and [1]. Since there is no proper
translation in if] r-N [ir], it follows that (1, 5) is linearly
independent.]
.[Students should have pictures like the one drawn in
Exercise 1. ]

a

is the plane through P and perpendicular to POD+ 1).
Q[ a ] is parallel to P[a ] , and is perpendicular to P(P + a).
No.
quc

[The argumemt is essentially that givenlor the third
tion in 1(b).]

. ,
Since [-Z )1' is the bidirection of a plane namely,. one which.
is perpendieular t9 a line with direction [-S] it must Ontain
two linearly in endent members.. iW

-

Linearly indepelinent; 'linearly independent; linearly
independent.
When. (g,C..) is linearly dependent.
Linearly independent, ibr i 1[11 4-=. [g, C.. !

IC 22
a

When -C.
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3. (a) Given that a it should be clear that rtili contains two
linearly independent memberssay I; and c. Explain.

(b) Assuming that # 0- afid that -I; and c are members of rali
such that 1-4; 0' is linearly independent, what can be said of

th? Of ka, CS? Of I-a;
4. Here isa picture in which cr

----- PO' L.= P1511, 71-2

and b and c are members of [cd.
(a) Under what conditions will

ir
I 2

(b) Given that (b, c) is linearly
independent, what can be_
said of la, b, c)? Explain.

(o) Give conditions on c.and
under which b e

The direction of a line /,
_

translations a in la 111
menting can be expressed in

-4

1], is a set of translations. For any nora
So, the properties of orthoxonal comple-
rms of directions of non-0 translations

as well as in terms of directions of lines: For example, instead of saying
that, for any line 1, the orthogonal complement [1[1,is a proper bidirec-
tion, we can say:

(2) a 0' [a] ' is a/proper bidirection

Similarly, instead of (") on pap? 21; we might say:

Z96 t [a*]-1-

However, [a] is a subset of a proper bidirect4on if and only if a belongi3
to that bidirection. So, we can also account for (") by saying:

(3) /a. 0 oa [all.

In a similar fashion, the twc9arts of (*)pn page 21 can be replaced by:

(4) 1611 * le-z) *-= 16) fit' 9k 54 -6)

and:

(5) .1) a 17;96 --(5)

Statements (2)- () are entirely in terms of translations, and, so, of
the kind which we are looking for as postulates. And, if' we adopted

-them as postulates, and adopted (1) as a definition, we would be able

11.03 Orthogonal Translations

to establish as theorems Notions 1-4 concerning perpendicularity.
However, it turns Out that orthogonal complementing does not easily
give us all that we need. As we shall see, there is another operation on
translations which has very simple and familiar properties and which
will give us all that we need. In.order to be prepared to understand this
laperation, it will be helpful to learn a bit more about orthogonal coin-
plements..

To begin with, we note that

(6) b is linearly independent [-&"

For, assuming that if r,E0-1 tlien, by (2), C 01 and, by
(3), Hepee, for 1; (74 i linearly indegendent [Theorem
6- 131.

Secondly, note that

(c e Al and a e 01) fc-r-6)

To show this assume, for --6) thate [-/A1 [CV Then,,by
(5) we have that 1 C [cll. So, by (2), ra+, b C 01. Hence, by (3),

ft',
We can combine the last two results as follows. Suppose that a, b,

and "--C-) are proper translations such that Se c E [MI, and a
Note that, by the result just proveditc-7,-61 and that, by (6), (a*,--6) is

Fig. 1 1-8

linearly independent. So, it follows that ar, 1*, C, is linearfy indepen-
dent. Hence, we have that

Fall and c efbil and Cz'e
1° a, -1;,-0 is linearly independent vt,r),-; -0

When;re it is customary to say thaais orthogonal tort. In these
terms, the. orthogonal complement of-cl, ral, is the set of all transla-
tions which are orthogonal to a.. By (5)- at least for non4) a and b-if

63
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a.

or.thpgonal to a then a is orth000nal to 'b.. So, if b. is orthog6nal toa
we may say, instead, that a and b are orthogopal, .

We know, since .1 is 3-dimensional, that any 3-termed sequence of t
translations is a basis for .7 if and only if it is linearly independent.
SP. (t**) can be restated as follows:

Any 3-termed sequence of non-0, pair-wise(7)
orthogona.I translations is a basis .for

Any such basis is called an orthogonal basis.
Part B

Given that t b is an orthogonal basis
for ,"/.. and that 0 is the origin of a coordin-
ate system associaied witk this basis. As-
sume that

+ -2,
and d d12 + d: -1.

1. On your paper, make a careful sketch of the given coordinate sys-
tem and mark the points D,, D and D.,, where D, = 0 + Di

+ (4, and D1 = q Give the coordinates of D D2, and p,.
2. Let Tr, be the plane which centains D, and,is parallel to the first

coordinate plane: fRecal l that the first coordinate plane is O[b, c .1
(a) Give the coordinates of the point of intersection of 7r, and
(3) Whet can you say about Tr, and Olai?.AbOut the first coordinate

plane and Ota ?
(c) crive the coordinates of the orthogonal projection of D, on

Of .

3. Let ir, and 7, be the planes which contain and are parallel, r
spectively, to the second and third coordinate planes.
(a) Give the coordirlates of 7r, n 0[61 and na.
(b) What can you say about 772 and O[bl? About the seqond co-

4-

ordinate plane and OW? About 7r,. arid' Olcl? About`the third
.coordinate plane and Ofel?

(c) Give the'mrdinates of the ortho.gonal projections of D, On
Of el and Old.

4, Repeat Exercises 2 and 3
(a) in the case-of Dr (b) in the case of Da.

Given that ria, 6 'cS is an orthogonal basis, any coordinate system
associated with this basis is said to be orthogonal. As suggested in the
above exercises,.an orthogonal cartesian coordinate system has the
property that each of its coordinite planes is perpendi ar to die for-

,
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Answers for Part B

Here is an appropriate picture
for the given information. The
coordinates of D1 are (3, 4, 5),
of D are (-3, 3, -2), and of
D, are' (9, 5,12).

Z, (a) (3, 0, 0)

034- 771 is perpendicular
(c) (3,0,0)

3. (a) (0, 4, 0) and (0, 0, 5)
(b) 7r, is perpendicular to

dicular to 0[ C.]; 'perpendictpar
(c) (0, 4, 0) and (0,0, 5)

4, (a) [2(a)] (-3, 0, 0)
[2(b)] 'same as Z(b), above

tor\U perpendicular.

perpendicular:

)

[2(c)] (-3,0,0)
2,(a)] (9, 0, 0)
2(b)] same As 2(b), above
Z(c )1. (9, 0, 0)

02(-3,3,-2)

is perpen-

3(a)] (0, 3, 0) and (0, 0, -2)
3(b)] same as 3(b), above
3(c)] (0, 3, 0) and (0, 0, -2)

(0, 5, 0) and (0, 0, 12)
3(b) same as 3(b), bove
3(c) (0, 5, 0)l'and (0, 0, 12.)
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responding coordinate axis. leaking,use of properties of orthogonal
complements, this is not difficult to show. As a matter of fact, it is suf-

,ficient to show that

talL and c'e ii;l1 'and e ich
(8) ([1 , 11 and iC'e, = SY' and fa: --A= 0-9

.

To show (8), suppose that, for non-0 vectors a, b, and.c, b e fajl, c e (loll,
and a e [0

,
1. Since b elail it follows from (6) that (e4t, is linearly inde-

pendent. Now,c. !IA, and so that, by (5),_g,7,1 C [cll. Hence,
by (2), = [a, b). Ii41 = and IbP- =

One advantage of dealing with orthogonal basis is that the compon-
ents of a vector- and, so, the coordinates of a Point- with resK.ct to
such a cbasis are easily found by using the projection ceration dis-
cussed in Section 11.02. To see this, suppose that (-ci,r), c) is an ortho-
gonal basis and that r = aa + bb + cc. Since Co-), -c5 is orthogonal,
it follows that It; - tall. From this, we know that-A + cc e ray/ so

that, by (4) on pae 19, proj1;1 (7-99b + -*cc) = 0. Since E [a) it follows,
by (2) on page 18, that proj1;1 (aa) aa. So, since r = aa + (fib + cc),
we know that proji;i = aa. Similarly, projA and projo
(r-5 = cc. Thar is,

(0)

Part C

r = pro. vi (r) + (r + prom r,

Assume that (a, 6, c3 is an orthogonal basis. Let r, +1' 2
+ c13 and ç2 = -a'41 + -b.
1. Give each of the following in terms of the basis vectors. [You may

find it helpful to draw a graph.]
(a) r, + (13) r,
(c) pro:71;1 (r, + (d) proj1;1 (r,
(e) proj1;1 (r4, 7-2) (f) projir) (r, 7 re)--

proicel tr, + 7 (11) prj1 (ri r2)
2. Compute each of the-following:

(a) pmji: (r, + r7i) [Hint; Singe projo Cr; + = for some
1

t, and at : a = t, it is enough to compute I in order to do this
prablem:1

(b) pro4;1 (r, : a (c#Nproji4 -4) :

proj1;.) r2)
.

: (e) projiz Cr+2)

ffi proji4 ) :-6' (g) Proicrl Cr;)
3. LetY + r,b for some a, b, and c.

(a) Express each of projiz Prdji-,) and Proji;) it) in tents of
the basis vectors.

6 6
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Smile review question1which might be asked at this time are:
1. Are the points Di, D7, and D3 collinear?
2. AShow that Di is the midpoint of D2D3.
3. rite paramet(rio equations for the line D2D3,
4. I what ratio does D., divide the segment from Di. to D3?

[ , What is (D2 - b1):(b3 D2)?]
5. Wh t are the Coordiliates of the point which divides

fro D;; to Ds in-the ratio -=-3/2?
Answers o. eview uestions
1. Yes. Di; D, = 4 16 + + Ce7' and Di

= a + b -O. + c -7. So, (Di - D2, DI Ds) is linearly
depend. t. ]

2. From 1, we k ow that D2 - Ds . So, by definition, Di
is the mi poin of 5-71-631.

the segment

3. One set of para

[There are,
4. -1/2
5. (33,9,40) [Choose t

etric equations for D,D3

c urse, others. j

Answers for Part C
r. (a) '19 + ra -5 +.c3

(e)
(e) 5 -5

Z. ( )

(ai) C.93,

is: -3 12t

3 + 2t

= -2 +

3 in the equations given in 3.]

.
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(b) Express each of a, b, and E as ratios in terms of the projection-
operation.

(e) By definition, the components of t with respect to (CZ b,4i.1 are
(a, b,,c). Express the components Of t'a-s ratios in terms of the
prOjeCtion operation.

* .

We suMmarize.the results suggested in the preceding discussion and
exercises as follows:

If is an orthogonal basis for',7 then
r = proj14 (r5 + projii,T 41' + proji4

(g)
and the components of .4- with respeCt to Ca,143, cl are

proji4,615 a, Proj1bi.(r) : b: and proj14 c.

The results summarized in '(9,) show that tv.` Ken, we are dealing with
an orthogonal basis for [or with an orthogonal coordinate system

-for i4,] each component anslation [or each coqztlinate ef a point]
can be expressed in ternts just one of the basis veftors andthe ortho-
gonal projection of the given translation [or of the position vector of
the given pointj in the direetion of thiS basis vector': This is in contrast
to what occurs When we deal with a nonorthogonal btisis (a, b, (25. To
find, say, the first componTt of r with respect to sucha basis we need
to 'consider tuit'Oply r and a but; 'also, b and c . As a result, when using
coordinates to solve a geometric problem it is often mtich easier to use
orthogonal Coordinates than' it is to use nonorthogonal coordinates.
Examples of thi 'will orcurin later chapters.

11.04 Three Notions Concerning Distance

In ortiei to drrixe at postulates wecaa usAto complete our study of
Euclidean geometry We tieed to consider the noqozvf distance as tvell

-' as that ef perpendicularity. AS, it turns oizt, besides the four notions
concerning perpendicularity which we studied in Section 11.01, we
need three :notions cOncerning the distance from' a first' point to a
second and one additional' tuition which c6acerns both perpendicularity
`and distance. ,

The first of the needed ziotionsabout diPtance iscertainly intuitively
obviotp. It is merely that the diitanee from one point to another is a
posi,tive realapmber. 3 :, y state it for the record as:

0 4., Notion 5. d(A, '.*:ar and fB ,54 A ai-0 d(A , '13) > 01:
,

The second and third'notions go back to ideas abouttranslations which
Wke already intreduced in Voltime 1 in order to, suggestthe operation
.
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Answers for Part C [cont.

3, (b) a projrA.1 b projri; e proj
Projgj (1): t,
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of multiplying a translation by a real number. At that time [and, even
earlier, in Chapter 11 we noted that, intuitively, a given translation
"moves" any two poipts the same distance. We state thip as:

Notion 6. d(A, A +-a) - d(B, B + a')

We. also noted that the translation aa moves each 4'point al times as
far as a does:

.4*

Notion 7. d(A, A + aa) = d(A, A + a) lal

As we have done in the case of perpendicularity, it will be useful to
restate these notions in terms of an operation on vectors. According to
Notion 6 a given translation a inoves all points the same distance.
According to 'Notion 5 this' distance is a real number. This number is
usually called the worm of a. Because the norm of a vector is analogous
to the absolute value of a rpal number, the customary notation' for the
norm of a is '14. Using this notation, Notion 6 amounts to saying that
d(A, A + a) kill. Equivalently:

(1) cl(A, B) JIB All

.r4otions 5 and 7 can then be rewritten,as:

(2)

(3)

Exereisfs

Part A

3 e

11a11 and [a* -6 0 ll1i> 01

Vail 7 Jail lal

1. Make use of (1),.(2), and (3), above, to derive the following.
, (a) 11--ali -. Ikl (b)11-aall -r- llaall
(C) d(B, A) = d(A, 13) . ` ( d) IV 0 .

(e)' If B - A then' d(A, B) = 0 (f) If d(A, B) # 0 then B
2, Assume that

... ,, ,

iii) Show -that a/ilall beiongs to [a) -that is, belongs to the sense of-- -
a. [flint: What kind of feat number is vri

. (b) Use (3) above to compute the norm of --a/01.
3. Assume that -tie 0 and that A `= 44 Show thatV= ii*or

Wint: In the case a # 0, make use of (2), (3), and the fact that b:
[a) only if ti= a for some 51

1

4. A unit translation [or: unit Vector] IS one w hose norm is 1.
(a) Show that each proper sense .O'ontains at least one unit vector.
(b) Show that each proper. direction contains exactly two urtit.

FeCtors.
(v) Show that, each proper sense contains at most one unit vector.

Answers for Part A

(0
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al

H-:ll = 11:1111-11'
H 11-(;a)11 = 111a11

d(B, A) 11A B11 = 11-(B = 11B A11

Ildll 111! = 11111101 = 0

= d(A, B)

Suppose that B sA. Then d(A, B) d(A, A) = 11A - All
1011 = 0. Hence, if B = A then d(A, B) = 0.

Suppose that d(A, B) 0. Then 11B - All = 'a so that by (2)
and a rule for contraposition, B - A = 6. So, B -= A. Hence,
if d(A, B) = 0 then B = A.

2. ( ) Since ; 0 -6, it follows by. (21 that 1mi 0. so,
/11-4 > 0. Hence, -S/11a11 belongs to

( ) By (3) and (2), for ; 0 6,
11/1111Ill := 11111/1ISII I = PI/IP*11 I 1111/11111 =

3. Suppose that 1; = it.b and 11g11 'I1S41. It follows, by (3)-tha\t
111111 Ihl and, so that 1111 H111!1b1. In case ; 6,

0 and it follows that ibl
b -I and, so, ; or 11 "4

1. So, for ; b = I or
In case = d it follows,

since i = ;b, that -5 a. So, in any case, if 5 C [;] and
then 5 = ; or -5 4.

(a) Gisfen a proper sense, let -; be a vector belonging to it. It
follows that a *) aiid that the given sense is [g] . 'Hence,
by Exercise 2, a/11a11 is a unit vector in the given proper
sense.

(b) Given a prOper direction, let ; be a unit vectew belonging to
it. [That there is such a unit vector follows from part (a) and
tlie fact that the given sense contains a proper translation. ]
,Since it follows that the given directiun is [1 ]. By
Exercise 3, if 1-; is.any iipit vector in ra.] then,S = -a* or-;. Since -a' d, -a 0 -a* and, by Exercise 1(a), -Z is
a unit vector, Hence, there are exactly two unit vectors in
a given proper directidn.

0 [Like (b) except that, since a 0 V, -a 0 aa for*any a >-.
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From the exercises just completed, we obtain the following property
of norms of translations:

(4) ([1)) = and II1;11 = 114! = a'or b. = -W)

As we saw, (4) together with the notion of a unityector can be used to
show that

(5) is the unit vector in the sense of a [a / (].

4 And:this vector and its opposite are the only unit vectors in the direc-
tion.of a.)

Part B
4

I. Suppose that M is the midpoint
of the segment All and is also
the projection a a pointal) on

,

(a) Make . a conjecture about
d(A,P) and thB,P). [A card-
board and string model
help here.)

(b) Let Q be any point in the
plane 77 which contains
and which is perpendicular
to A. What can you say
about d(A Q) and d(R, Q)?

(c) Let R be any point such that
d(A, R) dO, Re). What is
the projection of R on :VP
Is R in the plane 7?

2 Suppose that 'Ail and Be are two collinear segments whose mid-
points are M and N. respectively.
(a) Given that ir and a are the planes perpendicular te'AB and lie,

respectively, at M and N, what can you say about 7T and a?
(b) Let P n 'and Q E a. where Tr and cr are the planes described in_

(a). What can you say about d(A, PLand ci(B, P)? About d(B,Q)'
and

(c) Assume thatii.is a point such that cl(A,R) d(B,R). Is R .in 7r?
Is R.in a? Is it possible for R to be in both Ir and a?-- .---

3. Answer the questions in Exercise 2, given that AB aild BC are two
noncollinear segments.

4. Consider the case described in Exercise 3. Let S be any point in
both Ir and a. [Are there such points?)
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Arlswers for Part B a

[The purpose of this set of exercises' is to develop the notion, at
least intuitively, that the plane perpendicular to a segment through the
midpoint of that segmeneis the set of all points equidistant from the
end points of the segment.

They are equal.
They are equal.
M; Ye's.
They are parallel.
They are equal.; They-are equal.
Yes.; No, fo'r r and a are parallel and, since M E ir and
M g/a, 7T rTh - 0 ; No.

3. (a) They are not parallel. , [If they were 6.101 [B - AIL would be
fc A 311 and, by (4) on page ZZ , [13 woUld be [C .B).)

(b) They are equal.; They are equal.
(c) Yes.; Only if R is equidistant horn B and C.; Yes, if it is

on the line of intersection of r and o-.

4. There are points in

V

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Yes.; M
Yes.; N

(m a because

Yea, for given that d( A, S) d(B, S) and d(B, S) =

follows by the mplacernent rule for equations th'
d(A, S) 'd(C,t).
IT I intersects AC ,at its midpoint.

d(C, S ), it
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(a) Is S equidistant from A and B that is, ii'd(A, S) = d(B, S)?

What la the projection of S on 'Ali?,
(b) Is S equidistant from B and C? What is the projection of S on

Be?
(e) Given that S is both equidistant from A and B and from B and.

C, can you conclude that S is equidistant from A and C? Ex-
plain.

id) Let r be the plane which contains S and is perpendicular to
. _

AC. Make a conjecture about where 7r' intersects AC.

11.05 A Notion Concerning Perpendicularity and Distance

The exercises just completed suggest our final notion:

, .
Notion S. The projection of P on AB is tile midpoint .of AB

d(A, P1 d(B, Pl [A Bi

We have managed to restate °each of Notions 1-7 in a more con-
venient form of terms of orthogonal complements of directionA and

*corms of vectors. Notions 1- 4 were restated in these terins in sen-
tences 11),(5) of Section 11.03, and Notions 5-7 were restated in
sentences (1)-(3) of Section .11.04. Our aim here is to restate Notion 8
in these same terms.

In the first place, the midpoint of AB is A + (B A}i and, of course,
belongs to *AB. So, to say that

the projection of P on °A-fi is the
midpoint of 744 _ (A + CB A)1/2)
alitounts to saying thttt

P (A + (B A4) E 113 AJL.
Explain.]

Fig. 11-9
(B - A)112

Now, P (A + (B - A4) - and B - A = (P -A)
(P B). fiNhy?l So,

the projection of P on 447 i is the midpoint of M
if and only if

(P - A) + (P - B) [(P - A) - (P -
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The restatement of our eight "Notions" in terms of orthogonal
complementing and forming is given on pp. 35-36, sentences (1) (10),Our postulates could be completed by adopting these ten sentences as
additional par.ts of Postulate 4. This would introduce both orthogonal
complementing and norming into our formal system as "undefined
terms". As we shall see in section 11.07 we could, on this basisdefine a kind of multiplication of vectors, called inner multiplication.
This multiplication has simple properties listed at the beginning ofsection 11.08. These, which we shall actually adopt as postulates,
follow by using the sentenceS (3) - (10) on pp. 35-36. Conversely, sen-
tences (3) - (10) follow by using these postulates and the definitions of
orthogonal complementing and norrning which are.given in Definition11-i on page 45.

In summary, our eight notions concerning perpendicularity Anddistance are equivalent, as postulates, to our five postulates on page 4Z
concerning inner multiplication, together with appropriate definitions
of orthogonal complementing, norrning, perpendicularity, and distane.
The fact that these postulates and definiticins are, when added toPostulates 1 51 a sufficient basis for developing Euclidean geometrycan be interpreted as highlighting the fundamental character of oureight geometric fi otioris.

Explanation called for in text: The orthogonal projection of a point P
on AB is a point say, Q .ir such that P - Q is in'the orthogonal
complement of the directio0Df An. In short, if proj'Ali (P)
P Q [B All. Thus, to Say that projx---A (P) is A + (B
'hi saying that P - (A + (B - A)11) E [B AYL.

Answer for _'Why')': Algebra of points and translations.

75
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Using these results, we have the-following restatement of Notioil 8 in
terms of orthogonal complements and norms of vectors: Y4irts A and B provide exercises that can be used for class die- /

cussic4ñ. With this background, students should be-able to do Part C
(P 7 A) CP - B)ekP - A) (P - B)11 11P - AJ = 11P - /911

(page ) for homework.
[A B

a-%

An even simpler restatement of Notion 8 iS:

(1) cz* b*e ta* 141 = ii1 (a*

TC 30

Using Notion 8 we can establish some interesting results concerning
triangles. These results will imply the final property of proje...-tions
[(6) on page 351 which we. need in order to arrive at our postulates.

To begin with, Notion 2 tells us that, for a given nondegenerate in-
terval AB, there is exactly one rPlane which contains the midpoint M of
AB and is perpendicular to AB. This plane is called the perpendicular
bisector of AB. Since a point P belongs to this plane if and only if the
projection of P on AB is M , what Notion 8 says is that, for A 0 B,

(2)

Exercises

Part A

the perpendicular bisector of AB consists of just those
points which are equidistant from A and B.4

Consider a triangle-say AABC and let 77 , Try and ir be the per-
pendicular bisectors of AB. Be-, and CA, respectively.

I. Are ir, and 7r, parallel? Explain your answer.
2. What kind of set is.rri n 772?
3. What can youilay about the plane AII of 6.ABC and 77

1
n 77"

Explain.
4. What can be said aboui each point of 7T1 In 7r; and the endpoint's of

AB? Of each point( of TT n 7r2 and the endpoints of BC?
5. What follows from Exercise 4 concerning e points of ir$ n ; and

the endpoints of AC?
6. What can be said about any point whichis equidistant from A and

C?
7. What conclusion can you draw from Ex rcises 5 and 6 ogncerning

7r n 7r and 77 7
3

S. What follows from Exercises 2 4, and 7 concerning 77 11 772 fl ir3
and

Answers for Part A
). No. Suppodthat r H 7:, . Then, since .7(1 -t AB and 172 IBC, it

follows that AB ji BC. So, A, B, and C are collinear. ence,
if 11 )72 then {A, B, C/ is collinear. Since B, C is non-
collinear 7 for, ABC is a triangle it follows that 171 14 77

Z . 7., is a line.
3... By (5) on page 15, ABC 1.(771 T 772).

4. Each point of g PM 7
1 ig equidistant from the end points Oi AB.

for each such point is in irk. Also, each point of iri T 172 is equi-
distant from the end points of BC, for each such point is in 772.

5. Each point in ri r is equidistant.from the end points of AC,
for each such point is equidistant from A, B, and C.

6, It is in 773.
7. (r1 T) 72) C A

8. ri tTh 772 r3 is a line each point,of which is equidistant from A,
B, and C and which is perpendicular to ABC.
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The result obtaintld in Part A may be stated as follows:

The intersection of the three perpendicular tisectors
(3) of the sides of any triangle is a line to which the plane

of the triangle is perpendicular.

Fig. 11710

From (3) [and Notion 11 it is easy to see that

the lines in which the perpendicular bisectors of the
(3' ) sides of a triangleintersect the plane of the triangle

are concurrent.

Using this result we shall go on to establish another theore coneern-
ing triangles.

Part B
Consider, again, AABC and let

(r, be the plane which oantains A
and is narpendicular to he.. By
Notion 1, the intersection of & and

e consists of 'a single point say,
D. [Explain why 0-, fl A.A-C7 is AD.]
The interval AD is called the alti-
tude of AABC from A, [or: to

1. Let the surface of your paper r4resent the _plane AnC and draw
L\ABC and the line AD which contains the altitude of AAPC from A.

2. Draw the lines which 'contain the altitudes of AABC from B and
from C, respectively.

3. Repeat Exercises 1 and 2 for each of at least two other triangles.
[Suggestion. Try to find a triangle such that the altitudes from the
respective vertices end at points of the opposite hides. and triangles
for which this is not the case. Is there a triangle one of whose alti-
tudes has vertices of the triangle for both ofits endpoints?]

4. Make a conjecture concerning the lines which contain the altitudes
of a triangle.

TC 31

6
Answers for Part B

Since A and D are in both oi and TAIE, it follows that AD is in
both o-i and --ArE and, so, is in their intersection. Since :cr and -A-SZ
are different, planes, o-i ETh -/CT - AD.

I.-2. Her are two appropriate pictures, one in which A ABC 'is obtuse
and ne in whiA ,,A,)3C is acute.

Here is an a propriate picture where ZNABC is a right triangle:

3. [See figures drawn for 1 and Z above.]
4. They are concurrent.
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The exercises of.Part B may have suggested to you that

141 the lines which contain the altitudes
of a triangle are concurrentoo4

Fig. 11-11

One way of establishing (4) for AABC is to find a AA T'C" in the same
plane such that the lines containing .the altitudes of AABC are the
intersections with TAT of the perpendicular bisectors of the sides Of
AA'B'C'. One way to do tbis is to see what might happen if we had al-
ready solved the problem. So, draw a AP'Q'R' and try to find a APQR
whose altitudes are contained in the perpendicular bisectors of the
sides of AP'Q'R'. If you succ9e0, consider any AABC. Can you find a
AA'B'C' whose sides have perpendicular,bisectors which contain the
altitudes of AABC? If you manage to draw such a triangle, give an
argument to show that it is one. ir you don't, the exercises which fol-
low suggest how to locite one such triangle.

Part C.',
.Let's return to the situation described in Part B. Recall that a., is

the plane which contains A and is perpendicular,to brand that, con-
sequently. AZ is the -line which emitains-the altitude of INABC from
A. We are looking for Et ZIA'B'C' in the p1an4 AhC such that a is the
perpendicular bisectth of one of its sidea say, the side B'C'. [Of
course, we want the perpendicular
bisectors of the other sides of
AA'B'C' to contain the other alti-
tudes of AABC, but it will be
easier t concentrate. on a side at
a time.) We wish, then, to choosere so that cr, is perpendicular to
re at the midpoint of B'C' and
so that re c Ahc.

SP
0 .

. Sample Qui*
I,. Given that (7,3, is an orthogonal basis, assume that

Find the fol owing.
(a) projli - 133) (b) proi b+ (S.Z

(,) projot (g3 (d) projrit (b3 -
Z. Suispose that P and Q are two points of I, that R v.1, nd that:jR) = P. /

(a) Find S such that R is equidistant from Q and S.
,(b) Find T such that Q is equidistant from R and T.
(c) Is S equidistant from R and T? Explain.

3. Suppose that the median, PS, of APQR is its altitude frorn P.
(a) What is projt7 (P)?
(b) Give an argtnnent in support of or against the cfaim that P is

equidistant from Q 'and R.
Answers for Sample Quiz
1. {Note that -SZ - 53 38 and, so, that 17)3 - 1. 7 38.1

(a) 17 (h) 8 ,(c) 4 (d) 8
2. (a) S P (P - 0). That is, S is such that P/is the midpoint of

QS.

(b) T = P + (P R). That is, T is such that P is,the ndpoint of

(c) Yes, for P projT2T (S) and P is the midpoint of
' 3. (a) S

(b) S projrirt (P) and S is the Midpoint of QR. Thus, by
Notion 8, P i equidistant from Q and R.

4
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.1 .-.1. '1. Ifi-, is twhe perpendicular 'to Yr, i.o what, line ritaat. C be.
. . . 0,-..

-, par el ,

.I, . 2. If entain the midpoini of BTU"-, and 117C'''.ii'3 to be in Ahr.:, tn
' 4,". .wh ust the midpoint;Of 13'C' belong?

-,

- 3. Descri 11 lines Yt'' which satisfy the condItions referred to in-
': Exercilea't and 2. ' .,-.."

,.

N4. SiOe we are trying lo relate-.a AA'B`C.: to a given AABC, itwould ;
be to our advantage to try to describe '13', and C' in terms :or'A',

: 'B',.. 'and 'C', Consider, thern the line-say, 4 - which 'contains A
.and is parallel to lid.
(a) What oan you say about 1, and'(r,?
(i?) \Show that, for any a, A is the'Midpoisqt of thesegrhent will&

s :endPointe are A -11-..1B - C)a and A + iic - B)a;
(03 What can you say about-u4 and any interval whose endpoints

are A.+ (B - bit,and:A + (C L'B)a,,, for a 0 0? ,
41) ShoW that there are poibts.- stays B' and C' -on 1, such that A

1 is the midnoint'of7i'C'. What is iri. in relatiorr,to any such
segment? ' ,

. :.-.
5..T:he pieture at the right is a , i A *

A -i, (B - ,C) a
,

.1

14*

s

."plane" pictureo(Whatwehave
, so far. Draw .a* picture like this

one on your paper, and add to
it as you do.the rest of these,.
exercises.'

(C 8) a

C. `-

(a) Consider; now, the plane 0-2 which contains B and is perpen-i,
dicular to Xe. Let 4 be the'line containing B and perpendicular'
to ar To. whateline [or, lines] is 4 parallel?",

(b) Show that. fcer any b. B is tise midpoint of the segment-whose
endpoinfs'are B + (A - C)b and B + (C.- A)b.

(c) What can you Say about 9-3 and any interval whosaiendpoints
are B + (A - C)b and B (C Mb, for b 7k, 0?

6. The lines 1, and 4 described in Exercises 4 and 5 are coplanar lines
which are not parallel. fExplaiti.1 Give the-point of intersection of

and 19nkerms of and 'C'. [Hint Compute values of 'a' and
'Ii.foewhit:41 A (B C)a B + (A C)61

7.,..Xa) ,Cpnsicier, now, the plane cr, which containg Child is;perperidic-
s ular o ,rB'. kt.13.be the lihe _containing C and Ofrpondicular

to trv,To what line lor, linYis 13 parallel? .

(b) Skaithat, for any c, C is the nopoint of' the segment whose:
endpoinis are C 4-, (B - MC'and C + (A -,B)c.
Whar can you.say 'about rya and ally interval whose e4dPoints.
are C + O)c C + (A - B)c, for c

(d) What polint is common to 1: and 13? To 4 afict4t,
.

S. the' vertigploof AA'B'C' which is kach OW the tOrpen-.
lar bisectors of its sides coritain the altiLiVes of LIABC

er Give gn argnmeiiC now, ta show, Ahat the.hnes ixInt4ining the
-

. altitudes of a triangle' are concevrent.
4

w4P-

I

4.

IC 33

Answers for Part c
Fc'c' must be parallel to ITC:

Z. The midpoint of B'C' must belong to AD.
3. They are the lines which are parallel to BC [or., to which 13-1 is

, .

perpendicular] and contain points ,of2 AD.

4. (a) .cri
(b) A (A + (B C)a) (C B)a (A + (C B)a) - A

(c) ui is the perpendicular bisector of any such interval.,

(d) LI is the line A[C :,..B]. So, given any la and choosing
,B1 = A B)b. and C.= A + (C B). -b. A is the mid-
poial_o_t WC'. For b 0, al' is the, perpendicular bisecto.r
of WC'.

S. 12 must be paralrel to n.
[See answer fur Exercise' 4(b).]
[See,ahswer for Exercise 4(c).]

7 .

(a)

(4)

(c)

[f /2 because Li 11 BC, 12 CA, and 13C CA. ]

(Th + (I( C)) = (B + (A - C))
(a) in 11

(b1 [See answer for P.xercise 4(1,). )
(c) [See'answer. for Exercise 4(c).]
(d) C + - B1 [or: A + (C - B)); C + - A) [or: B + (C -
A' = + (C A), B C + (A B), C' = A + (B C)

Given any AABC, consider AA'B'C' described in the answer for
Exercise 7. Since A' (13 + (C A)) (C + (A - B))

et

- 11
(C (B .A))". (C + (A - B)) = (F - A)2 it fctllows that A'B' II AB

and, 'so,, the plane through C perpendicular to VT is'. also, per-
pendionlar to AB. So, by' definition; ,the,intetscctipn.of this plane

,

with ABC contains the altitude of bAtt frei c. Since
.-;

C,- A' = C (B + (C - = A - B' C.1-t fo)lows that the

plane through C .perpendicillar to /..7)E3f is tha perpendietilar
,

.biseCtor of A-7.. Repeating the preeeding argument we see that
the altitudes of AABC are contained in the intersections with

Kg-t- of-the perpendicUlar:bsectors of AA'BIC'. Since the lines
in which the perpkndiCplar bisectors 4 the si4es of dAtEr'C' inte

o .

sect the plane A77B C are concurrelOand *ince I'l-ITO
,

-7.-

it follows that the'iineiwhich contain th* altitudes c4 A.ABC

concurrent.

arop
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In the next section weshall Make us'e of a special case of (4). To ar-
rive at this special case suppot.:ie that, in AABC, A and B are equi-
distant from C. It follOws by Notion 8 that the line containing the
altitude from C passes through the midpoint of AB. Thus, the altitiide
of AABC from C is the median of ,,ABC from C. 'Hence, .

. if, in 'AABC, A and B are=equidistant from C then
(5) the lines containing the altitudes from A and B-int4r-

sect on the tine cont&ining the median from C.

Now, by Theorem 8-16lb) it follows, in case d(A,C) = d(B,C), that
the points in which the altitudes from A and B intersect-Ye and .-Ae,
respectively, divide the interv'als from C to A and from C to B in the
same ratio. This is illUstrated in Fig. 11-12 where

tit

410

TC 35-37

V

By this time, students should feel quite comfortab}e with theAnOtio
of perpendicularity and distance, and should be able to speak of ihese
notions both in terms of planes, 'lines, and measures of segments as
well as in te rms of orthogonal complements, directions, bidirect' risand norms. ,The eleven statements given on pp. 3.-36 simply mmarizevhat we have done so far with perpendicularity and distance i erhis oftranslations. We shall be making considerable use of thes rticula ristatements in our search fo additioxial postulates which scribe what
we know about perpendicul rity and distance and which at the same.

- time, lire easy to work vdth. So, it may be worthwhi to have the
students either put a bookmark'at this plige-.or make copy of the state,rnents for reference purposes.

The re a re some who would question th'e s r y of looking at on, 6 s
intuitions about space in order to get at some rkable formal state-,
nwnte which Might be adopted as postulates.' ose are the ones .vho
wish to give the postulates and "get On with g e",' If you will take
note of what has been accomplished already, ou will see that we have',
indeed been "getting on with the glIame". A d, when we get to the point
where we have developed a working knowle gi,.of the operation on whic)1
the rest of our postulates are based, we 11 have'already collected.a

. sizable number of theorems. Thus, all the "playing around" wrth
,our intuitions in order to gain the insigh s needed for an understanding
of the postulates enables us to bring ou intuitive notions into our formalsystem as theorems. It is doubtful w ther the ,strategy of adopting
postulates and then seeki the insig s necesbary to prove one's intui-

ilive

ideas from those po lates wi result in the same feeling for howthe system "works". For, there ill always be those students who
wonder what motivated the choice those postulates. And, it i's one
of our objectives to develop this c e in such a way aQ to enable
students to "get involved" witl ic velopmeni of the ppstulates,q

'40 Fig. 11-12

Since N C proji (B C) and M C = projiB (.1(A C), we
see that

projk (B C) : (A'- C) projin (.1(A C) : (B

Thi& last. result can be expressed convenie. Ly in terms of vectors:

(*)
((a; i;) is linearly independe t and'

-AP -* -proj1(b/ :,a b,
- .

In the previous,section, we found that if (--ei,-6) is linearly dependent
and 114 = 1$-1i then'ti b or a -b. Note, in ease a r= b; that the con-.
sequent in (*) is trivially true. Note further, in case ..a*.= -64, that

projc;;IA = proji;i.(4) Iproji,;1 1 =

(9 5

.0*



AIR '

and
proj16.1

so that proj11;1 (h) a = .71 projiw1 ( a : -5: So, the consequent in ( )

holds whether or not (a, 5) is linearly independent. Hence, we have:

gle
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(:6) llalj = llbI projl,;) (5') = proj1 (a*)

In the, next two sections, we shall get at a way of multiplying trans-
lations, describing this multiplication in terms of our intuitive notions
of orthogonal complements and norms, 'and at properties of this
multiplication. We shall then return to our formal development by
adopting as postulates some of the properties of this multiplication
and by defining la] " and '114 in terms of this multiplication. Doing so,
we shall see that all of our notions about perpendicularity and distance
which were obtained in the preceding sections will be theorems. So,
we shall not only have completed our postulates .concerning but
shall also have made consideraMe progress beyond Volume 1 in de-
veloping the geometry of Euclidean space. zap

11,06 Orthogonal Components

We have been investigating our intuitive notion's concerning per-
pendicularity of planes to lines and distance for the purpose of for-
mulating new pokulates. Before we continue, let us reviewi the
results obtained so far.

Study of eight of our notions about perpendicularity and distance
led us to the concepts of the orthogonal complement [all of a direction
and ihe norm11741 of a vector a. In our investigations, we saw that per-
pendicularity of planes-to lines and distance could be definedsby:

( )

and: 7

(

IT I 1 "I' FIT]

,d(A, B) IIB Ail

[(1), p. 211

1(1), p. 271

We Saw, further, that with (1) and (2) as definitions, our Notions 1 -,8
are ecitiAralent Ion the basis of the postulates we have already adoptfd]
to statements about drthogonal complements luidginormt. For con-
venience, we list these statements:

(3) a 0 [ali is a roper bidirection, ---.
(111, 644, 0 a [d]l

INNER RODIJCT SPACES

(5) '1(171' = "1-4. [crt) = c)*

(6) b'e [b*P. [a. tt)

(7) Ilaik
(8)' oi-*0 6--
(9) Rat la!

(10) -1.+ 'WE [a* 4'1511 =

f (4), p. 221

[(5), g. 22]

}[(2), p. 271

[(3), p.
[(1), p. 301

For future reference, recall that .from (8), (9), and theorems abolit
multiplying translations by real numbers, it follows that

(11). = = 1 andi; = «,11411: 1a4

In the next section we shall 'discover (4 vt/ENI of multiplying a first,
translation by a second. This multiplication can be described in terms
of our intuitive notions of orthogonal complerilents and norms and,
because of (3)- (10) turns out, to hav.e inieresting Properties. In fact,
we shall see that orthogonal complements and norms can be defined in
terms of this multiplication and that (3)- (10) can be derived f411.

a. these defirlitions and a few statements of some of the,propertiis of thiS'
operation. These latter statements are the postulates we tiame been
seeking.

In seeking a way to multiPly translations it will be helpfurto use the
notions of orthogonal projections which were developed in Sections
11.01 and 11.02. We Continue our review with a brief VisCussion
these notions. .

By (1) anti (3), the planemill is the unique.plvhi, it...eontans
and is perpendicular to 1. By (4), f is a transVersal of thfs Plane and,
so, intersects Oh plane in a Single point. In Section 11.01 we made Use
of this fact t0 define the orthogonal projection of P on 1 as follows:

proji (P) = the point of intersection of land-FM-I

In terms of this we defined, fof any 71%4 o' and any Tg, a ma'pping
proji--;1(-64) of if into itself. The definition we used was:

P + projo (r)) = proj',,c4 (13 + 7))

1(2), p. 22]

[(3), R, 22]

O'
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This amounts to saying:

P + proj14 (-1;) = Pia] fl (P +

a PIal

(PP

and, so, to saying that
_

(12) P + pro ji; (b) = Q
(Q P 't [al and (P + - Q e

Fig. 11-14

37

Using properties of transversals of parallel planh we were able to-- .
show that, for any a 0 and any b, the mapping proji,:1.(h),is a trans-
lation. As a matter.of fact we showed that

43) pil..j1--,;1 (I)) = pro4 (P + - proj, (P).

We also established a number of basy pr_90erties of orthogonal projec-
tions, which we list as follows: For. a 0,

(1,4)- projij}.(b) E [a] and [I) e la] proji-,;1(ro =1-1;i.

(15)..proj1,T1 (th = O'and [crojI-ji (4, = 6*EN1],'
(16) projf,;) (6* + ci = projw (1).) + proj1-J1 (ci, and

(17) proj;;;1 (WO =
. .

In, discussing orthogonal bases in Section 11.03, we noted anot.ter im-
portant property of orthogondl prOjections that ..

(18) (c1,7;, ci is orthogonal ---, i = projt-a.1.6:)' 4-,proji4 (0 + h-
.

proj1.,) 6/., .

Finally, in Section 11.05 we found that
,

(19) projar(Ii) := projA (a) : -6* .101-= 11611 96 01. 7

Yiecall that the notion of the ctrnponents of a vector,with respect to
ajtilren basis .wa§ introduced in Chapter 10. In brief, we said that if
(a, b, c) is a basis for .(7- and r = aa + bb + cc, then a is the component-,

88

TC 38 (1)

Answers for Exercises I.

By (20), we know that proj (7) 1 i; comp-; (7): for -;
Given that 'a,13,i) is orthogonal, it follows that -a*, 11, and -C. are
no.n-e. So, by (20), we have that

projk.) (7) + projii; (7) + ptrojta.) (7)

comp-a. (r) f b corpg (7) + -c comp (7).
1-lence, (181,"

2. To justify (141: We know that projrs (a): E R. So, by (20),
comp-b. (a) . k

Suppose that -a* E,[g] and that g # 6. Then, by
(14) projrs (;) = a so that, by (20),
g comps. (S.) = -S. Thus, comps (a)
Hence for g # d, if E [g] then compg (;) :

Tp justify (1.51: comps () = projo; ();I; 0,

For I; compi; (a) = proj[s] (;):g. So,

comps (;) 0 if and only if proj[s](;):i; = 0.
The latte-r is the case, by (15), if and only if

Hence, for 1-;, comps (-1)
and only ,if a e

To justify (lb' ): For comp. + proj[]-(a + b c

(proj[-] + projrj (g)):C' [(16)]
projr,-7 (g):-Ce

oompz, (;) + comp-d. (G)

To justify LI71: .For # 15, comp-- (b)
c

(projkb (a))b 1(17)),
= (projrc (.4) ;/C\Pa1 4:,Pcfb.'11:7

comp% (a)b

To justify (191: For '11 = 0, ".\ " 4',4

comp-. (g) proj.f-S] (1).):;a .

= proj[s]
comn (1).

[(20))

[Note to the teacher: 'Thepe exercises contain results which ought
to bs reasonable on intuitive grounds and whose justifidations can serve
as review of the concept of ratios of translations as well as practice in
using the newly-defined concept of orthogonal components. Rather than
hve each stiident work on each of theselusitifications, it is probably
wise tp splityp pie work ainong several gratips of students and to give
one from each such group an oppqrtunity,to rcesent his justification to ,

the entire1c1ass]

4
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)
of r with respect to a, b is the component of r with respect tor) and c is
thEconiponent of r with respect to C.. For orth6gOnal bases, it is reason-
able to speak of the dumbers ci, b, and c as orthogonal cornponenth of7.
_This we shall do. In vieW of this and the first part of sentence X14):--
'Oat 'pro.j),;1 Cr)), sentence, (18) suggests the following definition:

(20Y Iwanp; = proj1;1 (r) la Oi

!Read 'comp", (ri' as 'the orthogonal component of ;with respect to a/.
Note that, as we have already done implicitly in C9) on page 36, we

'shall extend our notion of ratio to allow 0 : a to be 0 for any -a'
Since, for b 0, b :a # Oit follows that b ! a 0 g.and only if b = 0.
Since, for 1; : cl* 0 it follows thatr) : .= 0 if and only ifV=

/
,/\

1. Making use of (20) as a definition, sentence (18) can be rewritten,
in terms of orthogonal components, as:

- --AP
(18') (a, b, c) is orthogonal

,

Exerciseg

r a comp; (-71 Wcomp;(r) c4'cornp1`.

Explain.
2, Similarly, each of the properties of projections expressed in (14)-

(17) and 19) is, in view of (20), closely related to a property of com-
ponents. For example, from (14) and (20) we obtain:

(14 ) comp; (ale M and

kri [6] comp; 0

ain.1JUStify each of the following:

(15') comp; (e) = 0 and [co p-b*(-a)

(16') comp; + comp-T*0 + comp C65 -61

417' )- comp; kab l (comp; (a))b jitf
(19') comp; (b) = comp; (a) .0 [IQ * 11I * 01'

16P.F6

3. Draw a picture of wectors danci
. somethiriglike the one at the

right, in which proj{ki (7Z A.,
Compute each of the following..
(a) compi-0
(b) compi;
(e) comp-A
(d) kompa projio = -62/3

An'swers for Exercises
3: (a) 2/3

(b) 1/3 [proj[s (a.) = thw3, so that

compgz pro31;4 (;): = 1

(c) 2/9 [proji r:)3 (:) = (g3) 2/91
(d) 2/15 [proj[1;5 = (g5) 2/15]

fe on t

IC 38 (2)

IC 39

3: ]

(ei -2/9 [Pro8g. _3 (g -3). -2/9] )

(f) 4/3 [proia)'= .(111) 4/3]
4. 1/2; 1/3; 1/5; - 1 /3; 2

5. Suppose that g * 6 and c 0. Then,
compsc (1) = proj[ge [(20)]

= (proj[gc
(projpn (;):t)/c [since
compi; (a6)/c.

st-

Ig11
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(e) comp; (a)
(f) comp;

4: Consider the numbers compitckand compt; wl computed in Exer-
. cise 3. Wirt must.comp;(a) be Multiplied.by to obtain compi; (72)?

Answer similar questions with respect to cotnp; (aYsand the other
numbers compuFed in Exercise 3.

5. The results 'in Exercises 3 and 4 suggest that
a

120') compl; cznipt,-(a)/c [1;s 15; 01,

,

Make use of (20) to s4ow that this is so. [Hint: You wi;l have to
make use of the &is t t proj/4 (a)* [h] and that, for c old] WI

__. _ 1 --
4

) 1and e :,1 0, c : ide) ---- t : &Ie.]

Amording to the second part of (14`), the notion Of the orthogonal. ;component TA a with respect to a non-0 translation b can be thought of
as an extension of the notion.of theratie .of awith respect to a nonA
;translation b in the Ilirection of a. This suggests that "coMponenting"
is analogous to dividing. This analogy is als6 suggested by (14'),'(17'),
and (20') which are analogous tO the real number theorems:

(a + b)=-c=a±c+b
(ab) (a ± e)b,

dt, and: a ± .(bc) = (a b)lc

Statement (19') is analogous to the less familiar theorem according
to which a. ÷1.)tiaif_pandbare nonzero retil numbers with the
same absolute value. Moreover, if we recall that.Wean itserf be thought
of as a vector space in which all vectors have the same direction., we
see by (14') tfiat in this 1-dimensional vector space "componenting"
coincides with "ratioing". And, an we haveseen in Chapter 7, a ratio
of nonzero members .of this vector space is itikeir quotient.

In the next SectIon, we shall mlikeuse ofliproperties of orthogonal
components we have found together with the properties of orthogonal _

complements anenorms which we have just reViewed to introduce a'
multiplication operation on vectors.

11.07' A ,KirOtpf liultiptication

We have just .seen that orthogonal componenting of vectors is an-, .

(1) balogoug to division of real numbers and ev aen coincides With division

DRIER PRODUCT SPA6ES

is Mi. How te describe such an opera iOn is suggested by the real num-
ber theorems:

l
a b (a b) Ib ?6-12 Ib .01

a 0 0

In view of the discussion in the preceding section, these theorems sug-
gest introducing a multiplication'operation on translations by:

{
4 .

(*) a b = comps. 0 libit' 1-1; A

1We shall call this dots multiplication and shall never omi ' '.]
Up, to now, our notions concerning orthogonal coMpon nts and

norms of translationsand, so, concerning dot Multiplica onare
based on intuitive notions concerning perpendicularity and tance.
In this section we shall continue to operate on this intuitive basis in
order to discover properties of dot multiplication. We shall then be in
a position to return to our formal development by taking stattments.
of some of these properties as postulates and definitions. This shall
do in the next section.

To begin with, we hOditialeady noted thillOf we apply (*) to the vec-
tor space f.A' and identify ihe norm of a'ireal number with, its absolute
value, dot multiplicattA:of real numbers is iust the usual,multiplica-
tion of real numbers. Consequently, it is' reasonable to hope that dot
friultiplicatiot of translations will have at least some of the properties
of multiplication of real numbers. These properties will, of course, re-
sult from (*) and properties of norms and orthogonal components
summarized.in Section 11.06 [and4 properties of multiplication of real
numbers].

For example, it.folloWs from (7), that is, frdm;

Ira

and-the first part of (14'), in Section 11.06;.

,.comp-t-:(ft) c.9f
'

thikt

_

in the case of the vector space . This suggests that there may be an . __, .

in,case ,b, O . [That (1) also holds; in case 1 ='-eris left as an exercise.operation on vectors which is analogous to Multiplication of real nuin-
bers and which coincides with multiplication irhen the vector space . &

o
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Exercises

111.07 A Kind of Multlplica:tion 41

a

1, Show that a*. blt in case b 0,
2. For a O comp; (a') - 1 IThts is so because comp; (a.) projjul

(fl : - a : a = So for a* 0", a.
(a) Compute comp; (-a), comp.; (a) and comp (--a), for a O.

"` -(b) Express each of ---a a, a -a: and -a -a in terms of 14,
the norm of a.

(c) Compute (,) 0: Express (; din termS of the norm of 0:

?i43. We know that a It111 0. [See (8) on page 36.11n view of

(d) ShoW that a 41.=

this, show:
_(a)a().--eaa-> (b)aa_.(),

4. (.1a) By (15') on page 38, we know that, for 0*, co mp a = 0 .
47. ,:2* Use this to help you to shv that

(b) Give a "geometric" interpretation for the result in (k.
5. From Section 1106, we have that, for c7°76 6-: comi.P,(4:-4- 7):5::: .ic) . By the seco part of (*), d II 4. 0. Since

- comp; (a) 4- c0mp r (b) and comp; (A) = comp; (Z7)tisiii-',..:' O. MI' for. 4.4 = 11411 l .
.4

these notions, show: i
.-. -.

.,. .. IIII2 = ,11.4,1.1.1, Yor... :...." r. -(d)::::TO.K.,-a,,,t v.),* a a = comp-a. (a)
(a) ici5.- o) = a' c + b. C.

,
>.

. -11-S ''.Z.,.6-..-*--H:641 z H42. ss,-*A;),aq clii"..'"iii.li(b) (A) - c (a c.lh
,-1 , --,.,,

( kn both ( nd (b), special arguments' are needed for the rase iri -6'2
(g). SupPoi7tliat a, .t3 "..xtmil 5.cv.re-iiii,',e that, . ,,-,. ,:. "I ..- .it followS.,....tir ,lja-,L1-.,..i 0-'=z.40,,,,..ii, .11? > 0 and, since ..- .--. ..

TC 41 (1)

t

Answers for .Exercises
I. By the second part of (*), 0; and 0 E
Z. (a) comp-. (--a.) = comp- (a -7-1)a a

comp_-a (a)
comp_.s (--S) = 1

(b) For -a a
For.* --a' -a"

have ,that -a a
For

(comps (-a.4) -1
- 1

- comp-1 1 . H1P H11112:
= 0 and, fir), since 11I/I1.= 0 ,; -0 we
-H-SH2. So, in any case -a.a -11a4.

corrip_-a (a.)H
`z,, Since -a II = Ha- i l, we hav'e that, for a (5, a -a a 2.

For a = ft we have that 7a = so that a -a a o 0

-L11-451124', .-111HP. So, in any ca)ae, -a% =- 1 ra 112.

Fol,a.# 0, -a -a = comp_s --*a112 = H ---SH 2

= Wa'2il! For -z-1 et = so that -a -a = =

116112 =.'ilaTh2. So, in any case, --"a,-a-. =

IIH 0

ch -/- 0:1 0.77,

crod,the second part of (41 on page 40, we know that a 0 = 0. ...4
,IPt114 use of the result in 5(b) to show that 0. [Hint:

,a 0. Fol. a' = it follows by Exercise '2(c) that ,

414 4, We ve.that 4. at, jenc, 1,1 a # (5 then
a a. ' O. 1%.

Foz. "tt _follows '$y.iract..(ai'tliat asa P O.. So,
aOj

4.*7.'Igilow that a. (b*c) = ble [Hint! Handle the caset where liOt.h'

. ;

e +4 0 'and where either-I; -= (for c =0 separately:Sen-
te ("20') on page 39 and sentexice (9) on page 36 will be helpful

e first caseJ
)?.:7. QOM/ that (A) (A) = -.1)(ab):
9. Assume that -b.. a'= a b.' Show that (A) = ( ) (A)

Wint: See Exercise.4.1
10. Show that h a = a b. [Hint: The case in which a' = VorV=-6

is easy. In what other case do we know that .7; & a. --&14114ke
use .of Exercise 9 and sentence (11) on page 36 to reduce the case.
in which c-z.9e (:).6-6"to that in which
this is to let-a*, 64/161-4.0,g!FEIP4,..e', bitèrns
iifai And 1;1:1

7' ," o? 7, .-

a...= 0. So,. -S a O. lience. in any case, Zia > '0.
a) For 5 # = (a)11bI12 and, by Exercise 3(4),

'

> O. So, -a'.5 '0 if and only 4 compi; (-a') = O. By-
.

(15')..and the replaceinent rule foi biconditions, = 0 if ),

a-nct onity if -a' E [ YL.

( ) 'For r, et Lg.?: ig a troper bidirection. Let isr",be
Whose biaireaionlii [Lit. 'By part (a), 'the only vectoxs
Whose dot product with is 0 are those in ['51'. the
gonai comPleAkent.ot 13. Qiv_en a line whose direction iti:,[V];',:
We know that 7-.1.1. So:a "geometric" Interpretatiowof the-
reSult in p.a.rt (a)- is that a planeis petvenclicular "to a line. if ,st-
and only if the dot product of ally vectai'in fliebidirection 'of

.-t.he plane by any non--d vector inthe ditectiOn'of £e1ine1 .0.

Qi
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Answers for Exi.rcises [Lunt.]

. (a) For b ) c
e

TC 41 (2)

comuc +

(coinp- (;) + com p- (g))1k:
I

(cornp (;)) + (comp-
, .ac 1.)c.

Vo.r d, (a g).: g). 6 - a g- ., . - _j. so, in any c.ase, (a f b)c ac + bc.
(b) (5, (;1--i).,7 compj (;b)IttH

(comp-c+ (ii))1311,7H

((c ornp t-!
e

( c)b.
J (5, teib).4-!: tab). d 0 Oh i-(5)1i

So, in any cast! (ab)c (a c)b.
6.. 6.; (.10). (t'_;ci)fl p.
7. ;3uppest: that e 0. Then,

(gc) eAipgc /;)11gc I I

(compg H [(20,)]
-

[(9)]

(a c)b.

c om 111;11''c

Suppose, next, that either.g..- 6 'or c 0. For = 6,
a(b,c) ;. 0 (a (5)c. (ab)c. For c -= 0,

();()) 0 =

=

[Ex. 5(b)]
Hence, 141, any case,

8. (;zt) (gb) ca- reb)a

7]

1061). [Pose. 5]
9., Suppose that '1,1.3 -:i. g. Then,

(1;.:;)(ba) [Ex. 8]
= (;..g)(ba) [Assumption]
= (;g)(ab) [Pust.. 5]
, (a.,a) (11b). [Ex. 8]

1

TC 41 (3)

,Answers for Exercises .1cont.I
.

10. Suppose, first, that a = -d or i-i. -- 6. Given thilat 'a =

13-a' = g.d = 0 .6 - g ti. Given that b , ba .a = 0
- ' -a'''. g , .

.
e

Suppose, next., that..;-".a.* d and 1:3* # 6. 11,et :i. ' -;/II } and
gi = b/11411. Then, HaiII = 1 and 11g1ii 1 so that
Pill 11111 -A 0. So,

Sample Quiz

[Ex. 8]
[(1.9') and ()]s
[Post, 5]
[Ex. 8]

0'.
":`,

1, Suppose that compb (A- ) = t, for some t' 0. Find the following in
terms of 't'.

,. ,..(a). comp,-..... (a3) (b) cornpgz (4) (c) compg4 Ca2)
" .i (d) compg t-a3) (e) ,comp_ g - i`3 ) (f) cornpg5 (-;)

2. We have.,that,' for g 0 6, ;.b = compg (a:)irill 2. Expeess each of
the follewing in terms of 'II', where is any non-a vector.

- --.(a) al a (b) (c)--;2'-i. -(a4) (14
Answers for S.ample Quiz
l. (a) 3t [ept-np-b(a'3) cc;n1p1; (;)13 = t.3]

(b) Zt [compr)2 (a4) [compg (n)]/2' = [cornpTo (;)14/2 = t .02

(c) t/2 (d) -3t
(e) 3t (f) -t/5

2. (a) 211.1l2[2.-i' =*cornFa-(-42)HS112 = 211112]
(b)_ 2[-*2 "nip; -2111112i
(c) lb comp4 (14) 14112 1. i1g112.16]

. a
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42 INNER PRODUCT SPACES

The exercises just completed and the discussion preceding them sug-
gest several propertiesof dot multiplication, which we summarip here:

(1) a. b. = ./1

(2) 'a.. a.= Ilair2

(3) aa>O la 01
-0 -*

(4)' a b = 0 .--0aftbl
(5) (a + b)-c=ac+

` __ _
(6) (ab) c (a c)b

.

(7). a (bc) = (a b)c

(8) ba=ab

?; 01
,

c

11.08 Postulates For Dot Multiplication

Motivated bi the considerations in the preceding sections, we in-
troduce dot multiplic ion into our formal system by adopting as
postulates the followig statements:

Postulate 40
Postulate 4
Postulate
Postulate
Postulate 4,,

_
(e) a b

(1 rz > 0 a .0 0)
_

(a + b) c = a c.+ b c
- -

(ati) b = (a b)aa b=ba
In Chapters 3-5 of Volume 1 we saw that the of translations OK

is a vector space over the,ordered field 1/9 of real numbers. What,this
means is expressed by Postulates 4(a)-(d) and 4, In Chapter 10
wg saw that is 3-dimensional [Postulates 4, and 4,01. All pf this is
summarized in:

I Postulate 4' is a 3-dimensional vector spaee:over 0).

Now, a vector space ar7r7,4 on which a [dot) multipliCation satisfying
Postulates 4,43) and 4 -44 is defined is called an inner product space
overli. So, the content of Postulates 40-4,4 may be sumniarized in:..

11 Postulate 4 .1' is a 3-dimensitonal inner product space overg.

As-you have probably learned by now,' the only se ay to gain a thor-
ough understanding of a new operation is to use it. You can begin [in
Part B of thtfollowing exercises] Uri gain a better understanding of dot
m'ultiplication by proving the various partse the following theorem.
Your proofs should, of course, be Ic;ased on nothing but postulates [in-

98
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eluding the new onesl, definitions, and previously proved theorems. To
begin with, the only theorems you can use are those proved in Volunie
1. But, you can use parts of Theorem 11 -1, below, in provihg later
parts.

Theorem 11-1.
(a) a) (1;6) = (a
(c) a = -6**J,* C-1. = 0
(e) a -b = -(a b) = -a 6)--.

Exercises

Part A
'1.

2.

; Part B

(b) -(15; a-4= 0 = -64

(d) + = a --g+ a CC-*

(f) -ra -b = a b

(g)(a.-0.c.a.cb.:3c (h) a (b-c =a-b
(i) (a +-6*) (7; - =,-a*. a -W
0) +7;) a + 1--;) a -c; -6)+ 2a-g)
(k) (a b) .(a 144= aa+bb- 2(a b)

- -

a

In each of the following, tell whethef the.Overiexciii-s131"On refers to
poiitsto translations, to real numbers, or is nonsense.
(a )-a (6' (h) (6'*3 + "Ct) (7)*2 c)
(c) 11 cli; c5 (d) (P 0)11P 0) -1:1

(e) P + (P - 0) (f) P A(P 0)
.(g) (I; ) .cl - .(h ) -6* (--c-* d)
(i) f(P - (Q +-rl] (P - Q) ,(j P + (Q P)1 (Q P)
In Theorem 11-1(d) there are two occurrences of '+'. Notice that
the one on the left side refen to addition of translations, while the
on n the right refers to additioA of real numbers. -Find other parts
of Theorem 11-1 where two occuirences of the same operator refer
to different operations.

Prove the specified parts of Theorem 11-1.
1. Part (a)JNote that this is (7) on page 42. There it was derived from

intuitive notions Concerning orthogonal components etc., and was
used in showing that, on the basis of these notions, dot multiplica-

, tion is commuteitive. Now that We are starting fiesh -and postu-
lating commutativity of dot multiplication, yoit can use 44 in
giving a formal proof of (a). ]

' r
2. Part (b) [Hint: Use 413 and the theorems 5)0.= -0 and `a0.,- 0'.]
3. Part (c5 '4. Part (d) ,

--it
' 5. Part (e) [Hint: There are two ways to prove 'a 6 = --(a to). One

depends on part, (d), the other on part (a). Try to get both proofs.'
Having done this,-youshoald tie able to think of three ways to prove

/4, = (-it* -65'.1
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Section 11.08 can usually be covered'in two class seseions and
-#two homework assignments. One way to achieve this is to use the 4. (b c) a

ixercise-s of Part A and Part B (pp. 43-44) for class discussion and
supervised seat work. This will help insure that students begin to
apply the propertie of dot multiplication properly.4 One homework
assignment consists of Part A, page 45. Part B (pages 45-46) can pro-
vide a nice variation between cl,ass discussion and supervised, work.
The second homework assigament can be Part C, pages 46-47.

AnsweLi for Pay A
1. (a) real number (b) real number* .

(c) vector (d) vector
(e) nonsense (1) point

f,
(g). nonsens!, (h) nonsense
(i) real number - (.0 nonsense

Z. In (e:): The '-' in a --g' and in '-a b' refers to taking the
- -

inverse of a translation, while the '-' in /-(a,.13)' refers
to taking the opposite of a real numbv.r. .

In (g): The '-' in 'a b refers to subtraction of Veckprs, while
..'-' in 'a? c bc refers to subtraction of reilf nut-libel's.

n In (h): The '-' in 'g c'....refers to subtraction of vectdrs, while
the ' -' in 'i;. g ac' ref-ers to subtraction of real
nukibe r s .

. ir ( ): The' in 'a b' refers to subtraction olvectors, while
the -' in g g' refers to subtraction of rAl
numbe r s

In (j): Both of the 't's on the left refer to addition of vectors,
while both of the '+.'s on (t,,,hu right refer to additionof
-re.al numbers.

in (k): Both of the '-'s on the left refer.to subtraction of vectors,
while the '-' on the right refers, to subtraction ofrcal
nuMbers.

Answers for Part 13
1. 1. (Ebi (gb 1414i

= (Ci)b.
I;ob

64.-
-

[41;1

[4'41
[ i;o

[4'131

7 0 [5]
Also, a d -, 6,i;,

3, §,uppose, firste that i: = (5., Then, a* a*. = ra*.d. = 0. Hence,
a _ 0.

, -. . ,Next, suppose that a a ,= 0. Then, a . a 0. So, bx Postulate- -.411 and modus tollens, -i. = 6. Hence, a a 0 =. a
Since we Nave a = 6 ,it a \ .! 0 and a a a = (c)
follows.

[43.4]

[41,J
[414]

r4.14]

[--k;

[41,1
[4141.

[5]

[Alternate Proof.' 'This makes us"of the real number theorem
'a 4 b )

a b 4 a . -b a (b + -g)
. I

=

Since a .b + a. -7b = 0, jt follows that a -b = -(a
Npw, here are three proofs of -(Ta1;y:-

(i) -a b (a . 71). b = a-lj
[4}

- a b) [5]-So, --ab -(a b

(di) -a b b.-a

-(g.g)
(rfi) a.b + = (a 4- -a).

61;
. o.

Since a .1; + -31; o, it follows that ==

Is
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44 INNER PRODCCT SPACES

6. Part it*,)
9. Part ii)

7. Part (g)
10. Part (j)

8. Part (h)
11. Part (k)

Of the nUmbered statements' in Section 11.07 we have, so 'far,
adopred (1), (3), (5), 46), and (8) as postulates. Using these, both (7) and
the second part of our intuitive description (*) of dot multiplication

*4 turned out to be theorems. This leaves us with (2):2

with (4):

a a

a b = 0 4-4.ae b.jk

and with, the first part of (. ):

a ==-- oomph-so) lb 6.]

In our formal developrnPnt we shall take these as the bases of defini-
tions. With this in viind, we turn our attention to each of these state-.ments.

By Postulate 4, and Theorem 11 --_1(b), a a 0. Sincelt is evident,
intuitively, that la 0 and ljaP = aa, vie are justified in,adopting

-a' as a definition.
_

Since, intuitiv.ely e Ect'll. if and only if b a = 0 [at least, for a * 0 ],
we might think of adoPting the followIng:

(1) ix: x a =

. as a definition of the orthogonal complement of [ai.j.ro justify doing So,
however, it would be necessary to prove that

.st
171) ---=

!Why wouldts be necessary?[ This is riot difficult to derive from our
present postuliites, but a siraptier proOefrire is to dike as oar'definition:

Lai = {x: x y = 01
I

Doing so, it is easy to show t,hat (I) is a theorem. This justifies. sen-
tence (4) of Sectiop 11.07. [Sae that th9re is no need to restrict the
definition ,to nori-O values of What, alien, is- roll?]

Finally, the first part of (*) together with sentence (2) §-iggest the
definitiorr.

1 02

Answers for Part-13 [cont.]

TC 44

Th, 11-1(e)], ,
1

*

7 - b).c + -b).c-
a c + -bc
. . _. -.-\ a c + -(b c)

a c b c

(,_).: a)* j) 7
ba ca

-
9. (a' + 1;) (a*. ( a + b) a - (a- t 5).1;

7, a. a

10. (ta.. + +
2 a a

i; S ( + g )

.1)* 'S 7 id; g

f; i;

) + I f; ), f;

+ fi 'S + ( i; 4 i;
--a.(+ 11.

112 13y 11'-1(j) and d1-1(e),,and (1).

Taking (1) as a,definition it(would be necessary to prove,the second
displayed sentenceln order to be sure that orthogonal complementing is
an operation oh directions and is independent 9f our way of specifying
them. On adopting Definition 11-1(b) the sentence (1) is a theorem
see Theorem 11-Z on pagi, 46). *The second displayed ecnience is

proved in Exercise Z of pa-it C op page 46,

A

Since, for any
[ T.

Answers for Part A

T a . d = .0 it follows by Definition 11-1(b) that

TC 45 (1.)'

oe,

1. (a) A direct consequence of Def. 11-1(M aVid (3) of Part B on page 7.
(b) 113.11 4z=z:.

:a' =

=

.(c)

=

[411 and Theorem 11-1.(b)]
[Def, 11-1(a)]
[Th. 11-1(f)]
[Def. .11-1(a)l

Since B - A f T, follows directly from part
JIA - Bil 11-(13 A)11

= 1113 - [part (e)]
11134-' All 0 4=PB - A = Et5art (b)]

*c=" 13 = A

103
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11.08 Ynstulates fer Dot Multiplication 45

i Answe rs to r Pa rt A Int.]
- L'01111);(a) = (a ' hVtb- h) i

, .

.. , /
, -

for the orthogonal component of a, wipi respect to h. Because of our
treatment of reciprocals in Chapter 4, it is not necessary to i.strict this'
definition even though 0 is because, by Postulates elu(e),
knd 5(f): comp; co 4. as ckined above, is a real number in any
case. In fact, since a 0 0 at nce the product of 0 by any real
numlr fin this case, /01 is 0, .it follows that, for any vector a;
comp,: (a 0.

Summarizing the precedifg discussion, x, have:

TC 45'(2)

Z. (d) says that tht distance 1.3etween any`two points is nonnegative.
(e) says that the distance betwevn A and B is the same as tile

distance between B and A.
says thAt the distance between points A and B is 0 ii ancl
only if A' and B are the same point.

3. (a) Theosvn.'
(b) Not a theorem, for let t; -*rc; d. Then ILI; II 1 1:;I

but I') 0 II..

Exercises

Part A

Definition 11-1
(a) 0 r7V-a. c

(b) V - x v 0}yr .

(C) COMP a) .ta h) (I) b)

(c)

(d)

(e,)

(f)
I. Prove.each of the following.statements.

(a) H.cr';1 77 0 and z'ir - a : a {Hint: See t 3) in Part B on page 7.1
(b) 0---= ---- a - (e) VHall - Ik211 -

(A le)' IIA --, Bll = IIB All
(f) 1lB - .4! -0.-4.B- A I

2. Our intuitive notions concerning the norm of a translation suggest
that 1fi1 l is the distance from any point to its image under -a... In par-
ticular, ci(A,13) ,---- 1V-3 - Ali. fExplainfl Tell what,parts (d), (e), and
If) of Exercise 1 say about the distance between poihts.

3. Tell which of the following should 'be theorems. If a given sen-
tence does not hold for all translations, give a counterexample an&
find.a restriction under which the sentence should be a theorem,
(a) a' - b* -- kril = II61! (1)) IIIII1 = ilbi 7" a' -

,. (c) il'a' -0- bl = liail +11b11. (d) 1101 = Ili:4lb. ,
(e) B - -A = C -'D --; ID All .=-: 1r 1311

(f) lli3 All = l!C Dll --' 10 All = C Bll

Part B
Suppose that A B C 1) and that CEYçI AB.

1. Suppcse that (B A) (1) C) -2.
(a) What is (B - A) (1) - C)?

.41:1) What is Ilk IlD Cr- f H int: (B A) (B A)
hp C) --il ltD - C) -1) =

(r) If - All - 5, what is

'3te, howeve [r, that for a E a. an

Not theorem, for let b* z --a. d. Then
but 11i;11 11b-11 = 11 q.2 o.

vs

= 0,

(Note, however, that if one of the Nectors is a nonnegative
,niultiple of the other, the statement is a theorem. I
Not a theorem. . -1 0 11.11.- 1 when a. for
I. -1H 0 and HH .-1 0. re

[Note, however, th.a.t. Nbfl if b > 01.1
Theorem, for B.- A C D t:D A = C 13 and

A C- 13 HD- AII IC Bil.
Not a theorem, fOr let A, B, C, and be four points of a
line such that [Ill - AH =: [lc DI1 and [B - A 1. [C Dy,
as shown in the following picture:

I
Then, Ail = Dll butH IjC - Bll.
[Note, however, that (f) is a theorem when the genses of
B .A and E D are the same.]

'Answers for Part 13
-1/3

-
.(h) /3. [By the hint, ,1 1 13 4. AH2 = CH .4/9. so,

[IB = IID c1[ .2/3.]
(c) l5/Z. ,(From*(b), vie kn'ow that An ± IID - .2/3,

So, 5 IID - CIIZ/.3.]

)

5
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2. Suppose that r=
(a) (C - A) : '41

B) : (13 -
- B A -

3. Suppose that
ond d.
(a) What is 1B A

fl -

4 t- (B - A ). Comuie each of the following:
(b) tc -rA) : (B - A)

A) . (d) 11(7,- All : 13 All
811 (f) 11C - All :.lLB'
A)h (1) - C7)d, for some nonzero numbers h

(b)-What is 1/3 - All : - Iffint: See Exercise 1(b). And,
now the properties of square rootinfi that you need.) ;

4. Suppose that (' = A - A )t,'for some t. Compute each of the
following, giving appropriate restrictions on the values for 't: when
.necessary. - .° °

(a) - A) : (13 - C) (b) (C - A) : (B A)
(c) 13) : (8 - A) (d)11(7, :1113 A
(e) K BI1 : l4 811 (f) c,:11

5. Giv.en AABC. suppose that 'Mil:
Ilk and (M - A) :,(B. -14)

as shown in the pictUre -at the
right.
(13), Compute (N A) : (C A),

(N - A.) : IC N), and
(N - M) : (C ,

(b) Given that IY1 - All 4, compute II/3 - All and !In II

(c) ,Given that JK Nil - 3. compute IN - All and IC 4II.
(d) Given that IR - CI! 12, compute IN -

6. Given AABC.'suppose that MN---(BC and (M - : (B - A)
= as shown in the picture at
the right.
(a) CamputetN - A ) : (C - A

(N - A) : (C - N), (N - M)
: (C 8). and (M
: (B - A),

to- Civen that .411 - A 2 nd M - - - eotn-.

TC 4611)

Ansrs for Part B [cont.]
2, From the information given, we

know that, (C A) (B'- A)5/2,
so that (C - A):(B A) =
Making 'a picture of this situation,
we will lie able to -read off" the
values,of the required rati9s,
Of course, we 'shouldb,e able to
compute these vaiues from the
information given..
(a) -5/3
(c) 3/2
(e) 3/2

3. (a) d/b

.6
(b) 5/2
(d) 5/2 `.

(I) 5/31r

b.

2

B
A

(b) I [or, Id /lb I I We prove this as folloW'S:
(B A). (B A) ((D C). d/b). (D C) d/b)-.1

(I) - (:),(D - c)dP/b:". So,
--- Ho d2/b2

whiCh means that All HP CH

4. From tht given ii,iformation,
(C A):4B - A) t, As in '

Fxereise 2, it ,is helpful to draw
a picture. 'Then, we will he able
to "read off" the values of the
required .ratios.
(a) t/(1 - t) ft 11

(c) t - 1

(e) It 11 [from part (cH
5. It may be help ful to label a

pitture" of the 'given A ABC
in such a way as to indicate
known. ratios.

Part

pute each of the f011owing: Ire - All, Ile BII, IlB All,-IM - 13}1;---
and IVV -

1. Prove:

Theorem'l -2, :L; [a' b. a = 0 N\-
. 2. Show that lb) =- la) -0 0 = 0].
8. In the discUssion which mativated Definition 11 grquestion,Was

raisW eoncerning FO),. flrove that Al 'IT. That is, provethat the
8rthaganal complement of Deis the set ,7: of all translations. [Hint:
Since .'71Why?),Itis enough to show that ."4-

(a) 2/3; 2; 2/3 'B ,3
(b) 6, [(B A): (M A) r- 3/2. and (.B M): (M A) 1/2,

Thus, 11B - AH /11§f:- Ajj= 3/2 atid .HB -
1/2 so that 11B - All = - All 3/a_z 4 3/2 6

and II13 - M HM AU hcz = 41/1 = 2.
(c) 6, 9 MN - All/ HC "'NJ! = z and WC -:1.k11/11t NH

so that 11N All = Hc - NilZ = 3Zt.,6and
' - All = lic - NH.3 = *-.

(d) []1N - Mill 1173,- JI = .2/3 so that HN Mil
= fE - CII 2/3 = 14:4/3 = 8.]

6. (a) A) - A) = -1./4 (N A): (C N) =, -1/5
- M): (C 13).= -1/4 (M B)*:(B A)' = -5/4.

(b) 8; 40, 20, 25, anil. 07

I.

t
(a) iti
(f) ltl/I1 tl

[from part (b)]
[t i 1]

3
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-Answers for PartIC,-
-. .o ,. .'.(' 4,

Only if-part:Suppose that b a J. By Detinitidn 11 -1(b), 'each
member of [al is such that its dot product with II" 14; 0, Sirwe .t.
.: e [ i1,. it' follow s that- W. 'a 0. 1-lb nce, g E.[-3 11 g '1 '-' ' O.. .

I I'
.

it.- 2., rt, Suppose that, b -a 0 and thet p E la 3. It follows tliat
p .: ab whe re b E and, so,_ tha-t g P 5- (.:b) 1(5 :a.,)b Oh , 0.
Flente, for each ; E 3 ;1, g 1/ 0 and, by Definition.11-1(b),
b E t a 11. Cons'equently, if b :; 0 then 1:;,,E [ ;.: ] . 4 "'"

I
,. 7 -- ,, .

Z. Suppose that [1.: 3 a 1. Then, fOr 9oine ..b t 0, b ah, so tbat
c g . c (ah).- Ic a)b, Dills, c . 5 , 0 ,if .and only if (i7 a)b =- O.-. -..Sinc e b 1 .0,the -latter is the c4se if and only icc a - 0, So; by

, _. .,,,,the replacement rule for biconditional s, c h if and only it
3 0. Hence, the theorem, -

- -

1 g

Vi:
[ A, ,j, . T, tor any .a. So,;[ uA 1

i. C. T. Suppose that-a-* is any
translation. Sine e [ (51 = {d} and a'. d = 0,. it 'follow's that, for

1 eeich y in 1 0. 1., ..,,7 0, So, by. Definiti'on 11 -1(b ), 3' E it, IL

Thus, if T then i'.E [ d11.. This means that T C { d }1. Since'
1

,

it is iisy the cat. that [(Ill :1, w have that? 1611 T. /-

-

lb

1 98

'

. re

TCY47 (1)
. , .

,

. : Ili,
Answers for Part C [cont.]
4. (a) By Definition 11-1(c )', cornpw () = (-a'13)/(5. 5). " By

Postuate40; both 3 5, and /(g;:g) belong to R. so that
thvir product,. belonge*lo, E. -11ence, .dpmn (3) E 6.
Suppoee-that -5 E [ 7i1 I, for' a . Then, bythe hint, 5
wl r b , 5:3. 13.y. Definition 11.-1(e), compg (5) = (84)/(3.3)

,

)

(a
, corniri

. s J.(c) -This hol or a .= since 10 j. ,T s'o that 13 E
' f;. For tl-ie riemainder of the.proof, assume. th'at

(a a) ((a a)b)/(a . a) b. Since b
-1-lence, the -theorem,

d ILL for any
# 0.

Sulopose, first, thal comps (g) 0, Ther5, 45. = 0
and so, sinte # 0, 5..-S' = 0. By Theorem 11.--1,:g E
lIenee, if comps (b) = 0' then 1; E [ a ]-L

Next; :suppos'e that 5 1 0 ...The n , comps (5)
.-. (-C"-a)./(74.-;;) ' 0,, Hence, if b a = 0 then compft (b) = 0.

(d) comp-. (5.4 "c): S)
a

(5 . + -C+ -a.)/(a --a')

=.(/(. -a.) +n(C ii.)7(-3 ).
()corn ( 4 coIrp

= ((g
cornp-s,(g)b

Suppose that a # C Then
compia) (5) = b. (3a)/(-a'a. 3a)

= (5. 3.)a/(13 3)a2)
= ((5. 3)/("a' 3))a/a2
= comp-a. (g)la .

liencf, the t orem.

(1)

-

[Def. 11-1(0]
[Post. 412]

.[Post.
[Def..11-1(c)]
[Def. 11-I(c)]
{Post. 4131.
[Post. 5]
[Def. 11"-`1(c)]

-09
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4. In SeFtion 11.06 we litited some intuitive properties of orthogonal
s,componentii. Now that the notion of orthogonal componepts is a

part of ottr formal.developrnent, we are in a position to prove those.-prywerties._Give proofA for the following:_. ..4a) comp,. (a),A Illint. Sirice both a h and b 1) are real cum-
bers [Why?) so is (a bilib b[,)_. .... .(b) h ela) -74. comp,: (h) = b : ala 01 qiint:. Given that h E fa),
it follows that b ..i a.b, fol.some h. So, b ----- b. : 'a. Now, compute
cimp ,: kl)).1 ,

(4:) comp; (hi --, 0 4 h. # i (2)1 .
(d) comp ,,- (h. + el -, comp j (b.) + comp ,; (ci
(e) comp,; (A) ,=-- Camp ri I hth ,

..

.4f ) comprj, (b.) - comp .. (b*)la lp ?` 01

-"\

11.09 Basic Properties of Norms and Orthogonaf Complements

As was remarked e ,ffir, it will he greatly to our advantage to show
:that sentences (3 )- (10176fi pages 35-36 are theorems. For, Once thisis
done, it will be a simple matter to garner.numerous thebrems concern-
ing pei,endicularity and distance from the earlier sections of this
chapter. Most of thesentences (3)- (10) are easy tO prove. Ainong these, ,(7S- 10 are especially easy and we list them, together with sentgrice.
(11), in:

T ileo rem 11 3
(a) 4211 e (b) a 0 alJ > 0
(C) 11(70 IkA la (d) a + h fa - jaJ =
le) a; r 4-0 (l{a1 i1 = 1 and a* - 740) [a 0] f

V.

[Note that proofs using Definition. 11-1(a) require theorems aboui
square roots. Ag indicated, in Part B on page 7, such theorems can be
derived from Postulate and two special.postulates:

.

V a e [a0] and: \,a 0 and ( ra)2 a [a 0]

In proving Theorem 11-3 you may cite as theorems thew postulates
and any of the results on square roofs developed in Part B. You may,
of course, also use parts of Theorem 11-1, as well as earlier theorems,1

Exercises

Part A
Prove each of the following:

I. 0
3. Theorem.11-3(b)
5. Theorem 11-3(d)

2. Theorem 11-3(a)
4. Theorem 11-3(c)
6. Theorem 11-3(e)

TC 47 (2) #1

. AMong the exercises of section 11.09, Thirts A, B, and C art*
best for homework asgignments., .Parts A and/C involve derivationsthat are slot too involved: Part' PwroVides some applications to g4i....43-
metric figures% Because of the sequential nature'of The exer'ciees,
Parts I), E, and F are recommended for.g,roup discussion.

Answers for Part A
1 For a* z

case, a.a 0,
0. For a

A 1lI Nrift7E i, since a - a , 0,

Z. Then, a. a > 0, so that Nf* > 0. Thus,3. si": t.ltat
il 6.

S4pose, next, that
U. Either a',

r- 0 / 0, Thus, # d.
4,

.> 0 2" O. So,in any

0.
or a # 6.

Tilen
If the

IlaH2 > 0 so that
former, then 6.6

lll = a a2 I1Il al
S. Suppose that -a* + TD*S Then, + 11). - 0. By

Theorem 11-1(i.), = i;.1. So, jra*.112 11511P and, since
norms are nonnegative, 1lft ---- Hll.

Suppose, next, that IIII 'Mi. Then af a = 1.1, so that
+ 8) (a'. - .= 0. Thus, E La. 11.

6.. Suppose that S # 6 and that i;./NH Then, 11-1[1"`# 0 so
that '; = ;11111. Also, .a*.1.1 (/1111).67.11-111)= (,;a')/11-S112
= = 1. Thus, [Pill = 1 and 7,1111-a.H.

111

M.
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(

Part B
I-Sup Pose that AR and CD are nondegenerate parallel interals.

Show that A/3 e71) 1[R- - - C[1. [Hint: Recall that Vi
, CD A) : (.1) Cti and make Use of Theorem 11 -3(0.1

. A

2. BY Exrcise 1., we know'that the
ratio of two nondekenerate
parallel intervals is the ratio of
the norms of the translations
determined by the endpoints of 94,;
intervals.
(a) Given that iv we, as shown in the picture at the right, we

know that (P - A) : (B - A) (Q P) (C B). Show that
IP 411/11B A11 11Q PI1/11c B11.

(b) Show that IIP - A11 /11Q Pll 11B A11/11c - B11. r
3. (Ii'ven that PQ ll BC , Ali = 2 and IlB - Pll = 3, as in the pic-

ture for Exercise 2.
(a) Compute the raticks All,- P QUO

-'Ql1/11Q c11, and IA -.C11/11Q C.
.(b) Do you have enough information to compute hA Q11? if so,

do it: if not, explain.
, (c) Given that 11Q - C11 = 4 and liP - Q11 = 4, compute Ile Ali, ;

IIQ All, and JIB 7 01.
. (d) Given that 114 - Cli 8 and JIB - Cli 1(), compute

1IQ CT, and 11P - Q11.

V

4. Suppose that PQ II BC; 1w All
2, arid IIQ All 3,. as Shown.

at the right.'
(a) Compute these ratios:

IlC - All/I lB - All,
-111,) - Q11/ 1IB cll

0,1 Given that 413"-- =.8- arid

3.

5, cor,npute = Ali
and Ile - Pjl.

4c) Given that IIQ P11 - 4 and 11Q C11 - 9, compute VA - Bll
and

Consider a fine-say, Xe. Let = A + (B A)c and D = 4+.
(B - A)d, for some mower° numbers c and c/.
(a) what is (c - A) : (D - A)? What is Ar'. :'ATY?

'0,) 'Assume that IC - = lID - All. What can you say about c 5.
and ci? About C and tr

(e) Aisume that both C and D (are points of AB and that IIC - All
= liD Afi. What can' You say about c and ./4? About C and D? =

6. FrOm Exercise 5(c), we 'see that if the translations C - A and
1) - A have the aame norm and are in the scnse ofAB, then C D

1 ..

TC 48

AnsWers for Part B .

I. From the 'Oven information, B
So,, 1 Iv , 11D CII Ibl.
, 11B All /11D.- C11.

3.

4.

119

(a)

, (D C)I3 for some h . 0.
Now, AT3:C.1) = 1(B A):rb

0,(0 A)f: (-A) (Q P): (C
('P A)1 F- 1(Q. (C 13)1

AP: AB = ,PQ :
==> il(p - All +IQ- Pll

(b) ill' 'Ail /llB All = liQ :311

llQ-Pt'llB
HP AHMQ PH 1113 lefrinc BH

. (a) Hp PH /H13 AH 3/5 HPIT Ql1/1113 %CH = 2/5
1,JA QH /HQ CH Z/3 4A `,C11/,11Q CH

(h) No. There are infinifely many triangles which satisfy the
given information. Choose any point.CI on vr 'which is

. distinct from B and ABC' is such a triangle. Let Q' be
Ithe point of intersection of the lines R5 and AC'. It is fairly
clear that not all o'f the segments AQ' have the -sa.me length.

(c) 20/3, 8/3; 10
(d) 16/5, 24/5, 4

(a) 11c A11/11-B All Vz [HP - All/lIB All
11Q - Al1/11c 'All so that hiC - A11/11B - All
IIQ A11/11P,A11 3/2j

cll is not determined by data.
:(b) 10/.3, 18/5 [11B - All/HA C11 =.2/3 so,that 11B All

GH 2/3 = 5.2/3 = 10/3; 11Q P11/11B-C1
3/5 so that HQ = JJB - 3/5 = 6 3/5

7 .18/51
(c) :4, 8 - C11 = 9 and Ha - All = S, HA-C11

Nov), HA BH/Hc -All 2/3 so that LIIA B
= Al = 6. 2/3 = 4. Since

ilc Q11 2, 11c T311= HP-CW*2
= 4.2 = 8,1

(a) (C A):(D - A) = (B A) :(B A)d
AC:AT) ic/dI =

(b) c d or c sina 1c 1 = 1c1} .

A is t'he midpoint of CD when c
(c) c d, for .both c apd d are'positivc and icj = idi. C D,'for c d,

D when c d and

4.
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,..- ,

, or, more thnveniently, C A = D - A. This suggests the follow-
&ving theorem about translations: .

1

a

041 = 9151 k Ot1 [ )

- 4
Prove this theorem. [Hint: Treat sepa;ately the cases b and
and 61

(
*

Statements (7)- (11) on pages 352-46 were listed together in Theorem
11-3. Similarly, we list statements (3)-(6) in:

Theorem 1 1 - 4 (a) [all is a proper bidirection
(b) [72) n la11- io)
(c) [a]-1 = [1;Ii *To [al = [b)
(d) tic [ci] 4-* a ELbj-L

[Note that statement.(4)- that, for (T), 7; 0 [all - follows from part
(b) and the fact that a E [a).1 The proofs of two parts of Theorem 11,-4
should be very simple. [Which .two?] The other two parts are more
difficult to prove. To make the task easier, we begin by stating several
useful results about orthogonal Complements and norms ip the fol-
lowing two lemmas:

Part C

Pert D

Lemma 1 (a) 161' -
(b) .?*((orr' V)/(1; ri)) E [b]

(c) {61:0 ç [CZY1 lb:471 ra4P-

Lemma 2
(a) u v = 1 u v [I zz' =
(b) u v 4-0 u -v EtH

. Prove:
(a) Theorem 11 -4(b) [Hint: Make use of Definition 11- 1(b), Theo-

rem 11-1(c), 'and the facts. that-et lci) anal; a= 0.]
(b) Theorem 11-4(d).

2. Prove Lemma 1. [Hint: In part (b) consider the casesi;
3. Prove Lemma 2. [Hint: Note that = 7; if and only if!"-i. V= 6.

Now, use parts (cY and (k) of Theorem 11-1.1

Iniorder to prove-Theorem 11-4(a) we shall, first, find a proper bi-
directian which is a subset of 01. Then, we shall show that any vector

7,4 which is not in this bidirection is, also, not in la . [This will tell us
-4.

Answers for Part, l3 "[cont.] (

6. Assume: ft that 5 .z 6. Since a II 0.. Thut;,

-a. = so that -a' = 5. Next, assume that # Then; sike
LI 7 f:561, a z b'a, for some ,a > O. So, JIII L'!i,lia and,

since III 11511, = 1. So, in''any' case, Hence the
thebrem.,

Answers for Part C

4

1. (a) Clearly: 6 E [ ] rTh Ni.11, for .-a.0 and 6 = 0, for any
So; {-d} CT [ ) rTh Let [ ) eTh In-L. Then, -r; =

for some p,' F.1and -.; 7 0. Thus, 'P.P..7. -1;(-4) = (-1;

Op 0, so that z .6. Hence', if 1; E [it ] fTh [-S11 then

1 [p E {(5). That is,
%Since We have established that eacyl of {d} and

..t. is a subset of the other, Theorem 11-4(b) isE.fl'm
proved.

b ) [ -a' = 1-; -a: = 0
4==e -a' z 0

4::= E [ 511

Z. .Prpof of Lemma 1.,
his was proved in Exercise 3 of Part C on page 46. I
--.5((.-; 5)/(; 5))) r) .= ( 5)/(5. 5))

; 5 ( 5 5) ( ( 11)/0,..

1.513.5 = 0 [ior 9E 61

[Th. 11-2]
[Post, 414
[Th. 11-2]

) 6 0

SO, g(la*. 5)/03%

(c) Suppose that both and. belong to 1;11, Then, 1:1-a* = 0

and :i°-aP = 0. Let a E [17,, C.]. Then, a = b + "Cc, for some
b and c. Since a + -Jo -4' (gb) -S (bc ) -S.= qs. -aelb

(' 4)c. Ob + Oc = 0, 4 e [III. Thus, C [-a'

Hence, the tbs4rern.

3, Proof of Lernirna Zs
(a) ,t.uppo....se that 1111 = 1 = 11;11, = v-4.4 = 1. Now,

u = v if and only if - ;.% = T-0 and the latter s the case if and
onl 472 -;) = 0. Since (11 ;) = ;
- 2uv = 2 - 2u-y [Remember that u u = v -41 = I tj, arid

- = 0 if and only if q-il = 1, it follows that u = v if
and only if u v = -1.-

1

er
(b) Substitute '-v' for 'v* in (a) and.use Theorem 11-1(e) and

2Exercise 1(c) .of Part A on page 45.

'4
4
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that the proper bidirectioil we found is equatto [ )i, and will prove the.
theorem.] Suppose that .a * 0, and choose vectors - say,b'and-c.-- such
that (a, k-c) is linearly independent.
1. How can you be sure that there are vectors such as rll'and r.
2. Viven b' and c; it is eay to find vector§ b' and c' which belong to

.1 (4.P;. fiescribe suds; vector.s.. [ifint.See Lemma 1.] '
4. Show that (b.', ; islinearly indepemdent. What does this'tell you

about e!l?
4. Show that (b.', iS a proper bidhection which is a subset of
5. Suppose that a s some trazistation which is not in lb.', 'Cll. What

can you say about (a' , , c' )? About [a' , b', ,]?
6. From your answers for Exercise'5, it stould follow that if a' 4 c

then there are numbers-say, a, b, and r- such that a = +
+ c'c. Recalling that + clr eta)L, what is-a' at?

7. What does your an§wer Ror Exercise 6 tell you about a' a7 Lae-
member that 01 What does this tell you, in turn, about [a] 1.?.,

Part E
To preove Theorem 11-4(c), it ;is sufficient to show

then (a]; [h1L. [Why?] We shall consider, first.
#. 0 po. b.. Suppose, then, that [a] * [b] and a.# 0

1. What can'you say about 4a, 6)?
2. Let u ciiktr and b1 b./Irbli. Explain why (a's,

pendent.
3. Show that [a]'. = [a*li and [hjiL 11))1.
4. We wish to show that [all [e]'. By Exeroise 3, it will be sufficient'

tcl show that kill' # or, equivalently, to find a vector which
belongs to but does pot belong to 1741-. Use Lemma 1(b) to find
a vector related to a', which belongs to [1;il L.

5. Use, Lemma 2 'to show that if a*,..- ri (a, ii;) e I then (V -6) is
linearly dependelit. What, then, can you conclude about_ __ -
a, - b, (a, tO?

7.
6!

S.

tha * [V]
case in which

li early inde-

.1"art F
$01. (a) ,p,es_Fribe in terra of and 'd;-a translation e'such that

e c[cl. and ci - e (-Hint:, Look carefully at Lemma 1(b).] 5'
(0) Nowt ascribe-in terms of and -.atranslation-esuch that

7e [a) and r, [41.
2. Suppose that' c2} C:liz) and lb b ra)i. ShoW that

= c2. [Hint: Show that c, --C42 klelongs to both ja) and fc-41. Us
Theorem 11- 4(b).1

Complete the proof.of Theorem 11-4(c) in case a *'0 * b.
Suppose that * and that a' = V. What can you say aboutV?
About [all? About [11, [Iiint:,See Theorem 11 -4ta).]
Complete the prOof 91Theorem 11-4(c) in case:a+ = Vor b.= IY

TC 50 (1)
a

Answers for Part D
1. 1 is. 3-dimensional
2, Let .-! 5 and c

3. Using.the vectors and c desciibtd in Exerciie
be such that 5'b + Then we have that

{g ..:))}t! +

( ) /

5.

6.
7.

so that
:11-13((5. it:)/(-; "a:)) (lc' -a:)/(-a:-a:))) + b +c

2, lef, b and c

Since (a. ,g,C) is linearly independent, it follows from this that
b 0 and c 0. So, (5-`, c:') is linearlY independent. This tells
us that [.f.):`, I 4,440 proper bidirection. .

This follows directly from Exercises 2 and '3 and Lemma 1(c).
Linearly independent [or, a basis for 1]; equals T.
a: a: .= (Pa + + ) S')a, for --a 5` = 0. = a C

P-a* # 0 [a 0 since a: j[5', -c4.' N. This telfs us that-a' is not in ra so that [a F C Ce' Also, since we already
know, by Exercise 4, that [bl, c' ] c [a it follows that

[

Answers for Pa
tr
t E

We already.know that [-a': ] . [1-; ] [f_ =

the bkonditional Theorem '1114(C), it is enough to prove
[a = II j 1gj ; or, we will accomplish the

prove

same result
if we prove the.,contrapositive,of this last conditiotal, namely, that

0 [in [51-L

.3.

ti 6
e

Linearly independent.
If ;la + 51b = .6 then al'(a/1 k:11) + 5(b/11511) Z. sinZe (,5) is

inearly independent it follows that so is ai,51).
-Since C [-a:] anti al Z5, [--1/ = [I]. Since [-i:11 1-411- it ,

follows, by the replacement rule for equationi that
Similarly, [Ili J
By Lemma 1(b), i 1(Ca°1 U11/(1;1.111)) 4 Li'''. TI. Since
51'. 51 = 1, 'it follows that abi "5.1(-43::1;1) C [51 f.- -Suppose that 51Ca.1 51) C II. Then, (ai bi(al bi)). al

0 so that (-;1 t;')2 0. 'Since = I , (-a4.1 .11.=1)2 =

so that either -abl = 1 or 'a'1 51 = -I. In eithei case it-follows by Lemma 2 that (alibi) is linearly demendent.
Since (-;111t1) is linearly independent, it follows that"'

IL =

- 51(Sl 51) 1[-;3.

VI
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Answers for Part F. [co. !ILI

6. What we have shown in Exercise's 4 and 5 'is that [i-:;1 contarics
a vector, *naively al h1(a1b1), which is not in [11 T17. SO-, 1

[I. Hence, in the case ; d if [1-; [
-

then [ ;11 [

7.. 6. 4 d; ; is a proper bidirection and, so,
is not 'T.

8. By Exercise '7, it is clear that in case d
Similarly, this same resuit holds in case h Ht"nce,
Theorem 11-4(c).

Answers (or Part 1-'
1. (a) Let

(b) Let r a(k.:. cfOit. if))

z. Since c.. E [a 1. Since ci,
[a I it follows by Theorem I 1-4(a) [if ii.`# 6j or by Lemma

.1(a) [if CI that (i.; *1) that i that
c, E [a J. It follows ly Theorem 11-4(b) that c

and, so, that

TC 51 ()).

Several Important properties are introducedln the ekercises of '

this section. It is wise to exercise caution relative .to exercitses as-
signeiiior homework,. The exerifises on page 51 as well as Parts A
arid 13 oh pages 53-54 lend themselves hest to homework. Part C,
page 54, should he treated in a group discussion because.of the import-
'Trice of the result in Exercise 1 (d). This result is applied in EXercise
,3, page 55, whi,cobk_can be used as a supervised seat exercise. Another
important result (Sc.43.varz's Inequality) results frOm Exercise 5, page'
56. Here again it is best to develop the exercises in a group discus-
sion. Part 0 can be used as homeWork, but students sometimes have
difficulty getting started. You may wish to do the first few ekses,
as examples.
Answers for Kxercises
1. .,Proof of Theorem 11-5(3). By Definition 11-1(c), compi (g)

b -a.)/(-a. a). So, comp-a. (7O) = 0 if and only if ii-S 0. Now,

g 0 if ar..id only if gEll 11. Hence, by the replacement rule
for bicor4litionals, comp-a. (g) = 0 if and only if g E

2. Proof of Theore.M.11-5(c). By Definition 11-1(0, comp; (17, + E)
((g + C+) ie.),/(a' -1). By Postulates ..-412 and 5, comp-
(5' a.".-a4.) (.-6:)/( -a). Hence, by Definition 11 -1(c ),

comp-a (1; + = comp-s (g) + comp-a (a").

3. Proof of Theorem 11-5(d). comp-a (gb) = ((gb ).-a*)/(;-i!)
= (g (-; -a' = = comp- (g)b.

., a

- 11.10 Components and Projections 51

r

In this section, we have managed to establish that the sentence§
(3)-(11), about norms and orthogonal coinplements, are thenems. We
have also managed totshow, in Exercise 2 of Part F, that, there is at
inost one translation x such that x e [al and - x e [all. And, since

- -
a((a b)/(a a)) - or, cz cornp (b) is one such transtation, it is the only
one. In the next section, we shall make lige of this result.

11.10 Components and Projections

Using Definition 11-1(c), the properties of orthogonal components
which are summarized on page 38 follow easily from properties of dot
multiplication which should, by now, be familiar. For reference, we list
some theorems concerning orthogonal components:

-Theorem 11-5 For ci'b ,P,"

, (a) wmp; E a and --ge i compii (I)) - a,
(b) (63) = 4-0 ee
(c) comp-. (17 + 5 = comp- (T) + cornn
(d) comp-a (A) = comp (b)b, and
(e) compao (h4),,Fanip,;(-F;)/a fa

As a brief review, we sketch proofs for both parts.of Thefrein,11 5(a).
Suppose that a Then, comp-; (b) = (a b)I(cc a). Since

a b and a are real numbers, so is at 651(cr cc.). So, comp-j(V)

Suppose, further, that r) e Then,.-e=
= b.. Nlow, comp:, (7ib (7;

= a T*iy_c-c-: --ci.)}b = b. Since b =-1;
Hence, if b E rcil then comp = :

Exercises

for sorneAb. So,
= (C't A)/(a t

coippz (a) =4;*: a.

Write paragraph proofs for:
1. Theorem 11.-5(h) '2. Theorem 11-5(c)
3. Theorem 11-5(d) 4. Theorem. 11 -5(e)
5. (a) -C;C0/111): (b) [Hint. aive separate arguments for "

a'

the cases in wlch -i; 0 Vand72+ = -64.1
(b) -174.E IiI)+ 4'. comp z (6) > 0 IWE 0 10]

8. (a) We 0 ! 7-0 --R.'. viff --f- 17,-

(b) Make a guess about Wt.+ A and Fall + il-gli in case a an
non:6 vectors such that-1; 4 0+ .

t.

1 9

a

7; are"
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. .wers for,Exercises [cont.] a''

.4. Proof of T;leorern llriel, Suppose that a ,-0.... Then', .comp-a-a.(g)
a 1 ((g ii.)a)/(( :. ::)a2) ' [(g ;-.71/(i Z . aa,/a2

g-:.i.)9'(a, ;71.)Va cornp,1 (g)/a.

, 5. (a) Assume, fil-st, that 6.. Suppose that g E [ ]. Then,
6, 6 .c 01).4%; (;) a comia-- 0. Thus, g 1 i;a .

(g). Suppose that 1:) a comp:; (g); 'Then, since
compi; (g) - 0 f E [ ]. Thus, cp -a. (g) g E j
Hence, 5(a) is proved in case i;

As sume, then, that * d. Suppose that g
g zi.h, for sonic b. Sincti ti a (g i.Z)b. it follows that

(g.a..)7(;. So, g com (g) 'Thud, b c Li: 1
==- a comp (b). Suppose that b - a compi (g). Since
compi;. (() E E 1. Thus, gl- :comp:-; (g) g [

Hence, the theorem holds in any. case.
(b) Suppose,that g r. It follows that d and th'at

for some b ()-- liy.part. (a) b a compi (g). So. sinee
* comp: (g) b Suppose, on the dehen hand, that

comp;; (b) 0. ft follows' at once by part (a) that g E [ r
6. (.1) 1 Suppose.that b [a )*. Then 1. all, for soMe b > O. So,

11111, and
t>1-i

(b) Hit+,

11*`'

yHt+
H;Ho +

-; 11;11 HSHb

11g11

41 11 + II I

TC 52

.Answer'to question in text:. (f there

[Post.
[1 +

[Post.

4]

5}

we re two such points X, then
Prcii[;).(g) is not a function.' But, we have already seen that, on

intuitive grounds, pro
functiOns.

(11) is a translation, and translations are

12t)

52 INNER pRODUCT SPACES

P *

In Setion 11.02- we introkluced the noticm c?filhe orthogonal projec-
tion of a vector 6:in theclirection Of a vector ci. This projection was de-

-

P 4

P [al'

P +. proj111(b) proj,(P + b}

. Fig. 11-15

scribed as the mapping of into itself under which the inilage of any
point P is the pmjection of P + -1;* on the line through P whose direction
is Q. It turned out that this niapping is, itself, a translation. kliSec-
tion 1,1.06 we reworked this description' into a form making use of
orthogonal complements rather than orthogonal projectiOrth Of points
on lines, Briefly, the image of P under projA (b) is the pointof intersec-

tion of the lineP[a] and the plane (P + .b)[all. So, our ininitive,flotian
is. that

P + proj1:1 (b) = Q

Q; -' Pe Iclit 'and (P + -6) - Q e [ail .

,

Siiice (P + -64) - Q = 1--; (Q - P) it seems reasonable to adopt:

Definition 11-2 .

P proji--;i = Q

But, before we can r4fely adopt this definition in our formal develop-
ment, we must tnake sure th4, given [;),-6., and-P, there is 9ne and
only one pOint X such ths t

P [a] and y (X - 12) 01

S.

[Why do we need to make ctain of this?] ForttinatelY, we have al--
jready seen that there is one and only one translation x auLth that,

'given [---9] and b,
t



(*)

ancl4 that this' translation
question is

as'

11.10 Components and Projections 53

xt [a] an d X E [all,

is, in fact, a ciomp- (b). So, the, point X in

+ a cOmp-;(b).

It fbllows that Definition 11-2 does define a mappsing and that, for any
point P ,

P + proji;1(bY P + comi

So, since each point has the same image under the mapping proji
as it does under the translation a amp (b4) we have:

11 Theorem 11-6 . proj1(1).*) = a-*comp-: (b)

[In view of our intuitive description of components in Section 11..06,
this is, of course, what we should have expected. Explain.]

Exercises

Part A

4.

_

1. a) We know that ua e [al, for any a. What-can you say about
a comp; (h)? Justify your answer'.

(b) Show that proj1;1 (*7.
2. (a) Assume that c e and ekt),. What call you conclude

about c!?
(b) Give arguments to she* that pro4 (b) [a] and that

b proj1;i(b)e
(c) Prove: projkli (b) = c 4-0 (c e[(711 and b - c

3. (a) Describe the transfations esuch that proj1;1(V= 0: [Hint: See
Exercise 2(c).]

(13) Are any of the transtatpus T). described in part (a) such- that
(a, --b) is. linearly independent? Explain.

(C) Describe tife. translations Vsuch that iSrojf;) r(b1 = r). What can
you say about (Cii IA in this case?

4. Express. a proj1;1(b) in- terms of fa% and [Hint Use Definition
11-1 and Theorem 11-6.) .

5. (a) Can you find tWo nonzero real numbers whose product is zero?
(b) Describe two non-V translations whose dot prOduet

'From Theorem 11-6 and the fact thal a comp; (11) is the only solu-
tion of (*), we obtained two results, which we list as;

122

TC 53

Explanation called for in text: In Se4ion 11,06, we saw that 410

proj[-s] (g); 3 was the orthogonal component of i; with respect ,to
'This gave rise to our intuitive definition 'comp; (g) proj illt;):;'
which is equivalent to -he or ern 11 -6.,

Answers, for Part A

(c)

a comp-a* (1;) E a ], for comps (1;) I.
By Theorem il for -a' conin '(g) E T.

= 'S((g. / (a* a)) = comp-s (13)

That projE It) E [-a.] follows from Theorem 11-6. Tha't

dg proj1s (1.3)e ra.3 follows from Exercise -2(a)
Theorem 11-6,,
We tiave already estab1isho0 that E an
and. only if c = a comps (1-3). Thus, by Theore 11 -6, the
theorem in (c) is established.

3. (a) These are all of the translations in [3 jj", for by 2(c) we/ have
that proj1j1_ (5) = it! ,c==> (d E [] and g - d Ti); alig since
6 [ ] and g = i;, this is eqkiivalent to saying that
Projra' (1;) = 4Z=:' C 11., a

- [-* ] 1. if

(b) Yes.; All suoli translations 5 * fOr -a. * are such that
(3, g) is linearly independent. [Here is a proof of this result:
By Exercise 2(c), .17'c [a F. Given that (-1,g) is linearly
dependent, we know thap since -a' al -(5,* 5 = b, for' some
b: Now, 0 = 5 = -a." (lb ) = la".3.)b, and since -1-at * 0,
h 0, So, -I; = 0 = "(5. Thus, if. (1,5) is linearly dependent,

= 6. .Since 6, (a', i;) is linearly independent.]
(c) By xerc jse 2(c), uke- have that projr4 (5) E

and 5 [ a Sin,Ce g - go = d )1, 'for.arSy a, this is
the same as sa g that .projri. (5) = 5 c==:)5 E rab J. So, the
translationlii ,r? such th.at projt--;.1 (5) = 5 are predisely thi
transla;tions 5c[i], In .this case, (it, r).) is linearly depensient,

4, proj['-p] (5) -a. comp; (5) = -1)05. -i'). = 5
5. (a) , Ito, for ab =. 0 if and only-if (a 0, or b = 0),

(b) Given 1 6, we know thal [";11'is a proper. bidirectioo
.t." NS, i 44, - 4.4and that, fox" any b, b ak(75. b a)/(a.a)')C (a j . Choosing

([-1 ], we know that -a' and 5 - comn (5) are non4 ortho-
gonal vectors.

123-
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corollary
. (a) projal (6) .f
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Answers for Part B

a

1. , By Theorem 11-6, projil (1;) ;; compi: (g) E [
2. By Exercise l(c) in Part A, proj (.1;) 1 41" (-1; E

b-g E 11). Since I; 6 E [ proj[ (g) g ==z
3.

-

By Exercise 2(c) in Part (g) ="..6 c==: (6 E E,:;L and

(b) pioj1;1 = c (c ra) .and c

Making use of Theorems 11-5 and 11-6, it is easy to prove state-
ments about orthogonal projections which are analogous to the state-
ments about orthogOnal compomints in Theorems 11- 5(a)-(d). Prove
the following.
1. proji;1 (Mt [al.

A, projr
). So, proj[ (g) = E

proj (g c.) conp (g + c)
a7(comps (g) comp;; (C*))

(g) +

proj[ (g) proj (c.)

S. proj (gb) comp. (5b)
= a cornp:; (1.;)b proj :;1 (g)b

Answers for Part

2. proji,:i b.
3. pro:11;1 (,b) 4-6 t .

4. Troji;1 (1) + c5 projijj (b) + proj1;1 (c1
5. proj1 41 (b.b) = proj1:1 (b)b

t

.1. (a) d, by Theorem 11-7(b).
(b) for projr (g = roj1-a (b) proj[ = -a j

We collect the results proved in Part B for easy reference in:

Theorem 11 7
(a) Proj1;1 (6) f [74 and (projii ( 7 -1;4-0 b' (W])

(b) proj1;1 (.1).) = 0 0°"114 [a]i
(c) proj1;1 (t; + = proji;i (b*) + proj1 (e5

4d) proji;i (a) = projwii (-1:)1)

41art C
We are in a t ion to make use of some of our knowledge of com-

ponents and projections to learn more about dot. produts and norms.
We begin to do this in these exercises.
I. Suppose that b'e [(-2)1.

la)- What does this tell you
about proj1;1 (TY)?

(b) What is proji-a-) (b. - c;)?

What is projcs;) (b + ci57
(e) Corap.ute the norms of both

- a and-b. + in tenni of
and fp. What can you

say about these norms?
(d) Show that frg + 11-612

+ 1142. What ig 43?
2. S ow thit a. t; = Oifandonly

if = bit

12.4

(e)
a, for simrlar' reasons.

I I g -a* I I Nig i; + for (g (t; g.j.) + aa
0; Wl; + -:111 = Nig g 'for

reasons. Clea rly, 'Hg 27:11 = 115

(d) This flollows from (e) and the.facts that
H1; = 115112 + 11112,

+ gll = -1;11., 115+ 1112 - -13112

= 11 and

+ 1-;.5 + = g.13 2.1.5
0

TC 55,

3. (a) By the hint, 111112, 52 + = 169. So, 11111 = 13...
= ,C + (B - AH2 = A)+ (B,- M112

Jc

(1?) 11 11(

Afl2 + 1LB - AH2 = 52 + 42 _=. 41._ So flfl = 111.
(c) =MI! -,C112 = H(B -.A') + (A -C)H2 HB A112'

+ HA -C112 = 62 + g2 = 100. S0, Jj = 10. .

(d) = 11(B.-.A)4 + (C- A)2112 A)2.11?-' + 11(C - A)2112
= 11B.-.A112. 4 + 11,C - A112.4 =62.4'.+ 32 4 = 45..4.. So,
11C11 = 6src [4r, N/180].

(e) Note that = (C + (A B)) - + (A - C)) = (A + (C B.))

(A + (B C)) = (C -,13)Z. Since C - B (Ac- B) + (C A),

1,114.112 = 11(K,T,B)-f = (NA "B112 ± UCH A112)4
.= (52 j- 122)4, So, jl = 26.

Warn students to remerimer that Ilitb
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a

(a)

(b)

(d)
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3. In each of the following, you are given the norms of two orthogonal
translations, B A and C - A. Compute the norm of t, which is d
trans. lation related to either the sum or the difference of B - A and
C - A.

[Rant: Note 'that t (B - A)
(C - :Since B and

.0 A ars orthogbnal, it fol-
lows from 1(d) that IIi =

f,

(C)

a-

Ariswers for Part C [cont.)
4. (a) 1.1proj1ao (1))11 Il11;:i-ft)/.(;;;;f;)).1:1

11-111'11../11-11,2

(b)

410

g proj1;1(;)112 -85 projj-1(g) proip(g) - Zg. proj1z1(g)
g ; + (ga)2/(°-;) -.2(t
177 ) 2 / -; )

$6, Proi[-s (13.)1I = T36,- (1)*;7S)2/(al'. ao).

AO By (b), and the fact that O we'have that
la% ( ;)2A:a*: a*) 0.

(d) Since be g = JJJ2 anci 3- 1l1l2, it follows from (c ) that
1411 -4.-s)2/11-Iii2 0. since * i5, we have.that
11-4.112118.112 > ,(1-;-s)2. This last result holds in caee
for then:al = 0 and i31 = 0.

5. () Using 4(d), we.know that (II; ll lIgli )2 (, ";)2. Since both
lIJh and 11;11 are nonnegative and (;-;)2 I g ;12, it follows that f:
IIII 11sH > ii;"1.

(b) Suppose that -a. # -6'. Then, by Exereiees 4(a) and .5(a), we
have that

(c)

11Pr0st3)(g)ti =
011H 1111N/1111

= HgH.
So, for :a° 0 -6, 11 proj -g (g)li ,[This also holds if

; 6 11) =prejra.) (;): [TheorTrn

=,1113 proj1a.1 (g)II = 0

<=:'111111-2 =*(g'1)2/1111121.[Exereise 4(141

4=*11i11211g112 (g-;)2

4=r,. 111H 141
e ra°1 4:=70.(;,11) is linearly dependent g

So, for ; (3,1;) is linearly dependent if and only if
Warn IIH. = 11°11.

Eor = Win = Q. = I-1111 'and, g) is
linearly dqpender5, So, for -a' = B linearly dependent

if and onlY if-11-1111A.=
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Part D

INNER i3RODUCT SPACES

4. -Suppose that a.anci ?Care trans-
lations [a -0 01, as shown at the
right. By Definition 11-1 and
Theorem 11-6 we know that .

-e- b.,- pro
a

TC 56 (2)

Ther:ather trivial case of the preceding proof in which
makes use. of a rather trivial type of inference:

P

d

proji,;1(b) = aka b)I(a a)):

(a) Compute the norm of
proj14 (b) in terms of 'a' and

projtai(b)
a

(b) Compute the norm of 6. projA (b) in terms of 'al and
(c) Use the °result in part (b) and the fact that norms of trans-

lations are nonnegative.to show that .
b b --. (a b)21(a a) O.

,(d) Show thatI1425* (a. b')'. Does this still hold in case c;=--
5. Prove:

(a) jo 1b a -61 [Hint: Use the result in Exercise 4(d). Mdiich
theorems about squre roots are needed?)

(h) jproj1 ( 6111 Irbli in 9 di [Hint: liecall Exercise 4(a).]

(c) it:q1111bli = E ( -6.) is &early: doendent [Hint:
bf if and only ifjlain611 =.(a .b)2. Explain..Now,

` make use of Exercise 4(b) and Theorem 11-7(a).]
(d)

Theorem ,1 1 -8
(a)
(13) la, b ) is linearly 4ependent if and

qply, if WI qt;11,= bl

[Theorem 11-8 is called Schwarz's Inequ'ality. It follows almost at
once from earlier parts of this exerciseJ

6. Suppose that is linearly independent. Since T is 3-dimen-
sional it follows that liny translation is a linear combination of

"b-, and 1.:*.
-

-+(a) Suppose that p [al
A

and that p a = 0. What can you conclude
concerning PI? Justify your ansWer.

(13) Suppose that p = aa + A aner that p a 0 and - 0.
What do you sunect concerning V? Show that p p = 0 by
simplifying"p (aa +

(e) Suphose t1;at 0 is any translation such that p a = p -g-.1.
= p

t
07 Show that p z O.

Consider the equation:

(*)
4

r a = c.

where a 0 0 and c
1. Find a tranalation-.re fig) which satisfiea (*). is there inpre than one

such translation?/ 90
r

'ANL

4 A

pC=Pq
'T is cat be justified by using two applications

q p p

p ?car- q
*.

r

oWonditionalizing:

Ans.wers for Part C [cont.]

5, (d) The inNluality is proved in part '(a) and the-equality conditibri
is established in part (d).

Schwarz's Inettuality [also called The Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality]
is one of the most 13asic theorems concZ;rning inner product spaces.
We shall make much us.e of it and shall suggest other proofs for it.

*.

6, (a) for E and -p [41 and [1 j rTh [-a" = (L
(b) $ (Sa + = $ Sa + 3 i-r'b = + ($ r)b = Oa + Ob = O.
(c) Since (-1,g,-C.) is linearly independent, -I; +

some a, b, and c , So, = it + + c c4 = (;.a
+ p. cc = 0 +.0c = 0. Thus; by'Theorem ll-l(c), 3 '=

Answers for Part D Ilt

-Sc/(3S), Suppose that "S. Zt, [ , and that ; a = c. Then
-a'r for s_cilme r, so that ("a"r) a c. Since -a' # S-a.'I 0 so

that r = c/(a -S), ---a°c/(P -S). This translatiot is unique.

for
-

+ bb)

TC 57 (1)

r 2 - r E [III, for 12.2 - 71 ) -;2 . r
a.
*a = c - c = O.

Suppose that 3 .-= -(-Sc)/(-S-1.---1)+r, for some rt1"; 34. Then,
a

..p a ((-ScD)/( it) +1)*
((-Sc)/(--a.)) -aP +

= ( )c ( a" )

+ 0

-4 -4

So, if p = (-Sc)/(a 1) + r for some -re [-SrL then 3S. = c that
. then 3 is a solution of (*).

Suppose, next,- that 3 is a szlution of (*) that is, that
c. Then, for any q such that 4.1 = c, iefollows that

- Lu particular., for ,r- (alt)/(-g..1) as in Exercise

r`

9
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2. Suppose that r, and r, both satisfy (*). What can you say about
r - ri? [Hint: What is v., r a?]

3. Show that the solutions of ( -) are just tire translations

41.
- -- --/

(ac)1(a a) + t, where it la*P.

[II int!' It should follow from your answers for Exercises I and 2 that
each solution of (*) is such a translation. And, it's easy to show that
each such trayslItion is a solution Of (*).1

4. Draw a Jine O[a] and mark on it a point P. Assume that P = 0
+ (ac)1(a a). By Exercise I, P - 0 satisfies (*). JJR - 0 satisfies

), what do you know about R - P? What does this tell you about
the location of R?

5. Describe, in ternis of 'P' and 'laT, the set of all points which satisfy
the eotuktion:

(**) (R - 0) a = c

and picture tIlis set in the figure you drew for Exercise 4. ,

6. (a) If r, s, and a are real numbers suth that a A 0 and ra = sa, does
it follow that r = s?

_.

(a) If r. s. and a are translations such that a 0 and r4 a =. -4s

does it follow that r = s4?
7. In Exercise 5 you should- have found that the points, R, which

satisfy (***) are just those of the plane through P perpendicular to

0[a j. Suppose, now, that a translation such that (-W,I;) is linearly
independent and that 11 satisfies both (**) and the equation:

0) i; = d

Describe the location of R.
W) l8. (a) Suppose that (a, 'nearly independent and that r a_ - 4a and rh=s b. Does it follow that r = s?

---.
(b) Suppose, in addition, that r - s e [a, bb Does it now follow that_ .

r = s1.7 IHint. See Exercise 6(b) of Part al .

9. Suppose that (a, b,c)ift linearly independent and that r = s a,
,r b = s b, and r c = s c. Does it follow that r = ";'?

11.11 Bases

You learned in Chapter 10 that a basis for a vector space is a linearly
independent sequence of vectors which spans the space. You also
learned that, becauae T is 3-dimensional, any 3-termed linearly in-
dependent sequence of translations is a basis for 5". AnalogouslY,
since .1, when, viewed aki a vector space, is 1-dimensional, any 1-

130

Answers for Part D [cont.]
we have that

( **)

TC 57 (2)

(-Sc )/()ra:
so that each solution p of (*) must be a solution of (**). Hence,

(ac)/(3. + "t°,, where 14E [3]1. So, if is a solution of (*)
then p (3c)/(7a. + t for some t c

11*;

4. Here is a pictiire for Exercises 4 and 5:

0

4

Suppose that R 0 satisfies (*). Then (R 0)03 c. Since

P - 0 satisfies (4) and (II - 0) - (P 0) = P, it follaws by
Exercise Z, that R - P [ This tells us that R E P[311.

5. The set of all points R which satisfy the equation '(R 0)-a. = c'

consists of the points in the plane T}FIF, where P and 0 are the
points described in Exercise 4. This is the plane which contains
P an is perpendicular to
(a) Yes, for then (r s)a = 0 in which case either r - s = 0 or

.a = 0. Since a * 0, it is the case that r - s = 0, so that r = a.
(b) No. It is the case, however, that -; - c

7.. To satisfy both (**) and '(1 - 0) b = d', .R must be on both the
plane through P and erperidicular to C[.] and the plane through
T perpendicular to O[g], where T = + (tid)/(g11). Since (3,g)
'is linearly independent, the planes just described intersect in a line
and R is on this line of intersection..",

8. (a) No, By Exercise 2, r - ; E a IL and 7 - 6 ES Since both

[-III and [Ta. ] l are proper bidirections and [-I] I # [To. IL, it

follows that [-III em [1:7]1 is a proper direction. 7 may be

any member of this direction and. so, 7 need not be 1.
(b) Yes. Since 7 - tm [ Cr. - 3)3 = 0 and

3) i; = 9. Now, suppose that - E [I, 1-).). Thn,
- = +`gb, for st.:1:rne a and b. So, (7 -71). - 1)

= (7 - 1) (-;a + gb) (7 - -1;) ;a + - = 0. Thu*,

by Theorem ll-l(c), r s = -6. That is, 7. .

9. Yes, for -7 -; C .13, C.) so that 7 - = aa + gb + aec, for some
a, b, and C*. Thus, (7 (..y = (7 -;)ailea + Sip + "Cc)

= (7 - i;) (la + gb ) + (7 1;) c c = 0, so that r - = V. That
t , r =

131
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Sample Quiz
1. Show that if [4114= 115H then. + t c). (a - b) = hc.
2. In the picture at the right, 'as, 5,

and e .are the position vectors',
with respect to P. of collinear
points A, B, and C. respectively,
their.norrns are 4, and 8 [as`
indicated], and C A ti;)1*.

(a) What is projo; (e)? What
is ,projf g (1)?

(b) Find a and e 5.
(c )

(d)

F;xpreas each of A B and C B a linear combinationsofa.l,andc.
i.ind I I A BH and 11C- B H.

4.

3. Show that, for any non-a Yector V.;, a

Answe'rs for Sample Quiz
1. Suppose that =.11511. Then -a*. S g . So, (;,+ ,+ 5)

,5 5) ( - C. 5)

11g11 then

5) [b I .g g

= (a 4. b). (a - + c (a. 5)

= 0 (a c bc) ac -
+. + = a*, 5.e.

(a) aproj[ g (4,1) = 5; proj1 g ( )

(b) = 16 [for compg (-*) = (;.5)/(5.5) and compc.() .= 1

and 5 g 161; c h 16 [for (5. 5) comp-1; (e)
16 1 , 161

(c) A -B ;-0;
(d) IIA .7- 3 [for JIA B

- = + 16 - 2 16];

11c -11311 = 4Ji [for 11C BHP ( c* - ) (

z-j 5, = 64 + 6 161

Hence, if 1111

-6 -
-43.. Note that b a - b(4.,.11bb

for any non-a vecto; 5, ;
5.5

7 °(H) ig 11*

= C C b.ID
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termed linearly independent sequence of real numbers is a basis for R.
What this last means is that if a is any nonzero real number then each
real number is a multiple of a. And, the linear ,independence of the
1-termed sequence' (a) in. the case that a 0 implies that

(*) if ar = as then r = s.

- In ,c -7 we have two operations an ous to multiplication of real
numbers. The first one we studied is iultip1ication of a translation by
a real number. For 4his operation we were able to proVe a statement
very much like (*);

ar = as r =

The second analogue of Multiplication of real numbers is doi multipli-
cation of a translation by a translation. For this operation the simplest
statement analogous to (*) is false. In fact, givpn a 0, it is not diffi-
cult to find translations r and s such that

r -7)ar=as,butr9es. c't

[Find two such translations r and s, given that a 0. You have done
' this several times in earlier exercises.] In, spite of this, it is still pos-

sible that there is a theorem about dot multiplication which is anal-
ogous to (*). The reason for this pssibility is that the restriction 'a 96 0'
has twfa analogues. One is 'a 96 0'. The other is ra.7 is a basis for 5"
[or, equivalently, since .9" is 3-diniensional,'( CI is linearly inde-

,pendentl.
To., get a theordb about .57. which is analogous to (*) we first state as a

lemma a result which ws established in Exercise 6(c) on page. 56.

Le'imma If -C-T is linearly indipendent then
. ar=br=cr=0.--or=0.

0, for * o, For the record, we sketch the proof of this lemma. Given that rcc-5
a basis for there are numbers-say, a, b, and c -such that r = aa
+1+b + cc. It follows that

,"4r r = (aa + bb + cc ) r
(aa) r + r + (-CC) Au

= a 74a -I- (-1,4 74b + -rk. .

[Wehy?]
4Why?]
[Why?]

-4. -+ -0. -4.
So, given that a r, b r, and c r are all 0, it follows that r r= O.
Thus, r = V. [Explain.]
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We are noW in a position to Stat4 the following theorem about
which is apaiozous to (*);

Theorem 11 -9 If (6, b,-(7,-; is linear_lx independent then
(a-4 r s,b. r4 b s, and c n.= c --* r4=;i*,

The proof is left as an exercise.

Exercises

I. Answer the questions in the proof of the lemma given above.
2. Prove Theorem 11-9. [Hint: Note that -r.= ;implies that

a* (r si = 0.)
3. Suppose that a, b, and c are non-li* translations and that b

c a = 0. Show that (a, b, el is linearly independent.
[Hint: Suppose that aa + -1)*1) + 'CC = -0*. Dot Multiply on both sides.
with V. J

4. Let r = au + bb + cc, where a, b: and c are non-0 translations as
described in Exercise 3.
(a) ShoW*that a (7*- uNtY Obtain similar-results for `If and

(b) Show thatr= Proji-ji (r-5. + pmj (-7:5 + projk.)

;
.Any 3-termed sequence of linearly independent translations is a

basis for .7. Sowhat has just been established ibExercise 3, above, is:

a i; = -64. = c -iz 4=.0 -6*, -CI is a basis. ia, b, c

In our earlier work, we said that a and -6. are orthogonal if their clot
product is zero. ao, (**) tells_us that any 34.ermed sequence of non:6
translations which are pairwise orthogoreal is a basis for Such bases
-those .whoe terms are pairwise orthogonal are called orthoganal
bt ises.

Definition 11 --*c) is an orthogonal basis

--I 4 4 4 4(a,b, and- c are nOn-0 anda.b=bc=ca= 0)

Using this definition and the results-in Exercise 4, above, we have: .

Theorem 11-10 is an orthogonal basis
.. r = projizi rl + projA (71. + proji-e) (71

TC 59

gib

. The exercises on pager9 tokether with those on page,60
'provide imnportant illustrations of the Use,of orthogonal bases. We
recommend that these exercises be usFd as basil; for class discus-
sion. Students should then be well prepared to treat Parts A and B .
(pp. (1-62) for homework.
Answers fcir Exe'rcises

.1. The answers-to tle questions M the proof of-the lemma a 1"
turn: Replacement rule for equations; Postulate 412; Postulate
41,0 Theorem 11-1(c),

4Suppose that (a,b,c) iS linearly independent and that a r a S
13..r 5. -4, and c r c s. Then, a (-r* -4) = -4)

s13 that, by the lemma, is. g = & Thus:11 =
Hence, Theoreirr 11-9.
Following the' hint, we sec that (aa)a 0, Since a ,

,follows that .a 0, Dot multiplying the given equation on both,
sides with '1';' and, in turn, with,_.;C:', we s e that b 0 and
c 0. So, let.g,.i!)' is linearly independent.

4. (a) r ea' .(a a)a, r b = (b b)b, and r c = (c c)c, So,
a = (-; W(-;, = 5), and c C)/(C .8).

(b) This ollows from (a), and Theorem 11 and Definition
11-1(c ):

so
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Exercises

Assume that (a h, c) is an orthogonal basis.
..

--_,P .. _.I. Let r.-- a5 + 'b2 + c --3 and s._= a -2 + b6 + c4.
(a) What are pivj1j1,(Aproji,;10, and iiro - (rl? Answer simil

. hr 1

, questions regarding r2. + s5 and A -4- s3.
.... , ,

(b) Compute r s [Hint: r s =_(a5 b2 + c -3) (a -2
+ ir4). EXpand'and simplify, remembering that (a., is
orthogonal,]

'14 ---1(C) Find values for 'a 2, cb b , and 'c for which r and s are
orthogonal. IS- there more than one such set ofvalues?_

(d) Compute r r and s s.

(e) Given that 11611 = 2, 11-611 = 1, and 3C11 = 1, what, are r'
and 1V11?

2. (a) Give the components of hoth unit vectors in the direction of
, r; where ;= a5 + bl-+ .C. -3. Which of these unit. vectors.,,_

, is in the sense of r? [Hinr For -a. V, -al If is a unit vector.]
qb) Express the unit vector in the seire of- ibed 'in Exer!
. cise 11 as a linear combination of the basis vecto

3. Let t = a4 + c'. --3 anc144 -I; --2 + .C43. 4
t,

1 ,.. 2

(a) What is ' -t-:? Are the-re values of `1411', `1$11', an. such that
-r, and I, are oithogonal? ,.

(b) _Let ,t:, = an + -6.12 + cc,. for some a, b, and c. Sho that t; and.
are orthogonal if a ---- (c --c114 and ,c = (a. .---a)/3. Describe

other values for 'a' and 'c' for which t, and t3 are orthogonal.
Describe the values for ' b' for which, e: and t: are orthogonal.

(c) Describe vallies for 'a', 'b', and 'c' for which 13 and t, are ortho-
.,gonal. V

, (d) Given that ci--., -b., and c are*unit vector's, comPtite 11i1li and 1F311.
' (ef Given that a; -b: and-care unit vectors,- and -i: = al + 4 + c-C,

describe licl in terms of 'a', 'b', and 'c'. a
.

4. Given that ci, h, andr: are unit vectors [and that (iCh, CI is an ortbo:
gonal basis], assnme that r = a,-;. -a, and-t-°= c' -5. Compute

, each of the following norms,.
--#b)

.(d) 11r (e)

"

*
From the exercises juA completed, we see that, much.information

' about Oarticular vectors can be obtained in terms of the idinponents of
these vectors with respect to an orthogonal- basis. As a matter of fact,
when the basis vectors are also unit vectors in addition to being pair-
-wise orthogonal we are able to express the norm of any vector in
terms of just its compOnents and, further, we areable to express the

4
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A»swers for. EXercises
1

IC 60s(l)

. . .

. (a) bl, c -
Theorym 11
and k I are
r4+s3 i;1
1:4 + 1;:i on [,

respectiveVy

3; Since 1.2 + sr+ a0.-+ h.,34 + c14 it follows, by
-10, that the projections of."17.2 + s on la 1,.[ b I,

d, 1-;4, and t!14, respectiviely. Also, since
4 + 1;26 + t:0, it follows that the projections Of
Li ], and [ j a're a.14, 1;26, and C,

- -

(b) Since"(a, b, c ) is orthogonal, r s a) -1.0 + (1; li)12+ (c c) -12,
(c) r and s are orthogonal if and only if 'r s = 0, By (13), this

is the case if and only if (.,i;) -10 + (b1;)12 + ,(1-:.e.) -12 = 0,
The latter is the, case for many in fact, infinitely.many.
triples (SS, n 'E., (.!. To find a particular solution, choose
values for, say, a.' and 'g and solve for

(d) -1 = + (i..) 1:)4 (c. c.)9; +1 s (7.S. 2)4 t (g 5)36
+ (L'

2'(e) rs 4 -10 + 412 + l -12 = 7-49;

(a )

Hr 25 + 14 + 1 9 = 110 so thgt 4.111
4.4 + 36 + 1.16 41. so that irtni =

;/1 ; H and --;/H;H- are the unit vectors in
E r IP. Note that

r. i = 4i1., -ii)25 + (1; ti)4 + (C' c.)9

so tliat H ,f(L, ,I)L5-4 l.;)4 +

and

The components
those of.of 171,1;11 are (VIL;H 2/11;11,.-3/H;1)alid

--#7111:11 are (-3/1[7:Ha -.2/111:H -r/H;11).
(b) .By lid), we knoW' that 4(1. ;a-)4 + (1;g)ib +

-s711S.11 i;1-.2/11;11 +16/1,1;11 '4/116;II
, (a) t1. t (a4 + c -3). (1.; -2 4 c3) =. (c c) -9. Since 6,

lic * 0 .so that there are no values for ' -111111', and
Hu for which 1*.L'1; 0,

.-tb) 3) ;41.4

= '(-a;)4a + -3c
So ts1 -171, = 0 if and only if, (-a.)4a (CI% C')3c, - 0, Clearly',
if a .=,(-c4)//4 and = (.-a.)/3 then r. 0, The valties
for 'a' and 'c' for which and i3 arc Orth4onal ape sbich
01E4

'(a, c) = ,(t(jC''')/4, t(-'/3), for ,sonne t
Tfie orihogonalityof 1. and 13 ds1ot depend on values for
'1)!

a

#
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3% (c) (g + + gb + )

I;) -2b + (C".
so that 4 ..e.1 A 0 if sod only if (1111)2b - = 0. The,
values for 'b' and for which the latter is true ar e. such
that

(b, c) = (t(C*,- )/2, t(g -1;)/3), for some t.
The orthogonality of i and i does not depend on values

(d) (-; i.)16 +.(-e-e.)9. If --ae 1 = -c*.-c., then -el

*so, Hi.111 = 5.
4g)4 + (c.-c4)9 so that if 5 . = I = "J. c, t2 .e2

So, '11-t2i!

) 111;11 %Tr+ b2
4. 3 (b) 2

(d) m (e)' Nri-§

4-11 (h)

f
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dot product of any two vectors in terms of their components alone.
Thus, a most useful and convenient orthogonal basis is oAe whose
terms are unit vectors. Such a basid is, called an orthonormal basis 'and
ikdefined formally in:

Definition 11-4 (a,r),-05 is tin 6rthonormal basis

and --Care unit vectors andab=bc=c-a=0

Recall that: for 0 -6), proji-;} (A. .--= -c--; coMp -+, (-71. = al(r C411(-4a -C-;)1.

for Now, if IZ1 .-- 1, we have that projc;i 61 --, 7;(r) 7;1. [Explain.] Making
use of this we obtain a most useful special case of Theorem 11-10,

= 25. which we state in: . .
. .

=, 13.1. I Theorem 1 1 -1 1 (-a4, --e,--) is an orlhonormal basis
---. r --= a(r . -ci) + TO : --i-) +-clr 4 -J5,

Exercises

Part A
in these exercises, let (1,7-0 I:)e an orthomorm;1 basis for .7.

1. Suppose thata'= + r. -2 + rand that = + + -5.
(a) Compute J, J k, and k k.
(b) What are a a j, and a re? What 'are I; i, 4; .7,

and S 1?
(e) Dete7ine whether -Wand Tiare orthogonal.
(d) Co4ute 1Tal and M.
(e) Express the unit vectors in the senses ofaband -17, respectively,

as linear combinations of the giyen basis vectors.
2. Assume that A = 0 +7 +A

B = 0 + 13, C. 0 +
/73, and D = A +-a, as pic-

tured at the right.
(a) Show that A is ortha-

I

gone] to both B C and
A -0.

-

(b) Cempute C - A1, - A ,
andD-O.

3. Assume 01*-a...A +-Ai+ --gt, and that i; ..11), jo3 kbs.
(a) Express 141 and 01 in tehns of the compoilents of a and re-

,

'

speetiyel4 -

(b) Express Tin terms of the companents of-iland b.
(e) Give the components of a unit vector in ral, in terms of the

, components of a, when a 11.

3 9
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Explanation called fdr in text': If 11ZH- = 1, we have -;; = 1 so that
proj[.; (7) = = (r..i.)/1] -a`(; a

TAnswers for Part A
s

1. (a) 0, 0, 1, 0, 1

(b) 3, -2, and 1; 3, 2, and -5
(c) ;11 = ,3 3 + 2 +. -5 = 0. So, ; and are orthogonal.,

(d) iIV = 9 + 4 + 1 = 14, so,that
HgIF 9 +.4,+ 25 , 38, so that H-gu
ii./11111 , 13/,[1-4 +1. + rc/414;
670;11 , r3/N5g + fi/NiTg, + -5/NTSg,
131- A =" IZ3, B C = -1 + -52, and A.- 0 = I+ .12. so, (

(D A).(B - C) - iZ3+ (1". -1 + 32) = 0

and
b*:

( A). (A 0) = 11.3 (I* f12) = 0.
So, D A is orthogonal to both B - C and A

(b) C = 1;.3 - r2. SO,' HO- All = 111-Z3 -1z11 N./9 + 4 =

B A = Sd,-HB - All = fll3 Tfl = N.Ma + 1 = NAT%

D - = r+52+i3. So, lID 011 l)1+:12 +V311 =

'V

(a) r-S %tax. a22 + al, for 1+1 = a 2 + a
2

2 a 2
3 .

+1-)774.:FD:e.
4'

(b) = a1131 + a2b2 +

has comPo
HH is given in .(a)

-a2/11-;11, -a-3/N

1l1111, a2/H;11, a3/11;l1), where
/11^4 as components (-al/114,

Answers for Part A kontd

4. (a) (i) 19 (ii) ssrE (iii) sri9 (iv) N/Tr7 (v) fi
(b) (i) -59 (ii) (iii) s5V (iv) 0 (v) Zsrqi

. (c) (1) 76 Nrni Zsr3T3 (iv) .3 snii (v) 01-3
(d) (1) 121 (ii) sr111;14- .(iii) sfic-Ti (iv) 3.sffii (v) 4146

Answers for Part B
1: (a) 11, 3, 5)

(b) ffor HP oJ = + 3' 47TP-]
(c) 3/.415, 5/s/Th -5/,5-;-)

2. (a) (2, -4, -6) 1

(b) [or, .[51 ]
(c): (/.4171, -2/N/171, -3/Nrii) and (-/N/Tif, 2/414, and 3/4171)

3. (a) Components of P Q are (-1, 7, 11); (P Q). (P 0) t .171
(b) Since HP,- QH = 3Nrr f,or, Nr17-11, the unit vectors in

[l" 0] have component? (-/(3471), 7/(3,s./Th, 11/(3477)))
and (/(3s/F?), -7/(3\M), -11/(3\M)).

4. (a) (si - r2, rn) '

(b) V(si - r1)2 + (s2 - 1-2,)2 + (s3 r3)
(c) ((ai r1)/lIS Rfl, (a2 - r2)/HS RH, (a3 r3)/11S RH) and

((ri - s1)/HS (2-2 - 52)/Iis - RH, (r3 -'53)/HS RH),
where IIS 1111 is given in part (b).

5. (a) (1, -9,4)
(b) (3/2, 1/2, 5), for since M = A + (B - A)i, the coordinates of

M are (1 + 1 I, 5 + -9 -1, 3 4.1).
(c) M - C has components (-1/2, 1/2, 5). So,

- cH = + + = NfibT/z.
(d). N has coordinates (2,-2, 7/2). Thus, the cornponents of .

_11 A are (1, -7. 1 so that - All_
6, (a) Making use of the hint, the coordinates of D are (1,1,10).

(b) E is such that E = A + (6 - B). So, E haS coordinates
(1,9, -4).

(c) D C .has components (-1, I, 10) .so that iD CH =E - B has components (71,13,-11y so that I E 731 '2
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4. In each of the following parts..yoU are given a and h as linear Com-
binations of the terms of (1, j, Yod are to compute (i) a
(ii) ilat (iii)1$11, (iv) 114.+ i)11, and (v) lla

Suppose that (1,1,iC) is an orthonormal basis for T, and that(a) a.= + + k.5, = + f -3 -s-
(b) ; -3 4- 1;5, b". -5 + + -5
(e) a 72 -4- k5,-h* = i4 + + 1;10 e

(d) a - 7.3 + j.4 + k*13,4).= :12 +75 + T5 Complete the follOwing, $how all of your work.
-a* t; 2. =

!art B 1111 4. 'Ira+ + in) =

In these exercises, all coordinates &points itre given in torms of the 5.
(is/is not)

brthogonal to i; because...
_coordinate system with origin 0 determined by the orthonormal

-0

basis ti, j, k). 6, c orthogonal to b because...
1. Suppose that P has coordinates (1, 5). (is/is not)

(a) What are the components of P ;- 0? 7; The components of.a unit vector in ra* I are
(b) Compute 11P - 0)1. Answers fOr Sample Quiz
(c) Determine the components of each of the unit vectors in [P - 0]. 1. 15 [2.-2 2-2 + 5.3) 2. -36 [30 3 12 + 05]

2. Suppose that Q has cocirdinates (2, -4, -6).
3, 3V-2. (OP- + 32)(a) What are the components of Q 0? ,41./5 [V0 + 4P.+ 821

(b) Compute 5. is not, because S..1-; 0.

(C) Determine the components of each of the unit vectors' in 6. is, ,becailse Z%-t; = 0,
EQ - 0). 7, (tD, -z/o-J, 5/V-3-3), for = + 4 + 25 and -1/11-all is a

3. Considenthe points P and Q described in Exercises 1 and 2. unit vector-in [-a.). An alternate answer is (-2/V3-3-, 2/VTE(a) Determinp the components of P Q and compute
(P - Q) (P Q). - for is another unit vector in -a. I.

0 3) Give the components of each of the unit vectors in tP Ql.
4. Suppose that R and S have coordinates (r1, r, rl) and (sp sv s3),

respectively. Determine each -of .the following in terms of these'
coordinates.
(a) the components of S -
03) 11S - 811
(e) the components of each unit vector in [S - R], when R S.

5. Suppose that A, B, and C have, coordinates (1, 5, 3), (2, -4, 7), and
(2, 0, 0), respectively. Compute each of the following.
4a)- -the.componenta of B A

A; 03) the coordinateS of.M, the midpoint of VB
(c) .

(d) -.- Ail, where N isthe midpoint of BC
6. Given A.B. and C deicribed in Exercise 5, determine the following.

(a) the coordinates of D, where ACBD. is a parallelogram Wint:

(h) the coordinates of E, where ABCE is a parallelogram
(c) and 1E -

TC 62 (2)

Sample Quiz

= 12 - 32 + ,--- -12 32. + g3,
13, -33, a -.112 + Ks.

12

a
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We conclude this section by suinmarizing two of the results con-
.cerning components of vectors and coordinates of points proved in
the exercises_just completed.

Theorem 11-12 Given an orthonormal basis j,
if a.--= To, Va., and i; ib, + b + kb, then

(a) ab=a1 b
A 2+a. b, +ab3' and3

(b) Hal! a12 + (122 + a-32.

11.12 Chapter Summary

Vocabulary Sumnzary

perpendicular
orthogonal

projection of a point
projection of a vector
complement of a direction
vectors
basis for .7
coordinate system for

orthonormal basis for

Postulates

distance
norm
unit vector
dot multiplication
inner product space
perpendicular biseaor
equidistant
altitade

1. (a) B - A .7-
2. (a) A (B - A) B
3. (B - A) + (C B) C - A
4'. is a 3-dimensional vector space, over .4'.-V -R
4o. (e) a b
4,,. a'.> 0 la # t))

,
412. + -6) b'
413. (aa) (a* -t))a
4 ;4. 'a. 7b. = -6' a'
4. .7 is a 3-dimensional inner product space over :R.

(b) A + a**
(b) -a = (A + - A

Definitimis .

11-1. (a) =
(b) = {x y }

4

(c) comp; (ii) = (a .-1;)1(6. -1-;)

11-2. P pioj1;).(6) = Q 0-0 - P apdr; (Q - P) 01)

IA

3

1 1-3. la, is an orthogonal basis 4-4 (a*, g, and c. are non-d and_ -ab=bc=ca= 0)
,11-4. (a, b: t:S is an orthonormal bpsis (ii:ab: and c are unit vectorsandab=bc=e

Ot4er Theorems
,

11-1.
_

(a) a (bb) = (a b)b (b) 0 a = 0 = a 0
(c) a= 04-10ab=-0 (d) (6* + T.5 = + a c
(e) = b* = b
(g) -6) c. --- a* c' b4 (..* (h) ;I; - = a' b - a -c*
(i) (a* + h.) = a. ci- b* 1;
(j) (a* +7,*) (a* + 11 = a- a + -1-0) + 264 -a. '-

4 (k) (a - b).(a-b),=aa+bb-2(ab4)
11-2. b*e b a = o

a' 11-3. (a) laTl E .

(c) iWc4 ial
(b) 0* 4- o
(d) + -1-;E -611 "'" rail Jbl

(e) (41= a' 44 u". 1 and = 16'76 CA

Lemrna 1. (a) [011 =

(b) a - 1.4(;11 --b)1(-6' 1;1) e [6)1..

(c) {b, cl .."1"

Lemma 2. (a) 14 U. =. 1 4"'4 it* = T; 11541H 1 = 11111
(b) 11. 7.; -14-4 = ri4lH 1 =

11-4. (a) j,is !_:propm4bidirection. ,6
(b) [a; fl
(c) [b.P. ;0-6 Cr)]

11-5. Tor
(a) comp; (a.) E4 and SE la) 4--e comp; (7)) =. b : a
(b) comp; (b.) = 0 4n." b..E riat.
(c) comp; (V = comp; (b ) + comp ;
(d) coinp; (Vb)...= comp ; b, and
(5) compau, (I)) = comp; (6.)/a to 96 0]

11-6. proj1,--;1 ii*compz (6)
Coroll . (a) eroji,-;1 .570.

(b) projal - (C:d Cal and

114. (a) praj1;1(11 [T1,1 and. (proja) (61 7 V," -6',1 Cal )
(b) proj1;1 lb) =
(c) proji;1 = pmj (15 + projiz (-05
(d) proji;1 fa) ...proji;1 (-6)b

- t ii114)

6

4
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11-8. (a) 1Y
(13) (a,'6') is linearly dependent if and only if Will IIbli = rae.

_

Lemma. If (a b.c) is linearly independent then la
=0--er=0)

11-9. If (a*, h., c.) is linearly independent then [(a p a .* s b r
= b* s*, aiicier-c r

11-10. to*, b*, cI is an orthogonal basis -4.-r*.s= projtj tS + proj,L) (ri
+ 4,)

-6

1 1 1 1 (a, b, r is an orthonormal basis -.0 r i a'(r.. a) + ,Irkr*.l2)
+

11-12. Given an orthonormal basis (i, j, I?). if a = ia, + A, and
+ A + ii.b3 then

(a) a b*= cz,bi + a2b 4- aA, and
(b) 11,111 = a a2' 6'32.

41,
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Chapter Test

1. Prove that if a and b. are proPer vectors and I; e PAL then (a, 65 is ,

linearly independent.
2. Suppose that la; b", c5 is an orthogonal basis for-.7-, -r4--=-.(7r,

+ cr,. .nds = as + bs2 + cs,. Complete these sentences.
(a) proi1;1 ( r5 : a
(b) projii) (s1
(C)

( d) The unit vector in the sense of -r is
/4 3. uppose that ABC is a plane, that S i ABC, and that (AA, S)

d(B, S) d(C, S).
(a) Draw a picture of these conditions.
(b) projit. 81 (S - B)
(c) Given that the point D, D S, is equidistant from A, B, and C,
then [S DP
(d) Describe the set of points equidistant from Ar; El, and C.

4. For each of the ,following sentences, (1) give a eolinterexamplote
shoW that, as stated, the sentence is not true for all translations
and, (2) state a restriction under Which the sentence should be a
nontrivial theorem.-
(a) lks.- A
(b)
(c) 'bl <

5. Assume that>6:1: k, is an orthonormal. basis for Suppose that
-2 + and,61 =14 +:4 + 7-13.

(a) Compute-et* ,

(b) Compute5
rz(c) Express b/i as it linear combination of J, an d.

-116

Answers for Chapter Test
1. Suppose, that and )717 are proper vectoz:e.:and that 1-; [ II.. Let a.

and b be numbers such that 3a + b = d Since 8. E [2a6 0.
So, 0 .= + = (13. a.)a + (5 5)b = (13 1-i)b. Since

d, b 0. So, -3a = -(3 and, since 3 # -(5, a = 0. Thus, both
a and b are zero. Hence, (3,11) is linearly independent.
[Here is an alternate, and shorter, proof: Suppose that -3 and
.tre,proper vectors and that (atb) is linearly deperldent. Then,
b = ab for some b 0. So, U.--3 = Cabla,= (5a)b. Since
neither 13 nor b is 0, (I-3)b # 0 arid, # 0. Thus,
5 [ 11. Hence, if (3,S) is linearly dependent then
By contraposition, we obtain the required résult,.

2. (a) r1

(b) [i] [or: T]
(c) C.(r3 - s3)

(d) -.;/11-1, I I

3. (a)

A

4.

S is the point of AB.{C whi,ch is
cotnin9n to the,Reendicuiar
bisectors of AB and BC.

(b) (C 13)1

(e) [B - A, C A] [or: ] I

(d) The set of points equicitstant from A, B, and 0 consists,o
line which contains S and is perpendicular to

(a) (1) Not true wlien
(2) (-1,5) is linearly independent.

the

(b) (1) Not true unless. (3,11) is linearly dependent; so, any pair
of linearly independent vectors with the same normayyill
yield a counterexample.

(2) (1,11) is linearly dependent.
(c) (1.) Choose any linearly dependent vectors a and

(Z.) (-3,11) is linearly independent. r-

5. (a) -a' a = (r+ --2 + (It+ 32 + .1 - 4 + 3 0

(b) I - I I J4 + 17.2 I I =, N116-+ 4 = 24t!s -sii =

(c) 11/1 I gl I = + 3 . + . 3/41T

.61
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--41 --
(d) Assume that c = ic, + icus4-__kc3. Describe the values of

and 'c3' for which (a, b, I.) is an orthogonal basis for T .

(k. Suppose that, with respect to a coordinate system with origiil 0
determined by an orthonormal basis, the coordinates of the points
A, B, and C are (3, 1, 4), (2, 2, 0), and (-1, 3, -_-4), respectively.
(a) The components of B C are
'(b) The coordinates of D suah that ABCD is a ilariallelogram are

(c) Determine whether or not B .is orthogonal to B
(d) Show that for M, the midpoint of AC, B - M cfC

Background Topic

r51

Recall that, given an origin 0,E e', each point X has aTosition vec-
tor, X - 0, with respect to 0. It will be convenient to use correspond-
ing letters, 'A' and , and jp". 1, etc., to refer to a point and its poii-
tion vector with respect to 0. So, for each point X, x X 0, and
X = 0 x. Given, in addition, a basis (u41,, -1.73) for ,(1- , each vector
x has component* (x1, x2, x;) with respect to this basis;

IX ± U +
3.X13

and these components are, by definition, the coordinates of the point
X whose position veç is x: So, the point X whose coordinates are
(3, x2, x3) is given by:

X --- 0 + (u*,x, + ux, + 143x3

I
B

/

Fig. 11-18

4' The figuire indicates a coordinate system with origin 0 and basil; (ii
u,), and shows, among others, the point A whose coaz4inates are

(2, 1, 3/2). The lines 0(1411;0[11J aficIptuj are the first, second, and
third coettiinate axes. The plan& 04,143, Oru3,j, and 01-4 , r4.1 are
the first, second, and thirdsoordinate planes

,4

'IC 66

Answers for Chapter Te_st [cost.

5. (d) From part (a), we know that .3. and I; are orthogonal. *For
and c, and g and -C., to be orthogonal, we must have
c 1 - 2c

2
+ c = 0 and c + 2c 2 + 3c 3 = 0. So, any triple

1 3 1
(c1r 74c 1. -...2c1), for some el, will be such that g is ortho-
gonal to c and g is orthogonal to C..

(i) (3, -1,4),
(b) (0, 0, 0)
(c) 13 a A has components ,( -1, 3, -4). So, (B A) (B C)-1 . 3 + 3 -1 + -4 4 = * 0. So,' (B - C).
(d) B - M has components (1, 1, 0) and C A has componeftta.._

(-4, 4, -8). So, (B.a M).(C - A) = 1. -4 + 1.4 + = 0,
Thus, by definition, B M [C -

A

41-



.Exercises

Part A

4

.11;12 Chapte?Swnur3i 67

Of

The following questionsarefer to Fig. 11-16. The coordinates of A
are (2, 1, 3/2).
I. (a) What are the coordinates cif U 9 Of E?

(h) What can you say about the coordinates of any point of the first
coordinitte axis? . .

(c) What can you say about the location of any poin twhose first
and third coordinates are 0?

2. (a) What are the coordinates of B? Of C? Of D?
.(b) What can you say about the coordinates of any point in the

third coordinate plane? '
(e)11711Tat-.can you say about the location of any point whose third

coordinate is 3/21 [Hint: The figure contains notation which
you can useln giving a quick answer.]

(-d) EX-plain why it is reasonable to copsider the equation 'xs 3/2'
to be an equatiQpof the plane'APC.

3.' The bidirection of the plane containing the points A ,

where p* U, - A and Us.- A. So, the plane AU,U, is

Hence, .a point X belongs to this'plane if and only if there
are numbers r and s such that X = A + + i[ Explain.]
(a) What are the components of pi? Of7i?
(b) Explain why tite equation&

x -\.= 2 - r - 2s
= 1 r

- - b
..,

are skd to be parametric equations for AO,.
'.

I{4. We are dealing wit._1! a "b" rdinate system, for all of if, de-
termined by 0 and (u,, us, u). ut, the equations in Exercise 3 sug-:
gest a "smalr'coordi/iate system for Atli u2 , determineaby usingA

Aat; the origin and (p, q) as a basis. .

,(a) What values for 'r' and 's' give the coordinates of A, the origin
of the "small" coordinate-system? pf f.1of.

(b) There is a point of Atirs whose coordinates in the "smell" co--
f ordinate system are (2, -3). What iii'e the coordirates of this

point in the "large': doordhiate system? .

e The point 'with ceordinates (-43. 2, 0)..happens to belong -to
. i 2'41-1.--1 UseIhe equations in Exercise 3(6) to show that It doehs
and to find its coordinates in the "smail"System.' 4

(d) nefehnine which of the points whose coordinates airgiven'
f here belbng to AVA.,For those which-belong to. Ar N-,, find

tlibir coordinates in the "small" system.
(3, 2, 3), (-4, -1, -9), 1. (-4,, -I, -4)
(2,1, i), ..,(5, 2, 1), ' (-5;, 2,4)

,.

a4
TC4,67 (1)

.

Answers for Part A
1,, (a) U1 0+ Ili; so, the coordinates, of U1 are (1,0,0),

E ,= 0+ proj ( a ); so, the coordiniltaes of E are (2,0,0),oi
.The coordinates are (a,0,0), for some a E ft.
It is on the second coordinate axis.

L.^

B 0+ projric (1) +

are (0,1,3/2).
c = projo1]61. ) +

ai.'e (2,0,3/2).
D = 0+ proj (a) +

are (2,1,0).

projr:idi

projcil

Ca);

Ca);

projiiiP 2if(5.0);,
1 4

so the coordi es o

so thec'oordinates of C441,

so the coordinates of D

°(b) The coOrdinates are (p, q,0) for some g and
(c) If the coordinates/Of a,point P are q,3/2), for some p

q.

and q, then ,P E ABC. 0-

(d), Kro" fs the set of all points with third coordinate 3/2., That
given that tia has coordinates (pi, P2, p3), PE ABC1f_and

only if p3 = 32. So, in this sense, the equation 'xs = 3/2"
is an equation of the plane AgC.

3. (a) Since A, U1, and ,U2 have coordinatetii (2,1,3/2), (1,0,0),
and (0,1,0), respectively, 11 has components (-1, -I, -3/2);
CI has components (-2,0, -3/2), .

(b) The numbers xi, x2, ar x3 are coordinates of a:point of.
A1.111.12 if and only if they are obtainable4from these equation:4i
for Koperly chosen values of 'r' and 's'. [X E AU U1 2 Af and,
only if X. ,= A + pr + qs for some r and s, and this is the case
if and only if x1= pir + qis, etc. - that is, if and only
if xi = Z +.-lr + -2s, etc.]

4. (a) ,r = 0 and s =s0 (for, then, x1 =.2, x2 = 2,,and = 3/2j; ,
,

1 and s =0 [for, then, x1 = I, x2 = 0 and x3 =.0];
0 and ,t; = 1 Vox., then, x1= P1 x, 1, and xs = 91,

(b) The given point is such that r = '2 and a = So, x1 =
x2 = -I, and x3 = 3, So, the given point-has coordinates

r,) (6, -1,3).,in the large coordinate system.
I The pollsit With coordinates (-1;2,0) belongs to AU11.12. if ana

-3 3 3
. only if -I = Z-.,r -2s, 2= 1- r, and 0= - -4s, for

lame r and v. The latter equations are satisfied ifiand only
if r = -I f.,nd s = 2. So, there ire numbers r and. s which
satisfy the required equations and this shows that (-1,2,0) are "
the coornates of a point ih -Ar-T21 . Also, this point has
coordinate* (-1,,2) in the "sma.11". system.

151
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Answers for Part A [cont.]

4, ' (d). (3,2, 3) Yes khoose ;
(-4, -1, -9) No [for the equation4 *-4 2 - r. - Zs',

3 3 3 ,-1.= 1 r'; and ' -9 - - -r -s2 2
have no common solution].

(-4, -1, Yes [choose r 2 and s 2]; (2, 2)
(2,1, 3/2) Yes [choose r 0 and s 0]; (0, 0)
(5, 2,9/2) Yes Jchoose r -1 and s -1]; (-1,-1)

2, 3) No [for the equations ' -5 2 - r -
'2 1

-1 and s 0]; (-1, 0)

and '3 = -r 1.s, have3 3

no cornmon,solution],

TC 68 (1)

5. The solutions to the equations in 3(b) for any chosen pair (r, s) are
the coordinates of a point in A14-Uw.. Noting that the second of
those equations is equiValent to 'r -, 1 - x.,,', and using this with
the other equations, we obtain the equivalent system:

{xi x2 ' 1,7 "
2)19 - 3x2 -:- 739

Solving the second of these eqUationst-for 's' and substituting in 'the
,first of the, equations yields the equivaient equation:

Z
3c1-, 1 - 2(x2 1x3)

Simplifying the latter we obtain;
4x + x - -x 12 3

64t; INNER PRODUCT SPACES

5. The equations in Exercise 3(b) can be used to find coordinates ofas
many points as you wish inAll,L12. [How?] They can also be used to
find a single equation in 'x,', 'x'3' [but not 'r' an's'l which is
satisfied by the coordinates of just those points which belong to
ArK. Find such an equation. [flint: Your work in Exercise ,4(c)
may suggest how.]

6. In Volume 1 you learned that any equation like:

(*),, a,x, + a2x3 + a3x3 = c [(a a,, a3) (0, 0, 0)]

is ap equation of some plane.
(a) Use what you know about the representation of planes by

parametric equations to show that for a, 96 0, (*) represents a
plane, [Hint: Solve (*) for 'x,' and take 'x2' and 'x3' as param-
eters.]

(b) From your work in (a),"obtain the coordinates of a point on the
first coordinate axis which belongs to the plane Ir which is
represented by (*) Also, obtain the components of vectors
if; and q such that [irl = [A-0.

(e) Here is an equation like (*):

+ 2x2 2

which is somewhat speciai. Still, since it like (*), it repre-
sents a plane. Whet is special about this plane? [Hint: The
plane is related ii4 special way to one of tile coordinate axes.
It may help you t7note that just four of the labeled points in
Fig. 11 -16 belong to this plane. Which four?]

(d) Make a conjecture concerning planes represented by equations
like (*) in which a3 = 0. Verify your conjecture. [Hint: A point
belongs to the third coordinate axis just if its first and second
coordinates are both 0. Which of these points satisfy an equa-
tion like 'a2x1 + a2x3 = c' if the value of 'c' is not 0? If the value
of is
What can you say about a plane represented by an equation
like (*) in which 02 = 0? In which both a2 =40 and a3 = 0?

(e)

(f) Write at least six equations like el in each of which either one
or two of 'a2', 'a2', and 'a; has the value 0 [hut not all three
have the value .01. FOr each- eqUatidn; riathe the coordinate
-axes and the coordinate planes [if any] which are parallel to
the plane represented by that eqnation.

,

- a

in choosipg a coordinateltystern it is oftenhut not alwayspre-
ferable to choose the basis (ua, u2, ud to be orthonormal. We shall fre-

9
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Answers for Part A [cont.]
6. (a) For a 0, (*) is equivalent to:

11.

xl = c/a1 - (a2/a1)x2 (a3/a1)x3
and, so, to the system:

{x1 = c/ai - (ada )s - (a3/a )t
x2 = 5

X3 = t

Since the latter system is a [parametric] representation of a
plane it follows that, for al * 0, (*) represents a -plane,

(b) (c/a1, 0, 0), [for, any point on the first coordinate axis has
coordinates (p, 0, 0), for some p]

Let p and q be vectors whose components are (-a2/ai, 1, 0)
and (-a3/a1, 0, 1 ), respectively. Then [Id". [IS% il].

.*
It is parallel to the third coordinate axis. [Looking at
Figure 11-16, the points in question are E, U2, B. and C.]

(d) Any such plane has an equation like:

aixi + a2x2 ' c [(al, a2 ) # (0, 0)]
This plane is parallel to the third coordinate axis. If c = 0
then the plane contains each point of thethird coordinate axis;
if c # 0 then the plane contains no point of the third coordinate
axis. In either case the plane is parallel to the third cooidi- ,T

nate axis.

s

a.

(c

(e Parallel to the second coordinate axis; parallel to both the
second and third coordinate axes and, so, to the first
coordinate plane.

(1) [There is obviously a great Variety of answers. We give but
a few.]
x + x = 5; parallel to the first coordinate axis, does not

contain the origin, and is not parallel tO a
coordiriate plane ,

0; parallel to the first coordinate axis, contains
the origin, and ts not parallel to a coordinate
plane
parallel to both the first and third coordinate
axes and, so, is parallel to tile seoond c-oordi- -
'nate plane
parallel to both the second 'and third coordinate
axes and, so, is parallel to the first coordinate

.plane [In fact, this equation describes the first .

coordinate plane.

X2 = 5;

0;

154
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quently have occasion to do this, and ts make appropriate drawings.
In makini such drawings you will find it helpful to use sqUared paper
[r squares are about right]. Also, the following conventions are
helpful:

(1) Represent the first coordinate axis by a line along the diag-
,onals of the squares, from lower left to upper right.

(2) Represent the second and third &ordinate axes by a horizontal
line and a vertical line, respectively.

1 I id PIMP(2 2 3 2)PPP
imo

Fig. 11-17

In the resulting drawing you are seeing the first coordinate plane
"head on", hut the first coordinate axis is pointing,below,and to your left
and, so, your view of it is foreshdrtened. So, since ul, 142, andVa have the
same normL,u, and is, should- he represented by arrows of the Same
length and u, should.be pictured by a shorter arrow:

(3) If you use n times the side of a square as the length of the
arrows for u2 and 74, use n/2 times the diagonal,of a square as
t.he length of the arrow forlizi. [In the figure, we have chosen
n =

in the figure, we have indicated the point whose coordinates are
(2, 2, 1). Note the use of dashed lines to help show what point is meant.
The point with coordinates (1, 1) could be represented by the same
dot. Give the coordinate§ of- another point represented by this dot.
What are the coordinate§ of a point in the firat cbordinate plane which
is represented by this dot.? Of such a point in the third coordinate
plane? This same dot can be used to represent any point on a certain
line. [You are seeing the line "end on".]. Try to find parametric-aqua-,
tions for this line. [Hint: Find coordinates of several points on the
line, and loOk for h pattern.]

With reference to the figure, a point whole coordinates*are all posiJ
tive can be dekribed as being in,front of the first coortilnate plane, to
the right of the 'second, and 9bove the third. Where is a point whose
third coordinate is negative? Whose first and second coordinates are
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Drawing other dashed lines to end at the same dot one finds that(2, 2, 3/2), (1, 3/2,1) (0 1,1/2), and (-1, 1/2, 0) are all represented
by the .same dot. The fairly obvious pattern suggests that all points
of.the line whore pirametric equations are: "

= 2 r

. - 2 r/Z
3 r/2

are represented by this same dot..P Generalizing, each possible dot
represents all points on the line whose equations, for some values of'a ' 'a2 7"a 3 ' are:,

= al r

a3 - r/2
A point whose third coordinate is ntleative is below the third coordi-

nate plane; one whose first and second coordinates are negative is
behind the first coordinate plane ariti to the left Of the second coordinate .
plane.

You might remark that the eight regions into which a set of coordi-
nate planes divides e are called octants.

Answers for Part B
1.. Here ii an appropriate

picture for Exercise ,1:

TC 70 (1).
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both negative? Choose three numbers at ranclom and describe the
location of a point whose coordinates are these numbers, in the order
chbsen. While doing this, look at the figure and imagine where the
corresponding dot should be placed. Repeat this "exercise" until you
feel quite familiar with this way of picturing points.

Part B
I. Draw an orthonormal coordinate system and mark and label a dot

for each of the points whose coordinatea are given below. Draw
dashed lines to help "bring out" the picture. [As a help in choosing
the scale for your picture, note first all the numbers given as co-

d, ordinates.)

A: (1, 2, -1) B: (-2, 3, 0) C: (-1, -1, 1)
D: (2, 0, -1) E: (4, 1, 0) F: (-1, -2, -1)

2. a) Draw an orthonormal coordinate system and, on your draw-
ing, plot the points A: (3, 0, 0),B: (0, 1, 0), and C: (0, 0, 2). Draw

6AB(b)AsyoC.u did in Exercise 3 of Xart A, find parametric equations \
for Aiic.

(c) As in Exercise 5 of Part A, find a single equation for AAC.
(d) The nonzero coordinates of the points in which a plane inter-

sects the coordinate axes are called the intercepts of the plane,,
with respect to the coordinate system. For example, the first
intercept of:41.-Cis 3. What are its other intercepts?

(e ) Transform the equation you obtained pl part (c) into the form:

(*) 1 x2 X3
1a b c

4.

Make a conjecture airto how to obtain an equation for a plane
whose intercepts you know. Verify your conjecture. [Hint: You
know from Volume I that any equation like (*), with nonzero
'values of 'a', 'b', and 'c', represent a plane. You also know that
a plane is determined by any, ttiree of itswint,41_whicli_are_notk.,
collinear.)

3. (a) On the picture you drew for Exercise 2, plot the points D:
(5, 0, 0),E: (0, 3, 0)., 114dF: (0; 0, 3), Eind draw ADEF.
U whatvzi. learned in Eiercise .2 to'write an.equation for

F. Then, simplify it by, c"clearing of fractions".
Draw' the line in *which AB afid DEF intersect. [Hint: The line
in which a given plane intersects a &ordinate plane is called
the trace of the given plane on that coordinate plane. A point
which is common to the traces of two planes on some coordinate'
plane belongs, of course, to the ittersection of the given

:
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(b) We know that X f ABC if and
only if X = A + (13-- A)r
+ (C Ms, for sonic r and s.

' So, parametric equations for
AC ara.e:

3 - 3s

r

is

(c) From (b.) we see that x1 = 3x2 3.x3 So, a single
enuation for ABC is:

3
x +' 3% 2 2-x3

(c1)- 1 and 2
x x,

3 I(e)

Given that the plane is known to have intercepts a, b, and c,
respectively, thin an equation for the. plane is (*). To verify
this, simply note that (a, 0, 0). (0, b, 0), _and (0,Cr;c) satisfy
(*) and are th coordinates of three noncollinear points.

(b) Since the intercapts of rirf" are 5,
,this plane is:

x x+ a = 1
5 3 3

and 3

which simplifies to: 3xl 5x2 + 5x3 15

1 58

n equation for

TC 71

Answers for Part B [cont.]

4. Since t is fill both ABC and .DEF, the coordinates of thepoints of
must satisfy the equations fOr -AVE and for Dt'V. And, the points
coMmon to ABC and Er-17 must be precisely those whose coordi-
nates satisfy both equations.
(a) Suppose that {xi,x2,x3),- satisfies both of the given equations.

Then, 2xi + 6x2 + 3xa = 6 and 3x1 + 5x2 + 5x3 = 15, so that
(2x1 + 6x2,-t 3x3)a = -6a and (3x1 + 5x2 + 5x3)b = 15b. Thus;

(lx., + 6x, + 3x,,)a + (3x1 + 5x2 + 5x3)b -= ,6a + 15b.
(b) i'he equation of part (a) represents a plane unless 2a + 3b=

6a + 5b 0, and 53a + 5b 0. It is obvious that the laet two
equations are equivalent to 'a = 0 and b 0'. So, unless a
and b are both 0 the equation of part (a) represents a plane.
In any case I is a subset of the set represented by the eqUation
of part (a). .-

(c) An equationior such a plarre is obtained by choosing a and b
not both 0 and so that 3a + 5b = 0. The most obvious choice
is a 5, b = 3. The resulting equation is 'xi`a- 15x2 = 15'
Clier choices of a and b yield other equations for the same
plane.

(d) Since the given coordinate system is-orthonormal, any such
plane is perpendicular to the third coordinate plane.

(e) ..The plane which contains I and is perpendicular to-the second
coordinate plane is such that 6a -f 5b_ = 0, for some nonzero
a and b. Using this and the equation from 4(b), we see that
an appropriate Auation is:

8x1 + 15)43 = 60
(1 ): Using the equation from 4(b) and the fact that 'a' and 'b' must

be chospn so thatlia + 3b = 0, we see that an appropriate equa-
tion ifv:

a

Answers forjPart C
- x3 = 1Z

Here is an appropriate picture for Exercise .1 and i(e).
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(d) Draw the orthogonal projection in the third coordinate plane,
of the line of instersectifn of Ak and DV. [Hint: Locate the
orthogonal projections of two points of ABC r1

4. In Exercises 2 and 3 you should have found equizitions equivalent
to:

2x, +. 6x, + 3x = 6 (for ABC) .

ax, + 5x, -+ 5x3 = 15 (for DEF.]
NS- #__

The line I in which ABIrand DEF intersect .consists of just those
points whose coordinates satisfy both these equations. (Explain.)
There are., of course, many other planes which contain I.
(a) Show that, for any values of 'a' and 'b' the equation:

6(2x, += etr, + 3x) +7,(3x1 + + 5.r3) = 66 + 15b

is satisfied by all coordinates (x x2, x) which satisfy both the
given equation for ABC and the given equation f D :F.

(b) ShoW that unless one chooses the value 0 for bot a' and 'b',
. the equation of part (a) represents a plane whiCh 'contains I.

[Hint: The equation of part (a) is equivalent to:

12a + 3174, + (6a + + (3a + 5b)x3 = 6a + 1fib

Under what conditions would such an equation not represent a
plane? Can these conditions be satisfied for nonzero values of
'a' and 'b'?-Assuming that they could be, what would this tell
you about the vectors with components (2, 6, 3) and (3, 5, 5)?1

(c) Find an equation for the plane which contains I and is parallel
- to the third coordinate axis. [Hint: Recall Exercise 6 of Part Al

(d) How would you describe the relation of the plane of part (c) and
the third coordinate plane?

(e) Find an equation for the plane which contains I and is per-
.pendicular to the second coordinate pla e.

(f) Find an equation for the plane whic projects I or!hogonally
into the fir§t coordinate plane.

'Part C .
.

The coordinate system referred to in these exercises is an ortho-
normal one with origin 0 and orthonormal basis (u,, u2$ 4). Use as
many drawingi of such a coordinate system aayou need to in orderte
illustrate your answers. .

1. Draw an orthonormal coordinate system and mark and label a dot
for.each of the points whose coordinates are given below.

A: (1, 1, 2) B: (2, 2, 0) C: (0, 6, 0)
Di AO, 0, 4) E: (6, 2, 1) ft,(-4, 0, 3)
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_ *
Answers for Part C [cont.]

Z. (a)

(b)

(r)
(d)

3. (a)

(b)

(c) (i)

2 '- Zr - Zs
Z.+ 4r =

4x1 + 2kJ 3x3 = 12

Yes, /tar ,4 1 + 1 + 3.2 = 2; 'No, for., 4 + Z . Z + 3 12.
Let P be the required point. Then P has coordinates (p,0,.0),
for some p. Using the equation in 2(b), we see that p = 3,
#o, P ha& coorainates (3, 0, 0).
[See picture tor ExeArcise 1.
Yes, the second coordinate plane;
Yei, the first and third coordinate axes.
Yes; to the first an'd third coordinate planes.

4. (a)

(b)

'GO

Equations for 13CD and v are:

For these eq ations,
5 and wer chosen
with cornponnts
41,0, 0) and, (0, 0, 1):

4x1 + 2x2 + 3x3 = 12

So, for any a,and b such that (a, b) (0, 0), the equation:
(4x1 + 2x2 + 3x3)a + x2b 1Za + 21)

is an equation for a plane which^contains I.
Substituting the coordinates (1, 2, 3) into the equation obtained
in part (a) gives us '17a + Zb. = 12a + Zb'. This is satisfied
if and only if' a -- 0. Hence, taking b I for simplicity', the
plane in question has the eqUation 'x2 = 2'.

(c) Yes. For appropriate values foi 'a' and"'b' can be found by
substituting the coordinates of any point which is on the giyen
plane and is not on 1. [Substituting the c-oordinates 9f a point
on I would yield the equation '12a + 2b 12a + 21)'.
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2. (a) Find parametric equations for Be'D.
(b) Find a single equation for if615. (When you have found the

equation, check to- make sure that it is satisfied by the coor-
dinates of B, C, and D.) i \

(c) Does the point A, belotig to RI)? How about jE?
(d) Find the coordinates of the point in which BCD inte

first coordinate axis.
(e) On your figure for Exercise 1, draw the lines in which D

intersects the three coordinate planes.
3. Let ir be the plane which contains E and is perpendicular to

second coordinate axis.

16

(a) Is ir parallel to any of the coordinate planes? To any of the co-
ordinate axes?

(b) Do you think that 77 is perpendicular to any of the coordinate
planes? If so, to which?

(c) Find (i) a single equation for 7r, and (ii) parametric equations
for ir. [Hint: Whichever of (i) and (ii) you do first should help
you do the other)

4. Let I be the line of intersection of B6D and 7r.

(a) Write an equation which you can.use to find equations of many
planes which contain I. [Hint: See Exercise 4 of Part 13.]

(b) life your answer for part (a) to find an equation for the plane
which contains 1 and the point whose coordinates are (1, 2, 3).

(c) Your answer for part (a).contains two parameters. [In Exercise
4(a) of Part B, the parameters are 'a' and '13' .1 Do you think that
each plane which contains I has an equation which can be ob-
tained from yoturs by choosing appropriate values for the tiro
parameters? Explain.

5. (a) What plane containing I is yarallel to the first coordinate
aiis? [Remember that I = BCD n 7r; where rr is the plane of

: Exercise 3.]
(b) What plane containing I is perpendicular to the first coordi-

nate plane? To the third coordinate plane?
(c) Find an equation for the plane which contains I and

pendicular to the second coordinate plane. [Hint: Use
answer for Exercise 4(a) and recall Exercise 6 of Part A.]

(d) Give the intercepts ef beD. How many intercepts ddes
plane of part (c) have? HOw many does ir have?

6. (a) Show that\the points A, E, and F are collinear.
(b) Find a single equation for the plane APO. [CP hi, of eolirse the

origin.]
(c) Find a single equation for
(d) Find an equation foithe plane which cOntains V and is per-

. pendicular to the first coordinate plaue.

TC 72 (2)

rs for Part C [cont.)

(d)

,The plane

The equation in the answer for Exercise 4(a) is equivalent to:
4ax1 + (la + b)x2 + 3axs 12a + Zb

An sfluition for the required plane is obtained.by choosing a
and b, not both 0, such that Za + b 0, Taking a = 1 and
b = 2 we obtain `4xi + 3x3 = 8'.
Since an equation for BCD is:.

+ 1

the intercepts of BCD are 3 6, and 4; the plane of part (c)
has two intercepts, 2 and 8 .3; ' hati.one intercept, namely, Z.

ft

) E - A and F - A have comPonents (5,1, 1) and (-5, 1,1)
respectively., Clearly, then E - A = (F A) so that
(E A, A) is Linearly dependent. Hence, {A, E, F) is
collinear.

(d)

Parametric equatioris for AFO OAF' are; f x, = r 4a

So, a sihgle equation for
3x1 - 11x2 + 4xs =- 0

Parametric equations for AFC are:

So, a single equation for AFC is:
3x1 + 11x2 +26xs 7- 66

1.7".'is the intersection of AFO and AFC.
contains AF has an equation like:

(3a + 3b)x1 + (-11a + 11b)x2 + (4a + 26b)x8. 66

So, the required plane must-he guch that 3a +. 3b =1- O.
equation for the required plane is:

x2 + xs =' 3

r - 4s
= 6 - 5r - be
= Lr + 3a,

So, any plarje 1.04ch

7),

1.63 "if "00

fi.t



Part D

11'112 C1;apter Summary 73 :rc 73 (1)

Here are the equations for planes 7T n A' and 77
, 3'

771: X1 + X3
y. -+ 3,x2 = 6

77 3..% 4a + 4x = 123

1. (a) Make sketches of le, and n on theesame picture of an orthog-
onal coordinate system..

(b) Draw the line of intersection of 7r, and Try'
(c) Write an equation for the plane w,hich contains TT, n rr and is

perpendicular to the first coordinate plane.
2. (1) Make sketrhes of fr, and 7r, on "the same picture of an orthog-

onal coordinate system. [Use a different picture of the coordi-
nate system than the one drawn"for Exercise 1.1

. (b) Draw,the line of intersection of ir, and 7r,.
(C) Write an equation fri the plane which contains tr, n ir and is

rpendicular to th7seconil coordinate plane.
w many planes contain ?To n 7Ti,and are perpendicular to

'the third poordinate Plailie?
(e) Find an equatien for the plane which contains
, the point whose coordinates are (3, -2, 3):

3. Repeat Exercise 1 for 7T2 and 7rs.

:1

t.

1-1 ir3 and

Answe rs for Part D
1. (a), (b)

a

71fl 7r2

(c ) A plane containing r Tr, has an equation of the form:
(x1 + x:da + (Zx1 + 3x2)b = a + 66

so that
(a'+ 213)x1 + 3bx2 + ax3 = a + 6b.

Such a plane is perpendicular to the first coordinate plane if
a 4 b = 0. In this event, an-equation of such a j5lane is:

3x.2 - Zx3 = 4
(a), (b),

'%0

(C ) The plane which contains ri /Th rs and is perpendicular to the
second coordinate plane is such that

(a + 3b)x1 + 4bx2 + (a + 4b)x3 = a + iZb
where 4b = 0, So, an equation for this plane is:

x + x3 = 1

[That such a plane would have an equation the same as that
given for 3.1 mly occur to some students prior to working
the problem. ]
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Answers for Part'D [cont.)
2. (d) Any, plane which contains xi 13 and is perpendicular to the'

...third coordinate plane is such that
+ .3b)x1 + 4bx., + (a + 413)x a + lZb

where a + 4b = 0; hence
x

The! refore there is one and only one plane.
(t') An equation of the desired plane is to be obtained from

'(?xl 3x..2)a + (33(1 + 4,3(2 + 4x3)b ba + In'. Substituting
ihe given coordinates we obtain.,'Ilb = 6a + 12b' and, so,ba - b = 0', Choosing a = 1 and b 6 and simplifying we

, obtain '211x1 + 2.7x;, + 24x3 78' -as an equation of the
desired plane.

5. (a), (b)

(c) The plane which cOntains A;_, n 73 and is perpendicAlar to'the
'first coordinate plane is such that (2a + 3b)x +,(3a + 4b)x,
+ 4bx3 ba + 1213 where 2a + 31) 7 0. So, an equation of this
plane is:- '

8x3

TC 74

Answer to questions., Yes; the converse of (3) is a theorem. As a
matter of:fact, it is a principle %f logic. H re is a paragraph proof of
the converse of 43): .Suppose that [m] [1]. Thvn, since [m) = , it

1follows by the teplatemeqt rule for equations that [rn ]1
Hence, if [m] [1),then
Yes, the converse of (4)'is a theorem. In fact, the converse of

-,(41 follows directly frorn/(4) by substitution.
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Chapter Twelve
Perpendicularity

12.01 Perpendicularity Between Planes and Lines

In the preceding chapter we investigated some intuitive notions con-
cerning the perpendicularity of planes to lines and the distance be-
tween points. This investigation eventually led us to the operation of
dot multiplication of translations and to new Postulates 40(e) and
4,, -4,, concerning this operation. Our investigation had also led us
to the idea of the orthogonal complement of a direction. On the basis
of Notions 1 concerning perpendicularity we were able to show that

(1) 1/11 is a proper bidirection,

(2) [11 C

(3) 1,rdi = [ml = [1],
(4) El] C [m11 - [ml C VP, and
(4) IT L 1 [771 [fll

[Is the converse of (3) a theorem? If so, prove it; if not, explain. Answer
a similar question regarding (4).] Conversely, we were able to show
[in Section 11.01] that if we adopted (*) as a definition then we could
derive Notions 1-4 from sentences (1)- (4) and earlier theorems. Fi-
nally, after adopting our new postulates we were able to define orthog-
onal complements [in terms of dot multiplication] in such way that
(1)-(4) are now.theorems. [See Theorem 11.-4.] So, Notions 1-4 are
theorems, also, once we adopt (*) as, a definition. In this section we
shall adopt this definition and shall both review and extend our knowl;
edge concerning perpendicularity. First, the definition:

Definition 12 1 (a) I 4--0 lid =1111 ititti
II (b) 11 7T 4"m° 77 /

197
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12.01 Perpendicularity Between Planes' and Lines -75,

[Part (b) is introduced merely to give us freedom to speak of a line as
being perpendicular to a plane, as well as of a. plane as being:per:
pendicular to a line.)

To begin with we titte_that, since 1 II ir if and only if I/J I77-J, and
in view of Definition 12- La), the theerem (2) amounts to the state-
ment that if 7r I / then j1,7r. This is.' Notion 1 of Section 11.01. Since
((' is 3-dimensional we can reformulate this as:

II Theorem 12-1 a transversal of TT

Since parallel planes are planes which have the same bidirection,
and parallel lines are lines which have ,t.,he same direction, Defini-
tion 12-1 yields:

II Theorem 12-2 (0- 11 7 and m 1) 41" kr I riz°4-0 7T 1 11

As a special case of Theorem 12-2 we have:

Corollary Parallel ,planes are perpendicular t the same
lines and parallel lines are perpendicular to the same
planes.

The proof of Theorem 12-2 depends on the converse of the theorem
(3)- but, this is a. principle of logic. Using both it and (3), Definition
12-1 yields:

Theorem 12-3 ((r 1 rn and 7 1 1) = fr TT 4°1' M /I

In words:

Corollary Planes perpendicular to parallel lines are
parallel and lines perpendicular to parallel planes are
parallel,

Note that by combining the second parts of these two corollaries we.
obtain Notion 3 of Section 11.01:.

) it 1 [77 1 In 4 [ l]

Notion 4 of Section 11.01 amounts-asvis shown there-to the
theorem (4) on page 74. The latter can be restated in a theorem like
Theorem 12-3:

II Theorem 12-4 and / 77 'I". [1 o.m 71.

1 Ss

76 PERPENDICULARITY

The four preceding theorems tell us something of whai results if
given lines and planes are perpendicular. They leave open two im-
portant qnitions:

Given.a line, are there any planes perpendicular to it?
Given a plane, are there any lines perpendicular to it?

As we,know from Section 11,01 we have good intuitive evidence that
the answer to each of these questions is 'Yes.'. The problem, noiw, is
whether our postulates are adequate to show this. The key to the first
is the theorem ( 1 ) on page 74. Using this, Theorem 9-11(a), and
Definition 12-1, it is easy to prove:

Thrrem 12 -.5, PI7T is the plane which contains P
II and is perpendicular to I.

Corollary There is pile and only one plane which
contains a given point and is perpendicular to a:
given line.

Note that tiie oorolfary is Notion 2 of Section 11.01. So, we have ac-
counted for all four,of ,our initial intuitions about perpendicularity.

The second question is answered affirmatively by:

1

Theorem 12 -6 Planes which are perpendicular to
two intersecting lines intetisect in lines which
are Perpendicular to the plane of the two lines.

Since the argument given for this statement [see (5) on page 151 in
Section 11.01 is based on Notions 2, 3, and 4 [and theorems which were
proved in Volume 1], this argument is, now, a proof of Theorem 12,6.

ExerchAs

Part A
1. (a) By referrini to Theorem 11-4, Show that (1)- (4) on pagd 74 .

Ire theorems. [For one of these, you will need to make use of
part of Lemma 1 on page 49 as well.]

(b) Shbw that:

is a theorem.

2. What theorem from ghapter 10 is needed for the proof of Theorem
12-1? .

1 s9

_
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Answers for F-'art A
To prove (I): Let I lb,e any line.. Then, there is a non-5
translation - Jay, a - such that fn I. By TheoreM
11-4(a), [a rk is a proper bidirection. So, by the replace-
ment rule for equations, [11 is a proper bidirection.

o prove (2): (liven a lirae 1, there is a non-6 translation,-
say, ; -.in [I]. By Theorem 11-4(b), [1] m [irk .2 161. So,
; [11 'and ; fe[111. Since there is a membey of [1], namely 1,

1which is nut M [fl , it follows that [/1 V 1/]

To prove (3): This follows directly from Theorem 11 -4(c).
To prove (4): Suppose that Assume that ri; E [ni ].
W e must show that g WI (for, then it will be the case that
[MI [fri-, which is vevat we wish to show]. Clearly, fur
t; d, h E [111. So, assume that d. Let a be any non-6
mernb.er uf [1]. Then, [I] [] and (t7.11 [1:;], Also,
(; He- so that ; = [ Now, by Theorem 11-4(d),
A Eib if and only if gl [ So, b E [ pri. Thus, in
any case, if g E [7111 then t; c 1-1e.nce, if [1] C. [mil then
(mj If(

[Note to the teacher. Writing out sufficiently detailed paragraph proofs
for theorems which so obviously follow from corresponding parts of a
previously proved theorem is a time-consuming chore. By discusping
the details of such theorems in class, one can allow the student to move
quickly through parts of the-exercises. while practicing and strengthening
hiS verbal skills and, at the same tiMe, uncover specific weaknesses in
these skills. Also, such a practice will enable the student to spend his
t'hornework- time on some of the harder exercises. All oi the exer-!
cises in Part A can be thoroughly covered during one class period
which is devoted to the reading it d discussion of text pp. 74-76. A
reasonatI'le homework assignment following such a session is Part 13
on pp, 77-78.]
1. (b) The4given biconditional is equivalent to (4) and its converse.

We proved (4) in part (a). Its converse is an instance of .(4)
and, So, is a theorem. l-knce, the given biconditiOnal is a
the i rem .

2, Theorem JO-4, which says that a line and a Pla e which are not
parallel interkvt at a single point.

TC 77 (1)

3. (a) The instance referred to in the hInt is:

This is clearly equivalent to:
cr H

In words, the latter is the first part of the corollary.;

1 7()

Part B

12.01 Perpendicularity Between Planes and Linea 77

3. (a) Show that the first part of the corollary to Theorem 12-2 is
a special case of this theorem. [Hint: In the theorem, substi-
tute '1' for ',re.]

(b) Do the same for the second part of the corollary.
4. Use rules of logic to show that the sentence:

= 113 ini)1 =

is valid.
5. (a) The first part of the am:diary to Theorem 12-3 can be re-

formulated as follows:

to L m and 7r 1 1 and II 1) (Till 77

How does this follow from Theorem 12-3?
(h) Repeat part (a) for the second part of the same corollary.

6. Explain why (**) on page 75 is equivalent to the conjunction o
Ot

(77. / and 77. I in) Rol .

(7r J. 1. and rn 1) 1) ir

7. Show that (*,) and (*s) follow from the corollaries to Theorems
12-3 and 12-2, respectively.

8. (a) Use (4) on page 74 to prove Theorem 12-4.
(b) Use (1) on page 74 and Theorem 12-4 to prove 4

9. (a) Prove Theorem 12-5.
(b) Prove the 'corollary to Theorem 12-5.

10. Check that the argument given for (5) on page.15 is, now, a proof
of Theorein 12-6.

11. By (**) on page 75 and Definition 12 1(b) it follows that

(a)

Show that

(b).

1 1 7T ""4" EIT2 77 4'1° /II 11 1].

7r.1.1`1,crIlcril

Justify each of the following statements by referring either to
Tkeorem 12-6, or to one of the two parts of one of the corollariefa, or
to statements in this part which precede it.
1. There are lines which are perperidicular to any given plane 7r.
2. All such lines are parallel. [That is, all lines which are perpendicu-

lar to a given plane ir are parallel.]
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Answers for Part A [cont.!
(b) Consider this instance of Theorem 12-2:

(7 H w and m H 1) [7,[ r'n .,==:Ir
This is equivalent to:

in JJI [I.1mT.LiJ
In words, the latter is fbi, second part of the corollary.

On TC 74, we wrote a paragraph proof for the given sentence.
Here is a tree-diagram of this proof:

[rn [f [rn [r(111
(RRE)

5. (a) Here is a tree-diagram which shows how the given sentence
-,follows from Iheorem 12-3:

a 1. m and 7 i and mill

a 1. rn and r 1 1 Theorem 12-3

m and 7 and rn 7.4.n1 I

rn 143 m ff II I

cr H 7

m and 7.1. / and m H ir

(b) The formalization of the second part of the corollary is:
(cr rn and sr I and a 2.) H I

A tree-diagram which shows how this sentence follows from
Theorem 12-3 is:

-I- rn and r I I and a.

1 rn and x / and, cr it

Icr 11

a 1. m and 7 Theorem 12-3

Cr 11 .4C=4"n AI I

a. II i m II

(a .t. m and i.L1 and a li) m II

TC 77 (3)

Answers for Part A [cont.]
6. One way to see that (**) is equivalent to the conjunction of. (* )

and (*2) is to note that (II) is equivalent to:

and (*2) is equivalent.to:
[rn H I /1. I In]

And, the conjunction of these sentences is equivalent to:
7 1 [7.1. m f]

which is (**).

To formally establish the above-mentioned equivalence, we
should derive ec..h from the other. We do this as fcllows:

To derive (**) from the conjunction of (*i) and\(*2):

(*i) and (*2) (*z) and (*2)

(*, )
t

7 1i 7 1../[mii 1=. I Irli 7.1-i[7.1-Tril H ti
../

.,n, H I =.. 71 In 7.1.11n=>rn II i ;7

7 1 271 .7==7. In I I I \
\

v:- t \
(**) \

To derive the conjunction of (411) and () from (**):
tt7iIandxim 7.LIandmiIi

wi-i and 71 M.

7 1- rn

** )

.14 rne=om HI wilandin

rn

-I- 1 (**)

rn4r=onl I I I

rn

1. in
I t

(*2)

(*Li) and (*2)

7, (*,) _follows from\he seCond Rart of the corollary to Theorem 1 2-3
anAjlee fact that w II T. fat c he derived directly from Theorem
12-3 by considering one of the instances of the theorem in which

*
(4,27 follows directly from the second part of the corollary to
Theorem 12-2, as it'is a formalization of this part of the corollary.
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Answers for Part A [cont.1,
8. (a) Suppose that- M J. cr and 11 v. Then, Irn) [a] and

[111 fr]. Thus, I 11 a if and only if [I] C.. [a] = [rn]i an
rn v if and only if [m] C [v] = By (4), we know that
[1] [rn]1 if and only if [m] [1]1. Thus, by the replace-
ment rule for biconditionals, I 11 Cr if and only if rn 7T.

.Hence', The-em 12-4.
th) Suppose that [I] [m]1. Since each of / and m are lines,' it

follows by (1) that 11)i and [rn11 are proper bidirections., Let
, 'sr and a be planes such that [r] [1]1 and [al [m]l. Then,

m I r and / 1 Tr so that, by Theorem 12-4, we know that.
H a if and only if m Tr. The latter is equivaient, by

definition, tO saying that [1] c [a] if and only if [rn] (7_ [,Tr],

So, [I] [rril-L if and only if [m] C [111. Thus, [m] C [1]1.
Hence, if .[I] C [rn14 then [m] C. [41, which is (4).

9. (a) Theorem 9-0(b) tells us that P[v] is the plane through P
.With the direction of v...:Consider any line I. By (1), [I]I is
a proper bidirection. So, P[IF is the plane through P with
the- hidciection [I]i. By Definition 12-1(a) it is. then, the

4111

plane which contains p and is perpendicular to I.

(b) Since no two planes with the same direction can have a point in
common, and since, by Theorem 12-5, there is a plane which
contains a g.iven.point and is perpendicular to a given line,
there ciin be Only one such plane. Hence, the corol1aryr-

10, [It is hest to have the students turn back to page 15 and read
through the argument. Clear dp any questions as they arise. J
Suppose that 7r 1 I. Then, by Definition 12-1(a), [v] [.1]1. Now,
a 1 I if and only'if [air= [/.17L. So, a 1 / if and only if
Since [al [v] if and only if a 7, we have that
if a. v. Hence, (h).

Here is a tree-diagram of this proof:

vii/ v1/<=:>[74r1 =

[r]

H [al =

[(T] = [7].
cr 1 1 if and only

.z==.[(TI
%,..,

I\
a 1 1 =:*. (0-1 r.-- I

[ Cr f:* cr II

Answers for Part

3.

4.

.6.

TC 77 (5)

Let v be any plane. .v contains three noncollinear points say,
A, B, and C. Let / Al3 andi in . Then, for any point p,
P[1j1 and P[n-41 pre planes which are perpendicular to I and rn,
resptively. By Theorem 12-6, these planes intersect in a line
Say, n which is perpendicular to 7r.

TC 78

y the second part of the corollary to Theorem 12-3, lines per-
endicular to a given plane are parallel,.
his follows from the second part of the corollary to Theorem 12-2.
y Exercises 1, 2, and 3. ,

y the first part of the corollary to Theorem 12-2.
y the second part of the corollary to Theorem 12-3.

175
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78 i'pERPENDICULARITY

3. All lines which are parallel to such lines are perpendicular to 7T.
4. There is a proper direction such that a line is perpendicular to ir

if and only if it has this direction.
5. The direction referred to in Exercise 4 depends only on the bidirec-

tion of 7r.
6. If 7T and a have different brections then the direction of lines

perpeqicular to ir is di rt, from the direction oflines per-
pendicuiar to T.

*
It will be convenient to have a notation for the proper direction re-

ferred to in Exercise 4 of Part B. Previous experience, and Exercise 5,
suggests that we might call this direction the orthogonal complement

[n] and denote it by Irril '. This will turn out to.be a good idea but,
to make use of it we need a Suitable definition. 'Suitable', here, means
that we should be able to prove:

II Theorem 12-7 1 _i_ IT 4'.°4 1 11 7T1 °

Wha't the definition should I* is SuggeSted by Theorem 12-6. Ac-
cording to this theorem, if rn and n are two intersecting lines in 7r

then the direction which we wish to refer to as .177-11' is mail' 11 InP.
If Lnz I --- [a] and. lid 11)) then, assuming that in and n are two inter-
secting lines, (a, b) is linearly independent.,So, assuming that rn and
ri are subsets of 7T , it follows that [Id = [a, I)]. Our problem, then, is to
define la, MI, so that

(5) b"1- [h)1.

If this is a theorem then, by the. ing argument, so is Theorem
12-7. Since '[a, b]-1' shouki he in terms of 'fa, br, (5) is not suit-
able as a definition. But, it tel us that the definition should be such
that c [a, bit if and only if c (al' arid c c WI -that is, if and onlyle --a
if c a = 0 and c 17 = 0. Since it is easily shown that

(a) (c.:' a = 0 arid c. I; = OY;c y = 0,
this suggests that the following iA suitable for the defini ion we have
been seeking:

II Definitio'n 12 -2 [CT, .611 = x y = 01

[Note that, since la, = Definition. 12-2 includes Defmition
11 -1(b).] By ft) and Definition 12-2, (5) is a theorem and hence, as
previously noted, so is Theorem 112- 7. By Theorem 42-6 and the first

TC (1

After the discussion on pages 78-79, we recommend that-Parts B
and C (pages 79-80) be used tor class discussion and demOnstratiop.
Part A can be used as one homework assignment arid Part D
vide more stimulating discussion for the following class period.
Answers fore Part A
1, We prove (*) in two parts:

onl. if: Suppose that c:ia
that a, .1; ]. Then, aa
i:D .= c (-Sa +.5b) = C. (aa.) +
So, for each ; in' [IL ], c ;
of (*).

= U and 0. Assurne
+ 5b, for soMe a and b, and
-Ce(5b) = ( (-C5),b = 0.

= 0. Hence, he only if-part

if: Suppose that Nif-).; 0. Since both and
0. and ".. = 0. Hence, the if-part5 are in [4, 5],

of (*).
Z. We have, by Theorem 1Z-7, that [I] = [7]1 if and only if / 7r.

And, by Definition 12-1, r if and only if En = [1]-1. Hence, by
the replacement rule for biconditionals,, [/] = [ ]-1- if and only if
[7] = [i]l

3. Since [111 is a proper bidirectiop and [101' is a proper direction,
it follows, by Exercise 2, that [I] = [1]-1-1c==:.[I1-1- = [I]-1- and
[77]1- [r]4.c=:[T] = And, since [I]i- fill and
we have that [1]-1-1- = [I] and [7]-1-1 [r].

4. (a) In case (a, b) is linearly independent, [-a', 5 ] is a proper
bidirection by definition. In case (S, 5) is linearly dependent,
[2:, ] is either a proper direction lin ease at least one of
and 1; is non-?5] or is {d} [in case loth 3 and 5 are J.

rAy(b) A reasonable definition is: .7 .= 1 u I .*

By (6), each of [all" and [n]l is a proper direction; Let
[m] = [w]-1-. By Exerekse 2, we have that

= [ty] and [I]-1- = [n]. Also, from Exercise 1(b) on page 76,
we know that [m] C [I]l if and only if [I] C [rn]-1-. So, it follows
that [u]-1 C [w] if and only if HI C [,tr).

6. (a-), Let 11 ra', 5] n i7; r.L. Since p E [a, b , p.a pb 0.
- -e -e -e

45ince E ], it follows, by (*),' that ; = 0.. Thus,

WI%

d, 1-1, (11 n [;, i;11 c Clearly,
{d) c (a,] n 511. Hence, t, in [ = {6) .

(b) By (a), .[T]i' r [w] = {6). Since [ 11 contains at least one
non4 ti,anslation, it follows that there is aileast one transla-
tion in [7:1] 1 which is not in [x]. Hence, [al V Dd.
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f:part of the eorollary to Theorem 12 -3; respectively,we have:

min perpendicularity letween Planes iii;c1 Lines

,

[ 1-.u. is a proper 'direction,

rn-]1 * [7r1 = [0.1

By (6) and'Theorem.12-6Nwe has;e:

1

Theorem 1,2-8 Pin+ is the line which contains P
arid is perpendicular to 77":'

Corollary There is one Erna only onewline which
contains a given point and is perpendicular to
a given plane.

I Exemises

Part A

9

Putt B

1. PrOve ).

2..-Show that f11 =. linj 4-01771 WI.
Shocs, that VI" .= Ill and that [771-11 Inl. [Hint: By (1) on page
:74, it is permissible to replacelvr in Exercise 2 by

4. (a) In case (a., -IA is linearly independen1 is a proper, bidiree-
tion. [Why?) Whafis [a, b in case (a, b) is linearly dependent?
[Consider trko cases.] °

(b) What would be a reasonable definition for adanswering,
consider Exercise 3 and Lemma 1(a) on page 49; also, consider
Definitions 12-2 and lf 7 1(b) and the corollary to Theorem
12-8.1-

5. Prove: toll C [ari g kr] [Hint: Exercise 1(b). of Part A
an page 76 and Exercise 2, above, will ke.helpful. And, recall the
hint for Exercise'31

tes. Show that
n 61-1 (13) 171'. ct

79

Make'Cise of yourelassroom to locate nillels of the following:
*. I. tWo.planes which intersect. [What intuit the intersection ben. .

. 2. two parallel planes.
3. two lines Whichinterse;ct

tAitit conentrent lines.
two skew lines.

6. tivd.parglIel lines.
, . 1

7. three linis which are not. cont;ined in al sinaie plane.
4

ft

TC 79 (2)

s

With Exereise 4 of Part A we complete the ;:te nition. of orthogonal
complementirig.foi Eiubspaces of T' that is, for { ..for prpper direc-
tions or bidirections, and for T. Note that the orthogstnal.corhplement
of any subspace is a subspace whose dimension is that of T minus that
of the given subspace. If we use 'X' , with or without subscripts, as a
variable ranging over subspaces of T., we can define orthogonal- comple-
menting'by:

)(1'= 1;1: .vi;ex =

Aside from the results previously mehtioned:
Xl is a-subset of T and: dim(X ) 3 r dun(X)

the important pfoperties of this- operation are given by:
= 'X land: X1 X2 =. X 21 C.

"From the first of these wg can derive:
1.

X2 4=4> X2 =
and from both we cars derive:

Answers for Part B
[This set of exercises is probably best done as a class exercise.

There are obvipusly many answers for each exercise, ]
Answer io questions: 1. A line.

8.. They are paraller.
r-

Vt

-7--



Part C

PERPENDICULARITY

S. a plane and four lines perpendicular to it. [What do you observe
about these lines?)

9. one line Which is perpendicular to each of two intersecting lines.,
.[ Find one such line which intersects the given lines and one such

which doesn't intersect the given lines.)
10. two Planes which are perpendicular to the sante hne.N.What do

you observe about.these planes?]
11. two planes which are perpendicular to the same plane.
12. three planes. each two of which are perpendicular.
13. one plane which is perpendicular to each,of two given planes.

[What do.you observe about the intersection of the given planes?)
14. two planes whose lineof intersection is perpendicular to a given

plane. [What do you observe about the given plane abd either of
the two planes?)

Answer the following questions and be prepared to illustrate your
answers with objects in the classroom,.if possible.
I. Are each two lines coplanar?
2. Do each two nonparallel liAA3 intersec1?
3. Are there' four noncoplanar points?c,
4. Will a table with three legs always stand firmly on a floor? How

about a table with four legs?
5. How many lines are there which are perpendiculir to a given

plane and through a given point? How marry such planes are
there?

6. Are all lines Athich'are perPendictilar to a horizontal line vertical
lines?

7. Are all planes which are perpendicular to a horizontal line verti-
cal planes?

8., Can a hne be perpendicular to each of two intersecting linewand
not intersect these lines?

figs 9. If tWo lines are parallel to thesame line, must they be parallel?
10. If two plapes are parallel' to the same lipe, must'them.be parallel?
11. If a line is parallel to a plane, is that line parallel to each line in

the .plane?
12. If a line is perpendicular to A plan, is that line perpendicular to

each line in the plane?
Part

;. Here is a picture of a horizontal
line 1 and a vertical line m. It
seems reasonable to pay, that
m is perpendicular to 1for /-
short: m J. /: Suppose that ir is
perpendicular to /. What is the
relation between m and 77?

1 SC)

TC

Answers for Partt [cont.]
%Pk

10. They are parallel.
13, It is empty or a line perpendicular to the third plane.
14. They are perpendicular.
A.nswers for Part C
1.

-3.

No. [See Exercise 5, Part B.

Yes. a

4. Yes. [Provided that the feet of the legs are noncollinear.]; Just if
the (eet of the legs are coplabar.

5. One. Infinitely many.
6, No. ,

7. Yes.
7

8. Yes. [This is so provided that *perpenZlicular' is defined uch
a way as not to restrict siceW lines from being perkendictila,

9. Yes
10. No.

11. No.

12. Ye s .

Exercises 8 and 12 of Part C bring up the question of whether
perpendicular lines should be required to intersect. Exercise 2 or
Part D brings up the same question. Exercise 3 of Cart D should
incline students topur point of view that it is convenient to Make.
perpendicularity of lines depend only on their ,directions. Our definities
of perpendicularity of lines [.and of planes] is given in words with the
first paragraph of,section 12.02, and in symbols in Definition 12-3.

,Answers for Part D
71.
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12.01 Perpendicularity Beti;een Planes and Lines 81

2. Suppose that the fine r is parallel to tn. Do you think that n 1 I?
If you answered 'No. to Exercise 2 it may be because, as the picture
shows, ra does not appear to intersect I. As with any definition, we
have a choice. One thing to consider in making this choice is that,
so far, it has been a convenience that whether things are parallel
or perpendicular depends only on their directions. Now, how do you
feel about Exercise 2'?

4. Suppose that 'the line p is parallel to 7 but is not, like In, a vertical
hrie,.Thus, LpI ç ljust as irnl C 11111. Do you think thatp...-

5. Here is a picture of a building.
It is not unreasonable to say

---,-that the plan_es containing the..
walls of the huilding are per- r-1 r [1
pendicular to the plane contain- 1 1

i rig the first floor of the building.
(a) Describe some othef planes to which the planes of the walls

are' perpenciicular. What is the relation betweeneach of these
planes and the 'plane of the first floor?

0)) Describe some obvjous, lines in the planes of the walls which
are perpendicular to the planeltf the first floor. Are there other
such lines? Try to make use of some of these lines to describe
other planes which are perpendicular to the plane of the firat
fioq.

_

.

(c) Consider the plane of the awning on the side of the building.
Is tliiS plane perpendicular to the plane of the first floor? Is
there a line, in the pilule of the awning whichis perpendicular
to the plane-of the first floor?

6. Suppose that there is a flag pole in front of the building described
in Exercise 5 which is Perpendicular to the plane of theTirst floor.
(a) What can you say abapt the flag pole and any of the .planes

which are perpendicular to the first floor?
:(b) What cah you say about the fiaiepoie an,d any plane which is

parallel to the first floor?
7. In the building described in Ex-

ercise 5, there is a circula i. stair-
way, pa.rt of WhiCh is pictured
at the rigHt.
(a) Let 71. be the plane of the

first floor. Describe some
planes which are perpen-
dicular to 7r. What is the
bidirection of any one of
thes. planes?

(b) Let o- be any one of the planes you described in part (a). Is
there a line in o- which is perpendicular to v? lf you think so,,
what is its direction? If not, explain.

'4

74.1""Ls,-.1
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Answers for Part I) [cont.]
ay.

Z. Yes,. [Some students may hiebthat th answer is No. We have
no real basis for argument until we adopt a definitoion. Wrien we do
,so, we will try to give a reasonable justification for having ifkew
perpendicular lines. ] "

3. [Some rilay still not wiSh to change their answer. But, at least we
have reminded them that definitions are sornewha't urbitraryA,

4.. Yes.
(a)' The plane of any floor is [presumably] such that,the walls of

the building are perpendicu14r to it./ Any suCh plane isparallel ,

to the plane of_the first floor.
,

(b) The lin'es of intersection of any two walls'are perpendicular to
the plane of the first iloor.) Ires.; Any 1iz, which is parallel to
one of these lines is also pirr'Rendicular to th'e'plane of the.first
floor. Any tw.o of these liN\S determine a plane, and any
plane so determined iisperpendicular to .the plane of the first,
floor.

(c) No.; No.

O. (a) They are parallel.'
(b) It is perpendicular to that plarmi.

1. (a). The, plane of any riser in the circular, stai4ase is perpenclikular
to Gi,eln a line I in [t]l-is'Ae bi.dOrection of a plane Per-
pendicular to 7. 1,

(b) t;fri Its,direction is
8. No.

(b) No.

.22

17

.42

1 S3

AND

-

1.
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Sample Qui7.
Which of the folloWing sentences is a reformulation of:

(*) Parallel pliines,are r to the same lines.
24...e4f (7r H a and / and a- m) 1 m

(D) ./ II. a ( L Ic.tr .i."/)
jProye the reformulation of (4') that you selec

3. 1.keformifrate ihe sentence:
Linlks perpendiCular to parallel planes are parallel.

[condii,ional I sentenc,e in 'r, rn "; and :cr..
4. Write a pi-erTgraph prodf for the sentence y.i.')u wrote in Exercise. 3.

to Sample Ouit
1.; (t()

Z./ gupoSe that /Hi a. Then, 17r) [a-) so that kJ, r [11.1" if and only
if [6- Mi. Thus, 77-.1 I if and only if a .1- I. Tlenee,
rr [Tr. 1. I 4:==> a 11

3. (11 7 and In ia .1 rt d H 11 in [There aro, of course,.
nthey corirect answe rs. I

,,

.4. Suppose that I r, rn vitt-, and 77 . Then, [III 17r), [rn )1 =
and [70 [a I so that 1.11-L [m11. The latter is the case if and o
if [II [m), that is.t1 --Hence, if I n and m A. a .and ir

then .1 ni.

cci m Exerci

6 1 4

r'182 PERFENDICVLARITY

8. Suppose that there is a ramp at
the rear of the building, as is
pictured at the right.
(a) Is the plane of the ramp per:

pendicular to the plane of
the firfa floor?

031 Are there lines in the plane
of the ramp which are per-
pendicular to the plane of
the first floor?

12,02 Perpendicularity of Lines and of Planes

As suggested by the preceding exercises, we shall say that one line
is perpendicular to another if the first is parallel to a pltane which is
perpendicular to the second line. Similarly, we shall say that one plane

Fig. 12-1
4

is perpendicular to another if the st. tsaralll to a line which is per-
pendicular to the secodPia\rie' Aiethislor ly irr..:,

,, .

1 I Definition 12 3 (a)` in 'i T4444*-'' inA C [Ik
, (b) a- 1 IT 4.." [7711 C [Cr]

g.4 . V.

In,E4rcise 1(b)-Of.Part A on page 76, it was established that

[/.1 ',E772)''* Lml C. 01. .

Making' use of thi's result toglither 'with Definition 12-3(a), it is not
..diffieult to estabhsKAat.the relation of perkindiaularitY among lines
là sYmmetric7- that is,..giat

A

7}2`40,/n.ii. 1,
.
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)
so..] And, making use of Exercise 5 of Part A on page 797 that

lul' 17r1-4-* [7.] 10-1

= it is not difficult to establish that
v

o- 1 7r 4-0 ir

[Do so.J We summarize the results in (*) and (** ) in:

1

Theorem 12-9 (a) 1 ,n21-' rn 1 1
(b ) 7r I. a 4.m41' kr I 77

Since perpendicular planes are not parallel [Whyl] and perpendicu-
lar lines are not parallel [Why?c] we. have, in analogy with Theorem
12-1:

Theo em 12-10 (a) orI 77. 7r.is a line
(b) Coplanar perperiaicular lines intersect..

[Can you imagine two perpendicu lar lines which have no point in
common?]

In analogy with the corollary to Theorem 12-2 we have:

[Exp lain.] Must lines, which are perpendicular to the same line be
parallel? How about planes which are perpendiwlar to the same
plane? How about lines which arg perpendicular to the -slime plane?
How about planes which are perpIndicular to the same lines?

What can yoti,say about a plane and a line which are perpendicular'
to the same-tine? About-a plane ande a line which4te perpendicular to
the same plane? Your answers to these qUestions may suggest:

Theorerri 12-11 'Parallel lines are perpendicalar to the
same lines and parallel planes are perpendicular to the
same planes.

*

li"Theorem 12412 (a) 7T 1 I " Ern 1 141- ir]

186 Oa) / -- [0..1 7T o'mw n

. 1

(

TC 83. 4 /-"

Answers to QuestiOns
Tb establish (*) from tbe result of Exercise 1(b) in Part A on

page 7.6, and Defi n 12-3(a) requires only two replacements in the
former of instanc4 the latter. Thus, according to Definition 12-3(a),
m .1. 1 ==> [m] C [ill and I J m =.[1] c [m]l. So, since
[I] C [rnli[m] C [I]I, we have that _LI rn,c==>m 1. (**) follows
from Exercise 5; Part A, page 79, and Definition 12-3(b) in the sante
rnalmer.

Suppose,that r and g- are perpendicular planes. Since [7] and [a]
are proper bidirections, Hi. is a proper direction and since, by
Definition 12-3(b), c. [a], it follows that [wr (Th [0] c (AST ins a
non4 translation. Now, suppoise that .11 tr. Then [i] [a- , and, by
replacement, [71]1 em [a], contains a non-d translation. But, by Exercise
6(a), Pait A, page 79, HI tm [7] . Hence, if w 1 a then w V a.
In a similar mannel., using Definition 12-3(a) and the fact that
[t] [1]±1.- {d,}, it may be shown that perpendicular lines are not

Yes, two lkew lines may be perpendicular and do not intersect.
Theorem 12-11 states that if line i is perpendicular to lines

m2, rn3, then any line parallel to I will be perpendicular to ma,
m2, m3, Similarly, if plane is perpendicular to plane's cra,
cr3, then any plane parallel to 7 will be perpendicular to al, 0r21

. It is not the case that lines which are perpendicular to the
sa e must be parallel, nor is it' the case that planes which 'are per
pendku

-
o the same plane must be parallel. [Students should be able

to suggest models for counterexamples which are in the classroom. ].
Planes which are perpendicular to the same line are parallel.

A plane and aline which are perpendicular to the same line are
parallel, 'A plane and a line perpendicular to the same plane arc
parallel,

ow

TC 84 (1)

Parts A-D conta n too marpr exercises for one homework assign-
ment. Part A can be used as supervised class exercises .or for class
discussion. If you permit students to tearn up. Part (34. an be used for
homework. Par C is gobd for,class discussion and Part 1-.) gives a
second homework isiigrarant. 4 '
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PERPEND1CULAMTY

'Fig. 12-2

'Parts (a) and (b) differ very little from the corresponding parts oNefi-
nition 12-3. [Explain.) Compare these with (a) and (b) in Exercise 11
of Part kon page 77.

Exercises

Part A
dp Prove.

1. Theorem 12 - 10ta)
3. Theorem 12-11
5. (m a and 77. fa 77. " I 1J

Part B

2. Theorem 12- 10(b)
111 4. Theorem 12-12

i. Show that
(a) ,a line is perpendicular to /If and only if it is contained in a

plane which is perpendicular to 1, and
(b) a plane ks perpendicular to TT if and Only if it contains a line

which .isiperpendicular to it.
2. Prove:.

'Theorem 12-13 If / 1 r

I
(h) each plane which contains / ip perpendicular

to 7r.

(a) 1 is perpendicular to each line contained in 7t
and

3. Prove the following corollary of Theorem 12-13:

II Corollary (1 C 7F anc cr 1 1) (a. fl Tr) 1 1

0

TC 84 (2

Answers for Part A
1. Suppose that cr R. Since a rr, by Theorem 10-2, a rTh is aline. Hence, Theorem 12-10(a). s

Z. Suppose that / and in are coplanar perpendicular lines. Then /-
and rn are coplanar nonparallel lines and, by Theorem 9-7, 1 and
rn intersect.. Hence, Theorem 12-10(b).

3. We will prove that parallel lines are perpendicular to the same
lines. Suppose that the line / is perpendicular to each of the lines

rn.,, rrir, . Then, for .1 and any of these lines, say
mk, [nik]4, by Definition 12-3(a). Now suppose that each ofthe' lines / r! , " , is parallel to I. Then, for any ofthese lines, say [1j I = [I], and so ['i] C [mk]-L Thus
Hence, the first part of Theorem 12-11. The'Second part of the
theorem is proved in a similar way, using Definition 12-3(b) and
the fact that parallel planes havy the same bidirections.

4. Her.e is a tree-diagram of a proof of Theorem 12-12(a):
** **
.1. / rn

[7] [m] C

[ni] C [r]

nIH

r ,rn H

[71= [1414; [m] C [7]

[zu
,

m

rn J I rn w MO, in I 7 = rn
mJ.Im H

7 1 [rn J. I m H
* *

Here (ks a tree-diagram of a proof of Theorem 12-12(b):
** **

2177 o- 7 1 7

[irri C Ecr)

[1] c: [a]

II 1

o-1 w cr1,1 1 c.o-111

Cr 11 I

[I] [7 If] [01

[we' ca[ol

cr

cr .z=", c'rl

J. I [ey 1 7 47==7*. cr I 1 I

Suppose that m 14T and 7 1 1. It follows that = [all and
(IJ = till-, It follows that if 1 i that is, if loll ç [7] '-.4"then

C [iji and, so, [rn] ç [i]z- that is, 211 1 I. Hence, if a 1 7
then m .1 & On the other hand, it follows that if rn A that is,'
if [m] then [m] C [7] and, so, [ali ç [7] that is, a 17.Hence, if m 11 then a ,

So, assuming that, rn-1 a and .7 11, it follows that a ii. m 6=0.rn I
Hence, Exercise 5. *fa is easy, if You have enough horizontal space,
to put this argument in tree-forrn.

00



Answe rs 'for Part B
1. (a)

TC 8;1 (3)

-
To evtahlish ttieronly if ^part of t hig theorem, suppose that
is perpendicullr to /. Then Im 1111 and, for P E m,
E3[II-L is a plane. cintaining in and pvrpcndicular it.) I. Hence,
if ;1 line is perpenpcular to a line f then there is a plane

r pt ndicular to t shihcontai.ns the
Here is a true-diagrarn of the proof Of the iffpart:

r-n 7r and n 1. q m ir and r /

ill

[71 [71 [Ill
ins)

* ,

(m , rr and 77 I I) in

(rn 7 and ir rn I.
:{p4.. .Let

.

(h) Suppost that a is perpendicular to 7.
' /

P E oi Since {rril is a p'roper direction,'"'Ptift .-i.TS,a- tii),:e.'*.liierh..
is c ntained in (7, and P[7r)-L is pe"rpend4r..tb ':,,,...- T1iuirr,'4.1,4,..
pl ne is perpendicular to 7r,4'hen it contains a krie'which'sis -/ .

*I. / ,,', ' 4.1 i
.

op.rptndicular to v.
Suppese, now, that' id sontains a line- --;=- whiehis.

perpendicular to 7. IP] {a}, and( [1]
eeplacement, [7r1-1* (- tab Which means that. o .1.'71.".11.34thus, if !I
plane corftains a line which is perpendicular to r `i-Fen that
plane is perpendicular to T.

The results in the preceding two.paragrapipiply,,the
biconditionat in (b).

4

,a) Suppose' that I I r. Then [II [7:-11. Given that' in
[mic,1 j/J. since [7r11:, it follows that [111 [7rJ. So,
jrn), jell-, which means that rn I I. Thus, .1 Hence,
Theorem 12.-13(a).

(b) Suppose that 1 I R. Then pi 17Te-. GiV'en that 1'
[I] [al. Su, jrI1'
Theorem 12-13(b),

la J, which means that a 1 7. .Hence,

3, Suppose that I c: 7r and a I I. Then [11 C [r] and kr.J
Since [a] = MI, it follows that tali = III C [n]. So, since

1,/ [al, [crl 0 in] which means:that "a, p.71s'a lip?. Since
o-, rm 7 is a line in a. grid t9 Z4aV4Is per
pendicular Co a (-- rr, so, (O- .otirciliaryt

4. -77 -*

' ;,r
. ,

.s

,
Arrswers for Part B [cont.]

TC 85 (1)

4. (a) Suppose that m and n artnte'rsectin,y. lines and. that I is
rkperpendicular to both m anZ n. 'by. Exerc,i'Se l(g). I.is erontained in a plane say, 77. --which it pi. rpc:*icularto rn,. and I is contained in a plane say, a which isperpendicular to n. Since in' n, r .14.a fio,that 7r eThBy Theorem l2-6, I is perpendicular tOtheplane containingrn and

S. (a)

...fSupisose that al and o;, are intersecting planes and that v isiperpendicular to each of them. Then, there i 6 a line in 7Say: 1 which is perpendicular to tri, and re is a line -
... , iin r say, 1., which is perpendieula'r to a7,1' Since at 0 a. ;,'1 i$f I so tha't is, and I., are intersecting lines in, 7T., Byi -
Theorem 12-13(a), Pi and 1.., are perpendicularto the-line ointe.rSeetion of a:and a So, by Theorem 12-14(a), 7r isperpendicular to the line of intersection of ;d1. end a2.

1

A line is, parallel to 7r if and only if it is contained i'n a &ariawhich is parallel to X. . $

(h) A plane is paralleTto I if and only if i't ,contains.aline which*
1

t° . I0

is panallel to I. .
. .

(a) No. Fur if a I I and a li r then, .j/j .,

FTI,at [I]
ail and [a] = [7r] so VI

No. For if ni anci rn frn, and; fn
.? .

4.4 .SuppOse'thik"e"frig [11 # [71. Now,- sitnce. "131.1I 71, 4,*0::popv itt'ollows that [Ir .aproptif.,Nrectitik:', .,,L,et.Hfn be-any line which contain'P is per-odis pa'rairet to rt.: hen, ,and
11,) 45,41,4, .-firt] 1,01' [rn]..is'aliroper' '{mi.= ftp- ,-,477]. So, any lin wilich corttains-P isperpendicular to I, and is parallel to has direction -[111-. (- 11r1Thus, thre. is-at most one such line. Since there is.at least

orri,it sut.;}1,line, namely the line thrOugh P in thq, direction
141, the theorem is proved,

(h)' Suppose that 1 Tr. 'Then, fa.] so that [I] 4, fill. Let abe any plane which is ,perpendicillar to 7 and pralle'l to I.Then& [7:rjL C [a] and PI (al. Now, both [I] and47;1-L are .1.,proper directions. Let it e j43' and ft; £ 1104-,1111-,
111 4` iCY is linearly indepOlndent,. Soita [a, b ].. 'Thus, any plane which is, perKndlicii.lait.O

pkrall.el to 1 his bidirection [ t 3, so thatrall.,ducli.:pan-es ;parAller. `Since notwoparallel plane4k'cont,a0`4 given pointthere is at most ,orie plane'..through:,,P, Which itiperpentikulark.to v. arid'paral]ei to 1.. srne kpIarie *through Pwhose bidireetion 71Z, SI, ,whe..2.0. #ild -4- 'are. ae ciescribeil
Aabove, the tWorem i6 proved. ., ,

. .ar Suppose that 1 c , 7r,and P c r. Then, / 11 n ,60 that 1 I sr. So,
.

by-Theorem 12-15(4 tHere is one and only one-line through pwhich is perptndicular -to 1 and panallel to R. Srnoe any line'through P which ik'para3lel,to J41,Contained; iirl 'sr, Pi corollary
.is proved,
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12.02 Perpendicularity of Lines and of,Planes-
, . r

,

4.. Prove:
1

Theorem 12-14 ,

(a) A line which is perpOdicular to eac11"of two
. intersecting lines .is,perpqndlcular to' the plane

containing' them. .t. -

../
(b) A plane which Is- perpendicular to each of two"

. aintersecting planes is .perpendicular to their
line of intersection.

-
[Hint:For 'part (a), nse Exercise -1(a) 'and Theorem 12-6,1

5,, Use your knowledge of parallelism &lines and planes to complete
the followineanalogues ( (a)and Lb.) in Exercise 1,
(a) A liae is, pardllel. to TT if and only if it . . . .

(b) A plahe is parallel to 1 if and'only if it . . . .

6. Suppose that 11 7r.
(a) Is there a plane o- such.,that a- 1 I and 7r?

(b) Is there a line rn Such that ml 7T and m Il 1? .
7. Prove:

Theorem 12-.15 / 7r then
(a) ther and only one line througli P

is perpendicular to i 'and parallel to ar, and
(i).,there is one and only one plane through P

-t which is perpepdicular to 7T and parallel to 1.

8. Pro'Ve the folloviing corollaries of Theorem 12-15:
(a) if 1 C 7r-ancl P 7T then there is one and only one line in 77-

whicli contaiiitP and is perpendicular to I.
(b) If P I then there is one and only one line which contains P,

intersects7, 'and is perpendicular to 1.
Coplanar lines which are perpendicular to a given line of the
same plane are parallel.

.(d) If 1 * then there is one and only ne plane which contains
.1 and is perpendicular to 7r. -

9. Suppose that a and v., fire two tersecting planes and that
.1 _i. a c 7T anti 7T I a,. Show that (7r n-o-2) 1 (4'1 n a).

10. Suppose that I iS Oblique to 7r -that is, 1 is neither parallel nor
perpendiculac to 7T . Suppose that ,/ fl 7r = {P} and that n is the
line through P which is perpendicular to 1 and contained in 7r.
[How do you know that there iasuch a line?] Finally, suppose that
o is a plane which contains I. Show that a- 1 7r if and only if
(rr n v) 1 i. [Hint: If I 7r then the line through P and perpen-

vdicular,to a is a, subset of 7t. Show that this line is
11. Suppose that a, and cr, are perpendicular'to IT. Show that a, .1. a-2
. , if farid only if (a, 11 r) I (cr2 n

TC 85 (2)

Answers fo-r Part B lcontd

8. (b) Suppose that P j 1. Let 7r be the plane which contain; P. and 1.
Since I C liy Theorem 1 - 1 5(a ), there ds one and
Only ant- line --say, rn', through P which Is perpendicular
to I and parallel to Ir. Thus, m C and. m 1, so that m
intersects. I. Hence,. the corollar-y.
SuRpose that I. 1: and _rn -are lines of a plane say, 7
anti that 11 m and '1_, rn. Then and f2',X 7 so that,
by Theorem 12-15(h), there-is one and only one plaNne say,
0-1 through P1 E I which is perpendicular to n' and parallel
to 11, and one and only one plane say, a;_, through P2 E 12
which-is perpendicular to 7 and parallel to L,, Since al and

-are verpendicular to m, al 11 ap. Also, r-N 7 arid
12 = a2 cm 7. So, L /2. .

(d) Suppyse that 1 7T and that P El. By Theorern l2-415(b), there
is one and only .one plane say, a through P which is per*:-
pendieular to 7 and parallel to 1, Since P E r-N a and I II a,
a contains 1. Hence, the co;ollary.

9. Since ai and a2 are two.interseeting planes, al cm a:, is a line.
Also, I. a., so that 7 rm a:, 5 a line. Since £1. o- and 1 ,C 7r, we
have that 7 I So, by Theorem 12-14(b), 7r is perpendicular to
a, cm This means that al, rm a 2. is perpendicular to 7-so that,
by Theorem 12-13(a),a1 fm a, is perpendicular to each line con-
tained in 77: Since 7r 1-N a is such a line, weohave that

10. Suppose 'that a .1 7. By Theorem 12-15(a), there is one and only
one line through P which is perpendicular to 1 and parallel to47.'
Since P E 77 , this line is contained in 7. Now, n is one such line
and the theorem tells us that there is no other. So, n tr. By
Theorem 1.2-13(a), (a cm 7) I n. Suppose, next, that (a rm
Sincc: n C Tr and n s perpendicular to each of two intersecting
lines!, 7 (") a and 1, of a it follows that n is perpendicular tot U.
So, by Exercise 1(b), a 1 r.

11. Suppose that al i 7 and cr I 7. "Assume thtit ai 1 ap, By Theorem
11-14(b), we have that al, /Th 7), So,, u I'M r is perpendicular
to each line in cr,,, Since a., vm 7 is a line in a2, (a1 rm 7) r).
Thus, if a, 1 a., then (a1 /- 7)1 rm 7). Next, assume that
(a-1 cm 7).1.1o, r=. 7). 'Then /-\ 7) V (a-p.(Th 7) and, sincit 171 em 7
anZ a., n 7 are coplanar' lines, they intersect in a point say., P.
By Tr;eorem 12-l5(b)', al is theonly plane through P which is,
perpendicular to 7 and parallel to ai ./-1 7; and, a, is the only
plane through P which isperpendicular to 7 and paralkel to cr cm .

Since (ai cm 7) V (a, r\ 7), -al V ap so that al em ap is a line. Also, .."'k

7 I ( a 1 (Th a p . So, ler1 -7) 1 (a1 tr.4) and (al rm ir).1: (a, r` 7)
which means that a line of namely cf1 m r, is perpendicular to
each of two intersecting lines of,a,,, 'namely al (m a, and cr rm 7
So, al I cr.. Thus, if (ai /Th (o-; n the!i-i al lap, Hence,
the bieondltional is established.a'
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1. (a)

(t)

( )

2. (a) Suppose that I n in. &lin 1 be pe'rpendicular to m? Explain.'
(b) Can the set of pointslconsisting of the union Of two parallel

line); be.associated with the vector spacw.in 1(b) in the same
way that we associate e and 7? Explain.,

'lay to Sample Quiz
1. (a) [1] = 3 XE

= y XL [There are other equally
/ YE./

adequate answers..]
(b) [It is easy to check that [1] under function cmp'osition satisfies

:all of.the postulates for a vector space over the real numbers,

(c) its dimensibn is 1,

Z. (a) No. Here is a "brute force" demori,siration: Let E [i nd
iii E [mT such ttiat I # # rci. Then, sinCe I I m, I
for some nonzero a. So_t given that l. = 0, (in rirs)a 0

and, since a # 0, rn = 0. But, r-'n * so that i.x 0.
Hence, 1 m when.1 ji rn).

(b) No. Choose ohe point from each of the two lines: The transla-1
tion from one to the other of those points is not in the direction
of the lines. So, "the counterkrt of Postulate 1 is not satisfied
for the given set of pints.

IC 85 (3)

Sample Quiz,
Given a line f, describe [i].
Clive the details in explaining that [4 under functio.P
sition, is a vector space over the real nigibers.
What is the dimension of the vector space described in (b)?

4

cornpo-
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PERPENDICULARITY

Part C
I. (a) -We know that .

1JrkrJr*1llirJ. [Whyi]

If a J. 77 and / 11 77 does it follow that / 1 er?
(b) Suppose that 77 and a are two intersecilbLatigpes. We know

. that

Lla-01.1(77 n a [Explain.)

If 1 I (7r, ( a) does it follow that / I a?
(e). Does it follow that 1 1 c

(i) if a I ir and 1 1 (rr 1-1 a)?

(ii) if i 77 and 1 1 .(7r n cry?
2. Suppose that ir and fr are two intersectiv planes, that 111 n-f and

that ± (r n a). .

(a) Explain why it follows that (1) c [771 n fir n
(b) What assuMption tells you,that jr n all is a proper bidi-

* . rectiop?
(C) Call [711 and [7r n ].' be the same set? Explain your answerz
(d),-What kind of set is fir] n [ir n di? Explain your answer.
(e) Does it follows that Eli = [7r] n tin n aP.? Why?

3., SuPpose that c in, I If 7r, and 1 J. n a).
(a) Should it follow that 1 i a?
(b) In view of Exercise 2 and.Theorem 11 -4, what might we do to

show that I a?
(c) Why do we know that loll G bil? That [all G [7r n a]i?
(d) Why do we know that foll = [7) n [IT n
(p) Sho hat / a.

4. Prove:

ii Thaore 12 -16 (aJ. IT and / (7r n a))
gini-,[1117r - *1 a]

. [You may, of course, use results proved in the preceding exercises.]

Part D .

- If / and m are two intersecting lines then, in any e'en direction,
there is a line which a tersects both 1 and in. If t-he given direction is
not contained in th idirection of the plane containing/ and m then
there is at most on such line. [Explain.] Suppose, now, that 1 and in
are skew lines.
I. Imagine various lines which intersect both 1 and, m, apd make a

'conjecture as to the possible directions of such lines. .
2. Are there any directions in which there 'certainly are no lines

which intersect both 1 and in? Explain.
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Answers for Part g'
I (a) No. For an easy counterexample, islet I

(b) No. For a counterexample, choose P E and let I be.the
line through P which is perpendicular to r rTh o- and parallel
to a. /

(c) (i) No,'
(ii) Yes.

2. (a) Since 1 w and is-1- al, [1] C [7] and [I] C So ,

lpy definition, [I] C [7] /Th 17 rm

(b) Given that w and u are two intersecting planes, we know that
w n a- is a line so that [w f"-N o-J is a proper direction.

(c) No, /for [w] is the bidirection of planes parallel tS w and
[7( n all is the bidirection.of planes perpendicular to ;-s (Th
which is a line parallel to w, 'so that [w cm all is the bidirection
of a class of planes perpendicular to r.

(d) A proper direction, for 7 is 3-dimensional.
(e) Yes. We know titat [I] C [r] cm [w cr] and that [w]ntin

is a proper direction. If 1 is a non4 member of [TV+ [wnar
Whichls not in 41], then there are [at least] two independent
members of [7] n [7 n al-L. But, a proper direction cannot
contain two independent Inembers. Sol each non-1 member of
[w] cm [w n all belongs to [1]. Since 10 belongs to both sets in
question, they are equal.

TC .86

3.. (a) ,Yes: ,

(b) We might try to show that MI = [7] n [w n
I. .i.

(c) [ail C jr], for o- 3.. 7; Since jw n cr] C [al, ja] c [2. n

(d) As we argued in Exercise 2, since [cr] i and [73 cm [r r-N all
i are proper direcpbna and [cr}L- C [7] n [i n crl-L, it follows

that [a]l- = [r],n [7 n a]l. .

.

(e) By the results in Exercises 2(e) and 3(d), we see that
[i] = [a]-1-. So; PI a. ox

4. Suppose that a 1., w and I 1 (7 n a). Assume, first, that 1 H r.
Then, by Exercise- 3, we know that 1 J. a. Assume, next, tIlat
I I a, Then, [1] .; MI and, since a -1. w, [all C 171. So, by
replacement, [1] tal. By definition, then" I fl 2.. Thus, 1 H r
if and only if 1 1. a.. Hence, Theorem 12-16. el

,

Answers for Part D
,

No two of these lines have the same direction. 1If you could
manage to find two sUch lines with the same direction, then lint s 1
and rn re coplanar. Since / and m are given to be skew lines,
the stated conjecture is a correct one.]
Yes. Suppose that n is a line whose direction is contained in the
Indirection which contains [1] anti [ni]. Suppose, also', t/Iat
n n I = {P) and n n 111 {Q} The' plane through P in the
specified bidirection will contain I anen and, so, ,will cbntain
(-.) and, helte, tn. )But I and m are noncoplanar. Hence n does
not interseet both 1 and tn.

196
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12.03 Orthogonal 'Projections . 87

3. Is there any direction in which there are two lines which intersect
both 1 and rn? [Hint: If both 1 and m %,,ere intersected by each of
two parallvi lines, what conelusioft could you draw concerning
14and nal

4. Imagine all lines through a given jioint Q at rn whiCh intersect 1..
What can `'You say about the directions ,of these lines? [Hint: How
manx plaiies contain both Q and' 1?] - ,

5. Repeat Exercise 4 with another poist say, R of in.
6. Is there any jane containing I which contains no line intersecting

both 1 and in? How many such planes. are there?
,

7. Prove: $
/---

Theorem 12-17 Ifl, rn, and n, are not, all parallel
to the same plane then there is one and only one 1

line which is parallel tti`4 'and intersects both / .
and m. .

& PP:We

Corollau if I I{ rn .theh there is one and only one
line,cyhich is prpendicular to both land in and
intersects both 1 and rn. -1

12.03 Orthogonal Projections

We have proved that, gvei a point P and 1,line 1, there is one and
only one plane-the plane P[1,11- -which contains P and is perpendicu-
lar to C. We have also proved that:this plane intersects 1 in a single
point. [What theoi4ms 'justify the preceding Itatements?) Previously
we have called the point of intersection of PlIii and 1 the orthoggnal
projection of P on 1.

We have also proved that, given a point P and a plane 7r, there is one

and only one Jine the line P[ir)l- which contains, P and is perpen-
dicular to 7r. We have also proved that this line intersects 7T in a single
poipt..[Again, what theorems?) We shall call the point of intersection
of Pl7r11 and IT the orthogonal projection of P on 7r.

1

De(fai)hipt iroo jh 1A-F4
h point of int;riection of 1 and Pth'

(b) proj, (P) --= the point of intersection of ir and Pri7:11

In Section 11.02 we studiedifor a given proper direction [I] and
translation b, a mapping projin (b) of?' onto itself. Under this mapping,

9

Answers for part 1-)' [cont.]

3.

4.

5.

TC,87

No, for then' I andln would be coplanar lines.
The directions of the given lines are in thekidirection of the plane
of Q and I. ..

The directions
of .R and I.

of the given lines are in the bidirection of the plane ,

6. Yes, the plan'e whose bictirection contairm the directions of I 'arid
rn. There is exactly one such plane.

7. Suppose that /, rn, and n are lines which are not all parallel to thre

same plane. Then, n6 two of the lines are parallel, for thenjthe
plane through one of them which is parallel to- the' third line woUld
be para1101 to all three lines, Let al...be the plane which contains i
and is parallel to n and let co., be the plane which contains m and
is parallel to n; a intersecis rn in a point , say; R and
intersects / in a point say, S. cri V a, so that era (Th a2 is
line white) is parallel to n. Since both R'and S are points of
a- tem a Tg em a v. So, IVA is a line whieh is parallel to
angl intersects both I and ni, If there, were a second such line
then / and rilOwould be coplanar lines With n parallel to the plane
which contains them so that alX three would be parallel to,thu same
plane: Since thi9lis oot erhe c,ase, there,is only one such line, and
the theorem is proved.

S. Suppose that / V ni and that n is perpendicular to the pla9e con-
taining I and parallel' to in, By,Theorem 1Z-1:7 there is one and
only one line parallel to n and intersecting both I and rn.

a

Ai*wers to questions:
Theorem
Thsiorem

1 Z-5 and Theorem 1Z-1;
1 2-8, DefinitiOn 12-1(b), and TiteorernAZ-l.
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tin. image of any point P is the projection af.P b on Pfil- the line
m.in Fig. 12,-3. Similarly, for a given proper bidirection Lr) and trans-

.

.t.P 4- 6. /1

P + proj(0 / \ P + r1/40.61 (b,
Pfaproj,, (P +roj, (F:+

Fig. 12,3

lationi; proji)-(W) is the mapping of e into itself for which the image
of any point P on the projection of P + b on Pfr-j- the plane a in
Fig. 12,3.

Using Definition 12-4(a) it follows that

P + proj111 (b) 7 Q

(Q - [/.1 and (/) + ../;) Q [WY

This [with '(P + - Q' replaced by ' b - (Q - 13)1 'WM adopted in
Section 11-10 as the definition of 'projiii (i;)' . A similar use of Defini-
tion 12 -4(b) suggest4:

Definitidn 12-5 P + projkri (1)) = Q
4:=4,

(Q P e [7] and ff - (Q - 13) c [7d1)

To justify accepting this definition we need to show that, given
r, and P, there is one and only one point X such that ".

X - E [7r] and 7; - (X - P.) E [7]-`
a

[7dt

Now, [7]-L. is a proper direction-say, [1] -anclZ = [1] they [il]
= SO, what we have to show i§ that there is one and only one poirit

.X such that

X - P E [/]4 and -b* - (X P)E [1].

4' V

Since we have previously shown [see (*) on page qi a 4111 is
ihe only translation x such that

- [al. and --; [l]

12.03 Orthogonal Projections 89

it follows that -.pro,j111 is the only translation y such that

and 3*E [1].

In other words, projkdi (7;) is the only translation y such that

(*) y E [77.1 and b ye [72-]1 .

Itvfollows that Q P [r] (Q P)e Ir]-1 if and only ifQ = P
+ (b. - proj1 7,1, (I))): This result justifies adopting Definition 12-15 and,
at the same, time, proves:

Theorem 1-18 proj1,7.1 (V) = (b)

From this, together.with the fact that 1)4- projin.ji (6) is the only solu-
tion of (*), we have:

1

Corolary 1
(a) prOj1,r1) -0
(b) proj1,10 = c (C and b - c [r] )

Using Theorem 11-10 we obtain, another:

1

Corollary 2 (a., is'orthogonal
prosji,;, = proj1;1 (r + proj14.0

.Definition 12-5 and the first corollary to Theorem 12- 18 are analo-
gous t6 Definition 11-2 and the corollary to Theorlm 11- 6. Naturally
enougji, thePe is an analogue to Theorem 11-7:

Theor
a)

(b)
(c)

This folio
Part.(a

19
ProJ1.1 E [7] alfd_proj1.1(7;) .

proj171.1 (7i) 0 b.c [7d1
proji210 +. proj4 (b) prpj1.1 CFI

proji,1(bb) 7 proj1,1 (b)b

s easily from Theorem .12-18 ana Theorem- 11-7. [For
se Corollary 1(b) of Theorem 12- 18.] In addition, we have:

Theorem 12 20 / J. 7T. """tb b = proj111 (-6) + prOj17,1(1,)
, v

This rem tells us that.if a lifie is pe6endicular to a plale then
each vector is the sum of its orthogonal projections on the directicms of
the line !Ind the plane. Fig. 12-4' pictures this. .
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Fig. 12-4

In Section 11.02 established a cdnnection between proji arid proj111

which Can be stilted as part (a) of:

TC 90

Sample Quiv
T rue or False?

1. Given that both 1 and rn are perpendicular to a, it follows that
/ rn. 0 .

Z. Giveksthat bot. 2 and m are parallel to a, it f011c;was that 1 H m.
3. If both 7 and o- are parallel to I,
4. If both 1- and u are Perpvndicular to 1, -7r 1

5. Given that r 44 a and / .1. i,, it follows that

Theorem 12-21
(a) proji (P + proj, + projin (i;)
(b) proL +14) = proj4 (P) + proj (b)

The arguffient given in Section 411.02to show that

pro.j111 (th = pro)/ ,(P + - prOji (P)

can, now, serve as a proof of part (a). Another proof of part (a) can be
zacried out along thi lines of that suggeqed for part (b) in the exer-
cises Which f011ow.

.ReCall that for any set of points and mapping f of into itself, f(X)
is the set whose members are the images under f of the members of X.
Using Theorem 12 -21(b) and a couple of parts of Theorem 12 -19 it is
easS, ti.) prove: -

Theorem 12 722 .

(a) proj, (1) is a line if'and only if I 4 ;tr.'
(b) If 1 and zate parallel lines which are not per-

pendicular to ir then 1.3roj (I) II proL (m).

In the same order of ideas, we have:

9

Theorem 12-23 If 1 .t 7r then proj (1) is gle
section with rr of the plane which contains I and
is perpendicular to zr.

6. Given,that kf a and I it follo'ws that 2 ,L n cr).
7. Given that both I and m are i)erpendicular to a, it follows that

H rn.
8. Given that both I and rn a e. parallel to a, it follows that./
9. If I is perpendicula1 to v where

to both r and a.
10. If 1 is perpendicular to 7 r- where x. "IA a, then either Ii. Or'

r14- a, I if) perpendicular

,"

-Lc.

I Key to Sample Quiz

4

\
I.. False. Z.. False. 3. FalSe. 4. False. S. True.

False. 7. Tru.e. 8 False. 9. False 10, False.

/



Exercises

-

A-art B

1"
1. Pi:ove Theorem-W-19.

Orthogcm..3111hojertions

2. To prove Theorem 12.21(b) it issufficient to show tilat

Proji.).( =.projw (P + -1)) prol; (P).
.-

AcCording to Corollary 1(1;) ofgheorem 12-1,8, this can be estab-
lished by i,i'oving: ,

- (i) .proj, (P.+ -6) proj,, (P)
. (ii).S 7 (Mit. (P projw (13)) c

',Use Ddmition 12-4(11) to prove (i) and
3. What is projw (1) in case 11 772
4. (a) Use Theorem 12 -21(b) to prove Tfieorem 127-22(a. .

(b) Prove Theorem 12- 4(b). tif

5.11T projw (1) 11 projw. (17,1), does it follow that Itl[ rn?._
6..(a) Ill J. m,does it follow thikt Praj(/)..1. prdjw (m)?

' (b) If projw (1) -± prOL (m),, does it follow that 11 nr?
7. (a) Show that if 1 ± m and irk and in ,t 7 then

(

projw (1) 1. p`rojw (in).
Make a conjecture:

projw (1) 1 pr'ojw (m,Sthen / I M if and only if..

Prove TheOrem 12-23.

1. Suppose that 1 and m are par-
allel lines which .are not per-

icUlar to -that- 1 n
{P} and in n 77. = {Q}, and

that a e [I] and-64,e [ni], as shown
in the picture at the right. 3

(*) What is projw. (P +-41) P? pnajw (Q + Q?
(b) Is either of the tranilations given in part (a) T-)1? Explain your

answer.
,(c) Are the translations given in part (a) linearly dependent or

findepandent? Explain.

.

2. Show that if fal = [A and cc] '5e [idthen

proj(w) (a) pro.i11. () =

2 0'3

.1

TC 91(1)

c

We recommen d that Part A be used as supervsesd
p

class exercises.
Thii will ensure that stude4ta learn .to apply the prope.rtiee introduced
in this section. Parts B and C are appropriate for homework or in-

. dependent study but tlis should be followed by class discussion of the
exercises.
Answers for Part A
I;; Proof of TheOrem 12-19!

() By -Cori)llary 1 .to Theorem we know that' if

projk.1(5).= 'projEn) (5') then (proj[r] (F.)-,E7,] and
5 7 proj17} (5) E [vr). Since proj[7] (5). = pr9j[7] (5), a follOws
..by"modus poneni and a 'rule forconjunction'sentences that

projri.(r)) follows-trOm Clorollary" I that
projirj (5) = 5 if 'and ()lily if (5 E [r) and 5 - 5 E, [711). Since

b = d E [7.11,, it TollOws that prolfri = 5 if and only if
e[771.`

(h) ',By Corollary 1(b), proj[r] (5).= 15 if and only
(d e J,3 and 5 - E [715. Since t f [t].and t' - ?S'
that pr.oj[rj (5) d if and only if 5 e

(c) By Theorems 12718 and 11=7, we have that
proj[r] +:-c);-= ( + 5) (proj[rj.i. + -c+)

=,(5 + -,(proj[rp. (4)) + pr0j[1.]-L (5))

= - projir].i. 15)) +. .proj[r]J... (c))

= proj1.31(b) + proj[r] (5).

(CI) ay Theorems 12-1 and li-7, we have thar.
proj1111(5b) = proj(7-v. (5b)

=.5b - proj[2.11 (5)b
= (5 - projirli. (5))b /

pal By Definition 12-4(b), bothojp[r;o1j11, b()b.P+ 11) and proj7 (13) are

'Points of 7;. So, %y Definition 9-4, projr.(P + 5) - pt?ojr ( )e [l].
.(ii) Note that 5 7 (projr. (P + 5) -'projr (P)) = (projr (P) + 5)

' - projw. (P +.5). Now, by Definition 1Z,74(b); pr.
on the lhie (P li- 5)[7111 nirthermore, projr (P
+ (projr (P) - P) and projr (P) - F&E bill. Soup
is on,the .1 (P + 5)[rj"r. Thus, (proj;.(P) +
- plit7 Jr r) .6 [w] t,. HenCe, by what we noted first,

5 41:1"07 (P +. t.) pro.17 (P))

at

sh--

(P + b) is
b = (P +

(P) +11

\'3. In case 1 .1 r, projr (iy = the point of *intersection of I and 7.
[This follows from Definition 12-4(brand Theorem 1Z-1Nb).]

I.

:204
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Answers 6or Part A [cont.1
4. (a) Suppose that ';:k El and d E [21. It follows 'that 2 Ara'1.

,So, P E Projr (2) if and only if there is some siiikber Nity,

- such that P projr-(A + 7a7b). Now, projar (A +

projr (A) + proj['r1 (a)b, 131 Therms I 2-21(b) and 12-19(d
'Hence, projr (1) .proj7 (6..)1 :ind is. a 1,ine if .anc1

only if projtr./ (;) d. So, by Theorem 21-19(b), projr (1)
is afline if and' only if ra. j[77]1 - that is, if and only if' 2 7r.

(b) By the,,argument just given, if I and in are parallel lin.eS.not
perpendiculOrr t6.7r then projr (2) ahd pro4r (m) are lines
%nose direction is that of proj,' , (a.) where a is,any non-Z1
vector in the commomdirection of 2 and in.

5.* No. For a counterexample take 1 and not perpendicular to '77
but in planes whicAre perpendicular td'Ir.

6. (a) No. For counterexample take 2 and rn perPendii:ular but
neither parallel to 77.

(b) No:-.Sanv counterexamples as in?art (a).
7. (a) [We prove, more generally, that if I lin and neither is per-

pendicular to 7r then proj[7] proj[71(m) if and only if
(2 11 7r or m H 7r) . Suppose [2] = ] and [in] = [131. Suppose

that I./ m - that is, that a b = 0. By Theorem 12-18,

proj[7] (a) =. a PrcLirr-1.1. (;) nd Projm (g) b proj17jj. (g).

So, proj171 projjri (g) = Proj[7]±.('(:)Pro,v_ (g)
- pro j]-1. (g) + b projmi (;)). Since a .13 = ,0 it folllows

[7 1that pro.j[rj (;).proj[ri (g) = 0 - that is, that
projr (1) projr (in) - if Znd only if proj[7]_1_ Pro.i[7].L

a Gprqj[7]i, (b) b.proj[711 lie This last is the case if and
only if projtril, (g) g) projtr IA (5) that

is, if and only if proj1r1.1.,(4).proj[1.) (!) + projirji (g) = 0.
This is the case if and,only if -a'. proj[ril (g).= 0, 7 ihat is, if

and only E [ ] or g Ffence, prOj[r] (7a).proj171(gl
O°- that is, projir (2) 1 projr in) - if and only if

, H 7r 'or in 11,7).

(b) If proj7 (1) proj_ (m).then 1.1 if and only If at least one
71. ,

oil and in 'is parallel to Ir. [The i;roof is like that in (a).

it 91(3)

Answers for Part A [cdnt.]

8. Suppose that I i7r. Then, proj; (1) is a- line. Let P and Q be
two Points of 1, Then pr,o37 (P) and proj7 (Q) are two points of
projr. (I). which are by Definition 2-4(b), tl4e poirits of intersection
of 7 and'Pt7r11- and EZ;11, respectively. The lines P[77]1. and
Qf7rj1 are' parallel and, so, are contained in a plane - say, a.
Sinc P,' Q, proj7 (P), and proj7 (Q), are,points of.a, both 1 and
proj7 (I) are contaiheci in af }Thrthermore., the line P[7] is
contained in a and is .periaendicular to. r. .So, 01 77. Thus,
proj7 (1) isthe intrsection of r iind a, and o- is the platne which

. .

contains 1 and is perpendiculai to. 7r.
Answerd for P-;.rt B
1. (a) proj[1.1 ; proj[7] (11).

(b) No, for neither 1 nor in is perpendicular to 7r.
(c) Linearly dependent, for both belong to the common direction.

of proj (1) and proj7 (in). [See answer for F-xercise 4(b),

z
!._

Part A.I-

5,ince ['-''' ] = [i; ] c/ [711-, we
a = ba, for s'ome a.* 0: So,

nor proj[7] (5) is -(5 so that
p1'oj[7] 6:j: proj[71 (g) =

see that neither"I nor g is 6. and that

Hence, if, ra").=

4 = a b. Also, ne,ither proj[7]

p.,r0j[71 (13a): proj.[7] (g)

proj[;] (g)a:proj171(g)

=

projk] (g):proj[7] (g))a
a.=

g then proj171(a):proj171(g) 01.
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t
a. Prove:

Theorem .12-24
,(4) If AB and CV are nondegenerate.parallel inteivals

whfch are not perpendicular to IT then
' proj (CD) : proj (AB) = C1);-, AB.
(b) if AB is a nondegenerate interval: .yiihich iS not per-

pendicular to 7r, -and a II 7r then
projc, (AB) : proj, (AB) = 1,

4.1a) Given .that 4BItDE and
thai AC is the projection of
AB en ir fuld DF is the-pros,

voection, of DE on 71"( make._
use of the inforniation in
the picture at the iiight to
compute the value of (p'.

(b) Given that AB II EF and
that CD iS the projection of
AB on ir and GR is the pro-
jection of EF on IT, use the
information given in the
picture at the right to com-
pute' the value of 'q'.

5. (a) In Exercise 4(a), compute a value et 'p' given that AB : DE
.= and AB : AC = V. Also, what isfF BC under these con
ditions?
In Exercise 4(b), compute the
= and CD AB =
Is it possible to compute BD :
in Exvise 4(b)? How about
EXercise 5(b)? Explain your am;
Ts it possible tcreompute BC :
in Exercise 4(a)? How about
Exercise 5(a)? Explain your ans

Answers for Part B [cont.]
4 -

3. '(a) Given that AB and CD are nondegenerate parallel intervals,
which are not perpendicular to w, so are projl (A-E) and

TC 92

es'

'..,-

e proj (Cb). So, pf6j (CD): proj (AT3) = lprojr , (D C):
w .7r . 7r so pri

f:tro:j[Trl (B A)1 = 100 - C):(B'- A)1 = Cr) : An. ..

(b) Given that AB is a nondieg9ntrateinterval which is not perpen-
.

dicular to 7r and ,u .11 r then 'eckB ,I T . furthermore, .

projo 1 Alln projir (AB) = 1proj[5rj (13 -.''A) : proj[7] (B - :A)]
. _

(B : A): i;roj[7] (B . A)1 ...---
, = 1. .5.

4. ; (a) By The:orern '1-1-24(a), 0/3 So, p 12/5;
.#

(b) By Theorern, 12-24(a), q/4 z 5/Z: So, q = 10.

(a) p/9' = 10/14 so that p = 45/7; EF:BC z 5/7,
(b) q/4 = 9/ Slo that q = 36/5.
(c) No. No. e?.ch case, it iwpos4ible to satisfy the condit' ns

in the problem for any choices whatever for []B - D11 a

cji.

value of 'q' given that HG : CD

EG w,ith the information given
with the information given in
wers:
RP- sirit. h the information gi.ten
with the_ information given in
wers. P,

Part C
Oiven points 0, A, and B, with

13'94 0, let4A - 0 and B - 0
Sffpose that Pt0B. So, P 0

= 0 + bb for some real number 6. a

1. Express A - P ai a linear cOmbination ofii and
4 2. For whit value of 'b' does A - P belong to 141?
3., Compute RA - wBen 'b' has the value obtained in Exercise 2.

t

(d) Yes. Yes. In each case, vie are
cbrresponding sides are parallel.

Answers for Part C
1. A - P = t -b [or: -a* - rib]

Z. A PE [1;11 if 6nd only if (A - P) = 0, that is, if anti only if
(a' 5b) 5 0. The latter is the case if and only if b.= (1U,)/(5'. 8),

dealing with triangZes whose

- ,1-i)/(Ta' 4)) CI - i;(1, t)/(-1;
-S;+ (ifis))2/(11.#1:7) - Z(;11,4)2/( 5)

(-11;)2/(5a 1;)

I C

2 8
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4. Comppte Ol? for the same valu4.of 'b'. r

5. Compare 4 _ P112 + IIP op and IRA .- Pi + - 0)11'2.

64 What theorems in this section have as a consequence:

Mg,

[4;71-L =, 10112 + 1161!2?

93

7. Returning to the eScpression you found in Exercise 1, find the value

. of 'b' for whichtlA -*Pil is as ltnall, a number as possible whepP is
restricted to b1. NotZ tilat

itrid use the restilts obtained in Exercises 2 aid 6.] '

8, lie&illing that we shall eventually define. the distal:ice. between
two points to be the norm of their dieerence- I÷)-= All

-Exercise 6 for 61 may suggest a theorem abotit triangles of a spe-
cial kind; and Exercises 3 and 7 may'suggest results concerning
the shortest distance between a point and a line. Can you figure'
out some of these theorezns? 4

12.04 Orthogonality

As we saw earlier, «E Al if and only if ---as -T) ---- 0. Now, when
a E [1A-L it is customaryto say that«is orthogonal tor. In these terms,
then, a is orthogonal-to b if and only if. a , b = 0. As a matter of fact,

ilincei; a a -6; it follows that if 'a is ortho_Konal -6*then br-

thogonal to a. So, it is also customary, when a b = 0, to say that a. 1.

and Ware orthogonal..
Suppose, now,' that a and -lib are orthogonal and that A [-.91 and

q c LA. It is not difficult to show butt p and q are orthogonal:7(6o. so.1
Underthese conditions, it is customary to say that tLis orthodonal to 3

TC 93

Answers for Part C [cent.]

4. H P 11 2 (1`)*(-- 1-2:)/( .51) ; (5( .0505 4)
-g)

II A.- P112 1111P- 0112 (a% t)2/(1; ID) (-; -17)2/(g 1;0)

= a a IBA P) + (P - ,0) = H A '14Q,11 .11-112 =

5.

6.1

Hence, for the value of. 'b' obtained in Exercise 2,
HA P112 + HP' 0112 INA -,P)+ (P 0)112
Theorerps 12-18 and 1.2,20.

7. 11A - P112 = (lb). ii)b2 - 2(; ii)13 + -a4. -a'. So, the least.;ralue
11A Plf is the le,ast*Value`of (g.5)b2 - + Notinethat

(4)b2 2,(-;.Z)b+-1 = (-1i;ii)(b2 213(-a'11)/(t.4))

. = (Gi+20(b - ,

vje see that HA I411 is as small as it can be' = (11:1;)/("gii
[As a matter of fact, wr can see that the least value for '11A - P11'

552 /(5
8. Exercises 5 and 6 sugg st the Pythagbrean theorem; Exercises

and 7 suggest that the sh teat distance from a point to a. line is
along the perprndicular fr m e point to the line.

Sample Quiz
Suppose that /I H 12, R projm (P),

and that S projin (Q). as shown.in the
picture at the right.-

oi

or that 0 and t are orthogonal.
These noiions suggest the following definitions for orthogonality, 4.

of vectors and of directions of vectors.

D'efinon 12-6
(a) IT; 194.
(b) ft-11- f(--;e and .37E [A) T:°r1.1 A

(Read as you Woulii i-a* is orthogonal to 1'; read frq as
you would `the.ilirection of a, is orthogonal to the direction of b'.]

209
4

Give ea.ch of the following in terms of A, P. R, i3: Q. S.
,(a) proj[m](P - A) = (b) projErn] (S. - Q) = .

c ) . projlnij k.13. - S.) = (d ) proj1rni,(B - ca) =
Given that = s - B.', what can you say about P - A and 0 - B?-1.
Given that- Wet A = (Q.- B)2, what can you say about pro[m] (P- A)
and projimj f0 - B)?
Given that P -"A = (Q:- B)3, what tan you sak about
(P A)eprojjrnj (P A) and (Q B).projrmlt0 - B)?

. . E

Key to Sample Quiz
1. (a) R - A (b) S.,- S [or:

.
(c) BI- S (d) B - S .

2. They are equal.
3. The foszner is.twici the latter. . .., proj[Inj (13 7 A)

= proj[ml (Q - B Z.]

et-

4. The former is 9 times the latter,

210
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An immediate consequence of Definition 12-6 is:

II Thebrem 12-25 [(2) ± [tr) 4-0 i; I h
(

[Prove this theorem.] Nosy, that we are able to talk in formal terms
about ortlapgonal directions, We can make use of what we have so far
to obtaini a useful criterion .for perpendicularity of lines in terms of
gieir directions. We do this as follows':

Given lines I and rn, there are proper translations- say, a and
--f)4.-'such that El] = "-and f [b]. Now, 1 I m if and only.'if
[1] C , m11, S.9, 1 I. m if and only if tti÷]S Al. Since C jiAL if ,
arid only if a -1)*-\0,..it follows that fa] Al, if and onlST if [721

. N. Thus, 1 1 rfi iT and.only if.[Ia] I [6]. Since [/] = [a]. and [nil
V)), we have:

E Theoreni 12-26 / rn 4--.0 [1] I [m]

In order to show that two prdper directions., say,' [74 and r6)- are
orth2fonal, all we need do is to show that the dot product of some
non-0 member of [a] by some non-Tosmember ;Of [b] is 0. So, to determine
'whether two lines -7 say, / and m- aye perpewlicular, all we need do
is to compute the dot product tf any non-0 member of Ell by any
nonY member of [in]. The lines are perpeidicular if and only if tills
dot product is 0.

As an example, suppose that
/22) islinearly independent, that u,
and u, arerunit vectors such that ,

141,' .112 = 4, and. that A, 8, C, And
D 'are points such that C - A

ic 5 + and D B = ui2
--;
u24, as shown in the' picture at
e ridit.; To deterthine whether

RD, we compute:

... Fig. 12-5
-

(C - A) (D -,B) = (5 + u2) (h2 u24)

---.(74 u1)10 + (a, Lid -4 +r.(;1 ud -18 .

= 10 + + -18
= 0

21 1
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Given tha ra" and t are orthogonal 'ar4 that I; E ] and 6 j,

it follows that = -4 and = T;c1 fof some p and q so that.
pqe= 0.(pq)=, 0, Thus, is: and .4 are orthogonal...

Proof of Theorem f. Only-if part: Suppose that -a"11. [B'1.

Then; since -a' E i) and E [ it follows, by Defidition 12.'-6(b) that

-1; -a! = (-113).,N) =

If part: Suypose that -S. _LI% We have.just proved that if -1; E ['a']

and E [II] then i; - Stli, by Definition 12-6(b), ra+1 [ 1.

Note that in 'Theorem 12-2,5 both'`fs are readsas 'is orthogonal
to'.. In Theorem 12-26, however, the left hand '1' is read as 'is
perpendicular to' and the right hand as 'is orthogonal to'.

Note that just as in TC 79(2), Definition 12-6* can be ger4ralized
to apply to any two subsp.aces 1C1 and 31.2 of T:

V;rVir.. [(4 X2. and

Alternatively,

c x2i

2 1



Exercises

ParLA

'Part B

213

12.154 Orthogonality uo

Suppose that (u u2, ul) is a linearly independent-
vectors, anil that U, = 170, 142 U3 = t and u,
of the following you are given vectors B A and D
determine whether AB CD.
1. B - A = u4 + -.:42 -3

D - C = 12,5

3. B - A = u,2

IN

,

A

TC 95 (1)

Parts A7C are adequate for one class and one homework assign- -

ment. In this case we recommend selecting exemplary exercises from
each part for your c.lass Work, with the remaining exercises assigned

sequence of unit as hoinework.
t4, = i4n each

- C. You are to

2.. B A = u,
D = 143

4..13 A u,3 4-`u25

C u, -4 4 u32

Suppose that (u u2, ua) is a bLis for .`7, that u,, u2, and are unit- - -

vectors, and that u, u2 u2

coordinates of'points A, B, C, and D
tern determined by the given basis:

A(1, 3, 4). B(3, -4, -1)
answer these questions.

- -0
= 0, and :43
with respect

C(-4, 2)

u
1

= -4. Given the
to a cdordinh.te sys-

4
D(3, 2, 4)

1. Express the-vectors B - A, C -.A, D - A,. and D C as linear
combinations of the given basis vectors.. '

2. What are the orthogonal comppntri.4s of B A, C - A, D - A,
D - C with respect to u,? [Hint: comp ,-,-(B A) =

- .
(B A) ull(u, (B - A) u1, since u, it, - 1.1

3. Compute the following.
(a') (B A), (C - A)
(b) (D - A) -.C)
(c) (B - A) (D - C)

4. Are any pairs & vectors whose dot prbducts you computed in Ex-
ercise 3 orthogonal? Explain.

5. (a) What is the orthogonal component of B - A with respect to
C A? [Hint: comp; (b) = (b a)I(a a)]

(b) Make use of the results in part (a) to compute the coordinates
of th. point P such that P c Ad a6 BP

.6. (a) Give the coordinates of ,a point, Oay E, such that E # of3 and
B - E is orthogonal to C - A. [Hint: See Exercise 5(b) or,
better, Exerciseip(c).]

(b) Describe, in "geome,tric" terms, the set of all points E which
satisfy the conditions in part (a). '

(c) Describe, in algebraic terms, the set of all points E which
S'atisfy the conditions in part (a). [Hint: Given that E has
coordinates'(e e2, e3), obtain an equation in 'elt, `e,' , and 'es' ,

from '(C - A) (B - E) = 0'.1
(d) Give the coordinates of the point of intersection ofAV with the

- plane which contains B and is perpendicular to AC.

,

Answers for Part A
(B - A) (D C) (4 + =3). -1135 (ui 20 + 67, -113). -15

-1'2 = 0. So, AB
(B A). (D C) (+ .112)(ti2 - u.3) +

-7/io + 1 3/5, -4/5 So.,

3. (B A). (D C) (412 r -,13).(ti1.2 = (ill

3 1 0. So, AB e,v_z*,t t
4. (13 A)(D C) + u25).(u2 + -11.32) = -ti2) -12

+ (Up tip). -20 + (ill U.3)6 4- )10 = 42/5 + -ZO + 18/5 + 8 = O.
So, AB CD.

Answers for Part B
1. B A = u12 + up -7 + -5. C A = -5 + u3

D - A 2 +, -1; D C 7 + up -1 + u s,
Z. cornpui (B A) -= (B A). = (u1 u1)2 + (u2 -7 + (u,3 u ) -5

1.

comp- (C.- A) (C 1- A). ill ...li). -5 + -2 = 4.

compiti (D; A) (D 7 A) = ..111)2 + (tip, 11).-1
compa (D - C) = (D C).i1. .111)7 + (i.112 ill). -1 + (iI3 -111)2

= 11/2.

3. (a) (13 A)(C - A)
(b) (D 7 Ae) (D C)

(c) (13 A) (1Y C)

.= 1

4. No, )for., none of the computed dot productS are zero.
5. (a) coinp(c io (13 A) = [(B - A.). (C - A)[/[(C - A). (C A)}.

Since (B A ) (C . A) 7 and (C A). (C

comp(c A) (B - A) = 7 19.

(b) From our work in Part C. on page 111, we se& that
P = A + (C - A)p, Where p = [(13 A) (C ,7 A)]/[(C `A).(C A)J..

From part (a), we have that p = 7/19. So, P. has coordlinates
(-16/19, 3.,,62/19). [The computatiJons are (1 - 5 7/19, 3 + 0 7 19,
4.-.2.7/19).j

up - f + -5 + u3 .-2)= 7
u2.-1) (u 7 + u 7.1 + 1.1..2) = 17/2

u2 -7 '+ u3 -5). (u17 + up -1 + tz32)

21 4



Answers foi Part B [cont.]

TC 95 (2)

1.

6, (a) Let (e
],

e 2, e 3 ) be the coordinirate ., where E B and
,. B - E is orthogonal to C.,- A. Then - E = i,12(3 el)

+tit2(-4 - e2),+ ii3(-1 - en) so that ..

(B E).(C -A) = (ii1)[5(ct "3)] + (ri1ii.2)[5(4+ e2)]
+ (I-11413)[5(1+ cs)]+ (41113)[Z(ei -3)]
+ (132113)[Z(4+ e3)]

= 5(e1-3T+3-(4+e8)-3(-1 +,e3)-(e1 3)

P 4 = 4(e1- 1)+I(4+e211.- 4(1-+e3
5 1 54e1 + -z-e2 Te3

Thus, (B - E) (C A) = 0 if and only if 8e1 + 5e e3 = 5,
Hence, any point E wgose coordinates (el, e.,)- are such
that 8e1.0+ 5e2 - e3 5 satisfies the condition that
'(B E) I (C - A).

(b) The points E such that (B E) I (C - A) are the points which
are contained in the plane through B and perpendicular to AC.

(c) See part (a).
(d) A point whose coordinates are (p1, p2, p3) is on AC if and only

if p1 = 1 5t) p2 = 3, and ID., = 4 - 2t, for som t. Thbre-
fore, the coordinates of the point in question are such that, for
some t, 8(1 - 5t) + 5.3 (4 - Zt) 7 5. So, t 7/19. There-
fore, the coordinates of the point in question are (-16/19,3,
62/19). [This answer should agree with that in 5(b)i-- for we-
are talking about the sarpe point!]

tr,

-

.41
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Part C
Suppose that (u,, u3) is an orthonormarbasis for .9- and that

A,. B, C,and D have coordinates with respect to 1! coordinate system
determined by this basis as follows:

4
.12.05 Chapter: Summary

A(12, 1, -2) B(1, C(5, 0, 1) D(6, -3, 8).

Answer''these questions.
v1. Give the components of th ectors B - A, C - B, D - C, and

A - D With'respect to the given basis.
2. Compute the following.

(a) A) .(C B) (b) (C -,'B) (D C)

(c)-,(C B) (A -1)) (d) (D C) (B A)

3. Using the results in Exercise 2, tell Which of the lines Ai, BC,
tg, and ;u3 arq perpendicular.

4. (a) What is the Orthogonal component of B - A with respect to
C - B?

tb) Compute the coorainates.9f the point P such that P e A473 and,

pP AB.
(c) Write an equation which describes the set of all points X such

_that L Ael
(c1,) What are the coordinates of the point of intersection of the

set described in part (c) and

TC 96

Answers f.or,Part C
1, B A: (-11,0, 1) C B: (4, -1,2)

- C: (1, -3,7) A - '(6, 4, -10)

2. (a) -42 [-11.4 + 0.-1 + 12] (b) 21 [4 -1 -3- + 2.7]

(c) 0 [4.6 + -1.4 + 2.-10] (d) -4 El -11 + -3.0 + 7.1)
BC 1 AD [Exercise 2(c)]

4. (a)` comp(C. B) A) = (B - A)(C B)/(C B)(C B)

-42/21 =' -2
(b) The point P is such that P --- A + (B)Al[comp(B_ A) (C

. -

Since comp(3 _ A) (C A) = (C A) (B A)/(B A) (B - A)

= 80/122 = 40/61,1>P = A + (B A).--. So, the coordinates of
292'P are (Ti-, 1, 82 [As a check, note that the components of

13 143
C P are (TT, -1, and the components of B - A are

(711,0,0., So, (C P)(B A) = ,11 + _1 0 + lity_1= 0.,

c) L

Vocabulary Summary

perpendicularity
.ofplane to line
of line to line
of plane to plane

obliqu.c,

Definitions

2 1 6

A

orthogonal projection
of a point on a line
of a point on a plane
of # vector on a directiOn

orthogonal mectors

12- a) ir..,t4 = ( .1.,7r4 ir 1

12-2. V-;,11 ;IX' -; 01

124. -(a) m 1.14-0 Ern] ç [1J/ (b) u [7]-1 C [0]

124., (a) -Proil (P) = thb point of intersectinh of 1 and'fIni
(b) proi (P) = the point Of intersection of 7T and Pin-P..

12-5. + (b) P [v] and, (Q [IT])

42-6. (a)cilb4-s.a'b=0
(b) Cal 14*-10 VIV--1;[(-;( anclie[rin - 1, 3/1

be any yoint *those coordinates are (pi, p2,p3) and

. such t at CP1 AB. Then, C P has cOmponents

(? (45 1)1

(C

(d)

V

-p2, 1 - ps) se; that
) (B A) =,(5 p1) -11 + -p2 .0 + (1 - ) 1

"11p1 - los - 54
P).(B - A) =.-0 if and onlY.if 1113,1 p9\44.- Hence,

t e set of all points X such that CX 1 ArB are those Aich
have coordinates (x1, x2,3:3) which satisfy the equation

'11xl- xs = 54'.
821 [As a check-,BY Part (b), the coordinates are (zg., 1

note that parametric equations for AB are:
x 12 - 11r, x = 1, x 0= -2 + r

42 3

Using these and the equation from part (c), we see'
value of the parameter 'r' which yields the coord,inates of the _

poiht in question is such that 11(12 - 11r) - (-2 + r) = 54.
29Z 82

So, r = 40/61, Hence, the has coordinates (-ET, 1,

that the

2.17
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12=16. (cr 1 7r an4 1 1 (ir
12-17. If 1, in, and n are not all parallel te the same plane then there c

is one and only one line which is parallel to n andintersects
both and gm

Coroltary. If I m then there is one and only one line which is per-
- pendicular to both land in end intersects both) and m.

c12-oroiSilaryprojii4. (7(6523)7P5,0j;,:gilf**5-11 (b)

(b) greji) =*-c4.4-70 (7e [7rI and [7111)

eoropary 2. (466) is orthogonal -
projii.a (r.) = projc4(r*) + projA

Otis& Morena

-- I is a transvers:l of ir
12-2. (a TT and n3. JJ la m - 7r _I- 1)

,Corollary. Parallel planes are perpendicular to the same lines and
parallel lines are perpendicular to the same planes.

12-8. (a .1..rn and ir l) [cr 117r4-+ m fl
Corollary. Planes perpendicular to parallel lines are parallel and

lines perpendiculafto p4a1lel planes are parallel.
12-4. (rn 1 g and 1 7r) -- (/ II a 4-0 m Tr]
12-5, Pf1l-1 is the plane which contains P and is perpendicular to 1.
Corollary. There is one and only one plane which contains a given

tkint and is perpendicular to a given line.
12-6, Planes which are perpendicular to two intersecting lines in-

tersect in lines which are perpendicular to the plane of the two

12-7. 1' 1,7r 40- tfl [7rik

12-8. NIIT is the line which contains P and is perpendiculs to 7r.
Corollary. There is one and only one line wtiich contains a ;given

point and is perpeudicular to ,a given plane.
12-9. (a) m m / (b) ir a a 7r

12-10. (a) a I o- n 7T is a line
(b) Coplanar perpendicular lines interset.

12-11. Parallel lines are perpendicular to the samelines and parallel
planes are perpendicular to the same planes.

12-12. (a) ir 1 1 Ern 1 1 4-06 m 77]
(3) 1 7 --,[cy. 7r - Iln-

12-13. If 1 1 7r then (a) 1 is perpendicular to each line contained in
7T , and (b) each plane which contains 1 is perpendicular to 7r.

. Corollary. (/ C r and a- 1 1) --0 n 7r) 1, I
12-14. (a) A. line which is perpendicular to each of two inteisecting

lines is perpendicular to the plane containing them.
04 A plane which is perpendicularto each of two intersect4ng

planes is perpendicular to their line of intersection.
12-15. If 1 1. Tr then (a) there is one and only one hie through P

which is perpendicular to 1 and parallel to 77 , and (b) there is
one and only one plane through P which is perpendicular tor
and paraliel to 1.

Coronary 1. It/ C ir and P /r then there is one and only one line
in Ir which contains P and is perpendicular to 1.

Corollary 2. If P AA/ then there is one and only one line which con-
tains P, intersects I, and is perpendicular to 1.

Corollary 3. Coplanar lines which are perpenditular to a given line
are parallel.

Corollary 4. If 1 .1. then there is one and only one plane wbich
, contains 1 and is ar to a r.

4:

(a) proji.1 A eirl' andiarejt,1 (I;) = b Tie lir]

(b) pro& (g) '64-* b c[rP,
(e) projb,i (-6" + proj., (1)) + proiff)

4 (d) Prei = proj,(b)b
12-20. 1 1 r (b) + proj[Ti A

12-21. (a) proji (13 + proil (P) Pro&
(h) pmj, (P + .6) proj (P) proji.j(W)

12:22. (a) proj. (I) is a line if and only if / J. 7n
(b) If 1 and m are parallel lines which are not perpendicular

to 77 then proj. (I) It proji (in). V%

12-23. If 1 1. 7T then proj. (1) is the interseRion with In of the plane
which contains? and is perpendicular to Ir.

12-24. (a) If AB and CD are nondegenerate parallel intervals Which
are Gliet perpendicUlar to we.then proj. (CD) : proj (AB)

: AB.
(b) If AB is a nandegenerate interval which is not perpendicu-

lar .to qr and cr r then proj.. (ABy : proj. (AB) = 1.
11.4 4.-11711-25.

-26. 1 i m 41°°' fl] 1 [nt]

ChaRteiTest
Complete each of the following with either ',direction';`bidirection',
gine', or 'plane'.
(a) Given that I is a line, [ill is a,
(b) Given that 7: a plane, [7711 is a
(c) Giyen that:a and osire 'nonparallel planes, it fl a- is a
(d) Given thatrii.fLa proper translation, alt is a
(e) Given that fit b) is linearly indepindent, VIA is a-

2. True or false?
*. (a) Lines which are perpendicular to parallel lines are parallel.

(b) Lines which are perpendicular to parallel planes are parallel,

219
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(e) Given that 1 is oblique to n-, it follows that Ell C
(d) Lines which are parallel' to the same plane are parallel lines.
(e) Planes which are parallel to the same line are parallel planes. .

(f) Planes which are perpendicular to the same line are parallel
planes.

(g) Planes which are perpendicular to the sarnt plane aret, parallel_
planes.

(h) Given that 7T 1 a, if 1 1 7T and in 1 cr then 1 1 m.
(i) ,Given a line 1 and a plane 7T therekis a plane winch is parallel

to l and perpendicular to 7T
(I) Given a point P and a plane 77. there is a plane which contains

P and is perpendicular to Yr.
3. In each of the following, assume that PQ 11 Rfttid that AB and CD

are the projections on 77 of PQ and RS, respectively. Make use of
the information given in the pictures to answer the -questions.
(a) (3)

Q

11 5

(c)

t

What is the value of 'a'? What iathe value of 'pH/

D

R

What is the value orb'? What is the value of 'q'?
Of.'c'?

4. Given a coordinate system with respect to the orthonormal
11), suppose that A, B, C. and D have coordinates as follows: -

A: (1, -3, 5) B: (2, -4, 6)
C: (4, Q, -3) D: (0, 3, 4)

(a) Give the components of B. - A, - C, and C - A.
(b) Determine whether or not VB J. CD.

Key to Chapter TeSt
1:

2.

(a) pseer bidirectibn
(b) proper-direction'
(c) line
(d) proper direction
(e) proper direction
(a) False.

,(c) False.
(e) False.

TC 98.100

(g) False.
(/) _True.

3. (a) 33./5 [a/3 11/5]

(c)' 2; 3 [13/4 = 1/2 = c16]

True.
False,
True.'
True.
True.
16/3 [p/16 3/9]

(d) 72/7 [q/12 = 6/7]
B - A: (1, -1, I); C: (-4, 3, 7); C (3,3, -8)
AB 1 CD, since -(13 z A)(D - C) = 1. -4 + -1.3 + l =.0.

coulP(B-A)(C A) (,C A). (B A)/(B - A). (B
(31 + 3 -I + -8.1)/(11 + + l 1)
-8/3

(d) 3e1 + 3e2 - 8e3 = 36 [or: (el - 4)3 +(e2 -0)3 +(es + 3) -8 = 0]

TC.100 (I)

*
The background topic deals with quadratic functions, The most

important poknt deaft with is the use of "completing the square" to
obtain a "standard'forid:' facir the defining expression of such a function.o
[See (3) on page 103.] You will recognize this as a step' toward obtain-
ing the usual formula for solving a quadratic equation. It is, however,
a step towaYcl many other iesults see, for example the theorem
following ,(3) and, so, is of much greater importance than is the
quadratic formula.

S.
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(c) Compute eompu, - A).
(d) Let (e e2, 3) be the coordinates of a nointE such that CE' - C)

J.
v

(C - A ). Write an equation in 'e,', and (e: which de-
scribes all such points

-; Background Topic

V

1%14 A

In Chapter 1 you reviewed the notion of function, paying special
atiention to linear mappings of R. These are the mappings of into
.9f which can be described by equations of the form:

y ax b fo 0 0]

Such mappings are also called linear functions. Precisely:

, f is a linear function [on M.]

3ar,o3b f = y): y ca + b}

'Answers for Part A
1. (a), (b)

From,your earlier work in algebra you are also'acquainted with quad-
ratic functions- those mappings 'of 92 into itself which can bb de-
scribed bY equations of the form: .

Precisely:

y .= bx + c [o 0 0]

[is a quadratic function [on fl
4-4

30 3. 0 30 ,Pc f = (x, y): y = ax2 + bx + ci

In the following exercises you Will review, and extend, your knowl-
,

edge of these functions.
Just as the simplest linear function is the identity mapping on .92

which is described by the equatitki 'y the simplest quadratic
function is the squaring mapping wh' is described by the equation
'y =.1

1. (a) Draw coordinate axes on a sheet of cross-section paper and
draw graphs of the equations 'y x' and 'y = x2'. [Plot the ori-
gin; (0, 0), about one-third of the way up from the foot of your
paper and use a scale of about 1 inch. Pay particular attention
rto the shaPe of the graph of 'y xv near the origin.1'

(b) Using the same coordinate axes as in part (a), draw graphs of
=,41421.
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2. Ten which of the following equations describe linear functions and
which describe quadratic functions.
(a) x y 1

(c) x2 + = 1. (d) x + 2y. = 3
(e) x2 - y2 = 0 (f) X2 y2 = 1
(g) + 2xy + 0 (h) y -4-`x2 = 4tx - 1)
(i) 2(x + 1) = x(x + 1) (j) 2 - y =_2(x - 1)2
(k) 2(y + 1) = x(x + 1) (1) y \re
(m) y = (x-.3)(x + 2) - (.x+ 1)(x - 4) (n) y V(x 1)2

S. (a) Although six of the sets referred to in Exercise 2 are neither
linear nor quadratic functions, two of these six are, neverthe-
less, functions. Which six, and which two?

(b) Sketh graphs of these two functiona, using the same coor-
dinate axes for both graphs.

(c) After having sketched one of the graphs asked for in part (h),
how could you have predicted what the other would be? [Hint:
Could you have made some use of a tran4ation of .2 and of
function. composition2l

4. (a) Draw graphs of the aets de;cribed in (e) and (1). [Hint Factor-
ing will help. Recall that ab 0 4-0 (a = 0 or b

*(b) Draw graphs of the sets described in (c) and (f).

I. (a) On cross-section.paper, draw a graph of the function f such that,
for each x, 1(x)

(b), Use your graph to estimate f(i), ft- and f(2).
(e) Suppose that, for each x, g(x) = 2(x 1). liCie your graph of f to

estimate el), g(- i), and g(3).
(d) Use( your graph of f to construct a graph of g.
(e) Suppose, that, for each x, h(x) = 2(x + D. Use your graph off to

construct a graph of h.
(f) Suppose that you are given a number p. Tell how to use your

graph off to construct agraph of,a function k, where, for each x,
k(x) = 2(x - p).

2. Repeat Exercise 1 for the functions f, g, h, and k such that, for each
x, f(x) x', il(x) = (x 1)2, h(x) (x + F, and k(x) = (x p)2.

3. Suppose that you are given a function f and a Amber p. Suppose,
also, that you have drawn a graph of f.
(a) Tell how you could use this graph to construct a graph of g,

where g(x) = fix p).
*(b) Instead of drawing a new graph for g, you could make a simple

change in your drawing. which would turn wliat was a graph of
f into a graph of g. Explain.

4. (a) On'cross-section Paper draw a graph of f, where f(x) = x.
fte.

TC 101 ( )

Answers for Part A [cont.]
Z. (a), (d), (g), (m) are equations which describe linear functions;

(b), (h), (j), (k) are equations which describe quadratic fUnctions.
3. (a) The six equations Which describe neither linear nor quadratic

functions are (c), (e), (1), and (n). The,twd, of these
six,' which describe fUnctions are (1) and (n).

(b)

(), Consider the translation say, t of R. such that, for any a,
t .rnaps a on a - 1. Thus, t is a linear function on R. which
rn'aps 0' on 1 and ha's slope 1, That is, .t = {(x, y): y = x
Let f {(x, y): y = s,r)). Then, for any a, [f o q(a) f(t(a))

f(a 1 ) = Ni(a - 1)2. So, f o t {(x, y): y .1(x - 1)2L
Thus, giten that we ha,ve drawn the grapli of (3t, y ): y 4:7c21,

all that you need to dp tO obtain the graph of {(x, y): y = Ni(x-
is to "shift" each point of the graph one unit eo the right.-1,

4. (a) The set of points described
((x, y = x

and by (1) is
{(x, x = 2

[In the case of (e), another.
y -7 x

Here 1i a graph:for (e).

by (e) is
or y =

or x =
set descriiition ia:
or y x)

Here is a graph for (i).



Answers for Part A [cont.]
4. (h) Here is a graph for,(c

10.

,Answers for -Part B
1. (a)

( )

TC 101 (2) TC 101 (3)

Here is a graph for (1).

(b) Estimates are:
5 1

f(T) 1. 3-3

f(-1-) & L3

f(2) 4

-a

As in the case of Exercise- 3(c) of Part A, "sliding" each
point of the graph of f one unit to the right will yield the graph
of g. It is easy to show that the translation which maps a on
a + 1 maps each point of f on a point of g. To do so, let
(a,b) 1. Then b = 2a. Nowr, g( a + 1) = Z((a + 1) - 1) = Za = b,

8 5.10 1 3
so that (a + 1, b) E g(-3-) = f(s) = -3;

'and g(3) 1(2) .1 4.
-(d) One obtains the graph of g frcan the graph of f by the 'sliding"

,..,..each point of f one.unit to the right, as, described in 1(c), above.
a

The graph of h can be obtained from-that a I hy "sliding"
each point of f 3/2 units to the left.

(f) The graph of k is obtained from that of f by "sliding" each
point (a, b) of f to the point (a + p, b),

Z. (*) The grapht-of ffx) has been given in Exercise 1(a)' of
,Part A.

(b) f(-) Z . 8 ; f(--) 1(2) = 4.
3 '

et 1 3
(e) g(1), = Z.5; f(-7) L4 2.2; g(3) = 4,

(d), (e), (1) The responie.s to these exercises are those given in
Exercises 1(d), 1(e), and 1(1), respectively.

Answers for.Part B [cont.]
3. (a) By "sliding' he graph of f p Units in the sense of p. [By

''sliding" ea h point (a, f(a)) of f to (a + p, f(a)).
,,(b) In the exercis s-above, the graphs of g, h, and k were

obtained from the graph of f by "sliding" the graph of f to
the /eft or to the right p units in the sense of p. A simple
way to change the graph of f to the graph of the others would
be to erase the second cooyclinate axis and to redraw it p
units to the left.or night of its original position in the opposite
sense of -p. Thus, for the graph of g, redraw the second
coordinate axis one unit to the left of its original location.
[Such an act has the effect of increasing the first coordi-
nate of each point by one.]

'4. (

4

226
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1.1

(b) Use your graph,of f to construct a graph of g, where g(x) =
+ 3. [Hint: You could note that ex) = i(x + 6) and proceed as
in Exercise 1. Find a different way.] .

(p) Use your graph of f to construct a graph of h, where
h(x) 1.

(d) Suppose that you are given a number q. Tell how to use your
graph of f to construct a graph of a function k, where
k(x) f(x)-+ q.

5. Repeat Exercise 4. fOr the functions f, g, h, and k such that, for
each x,

f(x) = x2, g(x) = x2 + 3, h(x) = x2 - 1, and k(x) q.

6. Draw another graph of the squaring function [that is, .the function
f of Exercise 5], and use it to construct a giaph of
(a) ,g1, where g1(x) = (x -- 1)2 + 2
(h) Ai, where Vr.gi(x) = (x + 2)2 - 1
(c) 'ow where Y; nr3(x) = -x2

g4, Where g,(x) --(x - 2)2 + 1

Part
1. Your work in Part B has illustrated the faci that, for any p and q,

a graph of the function f such that

. (*) f(x) = (x - p)2 + q, for all

has a lowest point, and that this lowest point is the graph of the
ordered pair (p,q). Talking about the function f--- rather than itbout
its graph-this means Plat f(p) q and, for eacl x, f(x) q.
(a) This result copeerning a function f with a definition like (*) can
' be proved very easily by using two properties of the squaring

operation. What properties?
(b) Tell how the discussion preceding part (a) should be changedif

(*) is replaced by:

con f(x) = -(x - + q, for all x

2. The property we have noted of functions with definitions like (*.) or
(**) can be stated as follows:

A function f which has a definition like Pi') or (") has an ex-
treme cali4e' at the argument p. This extreme value is q. It is
a minimum value of f in the case of (*) and is a maximum
value of f in the case of (**).

(a) Using the preceding statement as'a pattern, complete the fill-,
lowing:

For any a 0, and anyy and q, the function f such that

f(x)^= a(ff - p)2 + q

has an extreme value at . . .

(b) Justify your answer for part4a).

TC 102 (1)

Answers for Part B [cont.)

4. ,(b) A different way 'of obtaining the graph of g from the Iraph 61 f
[from that of Exercise 1] is to note that g(a) f(a) + 3. Thus,
the translation which maps b on b + 3 may ba composed with f
so that a point (a, b) of f maps onto the point (a, b + 3).. The
effect of this coMposition is to "slide" the points of f upward
3 onits. Thus to constxtict the graph of g from that of f this
way, one aeed-only construct a line parallel to the graph of f
containing the point (0,3).

(c) Since h(x) 7 f(X) - 1, by the procedure for construction sug-
gested in 4(b), construct a line parallel to the graph of f and
containing the point (0, -1).

(
Conktruct a line parallel to the graph of f and containing the
point (0, q),

5. (a), (b), (c), (d) Given the gra-Ph of f(x) xZ, as drawn far
Exercise 1(a) in Part A, the graphs of each of g, h, and k,
can be obtained, (constructed) by "sliding" the graph of f up
or down th e second coordinate axis as many distance units and
in the sense of q. [The students may wish to say ime,by
cutting but a template for the graph of f and.tiacl4 the graphs .of g, h, and k with the template. Perhaps they sh uld be
encouraged, ixistead, to plot a sufficient.number 81 images of
points on the graph of f to better understand what the transla-
tion at hand ."does" to tbe graph bf f. I Some student may
suggest that he can "construct" the graph of k from tfie graph
graph of f by erasing the first coordinate axis and redrawing
it so many distance units, above dr below the originui position
according to the yalue of If such a suggestion is made, the
class should be given an opportunity to examine what change is
rriade.in the second coordinate of each point. Slin-ilarly, if the
second coordinate aiçs is "moved", in such a manner, the
students should be ble to describe the change that urs in
the first coorainat of each point.

With this as the grapk
of 'y X2!_i thy related
graphs of (a), (b), (c),
and (d) are given belSw,

Y x2

, 2, 9

IP



Answers for Part B tcont.j

6. (a), gr4h of 'y - 1 2

,

(c) graph of 'y = -7x2'

,

4...Answers for Part C
(a) The properties oi squaring which are referred4o are:

a? > 0 .anCi a2 2 0 if and only if a -= 0 -

4 '
(b) Given (,**), fur each x,

2. (a) Complete the statement as follows: the argument p, and this
extreme valUe is ,q. This extreme value q is a minimum if.
a > 0 and is a maximum if a < 0,

Ab) For a > 0 and b * p, a(b p)? > 9. since f(p) q we see
that, for any b, f(b) a(b p)2 + q > 0 q So,,, in
case a > 00 q is a minimum 011ue of f. .

For a < 0 and 'b p, a(b -.p)2 < 0 so that, for any b,

f(b) 41(b .p)2 + q 0 q f(p). Thus, in case a < 0,
g is it maximum value of f,

2' (b) graph of 'y (x + 2)2 -

(d) graph of 2)2 + 1'
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Ex-planation-called for in text; Yon May obtain a graph of f from a
graph of 'y "7a-iX.' by tRanslatibg the latter parallel to'the x-axis' P
units in the sense of. p and then translating parallel to th4 y-axit q

units in .the sense of .gf,

.'ExpIanstion called for in the text; rft.w
.we have that q = cac ,-4joym

= .4-b/(2a) and ap2 q = c,

3 c b2/00= (4aC - b2) (4a).

,

12.05 Chapter Summary 193

Mlle preceding exercisesiYou have noted an importit property of
a qugdratie function f such that, for each x,

(1) f(x) = a(x - p)2 + q [a 0 0].

You have also seen how to obtain a graph of fby, first, drawing a,graph
of 'y = ax2'. [Explain.] In tact, a descriptionAkke (1) tells us several
things about the function it describes, which are not immediately ob-
vious from a description like:

(2) f(x) = ax2 + bx + c [a 0 GI]

So, it is natural to ask whether, *hen we are given a description like
(2), we can find an eqUivalent' one like (1). To answer'this question,
note that (1) is equivalent tO.:

(3) f(s) = ax2 2apx + (ap2 + q)

Comparing (2) and (3) we see that (1) will be equivalent to (2) ifp and q
are chosen so that

72ap = b and ap2 q = c.

Since a 96 0 we can satisfy the first of these two requirements by
choosing

b

The second will be satisfied by taking q to be e - aki. With the choice
already determined for p this means thislt

4ae - 1)2
q = 4a [Explain.]

So, for any a 9,6. 0 and any ,b and c, () is equivalent to:

(4) f(x) = a + 2ab +. b2

As 'an immediate consequence of this and Exercise 2 of Part C we
have:

The cluadratrie runctioli [defined by:
f(x) ax2 + bx + c, for all x

has an extreme value at the argument -b/(2a). This.
value is (4ae - b2)/(4a). It is aminimutn.if a > 0
b.nd is a maximum if a < O.
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Part D
Each of the following expressions could be used to define a qtLadratic

function. In each casecompute the extreme value of the function anti,
tell whether it is a maximum or a minimum. ill int: In apy case, you
can transform the given expression into an equivalent one of the
form 'ax2 + bx + c'- if it is not already in this form and then com-
pute the corresponding value of iplac - b2)/(4a)'. But, it Will pay you
to Wok for short cuts-for even the simplest looking ones.]
1. 3x2 - 5x + 7 2. 3x - 5 - 4x2
3. 4 - (x .1)(x + 2) 4. x2 - 2x + I
5. + 4x + 4 8. x2 - 2x + 3
7. x2 + 4x + 5 8.. x2 2x

9. x(4 - x) 10. X2 7

11. 2x2 - 4x + 5 ,12. 7 L. x2
13. X2 + 3x +

1yI ou were asked to transform the quadratic expression in Exercise
11 of Part D into the form 'a(x - p)2 + q' ,you, might reason as fol-
lows:. In this case, a = 2, b = -74 and c = 6. So, -b/(2a) = 1 and (4ac
- b2)/(4a) = 3. Hence, the given expression is equivalent to
'2(x - 1)2 + 3r.

.

In working Exercise 11 you may, however, see another way of thing
this problem: The given expression is equivalent to '2(x2 - 2a )

+5'. If I put in ,a '+ 1' as well as a '.--2', ni get the equivalent expres-
sion '2(x2 - 2x -4:- 1) .+ 6 - 2'. And, this is equivalent to '2(x - 1)2
'+ 3'.

When 'using the first of these two Methods you need to remember the
new formulas:

1

b '4ac b2

2a an"A : 4a

In the second method you use algebra that you already !pow- mainly
that

(5) 2px + p2 p)2.

The object of this second method is to use the left side of (5) as a model
for "completing" part of the given .expression so as to obtain something
which can be replac'ed by an expression like thatbn the right side of (6).
For this reason, the method is called5'completing the square". You will
find many uses for this procedure.

211 .
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Answers for Part D
1. Extreme value is 59/12 [(4. 3. 7 - 52)/(4.3)1, and kt is a minimuT

tfor .3 > 0].
2. Extreme value is -71/16 f(4. -4. -5 - 32)/(4. -4)]. and is a

maximum [for -4 < 0].

3. Extreme value is 25/4 [(4. -1 6 - 12)/(4. -1)], and is a maximum
[for -1 < 0]. [Alternate solution: Note that 9/4 is the maximum
value for -(x2 + x - 2)". So, the maximum value for '4 - (x2 + x -2)' .
is 4 + 9/4 or 45/4.1

4. Since x2 2x + 1 7 (X 1 )2 > 0, the extreme value occurs when
x = 1 and is clearly 0, and is a minimum. Of cotirse, by "brute
force", the extreme value is (4 1 1 - 22)/(4 I) = 0 and is a
mInimum since 1 > q.

5. Since X 2 + 4x + 4 = (x > 0, the extrvrne' value occurs when
x = -Z and is 0. The extreme value is a minimum.

6. The extreme value is 2 [(4. 1 3 - 22)/(4 1)], and is a mininium.
Alternate solution: Note that x2 - Zx + 3 = (x2 - Zx + 1) + 2

x - 1) +-27"7-
7. Since x2 + 4x +95 = (x2 + 4% + 4) + I = (x + 2)2 + 1., we know by

Exercise 5 that the extreme value is 1 and is a minimum.
[Alternately, since (4 1. 5 - 42)/(4.1) = 1 and 1 > 0, the
extrern% value I. 1 and is a minimum.]

8. Since x2 - Zx (x2 .* 2x + 1)
Exercise 4, that the extreme
[Alternately, since (4 I 0 -
extreme value is -1 and is a

- I = (x - 1)2 - 1, we know, by
Ztalue is 4-1 and is a minimum.
2204.1) = -1 and 1 > 0, the

]

9. SInce x(4 - x) = -x2 + 4x, the extreme value is 4
f (4 .-4-11 0 - 42 )/(4 -1 )J and is a-maximum. [Alternatelyi. -
x(4 - %) = 4x - x2 = .-(x2 - 4ac + 4) + 4 = -(x - 2)2 + 4. So,
the extreme value is 4 and is a maximum. ]

10. The extreme value is -8 [(4 1 -7 - Z2)/(4 1)] and is a1T1im1xr1.
[Alternately, x2 - 2x - 7 (x2 - Zx + fl - 7 - 1 =,(x - 1)2 - 8, so
that the extreme value is -8 and is a minimum. I
The extreme'value is 3 [(4 2. 5 - 42)/(4.2)] and is a minimum.
[Alternately, 2x2 - 4% + = 2(x2 - 2x) + 5 = 2(x2 - 2x + 5 - 2

,= 2(x - 1)2 + 3. 'So, the extreme value is 3 and is a minimum. ]
Since 7 - x2 + Zx = -.(x2 - Zx - 7), we -know from ExercOe 10 th4
the 'extreme value is 8 and is a maximum. [Alternately, since
-1 < 0 and (i -1 7 - 22)/(4.. -I) = 8, the extreme valUe is $
and is a maxiMum. ]

1The extreme value 'is -2 [(4 1 T - 32)/(4.1)] tind.is a minimum.
1 9 1 9 3[Mternately, x2 + 3x + p= (x2 + 3x + -4-) + T - T. + 7)2 2 so

that the extreme vEitlue is -2 and is a minimum.1
3 114. Since (x -2-)2 - 2 = x2 + 3x + - ' the answers are those of4

Exercise 13.

11.

" 233



'Part E

Part F
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Practice completing the square. A 'program" is given for each of
the first six exercises. Before filling in the blanks, study the program
to see how it was arrived at. You may find it helpful to write such pro-
grams for the later exercises; doing so will help you to.avoid certain
kinds of blunders. A solution is given fopthe first exercise. Be suee you
understand how t:o find the appropriate value for `p! in (5), above.

1. 2x2 - 3x + 1 = 2(x2 - + _.) + 1 - 2 _ = 2(x -
+ [Solution: 2x2 - 3x + 1 = 2(x2 - ix + (D2) + 1 (i)2

= 2(x'- +
2. x2 - + 3 = (x2 - 2x + + 3 - (x - +

3. x2 + 2x - 3 = (x2 + 2x + )-*3 - = (x -)2 +
4. x2 + x + 1 -+- (x2 + x + 4- 1 (x + Y +
5. 2x2 2x + 1 = 20:2 x + + 1 - 2 ___

= 2(x - +
6. -xs + 4x + 3 = - 4x -4- _) + 3 +

= -(x - _
7. X2 - 8x - 9
9. 3x2 - 18x + 13

11. x2 + 7x - 3
13. ix2,- x + 1

8. 4x2 +. 8x +
10. x2 + 5x + 4
12. -3x2 + 21x - 37
14. 11-2 + 2x

1. Suppose that f is defined by:

(*) f(x) axt + + [a 0]

Bhow that, for each t,

2a-+ t) = ft-

[Hint: One way to do this is to substitute the indicated arguments
for 'x' in (*). We hope you know a simpler way.]

2. What 'does the result of .Exercise 1 tell you about a graph of the
function r

3. Two of the easier ways taining a graph of the function f
which is defined bY (*), 'b', and v are given numerIcal
values, both begin by gettin ) into thO form:

f(x) = a(x + q

and then drawing a graph of 'y = ax2'.
(a) Tell how the graph just mentidned can be used in constructing

a graph .of f.

2 3
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Answers for Part E
2. x2 441k2x 4. 3 = (x2 - 2)4 + 1) + 3 - 1 (x 1 )2 + Z

3. x2 + 2x 3 = (x2 + 2x + 1) - 3 - 1 (x + 1)2+ -4 [or: (x + 1)2 - 4}

1 1 1 3
4. X2 + X + 1 (X2 + X + + 1 (x + 7)2 +

1 1

3,
5. 2x2 Zx + 1 2(x2 - x +31) + 1 - 2.1.= 2.(3 +

.6. -X2 + 4x + 3 = -(x2 - 4x + 4) + 3 + 4 = -(x 2)2 + 7

7. X2 8x - 9 = (x2 - 8x + 16) - 9 - 1.6 = (x 4)2, 25

8. 4x2 A- 8x + 4 4(x2 + 2x + 1) = 4(x + 1 )2

9. 3x2 18x + 13 = 3(x2 - 6x + 9) + 13 -427 z 3(x - 3)2 - 14

25 25 5 9
10. + 5x + 4 = (x2 + 5x + ) + 4 - = (x +

49 61
11. x2 + 7x 3

7_='(x2 + 7x + -7-f) - 3 - (x + 2-)2

12. 3x2 + 21x 37 = -3(x2 7x 44) 1447

1 .
13. Tx2 1x + 1 = (x2 - 2x + 1) + 1 - 1

=
1 - 1 +

1

14.
9 3 3 Z 3

-3-2x2 + Zx - = -}(x2 +.3x + -4-) - (x + y)2 - 3
.1 i

, Answers.for Part F
1. By completing the square, we see that, for each x,

21:2;)2 4ac - b2.

-t, f(--a+ t) = at2 + 4ac bP
So, for each

4a.c b2
4a '

and f( - t) = a(-02
0

Since t2 = (-02, it follows that, for each t,

+ = - t).

Z. It tells us that the graph is symmetric about the graph of the line

whose equation is 'x =

3, (a) Having drawn the graph of 'y = ax2', locate the points in the
graph of f by "shifting" each point p units in the sense of p
and q units in the sense of 9.
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Part G

(b) Tell how t retiraw the coordinate axes so that the graph of
= ax2' becomes a graph of f.

(c) Either method requires that you Start with a graph of 'y = ae.
COnsider the case in which a 5 0 and figure out how a graph of
the siroPler equation 'y = xv can be used as a graph of 'y = ax2'
by

(i) recalibrating the y-axis, or
*(ii) recalibrating the x-axis, or

**(iii) recalibrating both axes.

Consider a point A and a line Bail, and let = B - A.

A

1. Find the point P of BO for IP,- All is as evil alizosIble.
(Intuitively, find the point of B[ nearest A.] [Hint. P c B1 c-4 if aiid
only if, fer some t, B +rd. Also, P A + ) - A
+ at. Finally, IP - All is as small as possible weactly when 1112
is cis small as possible. Obtain a quadratic fu4ction in 'f.]

2. Show that 1112 - All is. as small :as possible if and only i&
(P - A) I a.

3. (a) What is the minimum value fpr Al[ given that, a a = 10,
b"b=9,anda'b=6?

(b) What is the minimum value, of IlP - All given that = 2,
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Answers for Part F front.]

3. (b) Having drawn the graph of 'y = ax2', "shift" the x-axis p
uni'ts in the sense of -p and "shift" the y-lxis q units in the
sense of -q. The.graph drawn for 'y = ax2' is now, with
respect to the newly located axes, a graph for f.

(c) (IY Use 1/a times as long as 'the original unit on the

(ii) Use a unit NIT times as long as de orignial unit on the
x-axis.
Use unifth a times as long as the original units on both
axes. [y = ax if and only if (ay) = (ax)2.
Note that it re.sults from (iii) that the graphs of any two
quadrafic ftinctions are similar [in the strict sense of
'similar' which.you are accustomed to use in geometry].
Each can be obtained from any of them by a uniform
stretching and a translation.

Ans'wers for part C.
By the hint P - A = lab + t, for some t. So,

11 P - A112 = ;.13t2 + 2(.11.)t +

= ( "S. -a.P)( t 2 + 2 t +

ab b b - a13 2
a(a°'Z)(t +

)
Eva

-From wh t we know about quadratic functions, it follows that
1 P - All is at a minimum when t = 11)/(1. it). So, the..point
P of. Bun for which lIP - All is as small as possible i such
that P B - .

[Note that, since the minimum value of 11P - A112 is nonnegative,
the calculations in answer to Exercise 1 give us another proof of.
the important Theorem 11-8(a).]

2. By Exercise 1, we have that 11P All is as small as possible if
- and only if P - A = b - 71.(;5),/(--Sa). Now, since (11-1(leg)/(71,1))*3

(1.t) = 0, it rollbws that ttP - Afl Is as small as
possible if and only if (P - A) = Q, that is, if and only
(P - A)

3, By the results in Exercise 1 file minimurn value of 11P - All, i a

'40; 5) g)2/CS a').'

.(a) In this case the, minimum value ?or II All

[Or: Nrc This is computed au fo.1 Own: 49

41-3;5

(b) In this case, the minimum value is p. [J3 -

3,rnis
.5

- 36/10 74,

NR4]



Chapter Thirteen
Qrthonormal Coordinate Systems

13.01 Coordinates and Perpenditularity

In the work on coordinate systems in Chapter 10 [of Volume 1], we
haVe considered various problems concerning the description of planes
and, lines by means of equations which refer to.a given coordinate sys-
tem. In this section we shall see that the results we obtained appear in
a new light in the special case in which the given coordinate !Istem is
an orthonormal one that is, in case the terms of the basis (up us, ud
of the coordinate system are pairwise orthogonal unit vectors. Before
discussing this special case it will be helpful to sunimarize the results
which were obtained in,Chagter 10, for a coordinate system with any
origin 0 e F and any basis (u1, u2, u) for .7".

We b recalling that, for any point A arid any vectors+p
the set Afp, q is described, with respect to the given coordinate system,
by the parametric equatiqns:

(1)
= a, + p r + q1s

a2 P2r q2s
= a3 + p3r + qss

where (a1, as, as) are the coordinates of A, and (p1, p2, ps) and (q1, qs, qs)
'Are the components of p and q. It follows that the system (1) desc;ibes a
plane if and only if (p,-q-5 is linearly independent. We then showed that
(p, -45 is linearly independent if an only if the vector m whose com-
Ponants (m1,.rn2, m2) are given by:

(2-) m = 1112 /33 , n1/2
1

, and ma
P3 PI 111 112

(12 %Eh q3 (11 q1 q2

IS not rt, Moreover, we showed that if r-.72 is defined by (2) and is non4
then the equation:

107

c.

In this chapter we shall draw upon many of the results derived in
Chapter 10 of volume 1. Before beginninf this chapter, however, it
may be wise to quickly review the material presented in Chapter 10.
One way to do this is to use the chapter test (pp. 472-473, volume 1) as
a combined homework and class discussion assignMent. During the
'discussion of the exercises, the teicher can quickly present those
ideas which may have been lost in the meantime.

To expedite the review, you may wish to ditto dir Xerox the test Ti

items for the'iChapter 10 test.

Here are some suggesteNssignments for section 13.01
(i) Part A is best used for class discussion to continue and extend

the review of Chapter 10. This work can alternate between eroup
discussions and supervised seat work.

(ii) Parts B arid C constitute one reasonable homework assignment.
It may be more efficient, however, to permit students to do this
assignment in teams.

iii) Part D lends itself best to a teacher directed class project.
(iv) Part E and the discticsion that follows should be directed by the

teacher to insure that students do nbt miss the point Are wish to
make.

(v) Parts F and G arp appropriate for homework, but together are a
little unreasopalle for a single assignment. It is recommended
that you either break the material into two assignments, assign
selected exercises to particular students, or permit students to
worktin teams. Another alternative would be to-incIude some ex-
ercises of Part F in the discussion of Part E, with the remilnder
iaf Part and Part F as a homework assignment.

(vi) Part H (if treated) should be terieher directed.

2:39
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(3) (x, + (x2 - a2)m2 + (x3 - a3)m3 = 0

describes the same plane Alp, ql as does the system (1). This showed
that any plane clan be described by an equation like (3). And, as we al-
ready know, for any vector in with components (m), fn2, rn3), whether
these are obtained from ecit_lations like (2) or not, equation (3) describes
a plane if and only if m 0. As we noted at the time, it follows that, for
any rn and c, the equation:

(4) xirn, + x3rn2 + x3m3 c

describes a plane if and only if m 0, and that any plane can be de-
scribed by an equation like (4).

Next, we showed that (4) and a similar equation:

( 5) x
1
n1, + 2 n2 + X3n3 = d

describe nonparallel planes if and only if (m, n) is linearly independent.
As in the case of (p, 4), (rn, n) is linearly independent if and only if the
vector r whose components (ri, r2, r3) are given by:

(6). r = , r2 = , and r3 =
In n-12

n1 n2

is not d. Moreover, we saw that if r is defined by (6) and is non-dthen
the lihe of intersection of the planes described by (4) and (5) is, itself,
described by the parametric equations:

.x, = c, + r
(7) x2 = c2 + r t

c3 + r3t

where (c , 62, c3) are the coordinates of any. chosen point C which be-
longs to ixhith planes.

Finally, we showed that the equation (4) and the systeit (7) describe
a plane and-a transversal to that plane if and 'only if

(8) r,in, +' r3rn2 + r3m3 0;

and this led us to the discovery of third order determinants and _to the
result that Cp: is linearly independent if and only if

2 4 I)
Pi P2 /33

q2 q3

t2 r
0.
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It is noteworthy that none of these results dePends in any way on
perpendicularity. Each qf them was established in Volume 1 prior to
our work on perpendicularity. Nevertheless, as Mentioned at the be-
ginning of this section, bringing ih the notion of perpendicularity
will add to our understanding of these results.

To see how this comes about, let's consider any, plane IT, a pciint
A E IT, and a line m 1 7r. Suppose,

. rnalso, that m is a non-0 vector in the
direction of m. It follows that 7r
= Aind1 and that

Fig. 13-1

X E 77" '4"^" proj. (X) = proj. (A)

proj. (X) - proj. (A) =
Proj] (X A) =

A) = 0.

Consequently, the plane A[ri]1 is described by thkequation;

(10) (X - A)-. = 0

in the sense that a point, X belongs to A[ml4 if and only if it satisfies
(10). If we now. introduce an origin 0 f if and, for each point X, lt
x be the position vector with respect to 0 of X we see that, since .

X - A = (X 0) - (A - 0)

equation (10 ) is equivalent to:

1) a) m = 0
,

Equation (11) also describes A(rnI in the sens_tthat a point X belongs
to this plane itand only if its position vector x satisfies (11).

Although we have not as yet introduced a coordinate system [only
an origin], equation (11) seems to bear some relation to equation (3).
[If you reCall a theorem from Chnter 11 you May see why it mightl
Remember that a basis (up u2, u3) for fT is said to be orthononnal
when its terms are pairwise orthogonal unit vectors-that is, when

4 4* *
U2 Us = Us Ul = u1 u2 = 0 and u, u, = u2 u2 = u3 u3 = 1.
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Recall also that one of the most useful properties of such a basis is
that if

14,p, + 42112 + ups andV= q1 + u2q2 + us%

then P q = 1)1q1 + P242 + p3q3.

It follows that if we do introduce a coordinate system with origin 0
using an orthonormal_basis us, us) for .9- then, with respect to this
coorclinate.system, equation (11) is equivalent to (3):

(x, -121)ms + (xs - as)mt + (x3 - us)ma =

So, wiltave a new proof that an equation like (3) for which (m1, nts,
m3) or (0, 0, 0) describes a plane, and that any plane can be described
by such an equation. Unlike our earlier proe [see Theorem 10-15]
this one applies oly to the case in which the coordinate system is an
orthonormal one. But, in this case, we now have extra information
about the numbers (m,, 771,2, in,): They are the components of a npa
vector in the direction of a line m which is perpendicular to the plane
described by the equation. For example, given that the equation:

6x1 + 5x2 - 2x3 = 65

is an equation for a plane ir with reepect to an orthonormal coordinate
system, we know that (6, 5, -2) are the components of a vector in the
direction of a line which is perpendicular to ir. With this information,
it is a simple task to write parametric equations for.the line through
a given point and perpendicular to 7r.

A line which is ri6rpendicular to %plane is called a normal to 'the
plane. Also, the components of a non-0 vector in the direction of a line
are often called direction numbers of the.line. Using these terms, the
resulta_ of-this discussimare_summarizecLin..

1

Theorem 13-1 With res
system, an equation:

(1) /-1 A*, - adm, '+ (x2 - adn, + (a:3 - a3)m3 = 0
or:

(ii) x1m1 + x2m.2 + a-vn, = c,
where (m1, my nisj) # (0, p, 0), describes a plane whose
normals have the direction numbers (ni int, m.3); and
eny such plane can be described by equations like (i) and.
also, by equations like (ii). .

to an orthonormal coordinate

2 1 2
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Notice that, since planes are parallel if and only if they -are perpen-`,
dicularto parallel lines, the corollary of Theorem 10-17 is, for ortho-
normal coordinate systems, a corollary of the present theorem.

Theorem 13-1 will supply new insights into the other results ob-
tained in Chapter 10 and summarized above. More precisely, it mill
improve our understanding.of the special cases of these results in
which the coordinate system is assumed to be an ane.
Th us, we shall adopt this assumption throughout the remai f this
section.

Exercises

Part A
Suppose that IT and a are the planes described by the equations:

,x1m1 027,45 xs'43

+ x2n + 2.03 .2 d,
1/4). and:

where (m mjç, m,) and -(n /iv n.) are the components of non-Vvectors
ria and n.

1. According to Theorem 13-1, 7T is perpendicular to any line m.
whose direction is [in]. What does this tell you about [17]? About

[Hint Your answers should consist of two short eqwitions.]
2. Show that.; [ir.] if and only if r in 0.

-
3. Show that, for any point C, the parametric equations (7) on page

108 describe a line which is parallel to ir if and only if the vector
7whose components are (r rs, r.) is not-eand rim, + r2m2 +
= 0.

-4. Show that Ifor 'any point Cl the system (7) describes atransversal
of 7r if and only if the condition (8) on page 108 is satisfied.

5. Assume that (m (4, 9, -5) and that c 2- thatis, as-
sume that IT ifi described by the equation

'4x1 + 9x2 - 5x3 = 2'. I

(a) Let R and S b; points whose codrdinatesare (5. 2, -6) and
(8, 4, 0), respectively. Give the comyonents of S - R and de.
termine whether or nat V is paragel to

(b) Let T be the point with coordinates (6, 5, -13). Give the com-
ponents of T R and determine whether or not is parallel
to IT .

2 3

-
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(n) "Write parametric equations for the line ni which is
nendicular, to ir and, t *tains the point with coordinates
(3, -1, 2). Determine the ...rdinates of ihe point at which m
inteisects 7r.

(d) is ki L m? Hood3about RnExplain your answers.
(e) One of the lines RS and,RT is a transversalcf 71% Determine

the coordinates of that fines point of intersection with tr.
6. To say that r fir] 11 [a] amounts to saying that the components

(r,, P, r3) of r satisfy a certain pair of equations. What equa-
tions?

7. We have seen' that ir and a. are nonparallel if and only if,(m, n) is
linearly independent. Apply what you know about determinants
to your answerjor Exercise 6 totbtain a description of the vectors
which belong to [77) n la) in case Tr X tr.

8. Assuming that (nt , rn3) (1, -2, 2), (al, n3, .n3) = (2,-1, 1),
c = 3, and d 4, show that ir ju and write parametric equations
which deocribe fl a,

Answers for Part A
-t.

' 1. Iii = [nil] ; frn) [711

Exercis 1, [w] o, -4r E [1ft41 and only if e [iArk.

Since 7. E WAIL if and only if = 0, it follows, by ths rsplace7
'Tient rule for biconditionals, that -; E tw) 'if and only if. rm 0..

3. If 44d and rimi + r2m2 +'r3m3 = 0 then (7) ,describes a line
whose diiection is that of and 7 E tx1 So, in pis case,
(7) describes a -line which is parallel to Ilf On the otheo; hand,
supptse that (7) describes a ane which is parallel to It follows
that r Z5 and that ir E [71 {4111 4hat is, r1m1,-f. r2m2 rsm3 =: 0.

4, If condition (5) is satisfied then'l * & It follows, that (7) describ'es
a line-which, by the contrapositive of the only 4-part of Exercise 3,
is rio5 parallel to 1.2' Since it is not parallel tct r, the line is a
transversal Of On the other hand, if (7) describes a transversal
to 7 then r 'V and, by the contrapositive of,.the,if-part of Exer-

' cise 3,10(8) is satisfied,
lExercise 3 and 4 are, 'essentially, TiteoLern 101.17 and its corollary
on page 457 of volume 1 And stUdenti may cite these as solutions.,
Note that in reproving the corollary we have, as in the, commentary
fOr page 457 of volume 1, taken note of the fact that it is not Merely Part Bthe contrapositive of the first part of the thi5orem. The phrase 'de.-
scribe a plane and a line which are not parallel' is not equivalent to
'do not describe a plane and a line. which areparallel'.

5, (a) The components of S R are (3, 2;44. (S R)in =
,,+ 2.9 + 6.-5 = 0'. So, rtg ii'w.

't.
(13 )' The components of T - R are 31,.-7). (T it). m

° + 3, 9 + 7 -5 . L6 # 0. So, Sdif 7.
.1

t)

.

0 .

Suppose.that r is the plane described by, the syste

{x, = a, + p,r -0 gis
i2 = a: + P2r + q2s
x3 = a3 + pi + g3s,

\
where (91, p p) and (94, qv q3) are the components of linearly inde-
pendent vectors ;and g. ,

.

.
,. , -

1..,Since [inj = ii,-; -0 it feillows that WI [2711 if and only if ',71 [not its
'components] satisfies each of tivo equations. Whet equations?

2. To say that In g [7;11 aznounti to saying that the components (in ,
m2, ms) of r4 satisfy a certain pair of equations. What ectuation1;?

3. Apply your knoiqedge of determinants 'to your amiwer for Exer-
cise 2 to obtain the components of anon-Vvector Tr; which belongs

4. Use Theorem 13- 1 and your answer for Exercise 3 to write a single

4- --equation Tor 17. r .
..':-t

5. (a) Describe in two ways the plane Atp, gi, where A.has coorx4-,
91

4 1.

nates (3, 2, .-5) and p'afid q have components (4, -6, ) and

PrtC

(-2, 1, 5). ,

(b) Descrie t.he direction tp, 741.
(c) Would any of your answers for parts fa),and (b) remain correct

if the coordinete sydtem were not orthonormal?
. 7

Suppose that the components ofi;, -4; aLl;are (p1, pv 133), (q1, q21113),

and (r,, rv re). Let's make use of the fact that we are dealing with an

2 I 5
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c,

Answers for Part A [cont.]
,,* 0.

,a
-

5. (c) Making direct use of (7) and the given equation
'4x1 + 9x2 - 5x.3 = 2' for w, one set of parametric
equations is: .

1

3 + 4t.
sirv = -1 + 9t
x3 =2 5t

'The line in intersects w at Ihe point where t 9/122.
[4(3 + 4t) + 9(-1 + 9t) 5(2 - 5t) = 2) So, the coordinates 9f

,20.I 41 199,
the point of intersection of m and are Tpi.

(d) Ares, because (S R).24; = ,0; No, because (T.- R)rn 0.

(e) RT is a transversal of w and has parametric equations:
= 6 + t

5.+ 3t
s = -13 - 7t

So, RT intersects w at the point where it = -2[4(6 + t)
+ 9(5 + 5(-13 - 7t) 2) .that is, .,a1/24 the point whose
coordinates are A4, -1,1).

6. The equations are:

, In case
direction of th

+ r2m2 + r3M3 = 0
r1 n + r 2112 4- r3n3 = /0

he,vectors"which belong to [w] ci [cr] are in the
vector whoge components are
n in ms tn1 m1 tn2

n2 ns
f .

n3 it1 n2

8. From the yen information, equations for ir and IT. are:
xi r 2x2 +.2x3 = 3

Sinc
par

2

ince

Zxa + 743 = 4
I 2 1 1. -2

3) (0, 0, 0 ).
-11

(5/3, -2/3, 0) are the coordinates'-of a point in 7r
etric equations for A o- are;

=

x2 = --2/3 + 3t
x3 3t

rti cr,

Answers for grt B
-4I. m p = 0 and m q =

2. m1p1 In2112 insp's

3.
NP2 P3

k1542 93

- al)

P3

1C13

7:12

412 CI3

5. (a) Here are parametric
e

xl

131

Tci12 (2)

and mi.% + ni2.q2 nis% ----

[This is clearly different from
40,0,0) since (p,4) is linearly
independent.

+ (X2 - )1P3

IC13

131+ (x3 - a3)
(11 91

-0° -4equations for A[p, q

X2 = 2 - 6r + s

X3 -5'+ 3r + 5s
Here is a single equation t6r A[p, q I:

3)1-6
1 5

which simplifies to:
- 3). -33 + (X2 ". 2) ,^ 26 + (X3 +

or:

415 -2
+ (xs. 5)

= ,0
(32

-6

5). -8 = 0

1

=,0

33x1 + 26x2 + 8x6 = 111
(b) 4.11 = [ril], where riz has.componenti (33, 26, 8),

.(c) Part (a) would remain correct, but the answer for part (b)
' would not.
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orthononnal basis to give an alternate proof for the condition (9).
1. show that if Q7, is linearly indePendent then4onditioh (9) on,

page 103 is satisfied; [Hint: Assuming,. that q, is linearly

,

Amilependent, what.do zou khow abont p and SuAposing that
s is a non-Vvector.in Eqt, what follows concerning p and 74. Can
you desCribe one such vectorTh 1

2. Show that if (j, 71,7;5 is linearly dependent then condition (9) is
not. satisfied. [Hint: Consider two cases-that in which is
linearly dependent and that in which (74*,-. is liearly_!ndependent.
In the second MO, what doyou know about p and. [q,A. 7]

3. Explain *hy yoUr results' in Exereises 1 and 2 show that j5 is
linearly indePendent if and only if condition (9) is satisfied.

ye:

Theorem 13-2 lf, with respect to an orthonormal
basis for .9-, the components of the linearly inde-
pendent vectors Fand q are (pi, p3) and

(q1, q3, q3), respectiv41y, then (7); -411 = [m],

where m is the vector whose components,are

/32

(12

P3

(13

Ps
q3

Pi
qi

t
P1

q1

132

(i2

It follows fro:Theorem 13-1 that, for In 0, the equation:,

(IS)
0 -4
X in =

describes a plane which is perpendicular to the line m, where

m 0[0].

In the following exercises you will establish, this result in another
way and, in 'doing so, discover a geonietrical interpretation for the
value of 'c' in (*).
1. Find the position vector7of a point C which belongs both to m and

to the set described by.(*). [Hint: Since 0 is the'origiii, c = C - 0.
What does this tell you abOut c if C E

7 2., Show that'i'' = c 4-0;13(x m) where-Cii the vector de-
m. ni

scribed in Exercise 1.
3... Show that x *rn = c 0-mo proj. (X) = C that is, show that (") de-

scribe's the plane Clm)1. [Hint: Since X = 0 x, what is proj (X)7]

TC 113 (1)

Answers for Part C
1. Answering the questions in the hint, we have,that 0/14, and

that ii; 0. One such vector s has components

192 . 3

I 2 9 Ts T1 l T2

with-an orthonormal basis, we

. Since p s 0 and since we are

have th4t

92 93
+ p2

3 91
ps

91 92
0 O.

r2 T3 3 T 1 ri r2

pi P2 P3

But, this means that cli 92 cis 0 0, which is what we wished

to show.
ri r2 r3

P - 1. Y.
2. Suppose that (PI, 9, r) is linevly dependent. Either (q, r)

linearly dependent or it is linearly independent. In case (q, I.

,
,

93 9 i 91 921
linearly dependent, then

1:2 rs r3 r r1 i.
. = (0, 0, 0),2,

Since we,are dealing witkan orthonormal basis and since
for any p, it follows that'

92 93 93 91
(*) p2 = 0.

r2 rs rs r1 r1 r2
In case (4,-4r) I. linearly independentvit follows that, ; ,

that

=' 01

91
S. are the components of a non493 93 91

rS rs r1 r 2

'vector say,, ; in Since ; E rci; ;
we have (*) again., So, in either case,

pi P2 P3

91 92' 99
T1 r2 rs

for the left hand side of (*) is equal to the given third order
determinant.

74 . Thus,

3. The result in Exercise 2 is equivalent, by contraposition, to the
converse of the result in Exencise 1. Hence, we have established
the required biconditional.

Answer for Part D
Since (13,4) is linearly independent, we know that [111.4 r!' is

(proper direction and that

components of 'a non4 vector -- say
v

P2 P3

92 93

=

219

PS P1

CIS ql

Pl P2

91 92
are the

in Hence
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Answers for Part E
1 Given that i'_.belongs to both M. and the sq

follows that c = rnt, fbr some t, arld
c = so that t = c/(mtn).

2. Since lit. '6, * 0. So, 7c.17, = -c if
A)/(1.-i; c/iii; 'it'll, and the latter i

only if r7aiii)/(ri?n) = 111)) =

dEscribed.by (*), it
c. So,
us, CI = in(c/(2-141. -141)).

d only if Jo

the case if and

By Exercike 2, we know that i';irl = c if and Only if
ii comp% (X.) Z*. Now, xi; compfic = projvAl (;) = projm"(X)

projm (0) = projm (X) so that c if Ind oniy if
projrn (X) - tl) Since. Projrn (X).- 0 = if and only if
projm (X) = Q C, we have that -X*.r-i; = c if and only if
projrn (X) = C.

TC 114

4.

.(

Since = c /(rx; r71)),

Now, --C-C. = 11C*114 and

kl/HT-AH.

-C =

n-14 in* = 11i/-*1112, sa that

) Since =' ni(c/(iAiii)) =
it-follows that c/Hirill
a unit vector.

I.

c 2/0A r;
.V11 =

c/11r71}12) (i317,11=3;11)(c/HZ-21

finh11).. Nothat ii/1[4;11 is

Frorti Exercise 5, the number .1c171124111 is the norm of the vector
from 0 to the foot of.the perpendicular from 0 to the ig iv en plane.
So, this number is [intuitively] the distance from .0 to thi given
plane. [The notion of the distance between a point and a plane is
Aeveloped formally in section 14.03.]

250_
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z

4. Draw a picture which illustrates the result obtained in Exercise 3.
[Choose a case in whih c c 1-1.]

5. (a) Show that IQ =
(b) Express 'c/11;lr as a ratio of vect;ars, one of which is a unit

vector.
6. On the basis of your answers for Exercise 5, interpret the numbers

lc! and c/117-7; . [Hint. Recall tliat7-= C - 0 and that C is the
intersection of the plane described by (*) with the line through 0
which is perpendicularto this plane.]

*
In the preceding exercises you have seen that theresults concerning

planes and lines which were obtained in Sections 10.09 and 10.10 can,
in the case of orthonormal coordinates, be derived by using Theorems
13-1 and 13 -2. And you have seen that, in this case, you can tell quite
a bit about a plane from a single equation for it. Specifically, for
(m3, m2, m3) # (0, 0, 0), the equation:

(x, adm, + (x2 - a2)m2 + (x3 - a3)ms = 0

describes a plane whiCh contains the point with coordinates (a 'a2, a3)
and has for its normals the lines whose direction numbers are (m1,
nt2, m3). And the equation:

x1m1 + x2m2 + x3m3 =-4 c

escribes a plane with the same normals which is at the distance

Vin32 + m22 + m32

from the origin of the coordinate system. [There are two such p4mes
and, by Exercise 2 of Part E, the one which is described by the equation
can be determined by observing the sense of me.]

As is summarized in Part F of the following exercises, descriptions
of planes and of lines by equations show very easily whether two
planes, two lines, or a plane and aline are parallel' and whether they
are perpendicular.

Part F c,

Consider planes -7). and o- and lines k and lwhich trpe described by.

x1m1 + x2m2 + c [for la
xjni + .rin1 + x3n3 d [for a),
+ r1t

a2 + r3t [for
a3 + r31

x,= + sit
x3 !la b, + s,t tfor
x3 bs V.

251:.
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[It follows, of course, that m, n, r, and s are non-V, wiaere is the
vector whose components are (ms, ms, ms), etc. Explaica.]

Justify each of the following Criteria for parallelism or perpendicu-
larity and tell which of them reinain valid in case the coordinate
sysiem is not orthonormal. [Don't make a big deal of this.]

s

(1. IT II a .4-0

11-2

m3 Mi

ns n,

m,

na

)= (0, 9, 0).2. k ill
(1

T3 r
1

r r
'

s2 S9
St3 S S :

1 1 2

3: k II IT '.."/. rsm, + rsms + rams = 0
, 4. k i 1 4-w. ro, + r2s2 4:- rasa = 0

5. 'IT 1 a. 4-0 min, + msns + nisns = 0

( r26, . k a ir - r3

Part G

T3 T2

m3 m3 1713 ms rn, rn2
7. As you probably recalled, the criterion given in Exercise 3 is valid

whether-or not the coordinate syStem is orthonormal. In case the
coordinate system is orthonormal there is a quick justification of
this critiiiion based on Theorem 13-1 and a theorem from Chapter
12. What theorem?

(0, 0, 0)

er

0 *
Given any origin 0 e arty basis (u,, us, us) for .9-, the resulting

coordinate system has O[u,] as Tits first coordinate axis and 0[L12, us]

as its first coordinate plane. Since the coordinates of 0 are (0, 0, 0)
and the components of u;:,u , and-ds are, respectively, (1, 0, p), (0, 1, 0),
and (0, 0, 1), the first coordinate axis can be described by the para-

.
metric equations:

and the firs
\ eq tlati ems:.

t 0 X = 0
I 2 3

coorclip
rate. plane -can be described by -the paramette

/

x, = 0, ; r, xa = s"

[Explain.] Whaesingle equation describes the first poordinatiiplane?
[The answer stioutld be obvious, but, for practice, check bg using
Theorem 10-15.]
I. Give parametric equations for kii) the second andl(b) the third co-

ordinate axis.
2. Give a single equation for (a) the second and (b) the third coor-

dinate plane.
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. .Answers for Part F
[If any of m, n, r, and -s* is Z, then the corresponding set ds not, .

as given, a plane or line. ]
The criterion itijudtified in general by Corollary 1 to Theorem
10-16 and Theorem 10-14. In the particular case of an ort4onor-
mal coordinate system the criterion is justified by Theorems 13r1
and 10-14 and the fact that planes perpendicular to parallel lin
are parallel.
The criterion is justified, for any cartesian coordinate system, by
Theorem 10-14.
The criterion is justified for any cartesian coordinate system. by
Theorem 10-17. FOr an orthonormal coordinate system it is
justified by Theorem 13-1, Theorem 11-12, and Theorem.12,12,(a).

Z.

3.

4. The criterion is justifted by Theorem 11-12, but only for ortho-
, normal coordinate systems.
5. The criterion is justified but only for orthonorrnal coordinate

systems by Theorem 13-1, Exercise 4, and the fAct that planes
are perpendicular if and only if their normals are perpeclicualf.

b. The criterion is valid, but only for orthonorrnal Coordinate sy ms.
Use Theorem 13-1 and Theorem 10-14. [A line is perpendic ar
to a plane if and only if-it is parallel to.; a normal to the plane. ]

7. Theorem 12-12(a). [See answer for Exercise 3.]

Answers for Pat G
the first coordinate plane is

the following equation:
= 0'. This.A single equation fO'r

may be obtained by simplifiring
1 0 0 0 11

(x1' 0) + (x2 0) + (x3 - 0) = 0
.1 0 0 01

which results from the us of ,Theorem 10-15.
1. (a) x1 0, xo = r, x3 = o (b) x1 = 0, x2 = 0, xs = r

2. 0 (b) x3 =(a)
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,c

3. Consider the plane ir described by:,

x,rn, + x.nt, + x31713 c Rtn1, in2, m,) (0, 0, 0)]

Use the results of Part F to determine what conditions (ma, m, tns)
satisfpif and.only if

r is phrallel to the first coordinate axis.
(b) is parallel to the first coordinite plane.
(c) IT is parallel to both the second and the third coordinate axes.
(d) 7T is perpendicular to the first coordinate plane. [In parts (d),

(e), and (f),iassume that the coordinate system is orthonormal.]
(e) 7T is perpendicular to the fint coordinate axis.
(0 `77- is perpendicular th the second p.ndthird coordinate planes.'

4. Draw six pictures of an orthonorml coordinate system and com-
plete them to illustrate the six parts of Exercise 3. ,

5. You have seen that, with respect to an orthonormal coordinate
system, equations of the form:

(0 x2 + kn3 = c nz.) (0, 0)].

describe planes perpendicular to the first coordinate plane [for
short: the(x2, x3)-planel, and that equations of the form:

'CH)

describe plangs perpendicular to the first coordinate axis [for short:
the x1-axisl. ,

(a) Draw a picture showing two intersecting planes with equati ns
like (i) and showing their line of intersection.. How .is th ir
intersectioh related to the coordinate planes? To the coordinate
axes? [Hint: \To picture a plane, picture its intersections with
the coordinate plahes. When picturing two planes, use dashed
ling to represent lines in one plane which.are hidden by the
other.]

(b) Repeat part (a) for a first plane with an equation like (i) and
a. secohd with an equation like (ii).

6. Consider the plane ir witose equation with respect to a certain or-.., .

thonormal coordinate syStem is:

+ 2x, =
. ,.!.. .

(a) Draw a picwture showing the coordinate axes and the lines in
which ir intersects the coordinate planes. [These lines are
called the traces of ii in the coordinate planes.] ,

(b) On your picture locate the point P with coord4nates `(0, 4/3, 1)
and draw the line I thr9ugh'ihis Point parallel to the xi-axis.
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,Ansivers for Part G [cont.]

3. (a) m = 0. [The4Ei'rk coordinatelLis has direc,tion numbers
(1, 0, 0), Using, ExVrcise 3 of, Paat F, the condition
(m1, m2, m3) mb'st satisfy is: "1 ml + 0 + m3 = 0,

(b) rn2 = 0 and IT13 = fiBy ExerciSe 1 of Part r, the condition
which must be satisfied is:

1112 m

0 1'
rns

1 :1 0

m
(0, 6, a))

(c) = 0 and rn3 = 0. [For r to be parallel to' the second
coordinate axis, rn2,,= O. :For 7 to be pdrallei to the third
coordinate axis,. rn3 0. Thus, for r to be parallel to
both the seconds and third coordinate axes, in2 = 0 and
m3 = 0, 1

(d). mi = 0 [By Exercise 5 in Part F, inl 1 + M2 0 + 1n3 0 = 0.1
(e) in2 m3 = 0 [By Exersise 6 in Part F, the condition that

must be satisfied is:
.00 0 0

411(
M2 n.13, Kn3 my zn1 in2

Hence, (0, m3, rn2) = (0', 0, 6). 1 N

U.) M2 = m3 = 0 [By Exercise 5 in Part F, r is perpendicular
to the second coordinate plane when Orni + 1 xn2 + 0 Ins = 0
that is, When m2 --:, 0. Similar4', r is perpendicular to the
third coordinate plane when m3 = 0. . So, r is perpendicular
to both the second and thir4c1 coordinate planes when
m2 = 0 r- m3.]

= (0, 0, 0)

A

4., Here are appropriate pictures fOr the parts of Exercise 3 :

The intersection of the given .
planes is perpendicular to'
the first coordinate plane and
parallel to both the second
and.third coOrdinate,,planes.
It is parallel'to the first
coordinate axis and is per-
pendicular to both the second
and thirVoordinate axes,
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Answers for Part G [cont.]

Here is a picture for parts

The...intersection of the given
planes is parallel to the first
coordinate plane. It is,per .
pendicular to the first
coordinate axis.'

4

(a), (b), and `(c).

TC 117

(b) P E , since 3,-4 + 2 I -L.' 6. Each point of belongs to v.., 3 4.

7. (a) third coordinate Ilane (b) second coordinate plane
(c) first and third (d) first and second
(e) firist (f) third

Answers for Part H.
Since [7] = [rntL, if we can compute the bidirection fv] in terms

of the ortlionormal components of we will hay,e.,calculated. ji

The vaiue of 'c' is irrelevant since m 1' m 2, arld m area
direction numbers of, alf lines which 'are normals to each plane
to v; *and each value of 'c' dethrmines one of these planes.

4.

the ,

parallel

Any.two linearly independent members of I thzrj provide us wi a
basis for [sr].
I. Parametric equation for 7f a re:

.
Components of i; and if such that [v] =
(--Z, 0, 1 ), respectively.

2.56

1301 Coordinates and Perpendicularity 117

Does the point P belong to 7r? 'Is there any point on 1 wIiich
does not belong to ir?

(c) Represent on yotir picture the plane whose eguation is (xi =
and draw the line of intersection of this plane with Ir.

T. Each of the following equations describes tkplane whieh is perpen-
dicular to at least one of the coordinate planes of soine orthonormal
coordinate.system. Which coordinate planes?

x, - 5x2 = 3 (b) x, x3 = 0 (c) x2 = 5
(d) = 0 ,(e) 2x3 + 4x3 = 7 ° (f) x, 7x2 =

*Part II
Theorem/13-2 gives an easy way of calculating V, -411 in case

(72.4 *linearly independent and one knows the comRonents of;and
q wit4 respect to some orthonormal basis. It is sometim9s convenient
to be ablp to calculate [rietIL in.case m in terms of given ortho-
normal components of rn. According to Theorem 13-1, we can do this
if we are able to compute the bidirection Dr), of the plane ir described
by the equation:

(*) ximr + x3m.2 + c [(m)",n1/2) (0,,0, 0)]

[Explain.] To compute [v] means, in this case, to find a way ofdescrib-
ing the components of all members of (Tr] in terms of the mimbers

and c which are given to us by (*). [We chn expect that the
v ue of 'c' is irrelevant to this problem. Whi?] This we can do if we

find the components of two linearly independent members,of
[E lain.]
1. I case (5) is such that, say, 0 you already know how to find

components of vectors p and.g such that [r] = TrA. Do BQ in

the equatiOn for lr is `2,v, - + 4x3 = 5'. (Hint Find ilara-
metric equations for v.)

If you f2llowed the hint for Exercir 1,_Arou may have found that
fld = rj, qi where the components of p and q are (L1, 0) and (-2, 0, 1).
ITO obtain this result, solve the given equatiop for 'x,' and obtain
parametric equations for ar with 'x2' and ix3' as parameters, by actioin- _
ing the trivial equations `x. = and ',x3 x;.] The same method
works for any equation like (*) in. case m, 0; and similar methods
work in case m2 0 and, in case 0, So, the problem of computing
fr] when ir is given by-in equation like (*) can always be solved. There
are, however, advantages to having a solution of this problem which

not require us to decide among three cases.

are, (3/2, 1.,0) and
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2. If r sis described bye) then *e know that r br) if and 'only if its

Components 0-1, r2, rd.-satisfy the equation:

77,7777:-"i' Irn-j-4--rtrar_±._r,3__%_f
0

z/ 4/

vector space.

The simplest-but'useless--- solution, of this equatiou is (0, 0, 0): 4. 3 2

Another sertitien which is almost as simple is (0, nz, -m). Give

tWo other soltitions of (**) which are as siniple as this one.

3. Each of the three nontrivial solutions of (**) from Ezereise 2 gives

" the components of a vector in Why must.theae three vectors

be linearly dependent?

4. let andp3 be the vectors,Whose components are (a, m-rn,),

6, rnd anti (m2, -m 0). Use determinants to show that the

2 sequence (-4, -,--p://;3) is linearly dependent Lut4since -4'm 54 -01 haa

2-termed linearly independent subsequLce. ts

5. Show; that, 'for riz , r)' satisfiei.(**) if and only if there

.are nu mbers s, and t such-that
.

TC1 8

AnSv.,4rs for Part H [cont.]

2. Two other simple solutions of

(n12, -m1, 0).
3. ,kriy three members of 171 are linearly dependent

,r

(**) are (nin, 0, -m3)

+;* rno :Is 11121r = -

1'2 m2r ',,: ,...,.. mt

r 4,---m2r tm1s
,

6. ve-
,

2

Theorem 13 -311f,, with respect to ap orthonormal

, basis for. g", the coni*nents of the nond vector

in are (;nt, rn ni2; .3% theii [-4,1 Cp1- = i, p2, AI, Where
,

--. -+.
the comPonents of p 14, and p, are (9-, ma; :).--,1/22),

(-Mr 0, rn), an'd (m-pt 0), respectively,
,

I.

r

7.In each of the folloWing Yon Are giyen ortbaormel compon?nts

a non-V vector rn. Use Theorem 13+3 to filia two vootori I) and q
--t

Buell that [ndi- 7
It

(a) F-2(3 5) -
Se) (4, 6, 0)

0
(b), (1, 6, 0)

13.02 Lines 'and,;,Planes- in OrtiipAntmai Ceordinatis

(Although many of the results' in this, section hold without the as-

.
.

iumption that the coordinate 4stems referred to are orthonorinal, we

shall make this assumption .thli-oulthout 'the section. You should, how-
.,

(/ ever, try to be aware of the places where it is nOt needWfr3

Givena coordinate system, we have two waysof describing-a given.

plane 7 we can,descri., lie it either by giving,pararnetric equationsor by

253
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fg

>

-rn 3 0

-In 2 rn 1

and

since [/r] is a.

2132

= in3(m1rn2) - m2(m3rn1) = 0

Since this determinant is' 0, the sequence (111,112,53) is linearly

dependent.
Consider the subsequences

ofand pi)-

the sequenc e , p2, f/3 ). The dete rminant triple.8 as Doclated With

these subsequences are

1713-1112

0

land

3,

0

0 -

-rn 3

In2

0

11'112 --/111

-rn2
0 0

1112,
M3

each of liese_!..s Mthen rn: rni2 = m: = 0 and, so,

no"-= d. Since rn 0 it follows that at least one of these deter-

ininent triples is riot 40,0, 0). and, so, that one of the two-termed

subbequences of (, p2, ) is llnearly.independent.

5.4 (ri, r2,`1.3) satisfies (**) if and only if the vector.with these

components is in [1;1,1;2,1;3 1. But, this is the case and tnly if

there are numbers r, s, and t such that (r r r )2' 9

-rai rn2t, ni5r - mit, -m2 r mis ).

Suppose that rri is a non-i) vector with orthonormal comkonents

(rni.,m2,m3). A vector r [si-9111 if and only if iis components

p..atisfy (**). By Exercise .5, the latter is the case if

atid only if r e 132, 133 where pi, p2, and p3 have the

components (0, rns, -m, ), ( 0, ), and (m21 -mi., 0 ),

il'espectively. So, [)-r-= p2, 1.

. (a) Let it and -4 have components (-5, 0, -2) and (3, 2, a),

ivspeffiively. [These correspond to 14 and.-4,, respectively..

From the solution to Exercise 4, we know that when nal 0,

(f12, P3) is linearly independent.]

Let p and q have components (0, 0,1) and (6, -1, 0), respectively.

Let ;and ii.have components (0, 0,4) and (0, -4, e), respectively.

)

(m 2
1 1. 2

).= (in irn2, m:,

,
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13.02 Lines and Planes in Orthonormal Coordinates 119

a single equation. You should by now have no difficulty either in pass-ing from one kindof description to the other or in determining whetheror not two such descriptions describe the same plane. Similarly, thereare two ways of describing a given linewe can describe it by para-metric equations or by a system of two equations. each of which de--scribes one of tw6-fionpllel planes through the given line:

Exercises

Part A
1. (a) What, by definition, is the set Aril*? Under what conditions isthis set a line?

(b) Under whatconditions are AM'and BisTnon parallel lines?(c) Under the assumption that :41;1 and B[s] are skew lines, findthe components of a non4veetor which is orthogonal to bothr and s. [Hint: Assume, as usual, that r and s have components(r r2, ra) and. (51, sr 53), respectively.]
(d) Write an equation for the plane which contains a given point, C and is parallel to each of the lines of part (c). [Hint: Assume,as usual, that C has coordinates (c c2, c,).]*2, Consider the lines. 1 and rn described by:

Part B

2 - t
X2 = 3 + 21 [for 11.

= -3 + t
= 3 - 3f [for ni]

1 - 2t.
Find parametric equations for the ,line n which is perpendicular toboth./ and m and'Which intersects both 1 and m. [Hint: Recall thatn is a subset of the plane which contains 1 and whose bidirectioncontains that of n. Bo, this plane intersects rn at a point of a.(i) As in Exercise 1(c), sise the given direction numbers of 1 andm to find direction numbers of n. (ii) Use these and the directionnumbers of t to find °direction numbers of a normal to tHe planecontaining 1 and a. (iii) Use these and the coordinates of somepoint on 1 to find an equation of this plane. (iv) Use tkkis and teeequations of rn to find the coordinates of a point on (v) Writeparanzetric equations f9r a. (vp Check to see that the line you havedescribed is the one you,were asked to find.1

Consider the system:

(t)
1.x1rni

x3rn2 + X3M3,-= C
1
n1 + x2n2 + x3n3 = d

119 ())

Here are, suggestions for using the exercises of section 13.02(1) Parts A and 13 may be used in class to illustrate the Statementsin the second paragraph of the section.(ii) Part C can be a homework assignment.(iii) Part D and the discussion following should,be pxe2senterl underJeaehei clixectioe4
..Tire--ricelrelikei-orPi-ri-E provide examples.-.(iv) Part F can be a second homework assignment.

Answers for Part A
1, (a) Arr = {X: X -AE r ]} [Definition 7-5(a)]This set is aline if and only if r 4

(b) Ari ] and B[; ] are nonparallel lines if and only if (-;,;) islinearly independent.
(c) Let r be any non4 vector which is orthogonal to both r and s,and assiiime that r has components (t1,t t,. Then, since 41.,eare assuming that r is orthogonal to both r and s, we havetfat

and
So,

(ti, t2, t3 ) = (
r2 r3

t,
ri

52 .53 53 Si

=

2 0.

r r,1 rt,
1.

)t , for some t 4 0.

and 13[ ],
(d) Since the required plane is parallel to both Alits bidirection is [ r, S. ] and the line described 4n part (c) isperpendicular to this plane.'. Thus, an equation for this plane-is:

Z. (1)

r2 r3
+ -

S 2 3

r r3 .-- 1

$3 al
+ (x3 - c 3

rs

ti
1 3

=

Direction numbers for 1 are (-1, 2, 3) and for m are(1, -3, -2). So, if directiontnumbers for n are (n1, rip, n3)then

and
So,

-n1,+.2np + 3n3 7 0 .

Tha 3n2 Zn3 0.

3

-3 -2
t ,

= (St, t, t), for some t.
Hence, n has direction numbers (5, 1,, 1)..
Since direction numbers for 1 are (-1, 2; 3) 'and for n are(5,1,1), direction numbess for a normal to he pl.ane contain-ing / and n are

1 1

3 3 -1 2,
(1,-1601).



Answers for Part A [cont.]
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(iii) Any plane whose normals have direction numbers (1, -16, IL)
has an equation of the form - 16)(2 + 14)(9 = t.Y. Since the
plane in question contains f and the point whose coordinates
are (2,3,1) is in I, t = -35. So, an equation for the
required plane is:

x - 16x 2 + 11x3 = -35
(iv) Using the equation from (iii) and the parametric equations for

in, we have that (-3 + t) 16(3 - 3i).+ 11(-1 2t) = -35, So,
t = 1. Thus, the coordinates of the point of intersection of rn
with the plane containing 1 and n are (-2, 0, -3),

vs(v) Since n contains the point of m whose coordinates are
(-2, 0, -3) and has direction nurpbers (5, 1,1), parametric
equations for n are:

xi = -2 + 5t
x2 = t
xs = -3 +

(vi) To check that the line described by these parametric equations
is perpendicular to both t and in, we note that the vectors
whose components are (-1, 2, 3), -2), and (5, 1, 1) are
non--IS vectors in the directions of".1, rn, and n, respectively,
and that -1 5 + 2 1 + 3.1 = 0 and 1 5 + -3 1 + -2.1 = 0.
So, .1. n and rn in, The point commonsto m and n has
coordinates (-2, 0, -3). The point common to Vand n is such
that, for some aieand t,

Z t = -2 + 5s
= 0+ 2t

1 + 3t = -3 + s,
For this system, t = -1 and s = 1,
the point common to / and n are (3,
finding a solution of this last system
equations and then checks to see that
remaining ecTuation.

2p r)

So, the coordinates of
1, -2). [Note that in
one solves two of the three
t4eir solution satisfies the

V
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' Answers for Part B
1. (a) ,,The system (*) describes a line when

in2 ma

n2 n;
9 111 1

n3 ni

m ma

n1 n2
0).

(b) The system (*) describes a line when is linearly
independent, where A and ri are vectors whose components
are (m1, rn,, ms ) anti (ni, n2, n3), respectively.

2. The triple of determinants given in 1(a) give direction nuMbers of
the line.

3. Suppose that X has coordinates (xi, x2, x3) and that these coordi-
nates satisfy (i). Then, for any a and b,

(ximi + x2m2 + x3mn)a = ca
and (xini + x2n2 + x3n0b = db.
so that (ximi + xirn2 + x3m9)a + (xini + x2n2 + X3n3)b = ca + db.
But, this means that the coordinates of X satisfy (**), Hence, for
any a and b, they satisfy (**).

4. x (ma + 1113) = ca + db

5. From Exercise 4; p = ma + nb, To say that (*) describes a line
amounts to saying that (A,31) is linearly independOt. So, assuming
this, p = If if and only if a and b are both ,O, Hence, (**)
describes a plane if and only if a 'and b are not both 0,

6. Equations (**) will describe a plane containing C if and only if a
and b are not both 0 and ( A - c)a + ce - d)b = 0, An obvious
nontrivial solution for this equation is obtained by takin a 7-
and b c e III . [The solution is nontrivial because C does not
belong to 1.}
Any plane,containing I can be described by specifying one of its
points which is nol on I. Once this is done an equation for the
plane can be found as in Exercise 6.

263
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Part C

and the equation:
100

(**) (x,m, + xrn2 + x3m3)a + (x,n, + x2n2 + x3n3)b = ca + db

1.Under what condition does the system (*) describe a line? State

ectors -Pm and 7:whose components are (rn 17 al 2, m3) and (ni, no nd,
s condition (a). nriterms of determiants and (b) in terms of the

respectively.
2. Assuming that (*) describes a lige, what is the significance of the

udeterminants in your answer for Exercise 1?
3. :Show that, for any,values Of 'a' and rb', if the coordinates of a point

X satisfy (*) then they also satisfy (**)
4. The system Mean be tewritten.conveniently as:

x m = c, x n = d

, Rewrite the equation (**) in the form T (_) =
5. Your answer for Exercise 4 should be an equation of the form

x p Nek'. As you know, such an equation describes a plane if and
only if 9A 15: Use your answers for Exercises 4 and 1(b) to show
that if (*) deicribes a line then, for given values of 'a' and 'b', (")
describes a plane if and only if these given values, Eire not both 0.

6. Assume that (*) describes a line /. Given the position vector --Cof

any point C not on 1, shoAow to find values of 'a' And 'b' such that
(**) describes a plane containing C. [Hint: The equation (**) can
be rewritten as 'CT m chit+ (x n - d)b. 0'.)

7. On the basis of the results you have obtained show that if (*) de-
scribts the tale 1 then any plane 7r through I can be described by
the equation obtained by choosing appropriatesvalties for 'a' and
'b' in (").

Let 1 be the line described by:

f2x1 - 3x2 + x3 = 8
1x

1
+ 5x - 2x3 = -5.

1. Find direction numbers for 1.
2. Find an equation for the plane through I which contains the

3. Find an equation for the plane through 1 which is parallel to 01
line Irith direction numberti (2, -4, 3).

4. Find an equation for the plane 7r which contains land the common
perpendicular to 1 and the line m described by the equations:

x, = 2 + t, x2 = -1 + t, x3 = 5 + 3t

264

Answe rs

:t-T

Part C
By Exerci

TC 120 (2)

of Rart B, direction numbers of
eValuaccirrap oprialt-rttetz.rm"
way are (1, S, 1

can be found by

. Using the procedurt orn Exercise 6 of Part B, we must choose a
and b, not both 0, so 8a - 5b 0. Taking a - 5 and b = $
will do. The resulting eqi tion is '18x, + Z5xc, - 11x1 = 0.
In order that '(2a + b)x1 + ( 5b)x2 + (a - 2b)x3 = 8a - 5b'
describe a plane parallel to a lin with direction numbers 3)
it is, by Exercise 3 of Part F on 180, necessary and
sufficient that 2(la + b) 4(-3a + 5b) 3 (a - 213) = 0 [and that
(a, b) (0, O)). Simplifying we obtain tht. quation '19a 24b = 0'
whose mpst obviotrs solution is given by 'a 24 and b = 19'.
The required equation is, then '67x1 + 23)(2 - 4x3 = 97'. [There
are othe,r ways of obtaining an equation of the pl e in question,
but the purpose of these exercises is to explore th se of equations
like (**) of Part B. I

4. Using the hint and the equation, mentioned in the solutio f Exercise
3, for "the family of planes containing 1", and the solutio o
Exercise 1, it follows that we need ;Lumbers a and b such th

Za + b 3a +5b a -,2b
5 13 = 0 .

1 1 3

Since this equation reduces. to 'a - 2b = 0', a = 2 and b = 1 will
do. Substituting in the equation for the family of planes we obtain
'5x1 - x2
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[Ifirit: A vector in the direction of a normal to 7r must be a linear
coMbination of vectors in the directions of land m. Recall that one
wafsanatthres vectors are linearly dependent is to say
that a-Certain thirvaCirder determinant is 0.]

*5.. Find parametric equations for the line which is perpendicular to
bo 11 land m and intersects both lines.

6. 'be the line parallel to / which Contains the point whose co-
ordinates are (1, 2, 3)
(a) by using Exercise 1, and
(b) by using the original description of 1 to find a similar descrip-

tion of the desired line.
7. (a) Find an equation of the plane through 1 which is perPen-

dicular to the plane descxibed by:

Part D

2x1 - 4; + 3x3 = 6

(b) Compare your answers for part (a) and Exercise 3.

Consider the line I described by:

a, +
= r2t [r A

+ r3t

1. The given equations may be rewritten in vector form as:
-4. -4 -4.
x a = rt

[Explain.] Use this to show that x is the position vector of a point
of / if and only 4110x - a, 5 is linearly dependent.

2. Use Theorem 10-14 to express the linear dependence ofl - C-41 and

r in terms of determinants involving the components of these
vectors.

3. From your answer for Exercise'2 you can obtain three equations,
each of which is satisfied by the coordinates of any point on I. How
many of these equations describe planes

(i) if no component of r is zero?
(JO ifjust one component of r is zero?

(iii) if just two eomponents of7are zero?
4. (a) In eash of the three cases of Exercise 3, tell how many different

planes are described by the equations.
(b) How are the,planesiin case (i) related to the coordinateplan

TC 121 (1)

Answers for' Pa rt C 'icon .

. Proceeding as in Exercise 2 of lt A we begin by finding direction
*numbers-of the Iin& in-question. These [which will have been found
in solving Exercise 4 ] are

S., 11

3.

1:3' I

3 1

that is, (2,10, -4) or, more simply, (1,5', -2). We next find a
point of the line in question by finding the point of intersection of m
and the plane of Exercise 4. This requires us to solve
'5(? + t) (-1 + t) = H' which we find is satisfied if t = 0. So,
the point of intersection has coordinates (2, -1, 5). Hence, the
common perpendicular is given by the parametric equations: do,

x1 = 2 + t, x, + 5t, x3 = 5 - it
As a check, this line intersects I at the point'at which t = 4/15
that is, at the point whose coordinates are (34/15,1/3,67/15). [The
value of 't' is most eisily found by substituting frorn the parametric
equations into each of the two equations which were given to
describe I. Finding that the same value of 't' satisfies both
equations shows that the reputed common pe rpendiala-rdoe s ,

'indeed, intersect I.

6, (a) Parametric equations for the desired line arc:
x1 = t, )c 2 + 5t, x3 = 3 -I. 13t

(b) The line in question is the intersection of planes which contain
(1, 2,1) and are parallel to those given to describe I. So, te
line in question is,described by:

- 3x2 + x3 = -1
+ 5x2 2x 3 5

7, (a) Using the equation of the family of-planes through I, which is
referred to in the answer for'Exercise 2, we see that
L(2a + b) - 4(-3a + 513) + 3(a 2b) = 0 in the case of the plane
through / which is perpendicular to the one given in the pre-
sent exercise. Solving, we find s = 24 and b = 19.
Substituting in the equation of the family we olitain
'67x1 + 23x2 14X3 = 97' as an equation of the desired
plane.

(b) The equations describe the same plane. -They shbuld, since
the plane through I parallel to the normals of the given plane
is the plane through I perpendicular to the given plane.

fl

7
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In Part D you have seen how to obtain equations for at least two
planes through anx line which has been described by parametric equa-

. tions. In fact, 'for r 0, the system of paraTetric equations:

xi = ai + rit
(1) x2 ---- a, + r2t

= a3 + r3 t

is equivalent to the system:

(x, - a2)r3 = (x3 - a3)r2
(2) (x3 - a3)r1 .= (x1 - a1)r3

(x, adr, = (x, - adr,

In case none of r1, r2, and r3 is zero, each of these equations describes
a plane Which contains 1 #nd is perpendicular to one of the three co-
ordinate Planes. In case 4 say, is 0-but r, 0 0 0 r2 - the first two
equations describe the smile plane. [What is the simplest equation for
this plane,',and what can you say about 1 in this case?] In case, say,
r = r2 07but rs 0 0 -only two of the three equations describe
planes. [What are' the simplest equations for these planes, and what
can you say about /?] Whenever one of the equations in (2) describes
a plane it is the plane which contains l and is perpendicular to the
first, second, or third coordinate plane, respectively. These planes are
called projecting pktnes for / - the (x, x3)-projecting plane, the (x3, xi)-

. projecting plane, and the (xi, Kr)-projecting plane, respectively. In case
1 is perpendicular to a given one of the_ obordinate planes then so is
any plane whiCh contains 1, and none of these planes is called a pro-
jecting plane for / into the given coordinate plane. [However, two of
them are the projecttng planes for / into the other two coordinate
planes.]

In case none of the components of r is 0, system (2) can be sum-
marized in the,form:

x, a, -
r2 r3 a'

It say, r, = 0, but r, 0 0 rs, (2) is eqUivalent to:

x, -, a x3 - a3X = a
19

T 2
T3

fI L r

if T,r . 0 and r3 0, the system is equivalent to:

TC 121 (2)

Answers for Part I)
[A first vector is the same as a second vector if and only_if it has
the same comporwnts the second vector.4 Since * -0, -

(Z - 0 is linearly dependent if and only if - 7.; E

2. By Theorem 10-14, (x a, i)..is linearly dePendent if al only if

r2

x -a3 3

r3

X - a3 X1

ri

3. The three equations referred to are;
(x, - (x3 0

(xs - as)ri (xi ai)rs = 0
(x1 - (x;., av)ri = 0

All three equationti refer to p14es if no component
zero.

(i)

= (0, 0, 0).

,of r is

(ii) All three equations refer to planes if just one component of
.r Is Zero.

(iii) li",xactly two of the equations;refer to planes if just two
omponents of are zero,

. (a) I case (i) there are three planes; in cases (ii) and (iii)
t ere are two.

(b) Ihey are perpendicular tO the first, second, and third coordi-
n te planes, respectively.

TC 122

In/ca4 3 = 0 and ri * 0 * r2 each of the first two equations in
(2) descri 's a plane whose simplest equation is 'xs = as'. In this
case 1 is pra11el to.the third coordinate plane and ,. so, is perpendicular
to the third coordinate axis. \

In case r 1 = r = 0 and r 3 0 the first two equations describe
planes whose simplest equatidns are ,":4 = a2' and 'xi = al',
respectively. In this case I is perpendicular to the third coordinate
plane and parallel.to the third coordinate axis.

,9 9
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It is customary in such cases to continue tb use the form (3) with one or
two of the denominators cr,', cr.:, and 'rs' replaced by 10'. So, for ex-
ample, the "system":

- 1 x2 2 x3 - 3
2 0 -1

is to be interpreted' as:

x 1 x3 3
, 2 0

2 -1

and, so, describes the line with direction tirs (2, 0, -1) Which con-
tains the point with coordinates (1, 2, 3). *This convention any line
can be described by equations like (3). Such eq4ations are said to be in
#ymmetric form.

It is easy to pass from parametric equations like (1) to equations in
9 symmetric form like (3), and equally easy to go in the reverse direction.

And, from equations in symmetric form it is easy to find equations of
projecting planes. In the following exercises you will see how, when a
line is described by giving the equations of two planes thrOugh it, one
can easily find equations of the projecting planes and, so, describe the
line by equations like (1) or (3).

PartE
Consider the line 1 described by:

t2x1 + - x3 = 4

Recall that any plane through I can be described by choosing ap-
propriate values for 'a' and 'b' in:

(*) (3a + 2b)x1 - (2a - 2b); + (4a - 5a + 4b,

I. Find values for 'a' and in (* I give an equation for the
(x2, ;) -project1ng plane fOr 1. IP

'I-Find equations for the (x x2)-13
. projecting plane for I.

1, 3. Could you have found the projecting planes for 1 without writing
down (*)? Iiiint: For any projecting plane, you wish to "eliminate
one of the variables" from the Oven equations for 1..1

ecting.plane and for the (x2, x3)-

g

l`C 123

Answere for Pa.rt E
1. To obtain an equation for the (x3,,x1)-projibecting'plane,for 1, values

for 'a' andi'13' must be chosen s'o that 1a = 0 thatis, so
that a = b. Choosing a = = I, .we obta,in '5x \

2. To obtain an equatiortfOittbe (x1xx2)-Pro3ecti1g pla oose
values for 'a' and'b' auch that 0.. ChoOs.a;= I and
b = 4, we obtain +*6x2 = 21'. .

, ,

. ,..

To obtain an equation for the (x2, x3).-p4 rojecting.plane,4ckoope
values for 'n' and 'b' such that 3a.-1- Zb -7.-- O.' Choosing .sa = -2
and b = 3, w,e obtain ..10xe'.- 11xs = Z'. 4:

'
.

' V 4
1

.,-.)

3. Yes. For example. to find an equation for t'he (x1, ?ca)--laroOcting
plane "eliminate" 'xs' from thegiven-systern: ., MUltiplyin 04
both sides of the second ,equation by 4 and "adaing',..the i4ii1ting
equation to the first,'we obtain: .,. . . . l

ölx1 + 6x2 = 21
:

In a similar manner, 'x2s can be eliminated to yield an .eation
for the (x1, x3)-projecting plane and' 'x1' can be el*nindted to
yield an equation for the (x2, ,C3)-p`rojecting plane,

e

TC 124 (1) .

Answers for Part F
1.

Z.

3.

4,

5x - 9x 3 = 13 [Multiply
equation and subtract
equation.

Solving '5x1, xs

Solving '9x1 - x2
an equation for rn

From Exercise 3,

by 3 `on' both sides of .the
the first equation from the resulting-

= 17' for `x1', we obtain =

= 28' for :x1', we obtain `x1 =

in symmetric' fol'm is:
=.-xw,+ 28 -3--

'second

9_C3 + 17,
5

x.?+ 28
9

So,

coordinates of
1 9 . 5

we see that (0, -28,-17) are the
a point of rn. Making use of the given equations,' we see that this
is the case, for 3.0 - 2 -28 + 3 -17 0 + 56 - 51 = 5 and al'

+ -28 2. -17 = -28 + 34 = 6, 4th

ik

...
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Part F
Consider the line m described by%

4.

s
13x1 - 2x2 + - 5
tx, xs = 6

a

--NAnswers for Part. F [cont.] -

1. Without writing an equation like (*) of Part E, .find an equation
for the (x2, xs)-projecting plane for in: [Hint: With a little practice,
you can write downlauch equations "at sight".. Tryto do so now.]

2. Find equations for the'other 'projecting Planes for rn.
3. Solve each of.the equations you found in Exercise 2 for 'x,' and use

the result's tq Write equations for m in symmetric form. [Hint: x,
x1 - 01

4. From your answer for Exercise 2 you can read off the coordinates
of a point of M. Check this much of:your answer by substituting in
t he given equations for rn.

5. From your answer. for 'Exercise 3 you can read off direction num-
bers for m. You can also use determinants to find direction ntun-

: hers for in directly frornthe giv,en equatibw. Do so as a further
check on your answer for Exercise 3*

6. Repeat Exercise 3 by using equations of two other projecting planes
for mt,

7. Fin' it' system.of equations in symmetric form for each line de-
scribed below.
(a) ix - x2 ;4- = 4 (b) 13x, -7 6x2 - 3x, = -13

12x2 +r + 4X3 14 13X1 9; .= 1
(c) 4x1 4- = 3 (d) J 3x1 - x -1 -

5x1; + 2x2 + 5; = -9 fix, 4- - 2x3 = 1
. $. Which of the lines, in Exercise 7 are parallel? Which are per-

. pendicular?
9. ,Are any' of the lines in Exercise 7 Parallel or Perpendicular to a

-coordinate plane or h coordinate axis?.
. .

13.03 findIng Orthonoinial Coordinate 'Systems

Since as we have Seen, some computations with coordinates become
simpler when the coordinates aie orthonormal, it is worthwhile to find
out how topbtain orthonormal bases for g-. In doing this we Shall, in-
cictontally, show that the iintuitively obvious result, that tlere are
orthonornial bases for g can be deduced from our_posittlates. What we
filiall:do is to show that, given argibasis E;;,q, 7-5 for .9-,*there is an
Orthonormabasissay;.(ii,j, k) - such that -%

Z,

21C 124 (2)

5W1From. Exercise 3, we see that directon nurnbers for m ara
(1:9, 5). Making use of determinants and the given equations. we
obtain the sarn direction numbers for m, since

3 3 3 3 -2
= (1', 9;5).

1 -2 . -a-2 1 1 1

6. From1Excrcisê 1, x2 = (9)(3 t 13)/5 and from Exercise 2, .

9xi So:
x1 - (28/9) x 0

=
1 /9 T 1 5/9.

'ar`e symmetric equations for m. [As a partial check note that the
denominators in thii; are proporticinal to those in the answer for
Exercisb 3, The former may, of course, be replaced by the

(13/9)

latter. I
7. '(a)--. Using tlae'equa ions :x

we have:

8.

37E3 =If 7' and:xe + 2113 = 3,
4.

ac-- 3, x3: 9
-3 -2 1

(b) Using the equati.ons '6x2 -412x3 14' and 'l2x1 18x -38',
we have:

(c) UsIng the equations 'x1 + 3x3 = -5' and tx2 - 5x3 = 8',
we have:

x + 5 x2 - -

-

.

3 5 1

tiding the equations '3xi - x3 =,...Z' and"-xe ,=. .--S, we have

-I_ .=. -2.---,-.4 - +3 =0', or -...r......._.--. _.1. _ -..1.--
1

-..... ^,2
e 4X .L - 0 X + 3 x + Z:

1 0 3
x -0 x +2

The lines of parts (a) and (b) are parallei-and each is perpendicular
to ecli of the lines of parts (c) and (d).

. ,

The line of part (d) is parallel to the second coordinate plane and,
so, peripendicular to the second coordinate,axis.

,
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.
4. loo:

2i:/11;iiTo _begin with, the most obvious way of satisfying the first condition
. In addition to 1 the vector7... is the only other unit vector

_____. .4.......__
is to take

. .

, -. . .

If 4'1 were 15 then (i,q) 7 and, so,.(i,4) would ba linearly

7- dependant. '

. n 1
-,

0 0
[What other choice is there?) Evidently, [p, q] = [i, ql. So, to satisfy the
-second condition we need to find a Unit vector7which is a linear corn-

,

bination of i.and q and is orthogonal to i. We have seen earlier that if

q 1 q (q)

--. , -_.-7. qthen. q, ii linear combination of i and which is orthogonal to. i.
..__. --. -4

[Check to make sure that q, is orti_ ogonal to i.1 Although q, is not
likely to be a unit vector,.it is not O. [Why?] So, with

.4 i
j = gliliql4Itl (

,-.
we have orthogonal unit, vectors i and j snch that [:p1 and [01
= -4). [Explain. Hirit We have seen that fr, q]..§1,3ow that

and that [i,7j)- = [i, q,].] All that remains.ls to End..a unit
.

. .
r-

r '

projlo + pro1 (r)

Fig. 13-3 4

vectorl such thagis orthogonal tp bothlandY rlikda so we can copy
tbe procedure used to find j.

Since r and ,p [141 Fr] [in and Ir., } Since

by definition, e [r, ] and -4 c jr, j it,follows that Lie, 4 ] = 411

and, so, ri.,,q) = 4,1. Since, by definition, j'e.[41] and E in
it follows that [le, fl [ -4, 1. Hence, [I'. n

In this section, only Part A is recornmincted for homework. Parts
B and C should be treated under teacher direction, or may be used as
extra-credit work.

4.

4
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Suppose that

= r - (r) - projcil 61.

r - t(r - jtr j).14

Usintthe fact thAtTand7arelFthogonal unit vectors it is easy to show
thatro is ort.hogimal to botlyi andi. [Do s_?.] Also, since =
and r e [i,!, r1] it follows thit g j,71]. and, so,, that (i,j, r1) is a
basis for...T. Hence, with

a

=

k) is an orthonormal basis foi
The preceding ig worth summarizing [and completing] in:

Theorem 13 -4 If q,.'A is any basis for 5. and
7= ;MI,. I = k = r1111411,

where
q, =-7 q 715 and7-, r -7(r-4 7j5,

then (T, T) is, an orthohormal basis for 9- such that
[i31 and i = a Moregver, p tr, -44 Ir,

,
are r k are positive, , .

Theorem 13-4 has a corollary which we state without Proof:

Corollary

4.

- p q
I (p p), and

q

P 'P P-12

p

p r
q r
r.r

P q

q

The proofis a matter of straightforward algebra but that of the second .

part is rather long. Our reason for'calling attention to the corollary is
,

that itvcan be used to obtain a 1,iew'criterion for linear independence.
To appreciate this result, you need to recall two others. The first is
,trivial:

a

(1) p p?.', 9 and is pitsitive if and only

The second has beemproved in Chapter 11:

Proof of Corollary:

7

Note, tn particular,

'TC 126

= 4 , 4
(4. i;)2/115-112

that

41) =4

r -?1) [

P.1

4-5 4.4

(-1I 41)2A-4i. 41)

0.1)2 I ;. 4 - (-1%1)(4. N2A-414-9.1)
(-1*. 1-;)2/(5 .;) (-;.5)(4.5)/(5..5)}2A41 41)

) ' ( -1% i; )2( -41 [

;H4'11)12/(11. -1;9 /[(11 -1;)(-41041)1
The denominator reduces to the desired form and the numerator ls
equivalent to:

(7. -5)21[(4.-4)(5. (4. i;)21`.-

(7.-5)(4. 5))2}/(5. 5) 4 '
= (-r%-r)[(4.-4)(;;) -c41 -142 1-t\ P. ( ' ( 7" )2 (1). 13.

+ 2(7.4)(-7.-r1)(4;)
= (1;)[(44)(1;;) (-4.-I;)21 (7 4)[(;4)(i'l:. -1;)]

+ (1.;)[(1)(4.vi) (7;;)(4.4)]
-5.1; 5.4 -5.

q r
i; 4 5 5
q" q 1:1.13 . 4 -4.

In the ease of orthonornal coordinates the determinant 4W:a
arrived at is the square of the determinant in (9) dn page 1 08. I-lad we
developed the prtoedure for multiplying determinants the result con-
cerning (9) would give us an alternative proof fpr' (3) 'in the cirthonormal
case. We know, however, that (3) is valid for anv coordinate system
and so, by it's yet)* form, is (9). -7

itte
'11
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13.03 Finding Orthonormal Coordinate Systems

^ -4 -4 ^^-0

P P q

q'P q'q anii is positive if and only if

(p,-,q) is linearly independent

,127

This resUlt can also be:.derird by using' the first part of the 'corollary.
In a similar mamier, using the secondlaart of the corollary, one can
prove: I

A, ;

P q r
q /N.41, .and is positive if and only if

9 r

is linearly indepencleAt.

comlikry has another' iinportt use which we shall consider
w,e discuss distance in the neç, chapter. Fcir, looking at Fig.

13=-3, 3rtiu 'should be able topee thatif is the position vector of a point
R wit:1i repeit to a 'joint 0 in the plane then the distance be-
tween R and this plane is precisely Er..iifimilarly, In' is the distance
between a point4Qi where79 = 0 + q, and the line O[p

P t 4 %Ne

SuppoSO that (71, 4, -4) is an orthonormat,btsis for,T and that,
with respect to. this basis, the components of p, q,,and r are (1, 2, 2),
(-1, 4, 11, 4nd (2, 5, 7), respectively.

.11

1: Show Plat (p, q, r) is tpearly independent. [Hint You could use (3),
but there is an easier way.1

_commit* the companents; with respect to (tip up 711), ot the vectOrs
,4,71.1.and-cof Theorem 13-4. [Hint: First, compute the components

141, !noting that IR 3. Use these to compute W. and,
I 1ien, the Components ofi. NoW, find the components of7.3.

Pirt B ;.

Aswers for Pe4rt A
1. 1 1 2 2

'

-1 4 1

TC 127

= 1-23 2-9 + 2.-13 = 15 3t Q. So
1257cis linearly independept.

2, ;* -;:211. = ,,, and H;H = 41 + 4 + 4 = 3. So the.components of i
are (1-,.i,-1-?, .r... i.,,A11,-:,.,11 where -41 .._- 4 - ;1;:i-;*)

="4 - A-1.3- + 4 -23= + 1 -}) = q-. - -i.3, The refs;re, the Compon nts

of, 41 are (-1 - -1- 3, 4 - 4- 3, 1 - -1- 3).or (-2, 2, -:1). Since

Nil I '. 's./ 4 + 4 + 1 = 3, it follows that the cOmponents of ; are

(-4, -1, --11). [As a check, note ;hat 1-....j. = -1-..--..+2222...1- + i -13- = O.]

1-C = rin rill where -ia -: 1- - 3(;-j4) = .i. - 426/3) +3(1/3).
So the Components of il are (-1(4, -7.-,3-,

1%1. .

\ROO + 25 -f 100/9 = 1, the Components ofiji
11;111 '

[As a. check, one. Ould compute i k'.and j..1.- and note that both
.k,are 0.]

.1.
Since trifkles of numbers the sum of Whose 'squares is ft square May

not be fami1i4,. we give a list as an aid for making out additional exer-
cises which 'rrie out even": (1, 2, 2), (Z, 4, 4), (2, 3, 6), (1, 4, 8),
(3,6,6), (4, 4,7), (Z, 6,9), (6,6,7), (4,8,8), (3,4 12), (4, 6,14 '
(2, 5, 14), (2,10, 11), (5, 10, 10), (1, 12, 12), (8, 9, 12), (2, 8.16).\
(6, 12, 12), (8,13,14), (1, 6,18), (6, 6,17), (6, 1Q, 15).

Parts B and C deal with transformation of coordinates with
respect to two orthonormal coordinate systems. Some students may
find this interesting but we shall make no essential liter use of the

'CrAults. By doing these exercises [especially Part C] students may
gain some confidence in using orthonormal coordhiatsa.

SU 'pose tli* (u IQ and (i, j, k) are two orthonormal bases [as,
for 4imple, Part Suppose that 0 and'ii are points of e. One
somlitiflies r4ds to be able to compute the-coordinates (x; y, z) of a
pOinkg-with reapect to the coordinate systeni with olrigin A and basis
(1,k) When one knows the coordinates (xi, x; x) of the stuns point
with respect to the coordinate system with ,origin ,0 and basis (Z1,-
u2, u2).' This, can be done easily if one knows the coordblates (at, ar
of A -with respect to0 the first coordinate syitem and the apaponeiits

278

.4?

a 4
'1

.
I S, 1

2 9

y
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--
(i , i ) 1, 29 3 ) and (k

19
k k3) 1 d,j an with respect to ( u2u , u3).

1 3 " -k4

And, as we shall see, itvis equally easy to compute the coordinates
, (x1, x2, x3) when one is given the coordinates (x, y, z.

sk. By assunitition (x1, X.2 x3) are the components of X 0 with re-
spect to (u 14,9 U3 ) With this in mind, what are (al, a2, a3)? What
are (x, y, 2)?

2. The components of a vector r with respect to the orthenorrnal co-
.ordinate system (i, J, --ro are (--r-? f Explain.] Express
the coordinates (x, y, z) of the point X as dot product&

3. The dot product of two vectors is easy to compute if you know the
'components of the vectors with respect te some orthonormal basis.
[Explain.) Express the coordinates (x, y, z) in terms of the compo-

- nents Of appropriate vectors with respect to (ue,, u2, u3).

In the notation introducpd in Part B, the coordinates of X with re-
spect to the two orthonormal coordinate systems are related by:

x = (x1 - + (F2 -
(4) y =Ax, adj, + (x2 -

4. The components (ii, i3) of i with respect to (up 142, u3) are (i up-,
u2, t u3). With this hint, show that the components of u, with

rekoect to the basis il) are (i ;ed.
5. Suppose that the coordinates of 0 with respect to the coordinate

system with origin A and basis (i, j,T) are (a, b,). Use the results
of Exercise 4 to write equt4pns like (4) for computing (x1, x2, x3)
when (X, y, z) are known. [11. This should, now, be very easy.]

6. uie (4) to compute (a, b,

a0i2 + (x3 adis
as#2 (xs ;Vs
a,4)k2 + (x3 7 adk3

*
In view of Exercise 4 the coordinates of X with respect to the two

orthonormal coordinate systems are related by:

1

x, s= (x - 'a) il + (y - b)j, + (z - c)e,
x2 = Zi - a)42 + (y"- b)j2 + .(z - c)k2
x3 = (x - a)i3.+ (y :-- b)j3 + (z - c)k3

*Part C ..

I. In Part A you were given an orthonormal basis (u,, u,,, u3) and
computed the components with respect to this *Is of the terms i,
7, and ii of another orthonerral basis. If.your work was correct
you found that these components are (, 4, 4), (-4, 4, -i), and (-4,

ftml..............
ft
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Answers for Part B
1. (a1,a2, a3) are the components of the vector_ A - 0 with respect to

.. _...the.basis (u1, u2, u3), anc(x, y, z) 4re the components of the vector
X A with respect to (1., j,

Recall that 7 5omp, (7) + comp,P(7) + i comp-. (r.:), so that
, k

r i i. i'comp.() + 0 + 0 = compr(i). Similarly one can show,that r j comp-..(r) and r k (;). Therefore, thek
components of r with respect to (r, j,ii) are (-r'r, -; iz). By
similar reasoning, the components of X -A with respect to
(1.,3',f) are ((X A)r, (X elhA)j, (X A).1, so that the coordi-
nates of X with ect to the coordinate system with origin A,
and basis (1,3, (()s A)-r, (X - A)j, (X - A)).

3. [If the components of r and s witfl reswt to some orthonormal
basis. are (r 2, r3 1 2 3) and (s s s ) respectively, then

Since the components of X A, and r with respect to (iii,i1,013)
are ((xi - al), (x2 - a2 ), - a ))' and (iv i2, is), respectively,
it follows that x = (x1 - a1:)11 + (x2 - a2)i2 + (x3 -
by considering the components of the vectors r and /E witlAr,,e9pect
to one can show.that y = (xi - ai)ji lx2 -"a)j12
+ (x3 a3)j3 and z = (xi - + (x2 - a2) + (x3 - a3)1c3.
[See (4) on this Inge., ]

r s = risi + r2s2 + rss . I By Exercise 2, x = (X --4

4. The components of ui with respect to (r, y , are (.111. t -t; J., iz

By the hint, -we see that i ui = i1, i.e., ui i = 11. Similar.ly,
since the components (ji, j2, j3) of j and (1(1, k2, k3) of ij with

respect to (ui, u2, u3 ) are (j j u2, j us) and (1-C it U-P, it -its).
-0 -0 -0 -0 :0 .70 -0

-0 -0 -0
respectively, we have that .1 = ui = ji, and ui k k = ki,
Therefore, the components of with respect to (r, IC) are

(ii, ki). [By looking at the second termi of the appropriate'
ordered triples, one gets the components of u2 with res/Wct to
(r,y,11), and by looking at the third terms, one gets the components-of,

5. By Exercise 4, the components of iii with respect to (r,3) are-
ki). ilarly one could show that the components of u2

and u3 with respect to (i,j,k) are i(i2,j2,.k2) and
respectively. If the coordinates of 0 with r to (r,3) are
(a, b,,c), then by precisely the same type of reasoning we used in
Exercises 2 andS, (x1,x2,x3) = ((X - (X

(X - 0).). So xi = (x - a).-11 +,(y - b)ji + (z - c)ki,
x2 = (x - a)12 + (y - b)I2 + - c)k2, and x3 = (x -(4)i5 + (y - b)j3

(Z c)k3 [See (-5). )

6. Replacing :X' by 40', and therefore '(xi, x2, x3r hy '(0, 0, 0)9 and
y, z )9 by ' (a, b, .we have that a = - a.2i2 - a3134

b = - a3j3, tiffi.>c = -,10.2k2 - a3k3.

2"

.
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1, 4), respectively. Suppose, noise, that you are given point 0 and
that the coordinates of A with respect to the coordinate system
with origin 0 and bitsis (; 142, us) are (1', 1, 3). Write equations
like (4) and (5) relating the coordinates of any point ,with respect
to this coordinate system to .its coordinates with respect to the
coordinate system with origin A and basis .

Yoii are given, below, the (x j, x2)-crdinates of various points.
Find their (x, y, z)-coordinates.
(a) (3, 2, 5) '('3) (6, 1, 0) (c) (9, 4, 5) (d), (0, 0, 1).

3. In Exercise 2 you found *e (x, y, z)-cocxdinates of several points.
Click your results by using equations like (5) to find the (xi, x2, x3)-
coordinates of these points.

4. Equationi (5) are equivalent to:

1

xi = al + xi, yj, + zk,
x., = as + xi,, 4- yj, + zk,
x3 = a3 + xi3 + yj, -.I.; zii3

[Explain.] Write Vie corresponding equations for the point A and
the vectors i, j, and k of the present exercises.

5. Recall that, in Part A, ; andif were chosen so that Ci,l1)

Consequentl, the plane 4, -41 is The plane ,Ttin. Do you see a
quick way to obtain parametric equations for this plane.from the
equations you obtained in Exercise 4? Explain your [affirmative]
answer.

6. How can you obtain an equaion for A-V,Z from the equations like
(4) which you gave in answer io Exercise 1?

13.04 Coordinates in a Given Plana
s*In many geometrical problems all the points involved belong to a

single plane say, the plane ir. When coordinatevriused in solving
_such a problem there is some advantage iqusing _a coordinate system
in which IT is one of the coordinate planes. You may have already
seen how to do this. [See the Background Topic on page 66.] Howeverir
may be-described we shall know a point A 15 77. and vectors p and q
such that Dr] = Then, for any point X e 7r. there are uniquely
determined numbers say, r and s such that

(1) X=A+pr+qs.,--4

The numbers (r, s) are the coordinates of X with respect to a coordinate
syitem for IT with origin A and basis (p, 5 for Dd. Since it is often

222"
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Answers for Part C
1. Given that (a1, a2.1 a3 ) -=, (1, -1, 3), (iv 2,

and (ki, k2,k3 ) t
sUbstiluting i.nto (4), we obtain:

4-

-0, and

, x b (xi - 1)11 + (x2;+ 1)1 4 (x3 r 3)1,' lb

Y -= (x1 : 1). -1 + (x2 + I.) -I' (x3 -'3). --4
7-- (x1 1). -4 + (x2 +. n -4 4 (x3 3), 1

To write equation* like (5); we must first find the values o00.', 'b'
and 'c'S Using the results of Exercise 6, we have .

I 2 6 5 , Z 2 ..,..3 7 , 2 1 6 _5.a . + - : . = 371- N. 7 T. -7. 3' , an...,

So, by (5), ,,
1

{xi = (x + 5/3)+ + (y,,- 7/3). t+ (2 + 5/3) 4
x2 = (x + 5/3)4 + (}i - .7/3)1 + (2 + 5/3). --4 '
x3 = tx + 5/3)4. + (y 7/3). -1 + (z + 5/3) 1 t'

.2. (a) (4,4, -3P)' (bj (1, -1, -6)
(c) (2,-8, -3) ' (d) ( Z, -I)

3. [Answer as given in Exercise Z. ]
4. [From (5), xl1 + yji - (ail + bj/ + ck1) and,.;also by

(5), al -(ail + bj1 + ck1). So, al + xi1+ yji1 + iki.; The
other two equations can be obtained in a similar manner.
Comparing (4) and (5) it is evident -that if the givgn equation*
are equkvalent to (5) then the following are equivalent to (4):

{
al + xi/ + yji

X. 2 a2 + xi2
5. tt.

as + xis + yjs

z' + 1 i 1 + X2 i2 kS
b + + xsjis + xsjs

= c + x1k1 +.xs.k2 x34(10.,

I 1

are parametric equations for the plane A[r, n, since (a1,a2,a3)
are coordinates of A, and 01,12,10 and (j1,$2, js) are the
components of the vecto-rs r and ;IP, respectively, wi.th.vspe,ct to
the coordinate system wit...1i origin 0 iand basis ,

Substituting IA /3-, 2/3, 213) for -(i 2.02, -z/3, 2/3, -1/3)
and (1..3.-1., 3) for (al, az, asj, we have the following

parametric equations for A[tIn:
1 + -

x2 =- -I + 4x +
x3' = 3 1. -tx

A point with coOrdinates (x, y, a) will be on 404,3 ] if and only if
z = 0, that is, if and only if

b (xi - jx2 + (xs 3)1.'
Simplifying this, we see that '2x1 + xs - 2xs = -5' is an equatiob

or A[r,n,
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simpler to use orthonormal coprdinates one frequently uses Theorem
13-4 to compute an orthonormal basis (i,7) for [r]. Then, for X t 7T,

(2) 4/ X = A +71 +7y,

where (x, y) are the cdikdinatiis of with respect to ale coordinate sys-
tem for r with origin A -and orthonormal basis In this case,

= (X A) i and y = (X 7 A) j.

Exercises

Part A

-

o . '1)

gt

c'4
P

Suppseliv_en an orthomirmal coordinate system with origin 0 and
basis (u u2, u3). Let A, B, and C have coordinates (1, 1, 3)0(2, 1, 5),
and (0, S, 4), respectively.
1: Find an orthonormal basis (i: J) for [I]. [Hint: You have done

the work in Exercise 2 of Part A on pa 127. Expliin.]
2. Knowing the:cctrzipons.nts of z and j with respect to the ortho-

normal basis (u u, Lt) there id an easy method [using deter-
minants] for finding the components of a vector --rz such that

7,1) is an orthonormal basis for ,c7,4-. Apply this method.
S. is the vector k you found in the pi..eceding exercise the same as

the vector 7i you found earlier bi using Theorem 13L 4? How
many unit vectors are there in AL?

4. Explain how to find the (x x2, x)-coordinates of a point of 77 when
you know jt a coordinates (x, y) with respect tcr t4e ariti#.4,and
basis ir,-,1)/. [Hint: Consider parametric equationslhil:AfT-Z:i
Given t e (x x2, xd-coordinates of a point of
wheth r this paint belongs to ir and: if it does, find its (X; y),.400,414;.-
nate . [Hint: Equations like 144 en,page 128 Can be usefiA). t,11,14saie.
not eeded here.]

*5.

*47,

f:xercises in Section 13.03 and in Part '.4; abov?,.show Unit;
4mi-enough information about 7T in terms of some giVenlith640631a1
coo ate system for if, you can actually intrOducela more conveziteht

: rdf4at V system. for it and, after using it to obtain results conceraing
.'res4n 'h., describe the raülts kou obtain in terms of the given Co-

os4iTiolite system. Fortunately, is not often necessary to do all tkiis.
More usually we shall choose three noncollinêar poitAtaA,13, and C Of
7T, which bear some relation to the problem we are concerned vith, let
p = B - A and Ti =,C - A, and -merely refer to Theorem 13 -=4 . to

2s4
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Here are suggestions for use of the exercises of sectiov 13.04 It
(i) Part A and the discussion which follows should be preAnted under

teacher direction. Part B may then % used to illustrate these
results.

,(ii) Part C is appropriate for homework. Students may be,encouraged
to check results among themselves or to work in teams.
The dissuasion on pages 135-136 and Part D should,beteacher*

' 'directed.
(iv) Part E is a reasonable homework assignment.

(Vc), Part F, and the discussion mceding and follow4nOt, is recom-
mended for class discussion.

.(vi) Part G is a good homework assignment.
,

Answers for Part A
1. (1,3°) is an orthonormal basis for [ABC], Where the components of

1. and I with respect to (i11,1104.1.13) are (1/3, 2/3-,.2/3) and
(-2/3,2/3, -1/3). [Note that p and if of Part A on_page 127 sre_
B,- A,' and C A, respectively, so t.t.hat (3, is a basis'for [ADC].
Bl#.by'.Part A,. [1/, = j], so (i,j) is also-' basis fOr fAg-C);]
Th vectorwith components

r:
i2 13 i3

i2 ja )3 j1 j1
. .

t at ti3, (-2/3, --1/3; 2/3) is orthogonal to both l'and r and
has rlzjri 1. So, it is a suitable ,choice for 7. [It cap bv proved
that tlçector obtained in this way from orthonormal vectors.r.
and-I.,always has norm L, ]
Yes.; There are two, li. and

Suppose tklie cooi.dinates of a point X with resp.F.et to the !origin A.
and basis (r,r) are (x, y)6 Then X = A + rx-4, jy. Therefore, the
coor4nalks.s (x 1 ,x2 ,x3 ) of X are.given by;

,,
. n s for ExerciSe t -ip-r.:1,rAlrups-cyf

." it' and 1064;e- arittase.cithot,tier these ..satisfy,the,,third
.Gliven-equistionfilii:ce-.(4)ntiage12,11the (11 ).-equatictir

*for if cast te C'btajnc.si , the third of
-CO9V ,00( of: t4e,pOint are 'igiVen by the ,fir

tW1) ecmatiOn.s

= 1 + ix
,

=
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.justify introducing an orthonormal hasis" for 7i such that i E [py
and_i j > 0. [Occasionally we
'and./ in terms of p and q which
remainder of this section we sh
is orthonormal and consi,
(x, y) for points of 77 with. rd

S.

shall also, .44Vexpressions for i
atexivpri 4,44be theorem.) So, in the

stime tba O[i, j , where j)
t use can be made of., coordinates

to the origin 0 and basi4 (i,./).

. Part B
(liven a plarbs-z4a.sball assume that 0 is Some point of 7T and that

(i, fs some orthonormal basis for (71. For each point X E r we shall
_

speak of the numbers (x, y) such that X 0 4 i,x + jy as the 7-coordi-
nates of X. For the following exercises we shall assume thatVis a vec-

, tOr such that (i, j, k) an orthonormal basis for Y- and, for each goint
X- ?I" we shall ,speak of the numbers (x, y, &such that ..X = 0 t Lr
+ kz as t,i1 il'-coordinates of X. A point whost v-coordinates 111.e
(x, y, z) belongs 46r if and only,if z = 0; and; inthis case, the 7-coordi-
nates of the point dre (x, y).
1. Suppose that n is grctor whose components with respect to (i, j, k)

are (6,, /F2,' Yr3). . .

(a) Wt is the cOndition on these components in order that n
) Wat further condition must be satisfied in order that n be a

). non-6 Member ot171?
2. (a) Fin:given vWues of 'a', 'b', and 'c', the tquation: ,

by + Oz = c

describes, with respect t o-the e-coordinate system, some sub-
set of ?C. Tell; as precisely as you can, what kind of subset.
Illita: How is this subset related to IT?)

(b) What kind of. subset of e' is described by the system consisting
of the equation of part (a) and the equation 'z

(c) Write an equation Aich describes the set of part (b) with
reference to the 7-coordiraate system.

3. Suppose that 4 is a line contained in 77.
(a)- How many planes are there whose intersection with 7 is 1?
(b) How many of the planes referred to in pert (a) are perpendic-

lar to 7? I
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Answers foE Pa'rt B
1., (a) n =

(a')

(b) 0 (0, 0)

The given equOion [with or without the terrn '.0z'] describes
a plane a which is perpendicular,.to t. [This has been proved
beforie, but it is w6rth rioting noW that if (xo, Yo, .0)- are the
coordinates of some point in r then.so are (xo, yo,z), for any
real numbv 7., So, for any point of a .the entire line through
this point a.nd parallel to the thiFd coordinate axis is a subset
of if. I

(b) The equation `z = 0' describes the plane v. 4p , the system.
in question describes the line of intersection o1 e and r.

(c) ax + by 1- c

3. (a) Infinitely many,

c6

yr

(b) One .
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_

4. Suppose thi.it 1, and L., are lines contained. in TT and that and
a, are plimes perpendicular, to 7 and such that cri fl v --- 1, and

tr2 n = 12'
(a) What can you say about cr, and if 1,11 12? If 1, 1 Give

reasons for your'answers.
(b) What can you say about 1, and 12 1 (7.2? If a., L oy Ex-

plain.

By an earlier agreenieiit, the components (a, h, c) [with respect to
the orthonormal'basis (i, :j, k4)1'Of any non-if vector in the direction of a
line 1 are direction 'numbers of with respect to the if-coordinate sys-
tem of Part B. In case I C 7T the third term of any sequence of direc-
tion numbers of 1 is O. FTOr such a line, we shall call the numbers (a, b)
dinection numbers of 1 with newect to the 77--coerdinate system. [When,
as in this section, we are concerned mainly with points of 74 and are
dealing with a. single Codrdinate system for 7T, we may refer to (a, 15)

merely as direction numbers of /.1
We also agreed ta speak of h line n which is perpendicular to a given

plane CT as a norMal to a-. If 7T, we shall speak of a line n in 7r ,

whic'h is perpendicular to I rs normal to 1 [in 7r]. .

Some of the re,ults obtained in Part B'can now be summarized by
saying that, wit4 respect to the 7r-coordinate system, an equation: k,

(3) + by = c [(a, b) (0, 0)]
-

describes a lide 1 in Tr whose normals do hove (a, b) as.direction num-
bers; and that', any such line may be described by an equation like (3).

When 1 is 'de:scribed by an equation like :(3), -the corresponding
'equation:

ax + by + Oz c

describes, with respect to the F-coordinate system, the plane o- per-
Pendicularlo IT which intersects 77-'"Irn 1. So, as is suggested in Exer-
cise 4, it i4Hnot difficult to apply what we know about equations.,of
pliznes in to the tiroblem of understanding equations of lines in 7r.

Part C.
1. Picture ar orthonormal 'coordinate system for ir itrid draw the
,lines whose equations are given. Indicate which is which by writ-
",irig its rquation near_by. [It is customary to picture such a coordk

nate estem so ihat i is pictured by a horizontal arrow pointing to
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Answers for Part B [eo.nt.]

4. (a) a II a:, [For'both fel] and - contain [7r].1 and [11]. j;
.1, a:, [By Theorem 1Z-14(b) az 1. al (Thr and, so, by

'theorem l2- l 3(b), al .1. err,. ]
1104....t...*

,(b) /1 II 12 [By Theorem 9-l6- 7 the intersections of a plasie with
parallel planes are parallel lines, ]
it 1 1 , [Since ir al and a2 J. al it, follows by Theorem

1lZ-14(b) that r 1 Since L. C 7i it follows by Theorem.
Z -12(a) that 11 1 ip.

S
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ihe right and j by a vertical arrow pointing upward. Often, the first
coordinate axis is called `the.x-axi ' and te second is called 'the
y-axis'.}
(a) x y = 1 (h) 2x3y = 6
(C) x y = 1 (d) 3x - 22/ 6

: (e) x + y = 2 (f) 3x 2y = 0
2. Suppose that 1, and 1, are described by:

aix + biy = c, [for 1 1
.1

arr.+ b,y,= c, [for 12 ]

Show that,
(a) 1, 11 12 4-0 /2162 = ba2,.

/2 4-0 0102 + b1p2= o,
(c) if 1, 1{12 then, for (k k2) (0, 0), the equation:

(*) (alx + biy - cdk, + (a2x t by -422)k2 q

describes a line through the point of inbdrsection of 1, and 12.
3. Suppose that P. is a point of 7r and that the coordinates of P0 ate

yD).

(a) Show that any line in 7r which contains P. has an equation of
the form: ."

a(x x0) + b(y yo )=0

and that any such equation for which (a, b) (0,
such a line.

(b) Suppose that 1 is described by the equation:

ax + by c [(a, b) F`,(0, On'

'Show that
(i) the line thiough P. parallel to 1 is described by:

a(x - x0) + b(y y0).--= 0

describes

and that

(ii) the line in Pr which contains P0 and is perpendicular.to 1
is described by: .

b(x - x.) a(y yo) = 0

f(c) Give a pair pf directidn numbers fort.

290

Answers for Part C

A
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(f) 3x-2y=

Co) = 1

(d) 3x- 2y =6

(b) 2)1+3y =6

(e)x+y=2

(c) )4+ y =

.2. (a) Since 11;and ars?, coplanar, 11 II 12 if and only if 1 rm
does not consist of a single point. So, fi II I., if and only if
the given eqiiations do not have a unique solution that is,
if and only if a b1 1

0.
a2 b 2

(b) if and only if o-i cr 2 [see Exercise 4 of Part.13 J and
)the latter is the case if and only if a1b1 + a2b2 + 0. 0 = 0 [see
Exercise 5 of Paf.t F on page 1151.

(c For 1 "jf 1 a /14 er, and, s , for (k: kp) 0 (0,0), ON)
represents in -coordinates plane perrp-endicular to 7 and
confai.ning the intersection of ii.and I. So, in 7-coordinates,
(*) rjrpresents a line in 17 through the intersectioh of /1 and
12

(a) -Any line in It has ara equation.of the>1.er1rn 'ax + by = c'
contains Po if and only if 'axo + byQ c' is satisfivd.

(b) (i) All that is required is to show that the criterion of
Exercise 2(a) is 'satisfied, and it obviously is [ab = ab].

(ii) A31 that i required is to show, that the criterion of
Exercise 2(b) is satisfied, and it obviously is
[ab.+ b --a r- 0].

(c) 4.(b,---g) [For 1 is'a normal to the line \of part (b) (ii) and
these are direction numbers of such a normal. [Of course,
'(-b, a)' is an equally correct a.nXer. ]

and

IC 134 (1)

4. Usin4 the results of 3(b), we have:
(a) (i) 7(x - 2) - 5(y + 7) 0.

libi) -5(x - 2) 7(y 7) = 0
(c) (1) 3(x.+ 1) + 6(y - 3) = 0

1ii) 6(x + 1) -.3(y - 3) = 0
(e) (1) 5(x-- 2) = 0

(ii) -5(y 4) = 0

(b) (1) 6(x 2) + 7(y + 7) = 0
.(ii) 7(x - 2) - 5(y + 7) = 0

id) (i) (x 1) + Z(y - 3) =
(ii) 2(x - I) (y 3) 0

(f) (i)
(ii)

3ty 5,3 = 0
3(x + 1)

[Think of the equation given in (e) as '5x +.0y = 3', so that a

CAurse, all ofikhe above equations can be:s.implified.

S.

=.5 an.d}s= 0. jr.
d

291
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4. In -eacci". part you are given the equation of a line 1 in 7r and the
coordinates of a point f e 71-. Find an equation tor the line in 7r
which contains P and (i) is parallel to 1;.(ii) is perpendicular to I.
(a) 7x - 5y =1.6; (2, -7) (b) 5x + 7y = 3; (2, -7)
(,e) 3x + 8y.= 5; (71, 3) t (d) x + 2y 7; (1, 3)
(e) 5x 3;'(2, 4) (f). 3y = =24 (-1. 5)

5. Assumini that 1 is described by:

ax 4 by

where (a, b) (0, 0), what can you say about /
(a) if a = 0'? (b) if b 0? (c)

6. Without finding the coordinates of the point commoVo
described bY:

and x + 5y = 8,t,
and an equation for the line through thispoint which
(a) contains-the origin,
(b) is perpendicular to the x-axis,
(C) 'i,s parallel to the x-axis,
(d).contains the point whose coordinates are (-
(e) contains the point whose coordinates are (4, -3),
(c is perpendicular to the line described by '2x 3y =
(g) is perpendicUlar to the line described by '3x .- 2y -- 2'.

7,,S;ippose that P, and P.2 are two ppints of 7r whose coordimAtes are
(x),1) and (x2, y,), respectively.
(a) Find an equation for P-,P: (Hint: Since P, PP, PP can be

describ*d by an equation of the form 'a(x - x1) + b(y - yi) =--- 0'.

Try to find a and b, in terms of the numbers x y x2, and yi,
so that (x2, y2) is a solution of the resultirT equation.)

(b) ExpreSs your answei; for part, (a) neatly by using a determinant.
.,(c) Show that points with coordinates V, 4), (x1, y,), arid (x2, y21

are collinear iland only if

if c = 0?
thc lines

fi
4.a

."(yi y1)(xtf.-,x0) xi)(y1 yd 0.

S. In each of the folloWing ,yoti' are given the coordipates of two
points of 7r. Find an equation for the line containing these points.
(a) (6, -7), (-4, 3) (h) (5, 2)-,. (-5, -2)
.(c) (4, 3), (2, 6) (d) (17, 0), (0, -12)

9. Suppose tbat P, Pi, and Pt
yd, (x y,), and (x2, y2),-ces

(a) Find an equation for the
paralll to P;P,.

are three, points with v.. dinates
pectively.
hne.in 77- which contains P and is

(b) Find an equatioirfor the line in
perpendicul a f t4LP,P:.

2 °I)

ir wIlich contains P and is

Answers fo r Part C cont.] .

TC 134 (2)

(a) / is perpendicular to the y-axis and par7allel to' the x-axis.
(b) / is perpendicular to the, x-axis -and parallel to the N/r-axia.
(c) .11. contains the origin. \

6. In each part we need values of "a' and
(3x + 2.0a + (x + 5y)b =

[See Exercise 2(c). ] r

f3', t?ot both 0,, for:
6. + 8b 40.

(a) 6a + 8b = 0; so chooSe a = 4, b = -3 to olin '9x - 7y = 0'.
(b) 2a f 5b 0; so choose a = 5, b -2 to ain 'I3x = 14'.

(c) 3a + b 0; so choose a = 1, b -3 to obtain '-13y = -18'
[Or: 13y = 18].

(d) a + 9b 6a + 8b; so'chooseJ a = I, b 5' to obtain,
'8x + 27y = 46'.

(e)

(f)

6a 6a + 8b; so choose = 1,.b = 0 to obtain
'3x + Zy
(3a + b)2 + (Za 5b)3 =
obtain '39x - 26y 6',,

s'o choose a = -12 to

(g.) (3a +*b-+-(2a + 5.b). -Z = 0; so choose a U b '0.to
obtain '26x + 39y = 82'.

[Note that the lines in parts (f) and (g) are perpendicUlar.
7. (a) Following the hint, we wish to find values of 'a'..eand.'b' such

that a(x2 xi) + b(yr - y1) = 0, The 'simplest choice iS
a = y2 yl, b. = /(x, ). So, the desired equation is
.(Y1: yl)(x -,x1) (x2 x1)(y y1) = .

(b) x x1 Y Y1

Y'Yn-
[Note why this equation is satisfied ..(a) y) = (x1, y1) and
(b) if (x, y) (x2,.y2). -e

(c) tly part (a) the given condition holds if and only if P0 E P1P2
[where Po is the point wit.h coordinates F?(4.1..y0). I

8. 7a) 10(x -6) + 10(y'+ 7) = 0 [or': ,x + y ,= 0]

(b) -4(x - 5) +10(y 2) = 0 [or: ,Zx - 5y O]

.(c) 3(x 4) + 2(y - 3) = '0 [or: 3x, + Zy4e. 1811P'

(d) -12(x + 17(y - 0) = [oi: 12x - 17y = 204].

9. (a) (y2 x0) (x2 xl)(y yo) 0

(b) (x2 7 x1')(x x0) + (y2.-- y1)(y -5y0) =

141,



13.04 Coordinates in a Given Plane .135

\*.

We can now illustrate the use df coordinates for a 4p.lane to obtain
inttresting geometric results. Qne of the results which We came upon
in Chapter 11 is that the lines which contain the altitudes of a triangle
are concurIent.

4

[Recall that the altitude of APep,P, from, gay, Po is the interval
PoHo,.where Ho is the pnt of, inteisection of.P,P, and the plane
through 110 perpendicular to .13,P2.1 The argument arrived at in Part C
on pages 32 and 3; made use of another result involving distance and
we shall reviewlfiat argument in the next chapter. Here we shallkive
a quite different prOof of the concurrency of the 'lines contajning
the altitudes of a triangle.

Consider AP,p ,P, and the plane 7r which contains it. Choose`an
orthonormal coordinate system for 7r and suppose that the coordinates
of Po, P1, and P, are (xo, yo), (x y,), and (x y2), respectively. As you

-1 showed in Exercis 9(b), the line which contains the altitude of
LPAP2 froln Po is cqcribed by:

(x, - x1)(x x.) + (y2.- y1)(y - yo) =

It follows meriluby inspecti n of this eq4ation that the lines.contain-
ing the altitudes from P, and P2 are desaibed by the equations:

1.,

(x0 - x)(x x,) + (Y0 - yd(y - yi)
- xu)(x x2) + (y, yo)(y y.2) =

Our problem is to show that these three equations have a unique solu-
tion. We can do this by showing, first, thafany solution of two of these
equations is a solution of the third,-and second,-that somelwo of the
equations have a unique solution. To establish thi first of tllebe iesults
it is sufficient to note that on adding tlie left sides of the three equa-
tions and simplifying we obtain '0'. This happens because of twokather
trivial real number thebrems:

A 44.4t

TC 135-136

On adding the three equations on page 135 we obtain, after some .
rea'rrangement:

[(x2 - Xi) + (xo x2) + (x )1x

[(x0 x1)X0 + (X0 x2 )3C1 OCir x0X2
[(y2 (yo y2) + (y1 yo)]y

By y1)Y0 + (y0 y2)yi + (y1 yr0)y2] = 0
Thereal numbor thqorems show that each of the bracketed expressions
reduces to '0' and, so, that the equation is 'satisfied for 111 values of
'x' and 'y' no matter wliat the coordinates of Po, Pi, aria P2 may be.

Values of 'x' and 'y' which satisfy the first two equations will
satisfy the equation obtained by addition if and only if they satisfy the
third. [This follOws frOrn the real n'urner theorem '(a 0 andmir = 0)

[a + b c =a.c O]'. Since a*-values of 'x' and 'y'
satisfy the equation obtained by addition, values which satisfy the first
two equations must satisfy the third.

By Theo`vm A on page 471 of volume 1 the first two equations
ha e a unique :Solution if and only if

X2 X1 y2 Y.

XO N.2 Yo y2
This last is the case if and only if {Po,.Pi, P2) is not collinear. For
'(x2 - xi)(y - y2).- (y2 -. yi)(x - x2) = 0' is an equation for P1P2. ] And,
{P0, Pi, P2} is noncotlinear.

For a discussion of the "vector proof" see answer fo4 Exercise 1

got* 'D on page 136.

k



136 ORTHONORMAL COORDINATE SYSTE S

(*) t(c b)a + (a c)b + -(b a)c 0
-

[Explain.] Explain yaw this shows that any solution, of, say, the first
two equations is alsa_a solution of the third. That twdof the equations
-sa5', the first two- have a unique solution follows from the fact that

4 -
xlvo ya) (Y2 y1)(xo 0.$

[Explain.] This is the case because Po M. [Explain.] So, the theorem
is prOved.

As a matter ojfact the "same" proof can be qiven more easily without
introducing coordinates. To do so, .let p., p1, and p, be the positiop

"vectors of Po, F1, and P2 with respect. to somg origin. The plane ao
which contains Po and is perpendicurar to PA is ddscribed by the
vector equation:

,tS --
4,P2 p, ) tx - 0

[Explain. Also, compare this equation with the coordinate equation
. previously given for the-line containing the altitude from Po.] If we

write down similar equations for the planes a-, and' a-2% where a,
P1[P0 - P01 and a2 P2[P1 - P0]-'-' and use vector equations analo:

gous to (*) it is easy to. show that tlAp intersection of ao, cr,, and (T2 is a
line 1. Since 1 1 7r, 1 and 7T intersect at a point P.-Since the lines con-

pining the altitudes of AP0P1P2 are ao n i a, fl i7r, and a2 fl 7r,,these
lines are coricurrpnt E4 P.

Part D
1. Pill in the details of the preceding vector proof that the altitudes

of a triangle'are concurrent.

Part E

2. Use the result just proved to show that the Perpetdicular bisectors
of the.sides of a triangle intsrsectin a line 'which is perpendicfilar
to the prime of the triangle. [Hint: This is (3) on page 31. It two
used on page 33 in deriving the result of Exercise 1. -Try to reverse
this procedure.]---

Let 1 be p,Pline in 71- which is not perpendicular io the x-aixs. Sup-

p.

TC 136

Answers for Part D
1. Let po, and po be position vectors, with respect to...some

origin, of the vertices Po, P1, and Po, respectively, of Z\PoPiP,..
Then [P1Po] and? as in (II) on paie 109, ;C. is,the
position vectcrr of a poiri.t.of the plane through Po and perpenclicu4ar
to P k'2 if arid only if 1;1). (-;he - 0. . Thi plane in questionk,
is the plane 074, 7T. which contains the altitude of AP0P1P2 from
Po. Similarly, the planes al and a, which'are perpendicular té
rr and contain the altitudes thrbugh -P1 and P2 , respectively, have

. *,
equations

P 0 Pi) ` 0' 4ndis(i;i =

respectively. Now,

(13+2 -51):(-; 1;0)4 (5o 52). 50+ (i3.1 50); (;:
for all valueg of ,'x' because

- ) 4
. (P2 + (P0 -,132)'+ (5i- '50) 6

, and
It follow's that point common to ao and al a.lso belongs
On the other hand, (To n 0- is perpendicUlar to because

crol i, cr; x., and cro V 0-1., The last iS the case because, since
{ Po 1:32, Po. } is noncollincar, (f)2 pi, po -.13) is .linearly inde-

pendent. By definition, the point in which cro r- cri cro [which is

the line 0-0 (-N ail intersects 7T is common to the three altitudes of
AP° P2 I.

. -Given AABC,.we wish to show that the perpendicular bisector...red

its side; intersect in a line.whichIs perpendicular to ABC, "Let
A' be the ,midpoint of BC, B' 'be the midpoint of AC. and CI be'

1,4the midpoiNt of AB. Then A', 134,,Und C' .are noncollinear, .and,

by the preceding theorem, the lines containing thealt-itueles of

AAIB'C' are concurrent,. But these lines ae contained in the per-
, I

pendicular bisectors of the sides of AABC. Therefore, the perpep-
Cacular.liisectors of the sides of' LS,ABC 'intersect in a line wilichtis
perpendicular-to ABC.

(1;2 5141 5b (5o 52)*-51 (1;3. -143o).-i2 z 0.
to 0" .2
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13.04 poorditiates in as Given Plane

pp.se that the equation:

(*) ax + by ------

is an eqsaiion -for 1.
1. What (foes the assumptioh that is not perpendicular to.the x-axis

tell you abottilany of the nuniters a,,s1), and, e?
2. It should follaw frt;n1 your answer, for Exercise 1 that 1 has an

equation of -the "form: .

49.

137 e_

Answers for P:acrt
b 0 [See Exercise

*

9.

(..,..) y = inx + d lExplOn.

(a) Express '''rre and 'd' in teims of 'a', 'b', and'c'. -

(IV The fills I itai3, many equations like (*). [Explain:1 Does it*
have mare than one eqUatiori like (**)%,. -

..3. Siipprise thatP, and.132 are twd pt5ints. of 1 'wig/ Coordinates (X; y,)
and (x2, y2):
(a) Use' (**) to express thafact that P. E 1; that/Pi-kJ. -. ,

(b) Can it be the case that x, t?-filint: Real that'', and 132 are 1

two points.)
(g) P - P, is a non-V vector in tilt What can You infer froin the

.kuations in "Pirt (a) concerning, the cO ents of Pr P,?
1) Given a figure like that at the beginning of th se exercikes, and

a ruler, how could you estimate the value of 'rn' in the equation
(**) for 1? [Does it matter that you don't know the scale of the
figure?]

4. Draw an orthonormal coordinate system for 77 and draw the lines
with equations like (**), where d = 0 and in is
(a) 1 (b) (c) 2 (d) 1 (e) ? (g) 0

Exerciu 4 for lines for which rn and l is
(a) 3 (b) 1 (c) 4 (d) 0" (e) (f) 2 (g) 3

*
-

The preceding exercists have pointe4 out that, _with respect to aim
orthonormal coordinate system' for 7T, any line 1 of TT which is not.

pergendicular to the x-axis [for short: any nonvertidal line] has a'
Unique equation of the form:

(4) y = inx + d

The number in is called the slope of I [with respect to the given coordi-
. nate system.] and the number d fi the y-intercept or I. [The word 'inter-

cet,t' has occurred earlier in our discussion of planes. Exercises 3(d)
and 4 suggest the reason for using We Word 'slope'.] In consequence,
(4) is called the slope-intercept equion for 1, and any equation like
(4) is said to be "in slope-intercept form". Note that lines perpendicular

29s

t

TC 137. !

5 pf P,art C.) -
(a) .rn d = c/b,
(b) [(alc)at (blOy =:cltse ax + by,

3.. (al y1 = mx1 + d; = n4x2 + d-
(b) No. [If x1; = x2 then, by (a), yi y2 Mid, so

But, Pi and P, zere two p9i,ret,5 1 ,
(c.). The componentii [with. respeCt to (ZS)] of P4.: P

(x2 - xi, y2 - yi) that ifs/ xi, in.(x2 ici)t
From (a): m_.= yi)/(x2 ?,c1) alid this ratiolcan
obtained.by measuring' iy2 " y1 and I x2 -' xi 1. to any
and paying proper re,gard to whethe x2 1 xi and y2 vi

a re positive pr 'negative.
5. i; (

0

c, for ic 0 0]; No. .

(d),

are

be

scale
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to the x-axis do not have slopes and can be dacribed by pquations,
in slope-intercept form. [But, whether iine 1 in 7r has a slope-inter-
cept LNuation deeends entirely on how I is rp to the coordinate
system. With respect to one coordinate systmlingirdmay have a slope-

s

intercept equation, while witkrespeet .to another it may not.]

Part F
[As always in this section, ihe following e)iercises refer to someone

orthonormal coordinate system for Tr.] .

1. (a) What lines of ir have slope 0 with respect to the given system?
(b) What lines of rr do, not have slopes? .[Note carefully the

ference between th,e questioris in partslia) and (b). Zero*is not
.

nothing. , 1

2. Suppose that I, and42 ere lines of rr. whit:4 have slopes in, and
m2, respectively, and:Suppose that, nit ,
'(a)'Which.of the ttri, lines might youdescribe as being "steeper"

, than the other?i-fi
.

(b) R*Nsotisider the question in part.(a), assuming that m, and rn,
are both negative. Assuming that both, are positive.

(C) How 'would 'you answer .part (a) if you were told that -1,1121

> 'mil [rather than thaip2 > m,1?
3. Show that if 1, and 12 are lines.of 7 which have slopes m, and m2

then
1 (a) /, m, = rni, and 444

(b) 1. i. 12 TIM2 =
4. Suppose that bis the line in rr which has slope m and contains the

point whose coordinates are (x,,y0). Use this data to write an etiaa-
tion for I.[Hint: See Exercise 3(a) of Part C.1

5. 'Suppose that I is the line in 7r which contains two points ,,with co-

ordinates (x0, yo) and (x,, yd.
(a) How can you tell whether 1 has.a slope? [Hint: All you gnow

are the coordinates of the two given points of 1.]
(h) If 1 has a slope, how can you fitA it?
(C) Write an equation for I. [Iiint:,Use Exercise 41

Summarizing we have seen that any line 1 in r has an equation of
the fdrm:

ax + by = c [(a, b) (0,, 0))

,where (a, b) are direction numbers for the .normalS to I in 77 and
(b, a) are direction numbers of 1 itself. If 1 co tasaips-the point with
coordinates (xo, yo) then / is described by:

.30 r)
a

TC 13f

Answrs for Part F
18; (a) The lines which are parallel to-the x-ax`is.

2.

C

(b) The linesparallel to the y-axig.
. (a) [Some students might venture th.at 12 Would be steeper than ,

but the answer depends on more information than we're
riven. Hopefully Z(b) u-nd (.) will clarify this. j

(br If both mi .and m2 are negative then /I is steeper
m1 and rn2 are positive then /2 is steeper.

If both

onvince
h rn < 0

[We see there'fore that simply knowing that > m tells us
nothing abcritt which. line is, steeper. j.

(c Irn21 > 1m114 then is ostee'per than ./1. [To c
oneself, one should also consider situations in whic
and rn1 > 0.] ,

3, Suppose that equations for and-I2 are '.y Mix +.d1' ,and
'y rn2x I d2', Pespectively. Then, Ify the iresults",of Exercis.e

4.

4'.

5.

.

Z, page 133, it follow,s that
(a) 11 H .12 4:=*. m1(--I (-1)rn2. That ts,41 =

(b) 112 -4==> zn1rri + (-1)(-1) = 0, That is, -=rn:Irn2 =
y yo xo),

(a ). has a slope if and only if x'1 xo.

(b) = - y0)/(x1 xo)

(c) y Yo x0-) [See, for:example, the answer for
Exercise i(a) :f Part C.:.]

4.

301
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a(x x0) + - yo) = 0,

and, if x y1) arel the coordinates of another point:of I then:,

., . : (y, -.3/0)(x - x0)- - (x, - x0)(y - Yo) =.0
.

is, algo,, an equation for I. [The Preceding is called the -twe,poifit or'm
, ,-..

for the equation of '4 Jine. It.yields a simple criterion for.collinearity of
points.]

A line which is n4 perpendiculiir to the x-azi,s has an equation of the
J

form: ..

y + b

[th, siopi-inrereept form]. If.such a line contatna the poie with coordi-'
mites (x'0, ye), it is described.by the equation:

.

y yo = m(x x )0

[the point,slope fornd. Finally, if (xo, yo) and (x y1) are the coordinatei
of two' points of a nonvertical line rthen the slope m of 1 Isliven by:

and 1 is desci-ibed by:

Y1m
xi xo

.Y1*

'Y Yo xi

N%:00,-

(x - x0)

[This is a Variant of the two-point forth, Another such variant is:

x ye

S1 Yi -

The latter suggests.parametric equations for 1:

x xo + (x, x)t
= yo yo)t

Of course, (x,- xo, y yo) are direction numbers of 1 and cap be re-
placed, in any of the preceding equations by the coliaponents of any
non-0 vector in [11.]

Ale

5 6
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Part G
1. hi each part, you are-given the coordinates of two p9ints. In ech 1.

case, write an equation in slope-intercept form for the line which
contains theg n points.
(a) (3, 2); (9,1, (b) (4, 8); (12, 8) .
,(c) (-3, 0);-(7, 2) (d) (-5, a); (0, 6)

2. For each of the lines described in Exercise I, determine the coordi-
nates of thaiointa of intexAection of the line with the coordinate

axes.
3. Find-the coordinates of the point of intersection of the lines de- 4

scribed- in
(a) parts (a) and (c) of Exercise 1; *

(b) parts (13) pnci:(c) of Exercise 1;*

(c) parts,(a) and (4) ofIxercise I;
(d) pals (b)jind (4) of Exercise I: 1.

For each of ihe lines described in Exercise 1:write an etuation in .

slope-intercept form of the line which contains the *int with
coordinates (6, 7) and is perpendicular to the given line.

.
Answer6 16r Part G

13.05 Chapter Summary

Vocabulary Summary

normalel.-
to a plape
to a line in 7T

face of a plane
'tr-coordinates of a point
slope of a line
oint-slope equation for 1

two-point equation.for 1
.

Theorems

33

A

am%

direction numbers
of a line
of 1 with respect to 7T

'projecting,planes for 1
K:egfor d i naies of a point
slope-intercept equation for 1
symmetric ectuations for 1

9

13-1. With respect to an orthonormal coordinate system, an equation:

(i) (x, odni, + (x2 - a2)rn + (x3 - a3)rn3 = 0
or:

x,rn, + ;In + :c3rn3 = c,

where 4na1, rn my) ?4 (04 0, 0), describes a plane whose normals
have the' direction nuinbers m rn3); and, any such plane
can be described by equations like -(i) and, also, by equations
like (ii).

2.

3.

4.

(a) y

(0- ,y

5 9
Kx)6 7

TC 140

(b) y = 8 7

(d) y =.t:x + 6,

(41 (27/5, 0), (0, 9/2)
(e) (-,23, 0): (0, 3/5)
(a) 03)19, 43/19)
(e) (-315/11, 312(11)

6 , 1(a) y 7- VC

'(b) (0, 8)g
(0,6)

IThis 1ias..no equation in slope -
interegpt form.

y =--5x + 23

391

a

5 - 2

C-",.

Am*

ft.



13.05 Chapter Summari
.1*

3-2. 11, with,reslaect to an orthonormal basil' for Y, the components
of tie linearly independent.vectors p and g are (p_ip2, p2) arid
(qv resPectively, then [p, = [m], where m is the vec-

,
tor. ose componialts are

1(13 q,. (12 )'1)

3 PI P2pl

13.3 . lf, with respect to an orthonormal basis for 5-, the components
e.,rion-b* vktor-rn ar e'(rny 7722, therVIm- ll =

Where tbe comzonents of.p p2, and p3 are (0, ma, -rnd, (-1k3:, 0,
'stridiand.(m,,m 0), respectively.

13-4. If (la: -(1, .75- is any., basis for .7. and = I Irq,11,0 0 --0 --0 - 0 0 $
k4=. ri/lir}j, where = q i(q i) and = r i(r i) j(r p,
then, (i,4,-h) is an orthonorinal basis for g- such that.iii fp)

and Ei,j = 11;711. MOreover, p i, q j, and r -I; are positive.

Corollary. trq4,112

Chapter Test
I,

Assume that all coordinates of points and components of vectors
ar given with relpect to an orthonormal coordinate system.
1. (a) Let IT be the plane Nithich contains the point *hose 'coordinates

are (5, 9, -8). and whose normals have direction numbers
(-2; 3, 2). Write.an equation which describes 7r.

(b) Does the pliine 77 , described in (a), contain the origin? Explain
your imswer. ,

(e) Let B be the point whose coordinates are(-3; -4, -5). Compute
the distance from B to 7r.

2. Suppose that (7, and cr2 LA planes which are described by theae
equatioqs:

-13; g A, and,

[P.' P 13.. 9 P '.
11; ,ii2 = q P__, 9 q _g,

r p ); . q r

3; 4; 8x -7."7
--4x1 5; - 4x3 5

[for ai]
[for. o-2]

(a) Show thqt a-, 1 o-2.
(b) Compute direction numbers for the line r n o.
(c) Compute the coordinates of the point of intersection of the line

cr, fl o-.2 and the plane I which is described by tbe equation
'x3 -1'.

3 5

c.

TC 141

.nswers; for Chapter Test
1. (a) (xi .-'5).,--2 f (x2 - 9).3 + (x3 + 8).2 =

[or: 2Xx 3x2 - 2x3 -I]
) No, for 2.0 - 3 0 - 2.0 = 0 -1.

P s. a point of the normal to v which contains B Ij,f and only
if lzrhas coordinates (-3 -'21; -4 + 3r, -5 + 2r), for some r..
So, the font of the perpendicular from B to 17 is such that
2(-43 - 2'107' 3(-4 + '3r) - 2(-5 + 205 = -1 for some r. Since
the latter is the case if and only if .r = L, .the foot of the per-
pendicular to ir irom t has coordinates (-5, -1, -3). So, the
distance from B to 7 18 NIT , [N.I(-3+ 5)2 + (-4+1)2 +
[Alternatively, an equation of the plane parallel to r whic
contains (-3, -4, -5) is '2x1 3x2, 2x9 = Since 16 5. 0

. and -1 <t.,,i0 the ,prigin is between this plane :nd
-Since_the-distancesabetween these planes and the origin,are
216N-17 and ihe.distance between the planes is' 16/V-17+ 1/ 17, that i$, Nrfri. (Seeyage 114. )3. .

(a) Since 3 -4 -4* -4 +4-'8. -4 94, 0, cri 1. a-2, [See Aercise 5 .

of rt F on page ',II 5.
..(13) =4 =8 -8 , 3 -4

Since = (96 44, -1),
5 -4 0-4 -4 -4 5

(Th a has direction numbers' (56,44, -1). [By Theorem
1046. r

(c). (1,1, -1) [To find xi_ and x2 solve 4x2 + 8 = 7 arid
+ 5x2 4- 4 = 5%1

TC 142 (1)
UI

,

. If p has comPonents p2, Rs): then p E [mil if and or;ly if
opi + 2p2 - 5p3 0. So, .in particular the victors j and P12 with
components (1,-3,0) and (5, 0,6) belong to Since
ikobviously linearly independent and since is a bithrection,

, -0
Irn L p2 b [Students,,may invoke Theorem 14-3.)
(a") The Idisance betwecril z an,s1 the origintis 1Q,b4./9 -4- 25 "

= Nri; that between r2 and the origin is Z6/4169 4- 25 + 144
Na. So, ri and 72 aTe equidistant from the origin.

(b) 3 13 + 4. 5 - 5 .0. So, 72.
,

(c) xi = 5 + 73r, x---= -2 - 101r, x9 = -3 - 3nr [Find:direction, 2numbers of 7 eTh 72 as in Exercise Z(b).]-

3 6
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4

3.- Suppose 'that ni has components (6, 2, -5). Give the components of
hito vectors-say, 11 and p, -such that Enz)-L = lA.132). You must,

, of course, show that ti.1' 2; ) ,ifs linearly independent and that- in LS

orthogonal to both p, and p2, es

4. Suppose that rr, and IT, are the two planes dascribed 'by these
equations:

+ 4; 5x,t = 10 -7,[for 7r,]

+ 1 = 26 [for fr2]

. (a) Show.that 7r, and 7r2 are equidistaTt from the origin.
(b) Determine whgther or not 7r1 7r2.

4C) Write parametric' equations for the line which is parall,el to
, n and- contains the point whose coordinates are

-2, -3). ;
5. Suppose,that jand q. have components (5! -3, it) and (- Co, 6, 5),

respectively, and that A has coordinates (1, 2, -3).
(-a) Show that,(p, W) is linearly independent.
(b) Write an equation for the plane through A with bidirection

I. fp, 91. 9.(_

(c) Wffite parametric equations for the line through A which is
perpendicular to the plane described in (b).

6. Suppose that (-5, I4,'-13) are direction numbers.for a line 1 and
that (2, 7, -2) and (3, 0; 3) are the components oT the terms of-a
basis for the bidire5ion of a plane n. Show that I 117r.

Background rapiC

1

In Volute 1 [ection 5.06 oil pages 206 through 207] we discussed
a 2-dimensional vector space whose vectoi-A- called measure vecthrs

are the ordered pairs of real numbers. In this space i2 x .(.2?..of meas-

. ure vectors addition and multiplication by a real number were de-
fined by:,

. . p.
-

(1)

and

(a, 6) + (c, +

(2) (a,.b)c = (ai, be)

We defined 01 [for th. yector space] and oppositing of measure uec-
tors by:

'(3) (0 0) and: -fa, 6) =
,4

With these four definitions it was easy to see tliat Postulates 40(a) - (d)

and 4, -48 aresatisfied. For example, as tQPostulate

z.

TC 112 {2)

Answers for Chapter Test [cont.]
5. (a)

(b)

Since (
* ( 0, 0,
(x1 - 1).
[By part
numbers

-.3 2

.6 5

0 ),

3 + (x2
(a) any
(-2.7,

normal
-440).

2

5 -10
is 11ne4tr1y

2). 5 +
to
So,

independenI.
(x3

the
-it

5 -3

6

+ 3)..0 =
plane in
also has

= (-27, -45,0)
)

0 [or: 3x1 + 5x2 = 13]
question has direction
direction numbers

(3, 5, 01'. I

(c) x1 = 1 +.3r, x2 -= 2 + Sr, x -3 this, (3,"31-may be
replaced by any proportional pair of numbirs say,
(-27s -45).1

6. We neer! to show that the three vectors with the given triples as
components are linearly dependent. This is klie,,,,cape bec use

-5 14 -13
2 7 -2
3 . 0 3

BACI<GROUND TOPIC

This background work constifutes a short introduction to
complex numbers through the use of the quadratic formula to solve
quadratic equations with real number coefficients and real or complex
roots.- This is .not needed in the sequel but is included for *eachers
whose students peed to learn about the subj&t at this time. Although
not needed in the sequel, the subject is closely related to the study of
2-dimensional vector spaces and plane geometry.

Several interesting structures can he imposed on the set R x R. of
aTiordered pairs of real number,s. For example, we have seen at the
e1/41 of Chapter 5 tfiat R >c fi becomes a vector space when, for ordered
paiis, addition, multiplication by real numbers, .6, 3.nd oppositing are
defined as in (1) - (3).. In this context we have called the ordered pairs
of real nurribers measure vectors since they can be used as measures of
velocities, forces, plane displacements, etc. much as real number's are
used to measure, for example, masses. The resulting vector space is
.easily seen to be 2-dimensional. For example, the measure vectors
(1, 0) and (0,1) form a basis iince they'obviously span lix R and are
linearly independent. [(1, 0)a + (0, 1 )b = (a, 0) and (a, b) = Z5. if and only
if a =

. The space R X R of measure vectors becomes an inner product '

space when we define dot multiplication by' (4). Alternatively, the space
Ii X R of measure vectors becomes the algebra of complex numbers when
we define [cross} multiplication by (5) an page 143. [An algebra is a
vector space togethe'r with a definition of multiplication X . )

which is distributivx "both ways" with reapect to addition and which
behaves with respect to mu,ltipcatin bj Deal nume,1122:/[(2)1 in such a
way that (1 x-1)c = (lc) In= a x (5c), an alg ra multiplication of
vectors netd noi be either commutative of'associative.] When we. choose
-(5). rather than (4) as our definition of multiplication we Speak of
the memberS of R x Ras complex numbers rather than as measure
vectors. [In Chapter 19 we ahall impose still a third sttucture on
R X R tinder which it will be a Euclidean plane. 'Then we shall call the
membei.s of R X IR, ," points." .]

398
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[(a, b)eld = (de, bd)d = ((ac)d, (bc)d) (a(cd), b(cd)) = (a, b)(cch.

If we decide, as we shall, to take (u,v)ztere u I, 0) and v (0, 1)
oils an orthonorrnal basis for the-spatv cr2-dimensiona1 measure vec-
tors, we can define dot multiplication by:

(4) (a, bi (c, d) = ac bd
.

[See Theo*11-12.]

Exercises _

Part A
1. Compuie,

la') (2, 3) + 5)
(d) (7, V)2

(b)(,6, 8) + (0, 0) (c) + (4, 6)
(e) (6, --5)0 (f) (4, 2) ',(-3, 5)

2. Show that, kinder our definitions, operations on measure vectors
satisfy Postulates 44,and 46. [Hint: To save letters and make it
easier to follow your computations, let a (ai, a) and I; = (b

a. Show that the defined operations on measure vectors satisfy Pos-
tultes anci 4 [Use notation like that suggested for
Exercise 2.]

4. (a) Show that (a, b) 1 (b, a).
(b) Shop that u and v are, as claimed above, orthogonal unit

veg*.
5. Show tidat (u, v) does form a basis for the measure vector space

.CR X .(A) by showing that it 4* linearly ,independent and that, for
any a and b, (a, b) = ua + vb.

It is possibleand very useful to define another kind of inultipliz
cation in the space ;39 x .W of measure vectors. For the time being we
shall use '>_5' to refer to this operation and define it by:

(5) (a,' b) x (c. d) = (aC ,bd, ad + be)

N tice that this is a way to multiply two measure vectors so as to
obtain a product which is alse a measure vector, rather than a real
number. When this kind of multiplication is used, the earlier dot
multiplication turns out to be not very important and one considers
only the operations defined by (f), (2), (3), and (5). In this case it is
customary to speak of .9? x IA' with these operations as the complex
number system and to denote u xnd v by '1' and 'i'. Using pis nota-
ition it follows as in Exercise 5 of Part A that (a, b) = la + ib. Note
'that la = (a, 0) and ib is (0, b). It is also customary to denote(0, 0)'
by '0' rather than.by r(Y

3 99

Answers for Pare A
1. (a) (-2, 2)

(d) TN, 9)

TC 143 (1)

(b) (.6, 8)

(e) (0, 0)
(-c) (0, 0)

(f) -2'
2. 44: (a1, )+(b1, ba)= (a1+bl, +13, )-= (b1+a1, 132+a2)= (b1, b2)+1a1, a2)

-46: (a1, )(15+c)= (a1(b.+c), a2 b+ cp= (alb+ a2b+a2c)
= (a1b, a2b)-3- (a )= + (a.1, a2 )c

3: 40(e): (a,`b). (c:'8-1`7- ac + bd E by 40(d) and 40(a).
411: '(a,b)e(a-, b) = a2 + b2 #0 for a 0 0 or b 0 0 [by Exercise 1

on page 7].
.

(b1, b2)]. (c1, c2)= (al + b1, a2 4 b
(ai -tbx)cl +

=(a1c1+a2c2)+
= (, a2). (c1, c2 )+ (h1, b2 ). (ca., c2)

[(a1, a2)a I (b1, b2 ) = (a1a, a2a) (b1, b23= (ala )131 + (a2a)b2 -

= (a 1b1 +.a2b2)a = [(al, a2 ) (b1,132)]a

414 (a1,,a2). (b1, b2 )= albf + a2b2 = + b2a2 (b1, b2 ) (a1, a2)
4. (a) Since (a, b). (-b, a) = a . -b + ba = -(ab) (ab) = 0,

hi- b2 )c

b1c1+b2c2)

(a, b) i. (-b, a).
(b) 114.= (1, 0)(0, 1) = 1.0 + 0 1 = 0;

uu= (1, 0)(1,'0)= 1.1 + 0.0 = 1;
v-.; (0,1).(0,1)=. 0. 0 + 1.2 = 1.

+ b = (1, 0)a + (0, 1 )b = (a, 0) + (0, b) = (a, b), and (a, b) = 'd if
and-only if a = 0 =°13.. [This proves, at the same time, that (u, v
spans .fi,X 6 and that (11,;,) is linearly indeppident.]

The 'definition (5) can be motivated by showing that the only defini-
tioris of multiplication under which multiplication is coMmutative}
associative', and distributivelkith respect to addition, and have two other
desirable properties [see below] are -of the frm:

. (50) (a, b) (c, d) = (ac + Vad)k, ad + bc + (bd)/)
where / and k are given real numbers such that L2 + 4k > 0. The
desirable properties are that (a, b) x, (c, 0) = (a,.1o)c and that there is a
definition of reciprocating such that, for (a, b) 0, (a, b) x /(a,b) 1,
[It is for thie/last property that we need the restriction '.12 + (r
From this result one caN attain to (5) in many ways. The bribeest is
by noting that the choice of k = and / = 0 yields the simplest
suitable definition.

Although the preceding justification is too long for the text, or for
general class use, we shall sketch it for the postible use of interested
and bright students.. To begin with, one uses the second of the "other
deSirable properties" together with the agsurned associativity of
multiplication to s,how that [(a, b)e] >< [(c,d)f] = [(a, b) x (c,'d)1(ef) and 0
that (a, b) X 1 = (a, b) 1 x b). Next, using these results, noting
that (a, b) = la + ib and (c, d) = lc + id, and using the distributivity

fr
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,

. , '. ; .
[both ways] a multiplication overaddition and the usual. properties of '. /
adslition, one shoWs that . . ,.

. c
.....-------......

.I. . ,
(a, b)N (c, d) = l(ac)+ ip.cl+ bc) + t X i)(bd),

_. ,

Assuming that,i x.t...= (1c,1) leads at once. to (5e) # , ) .
' To define reciprocating one rnusrt be able to solve the equation

'(a,b) x (c,d) z l' for 'c' .and :el' unless a = b = b. Tli.s equation
is equivalent to aie system:* " "'

r ' -

"", ac + (131i)d = 1

...,7 bc +.(a.-+ b1)cl, 7 0

which, we 4c..'nOw, 'is soivible-ifsand only if Ale determinant
a(a 4+ bi) - lq(bic) # O. Thii is the case if and only III a2 + 1(abl li,b2 A, 0.
Arid-, with'tkmeknowlAclge of quadratic equations, it,iti easy to see that
this last is the case for a # q. o'r b 0- ir"-and- only-1f -the ckscrirninant

N
. r,.;- _ .., .

,
. , .

'r

4
I.

a

-

_/

1

1.

I.
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In discussing complex numbers it is customary to indicate multi-
plication either b-j.xtaposition of tefrns las in: (a, b)(c, d)] or, since
(4) is not used, by a '', as well av by a ' x'. We shall refer to the
operation defined by (5) as multiplication of complix numbers.

Part B
1, Compute.

(a) (2, 3) x (-2, 1)
(d) (a; b) x 1
(g) (a, ct: x (c,.0

2. (a) Con)park;
,obtain

'113),C
S. Sho

(a).,
*(b) 'dist

(h) (-2, 1) x (2,`3) (c) (7, --5) x (1, 2)
(e) (a, b) x 0 (f) (a, b) x (a, -b)
(h) (a, b) x i (i) i x i

apswer. for Exercise 1(h) with the result you
rcise 4(a) of Part A.

plify your answer for ExerciALI,...(1) still further?
iplication of pamplex numbers is

ye.
utive with respect to addition.

*(c) associative.
[For parts (b) and (c) use subsFript notation' as suggested for Ex-
ercise2 of Part A°.1

The results of Exercise 2, some of those of Exercise 1, and Properties
of the operations defined by (1) and (2), make it very easy to carry out
multiplication of cOmplex numbers.without remembering the defini-
tion (5).

(a, b) x (c, d) = (la + ibWc + id)
-= (la)(1c + id) + Vb)(1c-7.+ id)
= (1(2)(1c) (ib)(id) + (1a)(id) + (ib)(1c)
= I(ac) + -1(bd) + sicad) i(bc)
-;,1(ac - bd) + i(aef + bc)
= (ay. - bd, ad + bc).

[Why?[
[WhY?]
[Why?1
[Why?]
.[Why?1
[Why?]

Evidently, what one needs principally to know is that multiplication
is commutative and is distributive with respect to addition, that] x 1
= 1, that i x = -and that i i =

The procedure just illustrated can be made still simpler if we note.,
that

(a, 0) + (b, 0) = (a + b, 0), (a, 0)(b, 0) = (ab, 0), = (a, 0)b,
and -(a, 9) 0)".'

In words, the complex numbers with second Component zero behaVe
with respect to addition, multiplicationl and oppositing just like
their first components and multiplication of such a complex member
by a real number is equIValent to.multiplying by thecorresRonding"
complex number. Because of this, complex numbers with second corn-

Ans

1.

Z:

TC 144

wers for Part 13
(a).4 (-7, (b) .(-7, -4) (c) (17,9) (d) (a,b) (c) (0, oy

(f) (a.0 +b2, 0) (g) (ac, (h) (-b, a) (1) (-1, 0)
('a) Multiplying a give'n measure vector by 1 yields a measure

vector orthdgonal to the given one.
(b) -1
commutative: (a1, a2) x (b1, b2) = (alb]. - a2b2, alb2 + a2b1)

= (bla 1 - b2a2, b1a2 + b2a1)= (b1, b2)x (a,a2)
distributive: [(a1,.a.2)+ (lat, b2))X (c1", ct)

=(a 1+b1' a2 +b 2)X (c C2)

= ([a.1 + bjc --[a2+ b2]c2, [a + bjc2 + [a + b21e1)

=([a1c1-a2c2]+[bc1-)2c2],[a1c2+a2c1]+[l1c2+b2cj.
(ale, -a2c2, 41.cC2 +a2c1)+ (b1c1 b2c2, b1c2 +b2c1)

= a2)X(ci, c2)+ (by b2)x (ci, c2
associative: Va1,a2)X(b1,b2))X (cl,c2)
= ([a.1111-a2b2lci-(alb2 +a2b1)c2; a2b21e2+[a.114 +a2b1jc1)

= (alib1c1 - b2c21-a2[b2c + bic2], al[b1c2+b2c1)+a21b1c1 b2C2])

= (a1, a2)x [(b1, b2)x (c1, c2)]
[Senral (perhaps 4) steps have been omit ed fro:a the proof of
asiot ia.tivity. I

The answers for the 'Why?'s are: Exercise 5. of Pa A;
distributivity; left distributivity as well as associativity of a dition;
properties of addition and of multiplication by real numbers as ell as
the fact that i 2 = -1 [Exeroise 1(i) of Part 13]; associativity,'of ddi-
tion and properties "c3i multiplication by real numbers; Exercise 51,
Part A.

Complex numbers are often written in t1;e form 'a + bi' rather than
'a+ You may do as yaAhoose. We shall, in the text, maintain the
convention that, vectors are-multiplied by real numbers on the right.
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ponent,zero are calleaiecy-complex numbers. 'Since the arithmeteic
Answers

of these real-complex numbers is the same.,as the arithmetic of the
correspondng- real numbers which are their first components it is
customary to pretendtilat the real-complexliumbers are the same as
the real numbers. This pretense is, of cOurse, a fiction, but it is a
harmless and useful one. It lea& us to agree-that

'and gives us the rules:

(1')
(2')
(3')
(5')

(a, b) =, a t- ib

(a ib) + (c ia) = (a + c) 4 i(b +
(a + ib)c + i(bc)

(a + ib) x (c + id) = (ac - bd) + i(ad + be)

Thelast rule cs easy to recall by thinking of distributivity, commute-
tivity, etc., and the fact that /2 = 1.

1. CoMpute.

for Part C
(i). -6 + i13
(d) -1 - i3
(g) -23 + i44
(j) 65 117

(m) 15 + i40

(g) 0 + 123

(s) 2

2, (a) 1 +

(e) 7 1

s' (a) (3 + 17) + (-9 + /6) (h) (9 i2) + (7 -43)
(c) (8 + 1) + (5 -'1) (d) (6 - 15) - (7 - 2) 4
(e) (3 + 16) .- (5 + 14) (f) (7 - 1) - (7,-
(g) (2 + iS) x (6 -4- 17) (h) (-2 + i7)(5 - i4)
(i) (3 + i2)(-8 1) (j) (5 - i7)(6 + i5)
(k) (3 + i4)(3 + t4) 11) (7 + 15)2
(m) (5 + .i0X3 + 18.) (n) 9(6 + ill)
(0) 21(3 + 15) (p) (3' + i2)(5 + i4)(2 - 13)
(q) (8 + i3)R2 + /5) _ (7 13)] (r) (3 + /4)(3 i4)
(s) (1 + i)(1 i) (t) (2 - i3)(2 + i3)

2. For each of the given complex numbers find another so that the
product will be a nonzera real [mmplex] number. 4,

(a) 1 i (b) 9 + i4 (c) 3 + i7 (d) 6 - 15
le) 7 i (f) 6 .+ 15 (g) 2 + 13 ^ (h) a + ib
Iffint: The last three parts of Exercise 1 may help. To see what is
going on, consider the problem of finding, for 3 + 14, a nonzero
complex mumber a + ib sucli that (3 + /4)(a ib) = c + 10 where
c 0. This problem reduoes to finding real numbers a and b, not
both 0, such that 3 + 4a = O. [Explain.) One choice,qhen,
given by 'a 3, b = (Whfif other choices are there)]

3. Pairs of complex numbers like 3 + i4 arid 3 - 14 are called pairs
of conjugate complex numbers. 13y definition, 018 conjugate of
a + ib is*a -?ib; for short, a + ib = a - ib. [Read ' ' as you
would 'the conjugate or.] Compute.
(a) 7 + 12 (b) 7 - i2 (c) 9 II (d). a

4. Show that (a + ib) x a + ib is a real [complex] number.

TC 1;45

(b) 16 - i5
(e) -2 + 12
(h) 18 + i43
(k) -7 + 124
(n) 54 +.

(q) -64 + 149
(t) 13

(b) 9 - i4
(f) 6 - i5

(c) 3 i7

(g) 2 - 13

(c) 13 [or: 13 + 10]
(f) 0 lo.r: 0 + i01,
(i) -18 i25
(1) 24 + 170
(o) -10 + 16
(r) 25?

(ci) 6 + i5
(h) a - ib

1:1

[The re.sult of multiplying any of the answers given for Exercise 2
by a nonzero real niimber will also be a correct answer. The given
answers are, however, the "'desired" ones, Following out the
hint, note that (3 + i4)(a + ib) = (3a - 4b) + i(.tb + 4a) and, sla, is a
nOnzero real comrt1Tx nurnEer if and only if-3a 4b 0 and
3b + 4a = 0.. The solutions of the latter equation are given
(a, b) =' (3k, -4k) for any rea1 number k. The ,pair°(3, -4)
hiined for .k = 1 also satisfies the inequation, (3 3 - 4. -4 0)T

(a) 7 -12 (14 7 +12 (c) 9 [or: 9 +10] Id)

(a +1b),X a +ib (a + lb) X (a -ib) = a, 2 + b2, [The product is,
actually, the real comiTlex number (a2 b2, 0), but we are pre-
tending that such aumber is the same as the real number which

w
is its first component, J

#
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5. Show that Answers for Part C kont.1
(a) + ib) + (c + id) = a + ib + c +. id, and
(b) (a. + (c + id) = a + x + id.

6. Find a and b such that (3 + i4)(a ib).= 1 [Hint: Your work with 5. (3) (a + ib) + (e + id) = (a + + i(b + d).= (,a + e) i(b + d)

bonjugates may suggest how.]
(b) (a 4; ib) x,s(e id) = ac bd) i(ad 4-bc)= (ac.. bd) i(ad 4- bc

a + ib e + id (a - ib) (e,- id) = (ac bd) - i(ad be)
6. a = 3/25; b = 4/25 [From 'our work with conjugates we know that

- It , (3 + 14)(3 - 14) = 25,
At the beginning of these exercises we noticed that PP x if9 is an

irmer product space under the definitiona - .(4) on pages 142 and Note that the right side of (*), is 'a2 + b2' by definition but that
143. In particular, each ordered pair of real numbers has, as a vector, the right side of (**) is 'a? + b2' by' definition and by our agreement
a norm such that to identify each real complex number with its first cotnponent. '

(*) ji(a, = 02 + 42. [Explainl

In your work wit.h conjugates you have found that, also,

(**)

This suggests that we define the normor, more usually,the absolute
value of a complex number by:

(6) la + i = Ya2 + b

and reaord the theorem:

(a + ib) x a ib = + b2.

Ja + 031' = (a + ib) x a + ib

It follows from **) that, if we define reciproCating for complex
numbers by:

(7) 1(a + ib) = a + ibl(a2 + b2) = a b

02 + b2 a2 + b2

then, for a + ib 0,

(a +lb) x /(a + ib) 1.'

Th,is, in addition to other properties of complex numbers which we *
hae previously established shows that, with our definitions of iaddi-
tion and multiplication, oppositirig, ,and reciprocating, 0[(O, 0)] ana
1[(1, 0)], the complex numbers form a field. In particular all the prop-
erties of real numbers and the operations_on themwhich follow from
Postulates 50(a) (f) and 5, - 57 hold equally well for the complex
numbers and the corresponding operations on them.

31 7
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ilart D
1. Compute [that is, put in the form '

(a) 1(3 + i4) (b) 1(4 + i2
(e) /i (d) /(i6)
(e) (5 + i7) + .(7 i3) (f) (3 + i4) - £5)

-9 + 2 i5
(g) 6 + i5

(h)
i3

2. Show that., for any complex numbers z, and z2,
(a) lz:z2I lz,I 1;1 [Hint: Exefcise 5(b) of Part C will be lielpful.]
(b) + ;15 + lz21 [Hint: Recall that the absolute value of a

member of g x cif,oconsidered as a complex, number, is the
same as its norm whet it is considerd as a measure vector\
Look ahead to 'theorem 14-1 on page 152.1

3:Is it possible to find an order relation for the set of complex num-
bers with respect to which the coMplex number system is an or-
dered field- that is, so that Postulates 58 - ,5t2 are satisfied?
[Hint: Recall that i2 = -1.1

.4. Show that for each real number a < 0, (iV-a)2 = a. How many
complex numbers haile -4 as their square? How many have 4 as
their.square?

5. Exercise 4 suggests that, for real [complex] numbers x < 0, we
define:

ib' ) .

where, since -x > 0, V--x islhe "ordinary" principal square root
of x. You know that, for a 0 and b 0, Va.N4 = Vab. Find a
similar result [Vil Vb ?) in case a i< 0 and b < 0.

6; Compute.
(a) \I-19 (b) V-25 (c)

.*

Answers for Part D
. 4

(a) n--1--g
\ 7 32

(e) 2V+.1.rci
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(b)

` 29 -29

(c),-0 - i for,:

t_4 ityr
(d)

(h) -

[Division problems/like the aboveVan be solved by computing the
retiprocal of the divisor and multiplying the dividend by i.
Alternatively, one may multiply both dividend and diviser by the
conjugate of the divisor and simplify. This alternative procedure
is somewhat More efficient than the first, and you may wish to
give it to your students. J
(a) By the theorem following (6) we know that

z1z2 12 = (z1,2) X (,z2). By Exercise 5(b) of PArt C,
i72 = T1 X Substituting and using associativity, and
commutativity, we find that 1v1z2 12 -= (zii-1) X (z2i2)

= k1Iiz2i 2 (211 1221 )2% Since absolute values are
nonnegative it follows that I zizz, = I z11 Z.2( .

(b) [The hint forces students/10 look ahead at a theorem they have
not yet proved. This is soc.d experience mathematics is
such a large field that one often has to accept theorems on
faith. ] zi + z, 1 = .J1z,+ z2JJ + -112,2j1 = lz,J+1z21

3. No. In an ordered field squares are nonnegative and, in fhe complex
number field both 1 arid -I are squares. (But, nonzero opposites
cannot both be nonnegative "'if a > 0 them -a < 0].

4. For a < 0, -a > 0 and, soi (kr-i)2 i2(,./7=a)2 = -1 -a = a. ;
There are two numbers, 12 and -12, whose 'square is -4.; There
are two numbers, 2 and -2, whose square is 4. [In any field a
nonzernnumber which has a square root has two square roots and
these,are opposites of one another. For, in any field, b2 = a2 if
and only if b = a oP b = -a.]

For a < 0 and b < 0, NTh Ng; , [For Uzif.--a)(12.17--b)

i2N.r-a. -b.= -VIE.]
6. (a) 13 (b) 15 (c) if2 (d) iArc

(d) :75- 5.

In the Background Topic at the eud of Chapter 12 we studied quad-
). bratic functions. A function f is quadratic functipn if there are real

numberis a, b, and c, a 0, slich that, for each x,

(*) f(x) = ax2 + bx + c.

We found a process which we called"completing the square' which
enabled us to represent any quadratic function f in a.form:

f(x) = a(x - 10)1 + q

where p = -b120 and g (4ac - b2)/(4a).
Completing the square can be used in many kinds of problems. One,

which, we have not previously discussed, is' that of finding the argu-

318 s

t
'You may wish to review briefly the procedure of completing the

square before taking up the material oniouadratic functions and quad-
ratic equations.

3 /, 9
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' ments [if there a r t, any] for which the functions f of (*) [or of (**)] has
the value _zero. These arguments are called zeros of the function f,
alternatively,, they are called roots, or so/Wiens, of the quadratic
equation:

(t) ax2 + bx + c = 0

These zeros or roots are easily found if we complete the square and'
consider the equivalent equation:

(ft) r a(x p)2 + q = 0

Transfortiling the letter we obtain:
-1

-(x

Now, if -q/a > 0 we. can carry the transformation a .step further:

x p NiCa/a or x p V-1-q1a

Substituting the expressions for '13' aria 'q' in terms of 'a', `13', ind 'C'
we obtain:

b 4ac _Li_ \rb2 4:arx = --zr; + or x 2a 4a2.
and, finally:

-b + V6-2 - 4ac - Vb2 4ae
(8) x or x

2a
- [Explain.]

Formula (8) gives us readily t.he zeros of a quadratic function f [as in
(*)] or of a quadratic equation [as in (t)] as long as a, b, and c are real
numbers such that b2 4ac > 0. [It also works in case b2 - 4ac = 0.
Explain.]

The preceding could as well havebgen E4iid in the Background
Topic where we first studied quadralic functions. What is new here
is that if we allow 'x' to have complex numbers as value& we can still
interket (8) as giving zeros of the function f of (*),'and roots of the
equation (t), even in case b2 - 4ac < 0. All we need do in thip case is
to transform Vb2 - 49C'' into 'iNi4ac-7-1,2' in accord with the defini-
tion of Exercise 5 of Fart D.

The sentence (8) which [for a 01 is equivalent to the equation (t)
is often simplified to:

-b Vb2 -'4ac
(8') x [Read `-±-' as 'plus or minus'.1

2a

that

TC 148

The explanation asked for in connection with.(8) involyes the fact

- 4ac 4ac
4a2 I a

.

Since, for a > 0, a = a, the alternation sentence preceding (8)
reduces to (8). irrcase a > 0. In case a c 0, when aJ -a, the
sentence preceding (8) reduces to:

-b Nlb2 4acx or X =la
-b + Nrbi - 4ac

2a 9,

and this is equivalent to (8),
Be sure your students understand that, for example, the equation

'(x*- I1)(x 2) -= 0' is equivalent to the' sentence 'x L-; 1 or x 2' and
that this sentence has the numbers 1 and, 2 as roots. [There is
occasional confusion between 'or' and 'and' here. For example,
some students will argue that if, 1 and .2 are roots then 'x 1 and
x 2' is equivalent to the. given equation and, so that the equaqon .
implies that 1 2.1 -

The quadratic formula works ecpially well if a,-b, and c are
arbitrary complex numbers, with a 0, [But, unless a, b, and c are
real (complex) numbers, the discriminant may not discriminate
between real and cpmplex (non-real) croots. I To apply the quadratic
formula effectively in this general case one needs to know how to
compute square roots of complex numbers. Teaching this is beyond
our present aims,

a

4.
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and called the quadratic forin0a. Inspection of this forniula shows
that,.for any real numbers a, b, and c, with a 0, equation (t) has
two roots if and only if b2 4ac # 0 and has a single root I- which has
some pretensions of being "counted twice") if 52 4ac ----- 0. [The pre-

'ceding holds, in fact, -even if a, b, and c are complex numbers.] More-
over, the equation has two real roots if and only if 52 4ac > 0 and
has two complex roots if, and only if 52 - 4ac < 0. In the latter case,
the roets are a pair of conjugate complex numbers. Because the quan-
tity 52 - 4ar can be used, as above, to discriminate among the pos-
sible types or roots (t) may have, 1,2 4ac is called the discriminant
of (t). e

Part E
1. For each of the following'quadratic equations, use its,discriminaht

to determine the nature of its roots. Then, use (8) or (8') to find
these roots.
(a) x2 - 4x + 29 = 0
(o) X2,- 6x + 25 = 0
(e). x2 - 7x + 9 = .0
(g) x2 + 9x + 9 = 0
(i) 5x2 + 6x - 9 = 0

2. Show, cor equation 'ax2 + bx + c 0', that
(a) the sum of the roots is -b/a, and that
(b) the product of the roots is cla.

S. (a) Solve:

v s = vot - i.gt2

(h) x2 - 2x 15 ---- 0

(d) x2 + 16 = 0
(f) x2 + x 0- 1 0
(h) x2 - 4x + 4 = 0
(j) 6x2 + 1 = 0

for T. [When g is approximately 32, s feet is the height reached
by a body I seconds after it has been thrown upward with a
velocity of vo feet per second.)

(b) Simplify your solution in part (a) under the assuMption that
when s = 0, t = 0.

(c) How high does the body rise before it starts to fall back?

Answers for Part E
1. (a) 6 2 + i5, 2 i5

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)

(R)

(h)

(1)

(j)

2. (a)

(b)

ft
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5, -3 [Students should spe that this equation could be solved
by factoring.]
3 + 14, 3 - i4'
i4, -14
(7 + ,,,r1-3)/2, 7 -

(-1 + iNT1)/2: (-1 iN5)/2
(-9 + 3Nr5)/2, (-9 -
2

(-3 + 3Nr6)/5, (-3 3'sr6-)/5

1, 1/6
-b + 4ac -b N/132

Za . Za
-lb
Za = -b/a

-b + Nibe 7 4ac -b Vb2 4ac b2 tb2 4ac_)
2.a Za 4a 2

+
.3. (a).

vo qs or t -
g

(b) t

(c) V2/(2g)

vo N/y2 qs

4

3 3

vo - 'sive Zgs

a,

4ac
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14.01 Two Useful Inequalities

It will turn out that Theorem 11-8-the Schwarz Inequality-is
one of the more usefur theorems concerning dot multiplication. Ac-

,

cording to this theorem, for any vectors a and b,

(2)

rc-.1 61 75 I11 1 and
Jc:/. .= Cd:--b+) is lin6Eirly dependent.

This result can be stated in another way:

(3)

(4) (a,i) is linearly dependent 4-1..11-itt 111)P = C; 112.

Notice that (4) can be stated conveniently by introducing a determi-
nant and, in fact, so can the whole of Theorem 11-8. tOo this. Check
your result with (2) on page 1271

In the following exercises you will find a proof of the Schwarz In-
equality which is different from that given for Theorem 11-8 ana
Which yields additional information. YOu will also prove another im-
portant inequality theorem.

-611.1$11)57)1 11611

Exercises

Part A
In diScussing the Schwari Inequality.it is sometimes convenient to

confider two cases the case in which a = Vori; = and the casein'

1. (a) Show that (1), above, holds in the first casa,

150

4.
4

Comments on text: Recalling tliat

(-Sg)2 (11,*)(1)*-S),

linearly dependent

restated as:

page 127.

.g 5

g-a* 1;4

--Paa
b.a

;.

s = I ral I 2 , and

we'see4tiat (4) can be restated as: (a-',5) is

= 0, Schwarz's inequality can be

Note that this a
A

s with (2) on

Here are suggestions for the exercisesdk section 14.01:
(1) Part A is'best treated in class discusdion. s,

(ii) Parts B and C can be used for hornework except for Exercise 4
of Part C. 41 is best to do this exerise under teacher direction.

(Hi) Exercise 2 of Part D should also be teacher directed.
(iv) The remainder of Part D, and Part, E may be 4,0ed either in clirss

or as homewo;k. These exeircise,s should be eNy.
Answers for ParA
I (a) If either ; or 1; is 6, then 1-1131 =. 0, and 11-Z11.115H 0,

that (1) holds. [We have 'equality],

me-

S.

325
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(b) Show 'that i2), above, holds in the first case. fif int: Recalling
some of the rules.of logic from Volume 1, show that any sen-
tenas of the form l(p and q) .[p 4-0 q]' is a yalid sentenced

2. As an example of the secOnd case, suppose that a and b are unit
vectors-say, u antState the corresponding instances of (3) Emit
(4), above. -7 . .,

3. Assuming that u and v are unit vectorS, prove:
--P

(a). u f 1 'and [u v = 1 4-0 = [Hint: Compute
(b) u v -1 and Cu = -1 11"4 U = -2111 [Hint: Use the result

of part (LIM
4. Use 'the re,sults obtained in Exercise 3 to prove (1) in case

(1000 b.

TC 151 (1)

Ariswers for Part A. [cont.]

I. (b)

5. Show that, for unit veckors u and v, u and v have the same sense if 2.

and only if u v. Iffini: Recall that «and Whave the same sense--P --P

if and only if «is the prodUct-ofi;by some positive number, Also,
recall that Wail -= .1

6. Use the results obtained ire Exercises 3 and 5 to prove:
(a) 7..; «- and b have the same genie Ca 0 0 bl

- ---P

( b ) a b = 11b11) 4"-k-i;andThave opposite senses (« -6)

7. Use the results of Exercise 6 tO prove (2) in case «0 "if.X

From the preceding exercises it sho'uld be clearthat Theorem 11-8
is easily derivable from the following:a

Lenima Irtl la an

or a and b have the same Se )

[Explain.] The principal result used irilestablishing this lemma is that
proved in-Exercise 3(a). This, in turn, resulted,from the fact that, for,.

unit vectors u and u,

-u3 _-u) a -72')
-4,=uu+v-v-2(uv)

2 - 2(u I))

together with the fact thatIr is th
This duggests that it, may be wo

Al without the assumption
so will, indeed, leaid to another

9 , ,6

only vedtor whose norm is 0.
white to inveitigate irt; - -6112 [and
t a an d 6 are unt vectors. Doingi
1 theorem.,

Let p be the statement ' j-;, = 114 I 1--;11. and q be the
statement '(.--a*,g) is linearly dependent'. Each of p and q
follows from 'a* = Z!' and from 'I; = So, the eonjunCtion
of p and q follows from '1 = or = The argument
for this case of (2) is completed by noting the validity of the
scheme:

S.

-I < u v < 1 and:

p and q
...

p and q

U,V

P

is linearly dependent <=0 = .1.

'(a) 111-1 - v112 = - -4) = uu + - 261.4). Since

uu = 1 = vv it follows that 1111- '42* 2(1 - i.;;). Since

111:1 -1;112 > 0 it follows that. xi < 1. Also, 11.1.1 °
if and only' if - = 6 that is, if and only if 1-;,. Hence,

ii and only if = 1.
(b) Assuming thai-i.;--and'-bv-ar-e unit vectors, so are -hu- and v.-

So, by part (a), < 1 and = 1 if and only if
Since = -(ii4) it follows that uv

and tl;.% = -I if and only if it
1

4. SuPpose that # *.1-; and let = V11-111 and -s4; = 1V11.1;11. It

follOws that and NI are unit vectors. By EXercise 30, < 1

[see Exercise 10 of Part B on. page 8] and, so,
lia'ill-a.*11Y0;/11-ied1)1 < 1. Hence 111H111;11.

Let -U. and -.Y. be unit vectors, it and.; have the same sense if and
only if there is a positive number say, c .such that 1.+3. = c.

Since ;1 7r ;.:, the latter is tlibr case ii = On the othe-r hand,

if -;,6/c -then 1,1;11 .;;-11;4/11-1c1 and, since ftilft = -VII # o arid
c > 0, c = 1, and u = y.
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kAnswers for Part A Icont.j

6. (a) Suppose that ; * 5 and let 5 and ; as in Exercise 4.
As in this exercise, ;.5 = 11;111113H if and only if 5; = I.
By Exercise 3(a), 5-; = 1 if and only if u = v and, by
Exercise 6(a), ; if and only if 5 and ; have the same
sense. Since /Ha H > 0 it follows that u and a have the
same sense and, similarly, v and g 'have the same sense.
Hence, fOr * 1. = PH11111 if and only if ab and

ki; have the sarpe sense. -

(b) In part (a), substitute 1-54 for '5' and note that
5; = (;.r) and that, for ; -4a. and 5 have the

same sense if and only if and 5 have opposite senses.
7. By Exercise 6, it follOws, for * 0 5, that

I I I I I I g I I

if and only if ; and 5 have the same sense or have opposite senses.
If this is the case then (;,i:t.) is certainly linearly dependent. On
the' other hand, since ; 5, if (a..,g) is linearly dependent
then 1.6 and 5 have the same or opposite senses.

4

Substituting, in the lemma,
1,1-1H1111311, and

-p = 11111 115a 1 1= (a = '611 or r; = 0 T

'-11' for '5' and "simplifying" yields:

a.nd 5 have oppoSite senses)..
-PFrom. this and,the lemma it follows at onae that 1-Sgl I 1 !roil.

and that 11%.51 = if and only if (.; = or 5 = or I and 5
have the same sentie or ppposite senses). The latter is the case if and ,

only if a, r), ii liiieaxly dependent.

ft

I
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Part B
1. (a)" Express 1rt; + -6112 in terms of vr, 11-611,, and '7.2 V.

(b) Prove that Icri*+ + with equality if and only if
a -= -6 or t; = or Tr; and Whave the same sense. [Hint: Apply
the lemma to the result obtained in part (a) and use the fact
that, for nonnegative numbers a and b, if a2 5 b2 then tit 5 b.]

2. Obtain a result analogous to that in Exercise 1 by compting
15° -b112. [Hint: When applying the lemma, recall that if a -5 b
then a -b.]

3. Obtain a result conCeming IV; + -611 as an instance of the. result of
Exercise 2.

The results obtained in Exercises 1 and 3 can be combined into:

Theorem 14-1 [The Triangle Inequality]

with euality on the left if and only if if = or b = 0 or
a ,and b have opposte senses, and on the right if and only
if 7; = 0 or V IC or ci and -I; have the_same sense.

Part C
Consider AABC, where a =

C B,-g= A - C,andC7- B 4.
1. Show that A = + 611.

2. What does Theorem 1421 tell
you about Hall, ffI, and k-4?
Make use of the fact that ABC
is a. triangle.]

3-. Re-phrase Theorem 14-1 to give information concerning 11a - -11)1

rather than.41+
*4. Derive the left-hand inequality in Theorem.14 -1 from the right-

hand inequality. [Hint: In the right-hand inequality, replace 'E?

by '---bl and then replace 'Vt by

Part D
1. Simplify:

(a) 13 + 5f, 131 + 1Er1, 131 151, 1131 151

(b) 1-6 + 41, 1-61 +' 141, 1'61 141, 1-61 - 141

+ -3}; 1-21, - -31, 1-31.

Answers for Part B
(a) i;112

(1+ ro + i;) =
for each ;*c.

(b) By the lemma, 5' 5

IC 152 fr

+ 115112 + 2;g, since 11; + 13'11'
;-; + 2; 5 + 55, and 1J112.,

s- 11-a+1111i3.11. Applying this to the results
of part (a), we have II; +131112 f1alI2 +

1+ 11511)2. Since + (1111 +and llillit).are both
nonnegatiVe, it follows that 11; +1;11 < 1116,4- 11g11.
By the lemma, swe will have equality if and only if -a. = 6 or
5 = 15'or a.' and g have the same sense.

2. "gli > 111-11 MI)) with equality if and only if ; = or
5 = 4 or i* and g have Ale same Sense. For, 5112

11gH2 > llH2 +
= Oral), Sinee - H5)1 may be negative, we
must use its absolute value when taking its square root.

3. Ilg+1311 I , with equality if and only if -a" = or

= 4 or and 5 have opposite senses. [Substitute ' -1;*for
in Exercise 2 and note that 11-511 =

Answers for Part C
1, Since .13 A = (C - A) + (B C), =

11-a+ 5)11 =
Since ABC is a triangle, (1,, 5.) is linearly'independent. Hence, by
Theorem 1111-,1 and E.acercise I, 1.11-11 c

.(-:1151). [In view of the definition of distance to be introduced in the
next section, this result may be statedlas: The measure of one side.

of a triangle is greater than p.m -difference of the measures of the
other' two sides and i less than the sum of these measuree.

3. 1 HiI 11g111 gll < 11=1.11.+ 11511, witlfequality on the

left if and only if = .6 or g = or ; and 5 have the same sense,
and on the right if and only if = or 5 = or and have

opposite senses. eiReplace '11' in Theorem 14-1 ,by '-g' and recall
that 11-511 = II511.]

11k11.]

715 Hence,

Ay the right-hind inequality in Theorem 14-1, 11111

ii(i*.+1;) 51) + in! 111111 that is,

-11111 -.11511 11;4 511. From this it follows that lIgil 114.11

I 15 + = 111+1311. s el"ince - is either
H5I) or 11511 11ZII it followS that HIII -

Answers for Part D
1. (a) 8, 8, -2, 2 (b ) 2, 10, 2, 2

330
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2. Prove:

(a)' al - I bj E a + bl 'Gil Ibi, with equality on the left if

0 and on the-right 1-0:

(b) lal lbl a - bI5 al + Ibl, with equality on the left if

and only if atvt.. 0 and on "the\ight if and only if ab 0.
[Hint: Note thai Theorem 14-1 holds for any vector space for
which there is a multiplication operation which has the properties
we- have postulated for dot multiplication.]

3. Give the range of values for the measure of the third side of a tril
angle given that the measures of two sides of the triangle are
(a) 8 and 6 (b) 6 ind 9 (c) 19 and 4 (d) 19 and 19

4. In each of the following, tell Whether the given measures can be
the measures of the sides of a triangle.
(a) 6, 34 (b) 6, 4, 2 (c) 3, 4, 5 (d) 3, 7, 3

By definition, for any real numbers a and b,

(*) max(or, b) = 2(a +' b) +1a 7

1. Compute max(a, b) ibr each of. the 'following pairs (a, b).
(a) (3, 2) (b) (2,.3). (c) (-1, 3) (d) (-4, 3) (e) (-6, 6)

2. Prove each of the following,
(a) mix(a, b) = max(b, a) (b) max(a, b) = 4 [a b]

(c) max(a, b) = b [a 5 b] (41) al max(a,1-4
3. As you may have guessed, 'max' is short for 'maximum' and 'the

max of two numbers is the greater of them.
(a) Formulate a definition similar to (*) for 'ininta, bY so that the

min of two numbers is the lesser orthem.
(b) Check your definition by using it to compute min(a, b) for each

of the pairs in Exercise 1.
(c) Use en and your definition to show that min(a, b).+ max(a,.19

= a +

14.02 Some Fundamental Properties of Distance

In thapter 11 we noted some, intditive notions about thetistance,
d(F, .9), from a poibt F.' to a point Q, These notions suggested a way of

. defining distance, and we are now ready to profit from introducing this
. definition formally:

II Definition 14-1 d(P, Q) pi)

33/
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Answers for Part I) [cont.]

Z. The real numbers form an inner product space with a b defined to
be at and, so, Ha lit = = /V1ebreover, ab 0 if and only
if- a or b = Oor a and b have th`e same sense, and ab 0
if and only if a = 0 or b 0 or a and b have opposite senses.
So, applying Theorem 14-1 to this inner product spaCe, we obtain
the result in part (a). Applying Exereise 3 of Part C to this inner
product space yields the result of part (b).

[Note that a formal treadnent of Exercises 3 and 4 would require defi-
nitions given'in the next section. Students should, however, be able to
operate, informally in solving these exercises. ]
3. Let s be the measure of the third si.de. Then

(b) 4 < s < 14(a) Z < s < 14
(c) 15 < s ,< fl

4. A triangle is possible
and (d). .

Answers for Part
1. (a) 3 (b) 3

(d ) 0 < 38
in cases (a) and (c) but not in cases (b)

(c) 3 '(d) 3 (e) 6
Z. (a) This follows from (41 and the fact that a + b b + a and

b b

(b); [For a b, la -131 = a - b.]
(c) [For a < b, la - b - a.]
(d) max(a, -a).= [(a + -a) + k -

3.

= 12a1/2 la!

(a + b) - la - bi(a) min(a, b)
2 (One motivation suggesting this

formula is that it should be the ease that min(a,b) = (a + b.)
rnax(a, b).

(b), (c) Obvious.

tIr
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Using theorems about the norm function, including Theorem 14-1,
it is easy to prove:

Theorem. 14 '"
(b) d(P, Q) = 0 Q P
(c) d(Q, P) = d(P, Q)
(d) 6d(P, R) d(P, (2) + d(Q,

In addition to TheorCia 14-2(d), Theorbm 14-1 yields:

Theorem 14-3 d(P, R) = d(P, Q). + d(Q, R)
,

PR

Notions of "distance" occur in many parts of mathematics other than
geometry and die four.parts of Theorem 14-2 state the fundamental
properties of any "distance" function. In certain cases, Theorem 14-3
can be used to give a definition of 'sekiment'.

Exercises

Part A
1. Prove TheOrem 14 -2.

*3. Consider the sentience.

(e) d(P, R)(5 d(P, Q) d R , Q)

2. .Prove Theorem 14- 3.

(i) Sho'w that (e) is a consequence of p'arts (e) and (d) of Theorem
A 14 -2,.

(ii) Show that (e) implies part (a) of Theorem 14-2:
, (Hi) Show that (e) and 'd(A, A) = 0' imply part (c)ofTheorem 14 - 2.

(iv) Conclude that a real-valued function d from x to5 satis-
fies Theorem 14-2(a)- (d) if and only if it satisfies (b) and (e).

Part B
Suppose that M is the midpoint of °dig.

1. Show that P M [(p - A) +. (12 B)112.

2. Show that P 7- M e[B - A]l if and only if d(A, P) d(B,P). [Hint:
= dan you prove thie]

M [B -'it1]11 in case A ;e B?
- M E[B - A]l} in case A = B? [Hint: What

(a + b) (a b) 0 if and on
t 3. (a) What kind of set

(k) What is {X :
is 1011?]

Suppase tha
pay.about p?

- All and thatP e AB. What else can you
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The conditions collected into Theorem 14-2 are precisely those
which rnathem ns choose to characterize distance fynctions or

icitly any set e together with a function d defined
d'n e E and g Theotem 14-2 is called a Metric space and, for
any P and Q in d(P, Q) is called the distance in this metric space
betwe.en P and Q. For example, the set of all continuous real-valued
functions defined on the segment 0, I together with the function d

. defined by:
d(f, g) _max( f(x) g(x )1)

is a metric space whose "points" are functions. There is a very
extensive and fruitful theory of what might be called 'the geometry of
metric space s'

It is amusing to note that the fotir parts of Theorem 14-2 can be
derived from part (b) and:,

(1Y) d(P, R) d(Q, P) + d(Q, R)
[Hint. Substitute 'P for 'R' and '0' in (d') and show that d(P, P)r O.
Use this and the result of substituting 'P' for 'R' in (d') to-show that
d(Q, P) 0. Use the result of substituting '0' for 'R' in (A') to show
that d(P, Q) d.(Q, P) and, frotn this, infer (c). From (c) and (c1')
infe r (d). ,

* * *

Suggestions for use of the exerciabs of section 14. 02 are as fol-
Dow

Part A and B, and the discussion on pages 155-157 are best
treated under teacher direction so that students beconv properly
acquainted with distance and its properties.

'Part C can be used for homework. Students maybe permitted
o worl in teams, on this. -,

t p can be used in class to illustrate some applications of
istance properties to triangleit.

Part E may be used for homewk.
Parts F and G can be used as supervised class exercises.
Part. I-1 has important applications, but ny be used for home-
work.
Part I should be treated under teacher direction.
Part J may II c useefor homework.
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Answersjor Part A
d,(:1) = HQ - P11 ?_

(b) By definition, d(P, Q) = 0 if and only if 110 p11 = 0. The
latter is the cape if allot only if Q P = that is, if and
only if Q = P.
d(Q,P) ' ilPs- OIL= 11--(P -.Q)11 = 11Q \11 = d(P,Q)
d(P,R) HR - PH = 11(Q - P) + (R C2)H < 11Q P11

+ HR Q11 = 41(P, 0) + d(Q, R)
Z. d(P, R) ='d(P, Q) + d(Q,R) if and ohly if MR PH = 11Q PH

+ HR oil. Since R P (0 P) + (R 0) it follows from
Theorem 14-1 that d(P, R) d(P, 0) + d(Q, R) if and only if
Q P or Q = R or Q P and R 0 have the same sense. In
case 0 0 P, Q R, and 0 P and R have the same sense,
Q E pg. [For, in this case, P (R Q)c for some c > 0
and, so, Q P + (R - P)[c/(1 + c)), where, since c > 9,
0 < c/(1 + c ) < 1.] On the other hand, if Q *151t then Q P
or Q = R or 0 = P + (R P)r for some r between 0 and 1. In
the last case Q = P + (R - P)r and, so, Q = P + (R - Q)[r/(1 - r)]
where since 0 < r < 1, r/(1.- r) > 0, Combining this with the
preceding result's we see that 0 P or Q = R or Q P and
R P have the same sense, if and only if Q E. Consequently,
Theorem 14-3.

5, ''(i) By (c ), d(R) = d(R, 0) and, so, by (d ), d(P, R) < d(P, 0)

(ii) With R Q it follows from (e) [assuming that d(P, 0) e ft]
that d(Q, > 0. With R = P it follows from (e) that
Zd(P, Q) d(P, P) O. So, d(P, Q) > 0,

(iii) With Q P it follows frOm (e) that d(P,R) < d(P, P)+d(R, P)
and, so, since d(P, P) = 0, that d(P, R) P). By sym-
metry, d(R, P) < d(P, R). Hence, d(R, P) = d(P, R) and, so,

P) d(P, 0). '
(iv) since, by (i), (c) and (d) imply (e) it follows thiSt (b) - (d) imply

(b) and (e). , On the other hand, assuming that d(P, 0) E R it
follows by (ii) that (e) implies (a) and, by (iii), that (e) and
(b) imply. (c). Since, as in (i),, (e) and (c) imply (d) it

-follows that (e).and (b) imply (d). Hence, (e) and (b) [and
'd(P,,Q) ] imply (a) - (d).

(c)
(d)

'

"r
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-.Answers for Part B
1. Since M is the midpoint of AB it follows by Definition 7-15 that

M A = B M. So, (P - A) + (M P) (P M) + (B P) and it
follows that (P 1v1)2 = (P A) + (P B). Hence, the result.

2, By Exercise 1, P M E [B A]-1- if and only if [(P A)
+ (P - B)]-(B A) = 0. Since B - A = (P A) (P B), the latter
is the case if and only if (P A). (P - A) (P B)(P B).
[(I + 5) (S - t) I. + - 5 - 5.5 = Si* - 5.5;
(Z+ - = 5.5; ZS 5.5 'gz 11111
(since 1111 and 11.511 are nonnegative)). So, P - M E [B - A] l if
and only if HP - All = HP - BH that is, if and only if
d(A, P) = d(B, P).

3. (a) In case A 0 B the set is a plane. [For, in this case, [B- AJ
is a proper bidirection.]

(b) In case A a B the set in question is a. [Frrr) the hint, 4

[_611

4. P = M. . [For, if P AB then, since M E AB, P M 6 [B A].

.And 113 - A] f- [B - A]-' ={d).] [Note that by Exercises 2 and 4,
M is the only point of AB which is equidistant f-rom A and B,
We shall garner this result, formally,
14-6.]

as a 'corollary to Theorem
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A set which contains the midpoint of a segment but contains no other
pointof the segment is said to bisect the segment. [Intuitively, such a

Fig. 14-1

set "separates" the segment into "eq'ual" parts.] In order to avoid in-
troducing restrictions into our definitions it will be convenient to agree
that ally set which contains the point A hisects the "degenerate seg-
ment" AA. With this agreement it is reaionable to describe the set dis-
cussed in Exercisel of Part B as the perpendicular bisector of AB. We
formalize this notion in:

Pefinition 14-2 The perpendicular bisector of AB is
{X X - M E [B - A]l, where M 'is the !midpoint of AB} .

Since, for A B [B - A]i is the bidirection of planes which, are per-
pendicular to AB, we have immediately:

Theorem 14.-4 For A B, the perpendicular
bisector of AB is the plane vhich contains the
midpoint of AB and is perpendicular to AA

[As you discovered in Exercise 3(b), for A B, the perPendicular bisec-
tor of Ail is F. Making things turn out this way is not very. important
-all it cjoes is simplify our formalism slightlY.]

Exercise 2 of Part'B gives us:
tisk.

I Theorem .14-5 The perpettiiicular biiector Of AS is
d(A, X) d(B,

[This theorem tells us that the perpendicular bisector of a segment is
the set of all points which are equidistant from the endpoints of the
segment.] And, from Theorems 1474 and 14-6, we oltain:

Theorem 14- 6 A point P is equidistant from two
points.A and B if and only if it belOngs to the
plane which is perpendicular to Xff at the mid-'
point ori4B.

TC 155-157

Since AA BB for any A and 5, the convention as to the per-
pendicular bibec r of AB would lead to trouble if it were not the case
that, for any A B, the pe-rpendlcular bisector of
pendicular bisector Trig. This, as remarked on page 155, is the
case.

Note that if P 1 [or v] then the altitude from P to 1 [or v] is
PP and the foot of this .altitude is P.
Ail:swers to olestions:

A triangle has three altitudes. An isosceles triangle Definition
14-6] has a median which is an altitude. A right triangle Definition
14-7] has an altitude which is a side.. No triangle has ataltitude which
is both a median and a side, because no triangle has a side lir a median.
An isosceles right triangle has an altitude which is a median and an
[other] altitude which is a side.

338,
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Corollary There is one arid only one poitit of4i1-B*

which is equidistant froni A and B., and this
point is the midpoint of VB.

.Ylre shall frequently wish to speak of the fterpendicular;bisector, of
AB {rather than. of AB]. -Without introducing a formal dfinitcon we
shall agree that the perpendicular bisector of AB is the perpendicular
bisettor of AB. With this convention, the following theorem makes
sense and follows easily using Theorem 1426 and Theorem 12-6.

Theorem 14-7 The intersection of the three'perpeir°
dicular bikctora of the sides of a triangle is a
line which is p;erpendicular to the plane of the'
trianWle.

In Studying "plane geometry", where one considers only points be-.
longing to a givten plane, the perpendicular bisector of an interval is a
lhie, rather than a plane. InStead of Theorem 14-7 one has the state-
ment: -

The perpendicular biseCtors of the sides of a
triangle are concurrent

In our 3-dimensional georhetry an analogous statement is a corollary
of Theorem 14-7: 4.

Corollary 1 The perpendicular bisectors of the sides
of a triangle intersect the plane of the triangle in
three concurrent lines.

Theorem 14-7 and its CorollarF 1 were arrived at on intuitive
grounds in Chapter 11. There.ourTurpose was to establish a theorem
concerning the altitudes of a triangle. Since, as the argument given in
Chapter 11 shoWs, thk§ result depends 'most on Corollary 1 of The.
orgm 14-7, it is convenient to list it as a corollary of the same the2
orem. First; we need d definition of 'altitude'. For later use it is best to
introduce a slightly more general, notion. As we know by a corollary to
Theorem 12-15, given a line I and a point P 41, there ip exactly one
point Q E 1 such that 1 1. We shall he interested in the interval
PQ, And shall call it the perpendicular from P to I. To ayeid introducing
restriCtions re-adopt:

339
ki
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Definition 14-3
(a) PQ is the perpendicular I.) to 1

(Q and P - Q [al)
(b) PQ is the perpendkular from P to: 7T

4.1. (Q 7T and Pt Q t[idi)

[The point Q referred to in either part of the definition is called the
foot of the corresponding perpendicular.]

Definition 14-4 The altitude'of a triangle frorn one
of its 'Vertices [or, to the opposite side of the
triangle] is the perpendicular from that vertex
to the line containing the opposite side:

from P to 7T

-

iperpendidular

from P
altitudes of
6, ABC

(E)

Fig: 14-2 ,

(b)

How many altitaes doe's a triangle have? Cau. a triangle have a me-
dian which is also an altitude? Can a triangle have an altitude which
is also a side of the triangle? Can a triangle have an altitude which is
both a median and a side of ihe triangle? Can a triangle have an al,
titude which is a median and an altitude which is a side of the tri-
angle? Draw pictures to illustrate each of your answers. We can now
state the second corollary of Theorem 14-7:

Corollary 2 The lines contain:ag Vie ritituaes ofg-;
riangle are concurrent.

[You may recall that ye have given a proof of Corollary 2 in Chapter,
13 which is different from the one given in Chapter 11.]

Theorem 14-7 and its corollaries depend heavily on Theorem 14-6.
As wctshall see, Theorem 14-6 is the basis for many interesting geo-
metric results. It is perhaps fair to say that Theorems 14 - 3.and 14-6
are two of the most useful theorems we Shall have concerning distanet

ti 4 ()

.4.40
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Part C
1. Prove.the corollarrof Theorem 14-6. [Hint. Consider separately

the case in which A. 54 B and, that in which A = B.]
2. (a) Prove Theorem 14-7.

(b) Prove Corollary 1 :Of' Theorem 14 -
3. Show that the lines 'containing the altiNdes of a.triangle are the

intersections, with the plane of the triangle, of the planes,through
the vertices which are perpendicular.to the opposite sides.

4. (a) Use *Corollary 2 Of Theorem 14-7 to derive Corollary 1. [Hint:
Show that, given AABC, there are points M, N, and P in ABC
such that MNP is a triangle whose altitudes are contained in
the perpendicular bisectors of the sides,of AABC.]

(ii) Use Corollary 14.o prove Corollary 2.
*5. Use Corollary 1 to derive Theorem 14-7.

* ct

Given two points P Vnd.q.the distance d(P, Q) is, also, the length-
Measure of the segment PQ. *Since it is customary to refer to this
iengthmeasure as 'PQ' we shall adopt:

II Definition 14-5 PQ = d(P, Q)

For example, using this notation, Theorem 14-3 can be rewritten as:

PR = PQ, + QR Q PR

You may recall that in Chapter 8 [see Part 1) on page 363 of Volume 1]
we have used 'PQ' to refer to the sensed distance from P to Q. The in-
troduction of sensed distances on a line 1 depends on choosing a non:6
vector a e [1]. With respect to a, the sensed distance from P to Q,'for
{P, Q} C' 1, is (Q P) : a. In case -;happens to be the unit vector in
EQ Pl+ , (Q - P) : .a = 11Q - Pit =,d(P, R. If -c-; = -az, where Vis the
unit vector in EQ P1 , diem (Q P) : a = d(P, Q)/a. In the present
volume we shall use 'Kr as defined in Definition 14-5 'tither than as
in Chapter 8. , 9.

The following definitions are the basis of a. number of useful the-
..

orems concerning triangles:

Definition 14-6
(a) AALIC is an isosceles tiiangle With .base AB

4--+ BC = CA
(b) AABC is an equilateral triangle

CA = AB

3

1

41.

Answers for Part C
1. Suppose that A 'B. Let r be the perpendicular bisector of X.

and.let M he the midpoint of AB. Suppose that P is an element
of AB which is equidistant from' A and. D. Then

P M e [7] n [AB] = {4}. Therefore P = M. Therefore, there
.14 is one and only one point of AB which'is equidistant from A and

B, and this point is M. If A = B, 'AB = {A}, and the corollary t

holds trivially.
2. (a) Let ABC be a triangle, abd let ri and i2 be the perpen-

dicular bisectors of AB and BC, respectively. By Theorem
12-6, 1 n 72 is a, line 1 which is perpendicular to the plane
of AABC. Let PE. 1. Then since P E 71, PA = PB and since
P e 72, PB = PC. Therefore, PA L.: PC. So, P E Ts, where
Ts is the perpendicular bisector of AC. It 'follows that

I Ts, since P was an arbitrary point of 1. Since

n = Ifs it follows that 71 n /2 n =

(b) Since each perpendicular bisector is perpendicular to the
plane of the triangle, each intersects this plane in aline.
Since a line perpendicular to a plane intersects it at a single
point it follows by Theorem 14-7 that the perpendicular
bisectors and the plane of the triangle intersect in a single
point. So, tfie lines in which the perpendicular btsectors
intersect the plane of the triangle intersect in a single point,
UT, n i n 751 n 0- = {p} (71 n n (72n 7)

(r3 cr) {P}]
3. Let ABC be a triangle, and let i be the plane containing A which
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p.is perpendicular to BC. Then 1 n XSZ is a line containing A.
Since T .1. re, 7 n BC is a point say Q. Since Q r aind

A E T, X5LBC. Since AQ. -AVE, it follows that AG is the
altitude from A (to, BC). Therefo're, Xrd is the line AQ
which contatz the altitude from A..-

4. (a) [See ans7er for Exercise 9 of Part C on page 3g.]
(b) [See answer for Exercise '2 of Part D on page 136.]

. Assuming Corollary It, let P be the point of inttrsection of per7
pendicular bisectors and the plane of the triangle. The line '1
through P and perpendicula:r to the-plane of the triangle belongs
to each plane through P perpendicular to thislatter plane. So, I
is contained in each of the perpendicular bisectors and is their
intersection.
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)

Definition 14-7
AABC is a right triangle with hypotenuse AB

,

CA, BC
A

a
Fig. 14-3

.leg

C

Fig. 14-4

hypotenuse

[The sides of a right triangle other gian its hypotenuse are.sometimes'
called the legs of the triangle.]

When proving theorems concerning a triangle it is often helpful to
use the notation illustrated in the following figure:

Note that, since a + b + c 0,

(*c. llcl = + TA. [Explainj

Recall, 'aka, that if D i8 the point which divides the interval fr9m A to
B in r : (1 -,r) then

f**) D - C = -6* + = r)(1 r [Explainj,

and D e AB if and only if < r 1.

3 3
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./ Part D
1. Consider the triangles pictured here:

`. Part E

(a) Which are isosceles triangl6? In each ease, give.the base.
(b) Which are equilateral triangles? ,

(c) Which are right triangles? In each case, give the hypotenuse.

2. Consider, 6ABC pictured in Exercise 1. SuppOse that AS is the me-

dian from A and that BT is the median from B.

(a) Show that AS < 7 . [Hint: Use the triangle inequality.]
(b) Show that AS > 5.
(c) Show that < ST < 1.
(a) Suppose that CU is the median from C. Make a conjecture as to

which of AS, BT, and CU is the greater number.
3. Consider ADEF pictured in Exercise 1. Suppose that DS and FT

are the medians from D and F, respectively.
(a) Show that 2 < DS < 6 and 2 <. FT < 6.
(b) Make a conjecture al43out DS and FT.

4. Consider APQR pictured in Exercise 1. Give the range of values
which are possible measures of PQ. Is there any value for 'PQ' such,

that !SPQR is'a right triangle?

*

.

. Each part of the folloyfing theorem uses the notation introduced in
Definition 14- 5 and can be proved by using the triangle inequality
[Theorem 14-1]:

3

Theorcm 14-8 In AABC,
(a) .11BC - CAI < AB < BC + CA and.
(b) D E AB CD < max(BC, CA),

(
1. Prove part (a).

'- 2. Prove part (b). [Hint: Use ("), above, and recall that each ofilall and

NI is tit most iriax 411, IVO.]
4. The folloviing theorem is almost a restateinenft of Theorem' 14 -6:

C

Theorem 14-9 AABC is an isosceles
triapgle with base AB if and only ifits
median-from C is its altitude from C.

Prove this theorein. .

!el
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V

Answers for Part ID.
1. (a) From left to'right: No; Yes - base DF; Yes ea'ch of the

three side's could be considered a base; Yee - base Jli;
1Vo; Yes = base f5Z.
The second one is. Depending upon PQ, the last 'one might
be.
The fourth and fifth ones are with hypoienuses .1K and MO,
respectively:
By the triangle inequality in particular, Exezcise Z of
Part C on page 154] SB + BA > AS that is, 2 + 5 > AS.
So, AS < 7.
By the triangle inequttlity, AS + SC > AC. That ia,
AS + Z > 7. So, AS > 5.
Since BT + 7/2 > 4, BT > 1/2.
BT s 1115/Z.

(d) INs

. (a) By th triangle inequality, 4 - 2 < DS < 4 + 2 and
4 - 2 < FT < 4 + Z.

(b) DS=ET

(b)

(c) Since BT < 7/2 + 4,

t'

402 0 < PQ < 12. It should be intuitively clear that, among the
possible triangles fitting the data given fpx_APQR, -there should'
be"just one whiCh is a lotIght triangle. After proving Theorem 14-10
studenis can be certain that APOR is a right triangle if anti only
if PQ = 642.

34-,4u.

4
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Pample Quiz
I. Suppose that ABCP is a quadrilateral whose sides have measures

as follov.fs:
AB = 5, BC 6, CD = 3, DA = 7

,

Complete the following sentences.
.(a} < AC < (b) < BD <

2. Given that an isosceles triangle has aides whose measures are 2,
and 5, tell what the measure of the third side is. Justify your
answe r.

3. Suppose that 0 is the origin,'' that A has coordinates (3,4,12),
a and that B has coordinates (8, 3, b), for some b, with respedt to,

an orthonormal coordinate system.,
(a). Determine b such that AAOB is a right triangle with

hypotenuse AB.
(b) Let T be the point on OB such that right AOAT is isaceles

with base AT. Determine the number t such that
T 0 = (7it- O)t. What are the cpordinates of T17

Kr/ to Sampte- quiz
1. (a) 4 < AC < 10 (b) 3 < BD < 9

Z. The measure of the third side is 5. Either the third side has
measure 2 or it has measure '5. But, it cannot have measure 2
as + 2 1 5.

3. (a) b is such that 3.8 + 4 3 + 12 b = 0, for (A - 0). (B -0) = 0.
Thus, b 3. '

(b) OT = OA = 13, so ihat t = OT/OB = 13/fraf. T haa coordi-
nates L 4--87-2., 39 a/82, 39/ar81);

3 G
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Answers for Pare E
1. 'Let C B and bP.= A C. Then Hi*H = BC, HbH = CA,

and +.1;.=. A -1 B, so that 11-3.11 = AB. Making theae ,fsibsti-
tutions into the first part Of Theorem 14-1 yields (a), since (-1,g)
is linearly independent.

2. 'At S, =C - B, and i1/4= A - C. Then by (**), D - C = i;(1

a'r for some r, 0 c r < 1. Therefore, CD 'z HD - CH
r) rII < Hinki 1.1+ H'IHr. [Since (*,)-;) ià linearly

independent and 0 < r < 1, (11(1-.- r),1r) is linearly independent.]

If Tnale(HH1151,1) = then Hgli(1
r)+ 114 r max(Harn, Hg.H) HI1H, then

H-gH(1 - r) + H:Hr Hinj(1 r) + Hinir = JJjI. Ther.iefore,

in either caSe, CD c max( H.7.1H, Hiedi ) = ralax(BC, CA).

3. Let M be the midpoint of AB. By Theorem 14-6, C is equi-
distant from A and B if and only if CM AB. So, AABC is

Aisosceles with base ;T-3 if and only if its median from C is its
altitude from C.

TC 161 (1)

.4. Suppose that, in AABC, B - A, i:4; = A - C, and -a+, = C - B.
It follows that H42 = Hi*H2 + ftlI2+ 21.5. so, .Z g = 0 if
and only if H42 = 11112 + 1151I2. Hence, 'AABC is a right
triangle with hypotenuse AB if and'only if AB2 = BC2 + C42.

5. (a) NT2 (b). 13 (e) 26 [Compare with (b).] (e) 4TO to 10

[The numbers given in (d), are not the measures of the sides of any
triangle, since Nr3 + < io.]

6. (a) 15 (b) 25 (c) 6a/E (d) 25 (e) 50 (1) 24ari

7. (a) Let ABC be an isosceles right triangle with base AB. Let
a 7-- AC =- BC, and let c -= AB. Then by Theorem 14-10,
c2 a2 a2 = 2,12, and so, c/a =

(b) 'Let ABC be an equilateval triangle, whose sides each have
measure a. 'Suppose that the altitude aom lay, A .has
measure h. By Theorem 14-9, the altitude AH from A is
also the median from A. Therefore lit = HC = a/Z.
Applying Theorem 14-q0 to AAHB, we have h2 + (a/Z)2 =
Therefore, h2 = 3a2/4, so h/a =

3 4 "1
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4. Prove:

Theorem 14-19 [The Pythagorean
Theorem}
AABC is a right triangle with
hypotenuse AB if and only if
AB' = BC2 + CA2.

A

C.2 + b 2 .

5. Notice that 3, 4, and 5 are the meases of the sides of a right tri-
, angle, for 32 + 42 = 52. Determine whkh of the following itre.mea-

,

sures of sides of a "right triangle. For those which, are, give the
meigiure of the hypotenuse.
(a) 1, 1, V2,, (b) 12, 13, 5 (c) 24, 10, 26
(d) %/t, Vb, 10 (e) %,/, V-5, Vfo (f) 10, 6, 8

6. Compute the length of the hypotenuse of a right triangle whose
legs have lengths
(a) 9 and 12 (b) '24 and7 (c) 6, and 6
(d) 15 and 20 (e). 48 and 14 (f) -24. and 24

7. Prove the following corollaries of Theorem 14-10:
(a) The ratio of the measure of

the hypotenuse of an isos-
celeS right triangle to the
measure of eithe'r of its legs
is

(b) The ratio of the meas.:161"ot'
an altitude of an equilat-
eral triangle to the measure
of any of its sides is V3/2.

Consider ,LABC and its median,
CM, from C. Use the standard no-
tation shown in the figure. [In par-
ticular, c B - A = 4-7,-).]

1. Show that M - C = (1; -.72)/2.
2. Copy 'the figure and locate the point D such that p c 7; -

What kind of quadrilateral is ADBC?
3. Find an expressiOn for 1M-

(a) in terms of 'a', 'b', and 'a [Hint: a a

(b) in terms of 'c' and `-a-: V. [Hint: iW -711)12 = iWt - 4(-ci r,)
[Why?].]

Prove:

Theorem 14 -.11 A triangle is a right triangle with a
iciven side as hypotenuse if and only if the meastire

the given side is twice the measure of the median
that aide.

qdro

Answers for
1. M C
Zt

TC 161 (2)

Part F
= (A - C) # (M - A) = 5 + Z./2 = g g)/Z = (g -

ADBC is a parallelogram.
"For, D - A = (D C)

= (1+:1 -1) = B -* C. j

A ,

(a) Since M - C (r) a.)/2, IJM - CH2 -;)(1-; - 1)/4
= [a2 + b2 2(1 5))/4

(b) By simple algebra, 111+ 5112 - 111 5112 = '4(15). Since

111+1;112 = llil = C2 and 1411- lfl = IIM - C112.4 it
follows that 11M - C112 c2/4 -

4. Since PABC is a right triangle with hypotenta e AB if and only if
= 0 it follows from Exercise 3(b) that AABC is a right' tri-

angle with AB as hypotenuse if and only if 11M - C11 c/2.
Hence', the theorem.

1

5. By definition, {A, B, C) is noncollinear if and pnly if
(B - A, C A) is linearly independent that is if and only if
(c, -5) is linearly independent. The latter is the 'ease if and only
if (5,8) is linearly inekeee,ndent. By the cyclic' 'sythrrietry of our,
notation it follows that.:-Ance, B, C, A) is noncollineari (*,-S) is
linearly independent; and, since {C,PA, B) is nondollinear,
is linearly independent. [To gain confidence in such arguments
from symmetry of notatiori, write the first two sentences of the
preceding argument on.thet board and beneath them write the sen-
tence which results from,substituting 'B' for 'A', 'C' for 'B',
'A' for 'C', for '2' and '-c** for '5'.]

\[Since (,1) is linearly indepe2kot it follows from the Schwarz
inequality that < 11-c41111-ll so, that (-C..

r"

So, since 11-j1J2 = c2 and 111112 = a2 it follows that
c2a2 (--C1)2 > O. By symmetry of notation, a2b2 - a.11 >

and b2c2 - (11 `C)2 ,> 0.

Since -C6 = -(1+ i:**}, c2 = 11z.112 a2 b2 211; and (-C1)2
= (a 2 + 5)2 = a4 (1. 5)2+ Za2(1 5). Hence, c2a2 1)2
= as + a2be 2a2f.-{:0-- a4 1112 za.2( . t) = a2b2 .5)2.
By symmetry of notation, it follows that a2b2 - = b2c2,

[The corrn-non value of the expressions in (*) is four times the
squaie of the area-measure of the region bounded by AABC.

= -}bc sinZA) N'irg make this identification in Chapter 16.] ,

TC 162 (1)
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5. Since {A, B, C} is noncollinear, -al, (a, -IA and (13, CI are all lin-
earl_ independent. [Enilain.] It follows that c2a2 - 1352, a2b2

- (a -5)2, and bleg (b C-52 are all positive. [Why?] Use the fact
thata+b+c=Otoshowthat

b2c= 4 ar = c2a2 - (c a)2 = a2b1 (1.1 -1;7)2.

Part G
e. Cohiider AABC and its altitude,

CF, from C. Note that welet
1r Fll, and c,
1113 z,F11. [ci + g31 =,c if and only

if F AR]

1. (a) Show that F - A = c
b2)C2

(b) Establish a similar result for B - F.
(c), Show that (F" A) : (B b2/a2 if Tue -1; 0 or a = b.

.2. Suppose that AABC is a right triangle with hypotenuse AB. show
that
(a) FAB -
(c) c,7c2 b2/a2

(e) c,c = b2
(g) , ab

3. Show that, for any AABC,

hc2

(b) c = + c2
(d) C2c a2 [Hint: By (b) and (c),

c/c2 = (b2/a2) + 1.]'
(1) he2 = c1c2
(h) ticlb = alc = c2I a

"Ca

[Hint h2 = b2 ci2. Eliminate 'c12',by uiing the first formula in
Exercise 1(a). Then use .a result from Part F.] '

4. Make use of the* result in Exercise. 3 to coinpute the measures of
the three altitudes in each of the triangles pictured here. [Hint:
As in the proof of the Pythagorean Theorem, use the fact.that, in
AABC, 1-2 = fics.*+ -t-Ato compute 'a 71-P in terms of 'a', 'b', and 'c'.]

A (b)

5. By Exercise 2(a) the foot of one'altitude of a right triangle belongs
to the side of the triangle. The foot of the other two altitudes is thy
vertex opposite the hypotenuse.

. (a) Show that each triaiigle has at least one altitude whose foot
belongs to a side of the triangle. [Hint: If the foot of someralti-

Answers for Part C3

z.

TC.,1t2 (2)

4

1

(a) 7 :-"`A = proj ( -g) comp-ct (7g) = [( g)/(Z% g)]

.4.0; z.)/ since + L.), 11 -(g1 + b2) and it'
follOws tha -c4(g "ab + b2Ve 2.

(b) B F projrn ) .4(de -C)/c 2 = g(-11; + a2)/c2=

[Merely interchanging '1 and '17P in Exercise 1.1
(F.) (F - A): (B F) = (g.a.+ b2)/("I' + a2) and (13%1 + b2)

+..a2) b2/a -if and only if (gt.a.n b2)a2 = (11; + a2)b2
which is the case if and only if .(a2 b2)(-a"g) = 0 .that is,
if and only if "ab..g.= 0 or. a = b. (Recall that a and b are
both positive.]
BY Exercise, 1(c), (F A): (B - F) > 0, Hence, bY Theorem
8-5, F

(1:;) By part (a) and Theorem 14,-3, d(A, B) =
that is, .c = c1 + c2.

(c)' c1/c2 =' F AI1/IIB FII = by Exercise 1 of
Part B on page 55. By definiti,:in, AF:FB = I(F Ah (33 -
= b2/a2 by Exercise 1(c) ,[and the fact.that b2/a2 0.

Hence; c1/c2 b242.
Beginning as .suggested in the hint, c/c2 = (c1 + c2)/c2
= c1ic2 + I = 13242 + 1 = (b2 a2)42 = c2/-2.

0 it follows that /c2 = c/a2. that thal c2c=cea2.
What is true of c21 and a is equally true of c and b. So,

iay part (d),
By Theorem 14-10, part (e), and part. (a), 1,c2 = b2 -

= cic c? = cl(c ei) = c1c2.

(a)

(f)

(g) By parts (f), (d), and (e), c2b 2 C 2(C ) = .20(C )

a2b2 (ab)2, Hence [everythin$ being positive], chc = ab.
(h) By parts (g) and (d), hc/b = a/c and a/c = c2/a.

3. ,Since, by Exercite I(a), = An 2 ?I .z)efee it folicywo
that he = h2 c2.2 b2 -c.)2,02 = [b2c2 7 (1,..i.)]2/c2

= [a2h2 (-S11)2]/c2 by Exercise 5 of Part F. [This exercise
shows to you more directly the relation between the common value
of the expressions in Exercise 5 of Part F. and the area-measure
of the region bounded by AABC. This relation is remarked on in
the commentary for Exercise 5.]
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tude of ZIABC is a vertex then AABC is, a right triangle arni,
by Exercise 2(4 haS an altitiide of the liind.lvp are looking
for: py Exercised 1-(ifrand (b) it follows that F 1 AB if and only if

- (b. -c)(tr-21..'c') < Q. What Niire need tb show is that thi& is no tri-
angle which satisfies this and;twg similar conditiOns.I

*(b)" Show that each:triangle had either exactlk one or all three of
its altitudes as described in (a). ''

45-

When a, b, ands c are positite numbers such that ab = C2 then c is
said to be the mean proportion 1 between a and b, or the geometric mean
of a and b. [The words 'mean proportional' refer -to the fact that 'ab
= c2' is equivalent tp t;he "proportion" 'a : c c b' . Here, the word
'mean' refers to:the middle pvitions of 'c' in the proportion. In Igeo-,

Metric Mean', 'mean' has the sense of 'average' the number. Vali is
one kind of average of q and b., Another is the arithmetic mean,
,(a + of a aild b.;P

The results obtained in Exercise 2(a),. (e): and, (f) are often stated
'termi,of Mean,proportionals:

Theoeern 14412
11.4 altitude to th4a hypotpnuse of a right triangle is
th4tmean proportional betWeen the measures of the
iritervals into whiCh its foot divides the hypotenuse.

7(b) Eith§.1141eg dffa right triangle is the mean proportional
between the hypotenuse. and the measure of that one of,
the two intervals, into-which the toot of the altitude
divides the' lwpotenuse, which is adjacent to. the given
leg.

Notice that in the preceding theoremAty7e have used:altitude';'hyOote-
nuse' and leg' sometimes to refer to the intervals we have defined them
to be and Sometimes to refer to ,the meal:Aires 'of thOse intervals, This
praCtice ie a comroOp one and we-shall adopt it. Theorem 14:- 12 might
,be shortened a'bit more by deleting the phrage 'the maasure of(in the
two places" where it still occurs. However, the most Wily understood

_sta enkof the thetit.em is merely:

ancrA2 c2c)

.FI . 14-6

TC 162 (3)

Answer's for Par G [cont.]

4. (a) Using the hint we find that gi; = (c2 b2 - a2)/2. [You may

recognize this as a version of the Cosine Law which will be
introduced in Chapter 17.] So [in pal; (a)],

g [32 - 571/2 = 765/2, = [72 - 5Z - 32]/2
= 15/2, and = - 32 - 721/2 -='"--3/42. Hence, by
Exercise
hc

(b) h

3, h c2 = [49 . 25
5,../1/2. Simila
Nfri/Z; hd = 5

(65)2/41/9 = 75/4, Scx

15,a/l4 a ifd hb =
= hf

Te 163

(a) [For F not to belong to AB it is necessary and"sufficient that
F - A And B - F have opposite senses.. From Exercities. 1(a)
and 1(b), this is the case if and onlLif (t.Z)(-S C.) < O.]
in 4\ABC. we had (5-c')(81), ()-a*,)(a,g,t),-and (;5)(5C') all
negative then the product of these thrFie numbers would
negative. But, the product is the product of the squarePof
thre nui-nbers and, So, must be positive or zero,

(b) By tile reasoning given in answer to part (a), either none of
the products (5; c)(C70,1), (ea+)(gt"), and (sgy(t.-8.). is
negat`ive or just two are negative. So, eithe r all altitudes of a-,
triangle have feet which belongoto the segments. dete rmined by
the opposite sides or just one does. If one foot is a vertex
then the.briangle id' a right triangle and-has just one altitude

, whose foot helongs to the opposite, side. If no foot is a vertex
then the feet belonging to the segments determined by the
opposite sides actually belong to the sides themselves and,
so,, ther9 are three or just on such altitude.
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From Exercise 3 and (*) of Exercise 5, Part F, we have;

Theorem 14-13 In any triangle, the product of any side by
the altitude to it is the same as the product of any other
side by the altitude to it.

As a corollary to this [or, directly from Exercise 2(g)] we have:

11 Corollary In a right triangle, the product of the hypotenuse
by the altitude to it is the same as the product of the legs.

Part H
1. Here is a picture of right tri-

angle, ,ABC, with hypotenuse
BC and altitude AD.
(a) Given that BD 6 and DC = 3, compute AD, AC, and AB.
(b) Given that BD = 6 and AB = 9, compute BC, AD, and AC.
(c) Given that AC = 6 and AB = 2, compute BD, DC, and AD,
(d) Given that AI) 12 and 'DC 3, compute BD, AB, and AC.

2. In each of the following, you are given a picture of a geometric
figure anesome information about it. Compute the indicated dis-
tances.

A

(a) A

Coniigute AE, BE, Ali.
r

(b)

AD

BC----?c CD

Compute DF, DC, DB, BE, EA.

(f)

114;'D E 12

COmpute AB, BC, DE. Compute Ap, CD, AD.

3 54

It 164

Theorem 14-13 in the form of Figure 14-6 is:

The corollary is:

Answers for Part H
1. (a) AD = AC = 30-, AB = 3!)-6-

(b) BC = 81/6, AD = 347, AC = 943/2
(c) BD = zkro-, pc F 18/Nra, AD = 6Atio
(d) BD = 48, AB = I2srT7, AC = 34,r17

2. (a) BC = 41-5
(b) BC = ?If, CD = 9/47, AD = 12/0"
(c) AE = 40/411, E = 32/Nrii, AD = 2441
(d) DF = 2, DC = ,s5, DB = 243-, BE = 16/Nr5-, EA = 8/k1:5
(e) AB 5, BC = 10/3, pE 8/3
(1) AB = 13, CD = 25/12, AD = 65/12
(g) BD = 12, AD = 5, DC = 9
(h) AB = 112, 13D = 36

t
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Compute BD, AD, DC.
[Hint: DC is 14 - AD. Use
the Pythagorean Theorem.]

(10

Compute AB, pp.

In Chapter. 11 we were able to show that certain of our intuitive
notions concerning perpendicularity and distance in g' imply the
existence of an opbration on which we called dot multiplication,
with properties expresseil in Postulates 40(e) and 4 -414. And we
showed that, conversely, given such an operation, we could justify
our intuitive notions bu the basis of such definitions as:

(1) A[a] I B[b] i- a b =

TC 165-166

As mentioned on page 42, an operation which satisfies Postulates
40(e) and 411 - 4;.4 is called an inner_product and a vector space on.
which one has defined aij inner produceis called an inner product
space. There are many ways of defining an inner product on T for on
any other finite-dimensional vector saacej. For example, one may
chootre quite arbitrarily a basis for.T and use part (a). of
Theorem 11-12 as a definition of 'a T.' With this definition, the
chosen basis will turn out to be "orthonormal" hoWever skev it
may "look" to you. One can then go on to define a kind of
"perpendicurarity" in e and all.our theorems will continue to hold
but lines will be called perpendicular which aPpear not to be, and
intervals in different directions which are said to have the same
length will appear to have different lengths.

4-6 Our procedure for obtaining an inner product has, of course, been
the reverse of that described above. We have "looked at" distance and
perpendicularity in e and chosen the inner product which our intuitions
suggested. In particular, we have chosen an inner product for which
orthogonality corresponds with our intuitive notions of perpendicularity
in e . The purpose of the discussion preceding the exercises of
Part 1 is to point out that we still had a wide choice among inner
products. The reason for this is that, after satisfying our notions as
to perpendicularity, we have a wide choice of units of distance. The
exercises themselves show that this is the only choice which ii left,
Any inner product in T with respect to which vectors are orthogonal
if and only if they are in ihe directions of perpendicular lines in e is
related to dot-multiplication just as *-multiplication is in (5). Some-
what more abstractly, two inner products for T which yield the same
relation of orthogonality also yield proportional norms.

(2) d(P, (2) IIQ \AQ .1r)) (Q

Now, in physical space we may measure distances in centimeters,
miles, or light-years and, for each such choice of a unit of length, there
is a corresponding distance function. The intuitive notions of distance
which we used in arriving at dot multiplication-and which we get
back from (2)- presuppose the choice of some unit of length. A dif-
ferent choice would lead to a different multiplication operation in .5A
which would have the same properties which we have postulatA for
dot multiplication. If the length of this new unit were c tinits that of .

the one leading to dot multiplication then the corresponding distance
function-say, d* -would be such that

(3) d*(P, Q) = d(P, (Plc.

Nevertheless, this new multiplitation- let's call it 'star multipliaa-
, tion' - would have all the prtperties we have postulated of dot multi-
plication and, since our notions of perpendicularity are the Kobe
no matter what unit of length we choose, it would he the case that

.(4) 7;*-697 04PC:.-g--= 0.

I
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As a matter of fa there are many multiplication operations in ,7"
which have the p rties expressed in Postulates 40(e) and 4 -4,,,
and it is by no means the case that all of them satisfy (4). However,
as you will see in the following exercises, for each one which does
aati ), there is a num*, > 0 such that

(5) a * = rbe.

In particular, if star multiplication has thii propertiei postulated of
dot ro4t-iplioation, and is such-

.
0*--,A[al J. Bib],

then the use of star multiplication in (2) in place of dot multiplication
will yield the distance function d* of (3). In short, any two multipli-
cations in which have the properties postulated for dot multiplica-
tion,,and which yield the same notion of orthogonality for members
of `')", assign -proportional norms to members of ,(7.

To establish this result, suppose that star multiplication lass the
properties postulated of dot multiplication and, in addition, satisfies
(4).
1. Suppose that u and v are unit. vectorsthat is, that u u 1

= v v. Show that
(a) (u - v) (u + v) = 0,

0

(c) u * u
IR

= * v, and

b

4

2. Suppose that v v . 1. Let = Ivy. v. Show that,
(a) > 0,

-
(b) If u u = 1 then u u /c2,

(C) (-a/ \fa'. * Vri a /ca la' a and
(d) a * a = (a a)/c2. [Hint: Consider two caset, either a 0 0 or

a = 0.]
3. (a) Show thatPa = [(i; +-1;) +-1;) - (a' -1;)]/4.

(b) Show that, for any a and -1;, a b*.-- (a bP)/c2. [Hint: By our
assumption, the result of part (a) holds for star multiplication.
Use this and Exercise 2(d),11

4. Yoti have shown that if star mUltiplication has the properties pos-
tulated of dot multiplication aid satisfies (4) then there is a num-
ber e > ()Quell that (5) is satisfied. Now, assume that star multi-
plication is defined by (5). Show that it has the properties postu-
lated of dot multiplication and satisfies (4).

3 s

for Part I
(u "x7. ) ( ) = .1+1 4-

-

By (4), sin

IC 166

14,

-+ -0 -In

V V U
-in -in -.4

1 1 . ;4% ra 1 - 1 'TT 0

+_;) = + it;4. - -;*it - *;*

(-* (it + ;4,) = 0, +
-.4

t.r) =

(h), =1 .7*v.

0 and, by

(1) By (4), since -V%-1../ 0 ;,T.4 0 0. Since -.74 0 it follows
cause of Exercise 1 of Part A on

ltiplication has the postulated .
tIlat > 0. Fr'4

tpage 47 anti the fact that *-
properties of dot-multiplication.

Z. (a) We know from Exercise 1(d) tha v*v 0, Since square
roots and reciprocals of positive nurnbe s e positive it
follows that /k57-Ni > 0. So, c 0.

By Exercise 1(c), . So, c = 11/7-4 an hence,

= /c2.
(c) This follows fre'rn (b) since

(b)

(d) For ; 0 1! this follows-from part (c),in view of the fact that
*-rnultiplication has the postulated properties of dot-
multiplication. For 0 by Theorem 11-1(c).
So, for ; = OF, 5...*-S 0,

3, (a) [Expand right side and simplify.]
(b) Since *-rnultiplication has the properties of dot-multiplication

needed in part (a) it follows that
-;*1-; [(-a + g)*(-; + - ('; - 5)*.a - 5))/4

= + 5) (Sr.+ 5) --(I - 5) (-1 -

5* )/c 2

4. Suppose that, by 4:1efinition,1-a**11 = (a11)/c2, where c > 0.
40(e): Sinc41.1i C it and c E .14 e [by various parts

of 503.
Since, for ; # > 0 and since c2
follows that, for 11 ?5, a**; > 0.

+ g). ]/C 2 = CP + gr -)/C2 = / C.2 +

t(i'a 14 2 r. 1( ,* 1,4)a Ye 2 = la 51/C2 la
ii)/c 2 z-

> 0 it

(4): (a..i.;)/c2 = 0 [c * 01
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I Consider a plane 7T , a line 1 c 7T
i and a point P 7r. Let F be the foot
of the perpendicular from P to 7T,
and let G be the foot of the perpen-
dicular from P to 1.

(a) Show that the distance PG is less than the dista ce between P
and any other point of I. [Hint:Use a theorem out,right tri-
angles.]

(b) Show that the distance PF is less than the distahce between P
and any other point of IT.

(c) In what circumstances will it be the case that PG = PF?
2. (a) Suppose that Q and R are points of I. What can you sajr about

PQ and PR if QG = RG? If QG > RG?
(b) Suppose that Q and R are points of IT. What can you say alytit

QF and RF ,if PQ = PR? If PQ > PR?
3. (a) Suppose that I = A[c] and that p = P - A. Find a forinula

for the distance between P and G in terms of 'ig% and Y.
(b) Compare your answer with Exercise 3 of Part G. [Hint: Recall

Exercise 5 of Part
4

1.

4. Suppose that 1 = A[u] and 77 = A[u v], where (u, v) is orthonor-
mal. Let p = P - A.
(a) Proceeding as you may have done in Exercise 3(a), it is easy

to see that P -G = p- Starting from this, find a
timilar formula for P - F.

(b) Show that FP = \f-p - (f) -C7)2.

5. Given_that A, P, I, 7T, and (u, J) are as described in Exercise 4, and
that (u, v,-/i) is an orthonormal basis, compute GP and FP, where
G and F.are the feet of the perpendiculars from P to 1 and to
-respectively, when A and P have coordinates as follows:

,a4 (a) A(1, -2, 0); P(5, 4, 0) .(b) A(6, -3, 0); P(5, -2, 1)
-1v (c) A(0, 0, 0); P(5, -5, -1) (d) A(3, -3, 0); P(4, -4, -1)

(a) A(5, -12, 0); P(2, -8, 8) (f) A(24,-25, 0); P(19, -13, 12)

14.03 Distances Between Poiats and Lines ar Planes

In the preceding exercises you have seen that, given P and 7r, there
is a point of 77- which is closer to P than is any other point of ir andAhat,
in-fact, this point is the foot of the perpendicular from P to 7r. [In the
exercises you assumed that P # 7r. Is the preceding statement correct
Vhout this assumpti also obtained similar results for a point'
and a line.

36
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AndWers for Part J
1. (a) Let 1-1 be an thr point of 1. Then A. PHG is a right tri-

angle with otenuse PH. By the Pythagorean Theorem,
PH2 = PG2 GH2. Since GH 0, PH2 > PG2 and, so,
PH > PG.

(b) Let R beany other point of r. Then APFR is a right tri-
,.,' angle with hypotenuse PR. By the Pythagorean Theorem,

PR2 = PF2 + FR2. Se PR2 > PF2 and, so, PRV> PE.
(c) By the result of part (b), PG PF unless G = F,\ in which

case PG = PF.
2. (a) Using the Pythagorean Theorem for i'sPGQ and APGR, we

,see that if OG RG then PQ PR and that if QG > RG
then PO > PR.
Using the Pythagorean Theorem for and APFR, we
see that if PQ = PR then OF .= RF an at if PQ > PR
then Qir > RF.

ProjLc]= *[(-1;zW)]. so, (.PG).2 111;112 -()2/11o1i2
[1111211-c4112-(V)2}711-42. Hence,

411-1;11211-H2 (i)P'-c*)2/VII

(b)

(b) In Exercise 3...of Part G, we have that, for any L\ABC,
h = a2.13

c
i'.11)2. And, by Exerce 5 of Part F,

-elatter is equivalent to: (4) h 2 [a2c2 (; )2]/c2

This compares favorably with the formula \derived in part (a),
for there we are dealing with the triangle, 4PA(A + "C.), and the
result we obtained is the instance of (*) replacing 'A' by
'A + 'B' by 'A', 'C' by 'P', 'he' by `PG'i, 'a' by *II11',
and Ic by

. (a) [The suggested solution for Exercise 3(a) is: 101-

(G A) = - -c*Pi; -C')/(Ce a and, so, (PG)2'=\ (P- G). (P- G)

= II;H2 /lin! 2, etc. Since, in the present exercise
the unii vector it plays the role of -c*, P G = -11(i;

F = (P G) (F 0) = `'([-1; isl(i;*-11)];)

= - [sine "U..; = 0].
(b) Since lit orthonorrnal,. J il(-1;41) ;)H2

= p p - 2(-1; )2 2(-1; -`) + (11. it)2 + ()2 + z(i; -.)(1.; (13.:*-1;)

= - 7.1)! (i; ;;)2. Hence,. FP = Ntp* - 11)2 (ii -14/)2.

5. (a) 6, 0 (b) Nri,' 1 (c) bj-E6, I

(4) Nri, 1 (0 4,43, 8 (f) 1247E, 12

[Here are the details of the solution for part (a): P - A = ill', and

has components (4, 6, 0). So, 11.-1; = 4 .44 + 6 6 + 0. 0 = 52. Also,
= 4 and -1; ;4. = 6 sq that PG = Nipi; (f)-11)2 = N/52 16 = 6

and PF1= NII;1; (11;.11)2 74-44-0- = N.I52 - - 36 = 0.]

.1.0
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So we have:

Theorem'14.-14 The perpendicular kom a given pdint to a
given line or plane is the shortest of the intervals whose
endpoints are the given poinfand a point of the given
line or plane.

Fig. 14-7

In bliahing this result you probably used the Pythagorean
Theore arguing that if F is the foot of the perpendicular from P to
7T and Q then 6PQF is a right triangle with hypotenuse PQ and, so,

PQ = \7(2F2 + FP2.

It follows, since P and F are given, that the distance PQ is least when
QF = 0-that is, when Q is the foot of the perpendicular from P. [Ex-
plain.] It also followi, that, P and F being given, PQ depends only on
QF and is greater the further Q is from F, More explicitly, if, for each
x 0,

(2) f(x) = VX2 FP2

then, for any Q IT, PQ = ji(QF); moreover, for x > y 0, f(x) > f(y).
[Explain.] A function whose arguments and values are real numbers
and which has larger values for larger arguments is said to be an in-
creasing function. So, we can formulate the result of Exercise 2, page-.
102 as:

Theorem 14-15 The distance betReen a given point and a
point of a given line or plane is an.screasing function of
the distance between the second polehnd the foot of the
perpendicular to the giNierri line or plane.

[Modify the preceding discussion of a given point P and plane 7r to
obtain the result-Stated in this theorem for a given point P and line 1.]

3 CI o

.\ TC 168

Explanation called for: Suppose that x > y > 0. It follows by
Exercise 2(a) on page 8 that x2 > y2 and, so, by Postulate 512 that
x2 + FP2 y2 + FP2. From this, by a theorem like E*ercise 8(b) on
page 8, it follows that NV.+ 1P2 > + FP2 that is, that
f(x) > f(y). [In applying Exercise 8(b), take a r: N1x2 + FP2 and

%.ty2 + FP2. Then, by (3) of Part B on page 8, a4'- = x2 4 FP2
and b2 = y2 + FP2. Since, a2 > b2 it follows by Exercise 8(b) that,
since a > 0; a > b. Now,'-in case a = b, a2--= b2. So, since
a2 * b2 it follows that a * b and, hence,that a > b. (Note that we
have proved a "refinement" of the theorem of Exerciv 8(1D):
a2 > b2 a > b [a >

In Theorem 14-15, we use the phrase 'is an increasing function of'
tg express the fact that there exists an increasing function say, f
such that d(P1, 1) = f(d(P, G)) [or such that d(P,w) f(d(P, F))1. In
general, 'fun tion of' indicates function ,composition here,
d(P, 1) = tf o YP, G).

The dist
given set ma
and A E BC
ing on P, be
,A to points o
is no point of
from Ato po
as its greates

nce between a given point and a ["variable"] point of a
fail to have a minimum. For example, in case B * C

the distance between A and a point, P BC may, depend-
any number greater_ than AB. So the set of distances from

BC does not have a least me,mber. In other words, there
1"?.Z which is nearest A. Although the set of distances
nts of BC does not have a least member if does have AB
lower bound.
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The increasing function" referred to in Theorem 14-15 is, of course,
the funCtion f described in (2). Since f is an increasing function and
since, by definition, 0 is'its least argument, fhas a minimum value [re-
call Exercise 2 on page 102] at 0. This' iiiihimuin value is Ff. fin the
case of 7r, dr GP in the case of 11. Theorem"14 -14 could be restated as:

The distance between a given point and a point of a given
line or plane has a minimum value at the foot of the perpen-
dicular from the given point to the given line Or plane.

When the set of distances between a given point and points of a given
set has a minimum value, this number is called the distance between
the given point and the given set. So, for example, we haire shown that

d(P PF and G(P, 1) = PG ,

where F and G are the feet of the perpendiculkirs from P to 7r arid to 1,
respectively. In Exercises 3 and 4 of Part .1" you have seen how to corn-

,
pute cliitances between planes [or lines] and. points. For example, if
1 = A[til wheir,e u is a unit vector and P = A + p, then

(3) Id(P,1)P = P P (73 u)',

and, if 77 = A[u:17] where lu; u-4) is orthonormal and P = A then

(4) [d(P, 7r)]2 = p p p u)2 (p O.

The results (3) and4(4) are somewhat_special due to the assumption,
in (3), that = 1 and, in (4), that (a, v) orthonormal. It is not too
difficult, however, to extend t4ese results totake care of the case in
which q, say, is any nonVvector in [1] or (q,;), say, is any b'asis for
[71-I. In the former case, Vi2 is a unit vector in [1] and, on substituting
for u' in (3), we obtain:

So,

d(P, 1)2 = p p (p q).
11q11- (-4P 42=1).p-

q q
= [(p p)(q q) - (p q)2)1(q q)

d(P,1)2 =
I) 13 q

q q q

I.1
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Hei'e are suggestions fow the exercises of section 14.03:
(i) Tkie discussion of TheOrerp 14716 wnd Part'A should-be directed

by.the teacher. '
(ii) Pa,rt,inay be used for*homewdt*c.

(iii) Part C and theidticussion of Theorira14-A7 should be teacht*
directed.

(iv) Parts 1) and E (5xcept Exercise' 6 cif Part E) rnay.be assigned for
homework after exarhples. of the :use pf,Theorem 14-,17 have been
presented.

(v) Exereise'b of part E can bi- a claws project.

4),

2.

* * *
,*

9

SaMple Quiz, ."

Given tight APOR with hypotenixse
QR and altitude from P,
suppose that PR = 13 and PS = 5.
Compute each of the following.
(a) SR (b) SQ (c) OR (d) PO _
Suppose that right LIA13C 1a hypotehnse BC and altitude
from A, and that AB c 'apd At = .b. Give each of the
in terms of 'b' and 'c's
(a) BC - (b) BD

3, Given isosceles AABC 'with
MN H BC, AB = 8,.AM = 2,
and BC -7: 6 as shown in the
picture at the right.
(al)

(b)

Compute MN.
What is the measure of the
altitude from A7

,(c) Let P be the foot of the perpendicular from M to BC.
Compute MP and BP,

*(d) [Extra credit problem] Tell whether ABMC is equilateral
and justify .your answer.

Kev to Sample Quiz
1. (a) 12 (b) 25/12 (c) 169/12

E. (a) N/b2+ ev (b) e2/N./b2 c2 (e) b2R/132 c2

3; (a) 3/2 (b) (e) 3Nrcc/4; 9/4
(d) Not_equilateral, for M is not on the perpendicular bisector

of B-C-.

(c) DC
A

AD
following

(d) Al)

(d) 65/12
(d) bc/s/b

3
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--+
'')*: Similarly, in case iv] Eq,, r), we obtain vectors it and v Suck that f

and (u, v) is orthonormal by choosing

45) ,andV=
,

fExplaind ,

"Substitbting fort5u and '!.)' in (4),and simplifying leads, eventually, to
a result which we state

iheorem 14-16 ff1 = AN') and 7; Aki,l1 then,

d(P, 1)2 =

(4) cl(P; .7rY1/4. =

p g p r

and

gp gg gr
-0

lg.g gzr
y.grp r.g'rr

p p
--P

T.

We have already proved part (a) of this theorem. Now we shall
slcetch a Proof of part (b). You should fill in the details. We suppose
given a baiis (-q4,--$1 for 17d, and we suppose that (u, v) is the orthonOrmal
laaiis given by (5).

t..

Pig. 14-i

'Rather than suliistItute from einto (4) it is easier to start afresh. To
do so, we note that

(6) p = P - A = (F A) .+ (P

n§kise (1) .9F) (F it, follows that

So, our problem is te compute `}',-. F' in termS of 'PI, rql, and V. Sin,ce,

.by
*. 4
(6), .P--0-.F = r; - (F /1), the first step is :to compute 'F - A'.

. ,
. .

3QC ;*
1.

:,TC 170
. ...

, Theorem 14-16 iet closely' related to the corollary of
TI-W rem, 13-4 on page 12,6 The proof of the Theorem 14-16(b)
outlin on page 169 is'a' si lification of the proof of part (b) of the
scprollar s given in the cotn entary on TC126.

-

$
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.

Since F - A elr) and (ii,T.;) is an orthonormal basis for [7] it follows
'that

F - A = A) --1-e) +11(F A) --v+].

--
,Since P - F is orthogonal to u ind to

..

v it follows by (6) that-. -. , __... --.
p u = (F - A) 'u and p v = (F - A) v. Hence,

,

F - A = 7413. --u*) +7)(p -V6).

The next step is to compute 'v(p -v')' from (5). In doing so, note that.-. ---. --. .-.4 -- * - 4 -0
} I r ',' u(r u)I12 --= r r - (r u)2. Now, add on u4(j; 7.4)' and simplify.
lirol should obtain: N...

--4 t 4 .--* - 0 -0, -* =0 -* ---* t 0 - -4 -0 --* .-- 0 --t

F - A = le p u)(r r) - (p r)(r u)1 - ri(p u)(r u) P. ri
r r - (r u)2

If yeu now multiply in numerator and denominator with 'Ili, re-

, calling that 7z11 q, you Will obtain:

(7') - A =
-4(1; --q)(7: - (i '451 -4V 711(i --(1) csi° -1:111-41t1

Since P - F j -4,4(F - A),-and = q q, it follows readily that
P-Fis

ptiq* - - (p. q)(r. - ei q)1

1W ri -

Using this last to compute (P -"F)' you will obtain a fraction
whose numevator is.equivalent to the third order determinant in the

' numerator of Theorem 14- l'6(b) and whbse denominator is equivalent
° to the second order determinant in the denominator of that theorem.

rstdte that in proving part (b) we have also obtained, in (7), a wa of
locating the foot, F, of the perpendicular'frora P tp the plane A[q, r

*Exercises

Part A
1. Show that the two parts of Theorem 1,4-16 reduce-to (3) and (4)

on page 169 in cas9 q u and r v, where (u, u) is orthonormal.
2. What does (7) reduce to in the case described,in Exercise 1?
3. What is the formula likei(7)1or G - A, where G is the foot of the

perpendicular from P tile line

Steps.leading o (7):
-0 - ii(-;;11,)
P:

I r u(ru)II
--I. -4.p.v =

TC.171

-7(1-57,)

ii+)(11.

-

i'1°)} ii)(-r. )1

II/ 4(1**012

where 111 (-re'..)2,

i; i°1 + (1; "N4, ) =
161(1;! il.)1; l (1. ii.)2i+J; il)lfi; -; - FE, i;)11.1 (1.)2

(-2***I)(-; i;)(7 ' rI
- (r 1)2

= [right aide of (7)]
The right side of (7) is obtained, 'as mentioned in tire text, by

multiplying in numerator and denominator by '114112. and simplifying.
Note' that each term of the numerator preceding (7), with the exception

.of the term 'ir(13..;)* contains two 'it's. Multiplying with ' H4112 yields
two .q11-41116, each of which Is to be replaced by a 'Zr. The tesult is
the right sale Of (7).

Ans ers for Part A

1. I (a) d(P,i)F,

z.
3,

p. P P' u
U U

-0 -0 .4 1,4u p u u
-4 -4 -IR -4 -4

P.13 131 121'v

(b) d( P, rr )2 u p u v
v- p vu vsv

The denominator is (ti-ti)(;;) 0 or 1, 'whereas the

is° i; ia+

nurnerator,is(11P(1 - 0) -(11. il)a - 0) + (.N-1)(0 ; likor
(i. (1;;°)2.

F - A =
G A = [4(I; ile))/(4.

3,39

pp

4
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Part B
Suppose that, with respect to some orthonormal coordinate system,

the pointz A, B, C, and P have coordinates:

A: (O, -2, -/), B: (1, 13, 1), C: (1,-1, 3), aül4P: (2, -1, 1)

1. Find the distance between P and All3C. [Hint: Use Theorem
14 16(b) with CI-- B - A and C A.]

2. Find the coordinates of the foot, F, of the perpendicular from P
to ABC. [Hint: Use (7), above, to find the components of F - A
with respect to the giwn drthonormal basis for .7-.]
Check your anawers for Exercises 1 and 2 by finding the distance

tween P and F from the coordinates of these points.
4. Fl the distance between P and V.
5. Find the coordinate& of the'foot, G, of the perpendicular from P

to V.
6. Check your answers for Exercises 4 and 5 by finding the distance

between P and G from the coordinates of these points.

Theorem 14-16 shows how to find distances between points and
lines or planes in terms of certain dot products. To obtain numerical.
results it is' necessary to compute these dot products, These are easy
to compute if you know the components of the vectors with respect to
some orthonormal basis for

There is another method for finding the distance between a point
and a plane which, given an orthonormal basis for is easier to use
than is Theorem 14-16. To see whdt this is, note that if A E rr and
w is a unit vector in [7:]1 then

(8)

Tand consecidentty,

e'

P - F = tvl(P - A) 17).1 [Explain.]

d(P , 7r) = - A) -411. [Explain.]

_

Now, if [ir] = and we know the componentiofWand--; with re-
spect to some orthonormal barais for 3-, then Theorem 13 - 2 tells us
how to find the components of a nOild.vector in in [r]i. We can then
take 7n/117-41.and find d(P,.7r) from (9).

3 ; (
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Answerls for Rart B
9 5 11 8

1. Since (P, ABC)2
J

5 6 8

11, 8 18
18

= 100/44,

d(P. ABC) = [P*, c, and have components (2, 1, 2),
(1, 1, 2), anid (1, 1, 4), respectively. So, for example., by
Theorern 11-12, .13. 4 = 2 1 + 1 1 +

2. (7/11,-16/11, 16/11) [By (7), 1' - A 442 + 7(13/22). So the
orthonormal components of F --A are (7/11, 6/11, 27/11).]

3. -Since d(P, F)2 = (7/11 - 2)2 +4(-16/11 + 1)2 4- (16/11 - 1)2
= 275/121', d(P, F) = sgri.

9 5
4. a by Theorem 14-16(a)t. d(P,AB)2 = /6 = 29/6., So, "

5 6

d(P, AB).= N119/6 , V174/6.

5. By Exercise -3 of Part A, G A = -q5/6, so the components of
G - A are (5/6, 5/6, 5/3). Since the ,coordinates of A are
(0, 2, 1), it follows that, the coordinates of G are (5/6, 17/6, 2/3).

6, d(P, G) = 4(2 - 5/6)2 + (-1 + 17/6)2 + (1 - 2/3)2 = N.(174736 = P41-74/6.'

Explanation of (8): P F = proj[711, (P -4a4
Explanation of (9): d(.12', 7r) = 11 P bsd 1111 -= 1,

0(

01.
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Part C
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Use Theorem 13-2 and (9), above, to find the dis Answers
tance between ,-

P and 44./.1C when A, B, C, and P are as in Part B. [Be sure your 1.

answers for thia,exemise and'Exercise 1 of Part B agree.]
2. Use (8), above, to find the components of P - F.
3. Use the result of Exercise 2 to find the components offf-- A. [You

found these components while doing Exercise 2 of Part B. Does
your anawer for the present exercise agree with these results?]

4. (a) Suppose that, with respect to a given orthonormal coordinate
system, the plane Ir is desiribed by the equation:

3(x2 - 0) + (x2 + 2) - (xs - 1) = 0

and that P has coordinates (3, -1, 1). Find d(P77). [Hint: Re-
cal I 'Theorem 13-1.1

(b) Suppose that R is as in part (a) and that the plane 7T has the
equation:

3x1 + x x3 + 3 =

Find cl(P, ). [Hint: In checking note that the equation given
here is equivalent to the one in part (a).]

5. In each of the following you are given an equation, with respect to
orthonormai coordinates, of a plane 7r and the coordinates of a
point P. In,eacbsfase, find d(P,
(a) 2(x1 - 1) - x2 + 2(x, - 1) = 0, (23,1, 2)
(b).2x1 x + ='4, (2, 1, 2)
(c) 3x1 + 212 - 6x3 -= 14, (5, -3, 2) '
(d) 3x1 + 2x2 6x; = 14, (5, 3, -2)

6. COnsider a plane cr and an orthonormal coordinate systeni for
which, u- is the third coordinate plane. Apeqnation of the form 'a,x,
+ a2x2 = b' can be thought of either as an equation of a plane 7 T
which is perpendicular to cr. or, if we ignoje the coordinate x3, as an
equation of the line cr f 7T.. [See Part B on page 131, and the text
following it ;on page 132,1 In each.of the following you ire given
such an eqdation. bfa line / ç cr and the coordinates of a point
P e a. Find d(P, I) by a meth9d analdgous to that which you used,
in Exercise 5. [If you are doubtful of the niethisd to be Used, notei
that if n i wheril 7T J. and AfP e a, then' c1(1',1) = ci(P,
Explain.] .

Iffir

(a)- 3x1 + 4x2 e 5, (2, -; (b) Eat - 12.; = (6, 1; ()
(c) 5x, - 12x2 = -14, (1, 2) . (d)* 5x1 - 1Z.x2 = -14, (0, 0)

s.

for Part C
By Theorem

it 173

4.

13-2, the vector in. with components

1 4 4 1

= [ABC]1,, Letting
are (-3/411, 19411-1).

1 -1

1 1

iri/ l ii*-1 , the component
So, by' (2), d(P,-.ZR)

-= 1113 - A):v1 1(-6 - 2)/s/111 = 5/s/Ti.
2. From Exercise 1, (P - A).1.. = -5/s111,- So, by (8),

P F -5/,,in. Therefore, the components of P F
are (15/11,5/11, -5/11).

3. F A -= (P -.A) + (F - P). Therefore, the components of
F A are. (7)/11, 6/11, 27/11).

4. (a) '10/.41 [By Theorem 14-1, the vector with components
(3,1, -1) is in MI. Therefore, one unit vector, in MI
has components (3/4-n, -1/Nrri). Letting A have
Coordinates (0, -2,1) it follows that A 7, and that P - A.
has components (3,1,0). So, applying (9), we have
d(P, r) = 19 + 11/.41.]

(b) 10/st11 [Students ahould be encouragegto use values for 'A'
in w other thcln that chosen in part (a), For example, use for
A the point with coordinates (-1, 0, 0).

, * ,
Call students attention to the fact that tle work 'done in solving

Exercise 4(a) amounts to substituting the coordinates of foil- 'x1';
'x2', and 'xe' in the left side of the equation of the, plane, di ding

the result by s/32 + 12 + (-1)2, and taking the absolute value this
quotient:

d(P, = 13(3 - 0) + ( 1 + 2) (1 1)1/411
Similarly, since the equatiOn in parts(b) could be put inithe

forni as that in part (a), the sayae algorithm l,ill work list,Te':
d(P,x) = 133+ 1-1 - l 1 +11/411

-[See the commentary following that for Exercise 6.] The parts of
Exercises- 5 and 6 can be solved h'y the same algorithm.4

5: (a) I (b) 1 (c) 17/7 (d) 19/7
6. [If P 1. th8rethe pesependicular from P to r is a subset of a

and the foot ofelhisrperpendicular belongs to a and is also the
foot of the pe rVerkcticul.4_r from P to the,line a r T. So, if p E
and t 'thetiVA(P, 10'1 c1(P, where sr is the plane through I
which"is perpendicplai to If cE, is One of the coordinate planes
then the equation of..'7,l,s the same as the eckuation of I with respect

gto the rttated cOlordinate,elstenufor a. I'
(a) 11/5 (b) 32/13 (c) 5/413 (d) 14/13

same
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In Exercises 4 and 5 you hay, seen that if the equation:

x1m, + x.3mN( + x3rn3 = c

describes aine 77 with respect to some orthonormal coordinate sys-
tem, and P s the point whose coordinates with respect to 'this coor-
dinate system are (p p2. p3), then,

) ,

d(P, 7r) + p2m2 -4-Yp3m3 cI/VT7212 + m22

You have also seen. that p1m, + p2m2 + 133171.3 - c may be positive,
. negative, or zero. SupPose, now, that F is the foot of the perpendigular

from P to r rind that G is ihe foot of the perpeildicular from Q to Tr,

where Q has coordinates (q1,,q2, q3). What can you say about the sense
of P F and thè sense of Q G if the numbers piml + p2m2 + p3m3

c and %m, + q2m2 + q3ma .c are
(a) both positive? (b) both negative?
(F) one positive and the other negative? [Hint: Recall (8) On page 172.1

Fig. 14-9

/ Given aylanb 77 points P and Q are sECicito be on the same side of Ir if
P pro.j. (P) and Q proj.. (Q) are nonZvectors with the sanil sense.
And P and Q are said to be on opposite sides of 7 if P proL (P) and
Q proj,, (Q) are non-Vvectors with opposite senses. By (8) on page 172
we can determine whether P and Q are on the same side of 7r or on op-
lkisite sides our-by computing (P A) m and (Q ---- A) m, where A

---)

is any chosen point of 17 and' m is any non4vector.in P and Q are
on tha4kme side of Ir if these, two numbers are both positivor both
negative, ands? and Q are on opposite sides, of ir if one of these num-
bers is positive and the other is negati've. [Explain.f

We summarize some ig the results obtained in Part C in the eol-
s)

.

TC 174

Answers for (a),.(b), and (c):
If (a.1, a2, as) are the coordinates of any given point of r then

a1m1 + a2m2 + asms = c. It follows that
p1m1 + p2m2 + psms c (p1 +f(p2 -a2)m2 4- (ps - as )211.3.

Consequently, p1m1 + p2rn2 + psms - c = (P A) m where i E

and, similarly, q1m1 + gar% + qsrns c = (Q - ,Since F belongs
to r we may take A to be F. Since P F and Q G belongto the
direction j7)1 it follows that these vectors have the same sense if their
dot products with ñ are both positive or both negative and that they have
opposite, senses if one of the dot products is positive and the other is
negative. Since, as we have seen, the dot products are p1m1 + p2m2
+ psms c and q1rn1 + a2m2 4-,cisrrko - c it follows that in case la) or
case (b) P - F and ,40 - ve the same !tense and that in case (c)
P - F and Q G have o te senses.

The explanation azked for at the end of the paragraph preceding
Theorem 14-17 has beep given in the preceding.eiscussion of (a), (b),
and (c).

1.1ote that an. easy way to say that a and b are either both positive
or both negative is p;:t say that ab > O.

As Exercise 6 of Part C suggests, there is
geometry" 'analogue of Theorem 14..17:

"plane. ana1yfic1/2

IC, with respect to home orthonormal coordinate
systemkin the plane 0-, the line I is described by:

x m
1 + x 22112 = C,

and the pointy P has coordinates (p1, pa), then
d( P, I) tp1m1 +-,R2m2 cl/%fml.2 + m22.

Moreover, if Q. has coordinates (q1, qa) then P and
Q are on the same side of I or on opposite sides of
1 according as (p1m1 + p2m2 c)(q1m1 + q2m2 - c)
is positive or negative.

We shall have more to say about the sides of a line the half-plaus
having the line as edge in the next chapter.

fib

*. 3
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Theorem 14-17 If, with respect to some orthonormal coordi- . Answers for Part D
66/Nrrii; 54/q-.311; opposite ,sides
0; 0; P and Q belong to 7T and are neither on the sathe side\tior
on opposite ...sides of r. .

0; .18/N/757; Since PE ri it is neither on the same side of 77 with
any point or on the opposite side of 7 from any point,
,s,r174; 3/q194; oppositt' Sides
337/N5113.; 676/%13Ti; same side
10/J; 2/N/..-6-; saMe side

nate system, the plane IT is described by:

1172 1 + X 2M 2 4 x 3 ni 3 c, Mb

and the point P has coordinates (pp p2, p,d, then

d(P, 7r) = lp,m, + prz2 + p3rn3 - el/N/7n, + +

Moreover, if Q has coordinates (q 1, qt, q,) then P and Q
are on ttie same side'or,on opposite sides of 7 acoording

1.

2..

3.

.4.
5.

6.

as (p1m1 + A2M + p 3rn c)(q1rn1 q27n2 + -43n1,3 c) is
positive or negative.

In each of the folloWing; you are given an equation for a plane 7 and
the coordinates of two. points P and Q. Make use of Theorem 14 -17 to
(v) compute d(P, 7) and d(Q, 7), and (b) determine whether or not I'
and Q are on the same side of 7.
1. 3x, - 2x, + 5x2, = 10 [for 7); (6, -4, 10) [ for P]; (-5, 7, 3) ffor (2]

2. 4x1 + 3x2 + 14x3 = 7 [for 7]; (1, 1, 0) Ifor 11; (5, 5,..c--2) ['for C2)
3. 9x, - 5x, + 7x1 0 [for 7]; (-5, ---9, 0) [ for P]; (2, 7, -5) f for Q1

4. --8x, - 7; + 9x3 = 3 [for 7]; ( -4, -3, 16) [for 131; (0; 0, 0) [for Q]

5. -5x1 + 13x2 + 12x1 = 20; (6, -12, -11); (11, -25, -23)
6. x, + = 7; (1, 2, 3); (0, 1, -2)

Part E
Given an erthonormal' coordinate system, suppose that 7 is de-
scribed by the equation `x, + 2x2 - 2x, = 7'.

I. Show that the point C, whose coordinates are (3, 1, -1). is in 7.
2. Let I be the normal to 7 wbich contains C. Compute the coordi-`

nates of the points of 1 each of which is at a distance 6 from C.

3: Show that the two points whose coordinates you computed in Ex-
ercise 2, are on opposite sides of 7.

4. Compute the coordinates of the points of 7 which have first co-
ordinate 3 and are at a distance of S from C.

5. What is the distance between the points described idiExercises-2
and 4?

*6. Let P. be orie of the points described in Exercise 2 and let Q be one
of the points described in Exercise 4. Computk the coordinates of
the point R of 71. such that PQR is a right triangle with hypotenuse
\Vii containing C."

Answers for Part E.'
1. Cc 7 because 1 3 + 2. 1----- 2 -1 = 7,

2,, One of the unit t?anslations in ("II has components (.1.,0, 2/3, -2/3),
So, the points in this direction which are at a distance .6 from C
haVe coordinates (3 + 6/3, 1 + 12/3, -1 12/%1 and
(3,- 6/3, 1 - 12/3, -1 + 12/3). Simplifying, t1fe points in question
have coordinates (5, 5, -5) and (1, -3, 3).

3. Sinc4 (5,.+ 10 + 10 - 7)(1 - 6 - 6 - 7) < 0 the points arc on oppo-
site sides of 7. [This result iè obviOus without the use of Theorem
14-17 'because the points say, P and Q were chosen so that

.` P - C and Q C hav.c the senses of opposite unit vectors in [7]1.]

4, Let (pi, p;. p3 ) be the coordinates of such a point. Then pi = 3,
p1 + Zpp - 2p., 7, and Ni(pi - 3)2 + 1)2 + ( p3 + 1 )2 = 8. So,

p3 = 2 and (p:., - 1)2 + (p3 .4- 1)2 -= 64. Substsituting 'p3 + 2'
for 'p2' in this last equation, we ,have (133 +' 1)2 + (p3 + 1)7 = 64,

(p3 + 1)2 32. The,refore,, 133 + 1 -= NTI-2, and p3 -1 V32.

-So, the 'points that satisfy the given &nditions have coordinates
,

5, 10 .

6, Let (ri, rp, r3) bethe coordinates
of such a point R. Since R
and Q and C belong to the plane
with equation 'xi = 3', R also
belongsio this plane and, so,
ri ='*---.3": Since CP is the altitude
of right AQPR to its hypotenuse,
8 CR = 36 and, so, CR = 9/2.
DepenOing on which point from Exercise 4 we choose for C.
C Q has components (0, -4Nri, 4s.12) or (0, 4,4Nr2). So, a
unit vector in the sense of C - Q has comeonents (04 -Ar2, -Rri)
or (0, /Nr-E, /)., In the two cases the coordinates of R are
(3, 1 - 9/(2,a), -1 9/(ZN/2)) and (3, 1 + 9/(2,), -1 + 9/(2%/-2)),
-respl'ectively,

NI-37, -1 7 07).
'P

8
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14.04 Isometries and Congruences

Euclidean geometry has a good deal to do with the sizes and shapes
of geometric figures. To clariffrthese, ideas, note that of the four tri-

11

Fig. 14710

angles pictured here, all have the same shape and three-but not all
four-have the same size. If you make a tracing of one of the three
congruent triangles, you can so place the the page as to
exactly cover either of two of the other triangles. [ so.]

To formalize this notion we introduce the idea of an isometric map- ,

ping [or: an isometry].

Definition 14-8 f is an isoinetrY' of if and only if
f is ,a mapping of e onto itself such tItat

V xV y d(f(X), f(Y)) Y).

In short, an isometry is a mapping of if onto itself which :Rreserves
distances".'

Imagine that the pag lioldingiFigure 14-10 representaa'plape 4:nif
hold the papei) on whith you traced one of the qiangles so as.t.O're0e.:,,
sent, another plane. f you now place the traCing paper on the page":'
holding Figure 14 0 you have an illustration of the effect, on points-`)'

:pf thg seoiid plane , of an isometry which mapsthe second plane oiVtAe
10Yuxperiment with the tracing of the 'triangles suggests tlia,V

:A.wo ,figutA. hive the same size and Shape if and only if there is1thf
\ delhiotr>iohi`ch maps one of them onto the. other. Figimes which have .

the,Suine i.ze and shape are said to be congruent and we shall nsesth4
iiIht We,have just obtained to define this notion:-
.1\ "

1
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An isometray may be thought of as the mapping which results from
one or more rigid motions or [see page 177] plane reflections. The
introduction of isometries then juStifies, intuitiey. the notibn of
superposition. The latter has no place in conveikioha.l developments of
geometry because, in these developments, there s no discussion Of
and it would be difficult to discuss isometrics,

Note that an isometrY is a mapping of [all of] e onto e"---nbt.
merely, of some geometric figure onto another.

Witlo'quite a bit more effort, we coul.d get along with in
place of 'onto' in Definition 14-8. That is, it can be proved bur,
not easily that a distance-preserving mapping of e
map e onto [all of] e. . . .

We introduce for 'is congruent to' 'on page 219. You may wish
to introduce it earlier -- say in connection with Part C osa page 179. .[As
a matter of fact, we do slip it in as an aside on page 177,1

(i)
Sugg,esOons fbr the:exercises of section 14.04
So th'at'Students besome properly acquainted with reflections we
recommend Pa,res A and B as class exercises.
Parts C and D may-he used for homework.

,Part E and the diScussion of Theorem 14-23 -should be teacher
zdirected. . a

Parts F and- G may,be used for homework. Exercise 4 of .Pa t G
will probabelY need further discussioni however.
Parts 1-1 and I may be difficult as a homework assignment: It used
as such,-.-kie sure to thbroughly dIscuss.the exercises the followini
day.

4.

a

Lyer-"'

:!'"c"
,

ition 14-9 A firkfigure is congruent to a
nd if and only if the'te--iS an isometry of g'

which maps the firstsfigure onto the second.

4

r
a

"
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As an example.of the ideas formalizeCI in Definitions.14 -8 and 14-9
notice that, for any translatiori et,

d(P + a Q + - (P +
= IIQ P11 = d(P, Q).

So, we have:

Ii lheorem 14-18 Any tra.nslation is an isometry.

In particular, if APQR and ATUV are such that T P = Q
= V E then APQR and ATUV are congruent. [For short, we write:
APQR ATUV.]

Another kind ofsometry of g' can be illustrated-intuitively by the'
use of flat mirror. As you must often have observed, the image of an
object in such a mirror 4ppeardto have the same size and shape as the
object. This suggestethat there is an isometry of e which maps each
object 'which is in front of the mirror onto an object behind the mirrolt
which has the same size and shape as the mirror image of the given:

Fig. 14-12

f(P.)

object. To see how to describe this isometry formally, i.-eplace the mir-
ror by a plane i. [For simplicity, we have pictured 7T edge-wise in
Fig. 14-12.1.1f M is the foot of therterpendicular from P to zr then the
image f(P) "in 27" of!' will be the point M + (M - P).

'38i)

Te177

Plane reflections A r e not only usefuk.as examples of isometrics.
We shall prove [see Theorem 14-31] ihat any isometry is either the
identity mapping or a`plane reflection or the resultant of at Most
four plane reflections. With more effort than We wish-to expend in this
course, one can justify replacing the word 'four' in the preceding sen-
tence by 'three'.

The words 'in 71.' which oecur in the text sho'rtly preceding
Definition 14-10. are, double-quoted as a guard against believing that
f(P) a point in a. It is, of course, the reflection which is, in
another sense of 'in', in

* * *
Sample Quiz

Given an orthonormal coordingte system, suppos le that is the
plane described by the' equation ''3x + 2y a = 6' and that A and B
are points whose coordinates are (2,4, 1) and' (5, -3,5), respectively.
1. Show that neither A nor B it:a point of a.
2.. Tell whether A and 4 are on the same side of a or on opposite

sides of cr. .

3. ,Compute d(A, a) A n d d(B, a),
4. Let P and Q be the feet of the perpendiculars from A 'and '13

to a-. Show that AB and PQ have a point in ciommon.
Key OS Sample Quiz
1. Since 3-2 + 24 - 1 # 6 and 3.5 + 2- -3 - 5 # 6, neither A nor

B belongs to a
2. Since 3. 2 + 2.4 - 1 - 6 = 7 > 0 and 3.5 + - 5 ,.- 6

= -2 < 0, A and.B are on opposite sides of a..
. d(A, = .171/NI9 + 4 + 1 7/N,r1-4". = N/14/2 and

0-) = -2 = 2/./Ti =1 4/T477.

APBQ it a trapezoid and,, so, is convex with diagonals AB
and. PQ: Hence, AB and Pp haVe a point in common, [In fact,
they,diyidtif each othersin the ratio 772. ]

TC 178 (1)

The corollary may be restated as:
If f is the reflection in then f of =

that is, each plane reflectiofi is its own inverse or, for short, is an
inversion. To see tiiis note that, assuming that f is a plane reflection
it follows from the corollttry [with q(?)' for 'Q'} that f(f(P)) = P.
Also, if f(f(P)) P it follows [using the replacalent rule for equa-
tions] that if f(P) = Q tien f(Q) = P, From this last it follows that if
f(Q) = P then f(P) = Q. [Merely interchange and ]
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This suggests the following, definition:,

Definition 14-10 f is the resection in 7r

where M is the foot of ihe perpendicular froln X to IT.

Using this definition it is not difficult to prove:

Theorem 14-19 If f is the reflection in then
f(P) = Q (Q P E [Id' and the midpoint of PQ..t 7r).e.

This theoreni yields the following

I Corollary If f is the reflection in- ir then
f(P) = Q 4". AQ).= P..

This corollary tells 11E3 that anS7 mapping which is the reflection in
some plane is its own inverse. [Explain.] It is also useful in proving:

II "Theorem 14 720 The teflection in 'a plane is an isonietry.,
Exercises

Part A
'Suppose that f is the reflectibn in

1. Show that f(P} P c MI and thatthe midpoint ofPf(P) c 77. [Hint'
, Use Definition 14-10.1 -
2. Assume that Q P e[r-11 and that the midpoint of PQ 7. Show

that f(P) = Q. [Hint: Let M be the midpoint of PQ. Show that M is
the foot of the perpencliculit from P to Tr and that

P + (IV P)2.1
3. Prove Theorem 14-19.
4. Prove the corollary to Theorem 14 [Hint: Use two in.stances of

the theorem.]

Part B.
ppose that f is the reflection of if in 7T. To prove at f is an

isometry we must show that f is a mavping of ?._C ontd elf-that is,

1(9)

332
a

TC 178 (2)

Answers for Part A
1. By definition, f(P) P = (P + (M P)25)1°- P = (M P)2, where 14

is the foot of the perpendicular from, Pto 7r. Since M PE [7711,
it follows th'al (f(P) P,) [7r]1. The midpoint of Pf(P) is
P + (f(P) - P)1/2 which is 13 + (M P)2 ..1 or M. Since M E
the midpoint of Pf(P) E
Let M .bc the midpoint of QP, Since Q - P c [7r1-L, and M EtS741"4
P M E Dr)1. We are given that the midpoint Mc 7r. Therefore,
M is the foot of the perpendicular from P to 71. . Notv,
M P + 10 P51/2, .so .13 + (M,- P)2 = P + [P + (Q - P)1,12' 1:]2
= P + (Q P) Q. Since f is the reflection in V,
f(P) P + (M - P)2 = Q.

3.- Suppose-that f is the.reflectioh in v. If f(P) jP110, then by
Exercise 1, Q P E [v]-1- and the midpoint of PQ C r. Conversely, .

if Q P E,[71-1' and the midpoint bf PQ 7T then by Exercise 2,
f(P) = Q. Therefore, if f is the refleition in 7r then
f(P) = Q P E [701 and the midpoint of F(.1. c 7.1 ,

4. Suppose that f 'is the reflection in'Elr, = 0, then by Theorem
14-19, Q PE _IF]l and the midpoint of I'D() E v. Therefore,
P Q E arra thd midpoint of 7. So, by Theorem 14-19,
f(Q) P. Therefore, if f is the reflection' in r then
f(p) = Q f( Q) = P. Since P and Q are arbitrary points,
the corollary follows, .

TC 179 (1)

Answers for Part B
1, It follows froM the c'orollary o Theorem 14-19. [If S:::)f E, and

f(Q) = P, then f(P) = Q so Q is in the range of f.
2. '(1.1 (g + ;) if and only if (b )- 1).(1 + "a") = 4 0 ""- that is, if and

only if SS - = 0, °The latter is the case if and only if
k.1 - that is, if and only if HS11 =

3. 17; -a' f(P)) - "(Q - P) (f(Q) 0) (fW). -:P). ',Now, by
Exercise 1 of Part A, f(Q) 1 Q E [v]-L. and f(P) PE [v]-`, so their
difference beloggs'to [TJ-L., Therefore, b - a E tall..7

4. g + = '0(Q) f(P)) + (Q P) = (f(Q) -.P) + (Q f(iD))
= f(f(C)) + - M) + (M P))+ + (N - M) + (M,- f(P)))
= [(f(Q) N):f. (Q N)L+ [(M - P) + (M f(P))] + (N - M)Z, Now,
(f(Q) N) + Q - N) 15, and (M P) + (M. - f(.13)) = ?!. So S .10--

M)2. Since NE 7 and M E 7, i; '4* a E [it].

5. We have already shown that the range of f is e [Exercise 1]. W,e
must now 'atm thaie JJJ = 1H. By the results of Exercises 3
and 4, (5 - a) 1 (5 + a). Therefore, by Exercise 2,115H = 114'11.

3
I .
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that the range oflf is mid that, given P and Q, = hail, where
= Q - F and = /(Q) f (P).

1. By definition,' the dornain.of f is Fro1kn whatdoes it folloW that
the range of

2. Shbw that if end only if (b a) (I; + [Hint: This is
an algebraic result.which you have proved before.] -

3. Show 'that - [Hint:i; a = (f(Q) f(P)) (Q P).1

4. Show that -1-;+ c [7]. [Hint: Let M and N be the midpoints of
and Qf(Q). Note that f(Q) = (f(Q) N) + (N M)

5. Complete the proof oef Theorem 14-20..

By definition, a first figure is congruent to a second if and only if
there is an isometry ofY which maps the first figure onto the second.
And, we 'know that translationsand relections in planes are.isom-
etfies. Bo, we are in a position to identify some pairs of congruent
figures. In each of the following, you are gis7en a pair of figureaand
some information about them. Try to decide ..which are congruent fig-
ures 1;ecause there is either a translation or a plane reflection or the
resultant.or a trarislation and a plane reflection which maps one of the
figures onto the other.
1. Figures: AB and CD

A e Given: (4_13, II CD; AB = 5 = CD;
AC is not perpendicular to

^

D

Figures: EG and PI
Given: M and N are the midpoints

of EF and iJ, respectively;
EF liGH; MN 1 GH

-
3. Figures: EF and Glksame information as in Exercise
4. Figures rays hi and KL

Given: lei IIKL; ri and id haye
the same gense; M ± 117..

[Find two simple isometries which.
worlij

5. Figures: AKLO and ANMO
kg and intersect in the
point Q; measures of seg-
ments are indicated in pic-

Kt

0 4
ture.

.TC 179 (2)

Aiiswers for Part C
[The answers for these exercises need be justified only intuitively.

Later'we shall proNe theorems whicli 'could yield formal justifications.]
and CD are congnuent for the translation C - A malas the first

onto tfie second. [This is, at least, the case'on intuitive grounds..
Later we shall prove that segments parallel or not are con-
gruent if and only if they.have the same measure. Students should

note that if, contrary to the conditions of the problem, AC 1 AB
Olen there ifs a reflection which maps AB on CD. )

2. EG is congruent-to FH. Let r .be the plane containing MN Which
is perpendicular to EFI-12 :Then the reflection in 7r maps onto

3. EF and Gn are not congruent unless EG FH. Except in the
exceptional case EF > GI-I, or GH > EF, and it is intuitively
clear that a longer segment cannot be mapped isometrically onto
a shorter one.

4, U and K'L are congruent. The translation K
nto the second. If r is the plane parallel to 1.1, pea-pendieular to

'Ilk; and containing the midpoint of IK then the plane reflection in

maps the first

111.
7 is another isometty which maps LT onto KL [and KL onto 41].

5, AKLO ana ANMO, are congruen but not 9'because there is either
a translation-or a plane reflecti n or the resultant of a translation.
and a'plane reflection which maps one figure onto the othe ."
Student% may discover that ea.& triangle is mapped,onto th other7
or, at lea-et {K, L, 0} is mapped onto IN, M, OJ -- by a iesu1tant
of two reflections. These are the reflectiori in the plane ri through-
,

0 perpendicular to Llit4 and the reflection in tile plane, 7, which
contains LM and is perpendicular to the plane of the figure..
Composing tli%se two reflections in either order restIlts in an
-isometry which is "the reflection in the line thrOugh 0 perpen-
dicular to'the plane of the figure". The resultant can also be
thougbt of as [the result of] a half-Itarn about the same-line as
axis,, [These matte.rs are taken uP in Part if on pages 189-190.)
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0

Part D
Suppose that fi the reflection in If.

1. Show that f(Q) = Q if and only if Q E ir. [Hint: This is easy if you
use Theorem 14 -

2. Suppase that f(P) s P. Show that 7r is the perpendicular bisector of
*PRP). [Hint: Use Exercise 1 and Theor4m 14-20 to show thateach
point of ar is equidistant from P andf(P).1 2..4 I,

.3. Show that if Q X P and 7r is the perpendicular bisectorof P9 then
=

TC 180 (1)

Answers for Part D
1. By Theorem 14:19, f(Q) Q if and only..-1 (e) ; Q T7d1 and the

Part E,
Suppose that,rg is any isometry-of e; which leaves fixed each of three

noncollinear ints -say, A, B, and C. '

I. Show that if g(P) s P tkren the'perpendicular bisector of 71g(P) is
the plane ABC. [Hint: y assumptipn, g(A) = A, g(B) B, and
g(C) = Now, argue as in Exercise 2 of Part D.]

2. Sliow that if P E ABC then g(P) = P. [Hint: Consider the contral
positive and apply Exercise 11

3. Suppose that g is not the identity mapping of onto ieself. Show
that if g(Q) = Q then Q 71-hT'. [Hint: Since g is not the identity
mapping, there is a point -*say, P- such that g(P) S P. Assuming
that g(Q) = Q, what follows concerning Q and the points P and
g(P)?)

4. Shovv that g is either theidentity mapping or the reflection in ABC.
[Hint: Suppose that g is not the identity mapping. What do Ex-
ercises 2 and 3 tell you about the points which g leaves fixed? What
follows concerning P and g(P) in case P 4 ABC? Use Exercise 1 to-
geth'er with Exercise 3 of Part D to show that, in case P _4 ABC, g(P)
is the reflection of P in ABC. Is this also thecase for a point
P E Tffe?]

5. SupOose that f is an isometry wigalatleaves
that f leaves fixed each point of ;IV. [Hint: I
not belong to the perpendicular bisector of.?

*

InYarts D and E you 1;w:re proved:

and:

ami ./3 fixed. Show
thea P does

.1

Theortm 14-21 `If f is the reflection in 7r then'
(a) f(P) P if and only if P E 7r, and
(b) if f(P) P then 7r is the perpendicular

bisector 'of Pf(P).

3SG

rnidpoint:of QQ E a). But, in any case, Q [ir] i",l'and the rn-
qf QQ isO and, so, belozcgs to a if and only if Q

If RE v'then f(R) R and, ,since is.an i
f(R)) 'd(f(P), R) that is, R,belongS to the
bisector of P.-M . This s'hows that the plane
plane which is. the perpendicular bisector of.
7T is the perpendicular bisector. [If a a then 7T

0--0

etry, d(P, R) = d(f(P),)
perpend.icular. ,

a is a subset of the O
Pf(P). Consequently,

. For
suppose a- C a and let {A, B, be.a noncollinear subset of. 7T
and, so, of a.. It follows that it = Ag-C = a.)

3. ,lf. 7T the perpendicular bisegtor of [Q P] then P E
t

[

and the midpoint of PQ E a that is, by Theorem 14-19, Q

O S,
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Ans'wers for Part E
1. Since g is an isometry, H A \PH H g(A g(P)1i. But,

g(A) = A. Therefore, - PH HA - g(,P)II.
= d(B, g(P)) and d(C, P) = d(C, g(.13)). Sincf B, and

C are noncollineAr and are all equidistant from-, P arid g(P),
te perpendicular'bisector of Pg(P) must be TIE.

2. Suppose that g(P) J P. Then by vxercise 1, AIIC is the perpen-
dicular bisector of Pg(P). So, P Hence, if P Agc tben,
g(P) = P.

3. Since g is not the identity mapping there is a point say, P
such that g(P) 0 P. By Exercise 1, ABC is the perpendicular
bisector of .cci-gi and, so, contains all Piints equidistant from P
and g(P). If g(Q) = °Q the such a point since d(P,L),1

= d(f(P), 1(0)) = d(f(P); Q).
Suppose that g is not 6. ows by Exercises 2 and 3 that g
leaves fixed pre,cisely the points of 71.1"-C. !In particular, if
P fiABC then. g(P) * P and, by Exercise 1, Af3C is the perpen-

,

dieular bisector of POOP). Hencelieb Exercise 3 of Part D,
g(P) is the image of P under the reflection in A C. Since this
reflection g leaves each point of A6C fixed it follows
that if g is not the identity mapping then ,g is the reflection in
ABC.

5. Let P E AB, and assume that f(P) 0 P. Let 7r be the perpendicular

bisector, of Pf(P). Then since A = f(A), d(A, P,) = da(A), f(P))

= d(A, f( P)). Similarly, d(B, P) = d(B, f( P)). Therefore, A E 7rr

and B E r. So, AB f 7. But, P LAB and it is impossible for P .7r.
9Therefore, f(P) = P.

Q L:55(
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Sitice t.,e two new c'oncepts dyalt.with in this.volume are those of'
distance and perpendicularity it might be expected that ThE;orem 14-6,
which relates these concepts, is of major importance. That thie'is the
case is.brought out by Theorems 14 -21 through 14-23, all of which
depend strongly on Theorem 14-6. Recall that Theorem 14-4 is a
formalization of Notion 8 or page 29. Theorem 14 is another
formalization of the same notion.

3 Si
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14.04 isometries and Congruences 1$1

Theorem -14 - 22 The only igometries of e' which
'leave fixed, three given noncollinear points are the
identity mapping and the reflection in the plane
which contains the givenyoints.

Prom this and The9rem 14-21(a), we have at once the following: s

corollary 4The.only isometry of e' which leaves
fixed four noncoplanar points is the identity
mapping.

4-that is; an isometry which leaVes fixed each of`Tour noncoplanar
points leaves each point fixed. Also, 6y Exercise 5, .we ,hgve:

Theorem. 14 -23 An isometry,which leaves two points
fixed also leaves fixed each point of the line con-
taining the two points.

F I

*
Part ?

In each of the following, you are given' a figure and some informa-
tion about it. , Make use of what you know about translations and
pine reflections to help you answer questions about congruence.
1: Suppose that .Z\ABC is isos- t

Alles with base BC and that M
, is the midpoint of BC. Give rea-
sons for believing that AABM
and AACM are congruent.
[Hin.t. Describe an isometry
which appvers to map One tri-
angle on elre,other.]

2. SupPose thatAABD. and ACBD
ere isosceles, each with baseL
BD, and thaVIC and BD inter-.
sect at O.
(a) Give reasons fa believing

that AADC and ilABC are
cfmgruent .

(bP Under what conditions
could you find. an, isometry i

which appears to map
. ZSADB onto I
(n) Assume tha

angle with h
3 and OC = 9, and AADC is a right tri-

use ACE Colnpute DO.OB, A), and lic".

Answe
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s for Part F
[Studentntre not yet prepared to prove triangles congruent. The

best they can d9 in this direttion is to find an isometry which maps the
vertices of.one triangle on those of the ethor. The discovery.of such
an isometry is '"reason for-believing" the triangles to be congruent.]
1. 'Let 7 te the plane which is perpendicular to ./SC and cont.ains

AM. Since, by Thedrem 14,-9, BC is perpendicular to the 'line AM
in r it follows that 7 is the perpendicular bisector of BC. The
reflection in r maps each of A and M on itseli and maps B on C.,
So, it seemsIikely [see, also, Theorem 14-27] that it maps
AABM on AACM. If so, AABM and 6,ACM aye cpngruent.

Z. (A) Sinee 'LN:ABD. and ACBD are isosce e both A and C are in
the perpendiculax bisector, ,7 , of BD. Since 0 'is the point of
intersection of AC and BD it is also the point of intersecition
of 7 and BD. So, 0 is the midpoint of BID. Hence, just as
in t xercise 1, the reflection in r ,maps each of) 0, and. C
on itself and maps D on B; Conseguently, it is reasonal+ to
guess that this reflection maps AADC onto AABC and, so, to
guess that these triangles are anigruent,

(b) There will, seemingly, be an 'isometry mapping AADB o4to '

ACDB in case the plane which contains pp and is perpendicular
to the plane of the figure is the perpendicular bisect6r of AC.
This will be the case if AD := DC [and, Consequently, AB BC].

[There are other correct answers.]
(c) DO 30-", OB 307 AD = 6, BC

. .

4. '

MIL

TC 182 (1) 3.

(a) is a plane containing three 'noncollinear pointaqtruidistant

(b)

from 0 and R. Hence, it is the perpendicular bisector of RQ.
Since the reflection in MPS maps Q on R and.maps -6ach of
the points P.and S on itself, it presufnably maps APQS onto

&APRS. If 'so, APir_.and APRS `a-re congruent.
) The reflection in ASC maps each of B and C on itself and?

maps P on a. so it presurnably maps APBC onto AQBC. If
so, the triangles are congruent.

(b) The reflection referred to in part (a) also maps A on itselt.
So, it seems likely that this reflection maps each pyramid
onto the other.
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s.

3. Suppose that !SPQR and ASQR ,
are isosceles, each with base RQ,-
that P S4'1?, and thatM iathe
midpoint of RQ.
(a) show that mh is the per-

ildicplar bisector of W.
(b) Giveoreasons for believing

that APQS and APRS are
magrueht.

4. Suppcoe Ahat.M is a point in-
, ARC, tiist P band Q are two. 6

Points on- the normal to .ABC
through-the point Al2 and that

= *is the tindpeint of PQ.
;(a) Gixe ivasOns for believing

that APBC .pnd'AQBC re
. congruent

b) Giv,e reasons for belie ving
that the'pyramids P ABC
and Q - ABC are congruent..

' .

Part G
Suppose that [is the reflection inz
'and that a e [77]1. Consider the
mapping 'h such that, for each point
X% h(X) = fa) [-that is, h is
the resultant ef [foil°
1. Show that, for any point P, h(P) P E
2. Show ihat the midpoint.ofFh(P) is the image of the laidpoint

'Pf(P) under the translation -O*/2.

f(P)

h(P) '

f(P) +

3. Show tfiat h 4...the reflection in a qertain plane parallel to 77.
*4. Suppose that b is any translation [while f is-still the reflection in

and let k be the resultant of ffollówed by W. Show that k is the
resultant of the reflection in a certain plane parallel to r f(illowed
by a translation oe [7r).[Hint:V = a C, where tiril and c e [7d
Explain.]

*
In Exercise 3 of Part G you have established the following useful

lemma:
e.

Lemma The resultant of the reflectibn in a Plane 7r
followed by' a translation a in the direction orthogonal
to 7T is the reflection in the plane qr -4- (a/2).

eis

-1

Lee
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.Answers for Part G -

1. h(P) P =f_c1?).4 ;) --P (f(P) P) 4-S1 Since, by Theorem
14,-19, f(P).- P E [7j1 it follows that (f(P) P) + Hence,

,

h(P)%- PE [7]
-.

2. Suppose.that M is t,he midp oint of Pf(P) that is, suppose that
M P f(P) - Wh4t we wish to whow is that M + ; 2 is the
midpoint of Ph(P) that is', that (M + ;/2) P = h(P)
It follows from our'assumptiorithat M + -;1q) P = (f(P) + ;/2) M.

And, by the definition of h, 2 00=1,- a., -as/2 h(P)

So, ..(M + -a7z) P = (h(P) it/Z)*- = h(P) (M + 2). as we

.

wished to show. also'

Suppose that a is any plane par411e1 to 71. that is, a- is -any. plan
' .1 9

such tliat Jo.] = [7] show that h is the'sreflection in,a Me

must show that, "for any pOint P, h(P) P E [a]
1 and the.rnicrpoint

10-we
of Ph(P)E a. Since, by/tsferCilte 1, we alreatly know that
h( P) P C Part. it f011oWsphat, for any-a. l.i, h(P) - P E Our

jOb i's tq find a Suah that the midpoint of.IP-1-TM 6.0-... By Exercise
since the midpoint of :Pf(P) E 7, the rnidpoint'of E r

4 Since 74' + (i./2) is parallel to rr, 7 + (a/2) is .the plane a we jLave

been.lO4king for.' In prrt, h i§ the i*tn the plane.p
4. Lot ; proj

[11
(11) .and = prbj (11). fOITOws by Th orem[rj

12-18 that b a + c and by other the that ; E fall and
[2]. Since, for any P, .k(P). +.b 4t folroWs that

k(P) = (1( P) + + = h(Pi. + -C.. Since, by. Exe rcise1.3, h is the
r,pflection in i + (;,./2) it f011ows that k is the resultant of a reflec-.
tion in a plane parallel to 'T 'followe'd by a translation in [a].

[In a more thorough sludy of isometri,e/s it would be of value to

knOW that if h' is the reflectiona plane a and -te.tal Men

h(P + C.) h(P) + c that is, that the resulant of 7Cp followed by

h is, the same as the resultant of h f011owed. by [Draw figures!]

This is not-difficuIt to proVe, usita 'The rem 14:19. iThat we need

ito'show is that (MP) + C.) - (f3 + E [a)1g that the rnidpoillt of
(P + -c)(h(P) + -C.) belongs to` 4. The fiNst iTevident since

h(P) P E [OIL: TO prove the 'second, let M be the midpoint of.6,,
..P1)(P) .0At is, siippose that M - P h(P) M. It follows that

(M,+ + -CY= (h(P4 (M + C.) and, sa,frth.t M + the

midpqint of .(P + C.),(h(P)4.- -OP): Since M 'and C. 6 jal it follows

that M + C'

,

393
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In brder to slevelop the consequences of this lemma and smile of pur
larevious theorems we need to recall some facts concerning function
coinposition. Recall that if f.and g 'are mappings of g' onto itself tikn
the mappinggo,f kuch that .1

V xig filX) = g(f(X))

is called the resultant of ffollowed by g and is, i,tself, a maning of g'
onto F. Por example, the mapping. h described in Part G is ao f [Ex-

. plain.] If,. continuing with this example; we let g be the reflection in
the'plane 7r + (a/2)f the.,result of the lemma can'be Stated as:

(1) ;to g

As you learned in. Chapter 1, a very important property of fimction
composition is that it is an associative binary operation. Making use.of
'this in connection with (I) we can condude that

(2) a 0 (fof).--Cao,nof.g..f.

,[associativity] 7 [(1.)3

Since, by the corollaryto Theorem 14 -19, fis its owninverse, we know
that f . f = 0 [where 0 is, as always, the identity mapping of g' onto it-
self]. So, from (2) we obtain the result: . .

4 (3) a g f
Off recalling'what.f and g are, we see that we have proved:

IL

Theorem 14-24 If ir is any plane such that a [7]-1- and

cr = IT + (a/2) then the translation a is the resultant
of the reflection in 7T followed by the reflection in a-.

f(A)
f Is the reOection in 7r

g Is the reflection In (7
g( (R))

Fig: 14-13

P))

g(f(S )) -

Briefly, any translation is a resultantyf reflections in parallel planes.
[You can think o this as a generalization of the fact that a reflection f
is its own. inve1e. Explain.]

394
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The explanation called for concerning .h and ; 0 f is'to the effect
that since, by definition,. h(P)'. f.(P),+ -a' it follows, using ordinary
function notation in place of h(P) = S.(f(P)) = [o f )( SOce
tliit is theease for any point P, h' = 0'f. .

e

In the notation of Theorem A-24, since 7r;\-=' (.a./2) it follOws
from;the theorem that the result of the reflection in a followrd byethe

'reflection in 71r- is -a+. This shows that function composition, even
when restricied to reflections in planes with a giren bidireetion, is Rot
conimutative..- If f is the reflection in m- and g the reflection irocr" then
the mapping g 0 1 is tfie inverse of the mapping f 5 g.

-

To say that a plane reflectian,f is its ()Nen irnage'amou nts to saying
that fo is:tiAe identiiy mapping. Since the latter is the teanslatibn
'and the p)ane of The. reflection f is parallel tp itself. it follows th0-the
fact tkiat any translation is-the resultant ,of reflectibns in parallel planes r
is a:generalization Of the 'fact that any Pfane ;reflection is its own inverie.

TO tidy up the tlrory of resultants of translations and refrections it
worth remarking herethat the resultant*of a translation -S. E [z]-1- and

the refleFtion f is, the plane reflection in. ir (SM. [Coinpare
this with-the lemma on page 182 ] For, by the lemma, --Ile f is the
reflection in 7 (1/2):'-and, since the latter is its own inverse 'it is
(--a" f -By a remark on TC 26(1), (--; f)-1 f
So, as claiMed, the resultant of a' followed by f is the reflectiOn in
74. - ISM. [Combining thi's result.and the lemma yields another example
of the noncOrnmultativity of functi`On composition.]
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,e

Part H
I. prove: ...

Theorem 14-25 If 7r. .11 a then' the 'reitulAint41;:lhe
reflection in 7T followed by the reflection in a
ifk a translation. . ..

' [Rint: Let P e ir and let Q be tiie point of intersection of .-77.1r) and

0-. Describe a translation a such that ae WI' and a = * * (ii/2).]
, ,

c 2. 'Suppose.that 7r 11 a- and let f 4nd g betheieflections i 7r and in a.,
rbspfctively.Froni the iesillt of Exercise 1 we kno that g a f is a
tptulaticin and, :alkelat. I. g iS a translation. rapare these
translstions. [Is it ever:the case that f . g* = k -0 f71

4' . , ' :1 ., .

Pali I- . _. ,

-
', "/

I. Suppose that f, g, and h ere mappings of if Ala if. Show that
h . fg .. II = th a IA . f [Hint: Use the danition of function compo-
sition to compute '[h 0 [g .. f]](P)' and l[h . g] 0 [j(P)'.]

2. Use a result you obtained in Part H to shoW that function compOsi-

tion is hot, commutative. v

3. Suppose that f is any isometry of F. ,

(a) Show that f has an inverse. [Hirai: If') Q can it be the case
,

that f(P) = f(Q)71
(b) Show that f-1, the inverse of f, is also an isomçtry.

4. Suppose that f and g are isometries of if. Show that g o f is also an .

isometry of r . [Hint: Certainly, g [ maps F onto itself. Does it pre-
serve distances?)

5. Give examples illustrating Exercises 3 and 4 by citing isometries of
kinds with which you are 'already fatniliar.

14.05 Some Properties of isimetrias

One of our early statements of a part of what is now. Postulate 4 was:
a.

.9- is a commutative group with respect to function composition.

.It results frqp Part I that

the set of all isometrics of if is a group
:with, respect to function composition

- but [by Exercise 2, Part I], it is not a commutatiVe group. By Theo
rem,14 -18, the commutative group .9- is a subgroup of the group of all

3inetries of if.

TC 184

Answers for Part 14
I. With P and Q as in the hint a =-1 + (Q P) and Q P [711. Let

P)Z and apply Theorem 14-24.
Z . f 0 g is the' oP-posite'of g,§0 f. [See the diactission preceding these

answers. Alternatively note that (g of)-1 = fl a g1 f 0 g, since
each plane refleCtion is its own inverse. ]; .f ag g 0 f if and'
if 'f g. [Fcirit is only in this,case that f 0 g turns out to
the only translation which is ifs own oppoite;

Answers for Part I .

.
I.- tholgt,o f])tP) = hqg OP)) = h(g(f(PM [h ° g'](f( P)) [[h g ]

. P c e. so, (h.. [g o fli [[h a 0.0 f].

Z. 'a. If l'and g arre reitections in twp parallel planes theh fog* go f.
3. (,a) P cS,then d(1°, Q) O. Since d(P, Q) d(f(P), f(Q))

foliows that d(i(P)4(0)) * -and, sp, that f(P) .5(0). Since
if P, -Q then f(P) #21(Q) it follow that f has an inverse.

.(b) Since f is a mapping of 8 onto e, so Moreover.
d(f4 (P), f°1(Q)) = -41(f(f-1 (P)), f(f4 (Q)) d(P, Qt. Hence,
is an isometryof

a

4. Since both f and g map 8 onto itself, so does g f. -Since both f
and g preserve distances so does g f -Hence; g o f is an isometry.
[in more detail, d(g(f(P));' g(0-Q)))= d(f(P), f(Q)) because g is an
isometry andd(f(P), f(Q)) d(P, CI). because f is an isometry.

5. A 'resultant of two reflections in papllel planet is a translation
so, isan isometryr a resu1ta4t of a plane reflection and a

translation normal to the plane of the reflection [in either order
is a reflection and, so, is an isometry; a resultant of two transla-
tions is a translation and, so, is an isometry.
-1
Just as the group of isornetr es is related to the equivalence rela-

tion of congruence, soiany group of mappings is.related to an appropriate
equivalence relation, This explains,' in part, the importance of the
notion of group.

The 'etc.' in the sentence following Theorem 14-26 includes the
cases in which 1 m, ji a, and r a.

The explanation asked for amounts to noting that, sin6e f is an
isornetry,

d(f(P),f(f-1(C))) = d(P,f-1(C)), and
d(f(Q),1(1.1(C))) d(Q i1(0)

nd, then, substituting C' for 'f(fl- (C ))' . a,

f(P) #` f(Q) because f is an isometrY and P 0 Q. The latter is
the case because P fir and Q is the reflection of P in Ir. See
Exertise 1 of Part D on page iso,,]
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Ths faFt that isomstrieebonstitute a group has imRortant implica-
tionsffor the r- ion of congruence. In the first place, since the identity
mapping is an ..metry, it follows that each subset Of g is congruent to
Itself-in short., coAruence is a reflexive yelation. Secondly, since the
inverse of an isometry is an'isometry; it follows that if a first set is
congrUent to a second then the second is congruent to the first.-- con-
gruence is a symmetric relation. Firially, since the rsurtant.of two
isometries.is an isometiy, it folloWs that if a fent set is congruent to
a second, and the second is congruent,to a third, then the first set is
congruent to the third set -Fongruence .is a transitive relation.

ClearlyAranflations have many properties Whith other isometries
do OA liave. Howsvq, we do have the following basic theorem: ,

'.. If

Thgorom 14-26 Any' isometry of K maps planes onto "
planes, maps lines onfo lines, and preserves'parallelisth'
and perpendkularity.

In other words, if f is an;isoletry of e and -7r is any plane then the
image f(ir) of 7T under f is also a plane; if 1 is a line, so is f(l); ifl 111T
then f(1)1} f(7r); if 1 1 77- then f(1) 1 f(7r); etc. For example, consider
an isometry f and a plane ir.,Suppose that P 7T and that Q is the reflec-
tion of P in ir. We know, then, that 7r is the perpendicular bisector of
PQ and, so, that

7T = {X : d(P, X) = d(Q, X)}.

Since f has an inverse it follows that

CE f(7r) f 1 (C) E 'TT

CRIV I (C)) d (Qs f-1(C)).

Since f is ail isometry api sjnce f (11(C)) = c it follows that

f(n)4.--0 d(f(P), C) d(f(Q), C). [Explain.]

So, f(v.), is the perpendicular bisector of f(P)f(Q). Since f(P) f(Q)
[Why?] it follows that ffir) is a plane.

Exercises

Part A
Suppo.se that f is an isoinetry of X.

1. Show that if 7r II cr then f(rr) ji Au). [Hint..6 7T 11 CI (7T = a- or
7r tl (T = 0) Note that if I e fir) n f(a)then f-' (P) n (7..1

398
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The exercise of section 14.05 tend tdEthe difficult for students.
However, under teacher direction these difficulties can be minimized.

Part A should be developed under teacher di.rection to insure that'
students uncle,rstand-the techniques involved. After the first few
exercises, have studefits attempt the exe'rcises first at their seats.
You ca,n supervise this activity to identify areak(difficulty .

(ii)' Par! 13 may be used as homework.0
(iii) Part ,C should be carefully explained by 'the teacher. Aftex this,

students are usually able, to prdceed with Exercises 4 and 5. A
tAracing,frequently'hejpa to illustrate the various mappings.
Part D makes a reasonable homework assignment.
Pfk.rt E, and the discussion that f011Ows should be developed

(iv)
(v)

,class.
(vi)'Pa-rt F may be used as hornewcfrk,

dents, consult with each other.
, Answeis lor P-rt

1. Suppose thal 11 I CT . 13y thpreceding discussion, f(r) d,nd. Nu) are,
planes. In case f(w) f(a) = 0, f(r) i(a). Suppose, thvii that
f(r) c f(a) 0- and, in particular, that P E f(r) f(a). It follows
that P E qr.') and P E f(a) and, so; that f(P) E IT eTh a. Since ir II ID-

A follows that r = u and, so, that f(r) f(a). So, whether
f(a) = 0 'or f(r) m f(a) f(r) H f(u), Hence, f being

an isometry, if r II a then f(r) flu).

it maY be wise to let

in

atu-
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21 Let I be anline and supposethat IT and a are planes such that
r (Th a = 1. [Since *F is ihree-dimensional it is easy to de,seribe
two such planes. ] Now, .f(.1) f(7; T a) and an we need prove is 4
that f(r rTh -= f(w) rTh f(u) to make sure that 1(0 is the intersection
of two planes, and, so, is a line. Now, for any one-to-one m'apping
g and any set p in the domain of 'g, Q E f(pk) if and only if f-1(Q) E p.
So, Q 61(r) if and only if f-1(Q) er and Q E fie) if and only if

a. Hencv, Q e f(7) rm f(a) if and only if f-1(Q) ( ; a-. And,
f-1(Q)E r a if Und only if Q f(r T a). Since. Q f(w) f(a) if
and only if Q. f(r T a) it follows that gr. T a) = f(r) f(a).
[Note,that if g is a n-iapping which is not one-to-one and p and s
are subsets of the dem in of g then, although fip c s) C. f(p) go).

s) g(p) g(s). For example, if P S
,and {5) are sets' p and s such that

it may, happen thilt g(p
and g(S) g(Q) then,
g(p ('N s,) = 0 and gfp l'rcm g(s) #

3. Suppose that I 11 7, so tkat I C r or- I T 0. By pf#ceding
arguments, f(i) is a line and 'f(w) is a plane. If w then,
obviously, 1(1) C f(7). If / r 7T "t2), then. 0 1(1 f(i) c 100.
Hence, if I 11 ir then f(.1) f(r).

4. SuppOse that LH 'rn. Let w be a plane containing t and rn and let
al 'and up be parallel planes whose intersections With' w are I and
m, respectively. The isometry f maps al and up. ontoparallel
planes,and maps I and rn .onto,the.intersection's of f(o-1) and 1(a2)
with t plane f(r). Since f(t) and f(rn) are, then, the intersections
of parallel planes with'a third plane, 1(1) and f(m) are parallel ,lines.

Oft
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2. ShOw-that, for any 4ne 41(1) is a line. [H int: Any line is the inter-
section of two planes, and the intersection 'of two intersecting
planesis a line.]

3. shoW that if 1 11 7.4,hen /(/) Jj f(r-). [Hittite Modily the hint for Ex-
. drcise 1.] ' -

4. Show, that if 1 11 m then f (1) f(m).
5. Show that if 1 1,7r then [(I) 1 gal. [Mitt: In the proof that.f (7r)

is a plane, choose-FE 1.]
6. Show that if 7 1 o- Then Air) I f(o-)..
7..ShOw that if 1 I m then fill 1 f(rn).
8. Shay that, for any points P and Q, 04) t=tf(P)11(2). [Hint:

C f f -1(C) 46. ;Now, , ase Theorem, 14-41
0., how that f (PQ) = 1 (P)f(01 [Hint: Proceed as in Exercise 8, re-

,

calling that Ran 0011AR).]
10. Shon,that f (PQ) = f(P)f(Q) ni f (PCI) = f (P)f (Q).

In Exercises 8-10 yoilhave proved: '10

Theorem 14-27 Any isometry of maps segm'ents
onto segments and intervals onto intervals,
mapping encepoints on endpoints; it maps rays
onto rays and half-limy onto half-linesrmayping
verticeS on vertices.

Sidce an ipometry maps the endpoints of a segment on the endpoints
of its image it is clear that congruent segments must have the same
measure. [Explain.] The converse is an equally important theorem.
We state the two in:

Theorem 14-28 Segments [or: intorvals] are
congruent if and only if they have the same
measure.

To completo the proof of this theorem all we need do is establish a
lemma: ,

111 Lemma If AB = PQthen there is gn isometry f
such that f,(P) = A and f (Q) = B.

[Explain.]
The proof of the.lemma is easy.

4 00

Answers for Part A [cent;
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eel

5. Suppose that 1 A. 7 and that P E I and P X. Let Q be the 'vflection
of P . It folloWs that 1T = {X: d(P, X) d(Q, X),} and, so, that
f(r) 41s(f( P), X)sz. )). It follows that f(7r) is tile per-
pendicula sector'V f(P)f(Q). Since I PQ and 1(1) is a line it
4cillows that f(1) = f(P)f(Q). Since, .as has been 'shown, 1(7)

TC17'ia.), it follows that f(/) ii fir).
.6. SuPpose that A A. r landllet I be a li`ne- contained In Gr VACh is per-

pendicular to 7r. By Exfrcise 5,..1(1) 1 f(x) and, .since f(/) is a line
and is contained in the plane f(er), f(V) f(7).

7. Suppose that I A. in and let "7 be the plane containing rn which is
perpebdicular to I. Zince I A. 7, f(i) f(x). So, since f(tn)
1(1) 1 f(in).."

8. C C f(PQ) if and only if 0(C) C PQ. By Theorem 14-3, the latter
is the caise if and only if d(P,f-1(C)) + d(f-1(C),Q) = d(Ps, Since

f is an isorn.etry, the latter Ls the case if and Only if
d(f(P), C) + d(C, f(Q)) = d(f(P), f(Q)) that is, if and only if
C C f(P)f(Q1. Since C kf(PQ) if and only if CE f(P)1(0) it follows
that f(PQ) = 75310). [It is only this result which is needed to

'reasons for believing" in the answer for Part F on
page I 1 into proofs.)

9. C

(1-1(C)

if and only if 1-1(C) E s, if and only if

or QE Pf -1(C)). By Exercise 8 the latter is the case
if and only if. C E f(P)f(Q) or f(Q) C f(P)C that is, if and only if

C e f(P)f(Q). Hence [as in Exercise 8), f(P*-6.) f(P..)f(C1)

10. By' Exercise 8, f(PQ) = 1(P)f(Q). Since f(C) f(P) if and only if

C = P and f(C) f(Q) if arie only if C = 0 it follows that
f(PQ) =,f(P)f(Q). That f(Pq) = f(P)f(Q) is proved similarly,
using Exercise 9.
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Eocplanation to follow Theorem 1'.4-17; Suppose that AB and CD
are congruent, in particular, -suppbse that f is an isometry 'Such that
f(AB) = CD. By Ex.ek*iSe 8 ot Part A it follows that f(A)f(B) = CD
and, so [by Theorem .7'42(b)], {f(A), f(B)) {C, D}. [This argument
and another using Theorem 7-12(a) justifies the "rnappirtg end points

'on end points'.' in Theorem 14-11. ] It follows th'at either (f(A) = C and
f(B) =*D) or (f(A) = D and f(B)-= Cr In the first case CD = d(D, C)

d(f(B), f(A)) d(B, A) = AB and, so, AB and CD have -the same
measure. The second.case can be dealt with in a'similar manner.

E-xplanaition to follava.the lemma: We have just seen that segments
'are congruen't only if they hpve the same measure. To justify replacing
'only if' by 'if' and, 'so, obtUiring-Theyrem 14-Z8, we need to show
thk segmEnts are congruent if tley have tlie same measure. So, we
miist sllow that if segments have.the same measure theNicre is. an
isernetry mapping one onto the other. We shall know this if we can
find an.lsometry which maps the end points of one segment on those
of the other.

Note that having the same measure is often taken as the defining
relation for congruence of intervals or of angles, It is a superiority of
the treatment of congruence in this course that thefe is one definition
of congruence for intervals, angles, triangles, or what have you, and
that measure criteria for congruence result from theorems which are
ncit just definitions.

'IC 187

Answer for 'Why?'; BA = OP by assumption; QP = Q'A because
/-; is an isometry, a"(Q) = 0', and g(P) =, A.

Another way of obtaining an isornetry which maps P on A and' Q
on B is to take the resultant of tilie reflection Si in the perpendicular
bisector of AP followed by the reflection g2 in the perpendicular
bisector of Bg2(Q). That this isometry is not the same as the isometrx

-g 01 of the 'proof can be seen either_by the images under each of g01.
and g2 0gi of a point not on, PQ or by noting that g "turns the plane
over" while g2 0 g1 does not. In general, a resultaikt which involLves
an odd number of piane reflection "factors" will notl`give the same

4 4 result as a resultant which involved an even nurnlaer of Such factors.

a

I.
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Suppose that AB = PQ. and let. = A - P andg' Q + --ct4. The

\,
. Fig. 1444 ,..,---,_

mapping a is an isometry which maiVP on A and Q on Q' for

and -a-b(Q) = Q'

In case Q' = B, a is the isometry_ we are after. In case Q' B, let 7r be
the perpendicular bisector of BQ' and let g be the reflection in7r. Since
BA QP Q' A [NNThy?], it follows that A e 7T . So, g (A) = A and, of
course, g(Q'). = B. It follows that

g(a(- P)) g(A) A and g(Q)) g(q) = B.

So -the mapping g a maps P on A and Q on B and, since both a and g
are Wometriés, is an isometry. [Now, describe such an isometry in
another way by composing reflections in two planes. Do you think this

nd isometry is.different from the one described in the text?]
t is worth remarking that- supPosing that All = PQ - that there

are many isonietries which map P on A and Q op B. For, if f is an iso-
metry which does thins, andjh is an isometry which leaves A and B fixed,
then h f is an isometuAhich maps 13 on A and Q oi1/413:

Ih fRP) (,e(p, = ,k(A) =AsnfIth QfJ1Q) Iff(Q1,7 ii(8) B
:

Now we have already found one isometry such asf, and the reflgction
in any 'plane which contains A and B will do for h. In particular, in
the CZNii in which Q' B we many take for h the reflection in the plane
a Which contains A, B, and Q' . If we do then

hof=ho [g = th g]

the isometries g and h are reflections in perpendicular planes 7r and ,t7.
whoke intersection is the line containing the angle bisector of z_ Q' AB .

As you will see in Part C of the exercises, it follows that h 0 g is an .

isometry of a rather simple and interesting kind.

403
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Part B ,

eve

4

1. Show that any VAN) rari are cOngruent. [Hint: Let A and P be the
vertices of the given rays and, let u and v beunit vectors in the
senses of the rays. Let E-A--- A + andQ = P +.7.i. Now, apply the .
lemma and Exercise 9 of Part A.]

2. Show that any twO lines are congruent. [Hint: You should be able
to use the result of Exercise' )4. to advantage.]

3. Show that any two planes pe congruent. IHint: Give4lanes
and a, show that there are poiiats A,,B, P, *id Q .sucht,hat 7T and

,are the perpendicular bisectors of X and PQ and such that,
, .AflPQJ

'40

*Part C '

Consider the, eqx4eteral tri-
angle, AABC pictured at the ,,,
right. Let ,Fr 71:2, and 7r; be the.
perpendicular biseetors of BC, CA,
and. AB, respectively. Also, let
12, and A be the .refiections in
, and ir, respectively.

1. What 'are the images of A, B, and C under f,? Under f2? Under f3?
2. Show that. f,(AABC) = AACB. What is f2(.6,ABC)? What is

f3(6,ABC)?
3. Note that f, maps A on A, B on C, and C on B. We abbreviate this

as follows:

1;1 ABC ACB

(a) Give similar abbreviations for what fi and fs do.
(b) Verify that if, ° f3I(A) C. What are If,* f3R3) arid ff, f3](C)?

Give an abbreviation for what f, f3 does.
, .

(c) Give similar abbreviations for f3 f3, f2. 13, and for 0.
, 4. Let ft = fo f3 and 1'5 = 12. f3. Make'use of your results in Exer-

cise 3 and youi knowledge of function composition to complete the
following table:

194
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AnSWers for PartB
1. Let r and be any two rays, let 'A and P be their vertices, arid

let u and V-4 be the unit vectors in the senses of r and respec--.

TC
""

ot,

tive ly: Let B'= + u and Q P + v. It follows that r = AB and
= PQ. Since HB -AH = HQ - P ,it follows by the "lemma

Nthat there is an isorcietry f "such that f(,,P) = A and
f(Q) = B. Sy Exercise 9 of Part A, f(PQ) = f(P)f(Q) = AB. ,

Since there is an isometry which maps P71onto 'AB lt follOws
.

that PQ and AB are congrwnt that%sy any rays s and r ate
congr uent.

Z. Let /*and 'be any two limes, let A and P be points of / and rn,
and let IT and -1-; be unit ve'eto.rs in die directions of /vend n1;1.

respectively. Let B = A + and Cr= P It follows that
= AB = AB L./ BA anct m = PC) -4 PQ OP.' As in Exercise' 1

there is an isometry f such that .f(PQ) = AB 'and f(QP) = BX. and,

sot f(m),= 1. Hence, I and in are Congruent.
3, Given planes 7 and u, let z and si be unit vectors in N[x]i- and

iespectively. LeYC E r and R Eu and let A = C + in,
B C 41, P = ;B.* it and 0 = R - It folloWs that 7 is the
perpendicular bisector:of AB And cr is the perpendiculaIr bisector

S.

0.-11 ....

of PO. Since HB - All = e = HQ-- PH there is an isonNetry
which Maps P on A and 0 on B. This isornetr maps thettA
pendicular bisector a of P7) on the perpendicula bisector 7 of
AB. [Thitti, by Theorem 14-5.] Hence, 7 and cr are congruent.

, .

Answers for Part C
[Before assigning these exercises be sure that stUdents know how

to interpret a ''rnultipVication table" like that iii.xercise 4.]
1, f,(A) = A, fi(B) = C, and fl(C) = B; f2(A7 = C, f2(B) B, and

= A; 13(A) B, f3(B)- = A, and f3,(C) C.

Z. Since f1CA) = A and fl(B) C, -4(AB) = fi(A)B)'= AC. By
similar reasoning, f1(AC) r- AB and fl(BC) = 'CB. Thereforer
f1(AABC) = AACB. Similarly, f2(AABC) AC/3A, and
fs(AABC) = ABAC. [01 course, &ABC = AACH = ACBA
(a) f2: ABC CBA; f3: ABd BZC.

(b) 1f1 o f3)(A) = 'f1(f3. (A)) = fl(B) = C; o f3](B) = A and
, c f3](C)' B; fri a f3: ABC CAB.

(c) f3 o fv: ABC CAB; f2 of s: ABC - BCA; 6: ABC -- ABC

495.
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[Nate that, as given in the-text, 13 o f2 = f4. For fslf2(,.A))
= f3(C) C, f3(f2(B)) = f3(B) = A, f3(f2(C)) = f3 (A) B, and"

= f of3 where, by Exercise 3(c-), fi o f3: Apc CAB.

TC 189 (1)

S. (a), In the fit,t, as the table shows, Ae set of six mappings
is closed un er iunction composition. And, of course, U is
[as the table shows) the identity element. Since occurs in
eachrow and column, each of the six Mappings has one of the
six ; perhaps itself as its inverse. Since function co po-

. sition is always associative it itrbound to be asaociati
this situation. [However, it is worth.checking a fe nstances.
For example, f4 o (f3 6 f2 ) = 14 o f4 = f az;t1 (f4 f

fi ° f2 f5`
(b) No. [For example, f1 o,f2 fs * f4 = f2 Of, I

t(c) [The .2-element subgroups are those cOntaining tt and either
fi, f2, or f3; the only subgzap with three elements is that
which contains '6, f4, and f 5. ]

(d) Yes,
Answers for Part ID
I. Since g. is the reflection in r, g(P) - P e [74]4" and since 1 c 7,

VII. Son, g(P) - P e ti]-1-. Since h is.the 'reflection in a
Ind since 1 cr it-follows, as above, that h(g(P)), - g(P) [I]L:
Since the sum of two members of the bidirection [1ji belongs to
WI it follows that h(g(P)) - ,Pe [ir. 9o, since h(g(P)) =-. f(P),pj.Lf(P) e

Following the hint we see that, since% is the reflection in
P [g(P) P)/Z C r, and that as in Exercise I, [f(P) g(P))/2 C
[cril C [r], since i 1 a. So, M E 7. Similarly, the second line

lpf the .hint shows that the midpoint M of Pf(P) is the iniage of
a p0int of a. under a translation which belongs to [a] and, so,
itseg belongs to a. Hence, M C 7 tz, = 1.
Isoznetries which, like' f, a-re the resultants of reflections in two
perpendicularplanes are called line reflect one; ,in particular, f

.isthe reflection in the line 1. .

c.

Part D
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5. (a) Verify from the table in Exercise 4 that (CO, 1,, 4, f, f41 t;), 0) is
a group., [Why do you not ileed to check fec

r(43) I. the group a commutative grOnp? Explain.
Ac)*Find at least one subgroup._with two elements and one sub-

group with three elements in the given group.
(d) Are the subgroups yoii found in part (c) comm4ative groups?

Suppose that 7r I cr and that g
and h are the reflecfions in 77 and
in cr, respectively. 6t, I = 7r fl a' f(

and left = h ° g. h(g(P)i

P

4 03)

1. Show that f(P) P Eta'. [Hint: g(P) P e[7d1 and [7r1-1-
Explain the preCeding remarlis and make a similar statement
concerning RP) - g(p).] ,

2. Show that the midpoint ofPf (I') belongs to I. [Hint: There are many
ways of doing-this. (The of themoat straight-forward is to note that,
if M is the midpoint of/31(P) then

X = P + [f(P) P112

= (P + Lg(P) P112). + [f(Pci g(P).112,
and

M = f(p) + [P - f(P)i/2
= (AP) f(P))12) + [P g(P)112._

Use the first to show that2M ir and the second to show that Me cr,)
3: Compaie the results in Exercisee 1 and 2-with Theorem 14-19,

and suggest a name for isometries like f
4. Suppose that 77 1 and cr,. are two other perpendicular planes whose

intersection is the same line 1, and that g, and Iz, are the reflec-
tions in and ar po you think that h10,g1 = hv g? Explain:

5. Here is a pictuie of AABC and--
of its image, AA'Bitu , under' 'I
the reflection g in the plane 7T,
[viewed "end on".]
'(a) Is AABC congruent to

AA'B'C'? AA'B'C' 'con- -

gruent to AABC? Explain.
(b) LetM, N, and.F be the feet of the perpendicuiars from A;B,

and C, respectively, to 7r. What aan you say about Ahc and 7r
given that M, N, and P linear? Given thatZMNP is

, congruent to AABC?
(c) Assume that AABC is,congruent ta amp. Describe a transc,

lotion which zips AABC onto AMNP. What is the imige of
AMNP Under this translation? , 4

s

,
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6. Copy this picture of APQR and
intersecting planes 7r and r
I viewed "end onl on your paper.
Leff and g be the-reflections in
IT and a, respectively.
(a) liraw AP IQ TR1, the image,

under 1 of APQR.
(b) Draw AP2Q2R2, the image under g of APAR le
(c) Show that APQR is congruent to 11P2QA.
(d) Give an isometry which maps ,o,P,Q,R, entorAPQR.

7. Your figure for Exerciae 6 may suggest a description forfo g other
than 'the reflection in TT n o-'. Try to think of one.

8. Copy this picture of ADO' end
parallel planes ir and a on your
paper. Let f and g be the reflec-
tions in TT and cr, respectively.
(a) Dra47 AD,E,F the image

under g f of ADEF.
(b) Draw AD,E,Pv the image

under f g of LDEF.
(c) lag f f. g? Explain your

answer. What ib a relation
between g f and f. g?

Part E
The lemma on page 186 is a first-step toward proving a still more

useful lemma:

Lemma If AB = PQ, BC = QR , and CA = RP
then there is an isometry f such that f(P) = A,
f(Q)= B, and f(R) = C.

in case A, f3, GI id noncollinear In case AB, CI.is collinear

I. Prove this lemma. (Hint: You can make a good start by using the
lemma on page 186. According to this, since AB - PQ, there islin
isometrysay, g such that g(P) A andg(Q) = B. SuppOse that
g(R) R'. If R' = C, you are done'. If not, consider the reflection
h in the perpendicular bisector I of CR' . Show that h(A) = A and
h(B) B. Conclude, that h o g is an isometry which maps P on A
Q on Bfl and R on C.]

TC 189 (2)

Answers for Part D [cont.)

4. Yes. AA in EXercises 1 and 2, and in analogy with Theorem
14-19, [h1 o g31(P) as well as [h gl(P) will be 'the point Y such.
that Y -.P E [t]l and the midpoint of PY belongs to I.
(a) Yes, because g is an isometry, which, by Theorem 14-27,

maps AABC onto AA'B'C'. .

Yes because g is an isornetry which, by Theorem 14-27,
maps AA.1.13'C' onto AABC.

(b) ['Students need not be required to give formal justifications of
their answers to these two questions.]
If {M, N, is collinear,then ABC Ir.; If AMNP is con-
gruent to AABC then ABC 11 7. [The first answer can be
justified by noting that parallel lines the lines AM, BN,
and CP through collinear points'are coplanar. The plane
in question contains the noncollinear points A, B, and C and,
so, is ABC. -.Since it contains a line perpendicular to 7 it is,

Pependicular to 7. The second answer may be
justified to some extent, by noting (wilat has not yet been
proved) that an isometry which maps AABC onto A.MNP must
map vertices on vertices. It-seems reasonable to assurne, ff
this case, that such an isometry maps A on M, 13, on N, and
C on P. So, it follows that 11B All = iiN - Mtl. Then use

11 lthe reasonable appearing result that if IIproj-7-i ( b) = Igii
then i; 01 to show' that AB jl, r. Similarly, M s and, so,'
ABC %F. ]

(c) M - A [5:r; N - B, or: P C]; AA'B

6. (a), (b)

TC 1900

(c ) gof is an isometry which maps APQR
Theorem 14-27, ]

(d) f o g [(g o f)-1 = o gq I o g

499

onto A F2 Q2 R2 . See
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Answers for Part D [cont.]
cf. The line reflection in is also called 'the half-turn about the

. axis [This is an example of the fact thata res'ultent of reflec-
tions in two intersecting planes is a rotatiop about their line ;of
intersection.]

0

Nd, g o f * f og They are inverses or, since they are
_translations, opposites].

Answers for Part E
1, Proceeding as in the hint we see that IVA g(R)g(P) =RP = CA

'and, so, that A belongs to the perpendicular bisector 7 of CR'.
B E is. So, the reflection h in w maps A on A and B

on B and, of course, R'.on 1-1f*ric'e h o g, maps P on A, Q on

B, and R on C;

4

a

41
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2. Suppose that, in addition to points A, B, C, P, Q', and R related as
in the lemma of Exercise 1, we are given points D and S such that
AD = PS, BD = QS, and CD = RS. Show that there is 'an isometry
f which maps P on A, Q on 13 , R on C arid S on D. [Hint: Build on the
lemma. of Exercise 1 just a, when proving that lemma, you built
on the lenuna on page'186.1

3. Given that A, B, C, P. ELM R are related as in the lemma of Exer-
cise 1' and that D and S are points such that AD = PS and.,
BD = QS, draw a picture in which CD RS.

*
In Exercise 2 you have proved an important, existence theorerb for

isometrics:
1,

Theorem 14 29 Given points A, B, C, and D and points
Q, R, and S, if.AB PQ, AC = PR, AD = PS,

BC QR, 131) = QS, and CD = RS, then there exists an
(isometry which maps P on A, Q on B, R on C, and'S on D.

Notice that the caseof the theorem for which /3 C and S R gives
us the lemma koved in Exercise,l. [Explain.] Does thetheorem'also
include the lemma on page 186?

In disciiising the lemma on page 186 we noticed that, assuming that
AB -= PQ, there are many. isometries which map P on kand Qorf B.
Once we have mapped P on A and Q on B, by means of some isometry,
we ncort go on to perform any number of reflections in planes contain-
ing Aff and the resultant willebe an isomAry which still maps-P on A
and Q on B.

In the situation dealt wit:11*n the lemma of Exercise 1, Part E, there
are, again, mgfy isometries which map P on A, Q on B ,,aud R on C in
case {A,' B, C} is collinear. But, the case in which.' {A, B, C} is AbncoP
lihear is very different. To see how different, suppose that f, and'', are
isometries each of which maps P on A; 14 oh B, and R on CAt follows
that their inverses, and f2-.' are isometries and that each bf theie
maps A on P, on Q; and C on In particular,

(1'0) = f2-1(B) = fcl(B), and = fg-'(C).

From the first of these it follows that,f2(fc)(4)) = f2(f2-1(A)) = A. So,
,we see that

f1-1](A) = A, V,. = I, and [12. f,- 9(C) = C.

Since f; and 4;-' are isometries, so is f20 fcr. So, recalling Theorem
14-22, it follows [in case {A, B,C) is noncollinear] that f2 fc' either
is the jentity inapPingVof if into itself or is the reflection say, g
in th4 ABC.

TC 191

Answers for Part E [cont.]
2. By the lemma of Exercise 1 there is an isometry hay, f

su ch that f(P)a= A, f(Q) B, and f(R) = C. Suppose that
f(S) S'. if S' = D then f is an isometry of the kind sought fr.
If not, 'let h be the reflection in the plane ir which is the perpen-
dicular bisector of DS'. As in Exercise 1, A, B, and C belong
to r. [For example, S'A f(S)f(P) = SP = DA, OQ A e i. ], It
follows thai h leaves'each of A, B, and C fixed. Since h(S') D
it follows that h o f is an isometry which maps P on A, Q on B.,
R on C, and S on D.

3,

[Obviously we could continue on the path beginning with the lemma
on page 186 and,continuing through the lemma of Exercise 1 and'
the result (Theorem 14-29) just established In Exercise 2. The
"catch" is the carollary to Theorem 14-30 knowing the images
of four noncoplanar points under an isometry determines the
isometry. If, in extension 'of Exercise 2, we consider points E
and T such that the disitances from E to A, B, C, and D are the
same, reFpectively, as those from T to P, 0, R, eine S .then,' if

B, C, and D are noncOplanar, the isometry of Exercise 2 will
necessarily'map T on E.]

AD= , BD QS ,.but ,CD ak RS

Explanation asked for after Thedrem 14729: If, in Theorem 14-29
we replace '13' by :V and "S' by 'IV, the result is merely a redundant
form of the lemma of Exercise 1. If we relace.both 'V and ' b' by
'33' and both and by.'Cr , we have a redundant form of the lemma

. on page 186. Ot%

412
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That .is,

4 ---- -6or 4- fcl g .

From this it follows that

[/ofI}f=of r g o f

But, since function composition is associative,

V27 ft:1} ° = f2 ° ° fl] = f2 ° = f2.

So, either 12 =11 or f2 is the r---eliwtant Of fl followed by the reflection
in AhC. `,

In short, in case {A; B, C} is noncollineai, there are only two choices
for the mapping f referred te in the lewma.

The precedtng result leads to a usefurtheorem. To state this theorem
in, a convenient way, let us say that a mapping f and a mapping g
agree at P if and only if f(P) = g(P).

Theorem 14-30 If two iiometries agree at each of three
noncollinear points then they agree at eaci; point of the
Plane which contains these three points; moreover, esch of
the given isometries is the resultant of the other followed
by the reflection 4n the image of this plane.

.Corollary No two_le5thetries agree at each bf four
noncoplanar points.

Part V
L Prove Theorem 14-30. [Hint: Suppose that fi and f, ale two isom-

.". etries which agree at each of the noncollinear points PJ2 , and R.
Show-that ff(P). ft(Q), and fg) are noncal4ineard

2. Prove the corollary to Theorem 14-30.

4ara.a.

The discussion of isometries has probably, convinced you of the basic
ithportance of reflections in Vianes. All the isometrics we have made-
use of have been compounded out of isometries each of which wad
either a translation or a reflection. And, as wghave seen, each transla-
tion is the resultant of two reflections. This might suggest that

MP

each isometry of F is either the identity mapping, or the re-
flection in some plane, or the resultlint of two or more sitch
reflectibns.

" TC 192

Answers for Part F
1. The only difference between Theorem 14-30 and the result proved

in the argument whichprecedes it is, in the notation of the argu-
ment, that Theorem 14-30 askumes that y, Q, R) is noncollinear
Nvhile the argument assumes .that {A, B, C is noncollinear. So,
to-make use of the argument to Prove Theorem 14-30 we need to
Show that if {13, 0, RI ,is nOncollinear then sottifee3:(P);f1(Q), fl(R)).
That is, we need to show that the isometry f1 ma noncollinear
points on noncollinear points. This should be obvious ince the
isometry fcl maps lines onto lines ITheorem 14-26].

.2. Suppose that {P, Q, R, S) is noncoplanar and that f is an isometry.
By Theorem 14-30, if g is any isometry which agrees with f on P,
Q, and R then either g = f or g = hof where h is the reflection
in the image, f(PQR), of PQR under f. Since S 9/PQR and f is
pne -to-one, f(S) ef(PQR) and, so, [It o fJ(S) f(S).

agrees with .f 'on S as well as on p, 0, anc R
Consequently, if g agrees with f in P, R, and

S.

Hence, if g
then g * h of,

s. then g I.
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As a Matter ok fact we can quite easily prove a somewhat stronger
theorem.

To see what this theorem is, suppose that g is any isometry of and
that {P, Q, R, S} is nonCoplanar. By thi corollary to Theoreln 14-30
we know that any isometry which agreeS .with g at each of the points
P, Q,, R, and S must be g. Now, in Exercise 2 of Part E' We have seen
how to find an isometry f such that f(P) =.g(P), f(Q) = g(Q1, f(R)

g(R), and f(S) g(S). [Explain. What should be taken for the points
A, B, C , and D of Exercise 2'.1 It follows, then, that g must le the map-
ping f constructed in Exercise 2. Let's recall haw f was obtained., Tak-
ing A = g(P), B =. g(Q), C = g(R), and D = g(S), the first step was to
choose a translation t; such that f,(P)= A. [In case P 0.] We
then found an isometry 12 such thfit f.2(A) = A and f(1(Q)) = B. [In
case f,(Q) = B we could take f2 = 0. In case fi(Q) B we could take f,
io be the reflection in thperpendicular bisector of Bf,(Q).] It then fol-
lowed that f2 o f, is an' isometry Which maps P on A and maps Q on B.
The third step was to find ,an isometry f3 such ihat OA)

B, and f3([ f2 ° aR)) = C. [Again, [3 coulct be taken either as 0 or as
the reflection in a plane.] It followed that fs [f2 fi] is an isometry
which maps P on A, Q on B, and R on C. In a fourth step-just like the
second and third - we found an isometry f, - either 0:or the reflection
in a Plane such that f, f3 [f2 f, ]] maps P on A, Q on B, R on C,

S on D. This resultant is the mapping f which we know must be the
-given mapping g. Since the translation f, is either 0 or the"resultant of
two reflections, it is clear that g is the .resultant of at most five reflec-
tions [If it is not,merely, 0 or a plane reflectioh]. We Can obtain a slight
improvement by noticing that the only purpose of the transration
was to mapP on A. In case P A we can do this by the reflection in the
perpendicular bisector of AP. With this different beginning we shall
need different choices for f2, f3, and fp but, as before, each will be either
0 or the reflection in a properly chosen plane. As a result we have:

Theorem 14-31 Each isometry of is either the
identity mappingor the reflection in some plane,
or the resultant of two, three, or four such
reflections. .

[Cif course, the resultant of five or more reflections is an isometry.
What the theorem tells us is that Stich an isometry. is, also, the result-
ant of four or fewer reflections. For example, the resultant of three

.translations is the resultant of six reflections in appropriate pimps
and is also ihe resultant of two such reflections. Expeain.]

415 t;
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A.S' remarked earlier in this commentary, the three, or four'
in-Theorem 14-31 can be replaced by 'or three'. For our purposes,
however, it is sufficient to )(now -that any isometry can be "put
together" out of plane reflections.

Since each translation is the resultant of two reflections a result-
ant of any number of translations is also the resultant of twice as 'many
reflections. However, eresultant of translations is, we know, a trans1 4.--
tion and, so, is the resultant of just two reflections.

ga
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Vocabulary Summary.
gir

triangle
distance function
equidistant
isosceles. triangle
right triangle
Pythagorean Theorem
triangle inequality
reflection in a `plane
max (o, b)
distance from it.) to Q
bisect
equilateral triangle

Definitions

4

14-1. d(P, Q) = IQ - PII
14-2. The perpendicular bisector qf :CB is

(X: X - M e[B AP-, where M-is the midpoint of XVI.
14-3. (a) PQ is the ?erpendicular from P to 1

(Q el and P Q 6 [4-0
(b) PQ is the, perpendicular from P to 7r

(Q *ir and P - Q e[71-11)
14-4. The altitude of a triangle from one of its Nertices [or, to the

opposite eide of the triangle] is the perpendicular from that
vertex to the line containing the opposite side.

14-5 PQ d(P, Q)
14-8. (a) MBC is an isosceles triiingole with base AB 4" BC = CA

(b) AABC is an equilateral triangle 4 BC = CA = AB
14-7. 6,ABC is a right triangl e. with hypotenuseAB b-acl k BC
14-8. f is anTsometry of* if and only if f is a mapping of* onto itself

such that VxV,, d(PX), f(Y )) = d(X, Y).
144. A first figure is congruent to a second if and only if there is an

r.t. isometry oft which maps the first figure onto theesecond.
1440. f is a reflection in 7 amP Vx f(X) = X + (M - X)2, where M is

tbe foot of' the perpendicular from X to 7r .

hypotenuse
mean proportional
isometry .

resultant
.min (a, b)
increasing function
perpendicular

bisector
from point to line
from point to plane

foot of a perpendicalar
congruent figures

4 1 "
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Other Theorems

1.44iuna. lOr and = fibil 4 ('W = o or

-Wand b have the same sense)
14-1. [The Triangle Inequality] 1W+ Wir +

with ecliility on the left if and only if a -= Voi:g = VorT;and
b have Opposite senses, and on the right if and only if a = 0 or

= -6 or -Wand -I; have the same sense.
14-2. (al d(P, Q) 0 (3) d(P, Q) = 0 e--kb Q = P

(e) d(Q, P) = d(P, Q) (d) d(P, RY d(P, Q) + d(Q, R)
d(P, R) = d(P, Q) + d(Q, R) 4-6 Q YR.

14-4. For A' B ; the perpendicular hisector'ofrB. is the plane which
contains the midpoint of rB and is perpendicular to AB.

14-5., The perpendicular biSector of VB is IX: d(A, X) = d(B , X)} .
14,6. A point P is equidistant from two points A and B if and only if_

it belongs to the plane which is perpendicular to AR at the mid-
point of A-B4.

Corollary. There is one and only one point of IfB which is equidis-
tant from A and B, and this point is the midpoint of rB.

14-7. The intersection of the three perpendicular bisectors of the,
sides of a triangle is a line which is perpendicular to the plane
of the triangle.

COrollary 1. The perpendicular bisectors of the sides of a triangle
linin.teesrs, the plane of the triangle in three concurrent

Corollary 2. The lines containing the altitudes of a triangle are
concurrent.

14-8. In AABC, (a). IBC - CAI < AB < BC + CA and
(b) D e AB 4.0. CD < max(BC; CA).

14-9. AABC ,is an isosceles triangle 'with base AB if and only if its
median from C is its altitude from C.

14-10. [The Pythaerean Theorem] MBC is a right triaiigle with
lypotenuse AB..if and only if A/32 BC2 + CAI.

Corollary 1. The ratio of the measure of the hypotenuse of an isos-
.. celes right triangle to the measure of either of its legs is 12.
Corollary 2. The ratio of the measure of an altitude of an equilat-'

eral triangle to the measure of any of its sides is V3/2.
14-11. A triangle is a right triangle with a given side as hypotenuse

if aid only if the measure of the given side is tWice the mea-:
sure of the Median to that side.

14-12. (a) The altitude to' tha hypotenuse of a right triangle is the
mean proportional between the measures of the intervals
into which its foot divides, the hypotenuse.

l o
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(b) Either leg of a right triangle is the mean proportional ba--.
tween ,the hypotenuse and t.he measure of that one of the
two intervals, inta Which the foot of the altitude divides
the hypotenuse, which is adjacent to the given leg.

14-13. In any triangle, the product of any side by the altitude to it is
the same as th-eproduct of any other aide by the altitude to it.

Cor'ollary.- In a right triangle, the product Ci the hypotenuse by the
altitude to it is the same as the product of thifees:

14-14. The perpendicular from a given point.to a given line or plane
is the shortest of the intervals whose endpoints are the given
point and a point of the given line or plane.

14-15. The distance between a given point and a point of a given line
or plang is an increasing function of the distance between the
second point and the foot of the perpendicular to the given line
or plane.

14-16. ff1 Al and 17 = A [ q; rj then, - A,
(a) P P. P

d(P , 1)2 ic 1(g g),, and
P. 9

(b)

d(P, 71)2 =

P P 1)

-P -44

13 -9

p r
q r
--rp rq rr

14-17. If, with respect to some orthonormal coordinate System, the
plane i s described by:

xarn, + X27712 + .X3M3

q q

4 '4
g

---P --P
r.

---P ---0
r r

and the point P has coordinates (p, pv p3), tben

d(P, 179 =,inim, -17 pets cl/Vm, + m22 + -

Moreover, if-Q has taordinittfta 41., qv qi> then P andQ are On
the same side orn opposite sides of ir.acoliding as

p positive or negative.
14-18. Any translation is an.isometry.
14.19. Ulla the reflection in 7 then f(P) Q

- P DIP and'the midpoint of Pele 7).
Corollary. Iff is die reflection in 7 then AP) Q 4-0 f(Q) = P.
14-20. The reflection in a plane is an isometry. ,

14-21. ir.f is the reflection in is theil (a) f(P) P iana only if Pcr,

is
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s
and 011 if f(P) P then ir is the perpendicular bisector `Of
*PAP).

14-22. .The only isometrics of which leave `fixed three, given non-,
collinear points are the identity mapping and the reflection in
the plane which contains the given.points.

Corollary. The only isometry of if which 'leaves fixed four non-
coplanar points is the identity mapping.

14-23. An isometry which leaves two points fixed also leaves fixed
each point Of-the line containing the two points.

Lemma. The reitultie of the reflection in a plane 7r followed by ar
translation. a in the direction orthogonal to ir is the reflec:--.
tion in the plane 7T + (a12).

14241 If7r i8atty; plane such that a fir]i and o- = ir + (2) then the
translation a. is the it6sultant of the reflection in ir followed by

- reflectiozi in o-.
14-25. If then the resultant of the reflection in IT followed by the

reflection in a is a translation.
14-26. An3i isometry of if maps planes onto planes, maps lines onto

lines, and preserves parallelism and perpendicularity.
14-27.. Any isometry of if maps segments Onto segments and inter-

. vals onto intervals, nianing endpoints on endpoints; it maps
4 rays onto rays and half-lines onto half-Iines, mapping vertices

on yertices.-
14-28. Segments (or: intervals] are congruent if anatmly if they have

the same measure.
Lemma. If AB = PQ then there is an isomOtry f such that f(P) = A

'.Lenun. f 4117;12 PQ= B,. Bt. Q.R, and CA = RP( then. there l an
isomgtry f suoh that f(P) is A, f(Q) B, and f(R)

14:29. Given,A, B, C, and D and points P, Q, R, and S, if AB PQ,
AC = PR, AD = PS, BC QR, BD QS, and CD RS,
then there exists an isometry which maps P on A, QonB,R
C, andS onD.

1440. If two isometKied agree it each of three noncollinear pOints
then they agree at each point of the plane which contains thise
three points; moreover, each of the given isometrics is the re-
sultant of the other followed by tile reflect4on it) the image of
this plani.

4

Corollary. No two isometries agree at each of four noncofAanar
painta.

14-31. Each isometry of if )deither the ideniity mapping, or the re-
hection 'in some plane, or the resultant of two, three, or ?our

- such reflections.

. 420
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Chapter Teit

1. Suppose that ABC is a tria4le and that AB = 6 and BC = 2.
(a) What is the range of value's for AC , thefenith of.the third side

of AABC?
(b) Given that AABC is p right triangle with hypotenuse AC , com-

puW. AC.
(0 Given that &IBC is a right triangle with hypotenuse AB , com-

pute AC.
(d) Given that AABC is isosceles with base -BC, compute the

length of its median to BC.
2. Suppose that ADEF is an equilateral triangle.

(a) Given that DE = 6, compute the length oldie median of ADEF
from F .

(b) Given that G is the foot of the perpendicular from D to Wand
that DG = fi, compute both DE and EG .

(c) Given that EH and DG are medians of ADEF , that 0 is their
point of interiection, and that DE = 8, compute DO and 00 .

(d) With the information 'given in part (e), eemilate the ratios
DII : DO and GO : GE .

3. Suppose that 3, NI 6, comp;0 7 3, and that A - 0 = a
and B - 0 = r,
(a) Compute What does this, tell you about ?
(b) CoinputeAB. What does this tell you about 0, A, and

4. Given that a plane 7r is described by the equation
- + 5x, 6' Pnd tha#points P and Q have coordinates

Z3, 2, -1) 'and (2, -2, 1), respectively, with respect to an ortho-
!normal coordinate system.
(n) Compute d(P,,fr) and d(Q,n.).
(b) -Determine whether if' and Q are on -the same side, or on op-

posit sides of 77.
5. In each cif the following, you are given two tdangles and some in-

formation aboat them. Makeouse of what you know about isome-
tries to help-your nawer thequestiona_aboutxongruence_
(a), uppose that AB J DF, A

AC1DE,C [ FE, and that
the measures of the inter-
vals are ai given. Show tfat
AABC and ADEF are con-
gruent.

(b) Suppose that the measures
of the sides are as indi-
cated. Show that AABC
and 4DEC are anigruent. _

422
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Answers for Chapter
1. (a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Z. (a)

(b)

(c)

*(d)
3. (a)

(b)

4 < AC < 8
AC = =

36 =,4 + AC2, so AC = 4Nri.
Let M be the midpoint of BC. Then AM2 + 1 =4 36 [since

AM A. BC), so AM =
Let M be the midpoint of .52,
FM =

Then FM2 + 9 = 36, so

Let x = EG, thel; 2x =_ DE and 36 + x2 = 4x2, so x = 243.
Therefore, EG = 20- and DE = 44-3.
Since ED = 8, DG = 447 Since., GO = HO, we have
DO2 = 16 + 002 = 16 + (443 .1 DO)2. . Thus IX)
and GO = 443/3.
DH : DO = GO: GE

= cornpt (a)10;112. = 62/2 = 18; Since
(a.,t) is linearlY dependent.

II IA,

AB = JIB = Hi; -1 Jj, and HS - = 62 + 32 - 2.18 9.

So, AB = 3. Since AB + OA = 3 + 3 = 6 = OB, 0, A, and
B are collinear. In fact, A e Oa,
By Theorem 14-17, d(P, r) = 47, and d(Q, = 13Na/10.

l" and Q are On opposite sides of I, [9 8 - 5 -'6 ,< 0 and
6 + - 6 >
By Theorem 14-29 there le an isometry say, f which

maps A on D, B on F, and C on E. It follows by TheoreM
14-27 that f mrps AB onto DF, BC onto FE, and CA onto

ED,. So, f maps AABC onto ADFE. Hence, AABC is con-
gruent to ADFE, [Note that the assumptions of parallelism
areirrelevant. Note, also that this is a preview of.the proof
of the side-side-side congruence thZorem. j
[Exactly the-sarne -as-anawer-for_part_ (a), but with 'C' for_

and 'E' for 'F'.]
(c) ADEC is an isosceles triangle and, so, illy isometry will map

it onto an isosceles triangle. [This depends on Theorem 14-27.]
AABC is not isosceles and, so, ie not the image of ADEC
under any isometry: Hence, AABC and ADEC are not
congruent.



(c) Suppose that the measures
of the sides are as indi-
cated. Show that AABC
and ADEC are not con-

, gnient.
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Background Topic

We have taken your knowledge of the real numbers for granted,
reviewing and parhaps adding to it i Chapt..4 and in some of the
baekground topics at t.he ends of earlier chapteis. Like the latter ex7
ercises, these exercisea will review some things you know and, per-
haps, add to your knowledge of the real numbers. We shall be particu-
larly concerned with the nonnegative integers, 0, 1, 2, 3, etc., and with
clarifying what the 'etc.' means. We shall use 'NW as a hams for the
set of all nonnegative integem.

To begin with, let's consider the notion of the powers of a number
say, the number 2. As you know, 22the second power of 2 is 4,
the third power of 2 is 8, the fourth is .16, etc. You have probably
learned something like "To find the fourth power of 2, multiply 2 by
itself four [or, maybe, three] times." or "The fourth power of 2 is four
twos multiplied together." Neither of these is very satisfactpry, and
we wish to have something hetter. One better way of describing the
powers of 2 is by what is called a recursive definition. Such a definition
for the powers of 2 is:

4 3

(1)
214 = 1

24 * I 3= 2a 2, for a Nn

To see in what waY this is a definition of the powers of 2 let's use it to
compute the value of '24'. To begin with, since A 3 + 1 and 3e Nn,
we have that

24 = 23+1 21 2.

Similarly, since = 2 +, 1 and 2 eNn, we have that

= 22 + ' = (21' 2) 2.

Aikin, since 2 4nd le Nn, we have that

22 a 2 = 21 + 1 2 2 (21 2) 2

Finally, since 1 = 0 + 1 and OE Nn, we have that

2' 2 2 2= 2° * 1 . 2 22= (2° 2 ) . 2 2 2 A 2, 2- a 2.

and, se 24 = 1 2 2 2 2.

r ,
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It is desirable that students have some knowledge of proof by
mathematical induction and of some results concerning integers whose
proofs require' mathematical induction. Hopefully, students Will already
have had some experience with mathematical induction. Since this will
not certainly be the case, the treatment given here in'the text is, though
brief, self-contained. For a more extended treatment, free Beberman
and yaughan, High School,Mathematics, Course 1 Heath (1966).

Through some of the exercises, the treatment of mathematical
induction serves as a vehicle for Some work, on nonnegative integral ,

exponents.
Our choice of 'Nn' as a name for the set of nonnegative integers is

not standard, but we are at a loss for a better.
The unsatisfactoriness of the first of the quoted descriptions of the

fourth power of 2 is fairly ob.vious. [One oscillates between 'four' and
'three%] That of the second arises from the fact that, 'since there is
only one integer Z, you can't find, four of them to multiply together.
The recursive definition ( 1 ) suggests a better description: For any
nonmegative integer a, la is the result of starting with 1 and multiply-
ing by 2 a times in succession. The satisfactoriness ef this descrip-
tion in the cases in which a = 0 and a = 1 is part of the motivation for
accepting the definition '20 = 1. [See answers for Exercise 1 oi
Part A- which follows. ]

The reason for callink (1) a recursive definition is illustrated in
the text by the five "b4ckward steps" taken in using it to compute the
fourth power \of 2. Delinitionslike (1) are sometimes called
'inductive definitions'. Acareful inspection of proofs by mathematical
induction shows that each such proof is based on one or more such
definitions.
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Part A

4

This agreei with our original idea of the meaning of "24' and sug-
gests that if we wish to state a rule describing 'how to conipute the
value of "24' we might say "Start with 1 and multiply by 2 four times
in succession.t! Evi51ently we can use (1) to compute, a step at a time,
any nonnegative integrie power of 2 that we wish. And an equivalent
rule to (1) is:

For any cz e Nn, 2° is the result of starting with 1 and multi-
plying by 2 cz times in succession.

Answers for Part A
1

2.

...,_..._
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22 is the result of starting,with
21 is the result of starting with
20 is the result of starting with

1

1

1

and multiplying by 2
and multiplying by 2
and multiplying by Z

twice.
once.
zero times."

The successive powers of 2 through the tenth power are 1, 2, 4,
8, 16, 32, 64, 128, Z56, 512, and 1024. [Incidentally, fairly good .

estimates of higher powprs of Z can be obtained by using the fact
that 210 is approximately. 1000. For example, Zle 26. 210 .1!-- 64000.
Actually, Zle = 65536. ]

.

3. 27° - 1 [You will recognize this exercise airhaVing-tci'd6 with stiins
of geometric progressions. What is nearly the general case is

'taken up in Exercise 1 of Part B.], .
Once we see, for example, that 2° + . . + Z5 = 2e - 1 it is easy
to see that Z° + + Z = (26 - 1) + = 28 2 - 1 = 28+1 - 1

= 27 - 1, Proceeding stepwise in this way from one sentence to
the next, we can be certain that Z° + + 289 = 27°7- 1. [Note
the use of the recu,rsive definition (1) in justifying the replacement
of '26. 2' by '28+1'

1. Write correct statements of the form '2° is the result of'starting
with 1 and multiplying by 2 a times in succession' for a = 2, 1,
and Q.

2. Make a talile of Powers of 2 starting with 20 and ending with 210:
4

a 0 1 2

2°1 1 2 4 -

3. Consider the following sentences, somt of which we,have lgft for
you to write [if you need to] and some of which we have left in-
complete. Write sentences from the list until you are suSie you
know how to complete the last one.

2°
20

+ 21

2°
+ 2/
+ 22

= 1
= 3
= 7

^

If, after writing out, say, six of the sentences you don't see
how to complete the last one, compare the right sides of your sen-
tences with some of the entries in your table of' powers of 2.1

4; Try to find a way of increasing your certainty in' the cormtness of
the guess you made ii answering Exercise 3. [Hint: How can you
use the result stated in one sentence to find out how to coniplete
the nexq

In doing Exerise 3 you must have found that 22 + . . . + = 63
and comparing the various sentences should have called it to your
attention that 63 = 64 - 1 = 2° - 1. This, and study of some of the
other sentences, might have led you., to guess that 20 + . . . +
= 22° - 1. You could strengthen the groupds of'your faith in this re-
suit by n9ticing that, since 2° -t . . . + = 2° - 1,

l7

f

.,

SI
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= (24 - 1) + 26
2 - 1 .
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Note that in Exercise 1 of Part B we adopt the recursive
4 definition:

by the cursive definition (1). More generalfy, you Might note that if
+ . . . 2a + 1 1 then

20 + + 2+ (20 + + 2b) + 20+1
(26+1 + 26.1
2b+1

= 21" - 1

This, gives us a general procedure for getting each result [except the
first] from the preceding one. Clearly, if we start with 'V = 21 - 1',
which is equivalent to our first result, then by applying this general
proceaure 69 times we will end up with '2° + . . . + 261 = 27? - 1'.
Having such a general procecure would seem to justify our acceptance
of the theorem:

If a eNn then 2° + . . . + 2Q = 1.

A'

b° = 1

ba+1 = b b [a E Nn]
The congruence that 0° = r is intended. Although it is custo ry to
leave 'V' undefined it turns out to be natural, as well as extre 1

convenient, to define '0°' to be a numeral for 1. [On this, see t
teacher's edition of Beberman and Vaugha.n,Kourse 1; in partiCular,
see pages T 412(1) T 412(3).]
Answerssior Part B
1. [See the text imMediately following these exercises. Students

should not be expected to do "very well" on this exercise. It's
principal purpose is to lead them to try and, o, to be ready to .
appreciate the discussion in the text.]

2. [Exercise 3] 1 + + 69 = 352 [Assuming that the 1...'s are
interpreted as suggested by the earlier sentences."
[Exercise 4] 'Gnoe we see, for example, that the sum of the first
six ocld integers is 62 and note that the seventh is 2.6 + I then it
is clear that the sum of the first seven odd integers is 62+ Z 6+ 1
that is, is ,(6 + 1)2 and, so, 72. Proceeding stepwise we would
arrive at the fact that the sum of the first thirty-five odd numbers

1. Use the fact that, for any real number b, 5° = 1, and, if a Nn, 3.

b" ' = b° LI, to show that

is 352;
[Proof which students might very roughly approximate is given in

% the text immediately preceding Part C.] 4

If a eNn then, for 5 1, 60 + . . . + ba (12' 1)/(b -

[Hint: Show that the equation holds for a = 0 and that if it holds
when a is a given number ceNn then it must also hold when
a is c + 1.1

2. Consider these sentences:

4
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The -notation, as used in (2) and earlier, is often vague, and
students are likely to have difficulty in handling it, [They have, how-
evf r , met it, or something very like it, in the discussion of
sequences in Chapter 6 of volume 1.1 In a more extended account of

1 = 1 induction one Would intyoduce "E-notation" instead. [See Beberrnan
. 1 + 3 = 4 and Vaughan, Course 1, Chapter 10,1

1 + 3 + 5 = 9

and answer questions 'like those in Exercises 3 and 4 of Part A.
[Hint: The first three sentences should suggest to you that '1 + .
+ 11' is to be taken as short for '1 + 3 + 5 + 7 + 9 + 11' and, so,
to indicate the sum of the first six odd numbers. Similarly, the left
sidgof the last equation indicates the sum of the first thirty-five
odd numbers.]

3. Shisw that if a is a positive integer then I + . . . + (2a - 1) = a2.
[Hint: Show that the equation holds for a =. 1 and show that if it
holds for a = c, where c i? a positive integer, then it must hold for
a = c +

TC103

The use of the quantifier aor each x' near the end of the proof of
(2) is motivated by the need for lc in the statement of (Nns) which
follows. Recall that the use of a "-free" variable in the antecedent of a
conditional [(Nn3)1 amounts to the use of an existeptial quantifier. So,
in otating (Nns) We must us'e the quantifier.
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In the exercises of Part A and Part B we have considered theorems

concerning all nonnegative integers [or in Exercise 3 of Part B, all
positive integers]. The hints for Exercises 1 and 3 of Part B "lave indi-
cated a way in which such theorems can be proved. This method of
proof is called proof by mathernaticat induction and we shall illustrate
it by giving such a proof for the example of Exercise 1.

What we wish to prove is:

(2) a ,Nn + . . . + ba (be + ' 1)1(b 1) [b 1)

The expression 'b° + . . . + ha'. has a value, for any value of 'a' in
Nn, which may be descrilried by saying "Start with b° and add b', 1,2,
etc., ending with ba." So, for example, '130 + . . . + b1' is equivalent
to 'b° + bl, and 'b° + . . . + bo is equivalent to `b°'.

Ignoring for a moment the restriction on 'b' which is needed for the
algebra involving '1(b - 1)', this theorem is of the form:

a4In --r Fa

where 'Fa' stands in place of the sentence '60 + . . . + b.° = (ba+ 1 - 1)1
(6 - I)'. The proof amounts to showing, first, that, for b 1, PO
-that is, that

(1) 120 + . . + + - 1)1(b - 1) lb 5A 1]

and, second, that, for c cNn, + 1)- that is

bc. 1 sc i]+ 1 1)1(6 - 1) [6 1]

Statement (i) gives Our proof a foundation by asserting that the first
nonnegative integer, 0, satisfies the sentence Fa. Statement (ii) as-
serts that, for aux number c e Nn, if re satisfies Fa then so' does the
next number, c + 1 of Nn,'If we can justify each of these two assei-,
tions we aie justified-intuitively, at least-in accepting (2) as'a
theorem. We cari now give a proof of (2).

(i) Since; by defixlition, b° + . . . + 6° b° = 1 and
(IP+ ' 1)1(6 - (b' 1)1(6 - 1) = (b - 1)1(b - 1) = 1,
for b 1it foilows that b° + . + b° (b° - 1)1(6 - 1).

(ii) SuPpose, for a given c ENn, that '

b° + . . . + be = (be + 1)1(6 1).
Since b° + . + be + = (b° + be) + 1,C+1 it, follows
that

14.06 Chapter Summary 2i)3

- 1
,b

b"l 2- I + b
71

be+I b - 1
b

b - 1

In shOrt, for each x,

_ 1

+ - 1
if x E Nn and b° + . . . + b =

b 1
+(x )4 1

then b° + . . + '
b 1

By (i) and (ii) it follows by\ mathematical induction that

a eNn 6° + . . . + (b* + ' 1)1(b - 1). lb yk 1).

To justify formally proofs like the preceding, as well as other proofs
concerning, properties of the nonnegative integers, we neeethree
postulates which serve to characterize Nn:

(Nn1) OeNn
(Nn2) 'seNn a + 1 eNn
(Nn3) (F0 and V Nn and Fx) F(x. + 1)])

==.0 lac Nn Fa]

If you were to try to tell someorte what the nonnegative integers are
you might start by telling him that 0 is one of them l(Nn1)] and that
0 + 1-or, 1- is another,.1 + 1-or, 2'- is another, etc. [(Nn3)), and
that you will get all-of them by continuing in this way faindl.

Note that, in the preceding proof, it is (11In3) which is referred to
by the phrase_'hy mathematical induction'..

Sometimes, as in Exercise 3 of Part B, we wish to prove theorems
aktut all the posithe integers, 1, 2, 3, etc. If we use 1+' asa name for
the set of all positi4 integers it is possible, using (Nn )-(Nn3) to
justify another princifile like (Nn3):

(F1 and V, [(x el.+ and Fx) F(x + 1)]) 2--10 [a cl Fa] ,

We shall not take time to justify this and other similar principles-of

Imathematical
induction. But you may use it and indicate its use by

writing 'by mathematical induction'.
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For example,, a proof for ExercieR 3 of Part B would run as folko.tws:

(i) Since 1 + . . + (2 1 - 1) = 1 and 12 F 1 it follows
that 1 + . . . + (2 1 - 1) = 12. [This is Fl where Fa is the
sentence 1 + . . . + (2a 1)

(in Suppose, for a given c e 1+, that 1 + . . + (2c 1- 1)
= c2. Since 1 + . . . + (2c - 1) + [2(c + 1) 1)

[1 + : + (2c 1)] + (2c + 1) it follows that
_1 + . . + [2(c + 1) - 1] = C2 + (2c + 1) (c + 1)2.
short, for each x,

, if x e .1+ and 1 + . . . + (2x - 1) = x2
then 1 + . . . + [2(x + 1) - 1] = (x + 1)2. By (i) and (ii)
it follows by mathematical induction that ,

a e . . (2a -- 1) = a2 .

*Part C
1. Use (Nn2) and (Nil) to show that Nn is closed with respect to addi-

tion. [Hint: Prove that b e Nn q + b e Nn, subject to the restric-.
tions 'a E Nif. In other words, take for 'FY the sentence
'a + beNn [a eNn]'.

2. Prove: b E Nn 6 2ct 2° ' 2° [a e Use the recursive
definitian (1) on page 199. In part (ii) of the proof yoiu will need the
result of Exercise L]

*
Later in the course we shall need a number of theorems about inte-

gers and -we shall begin by proving two of them now. Each is intuitive-
ly rather trivial, but it is not trivial that they fo` How from (Nn,)-(Nn3).
The proofs will give you, further examples of proof by mathematical
induction. The first theorem says that each number in Nn is non-

..
negative: _ .

(3) cif Nn 6-6 a" 0

second says that there is 9. nonnegative integer. between 0 an4 1:

(4) a Nn [a > 0 1]

In proving both (3) and (4) we shall need to Use a lemma:

a + 1 > a

TC 204-205

The exercises 9f Part C are optional since we ire not asimeerned
at this point with students mastering the construction of inductive
proofs. Here, and in the text following the exercises we are mostly
concerned with understanding inductive proofs. Some of your more
capable stiidenxs may w'ish to attempt these eoarcises, and you may
wish to spend a small amount of class time in discussing their results.
Answers for Part C
1. (i) Since a + 0 = a it follows that), for a in Nn, a + 0 E Nn.

a + (c + 1) = (a + c) + it follows, by (Nti'z hat a + (e + 1) Nn.
(ii) Suppose, for a gi:ren number eft Nn, that e E Nn. Since

V'
By (i) and (ii) it follows by mathematical induction that, for
aeNn, bENn===:a+bENn. -

[The form of the conclusion just reached is suited to bring out the
different roles.played by 'a' and 'b' in the proof.. Equivalently,
and more naturally, we might go on to conclude (by importation)
that if a E Nn and b e No then a -F lie Nn., ]

2. (i) 2a+° = 23 = Za 1 = 2a 20
(ii) Suppose, for a given c E Nn, 2a, . 2C. Then

z(a+cfa..and since, for a 4,Nn, ia -F c E Nn 1ExeCise

lja+i(tc+i)follows tbat2.(a+c)+1 = No since 2a+c za ze,

0 c 2 = (2 .2 ). 2 = 2a(2c .2) = 2a 2c+1. Hence, for each
x E Nn, if c £ Nn and za+x za zx *then 2a+(x+1)

[a E Nn],
0....._

By (i) and (ii) it follows by mathematical induction that, for
a E Nn, b E Nn -za 2b [or,- equivalently, if a E Nnza+b

and b E Nn then 2a+b r... 2a. 2b1.
*

. Theorems (3) and (4) form the ba'sis for some important theorems
Once-riling integers which will be dealt with #,t the end of Chapter 1 5. It
is to be hoped phat students can-follow the proofs given here. The
irreducible minimum is that they should understand the theorems.

4'7 r)



This is a-theorem abaut all real numbers and you can prove it by firSt
proVing'l > 0'. (Mit ;Use the theorem V Q [13 Or and a couple
of iwts of Postulate 5'

Proof of.(8): In the first place, since 0 0, 0 0. Suppose; now [for
a gliien ntimber b] that b e Nn and b O. Since S 1 > b it follows
that S + l 0: Hence, for each x, if x eNri and x ?,; 0 dun* + -1 0.
Since; also, 0 0 it follows by mathematical induction that if a Nn
then 2r. 0.

Prod of (4):- In the first place, since 0 * 0 it follows that 0 11:.443 0 and, so, that 0 > 0 0 1. Suppose, now, that 1) e Nn
and that 5> 0 5 ??.. 1. Since we wish to fpr that b + 1,> 0

7 b + 1 1, we shall also assume that + 1 > O. By (3) it is suf-
, ficient to consider two cases that in which 5> 0 and thatjnwhich _

b S. In the first case it follows from one of our assumptions that
1 and, so, that b 4- 1 1 + 1 > 1. [Note the use of our lemma.)

So, in this case, if S + 1 > 0 then b + 1 1. In the second 'case.
b + 1 = 0 + I A' 1 and, so, in this case as well, if S + 1 > 0 then

1 1. Hence, for each x, if xe Nn ana' fx 0 --e x 1] then
[x +, 1 > 0 x + 1 1]. Since, also, 0 >4) --e 0 1 follows
that if a e Nn then, if a '> 0, a 1.

4

4
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Cipapter Fifteen
gles

15.01 introduction

_ The word 'angle' is used in many, ways.,In this chapter we shall use
the following definition:

IDefinition 15-1 An angle is a.set of points which is
the union of two noncollinear rays with the
same vertex,

46.
u, Fig. 15-1

So, for example, the set r U s pictured. in Figure 15-1 is an angle. The
Point V which is the common vertex of the rays r and s. is called tile
vertex ofr U s. Each of th'e tWo half-lines whose verteils V and whose
sense is that of r or s is called t side of r U s. [To justify speaking of

\the vertex of r U s one should ilium that r s. is not the union of tWo
other rays wIth edifferent Vertex. This is easy to, prove but, since it
is r obvious we shall not do so.]

When YA and VI are noncollinear rays it is convenient to auae
'LAVB' [read this as: angle A, V. 8] to ref& to the angle VA U VB.
As, in the case of `.6,44VB', use0 of the symbol Z,,AVB' is justified Only
when we have. proved -3or are assuming- that {4, V, B} is noncol-
linear. Note that in view of the remark at the end of the preceding
paragraph, LDEF = LABC if and only if E B and each of D and F

: belongs% a different one of the sides; BA andiZ, of LABC.IEXplainJ

434

I I'

41.

c.
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According to the notion`of angles introduced here, an angle is a set
of points. In a latelf chapter we shall introduce a notion of sensed
angles accordingrto which a seEsed angle is an ordered pair oj rays
collinear or not with the same vertex. Both these kinds of angle
llave their uses. The word 'angle' is also used but not in this text
where we would use 'measure of [the] angle', and is sometimes used
-for either the set of points which is the interior in our.sense of
an angle or for the set of all rays which have the vertex of one of our
angle; and are [except for their vertex] interior to it. Each of these
notions has its own advantage's, but it is not necessary to, deal with all
of them, in the same course.

The reason for requiring that the rays whose union is an angle be
.noncollinear is to make it possible to speak unambiguously of the vertex
and the sides of an angle. A union of two c011inear rays with the same
vertex is a straight line and any point of the line has an equal right to be
called a vertex of stich a "straight angle".

The proof that an angle has a unique vertex and'a unique pair of 4
sides is easy once one has shown that if r and s are nonbollinear rays
with the same vertex then any ray tCrOs is a suiset.of r or of a.
To see this note that since a ray t contains more than hire points then
rif t ç r .) s] it must be the case either that at least tiiro points of t
are in r or at least two points of t are .in a. It follows that t 'is con-
tained either in tile line containing r or in 't,he line containing a. - In the
former case t can contain no point of a other than the common vertex
of r and s. [This is because r and s aresnoncollinear. ] In the latter
case t can contain no point of r other than the common vertex. So; in
any case, t C r or-t C a.

To show that an angle has a unique vertex and a unique pair of
sides, suppose that r = t u where t and u, like r and s, are
noncollinear rays with a'commonrverteX. By the result of the pre-
ceding paragraph, each of t and u is a subset of one of the rays r
and a and each of r and s is a subset of t or of u. Canvassing the
possibilities for equality, one easily sees-that either u r and t =or.u = s and t r.
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Each angle is contained in a unique plane [Why?] The plane is called
the plane of the angle. The lines containing the sides of an angle also

Fig. 15-2

contain the sides of.three other angles which have- the same vertex
as the given'angle and are contained in thesame plane. For example,
the opposites of the half-lines which are the sidea of a given angle are
the sides of another angle. Two, such angles are called vertical angles.
Either maY be described as being the other's vertical angle. In Figure
15-2, LAVB and LCVD are vertical angles. Name two other vertical
angles in Figure 15-2.

When two angles share a side, and their other sides are opposite
half,lines, the angles are called adjacent supplementary angles. Either
may be described as being an adjacent supplement of the other. In
Figure 15- 2, LAVB and LCVB are adjacent supplementary angles.
Does LAVB have another adjacent supplement? What are the adja-
cent supplements of LCVD?

Exercises

Part A
The picture at the right shows

two angles, with vertices C and F,
whose sides intersect at points A,
B, D, and E. It also shows a num-
ber of other angles. Since the figure
shows only one angle with vertex
C we may, in discussing this fig-
ure, refer to that angle as 'LC". ,410.
1. Le LBCE, Use the figure to obtain seven other three letter

names for LC.
2, Give the four angles which have D as vertex. Which of these are

vertical angles? Witich are adjacent supplethentary angles?
3. Give two adjacent supplementary angles neither of which has D

as its vertex.

TC 207

Anewer to 'Why?'; Each angle is contained in the union of some two
intersecting lines; and each two intersecting lines is contained in
exactly one plan9.

We introduce the notion of adjacent supplementary 'angles at this
point in order to have something to talk about. Later in this chapter
we define 'adjacent ang,les' and 'supplementary angles'. and show that
what we are here calling adjacent supplementary angles are, indeed,
just those .which are both adjacent and supplementary. See page 220.]

Answers to questions: Another adjacent supplement of' LAVB is ZDVA.
The adjac,ent supplements of LCVD .are LCVB and (CVA.

, .

Parts A and B may be used either in Vass or as homework.

Answers ior Part A
I. LBCD, LACD, LACE, LECA, /DCA, LDCB, LECI3

2. LCDI3, LCDF, LBpE, and LEDF [Since each of the fourangles has
two 'three-letter names, there are other correct answers.);
(LBDC, 4EDF) and (LCDF, LBDE) are pairs of vertical angles.;
(LCDF, LEDF), (LEDF, LBDE), (LgDB, LtDB), and (LBDC, LCDF)
are pairs of adjacent.angles.

3. LFED and LAED [or: LCBD and LABD]

N.)

,

a

4
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Any angle determines two regions in its plane-7the interior of
the angle in question and the exterior of this angle. ,These,are intro-
duced in:

,Definition 15-2
(e) C is interior to LAVB if and only if there exist points

X,and Y on VA' and'i7r, respectively, such that
C - y - + (17 - v).

(b) C ig exterior to LAVB if and only if C A0.13 but
belongs neither to LAVB nor to the interior of LAVB.

interior

Fig. 15-3

Part B
In these exercises we hall discuss questions concerning the interi-

sor of LA VB. As the definition suggests, it will be natural to use posi-
, tion vectors with respect to V. We shall foltow our usual convention

in such cases:

7= B C0, - V, , Pr-, V= A - V, , ....

Recall that C e ATI if and only if there are nuinbersx and y such that

c = CA;- + Wy. [Explain.] ShOw each of the follZWing.

1. C is interior to LAVE if and only ifC.= + "gb where a > 0 and
b O.

2. If C is interiOr to LAVB then So is each Point of Ve.'
3. Each point of Ap is interior to LAVB. [flint: Recall that P e AB if

and only if i= 7-:;(1 r r) + br, where 0 < r < 1.1
4. If both C. and D are interior to LAVB then so is each point of CD.

C is interior to LAVB if and only if AB intersects Ve. [Hint: Your
work in Exercises 2jand 3 should have rethinded you that there is

point' of AB which belongs to ve if and only if there are numbers
-say, r and s -such that -1-;(1 r) + br = es, 0 < r < 1, and
s > 0. Given such numbers r and s, show how to findmumbers a
and b satisfying the condition in Exercise 1;And, given such nutn-
bers a and b, show/h6W to find corrisponding' numbers r and s.1

4.
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A perhaps more familiar definition of 'interipr of LAVB' is that
C'is interior te? LAVB if it is on the same side of VA,,as is B and is
on the same side of VB as is A. That oup'definition is formally equiva-
lent to this will folllow when, later in this chapter, we study "s1cles"
of lines. [See,Exercise 4 of Part C on page 212.]

Answers for Part B
[Explanation: XrE = {X: 3 a x v = (A - V)x + (B V)y} -x y

Note that we are essentially introducing cartesian coordinates in 7N-17.

xel.cise 1 points out that the interior of 4AVB consists of the points
which are in the "first quadrant", with respect to this coordinate
system.]
1. For each X and Y, X E VA and Y E VB if and only if there exist

positive numbers x and y such that v = (A V)x and
Y V = (B V)y. Climparing with Definition 15-2(a) and intro-
duirIg the notation in the preamble to these exercises, we see
that C is interior to LAVB if and only _if there are positive
numbers say, a and b such that a + b.

2. DE VC if and only if there is a number say, d such that
d > 0 and D - V = (C - V)d. If C is interior to LAVB then
C - V = (A - V)a (B - V)b where a > 0 and b > 0. LIR this
case, ID - V = (A - V)(ad) + (B V.)(bd) where, since a, b, and
d are positive, ad > 0 and bd > O. So, 13 is inteit2r to AAVB.
Hence, 1f C belongs to the interior of LAVB then VC is a sub-
set pf the interior of LAVB.

r,

4

1.
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Answera for Pa rt,B [c-ont.]
3. PE AB if and only if there is a number say, r such that

O < r < 1 and P = A + (B - A)r. Since, in this case, and only
then, P V = (A - V) -15[(B - V) - (A - V)jr = (A - V)(1 - r)

(B V)r it follows that P e AB if and only if i; = Z(1 - r) + 5r,
where 0 < r < 1. A.4 that.remains to showing that AB is con-
tained in the, interior of LAVB is to note that, for 0 C r < 1,
1 - r > 0 and r > 0. Then, apply Exercise 1.,

4. If C and' D are both interior to LAVB, then there exist positive
numbers ,c1, C21 d1, and d2 such that 1 = c1 +c2 and
a = td2. Let P E CD. Then = r) + An where
0 4 r c 1. But 1(1 - r) + ar = l[c1(I r) + dlr.) + t[c2(1 r)
+ d2r]. Since the coefficients of'-a.. and 11 are positive, it follows
that P is interior to. LAVI3. [The result just obtained may be
reformulates', as 'The interior of LAVB is a comAx set of points.'
Our definition of 'convex' i31 connection with quadrilaterals
(intersecting.diagonals). is framed in such a wjy that a quadrilateral
is convex if and only if its "interior" a word we hava not defined
in connection with quadrilitterals is a convex set.

5. Suppose that C is interior tO LAVB. l'hen there are positiveq...
numbers a and b suCh that a + 11b. Let i; = 1/(a + b). Then
P VC and since P. [Oa + b)].+11[b/(a + b)], P AB. 'Let
r = b/(a + b).] Conversely, suppose that intersects VC. Iiet

e AB r-N VC. Then there are positive n bers c and r, r < 1,
such that = 1(1 r ) \-nd = 1e. Thez4fore, = ;((1 - r)/c)

eorem 15-2(c) suggest in's investigatg what Can happen if AB in-+ 5(r/c). Since the co nts of -a. and la* are positive, it follows Th
tersects the line rd. The first two pictures in Figure 15-5 show what

15.02 Sides of Lines, and Adjacent Angles 209

The results of the preceding exercises are conveniently summarizedin two theorems:

Theorem 15-1 Each segment whose endpoints are
interior to an angle is a subset of the interior of
that angle.

Theorem 15-2
(a) Each point of AB is interior to LAVB
(b) If C is interior to LAVB then so is each

point of Ve
(c) C is interior to LAVB if and only if AB

intersects Fre

Note that in part (c), since {A, V,B} is noncollinear, AB n Vd con-
sists of a single point.) Theorem 15-2 has the following corollary:

II
Corollary If, in APIBC, De BC and E e CA then

AD an4BE intersect.

S.

,t
Fig. 15-4

15.02 Sides of Lines, and Adjacent Angles

tbat C is interior to Les:VB.

TC 209

Suggeations for use of the axe rciaos of section 15.02:
(I) Parts A and B may be used as homework.

(ii) Parts C and D should be teacher directed.(iii) Part E may be used ''.,homework.

4 4

Filly 15-5

may happen if {A, V, B} is noncollinear. The third illustrates the case
in which {A, V, 40 is collinear. This t.hird case should be familiar; how
would you desCribe LAVC and .LBVC? In all three cases LAVC and
LBVC are called arVacent angles.

4 11
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Before giving a formal definition of`Ascent angles' it is worthwhile

to forget about the tangles for a moment and consider mainly the points

A and B and the line Vd. it seems intuitively reasonable to interpret

the fact that AB intersects t by saying that A and B are on opposite

sides of re More generally, given any line 1, if P and Q are points

which are not on 1, but which belong to a planear containing 1, we shall

say that P and Q are on opposite sides of/ ifandoly.ifPQ intersects 1.

Fig. 15-1,

And, we shall say that such points P and Q are on the same side of1 if

and only if PQ, does not intersect 1. Note that two points may be nei-

ther on the same side of / nor on oppOsite sides of 1. For either to be

the case it is necessary that both points belong to some plane whith

contains land that neither point belongs to 1. We shall 'adopt:

Definition 15-3 . .

(a) P and Q are on opposite sides of 1 if and only if

neither P nor Q belongs fo I blit.P.C2 fl / 0.
(b) P and Q axe on the same side of 1 if and only if P

and Q are [together] coplanar with 1 btit

PQ n 1 = O.

As a fairly immediate consequence of this definition we have:

Theorem 15-3 IfR e 1, P i 1, and Q eV then P
.and Q are.on the same side of / if and only if

Q e V, and are on opposite sides of / if and

only if Q belongs to the opposite of ./V.

We-can now define 'adjac'int angles':

Definition 15-4 T6 angles are adjacent if and only

if they have a common side and their other sides

are on opposite sides of the line containing their

conimon side.

And, We have: \

Theor0 1[5-4 ZAK and LBVC are a 'scent ,if and

only if\ AB intersects Va..
11
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E.rercises

Part A
1. Suppose that I C Ir and that A, B, and C are noncollinear points

air such that both A and B, and A and C, are on opposite sides ofl.

(k) Draw a picture for these conditions.
(h) Show that there is a pojnt ip 1 r") AB. Is there more than one

such point?
(e) Is there a point in I r) AC? In I n V? Explain.

-(d) Is there a point in 1 n BC? In'l n BC? Explain;

2, Given 1 C r anknoncollinear pointi A, B, and Cofir, none of which

belongs to I. In each of the following, draw's picture for the condi-

tions given and answer the question.

(a) Assume that neither AB nor BC intersects 1. Are A and C on

the same side or on opposite sides of 1?

(b) Assume that AB interseCts 1 and. that BC does not intersect I.

Are A and C on the same side or on opposite sides of 1?

3. In of the following, you are given pictures of coplanar rays

with a mmon vertex. In each case, give at least one pair of acts-

cent es with that vertex, ind at least' one pair of angles with

that v x which are not actiacent.

(a)

(c)

Pak B
Prove each of the following.

1. The corollary to Theorem 15-2
2. Theorem 15-3
3. Theorem 15-4

Part C

(b)

(d)

It wjll be to our advantage to obtain an algebraic criterion for de-

termining when two points are on the same or opposite sides of a

given line. We shall obtain one imch criterion by re-examining the

situation discussed in Part Bcff _page 208. There. we dealt with an
4



An-riers for Part A
LI (a)

(b)

(c )

Tt 211 (1)

By Definition 154(irrii e- 1 * Ø. Since A e , * I.
So... I r AB consists of a single point.
Yes, 1 AC. 0 0 by Definition 15:3(a).;
AC.0 X.

0, since

(d) No.; No. B and C are on the same side of I, so I ("N BC = 0-
/ r BC 0 because BC C M. [It is intuitively Obvious that,
when A and B are on opposite sides of I and A and C are on
opposite sides of I, B and C are on the same side of I. This,
and siniilar theorems pointed out in'Exercise Z can be proved
on the basis of our postulates,and definitions. We shall not,
hoWever, take up thes,e proofs.]

Z. (a). same side

(b) opposite sides

3. (a), /APB and
(b) ZDPC and
(c ), LC PB and
(d) LDPB and

LBPC
LC PA

LBPD
LEPC

A

are
are
are
are

adjacent;
adjacent;
adjacent;
adjacent;

/AFC
ZDPB

LCPA
LCPD

and
and

and
and

LBPC are not.
LCPB are not.

LBPD'are not.
/BPA are not.

[There is more than one choice for most of the preceding
answers.]

e

"

Answers for Part B
1.

TC 211 (2)

is interior to LABC since-E CA. Since /ABC LABD, it
follows that AP intir B Theorem 15-2(c)j. Similarly, D
is interior to ZBAC since Sinee /BAC = LBAE, it
follows that A-4 intersects B . Since X and BE are'different

'intersegting.lines, they intersect at only one point, so that point
must be 'in AD n BE.
Suppose that R E I,. P I, and Q 6 RP, so "that I, P, and (:), are
,cioplanar, and RP cm f {R}. Then, 0 belongs to the opposite of
RP if and only if R C QP that is,' if and only if QP intersects I,
So, Q -RP if and only if P and Q are on opposite idea of I,

belongs to RP if and only if ,R fi'QP and 0 R that is, since'
P 04,elf and only if PQ c'N = 0. Hence, 0 6 RP if and only if P
and ,0 are on the same side of I.

3. Suppose that /AVG 'and LBVC are adjacent. Since their cpmmon
side' I. VC, their other sides are on opposite sides of VC. In -

;particular, A and B are on opposite sides of VC, so that AB.
intersects VC. Conversely, suppose that AB intersects VC
that is, suppose 'that A and B are on opposite sides of VC. It
followeby Theorem 15-3 that all points of VA are on the-same
side of VC as is A and all points of TA are on the same side of
VC as is B. So, V.A and VB are on opposite sides of VC that
is, LAVC and ZBVC are 'adji.aent.
The results obtained in Exercises I - 3 of Part C are intuitively

reasonable. Thinking of the coordinate system based on V and [-I, 5],
Exerciser 1 and Z say that C is on the opposite ide of VA from B
if and only if its 5-coord1nate is negative. Exercise 3 says Oat C is
on the same side of VA with B if and only if it. 5-coord1nate is positive.
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4.

Part' p

angle, LAVB, and,discovered'a means for telling whether or not a
point C is interior to this angle. Recall tilat ct,i)*, and the position
vectors of A, B, and C with respect to V. Shcthfof the following.

1. If B and C are On oPposite sides of VA' then c = aa + bb, where
b < 0. [Hint: As in Exercise 5 on page 208, there is a point common

to W and VX if and onl, 4 thereare nuMbers - say, r and a - such
that as = r(1 r) + cr and 0 < r < ,

2. If -c = -a*a + -gb with b < 0 then B and C are on op'posite sides of
V/AHint...Given a and given b < 0, find numbers r and a such that

cts =A1 r) + cr and 0 < r < 13'
3. B and f are' on the same side of VI if end only .if c aa + bb

where b > 0. [Hini: See Definition 15-3.1
4. C is interior to LAVB if and only' if B and C are on the Same side

ofIVI and A and C are on the same side ofVII,
7

Continuing with the situation dealt with in Part C, letr:be the ti'nit
vector in the sense of V. Assume that --c"=

1. Show that-°c = + I;b,, where u = aik-411.

2. Show that -°).= 1E; 7411; ). [Hint: Use Exercise 1
-

to coMpute 'sit 14 .]
3. Conclude that B nd C are on the same or opposite sideS of VA ac-

,
cording as the Ictors* b u(b u) and c - u (c u) have the

, same or opposite sense. ,.
4. Give geometrical interpretations of the vectors referred to in Exer-

.
cise 3. [Hint: How might you describe the point B - uye IA
with reference to B arid VA?)

5. Compute the norms of the vectors referred to in Exercise 3.
6. Use the results of Exercises 2, 3, and 5 to calculate tile value of'b'

in case B and C dre on the same side Of VA*. In gage B and C are on

'opposite sides of VX.
7. Shov.1 that.0 is interior, t, LAVB if and only if B and C:are on the

!*,

same Ode of VX and

p. b u \Ill (c u)2
c u >

yib (b u)2
p.

' [Hint: By Exercise 2, -c'= 'ut(-c u) - V)14 + 4;b. Now, use the

result of Exerdise 6.1

- TC 212 (1) .

1.

Answers for Part C
[As indicated in the preamble, we are dealing with LAB - in

particular, A * V and B iVA, AD, with° = a + tb, C VA. if and
only if b = 0. Note, for future applications,
if and only if ,.(1,):is linearly

2.

independent.]
that A V and B c/VA

Suppose that B and C are on opposite sides of VA, , Let
C , VA = {P}. Then p = as for some s > 0, and

i')(1 r) -Cr, where 0 < r < l. Theefo're, s 5)(1

+ -Ca'r - that is, -c4' S(s/r) + i":$'1(r - 1)/r). Since 0 < r < 1,

(r 1)/r < 0. .

Suppose that c = gb, whefe b < 0. .§ince, by the preamble
to these-exercises) (a*, 5) is linearly independent, it follows that
p and, since b 0, that C g' VA.. so, to show that B and C
are on opposite sides of VA 'it is s.ufficient to find a point 13 wIl!ch
belongs to BC (Th VA. Thi's amounts to finding numinri s and r,
With 0 < r < 1, such that --aPs = 1;(l r) + Zr. It follows from our
assumption concerning that Sa = + an* since 1 b* 0,
that l[a/(1 b).) = 13) bn. Taking r = /(1 - b),4
it folloWs that 1 r bd/(1 b) > 0.

3. By Definition 15 s.3, LI and C are, on the same side of VA if and

4.

only if they are coplanir with VA, neitherJoelongs to VA, and they
are not on opposite sides of VA. Since, by assumption in these
exercises, B OA, it follows that B and C .t'e on the amt side
of VA if and only if -CP = a'a + gb, where b * 0 [to make sure that

0-ee
C WO and, by Exercises 1 and Z, b y ,0 [to make sure that C
and B are not, on opposite sides of VA]. Hence, 13 and C are on
the same side of VA if and only if c = aa bb with b > 0.
B And C are on the same side of VA if and only if "C'

where Cb > 0'. Similarly, A and C are on the same side of VB
if and only if C. = -a+.a + b, where a > 0. [The tacit assumption,
in ch application of Exercise 3 is that {A, V, B) is nonCollinear.]
Compare, now, with Exercise 1i,of,Part B on page 208.

4 4 "
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Answers for 1:art

ii/II1H and, so, 7.a =
By Exercise I, c.0 = + = u + (g iI)b. So, ie -

= + (f).a 'lib] 7-* - ti(g. = gb

= %1(5'

3. By Part C, since zja + 513, B and Care on the same side or
on opposite sides of VA acc9..rdiria.as b > 0 or b < O. By
Exercise Z, g - cand u(c have the same sense or
opposite senses according as b > 0 or b < 0. [Note that this
criterion for points to be on the same side or on opposite sides
of a line is entirely analogous to the criterion given in Theorem
14-17 for points to be on the same side or on opposite sides of a
plane.]
The point B - is the foot, F, of the perpendicular from
B to VA. So, g - ti(gii) is the translation from F to B. Simi-

ii(C"ti) is the translation from G to C, where G is the
foot of the perpendicular from C to 177.. According to4Exercise 3,
B and C ar6 on the same side of VI if and only if these transla-
tions have the same sense.

dea

-..
-u (b-u)

Note that the sense of each of these translationeis a subset
of [VAIL. and that' ea:eh sense wIlich is a subset of this bidirection
"determines" a side of VA. j

"41M12 , (ce11)2

From Exercise 'Z, Ibl is the ratio of the norms computed in
z..ii4)2/4111;0112..(g.-,-.02Exercise 5. By Exercise 3, b 4-11-cer12

in`case B and C are on the same side of VA and b has the oppo-
site value in case B and C are,on opporilte sides of VA.

7. With C' = a + gh, C is interior to LAVB if and onlir if a > 0
'and b > 0.. Now, b > .0 if and only if B and C are on the same

----side of VA and, by Exercise 6, this is t12e case if a'nd only if

b = 411 1.12 7a)2/4.1113.11 2 (El' 11)2. ny 'tilehint it follows that
with this lue for be, a > 0 if and only if 5.1-1411i'112 ("c..t1)2>.

. IC 213

- ^4,
C 1.1

NTH 5H 2 it)2
.

B. a) By the hint, 411-ClI2 -.(C*.T1)2 = IV,11;s71 - (Z.;*)2 and

4115112 2(.1;il')P't .1 (;*, Since 1:416 and

= the desired iesult is readily obtained from.
Exercise

(b) [:The hinftells all.]
4 4 41

1

0

15.02 graes of Lines, at;c1 Adjacent Angles 213

8. Let and w be the unit vectors in the senses ofB - V and C - V,
and suppose that C Z. Show that

(a) C iebinterior to LAVB if and only if B and C are on the same

W U V * Uside of VA and ,(; ro -7 cv

(b) C IV if and only ifB and C are on the same side of VA' and
-P

V

Vl-(. Z-Z2 - 7);
[Hint:. For part (a), note that 0 - 17)2 (TV*-' 17)1.
Then use Exercise 7. For part (b) note that, by the hint for Exer-
cise 7, 7f N. if and only.if c ;= (-1;" Zb, where b > 0. Then
proceed as in part (a).]

In Exercise 3 of Part C you showed that, given a line 1, a point E 1,

and a point B 1 1,B and C are on the same side of l if and only ifC - V
is the sum of a vector in the direction of 1 'and a vector in the sense of

'Fig. 15-7

B - V . In Exercises 3 and 4 of Part 1) you showed thatif B 1, and F
and G are the feet of the perpendicular from B and C to 1, then B and

are on the same side of 1 if and only if B F and C G have the
same sense.

In the following exerdises you will see how to simplify the results
Obtained in Exercise 8. This will lead to 0' new interpretation of dot
products of unit vectors which will be pf fundamental importance in
all our later work.

4 19
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Part E
Consider the function f which is defined for all x such that

-1 < x < 1 by:

f(x)
- ,X2

1. (a) CoMpute the value of f at & and at I. Which value is'greater?
(b) Suppose that a and b are two arguments of f such'that a > b.

Make a conjecture concerning f(a) and f(b).
2. SupposeLthat 1 > a > b 0. Show that a V-1 b2 > b \71 - a2.

[Hint: You -have handled problems like this in Exercise 8 on
page 81

3. It follows from Exercise 2 that if a and b are arguments of f
such that a > b 0 then f(a) > f(b). [Explainj Suppose, now,
that a and b are arguments of f such that 0 a > b. What can
you conclude about f(a) and f(b)? [Hint: If 0 1" a > b > -1 then
1 > -b > -a ?: 0.]

4. You have shown that in two of three cases in which a > b,
f(a) > f(b). What is the thicil cate? Is f(a) > f(b) in this case
also?

5. Show that, for any argume'nts a and b off, iff (a) > f(b) then a.>
[Hint: Prove the contrapositive.l -

We can now use the results obtained in Part E to simplify those in
Exercise 8 of Part D. These results are concerned with a line VA) and
points B and C which belong to a plane containing this line but do not
belong to the line. The vectors u, v, and -u-7are unit vectors in the senses

of A V, B - V, and C - V. From Exercise 8(a) and your work in
Part E it follows that

(1) C is interior to LAVB if and only if B and C are on
the same side of V7rf and w u>v u

and, similarly, that

(2) i3 i interior to LAVC if and only if B and C are on
the same side of VX and u) u < v u. [Explain.]

From Exercise 8(b) and your work in Pc;rt E it follows tilt

(3.) LAVC = LAVB if sand only if B and C are.
9 fr on the same side of VA' and w u = v u.

fe 214 C.

Answers for Part E
1. (a) f(1/2) = 1/NTS, f(1/3) = 174r; ra/3)

(b) f(a) > f(b)
2.. Su-ppose thtt 1 > a > b 0. It follows that a2 > b2 and that

0 < 1 - a2 < 1 132. So, 41 - a2 < b2,and, since b < a,
bql - a2 cZ aNtl b2.

3. [If a and b are arguments of f such that a > b 2 0 then
1 > a > b 0. By Exercise 2, if 1 > a > b 230 then

> b/41 b2 and, so, f(a)-> f(b). I Suppose that if a
and b are arguments of f s uch that 0 2 a > b 'then 0 2 a > b > -1
aniti, so, 1 > -b > -a 2 0. So, by Exercise 2, rash -
< -b,r1 - ( -a )2 and, hence, b41 - a2 < a41 - b2. As in the
preceding bracketed explanation it follotvs that f(a) > f(b).

4. The third case is that in which a > 0 > b. In this case,-
> 0 > f(b).

5. We have seen that, for any arguments a and b of f, if a > b then
f(a) > f(b). It follows that if f(a) A f(b) then a A b that is, if. `.
f(a) < f(b) then a < b. So, interchanging 'a' and 'b' it follows

*that if f(a) > f(b) then a 2 b. [Note that if f(a) > f(b) then
f(a) > f(b).] Hqwever, if a = b then f(a) = f(b) and, so,
f(a) f(b). Hence, if f(a) > f(b) then a > b.
[Note that we nOw know that, for any arguments a and b of f,
f(a) > f(b) if and only if a > b.]

Results (1) and (3$ follow from (a) and (b) of Exercise 8 of
Part D by virtue of the resUlts of Part E. [See the immediately pre-
ceding bracketed remark.] The result (2) is mezely a restatement of
(1) obtajned by interchanging 'B' and 'C', and 'v' and '1;'.

Theorem 15-5 follows from (1) -
is greater than, equal to, or less than

-(3) j3etause, in any case, w u
v U.

T.IC 215 (1)

Explanatioin called for in the text: TheRrem 15-5 follows directly from
,(1) (3) and the fact that4 for the numbers and ;r it, it must be the
case that either Wii > or- -1;11 or +1 Si <

In case B and C are on the same side of VA it is natural to say
that LAVC is smaller than LAVB if and only if C is interior to 4AVB.
By\O) on page 214, the latter is the case if an&only if s.".vii is

greater than v4-141, So, IVii appears to give information as to the
size of LAVC. The greater the nu3nber.i is, the smaller is ZAVC.
[It is also almost obv*ous that congruent angles which should be con-

sidered as hOving the same size have the same cosine. ]

451
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One consequence of (1)- (3) w rth recording is:

Theorem 15-5 If B and C are on the same side of
VA then either C is iAterior Acr, LAVE, or C e Vg,
or B is inVior to LAVC.

[Explain.]

15.03 Co4ines of Angles

'The results of (1)-(3) also suggest diet the dot product of unit vec-
tors in the senses of the sides of an angle-can be used to give us an
idea of the "size" of the angle. [Explain.] So, it may well be worthwhile
to introduce a word to use in referring to such dot products. The usual
word is cosine, which we introduce in:

Definition 15-5 The cosine of an angle is the slot
product of the unit vectors in the senses of the
sides of the angle.

What is the cosine of an angle whose sides are contained in per-
pendicular lines? What can you say about any angle whose cosine is 0?
What theorem tells you that the absolute vaThe of the cosine of any
angle is less than 1?

It is cbstomary to abbreviate the phrase 'the cosine of" to 'c9s'. So,
for example:

11Theorem 15-6 cc:s LABC = a. -b5,(1511
where -it*= A - C and -g= B - C.

Exercises

Part A
By an eaLlier definition, v T(.= comp- a for any unit vectors uv-

and v. So, cos LACB = comp; (v), where u and v are the unit vectors
in the senses of A - C and B C . Using this, we can link up the no-
tion of the cosine of an angle with notions concerning orthogonal pro-
jections. Show that
1. 7e- 4 [1] prk (64) r, CO8 LACB), where 7; is either of the

unit vectors in [1],A=C+7ZandB=
2. B t[11 proj, (B) proj, (C) ---u1CB cos L ACB), where -; and

A are as in Exercise 4.
3. B C Elf (1(pred, (C), proj, (B)) = d(C, B)Ices L ACB I, where

119&A COL

5`1

TC 215 (2)

The cosine of an angle whose sides are contained in perpendicular
lines is 0. The Schwarz Inequality [Theorem 11-8] tells us that the

2 than 1. _Mote_ that unit
vectors in the senses of the sides of an angle. are linearly independent.]

Note that cos is a function whose domain is the set of all angles
in e. The construction procedure illustrated in Figure 15-10, together
with the Schwarz Inequality, shows that the range of cos is
Ix: lxi < 1). Later we shall have a.cos,ine function whose domain is
the set of sensed angles [see TC 206] and'whose range is
fx: lxi 1). We 'shall also have a cosine function with the same
range whose domain is R,. Although these three functions will have to
be distinguished from one another [and from still other cosine func-
tions] it would probably be ultimately more confusing than not if we
invented different names for them. So, we shall follow mathematical
usage and call each of them 'cos'.

The proof for Theorem 15-6 is trivial since -;/11;11 and
are the unit vectors in the senses of VA and VB, reapectively, and
since (5/11511) = (1'5)/(114 11511).

Suggestions for the exercises of section 15.03:
(i) Part A and the discussion of Theorem 15-7 should be developed in

class. at-

(ii) After appropriate examples, Part B may be used as homework.
(iii) Part C may be used as homework (either with Part B or as a

separate assignment. )
(iv) Part D should be teacher directed so that students realize'the

importance of the result.
(v) Part E may be used for homework.

Answers for Part A
1. Suppose that [1]. It follows from the choice that {A, B, C) is

noncollinear and that cosi_ACB = Since projill (g)
= 11(u61;) it follows that iih3o3[1] (1-;) H -14 cos LACB).
[Note that the two possibii choices for are equally effective.
They result in different choices for A and in.angles whose
cosines are opposites. Since the choices for u are also oppo-
sites things work out as they should.]

2. Suppose that Blec[1]. It follows that B C yip] and so, by
Exercise 1, that projp] (B C) = -141( B Cli cos 4ACB). The
desired result foliows irom the fact that proj (13 - C)
= proji (B) 7 proji (C) [Theorem 1 2-Z1(an and the fact that
HB - CH z. CB.

3. [This results from Exercise 21by taking norrogi. ]

TC 216

FirSt explanation asked for in connection witb Figure 1 5-9; In
this case CB HvH 1.

Second explanation: (B - A') = - ;.;- = ;

1113 A'112 - cos LC H 2 = 1 + (c02 LC)2 - Z(141. ) cos LC
= 1 - (cos LC)2, for U.-V. z coslC.

453
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Note that, by Exercise 3, the ratio in which an interval BC is fore-
shortened when it is projected orthogonally onto a line 1 is the

6-1/1 A = C V.--

1

proj, (B)
proj, (C)

Fig. 15-8

solute value of the cosine of "the angle between the lines BC) and / ".
Despite the vagueness of the latter phrase, the preceding statement
helps to give a notion of the significance of cosines.

More information can be obtained from Fxercise 2. Suppose given an
angle, LC, with vertex C, and suppose that u and v are the unit vectors
in the senses of its sides. Suppose that A = C + u and B = C + v. Let4-0
= CA and let A' = proji (B). By Exercise 2, A' - C = u cos LACB

= z7cos LC. lExplaini
c +

-

A' if A C

\--[k = cos LC]

Fig. 15-9

This interpretation of cos LC which kmounts to recognizing that
cos LC = coma. (;) can be used to suggest a method for obtaining
angles with a given cosine. To see how, this comes about, note that
B - A' = v u cos LC. It follows that B - A' is a vector in [TIli and
that the square of its norm is 1 - (cos LC)2. [Explain.]

By reversing the procedure we went, through in the preceding para-
graph we can obtain descriptions of angles which have a given cosine.
Specifically, given a number k such that lk < 1 it is easy to find points
A, B, and C such that cos, LACB = k. To do so, let C be any point, u any
unit vector, and n any unit vector in. lull. Use these to locate points
A' and B such that cos L ACB = k. For example, to draw an angle
LACB sfilhose cosine is we note that, in Fig. 15 -9, k = so that
A' - C = u(i) and B A' = v u(i). Thus, A'C and BA'
= Vi - k2 = I. So, B' - A' = riz4(t) and a picture of the required angle
looks like this:

45/
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5

Fig. 15-10

On your paper, you should follow this procedure aril draw an angle,
LACB, whose cosine is and angle, LPQR, whose cosine is And,
be prepared to justify your results.

The argument given in the preceding paragraph shows.glat, for any
real number k such that Ikj < 1, there are many angles Which have k
a/cosine. To describe the situation mote explicitly, let's see whAt our
freedom in choosing the point C, and the unit vectors u and n amounts
to. In choosing C, you were choosing the vertex of the angle in ques-
tion. Your choice of a then completed the determination of one side,
CA, of the angle [since, presumably, you chose A to be C + Your
choice of n determined a side of the line CA which [assuming you chose
B to be C +1 k + -4n - k9 contained all points oethe angle'sOther
side, M. [Explain.] Consequently, you have proved f" of the fol-
lowing: \

Theorem15-7 Given a number k sthat ik)
and given a half-line r, there is one ana only one \

sides, arid whose other side is contained in a
gle whose cosine is k, which has r as one of

given side of the line containing r..
,

How do you know that, as the theorem asserts, there is at most one
such angle?

Part B
1.''-Use the procedure suggested by Fig. 15-10 to araw angles whose

cosines are as follows;is
(a) 0 (b) .(c) (d) (f) V2/2
Wint. For pait (f), note that V2/2 = 1/V1(Why7), and that Vi/2
is approximately 0.7.1

2. Complete the argument, outlined in the text, which shows that
* there exists art angle such as described in Theorem 15-7.
3. What result, noted a few pages back, tells you that there is at most

one anglelmch as described in Theorem 15-7?
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Explanation preceding Theorem 15-7: B - C k + So,
since E [A - C] L and 4,1 - ka > 0, all points of CB are contained
the rit-side' of El. [See, if necessary; answer for E'kercise -4--of -

Part C on page 212.]
We know by (3) on page 214 that there is at most one angle of the

sort specified in Theorem 15-7.
Answera for Part B
1. (a) (b)

(e)

uv = 0] cos LACB = 4/5
\ [41 (4/5)2 = 3/5]

(d) [41 - (12/13)2 =' 5/13]

iT(3 )

(e)
cos LACB = -4/5

/04

cos LACB = 12/13

C A' A
A C A

cos LACB = -5/13 oosLACB 42/2.
a[Note that for part (f) we might locate 13t E CB such that

B' - A '=
2. Let C be the vertex of r and be the unit vector in the sense

of z% Let 11 be the unit vector in [III such that P belongs to the
given side of the line containing r if and only if ,P + rib with
b > 0. Now, let A = C + 1 and B = C + + - k2. It
fellows that HB - CH = 1 and (B C) (A C) = lc.. So, since
HA - CH = 1, cos LACB = k.

3. Result (3) on page 214 tells us that the!re is at most one angle of
the sort specified in Theotern 15-7. (
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Part C

Mew,

Part D

Consider 6,ABC, with C B
B - A =

and 14 = a, I b, and la= e.
Note that ;P+ c = 0.
1. Show that C69 LA = (- cil(bd).

cos LB and cos LC.

A .13

Obtain similar formulas for

2: Show that cos LA = (a c + c2)I(bc). Obtain similar formulas for
cos LB and cos L C.

3. Obtain three other formulas; 6imilar to those of Exercise 2, for the
cosines of LA, L13, and LC.

4. Use results from Exercises 2 or 3 to show that
a cos LB + b cos = C.

Interpret this result in terms df projections.
5. In each of the followiwyou are given some information about a

triangle. Make a skeich of the triangle in question and use the
results of Ecercises 1-4 to help in answeiring the questions about
these trian les.
(a) Given

BC?
(b) Given

the cos
(e) Given

cosines
(d) Given

cosines
(e) Given

LB, and
6. Suppose tha

cos LE LF.
7. Use resu4s em Exercises 1-3 to show that if cos LC E 0 then

cos LA > 0 and cos LB > 0,
8. Suppose that AABC is"a right triangle with hypotenuse AB.

(a) What is cos LC?
(b) Find formulas for cos LA and cos LB in terms of the measures

of the sides of AABC.

C, with AC = 5,AB = 7, and coe LA = L What is
B? cos LC?
BC, with AC = 12, AB = 9, and BC =5, compute

es of LA, LB, and LC.
C, with AB = 8, BC = 4, and CA = 3, compute the

LA, LB, and LC.
QR, with PQ = 6 = QR and PR == 5, What are the

f LP, LQ, and LI??
at AABC is equilateral, compute the cosines of LA,
LC.
LDEF is isosceles with base-EF. Show that

1. Show that, for anz vectors a and-b.,
= -A8 + 11i4P 2(--c;

2. (a) Show that

ii + Irb12cos LACB =

where a = A - c and 74) B - C.
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Answers for Part C
, 1, Since LA = LgAB and since C - A = -fat and B - A = g it

follows frbm Theorem 15-6 that_.cos LA = (-s*.1/(11-13,11 11-c11).
Since -13 = g = b and Hell = c it follows that
cosLA = (- bc . imi a elr.7-61121iAraflind
cos LC = -Z. g.)/(ab).

2. Since + 5 + = i, - 5 = + . So, by,Exercise 1,
Os LA = .(1Z + c2)/(bc [Note that c 11Z112 c2.
Similarly, cos L.13 = (g a + a2)/(ca.) and cos LC = ("C 5 + b2)/(ab).

3. Since g + -(1 + i;) and -g.a. = -a* b2. So, by
Exercise 1, cos LA = + b2)/(bc.). Similarly, cos ZA

(gg + c2)/(ca) and cos LC = c a2)/(ab).
4. a cos LB + b cos LA = (r) 1+ 22)/c + a + c2)/c = [(I + 5 +

+ c2Vc c; By Exercise 1 of Part A, assuming that is the
unit vector in [-C], projEz4 (4.4-7; 4(a cos LB) and projt-ji (13)
= -11(b cos LA'). So, projr,o. ]"(tilt -0) = -it(a cbs LB + b cos ZA)..,
Since a + b = --g, and since 4uc, it follows that -uc -c-
= projEz1 (--g) = -i3(a cos LB + b Co.s LA). Hence,
c = a cos LB + b cos LA. [This is, of course, an alternative^
proof of the conclusion.] -

5. [These problems are somewhat difficult at this stage. They are
.inserted here to give students the feeling that the formulas can be
used for calculating numerical results.] I

(a) BC = 34-1; -co's LB' = 47/2; cos LC , -47/10 [Using the
formulas for 'cos LA' in Exercises 1 3 _and the giv,en_.values
for 'coitLA', 'b', and we find that g c = -28, ao = -21,

' and g a = 3. Comparing the values kiyen for 'co.s LB' in
Exercises 1 and 2 shows that a = 942 and, then,
cos LB = Nri/2. We can now use the formula' for 'cos LC'
from Exercise 1 .to find that cos LC = -47/10.,]

(b) cosLA = 25/27; cosLB = -19/45; _cosLC = 11/15 [Use the
result of Exercise 4 and two similar results to obtain three
equations in `cosLA', 'Cos Z13', and 'cósLC'.J.

(et There is no such triangle. [If one fails to notige thiS and
applies the method which; was succe4sful in part (b) one obtains
the equations: cos LA = 19/16, cos LB = 71/16, cos LC = -13/8
Since the absolute values of the values of cos are less than 1,
these equations cannot be satisfied. I

(d) cosLP = 5/12 = cosLR; cosLQ = 47/72
(e) cosLA cosL13-= cos

6. Using two equations like xercise 4 We have d cos ZF
+ f cos LD = e and d cos + e cos LD = f. Since e = f and

/2

d * 0 it follows that coeL = cos-LE.

- 458
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Answers for Part C [cont.]
7. ,By Exeriises 2 and' 3, if coSLC. < .0 timx etb +1:P 0 and

a c + a2 4 04 hY ExerFise COP* d (4. i')/(be) and '

_psLB
-4. -4.

=_
g)/(t a) it follaWs that if:\?4,400 < 0 then

cos LA -bfi and cos4a, al-at 1-Iencetiettis ZC-75.--0 then-
cosiA > 'and 'cas,Z13 '> 0. .bthe.termft1olQgytO be introduced
later - in particular, see_ ExerCise 1. of 'Part 0 on page 236 -
the result of this exerelse dan be e-xpre'sse4 by siaying that each
triangle has at,least two aciite angles.k

8. (a) cos LC = 0 [by ExeTcise 1] . .

(b) cos LA = b/c :arid cos LJ3-.= 'a/c [by aice',rcitie a. and 1]

[Students might now reconsiderExercises 4(d) ; 5te.),, anti
makiaig use of ihe fact that the alt.itlide t tl* basc,.of an
isosceles triangle is-4 rnediaff. . ,s

,

Answers for Part D
- 1112. = 1) (i)y.1.

+

4
.4

t

6

Z. (a) COB LACB a43.)/01111113.11) and, by/ Exercise 1,

1.5 = 115112 - 111121/2. Ohe 'result of Exercise 2
is, of course, ,the Cosine Law', and will be identified as such in

(b)

the next chapter.
required to re-do

Students ¶11 apprecia4 its utility if they are
-Exercises 5 and 6 using, this result.] 'N
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cos ZIpQR . 9
112 s-; cos Lcilt? = 3-1-; cos LC:1PR

,

2. 5

3. (a) Since, by Theorem 14-26, an isometry maps lines on lines it
follows that if {A, B, C) were collinear then, since fq is an
isometry, {P, Q, R) w.ould be collinear. Since this is not the

,

case {A, B, C) is noncpllinear. .

.

(b) Since, by Theorem...14-27, LLnaps ram onto ms, preserving
vertices, f maps RP nnto CA and MC1 onto CZ. So, f mapst__ ,
ZPRO onto LACI3. - __

follows that Q P =- q .and B -A = --S. Since f iS an
sometry which maps P on A., Q B and R on C it
follows that .iliztH = Hivl, and 114 11= 114-74-11

Hence, by Exercise Z, .

cos LPRQ - 2 +z141111211-411114 2

1IF-112 + :112 cos LACB.
H11111511

9
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(b) Suppose that APQ.fr such that PQ = 8, QR = 9, and
RP =11. "Make use of the result in to compute
COS LPQR, COS LORP, and COS GQPR.

3. Oiven LPRQ and an jaometry f.which 'maps P on A, Qon B and R
'on t, show thk,
(a) {A, B, C } noncollinbai,
(b) f map,. LAIN onto LACI4and
AO cos LACB = cos .4.PRQ.

Exergi
the same

, the sanie.

..

Part D you have 6ihown that congruent angles have
is suggests trying to show ttat-angles which have

ihe are congruent. As in Exercise 3, this can be done by
ainethe result oStained in Exercise 2.

Suppose that LC and 41? are antles whiCh.have the same'coine.
We wisii to'show thnt there ,is an tisorlietry 'which maps LR onto GC .
Recall that we l*ve already shOwn that, given points C, P, Q,and
R s!icli`that AB PQ, BC = QR,andcA there is, an isometry
which maps P on A, Q on.B , and R On C .1f, in acrdition, {PS,R} is non-
*illinenr, it follows as in Exercises 3(a) and (b) that {A,112, C.} is non-

' collineint and that the isometry in cluestion maps GPRQ on LAM. So,
rettirning oursiien anglet3,.LC and L.R; all we need do is find points

B, P, are Q Stich that LO is ZAOB , GR is GPRQ, AB = PQ, BC
= an, o r CA RP. This is easy enough to do.lor we may alooie A
,and # on the sides of LC and`cfrhdose P and,Q yn the sides of*LR in

s such a way thnt the last two equations are satisfied. {Forexample,'we
can,ebo9se all four, points AD be the images3 of C.` and ,i? , respectively,
under the unit trans1ntio4,in the senses Of the Sides of the respective

:Angles.) Than,Aising the result of Exercise 2 and the assumption thiit
cos 4C =- cos LB, it follows at once that AB =PQ. Con§e9uently, we

-a
Viluiorem 15:---8- Angles-are congruent if and Only if-

'a I they hive the.same Cosine.* ,

_

-This theorem,is 'analogous to, an earlier one which ,toldius that inter,:
i/als are congruent if and onlY, if they haiT the seine ineature,- We shall
use $a' as an abbreViation for IA congruent to'..So, for example, The-
orem and..44 analogo, theoiein coneeihing inteiirals can be
resta AS:
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In viev:i of Theorem 15.8 Teasonable to think of the cosine of
an anile as a measure of.it; size. For, according to the theorem and
our intuiti notion of the mauling of 'congruence', 'angles have the
same size [a d shape] if and onlk, if they have the same cosine. This
"cosIfie -meas angles has some pecularities and disadvantages.
l'or one thing, e values of cos are real numbers between -1 and 1;
for another, the grepter the costhe, the smaller the angle; fckr a third,
there i nb way of '"adding angles" so that th4kcosine-measure of their'

- sum is the sum oltheir cosini\-imasures. Wain we come to deal with
circles we skiall be able to introduce a more salisfactory angle-
meaSure., Until then we can do more than ohe might expect with cosine-
measurev. .

It is a thought which miiht be worth a teacher's brooding overhat,
While w-e measure sizes of intervals, we seem to measure shipes of
angles.,

Ans
1.

2.

4.

wers for

Let" u and ; be unit uactoxs in the senses of
reSpectiVely. Then cos ZBVD = =

Therefore, LAVC LBW:).

cos LAVC + cos ZSVC = Hier. (4)4+ (-4)
as defined in the answer to Exercise 1,
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(a) They are Congruent.
(b) Their cosines.are oppoVites.

- V and D - V.
cos LAVC.

where ; are

Since LAVC and iBVC are adjacent angles there are numbers
say, s ,and r e,uch that 0 < r < 1*.and = (l - r)
LS,ee'hint for E,Iereiie 1 of Part C on page 212.1 Since CiA and
VB are itot oppoiitespand (114:cau5e LAVC and zAvc are adlacentj
are not the same, (, ;;) is linearly independent and, so, s * 0.,

et, a (l r),/s and la ill). Since 1 - r and r are both posi-
tive and s * 0 it follosvt that a and b areboth positive or a and
b' are both negative. Since %,;.*, =. +-Ub4 a +_(i' it)b and
; = + b. Hence, COS LAVC + cos LBVC
= b),(1 + ii;) 4 0. [sinc_F _a. and blare both positive .or both
negative, a + b since u,v iv linearly independent,
1 + al #
By Theorem 15-8, an angle is congruent to Z11 if and only if its
cosine is cos LIZ and, by"DtOinition 15-4, it is adjacent to LAVC
if and only if its side oqier than Tre is on the opposite side of VZ
from' A: By Thenrem 15 the re if one and only one.angle which
satisfies these cunditio0. ;-
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Part E
Referring to the figure, show that

1. LAVC LBVD
2.. cos LA VC + cos LBVC = 0
3. What may you conclude ablnit 0 A

(a) vertical angles? (b) adjacent supplementary angles?
4. Suppose that [contrary to the figure] LAVC and LBVC are ad-

jacent angles whose sides VA and VB are not opposite half-lines.
Show that cos LAVC + cos LBVC 0. [Plint: Let u, v, and w be
the unit vectors in the senses of VA, VB, and VC. Show, first, that
w = ua + ub, where a and b are both positive or both negative.]

5. Show that, given LAVC and LR, there is one and only one angle
congruent to 4.R which is adjacent to LA-VC an4 has VC as one
side. [Hint: Ilse Theorems 16-8 and 16-7 and Definiton 15-4.]

In Exercise 3(a) you probably noticed:

tie

Il Theorem 15-9 Vertical ang}es are congnient.

15.04 Supplementary Angles

Before stating the results obtained in Exercises 3(b) and 4 of the
preceding exercises we need:

Definition 15-6 A filist and a.second angle are supple-
mentary [and each is a supplement' of the other] if
and only if they are'coligreent to adjacent angles
whose' noncommon sides are opposite half-iines.

In short, angles are supplementary if arld only if they are congruent to
what we have already called )'acbacent supplementary angles'. By
Exercise 3(b) and, Thedrem a it follows that tile Sum of the cosines
of supplementary angles is zero. By .,xercises 4 and 5 and Theorem
15- 8 it follows that the sum of the cosinds of nonsupplementary angles
is not zero. So, we have:

Theorem 15-10 Lii and LC are supplementary itand
only if cos LR + cos LC =, 0. ,I

Since any angle is congruent to itself it follows, by-Definition 15,6,
that adjacent angles whose noncommon sides are oppOsite half-lines
are supplementaky. On the other hand, it follows from Exercise 4 and
Theorem 15- 10 that adjacent angles whose noncommon sides are not

4 elVsite halt-lines are not RuppleMentary. Wxplain.] So, we havv:
-
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so'
II Corollary Adjacent angles are supplementary if and
II only if their noncommon sides are opposite half-lines.

In view, of this our Use of 'supplementary' in Definition 15-6 is con-
sistent with our use of this word on pagb 20.7.

Since, by Theorem 15-8, congruence of angles amounts to equality
of their cosines it follows by Definition 15-6 that any two supple-
ments of a given angle are congruent and that any angle which is con-

.

gruent to some supplement of a given angle is also a supplement of
that angle. [Explain.] If an angle isits own suUlement, what can you
say about its cosine? Are there any such angles?

Exercises /Mr

Part A
Suppose that the half-lines s and t are the sides oi`LQ anti that the

half-lines u and u,gare the sides of L.R.
,1. Suppose that slj u and t v. What can you say about cos LQ

cos L.R? About LQ and Li?? [Hint: Let s, and,v be the unit
vectors in the sens4 qfs, t, 0, and v. What can you say, for example,
about -s-Pand /77.1

,42. Prove:

Theorem 15-11 'If the sidei of one anglexan.likt'ired
with those of another in such a way that pair des are
parallel then the angles are either congruent or
supplementary. They are congruent if each two paired
sides have the same sense or if each -two paired sides
have opposite senses, They are supplementary if some
paired sides have the same sense and the other two paired
sides have opposite senses.

3. Copsider the picture at the
right, and assume that I m. In,
each of the fbllowing give two
angles, one whose vertex is G
and one whose vertex is H, which
satisfy the stated conditions.
Tell whether the angles are
congruent or supplementary.
(a) Sides of the angle at G have same senses as sides of angle at H.
(b) Each side of the angle at G has the sense opposite that of a side

of the angle at H.
(c) One side of the angle at G has the same sense as a side of the

angle at H while the other side of the angle at G has the sense
opposite that of the other side of the angle atH.

,

S.

40
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To see that the sum of the cosines of nonsupplementary angles is
not 0, note that, given one of them we can, by Exercise 5, find an.
angle adjacent to it which is congruent to [and So has the same cosine]
as the other. Sipce the given angles are not suPplementary it follows

from Definition 15-6 that the noncornmon sides of the adjacent angles
are not opposite half-lines. So, by Exercise 4, the sum ofqiheir
cosines is not zero. Hence, the sum of the cosines of the given angles
is not zero,

That adjacent angles whose noncommon sides are not opposite
half-lines are not supplementary, note thato by Exercise 4 the suni of
the cosines of such angles is not zero and, so, by Theorem 15-10, the
angles are not- supplementary.

Theorem 15-10 could, of course, hive been used as a definition
of 'supplementary' and Definition 15-6 be deduced as a theorem.
Definition 15-6 seerns, however, to be better motivated as a fiefini-
tion. In the sequel we will find Theorem 15-10 the more convenient
of the two/to use.

Suggestions for the exercises of section 15.04:
. ti) Part A should be teacher directed to insure proper application of

Theorem 15-11.
(ii) Part B may be used as homework since the work has some simi-

larities to Part A.
(iii) Part C may be used either as supervised class exercises orLas

homework, but shouldtot be omitted.

*'
Sample Quiz

1. Make a sketch of an angle, LPQR, whose cosine is 5/8.
2. Locate the point A of QP such that QA = 8. What is d(A, OR)?
3. Locate the point B of QR such that QB = 4. What la d(B, OP)?
4. Let S be such that Q E Mk. What is cos LPQS?
5, Suppose that QP = 4 and QS = 3. What is PS
Key to Sample Quiz
1. Here is an appropriate sketch

of an angle, ZPQR, whose
cosine is 5/8, together wah
the points A, 11, and S.
described in 2 -.5.

2: OTi b182 - 52]
3. ,r-i-cuz

4.

Fos

5. NM [See Exercise 2 page 218. SP2 = P02 + QS2 7 2. PQ QS.
cos ZPQS.

I Si
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An angle is its own supplement if and Only if its cosine is its own
opposite that is, if and only if its cosine is 0.
those whose sides are perpendicular. [The,term
duced in Definition 15-10, ]
Answers for Part A
1.

2.

Such angles are just
'right angle' is intro-

ysing_the notation introduced in the hip.t, since s jj u,
/ -s = -u; since t iLtv .t t = v or I -v. It follows that s.t

[in two cases] or sT = ) [in the other two,cases]. Hence,
cos LC) and ttosZR are the same or are opposites [So, LO and
ZR _are congruent or are supplementary..]
[The proof is given, essentially, in the answer for Ekercise 1.]

Or
111/

3. (a) LBGA and ZGHF; congruent [LCGli' and LDHE, or LBCC
and LGHD, or LAGI-1 and LF1-1E, would do as well.]

(b) LBGA and ZDHE; congruent [As in part (a) there are three °

,other.correct choices, ]
(c) LBGA and.ZEHF; suppleMentary [This time there are five

other correct choices.

a

a

4 55
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Fart B

4. Consider the picture in Exercise 3, together with the assumption
that 1 11 m.
(a) Give three angles which are congritent to LBGC.
(a) Give three angles which are supplements of LBGC.
(c) Describe a translation which maps LDHE onto LCGH. What .

is the image of /2:EHF under this translation?
5. Consider INABC with I 'IBC, as

shown in the picture at the
right.
(a) Give an angle which has

vertex A and is congruent
to LC,:

(b) GiVe an angle which has vertex A and is supplementary to LC.
(c) Give an angle which has vertex A. and is congruent to LCBD.
(d) Give an angle which has vertex At and is suppjementary to

'LCBD. ,

1. Suppose that LQ and LE are in narallel planes, that s and t are
the sides of LQ; u and u are the sides of LR, and thai s u an&
t v.'Draw several pictures to illustrate this situation and make a
conjecture concerning LQ and LR. [Hint: It will be sufficient to
consider the case in which LQ and LR are in the same plane.] ,

2. Would your conjecture seem reasonable if the planes of LQ and
LR were not parallel?

3. Prove: .
4E14

Theorem 15-12 Given angles in parallel planes, if
the sides of one angle cariabe paired with 'those of
the other in such a way that paired sides are per-
pendicular; then the angles are either congruent
or supplementary.

[Hint: Let-;,-t; t-7, and "iibe the unit vectors in. the senses of s, t,4u, and
v. In the situation described, .:.$) and (t, v), say, are orthonormal arid
17, 1-4 =- a:A. It follows that7.=s-rit; 7)) + 7.V afid, since q. 1,
that --ti* + 6' = 1. 'Find afi equation similar-to the last which
will enable you to conclude, that (S1. t)a =' a 1.12.1
4. In each of the following, you are 'given a point D in the interior or

the exterior of LB, and that A and C are the feet of the perpendic:u-
lars from D to the lines pontaining the sides of LB. Decide whether
LADC is congruent to, or suppleMAtary to Z.B;. andbe prepared
to explain your
(a) c (b) D

IC\

wer.
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An11011 for Part A [cont.]
4. (a) LGHD, LFHE, LAGH

(b) LBGA, LGHF, LCGH [and LDHE]
(c.) G H; LEGA

5. (a). LGAF LEAC) (b) LGAE [or: LCAF]
(c) '4EAB ,

Answers for Part B
1.

(d) LFAB

[There are, of course, many suitable pictures.]
Conjecture: Zia and LR, are congruent or supplementary:

2. No. [A lirnitcase may be ertlighteng. Consider LACB in a
plane and MT perpendicular to,i. might be thought of as a
*every srhall angle" and LACB can be of any size. Starting from
this it is easy enough to envisage counterexamples to the conjee- -

ture in case the angles'are not in parallel planes. Apother pro
cedure is to consider plane.* r and cr perpendicular to the sides
of a given angle and choose a point in their intersection. Almost
any angle with this point as a vertex and whose sides are subsets of
r and a-, respectively, will be relate4 to the given angle as in the
instructions for this exercise, 1 ,

3. Suppose that LQ has sides s and t, that a. has sides,u and v,
.and that s u and t v. Let I, it and -I; be unit vectors in ta
senses of` s, t, u, and v, respe.c.tiy.ety. It follows that (;,it) and ri.,A1
are orthonormal and, ainie t, u, and v all belong to the same
bidirection, that both (s,u) and (t, -;) are bases for this bidirection.
lt further follows Isee Theorem 111.111 that 1(34.1)+ 7/11; ;T.)
and that = ;V s) + i(; it.). Since !all' = I and a, ;1).) is otth,e-
nortnall = (a-f.)2 + (s . sinC0111/11 = ana (6,14 is aittgo-
normal, 1 = (v 102 + (;u)2. So, (it-i) (a.-)2 and -cosLQ ip
the same as, or is the opposite of, cos LIZ. 14ence, ZQ and ZIA are
coniruent or supplementary.

..

1.4

'

k"-

;

4
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(d)

(f)

sf
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Answers for Fart B [cony
4. (a) supplementary [Looking. at the picture, cos ID < 0 and

cos LB > 0, so LB and ID are not congruent and, so, must
be supplementary. ]
supi31ementary [cosZD > 0 and cos ZB < 0]
congruent [cos 113 > 0 and coslD > 0]
congruent., [cosIB < 0 and cos ZD < 0]
congruent and supplementary [cos LB = coolD = 0]
snpplernentary [cos LD > '0 and coslp < 0]

5*
SAnce V;*-1) 4.;(4.;') and U..; = 0 it follows that' -

-0 --
*5. Using the notation 'of the hint for Exercise 3, show that s t

= (u TA if u t and s -ifare both positive or both negative,. and
that s-t=uu if one of u t and s is'positive.and the other
' is negative, [Hint: Use the fact that u s =

Part (3,..

1

1. Consider an angle, LABC, and a point D in the interior of LABC .
(.1) Draw a picture of an angle* coplanar with zABC and whose,

vertex is D, whose sides are perpendicular to the sides at"
IABC, and which is supplementary to ZABC. How nytny

. such angles are there?
(b) Draw a picture of an angle coplanar 'with LABC tuid whose

. vertex is D,7shose sides are perpendicular to the sides of
LABC, and which is congruent to LABC. How many such
angles are there?'

2. place the word 'perpendicular' with 'parallel' in Exercises 1(a)
and 1(b) and draw pictures of the angles so described.

3. Consider an angle, LABC, and a point D in' the exterior of LABC.
(a) 'Repeat Exercises 1(a) and 1(b) in this case
(b) Repeat Exercise 2 in this case.

4. Given LABC and a point D exterior to LABC. In each of the fol-
lowing,- draw an angle with vertex D which satisfies the given
cxinditions.
(a) One side of LD is parallel to a side of LABC,.z.D is congruent

to C, and ,LD and s2.ABC have exactly'one point in com-
mon.

(b) One side of LD is pkvallel to LABg, LE , is Supplementary to
GABC, and LD and LABC have exactly one point in cora-.
mon.

Ce), The sides of Z,D are perpendicular to the sides of LABC, Lips
congruent to LABC, and LD and /..AiC have exactly four
points in common.

(d) The sides of LD are pergendigular to the sides of LABC, LD is
supplernentary-to..LABC, and LD and 4AfiC ilave 9itctly
two points in c9lnmon.

63

(u.s1)(it.-1) + (ii. ;Hi% v) ..., 0. ' m this it follows that if u.1 and
are both positive or both \ative then one of -s..1 and

must be zositive and the other negative or both must be .0. Since-s .t-, and u ; are either equal or opposite it follows that
Similarly, if one of u r an41 '1. ; is positive and

the othentis negative then both of a .1 and uv must be positive
or. both.mlist be negative, or both must be 0. So, in this case,
s .1 = uv. [It is interesting to check these results for various
figures,like those in Exercise 4.]

*
Exercise 5, abo`ve, gives a way of sorting out th cass in whieh

angles *with corresponding sides perpendicular are supplementary from
those in which they are congruent. A less definitive, but conceptually
simpler method is given ki Exercise 3 of Part E on page 259. For the
most part we shall expect students to settle this question of congruence
vs. supplementarity by inispection of a. figure.

Answers for Part C
1. (a) [There are many figures.] In case LABC is not a right angle

there' are two "such angles"; in case LABC is a right angle
there are four.

(b) [Remarks given for (a) apply here also.]
2. (a), (b) [See comments for Exercise I. ]
3. (a), (b) [Same comments as for Exercises 1 and 2. ]
4. [D must be chosen with some care if LABC and D are to be tbe

same for all four parts.]
(a)

(c )

(b)
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15.05 Parallel Lines and Transversals

A line which crosses two coplanar lines at different points is- called
a komrnon transversal of the given lines. In .Fig. 15-11, t is a amimon

A

Fig, 15-11
,

transy,erstil ofl and m since 1 and m are coplanar [Why?], l n {A },

m fl t = {B }, and A B. [In tip same figure, 1 is a conimon trans-
versal, of m:and t, and m is a common transversal of l and t. Can you
draw three coplanar lines such that anly one of them is a cammon
transversal of the remaining two?i There are eight angles each of
which either h&s A as its vertex and is contained in l U t or has B
as its vertex andis contained in in U t. Each of these angles has one
of its sides contained in t and its other side on one or another side of t.
The four angles which haverB or Bil'as a side are. called interior an-
gles; those which have BA or --Ag as a side are called exterior an-
gles. Itly two of the eight angles which have different vertices and are

alternate interior
angles

alternate exterior
angles

consecutive Interior
angles

consecutive exteriOr
angles

Fig. 15-12 _

14#

both interior angles or both eittrior angles 'are called consecutive
angles or alternate angles awarding as they have sides on the same
side of t or on opposite sides of t. Finally, two angles with different
vertices, one of which is an intehor angle and the other an exterior

co\riresponding
angles

'4,40
Fig. 15-13

corresponding
angles

IC 224-Z25

In Figure 15-11, 1 and rn are coplanar because they'ictersect
at C.

Three coplanar lines of which two are parallel, and the third Ts
not parallel to them, furnish an example of three coplanar lines sua
that one and only one is a common transve'rsal of the other two.

* *

Two consecutive angles one 'at A and one at B either have
as sides AB and BA, respectively, or have as side's -AB and
[And their other sides are on the same side of t.)

Two alternate angles one at A and one at B either have as
sides ATA and 1TA, respectively, or have as sides -KA and -JTA.
[And their other sides are on opposite sides of t.]

Two corresponding angles one at A and one at B either have
as sides TCA and -Ex, respectively, or have as sides and 13-1.
[And their othersides are on the same side of t.3

Tht preceding remarks, together with Theorem 15-11, furnish a
proof of Theorem 15-13 on page 225. To see how, consider two
parallel lines crossed by a transversal t at A and B. given two con-
secutive angles we can pair their sides and ra or -TA and
as the casse may be, to Obtain corresponding oppositely sensed sides,
and pair the other two,sides to.obtain corresponding sides which, since
they are parallel and on the same side of t, have the same sense. [See
Exercise 3 of Part A on page Z25.] It follows by Theorem 15.-11 that
consecutive angles are supplementary. Similarly, in the case of
alterhate angles we obtain two pairs of oppositely sensed sides; and
in the case of corresponding angles .../e.obtain two pairs of similarly
sensed sides. So, by Theorem 15-11, alternate angles are congruent
and corresponding angles are congruent.

Alternatively, we could prove Theorem 15- by using the
isometry B - A to establish the congruence of corresmnding
noting that this isometry maiiiihn ontg -F3A [and -AB, onto BA]
andrnaps that one of the pa 1 lines which contains A onto the one
containing B, and, also, that j. maps a given side of t onto itself.
Then, we could establish the".rest of the content of Theorem 15-13 by
dealing with vertical angles and adjacent supplementary angles.
However, having Theorem-15-11 the former proof of Theorem 15-13
is more natural and much simpler\ than the one just sketched.-

Suggestions for the exercisee of section 15.05;
(i) Parts A and B may be used for homework after the terms intro-

duced on pages Z25 and 26 have been illustrated.
(ii) Part C could be used as a team assignment or as class discussion

material.

471
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angle, are called coiTesponditto angles if they have sides 6n the same
_ side of t Note that in the case of two alternate angleS or two consecd:
tive angles, the sides of these angles ipfch are contained in t have op-
posite senses. [Why7] In the case of tivo corresponding angles, the sides
which are contained in t have thirme sense.4Whyr.1

Exercises

Part A

*0

aT'supplementary.
,

1. In the picture at the right, t is
a common transversal of 1 and
m. The numerals can be used in
referring to the angles. For ex-
ample, LP, and LP3 are vertical
angles, and the adjacent supple-
ments of LQ4 are LQ, and LQ3.

A

T

. List pairs of angles which are (a) alternatZ intsitor angle,
(b) alternate exterior angles (c) consecutive intSrlor angles
(d) consecutive exterior angles (e) corresponding angles.

2, in the picture at the right, m
n and 1 is a common trans;mr-

sal of m and'n. P em, Q E n, and
neither belOngs to 1. M is the
vertex of twO opposite half-lines
contained,in m, and N is the
vertex of two opposite half-lines contained in a. Show that P and'
Q are on'opposite sides Of 1 if and only if P M and Q - N hecie
opposite senses. [Hint. l Part C on page 21.1.] '

3. Show that, with 1, m, a d a as in Exercise 2, those sides of alternate;,-;,,
angles which) are not ntained in I have opposite isenses and tho.si,.
sides of consecutiv or corresponding angles .which are not con-
tained in I have the same sense.

.4, Pfivvieh

Of the angles formed by two parallel
itteiNi4 A common transversal, any tvio alternate

anti,400.* congruent, any two corresponding
:Iirigleskte, congruent, and any -two consecutive

IC 225

Answers forll'art A'
taittPirter3li- It -1131 tZ:fa, 401i7147-2`lc.tl
(c) (LPr, LQ4), (LP2,LQ3) (d) (ZP3,Z02), ZQa)
(c) (LP1,LQ1), (LP2,L42), (ZP3, L03), (ZP4,LQ4

2. Since rri, n, nd neither P nor Q belongs to / thire is a
number say, t such that t * 0 and P - M -= (Q.- N)t. Since
Q N (M, N)+ (Q M) it follows that P.- (N - M). -t
+ (Q M)if By Part C on page 212 it follows that P and Q larO

.

on opposite sides of I if and only if t < 0. But, sinceP M (Q P - M and Q - N have opposite senses,ifland'
only if t < 0. Hence, P and Q are on opposite sides of it onci
only if P M and Q - N have opposite senses. [Note that it
follows that P and Q are on the same side of 1 41 and only if
P - M and 0 N have the same sense. I

S.

4,

5.

In the case of a,1V3rnate angles, the sides not contained in I are on-
tained in oppoigite '610es of Tand so, by Exercise 1, have opposite
senses. The:§ides"of 'consecutive or corresponding angles not con-
tained in / are contained,in the same side of t 1.,nd so, by Exercise
1, have the saline 4114

[A proof, using definitions and Exercise 3 has been given in the
receding commentary.]
Just one.

6. Theorems 15-7 arA

5. st4t. 1 n t Fhb that
E iththatQ P. How Many

lines are there through Q, and
coplanar with 1, such thaf a giv-
en angle at P is congruent to its Alternate angle at Q?

6. What theorem [or theorems] from this chapter would you use in
justifying your answer for Exercisa 5?

4

z

4

S.

1.
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If you answered Exercises 5 and 6 correctly, you have in hand most'
of the proof of tbe part of the following theorem which deails with.
alternate angles:

Theorem, 15-14 If some two alternate d'r corresponding
angles formed by two coplansir lines and a common
transversal are ctmgruent, or smile two consecuOve angles
are supplementary, then the lines are parallel.

Here is a Proof of the part of the theorem delaling with alternate angles:
Suppose Aat 1, é, P, and Q are as in Exercise 5, and let LP be one of the
four' angles contained in 1 U t. Let r be the half-line .with vertex Q
whose sense is opposite to the sense of that side of LP which is con,
tained in t. [In Fig. 15-14, r is Q13 if P is either. LP, or LP4 and is
4-2-g if LP is either LP, or LP2.1 By Theorems 15- 7 and 15 -8 there is
just one angle which is congruent with LP, which has r as one of its

1

Fig. 15-14

sides, and whose other side- say, s- is on the opposite side of le from
the side of LP which is not in t. So, the line which contains the half-
line s Is the only line through Q and coplanar with 1 such that LP is
congruent to its alternate angle at Q. Since, by Theorem 15-13, the
parallel to I through Q is such a line it follows that the parallel to 1
through Q is the only such line.

Part B
1. Prove the part of Theprem 15-14 which deals with corresponding

angles.
2: Prove the part of Theorem 15-14 which deals with consecutive

angles.
3. Use the two theorems of this section to show that, given two co-

planar lines and a common trinsversal, if some two alternate or
corresponding angles are congruent, or some two consecutive

93 TC 226

In view of Thedrem 15-13 for lthrnate angles, Theprem 15-14
for alternate angles will be proved once we show that, givensanangle
at P, there is just one line through Q choplanar with I such that the
alternate angle at'Q to the given angre at P is congruent to ihe given
angle. For, si,nce, bir Theorem 15-13, the parallel tot through Qtts
one such line it follows that this parallel is ths only such line so,
the coplanar lines of Thenrem 15-14 must ge parallel. To freat the
corresponding angle case of Theorem 15-14 it is, similarly, sufficient
to show that,, given dn angle at P, there,is just one line through Q
copitnar with 1 such that the angle at Q corresponding to the.given
angle at P is congruent to the given angle. Simtlarly, 'to treat the
adjacent.angle case it is sufficient td show that, given an angle at 1:2",

there is just one line through Q cop\lanar with t sueh that the angle at
Q adjacent to the given angle ut P is supplementary to.the given angle, .

In all three case\s we know by Theorem 15-13 that the parallel to I
throueh Q "w'orks" 'and, to prove Theorem 15-14, it is just a matter
of showing that there can be no other line through Q coplanar with 1
which "works".

Answers for Part B
1 Using the notation in'Exercise 5 of Part A7 let LP be o9e of the

four angbes contained in 1 t. Let r be the half-line with ve rtex
Q whose sense is the same as the sense caf that side pf, LP which

a is contained in t. By Theo.rems 15-7 and 15-8 there is just one
angle which is congruent with ZP, which has r as oily of its sides,
and whose other side say, s is on the same side of t as the side
of LP notLin t. So, the line which contain"; the halr-line s is the only
line through Q and coplanar with 1 such that LP is congruent with its
corresponding angle at Q. Since, by Theorem 15-13, the parallel to 1
through Q is such.a.line it folidws that the tiarallel to I thrOugh CI is the
only such line,

2. Using the notation in Exercise 5 of Part A, let ZP be one of the
angle,s contained in I 1/4-) t. Let r be the hglf-line with vertex Q'
wlhose sense is the opposite of the sense of that side of LP which
is contaSn'ed in t. Br TheOrems 15-7 and 15-8 there is just one
angle which is supplementary to LP, which has r, s one of its
sides, and whose.other side say, s is on the Same side of t
as the side of LP not in,t. So, the line which contains the half-lirfe s
is the only line through Q and coplanar with I such that LP is saipp1e-
mentary to its consecutive ahgle at Q., ,Since, by Theorem 15-13,14he
parall,e1 to I through Q is such a line it follows that the parallel tz
thx:ough Q is the bnly such line.

I.

3. By Theorem 15-14, if some two alternate or corrsponding angles
are congruent, or Some two consecutive angles arty supplementary,
then the Hiles are parallel. By 15-13 if the lines are parallel then
any two alternate or.corresponding angles are congruent, and any
two constecutive ang ts are supp1i2mentary.
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Part C

f,

15,06. Bisectors of Angles 22'7

angles are supplementiiry, then' any.:two alternate or correspond-.
ing angleS are congruent.and any two Consecutive angles are sup-
plementary,

Given LAVE, let u and v be unit
vectors in the senses of A V and _

B V. Let c be the nosition vector
of a point C with respect to V. and
suppose thal C belongs to the plane

, of LAVB...More explicitly, suppose
that c = aa + ub. We wish to in-
vestigate the possibility that
LAVC and LBVC are congruent.
;Show each of the following. [-As-
sume that C LA VB.]
1. LAVC ,LBVC-if and -only if and 11-lint: Note

that LAVC LBVC if and only if c*. -t7. [Why?] What
.. dogs this tell you about a and b7)
2. For C interior to z_A VB, LAVb LBVC if and only [ u +
3. C is equidistant from the .lines VA' and Wit if and only if LAVC

and Z BKC ar either congruent or supplementary. [Hint: Recall
that d(C, VA) = u(c ii111. [Whyn

4. For C interior to LAVB, d(C, .14) d(C, VB) if
LAVC L'EVC.

t For C interior to LAVB. and LA VC LBVC,

cos LAvd
.7(3°a2L-A-11ff

6. Given that C is exterior to LAVE and LAVC
cos LAVC in terms-of cos LA

15.06 Bisectors of Angles.,

exercises of Part C, above, suggest the following:

Definition 15-7 The bisector of an angle is the
half-line,intrior to it such that the two arigles which
have.this fox' one sick, and one of the
sides of the given angle for the other, are
congruent.

and only if

VC, express

4

Note that Exerctse 2 of Pirt,C shows hthat, for any angle, there is one
and only one half-line which satisfies' the conditions given in Defini-

s.

'741t)
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Answers for Part C
1. //WC 77' /BVC if and only if cos /AVC = cos /BVC, and the latter

is thecase if and.only if V. = so, Dm: i/lwc
i, and only it u c v4!. Since e? it follows that
LAVC LBW: if and only if a + (elt;.)b = (1.7.1.0a b that is, if
and only if (a b)(I -II. :,*() L 0. Since (a, is linea ly independent
[we are "given" LAVB] it follows that ;.; 1 and,
/AVC zpvc, if and only if a b that-is, if and Only

+ + I.

2. C is interior to ./AVB, with + ...11 if and. ("illy If a and*h
are both positive-. Hence, for- C interior to LAVB, /AVC /BVC
if and onlyif + V.),a where a 0 thatis, if and only it
-c* E Eu 4

3. The foot 14* of the pergendicular from C to VA is V + ..;(C.e;). So,

d(C VA) C I fle ra(j)11 N/HjIlz" It

follows that d(C, VA) d(C, VN, if and only if 11c-.11' (Ct;)'',
-7- that is, if and only'if (C 1;):' (,t.' 1:his

I:etter is the case if and onlY if = Ce;,or. +

,that is, if and 'Only if /AVC and /BVC are, congruent or
supplimienta ry.

4. By ExerciVe 3, if LAVC

SuppLe, then, that C is interior to fAVB and that d(c, VA)
d(C, VW. It follows that i;a + t7b, with a and b positive,

..and [by the work for Exercise 3 1 that (CCi);" (cs.,)P. So,
cu =- a + (uv)b, v (uv)a + b, and ta 4 (uv)ar

[(ti/)a br, F.ro the last it is readily shown that
'(a2 b2)1I - (1-;;;)2 0. Since (u,t;) is linearly independent it
follows that a° - = 0 and, sirece a and b are posi4tive, that.

I?. So, by Exercise LAVC '='!" /BVC.
5. Suppose that C i.s4nterior to LAVB and that /AVC ;,1' '/IIVC. It

\follows by EXercise 2 that = with a ' 0. Sn,
VHP = zal?(1 + lence,
cos /AVC U. (e*/ c*11),V( I + ..7)//.%/2.(l ;) 1; ;;

V(l LA\ 113)/lc-
.In ease C is ext2)167,pi,to tAVI3 and /AVC ss /BV,C, the- argument
in ExerciSe appIfes with the exception that a Oland, so,
Nra7* = -a. -(; + ;)/42.(1:4' ti v'), aud cos /AVC

, -%/(1 + c4s2ANB)/Z,

ZI3VC then d(C, VA) d(C, VB),

4
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1

Samplt: Ou.

I. Suppose thatABCD is para lelog

(a) Which*pains of angles of A C ) are congruent?'

(14 Which pail's of angles of ABC/) are sipplementary?

Z. Suppose that PQRS is a trapezoid with bases PQ

,(a) Give

(b) :Give
(c ) Give an angle,whie h. is.congrtwnt to

(d) Give an angle congruent to /PQS.

3. Su ppc;s4jhat .BC 1.'G I

as shciwn in the pictury at thZ!

right.
(a). Give
(1:4- Giyy

(e) Give

(d) Give
(O. Give

.1 supplement of 'ZPQR.

a supplement of /12SP.

two.angles which are
two angles .which are

/PRS.
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tion 15-7. So, it is Exprcise 2 wh'ichiustifies our speaking.of the half-- .

line which satisfies thdse conditions. txercise 2 also gives us important
informatioe as to what half-lcne this is:

Theorem,15-15 The i)isector of z AVB is tile ha Nine
with vertex V whose Sense is that of a4/1rati .

where a = A V and ---1; = B V.
,2

_Exercise 4 gives us another way of describing the bisector of an angle:

congruent to /CBA.
c:ongrtient ./A FG.

a supplement tb./BC.F.
a supplement to LADE.

a tupplement to /BAC.'

Kvy 4o Sample Quiz.

1.

(d)

/DA.B, %.DCB; /ABC, /ADC

/DkB, /ADC; ZABC,, /BAC; t'/ABC, /BCD;

LC-IRS (14 /SPQ .(c) 111PQ

/1q/A, /A DI.: '(1)) /PCB, /ADE

/1-*CB, ((;) /CAD

'/C
/QSR.

(c)./_CFG

1

Theorem 15- 16 The bisector of an. angle -consists of
'those points which are interior to the angle and .

are equidistant fro& the lines contaihing the sides
of the angle.

Exerciseg

Part A

the gense
anaD + lip

QD, QD,1

Pth, PC., 1

-e,11-41

Fig. 5 15

Consider LAVB and its bisector
Ve. Let -W., b, and -c-*be the poSition
'vectZrs of A, 1i, and C with revect
to V .

1. How do you know that,Veinter-
sects AR?

2. In what ;atio does thcpoint of'intersection of VEt and AB divide
the interval f);p4A to B? [Hint: Recall that the point whose posi-
tion vsictor is a(1 r) --i-Tr 'divides the interval from A teB in the
ratio r : (1 - r),.an'd use Theorem 15- 16.]

S. Show that the biriector of LA VB bisects theinterval AB if andonly
if A and B are eqUidistant from V. .

4..Show that the bisector of L.4VB is perpendicular to AB if and
(Illy if A and B are equidistant from V. [Hint: UN Theoren1 IS -15.]
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Suggestions for the exercises of section 15.0i):
(i) Pait A may be used in conjunction.with the orlscu`Ss.ion preceding

and following it.
(ii) Parts B and C.(except for ExerCise 5, Part C) are appropriate'

tOr homeweiri,.
(iii) Port D shotild be deve1oped4inder teacher direction.
(iv) Part E mayzbe used either,as a cla'ss exercise or asThornework.
Answers fol. Part A

C is inte"rior to LAVB s.Vice C is on its bisector. The re fo re,
by Theorem 15-2(c). VC .intersects AB.

2. Let p...be the point of intersyction of VC and AB. Then
= r) + 1;r, where 0 r < I, and cf (/111141S./11g111c,

where c > 0.. Solving for we have c HH1k:11/(111+ 1111).
Therefore, r = 1J4/(HgH HgH), and 1 r Hi;11/(1];11+111::H).

So D divides the interval from A to B in the ratio II'S II.:

3. Bly Exe.rcis.e 4, D is/the midpoint of AB 'if and 'only if ite-j)- :0;111:
thp ifio if and only if = HgH. Since d(V, A) ='

and d(V, B) = 11511, the result follows.

40,

4. By Theorem 15-15., the bisector of LAVB is perpendicular to AB

if and only if (*,/lIZII 41;/q1i).(1; - 0, The latter is tile case
if and only if [(..11)/(IIHI1511) = o and, sG,

sinee cos LAVB .0 1,, if and only

V'
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=

Explanations called for in the text: The perpendicular bisector of AB
is tlie set of all points 'equidistant from A and 13. It consists of a
plaA which is perpendicular to ,AB at its midp6int. 'The bisector of
the given angle is a half-line which is clearly a substt of the plane just
described. fr

Placing the point of a pair of cornpaSees at'the vertex of an angle
and drawing an arc which cuts both sides of the angle, two points of the
angle are located each of which is'equidistant from.the vertex of the
angle.

A

4

15.06 Bisectors of Angles 2.

Exerc ses 3 and 4suggest a procedure for drawing bisectors of an-
gles. If o e marks two points A andL ich are on the sides otan angle
and are equidistant from its vertex y:then,.by Nercises.3 and 4, the
bisector of the angle is contained in the perPendicukar bisector' of
AB. {Explain.] More specifically, the bisector of the angle i; contained
in the Hne of intersection of the plane of e angle and the perpendic-

.

War bisector of AIL. The point V belon s \to thd line and so dues any
point of the plane of the angle which is .equidiitant ,from dnd B .

When dra%wing figures, it is eaiy to mark such points by'usihg com-
passes. lEiplainJ Draw some angles and practice the procedure just
outlined for drawing their bisectors.

The exercises of Part A suggest
a number of theorems concerning
triangles. To state these )t is con-
venient to introduce a notion some-
what like the notions of medians
and altitudes. Briefly, the angle bi-
sector of AABC from the vertex
C, or to the side AB, is the interval
of the bisector Of LBCA which 'has
as Tidpoints the vertex.0 and the
point D in which the `bisector of
LBCA intersects A v. Note that, like medians of triangles and al(
tudes of triangles, angle bisectors of tiiangles are Mtervals.

When dealing' with a triangle it is ronvenient to describe the' three
angles each of whose sides contains a/side of the triangle as being an-
gles of the triasgle. For example, L.13C'A is an angle of AABC. More
specifically, LBCA is the angle of AABC. at C. Similarly, LCAB is the
angle of AABC at A: [Make a similar assertion concerning the third

I.

, angle, of 64BC.]
We can now state the following definition:

Definition 15-8 The angle .hisector of a triangle from
a given vertex is the interval whose endpoints are
the given verteX and.the point at which the bisector
Of the angle of the triangle at this vertex intersects
thecrpposite side.

Note that your answer for Exercise 1 of Part A should be relevant to
the question as to whether 'Definition 15-8 is acceptable as a defini-
tion. (Explain.), ;
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The result ofExercise 2 f Part A can be stated as follows:

Theorem 15-17 In AABC, the endpoint on AB of
the an;le bisector from C divides the interval
from A to B in the ratio of CA to CB.

The results of Exercises

e-b is the angle, bisec or from,C.

D dividesthe 'interval from A to.B

in the ratio CA:CB. tr.

Fig. 15-17

and 4 yield,the following theorems:

Theorem 15-18 L!,ABC is igoseeles with hase AB
if and oittly if its aigle biseaor from C is its
medianifrom C.1

#-Theorem 15-19 AABC is isosceles with base AB
if and only if its angle bisector from C.is its
altitude from C. .

[Of what earlier thetirem do these theorems remind you?)- There is
anbther theorem about the angle bisectors of a triangle which follows
at once from Theorem 15-17 and Ceva's Theorem. [For the latter see
page 367 of Volume 1.] From your experiencq with medians, altitudes,
and perpendicular bisectors you may guess that this theorem is:

T,heorem -20 The angle bisectors of a triangle
;

II are con ent.
,

. This theorem follOWs easily from Theorem,15-17 and Ceva's Theorem,
And, as you will see, there is a slightly longer proof using Theorem

2. Suppose that, in MBC; AR if;
the angle bisector from A. Sup-
pose,. as usual, that BC = a,

CA = b, and AB c.

(a) What is the ratio of BR tit
RC?

(b) Suppose that a ---- 4, b = 3,
and c 6. What is BR?-RC?
[ Check your answers by add-
ing them.]
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3. Cove's Theorem says that if R, S, and T are points ofBC, CA, and
AB, respectively, then AR, BS, and CT are conclirrent if and only
if BR CS AT = RC .SA TB. [Draw a pierure.] Use Ceva's
Theorem and' Theorem 15- 17 to prove Theorem 15-20,

4. In each of the following, you are given.a picture of a triangle.and
some information about it. Do the rekluired computations.
(a) Given:DE ----- 5,EF = 6, and .4.

FD =,8; DG and EH v.
are angle IAA

Compute: DH, HF, FG,
GE

(b) Given: Right triangls,
AABC, with hy-
potenuse BC, AB

8 and AC 6;

AE is the altitude
from A and AD i;
the angle bisector
froniiL

Compute: CE,
AD

(c) Given: Same information as in (b); CF is the angle bisector
from C; G is the point of intkrsection of C.F. and AD..'

'Compute: AF, FB;CF, CGIGF, and AGIGD
(d) Given: Right triangle,

AABC, with hy-
potenuse BC; AB

5 am:1).40.: 12F-
angle bisectors ,15-16.

Part B
1. Use ydur answer's for Exercise 2 of Part A to obtain a probf of

Theorem 15-17.
vollo

:d

BE and CF. inter-
sect in the. point

Compute: BE, CF, CG, and GE
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Answers for Part
I. By Exercise Z [but using the notation of Theorem 15-171 the C.r.la

p oint on AB ofAthe angle bisector from tbe opposit& vertex div,ides
the interval from A to 13 in ihe ratio NH/ilinj, where ix A - C.

'and B - C. Since 11"A - CH - CA and U13 CU 7 IL the

thebrem follows.
2. (a) c/b' (h). 8/3; 4/3
3. AR, I3S, and CT arc coneurren't. if

RC
CS

A AT . TB

I A i the angle bisec or from A of AABC then, bx Theorem

15-17; BR = asc/(b + e) and 'RC = .ab/(1) + c). If BS is the angle
bisector from B then CS = ba../(c + a) and SA = bc/(c + a). If

CT is the angle,,bisectdr from C then AT cb/(i +.b) and ,

.TB = ca/(a,+'b). So, the awle bisectors arc concurrent If and

'and only if BR. CSA T.= RC ..SA 113.
-

only if
ac ba ah bc ca

Since the latter is always the case, the angle bisectors of ze.triangle
are concurrent.
(a) DH 7- 40/11; 48/11; FG = 48/13; GE = 30/13
(b) CE = 18/5; AE = .24/5; CD = 30/7; "AD = 24,1T/7

[(AD)2 = (CD CE)2 + (AE)2]

(c) AF = 3; 1-13 = 5; CF = 3; CG/GF = .2 [Theorem 15-17,
AACF]; AG/GD = 7/5

AO), BE = sNrP/3 1(13cE)2.= (AE)2 +.(AB)2); CF = 12476715;

CG = 2N/21); GE

L.\
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.

5. Prove Theorem 15-20 as-suggested below. Begin IV considering
ABC whose angle bisectors are AR, BS, and 'CT. .

(a) Show that ,tEere is a poiht -say , P -Which belongs td both
AR and b-S-. [Hint: For this, all-yege..zeed knOw is that R E BC

,...) and S c CA. What theorem?]
(13)0Show that ii it equidistant froM a and V. ,, ,

(c) Wriat else do yPu need to knot in order to infer that P Iiielongs
: to the bisector of LC?,

(d). Shbw that P belimis ta the bisector of.L.0 ..f.liint: It is relevaht
. . that l An and that # e eAl -,, 4 ..

: (e),, Stiow,tha P .e CT,' , -. .. , . .

. . w
. .,

_ .

C
1.

I

Show th.at the lines conta#ning the bisectors of adjacent supple-
MentarY angles are perpenqiculaf. .

2. Gillen twO intersecting lines, describe' the set consisting, of all -

points Which are in the plane Of these lines and are evidistant
from these lines

Ariswer-s for Part B [vori.1
5. (a)

.(b)

TC, 232.

By the *corolla ry toTheoreen 15-2, AR and BS
1/4,et P he the point of ieteesectkon.
Since P belongs to th angle bisector from A, d(P, AB)

d(P, AC). Since P 'belongs to the angre hii;e:tor,fronix B,

d( P, BA) d( P BC). fici P is equiditUant from 'CA and CB.

"
inte rsect.

(e) In orile;,to Iasi Theorem 15-16 we need to know that D is
inferior to IL

-

(ci) Since R 6.0B, /C IRCA. So, since P E AR, P is interior'
.ro LC. [Theore;re.,1,50,-2(a)1 Sinc&, also, P is equidistant from .
the sides of /C it follOws that belongs to ttiebisector of IC..

t ) part. (a), CT AR intersect. Since .1-1; CT rNAR, P
must be.thhe,point.of intersection ofCT and AR.

.and. (e ), the bisectors of' AABC are concurrent. at. P.,1

Answer,..s for Pait' C ea.

Given two adjacent supplementarf angles, let u be tl'ie anit vector -
in the 'sense of their,common side, Then the unit vec.tors in the
senses of their other sides. are ..pposit es say, v and -v The
srises of the two angle bisectors are, by Theorem .15-15, that of

+ .% And u + --v,reepectively. Since + :0.01 = 0 it
follows diat the angle bisectors are peKpendieular.
Two intersecting flees contain the Erides of four angles, and the
points equidistant from the two lines a-nd in their plane consist of
the:Point.of intersection and the points in the bisectors of the fdur

3. Suppose that 7T is the plane containing tWo:%is 1 and m which
intersect at a Point V. Show that a point P is equidistant frorp I
and m if and only if the foot, F, of the perpendicular from P to 7T fs
equidistant from 1 and tn. fliint:'Sliaw that the plane perpendicu-
lar to. 1 which contains P-also contains F . So, obtain a relation be-
tween d(P, 1), d(F, 1), and PF.]

-4. Describe the set of an points which are equidistant from two inter-1
secting lines. ,

*5 Show that the lines containing the bisectors of two coplanar' an-v
gles which share a side are perpendicular if and only if the angles '
'are adjacent supplementary angles. [Hint: Let ii, v, and be ihe
unit yectors in thesenses of the sides of the angle, w being in the
sense of the shared side. Since (V, ii)) is linearly indep9dent and
the angles are' coplanar, V ua + ivb. Show ihat u + w J. v +
[Why7] if and only if a + b + 1 0- that is, if and only if-r)
- + 1). Use the fict that = 1 (and the linear iiidependence
of u..;) and Cv, w)) to show that r.," rta - w(a + 1) if and only if,

-u.]

*Part D -

Suppose that A, B, and C are
points of a plane c and that, with
reipect to the orthonormal coordi-
nate system for a which is shown -+
in the figure, they have the indi-

a.

cated coordinates. We must find
an equation foi- the line yhich con-
tains the bisector of LABC.

angles. .

The cate in which P E 7r is trivial:- So, suppose that P I's and let
F be the foot of the perpehdicular from ,P to Let a. be the

. plane perpendicular to f which contains P. Since P7.1.1 and
I C 7r it follows that 15-P 1 and, so, 'that r a, HenceF E
Now, bY' the Pythagorean theorern, 43(11),V' = d(P, + d(F, ,e)2
and, similarly, cl(p,rn)2 = d(P, FV + m)a". Henc'e,
= d(P,m) if and only if d(F, I) d(F,m).

4, !The set of al) points equidistant frorn two intersecting lines_is the
union of two perpendicular planes each of which is perpendicular to
the plane of the given lines and codntaining the bisectors of the 'angles
contained in the union of the twc; lines..

5, In Exerciiie l we proed VIZI the angle- laisectors. of -a-djacer;t.
sUpplthnentary angles are perpendicular. So, ,all that remains is
to show that if the angle bisectors of coplanar axigles sharing .

a side are perpendicular then the ngleigegere adjacent and supple-
mentary that is, that the nonco on"sides of these angles are
oppositely sensed half-lines. , The as umption that the agle are
coplanar and share a qicle is ernbodie n the notation introduced in
the hint in particular, that a + b. The Assumption-that
the angle bisectors are perpendicular amountyo s_?ying.that i +

and V + ;7v .ar,-ctrthogonal that is, that + w) [ua + w(b +
Thi,,s-Ia.st reduces to la.4 b 4 1)(1 + ilW) = 0'. So,. since (ii,w)
is linearly independent, we h.:aye that,a + = 0 and, si), thitt

w(a, +:1). Since .1 is a unit vector it,'follows [on
puting the squar.e of the.norm of ] that Za(o 1)(1 ,-

nce (i.41,...4.0 is linearly independent it foll2ws %hat .a(a + 1) = 0. 4.

Since (7/, w) is linearly independent,. and v ua + b, .it follows
that a. # 0. So, a = -I, and V' =

4SG
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1. Find equations of the form 'ox + by + c = 0' for the lines h-X and
A-6 .

2. Show that if P is a poipt which belong!to cr,.has coglinates (4 z),
and is on the smite side of VI as is C then

d(P,7g)
12x fiy - 2

13

[Hint: Recall Theorem 14-17 on page 175 and the discussion-pre-,
ceding it.] I

3. Show that if P is on the siime side of he as is A then

4x .+ 3y 10

4. Given that B (CC', find an equation for the line which contains the
bisector of LABC. .

.5. Find an equation for the line which contains the bisector of LABC',
(a) by using Theorem 15-16, arid
(b) by using Exercise 1 of Part C and Exercise 4, above.

*6. Find 'equations for the linea which contain the bisectors of .LCAB .
and of LBCA, respectively. [Hint: Firsi find an equation for (Ad.
Don't expect your answers to be as "neat" as those for Exercises 4
and 5.1

3/7. Use the equations obtained in Exercises 4 and 6 to show that tile
lines containing the bisectors of the angles of QABC are concur-
rent. [Hint: The easiest way to do this is to show that the left side
of an equation for the bisector of LB is a linear combinatiori of the
left sides of equations for the bisectors of LA and LC.,Of course,
the equations must be in thg form 'ax + by + c = 0'.1

Part E
'As in Part D, all points referred to in the following exercises belong

to, a plane cr and all equations and coordinates are with respect to an
orthonotmal coordinate system far . '

1. Suppose that On and Or are described by the equations:

la + 5y 3 = a, 4x 3y + 5

Suppose, also, thatnthe point with 000rdinates (1, 1) is interior to
2...PQR. Find an equation for the line containing the bisector of
LPQR.

2. Suppose that U; V; and W have coordinates (4, 4), (0, 1), and (5, 13),
respectively;

. (a) Find an equation for the line whjch contains theibisector of
Z.UVW.

(b) F4nd ail equation for the line which contains the bisector of the
_adjacent supplements of LUVW.

4S)-'
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Answers for Part D
,

'1: . BA: 1Zx - 5y - 2 = 0; BC: 4x + 3y - 10 =
2, We ean use Theorem 14-17 by considering-the equation

be an equation fer the plane containing BA and perpen-
.

dicular to tr. For any P E Cr, d(P, BA) = d(P, r). So, by Theorem
4. 1

14-17, d(P, ir) = 112x - 5y - 21/N.1122 + 50 For P on the same
side of AB as is C, it follows by the secon'd part of Theorem 4-17

3.

of BA to

that the.coordinates (x,Y) of P must be such that (123c - 5y
(12 -2 5 6 -.2) ;,0 that4s, such 'that Zx - 5y - 2 < 0.* So,

for suCh'points, d1P, 173) = - 5y - 2)/13.
By reasoning sirnil_a_r to that in xercrise, we se1 e that if is on
the same side of BC as is A then d(P, BC) = (4x + 3y 10/5.
By Exercises, 2 and 3, P is interior.to LABC and equidistant froiii
n and BC if and only if,' for its coordinates (x, y),
-(12x 5y'- 2)/13 and (4x + 3y - 10)/5 are equal and positive. [If
they are equal and negative then P is on the bisector of LABC's
vertical angle. I So, the equation 5-(12x - 5y - 2)113 = (4x + 3y -10) 5'
is an equation of a line which contains the bisector of LABC. A
simpler equation is '8x +,y - 10 = 0'. .

. (a). In this case wOlre interested in 'points on the same side 'of BC
as is A but on the opposite side of riE3 from. C. So, by argu-
-inents like those in Exercises 2, 3, and 4 we find the equation

- 2)/13 = (4x + 3y -.10/5' or, more simply,
- By + 15 = 0'.

(b) By Exercise 1, the line we seek is perpendicular to that of
Exercise 4 and, ib , has slope 1/8. Since it also contains B
its point-slope equation is 'y - 2 = (x - 1)/8' which simplifies
to *x Sy + 15 = 0

'6, (13 + 12Mx - (13 + 5N,r2W + (104 - 2,,a)
(5 - 44)x -,(5 + 3NT2')y + (40 + 10sr2") -7-- 0

7. [(13 + 12,Thx - (13 + 5Na)y + (104 - 2N,r2)15 - [(5 - 4,12)x
(5 + 3N/1")y + (40 + 10s,C2-)]13 = [8x + y .10)1,4ta. So, any point

common to t)-ie lines containing the bisectors of LA and 4C also
belongs to the line containing the bisector of LB. There is a point
common to the first two lines since they are coplanar and, aq their'
equations show, are not parallel. [,(13 + 12N/7) + 3,472)
- -(13 + 5NTE)(5 -.4,/2") 0]

Answers for Part E.
1. x + By - 10 = 0
2. (a) 9ac 7y + 7 = 0 (b) 7x + 9y 9 = 0

Li
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15.07 Ohlering Angles by Size

Whatever method we might.use to tort angles according to size, we
would probably agree that congruent angles.have the same size. Of two
.mincongruent angles it is customary to say tliat the "shaper" one is
the smaller and the "blunter" one is the larger. _It is easy tO judge the

,..R

Z. C is srnhner tnaR 4PRQ
is interior to LPRC) and Lpfisml

Pig. 157 is

4111

relative shaipness of angles which are- related as are 4PRS and
LPRQ in the figure. This suggests that we adopt:

Definition 15,9 LC is smaller than LIC[and LI? is
larger than LC) if and only if Le is congruent to
an angle which shares a side with LR and whose
other side"is interior to LR.

Recall that, given LC and LPRQ, there is one and only one angle
-say, Z.PRS-Whitch has -/--?-P for a side, which is congruent with LC,)
and whose other side is contained in the same side of/Was is Q. [What
theorems?] Moreover, the scide ;fig is interior to LPRQ if and only if
cos Z.PRS > cos LPRQ. [Why?] So, by Definition th -9 and Theorem,

.15-8, we haVe:

Theorem 15-21 A first angle is smaller than a
second if and only if the cosine of the first angle
is greater than the cosine of the second.

t.

It is also worth recording here a theorem which is almost an immedit
ate consequence of Definition 15

Theorqm 15-22 If C is interior to LAVB.then
LAITC, Is smaller than LAVR.

,pplain; Why `almost"?)

TC 2.34

For Theorem 15-2Z weineed, besides Definition 15-9, the fact
that an angle [LAVC] is congruent to itself and the fact that if C is .
Interior -to LAVB then so is each point 'of

The properties of isometrics which underlie properties (1) (iii)
of cong,rpence, are, for (i), that "d is an isorn,etry for (ii), that the'
inverse Nan isometrY is an isometry, and for (iii), that a resultant
of isometrics is an isometry.

Suggestions fo r t14 exercises of section 15.07f , -

?art A and the discussion pr.eceding it should be treated in class.
Part B and xeicises 1-6 of Pa'rt can be used for homework.
Exercise 6 of Part C and Part D should be tpacher dikected.

4 9
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.

We have seen in tce preceding,chapter that th)s relation of bei,ng con-
graentAitas some 'of the properties of the relation.Of being identical
to. Foe eTanmile,

(4)- LA =4:7 LA LA -= LA
1. .(ii). LA LB LB LA LA = LB -7.* 4B = LA

Niii) (LA -LB and z43 (LA =. 4C)
* LA --- ZA Lc

In other words, both congruence...and identity are (i) refleiive, (ii) sym-
metric,. and (iii) transitive..That identity has theie pivperties follows
from our rules of logic, alone; that conkruence has th!w Properties
folk)* [by oti,t rules, of logic] from properties, of Isoinetries. [Whet

The same properties pilpongruence [at least, for angr,es] also-follow
from the corresponding properties pf identity ana.Theorem - 8. This
suggests that, by using Theorem 15-21, we can' obtain'properties of
the relation of being smaller than [for angles] from prorterties of the
greater-than relation for real nurpbers.

Exercises .

Part A
Use Theorems 15-8 and 15-21 [and real nuFnber theorems] to es-

tablish each of the following. In each case, give the corresponding
poptulate or, other theorft concerning greater-tham
1. Of two noncongruent angles, one is smaller than the other.
2. No angle is small:er than itself.
3. If a first angle is smaller than a second, and the Second is smaller

than a third, then the first angle is smaller than the third.
4: If LA P5. LB, and LB is smaller than LC, then LA is smaller than

Part B -

` 1. Prove:

11

-Theorem 15-23 If, in LABC and LPQR,QP =.13A
and QR BC then LPQR ie smaller than LABC
if and only if PR < AC:

2. Suppose that".AABC is an isosceles triangle with base B-7":- that
AB 5 = AC, and that BC = 6.'
(a) Make use of Theorem 15- 23 to show that LABC is nbt smaller

than LACB.

491

AnsErs for Part A
1.

3

TC 235

Since, of two real numbers, one is greater
by Theorem 15-21 that, of two.angles Fith
smaller than the other. And by Theorem
anglts h'ave different cosines,
Since no'real number is greater than itself
is greater than itself. So, bV The'orern 15-
than itself. e

tlian'the other it follows,
different cosines', one is"
15-8, noncongruent

.-vhe
rt,

cosine of no'angle
no angle is smalle,r

Suppose that a rst angle is smaller than a second and the sec6nd
is'amaller than a third. It follows, by Theorem 15-21, that the,

#31. cosine of the' fi st angle is greater than the cosine of the second /
angle and the c sine of-tee second angle is. greaVr than the cosine
of the third. Si ce if a fiiest real number is greater than a secondf
and the second i greater than a third, then the first real number
is greater than he third it follows that the. cos.ine -of the first angle
is greaterthan t ie cosine of the third angle. So, by Theorem 15-211,
the fkst angle "th. smaltq thanethe third angle. Hence if a firlit
angle is smaller than a second, and the 'second. is smaller than a
third, then the fi st angle is smaller than the third.

4. SuppoSe that LA LB and 'LB is smaller than LC. It follows, by
Theorem 15-8, that cosZA = cosLI3 and, by Theorem 15-21, that
cos LB > cos LC. Hehoe, cos LA > cos LC and, so, by Theorem
15-21, LA is smallerthan LC. Hence, if LA LB, and LB is
smaller than LC, then LA is smaller than LC.

a

Answers fo'r Part B
1. By ENercise 2,of Part D On page 218, cos/4:7) > cos B if and

only if PR < AC. So, by Theorem 15-21, LQ is smaller than
LB if and only if PR < tAC.

2. (a) Consider LABC and LB. Siece AB = AC and DC CB,
ethe'conditions of Theor,m 15-23 haeld. But AC AB,

'therefore, LABC is not smaller than LACB.

1
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Part

(b) Now, aliow,that LACE is not smaller than ZABC.
(c) What do the results in (a) and (b)..suggest? Is this a familiar

result?
(d) Let D be the point of BC(such thatD, 5. Show that AD 6.

and use thiii fact to sliow that LA is* smaller than LBAC.
,(e) Is the angle opposite the base of an isosceles triangle always

larger than the other angles of the triangle?-.Explain.
3. Suppose.that Aill3C is such that AB = 5, BC = 6, and AC = 8.

LetD be Cie point on AC such that AD 7 6. [Draw a picture.]
(a) Show that BD < 8.
(b) Show that LA is smaller than LAI3C. Ass-

(

A. rsing the procedure suggested in Exercir 3, give an argument to
'

support the following: ."
a first side of a triangle is longer than a second side.of

ihe triangle then the angle opposite the first side is larger
than the iingle oppOsite the second side. .

5. In each of the following, you are given the length;ii of the three
sides of a triangle. In gach case, you are to order the angleS of tie
triangle according to size fromnlargest to smallest.
(a) AB = 3, AC = 6# B9 8 (b) AB = 13, Bd = 12, 'AC 5

Ac = 12
7

Definition is-10
(a) A tight angle is an angle who.ge sides are

"perpendicular. .

(h) An acute angle is an angle which is smaller
than a right angle.

(c) An obtuse angle is an,angle which is larger
than a right angle.

1- Show that an angle js a right angle if and only if its coSne..is ()ia
an acute angle if anil only if its cosine is positive, are an obtuse
angle if and only if its cosine is negative.
.(a) Suppose that an angle is obtuse. What kind of an angle is a

supplement of the given angle? Explain.
(b) What kind of an angle is a supplement of an.aoute angle? Ex-

plain. ,

(c) Is there an angle which is its own, supplement? Justify your
answer.

3. Show that any two right angles are congruent, any angle congru=
ent to an ficute angle is acute, and any angle congruent to an
obtuse angle is obtuse.

4,3

Ans

2.
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were for Part B [cont.] 1.

(b)

(c)

4.

(e)

Since AB AC, LACB is notirsmaller than LABC.
It follows from Exercise 1 of Part A and parts (a) and (b)
that LACB LAB,C. Yes, it is a familiar result that the base
angles of an isosceles triangle are congruent.
Since A.D < DC + AC 1 + 5 it follows that AD < 6. Now,
consider ADBA and ABAC. 43):? = AB, BA = AC, and
DA < BC. So, by Theopern 15-23, ZDBA is sznaller than
LI3AC.

A

No. The angle opposite the base of an isosceles triangle is
larger than the otlibr angles if and only if the base is longer
than the other sides.

(a) Since BD ,CD + Bc + 6 it follows that BD < 8.
(b) Consaer ABAD and AABC. DA = CB, AB BA, and

BD < CA. So, by The6rena415-..23, LA is smaller,than )

LAI3C.

In AABC,
that AD =
So, BD <
and AB =
than LABC

suppose that AC > BC. Let D be' the point of AC such
BC. Then ED < DC + BC ez (AC - BC) + BC = AC.
AC. Comparing LDAB and LABC, we have AD = BC I

AB. Since BD < AC, it follows that LDAB is smaller

) LA, LB, XC (b) LC? LA. LB (c) LC LA, LB (d) LB, LC,a1

connection with Definition 15-10(a) you might point od_that we
may now say that AABC is a right triangle with hypotenuse AB iT and
only if LC is a right angle. [Compare with Definition 14-7% ]

Answers for Part C
I. If and -,.4; are unit vectors in the senseis of.the sides of an angle

then the cosine of the angle is ii7.r and is 0 if and only'if iX .1. v
that is, if and only if the sides are perpendicular. By definition,
the last is the case if and only if the angle is a right angle. It
follows, using Theorem 15-21 and Definition 15-10, that an angle
is acute if and only if its cosine. is greater than 0, and is obtuse if
and only if its cosine is less than 0. So, an angle is acute if and
only if its cosine is positive, and is obtuse if and only if its cosine
is negative.

2. (a) A suppfement of an obtuse angle is an acute angle. For LB is
a supplement of LA if and only if cos LB + cov LA = 0 and if
the latter holds for coiLA < 0 then cos LB > 0.

(b) A supplement of an acute angla.is an obtuse angle. Fr if
cos + 'cos LA =. 0, where cos LA > 0, then cos LB < 0.

(c) An angle is itv own supplement if and only if it is a right angle.
For cosLA + cosLA = 0 if and only if cos LA = 0, and
cps LA = 0 if and only if LA is a rigtt angle.

3. Any tWo right angles have the same cosine, to wit, 0, So, by
Theorem 15-8, any two right angles are congruent. Since congruent
angles have the same cosine it follows that an angle congruent to an
angle whose cosine is potitive has a positive cosine and an angle
congruent to an angle whose cosine iv negative has a negative cosine.
So, by Exercise 1, an.angle congruent to an acute angle is acnte
and an angle congruent to an obtuse angle is obtuse.

4 9 2,
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4. Consider LABC, with D. any
, Point such that C BD, and
<,..,withlg in the sense °IBA, as

shown in the picture at the
right.
( ) Show that LACE LBAC

d LECD L. ABC.
(3) Which is larger, LACE or 4 ACD? Explain.
(c) Which is the larger of LACD and LLMC?

LABC? Explain. .

5. Consider AVM, with obtuse
angle LLAIK, and with .N any

. point such that M Lay, as
shown in the picture at the

Of LACD 'and

right.
(a) How do you show that LICMAT is larger.than either LI. or LIC?
(b) Can a triangle have morg thin one of its angles obtuse'?-tx-

plain.
4

(c). Can a triangle have more than one*of its angles right? Exiiain.
(d) Given that a triangle has a right angle, what can you say about

the other two angles of the 'triangle?
6. Show that the common side of

adjacent acute angles is inte-
' rior to the angle whose sides are 4'

the noncommon sides of the,
acute angles. [Hint: Suppose
that w is the unit vector in the
sense of the commoil side and

- that and --°q are unit vectors in
the senses of the other sides.
Use Exercise 1 of Part B on

, page 208 and Exercise 1 of Part
C on page 212.l

-.7. Show aim, the wminon side of adjacent angles is interiorIo the
angle whose sides are the noncommnn siiies of the adjacent angles
if and only if the sum of the cosines of 'these angles' is positive.

Part D
1. Suppose that (--;, is orthopormal and that w is a unit vector in

Show that (i; TZ2 11) 71)i = 1.
.--t

2. Suppose that (u, 0 is orthonormai and that w unit vector, such
that (w z.--4S2 (w ii)2,=.5- 1. Show that iv e[u, v . [Hint: Let j-; be
a unit vector orthogonal to both u and v.]

r1
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Answers for Part C [cont.].

4'. (a) LACE' LBAC because these angles are Alternate' intei5or
angles formed by the transversal re of the parallel lines 'XI
and CE. ZECD LABC beCause thegc..angles are correspond-
iag.angles formed by the transversal BC of the parallel lines

and zr.. .

ZACD is larger than LACE. This will follow from Theorem
, 15-22 once we have shown that E is interior to LACD. To see

this, begin lly_poting that S[as in Exer.cise 2 of Part' ,A on page
2251, since BA and CE-have the sarn's4 sense, A,and E are op
'the same side of n. Sive, similarr, B and E are on

. opposite sides of AZ, D arid E 'Ire on the sa;ne side-of AT.'
Hence, E is interior to LACD. [See Eicercise: 4 of Part C
,on page 212. a

(c) 'Since LBAC LACE and LACD is larger than LACE it' ,

folloWs that LACD is larger than LBAC, Since LABC LEC/D
and LACD is larger than LECD [by the same argument as given
for part (b)] it follows that Z.A.CD is larger than ZABC.

5. (a) The arguments given in answer to E e cise 4 apply to anii
triangle in particular to AlcI,M.

(b) No. Referring to the notation of the figure, if LKML is obtuse
then, by Exercise k(a), LKMN is acute and, by Exercise 4,
LK and LL are smaller than ZICIAN. And, , an angle smaller
than an acute angle cannot be obtuse [since a negative number
cannot be larger than a positive number].

(c) No, by the same reasoning 'as in (b)'[and since a negative
number cannot be greater than 0].

(d) If a triangle hare a riOt angle [or an obtuse angle] then its
other.two angles are acute.

Using the notation of the hint it follows, since the angles are
adjacent, that ,,' = a + it), where b < 0, [See Definition 15-4
and ExerciEpt 1 of Fart C on page 212.1 'Since the angles are,
acute we know thgt w -.7 > 0 and '7/ 11... > 0. Since
w v = a + 0,-"v it > 04, and since ,:;u > 0 a.nd b < 0, it follows
that' > 0. So, v-;, = u(-b/a) + '7.:/a where --h/a > 0 and /a > 0,
Henc , _by Exercise 1 .of Part B on page ,-08, the common side
[who e sense is that of' %rips interior to the anile formed by the
none mmon aides [whose senses are those of u and ;'].

'7. As in Exercise 6, -V1' = illia + ;lb, whIre b < 0. We wish to show'
that a > 0 if and only if s7.,ii + ivv > 0. [For, then, 1,:v* will be
(-4,/a),+ S/4, with -b/a > 0 and /a > 0 if and only if

1,7v*.4 + w. v > 0. ] Now, '1 = :;;." = fc'v ";)a + Iii -.7)1.3 and
v = (s.7.7Tt)a + b. Combining these results we see that

1 +1-1;,; = ('.7/%1'1+ Oi7)a +. (1 + Si. -,-;)b and, so, that (1 + ii.4)(1 - b)
=, (i%11+ 1,-*V4Ia. Since 1 + ii v > 0 and b < 0 [so- that 1 - is > 0]
it follows that a > 0 if and only if 1.71, ilP + ibi -1.7 > 0 .

4 QC'
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Answers for Partl)

Since `(i.ii-s:.) is orthonormal_?nd 1.;;E jtit it follows that
4; = a+ 7,ib where,' since w (u + .;)b and

= ;)a + (;)b, a = 4;01. and b = w-; 'Since 4;4; 1,

+ (,.)112 = 1. Hence, (:".. + (4% 412 = 1: [Instead of
going through the algebra, we might merely have referred to I
Theorems 11-11 and 11-12.]
Suppose that rc is a unit vector ortho_Aonal to it and -1.7. Then (it
is orthonormal and it = i2..(4.4;) v(w .-;) + (-1t.r V) anci 1
= (-; il)2 + + (Z 7Y2. So, "w.I = 0 if and only if
(-; ii.)2 + (,*4 ii)z = 1 that is, ; e [ , ;I; ] if and 'only if
Vv II) 2 (it r. 2 1 .4 [Note that the,only.if-par.t is another
sol4ion for Exercise 1.],ft dr

1.
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3. ,-Pollowing the hint it is clear that the desired angle is
Z(A + ;.)A(A + if it is the case that (ii ;/)2 (-41e 7X)2 = I and
-N-6/ ; > 0, Since 1i; - i.1(ibv il)112 = 0../ 11)2 it followethat

rT
= tl.(; it)]/V1 (it, 2. SO, -34.; w = > 0 And,

sp, (T4,)2 + 1.:02 = 1.
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3. Suppose that LA and LB are acute angles such that (cos LA)2.
+ (cos LB)2 1. Show that there is an angle which is coughient
with LB, adjacent to LA, shares a given side with L A, and %I/dose
other side ispe,rpenclicular to the other side of-L A. [flint: Let Wbe
the limit vector in the sense of the given side of LA, and let e:be
the unit veaor in the sense of the other side of LA. Consider the

A(A + v) wher4 v is the unit vector in the zise of
) .1

15.08 Complementary Angles 6

We have defined Opplementiary angle) as being angles which ivy
congruent to adjacent angles whose noncommon sides re opposite
half-lines. In 'a siiailar vjin, we adopt:

Definition 15-11; A first and a second angte are-
comRlemeptary land each is a complement of the
other] if and only if they are congruent to adjacent
acute angles whose noncornmon sides are perpendicular
half-lines. ,..

.corno ementary
congruent

congruent

Fig. 15-19

4.

4.v

As is the case with supplementary angles, whether or not angles Life
complementary depends on their cosines:

1

Theorem 15-24 i_R and Z.,C are complementary if
*and only if cos L.R > 0, cos L.0 > 0, and
(cos 1-BY + (cos z_0)2 = 1.

W e also have.: .

Corollary Adjacent angles amcomplemeptary if and
only if they are acute and their noncommon aides
are perpendicular half-lines.
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Exercise*

Part A
1. What is the cosine of an angle which is its oivn complement? Check

your answer by using the formula in Exercise 5 of Part C, page 227.
2. Supposd that LABI' ia equilateral, and F is 'the foot Of its altktude

froin A. Show that LCAB and LFAB aresompleMentary.
3. 'Show that any angle which is cOngruent to some complement of a

gwen vile is also a complement of that angle.
4. Show that any two complements of a given angle are congruent.
5. Prove Theorem 15- 24. [Hint: Refer to earlier exercises.]
6. Prove the corbllary. IMnt: The if-part is trivial. For the only if-

part, recall Exercise 5 of Part E on page 220, and use Exercise 3
of Part D on page 238.l

Part B
Consider AABC with, as usual,

a = B, = A - C, and
B A. Show that AABC is a

right triangle with hypqtenuse Ap
if and only if L A and LB are
coniplementary. [gird: Let
D = A - a and show that the
corollary to Theorem 15 -24 can be
applied to LCAB and LBAD.1

Suppose that &IBC is a right
triangle with hypotenuse BC anfyll
that AD is the altitude of AMiC
from A, as shown at the right.
Make use of the results in Parts A
and B to do the following.
1. Show that each of the following pairs of angles are complementary.

(a) LB, LC (b) "LB, LEAD (e) LC, LCAD (d) LBAD, LCAD
2. What can you say about Lh and LCAD? AbouC and LBAD?

Justify your answers.
3. Assume that LB is its oFn complement.

(a) Show that both .AABD and AACD are isosceles'trtangles.
(b) Is AABC isosceles? Explain.
(c) -Showlhat ALI is the angle bisector of LBAC.
(4) Describe an isometry which maps AABD onto AACD. What

does this tell yoii. about LABD and AACD?
4. Let / be the line through A and parallel tOC, Given that E and F

are points of I such that A EEP and B is in the interior of' LEAC,
show that .t...EAB and LFAC are complementary.

4 09
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If you use Part A of the exercises to illustrate the ideas introduced
in this section, then Parts B and C mayle used,as homework.
Answers for Part A
1. By Theorem 15-24, an aniele is its own complement if an4 only if

the tguare of its' cosine is' /2 that is, if and only if its cosine
is N/Z/Z.
By Definition 15-11 and Exercise 5 of Part C on page
angle is its otit complemeUt if and oniy if its cosine is (1 + 0
that is, if and only if its cosine is NWZ.

Z. By Theorem 15-19, AF is the angle bisector from A of AABC.
We have seen earlier that cos LCAB [Exercase 5(e) of
Part C on page 218]. It foll9wa by Emarcisx_5 of Part C on
plge 227] that cos LFAB = '41(1 + 1/2)/2. = N/3/2, Sine 2 and
43/2 are both positive and the sum of their Squares is it
follows by Theorem 157.34, that LCAB and LFAB are corn ementary.
Suppose that LB Is a complement of LA and that LC LB. It
follows by Theorem 15-24 that cos LA and cos LB are positive and
that (cos ZA)2 + (cos ZI342 = 1; and it follows by Theorem 15-8 A

that 'cosLC = cosLB. So, cosLA and cosLC are positive and
(cosLA)2 + (cosLC)2 = 1 Wham e, by Theorem 15-24, LC is a
complement of L'A.

--

4. Suppose that LA Baia LB are complerneryts of the same aligle. It
follows from Theorem 15-24 that cos LA >, 0, cos LB > 0, and
(Cos LA)2 = (cos LB)2. So, it follows that, cos LA c'os LB and, by
Th4rem 15-8, that LA, LB.

5/ The if-part has been established in Exercise 3 of Pa t D on page
238. Suppose, then, that LR and LC are compleme y and let
LAVB and ZBVD be adjacent acute angles congruent to anci LC,
respectively, which arm, such that VX 1 VD. Let u, an be
unit vectors in the senses of"V , 413, and 75, respectively. It
follows that (II, -4) is orthonorrnal and that ill E [ii, v J. SO, by
Exercise 1 of Part D, + = "'"' that is, (ccniLAVB) 2
+ (cos LBVI))2 = 1. Since LAVB and LBVD are acute angles,
cosLAVB' and- cosLBVD are positive, Since, by Theorem 15-8,
cos ZR = cos LAVB and cos LC := cos ZBVD it follows that

c,cos'LR > 0, cosLC > 0, and (cosLR)2 + (cos LC)2 = 3.
6. The if-part is a trivial consequence Of Dehnition 1541 because

each anglelis congryent to itielf. Suipose, then,that LABC and
LC1317 are complementary-adjacent angles. It follows from the
theorem-that cos LABC > cos CBD- -> 0, arui
(cos LABC)2 + (co5LCBD)2 = 1. By Exercise 5 of Part E on
page 220, LCBD is the only angle with side BC whicR is adjacent..
to LA4.BC and whose cosine is posLCB1D. By xercise 3 of Pa"rt
D on page 238, there is such an angle which, in addition has its
side otheT than BC perpendicular te, nip- it follows that BD 1. Tal.
So, adjacent complementary angles have their noncommon sides
pe rpe ular.

0
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Answer for Part B
Ijet D ea- A - a. Since C = B + a it follows that) C and D are on

opposite sides of AB [Exercise 2 of Part A on page 225] -and, so, that
LCAB and LBAD are adjacent angles. By the corollary: these angles
are complementary if and only if they are acute and AC a. AD. Since
AD II BC, AC AD if and only if LC is a right angle. Also, ;

LBAD -a' LB. [Computation shows that they.have the same cosine.] So,
.

LtAB and LB are cornplementaryif and only if they are acute and LC
is a right angle. -'Suppase, now, that LC is a iight angle. It follows by
Exercise 5(dliof Part C op page 237 that LCAB ana LB are acute.
So, if LC is a right angle then LCAB and LB are complem ntary. On

the other land, we have shown that if LCA13 and LB ave co plernentary

th'en LC is a right angle. Hence, in AABC, LA and LB are comple-
mentary if and oply if LC a right angle that is, if and only if AABC

is a right triangle with hypotenuse X.

Aoswers for Part C
1. (a) LB .and LC are complementary because

of right AABC.
(b) ,LB and LBAD are complementary because 41-ley are acute

angles of righf ABAD.
(C) - LC and LCAD are complementary because they are acute

'angles of,right ACAD..
(d) LBAD and LCAD are complementary because they are acute

adjacent angles whose noncommon sides are perpendicular.
[They are complementary, also,tbecause, by e4rts (a), (b),
and (c), they are complements of complementary angles; and
it is eaaily proved that complements of complementary angles

,are complementary.)
.

2. LB 'Le LCAD because their sides can be matched so that corre-
sponding sides are perpendieulki and, since both are acute, they
cannot be siipplementary, For the same reason, LC LBAD.
[Another reason for the-congruence of LTS and ZGAD is- that both
are completnents of .LBAD, by Parts (b; and (d) of Exercise 1,,

Similarly, LC and LBAD are comilements of LCAD and, so, are'
cengruent.

they are acute angles

7
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Answe rs ,fo r_ Pa rt C [cont.]
I.

(a) .Since LB is its own complement it is congruent to its
complements, LBAD and LC. Also, LB is congruent to LCAD.
It follows that ABAD and ACAD have congruent angles at B
and A and at C and A, respectively. So, _LBAD and A CAD
are isosceles, the respective bases being BA and CA.

(b) As in part (a); AABC hals congruent angles at- B 'and, C. So,
it is isosceles, with base 1-3-t
It follows from Theorem 15a19 that the altitude AD to the

, base of isosceles AABC is the angle bisector of the triangle
from A. So, n is the bisector of LBAD.

(d) Irhe reflection in the plane containing n and perpendicular ti)
TCR maps each of A and D on,itself and maps B on C.
[Recaell that, by Theorem 15-18, the altitude from'A is the
median from A.] So, this reflection is an isometry which,. by
Theorem 14-27, Maps -AABD onto AACD. It follows that
AABD AACD.

4. Since E and C on opposite sides of I r3 it follows that"E - A
and C''- B have opposite senses and, so, F - A and B - C have
opposrte senses. So, F anti B are on opposite sides of "A-6. Renee,
LEAB and 'LB, a's well as LFAC and LC are congruent Las alternate
intrior angles]. Since LI3 and LC are complementary,, so are
LEAB and LFAc.

(e)

*
Sample Quiz

Given right AABC with hyp otenuse BC, aaaune,that Ali = 5.
AC = 12, and that At is the angle bisector from A.
1. Compute BD, DC, and cosLABC..
2. Compute AD. [Exprest answern simplest radical form.
3. Order' the angles iof AABD according to size from largest to

smallest.
Key to Sample Quiz
1. 65/17; 156/17; /13 [See \Exercisave, page 218 .1

41221,2 65. 5 52604//17 [AD2 _ _ a `1,71 IT L3 172' '
52. 122 2 1

172 '
3. LADB, LABD, LBAD [This follows fyorn the fact that

tB > AD > BD. ,

[Note; The result of Exercise 2 of the Sample Quiz _suggests the follow-
ing theoiern; ""or

Given right AABC with hypotenuse EZ, AB = c, and
AC = b, the angle bisector from A' has measure
bca/(h+ c).

This is an' appropriate prothem to assign as extra-credit work or as an
"doriginal" on a examination. The algebra in the proof, based on the

.0)cosine law, ia no difficult.]
1
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15.09 Sines of Angles

--a ,

When dealing with vectors a and b we have frequently made use
of the vector

7. 7. (a M
a kW)

This last vectorr is orthogonal tor? and, in fact, is in the direction which
0 orthogonal to [b) and i&contained in [a, TA. yore specifical, the

ri#1

, Fig-15-20

vector (*) is the projection of-inn the bidirciion Ai Since (*) belongs
to 14 4nd is orthogonal tor), th9 square 'of the norm of(*) is the dot
product of Zwith (*):

a - bI-C; Tr))
I b

The numerator of this last fraction is also familiar. As you should re-
call,, its value is nonnegative, and this vahie is zero if and only if (a, b)
is linearly dependent. Moreover, for a and b not 0,

.Et211112.taiT)2 =11411412(1 -

Hence, in case _the 'senses of a and b *are those of the sides of LC, the
norm of (*) is

OV1-- (cos z_c)2.

5 oj3
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Explanation of the range of sin: Suppose jaiven a number, a such'
that < a < 1. It follows that 0. < il - a2 s 1 and, so, that there
is an angle illy, such that cos LC = a2. so,

- (cos LC)2 = Ia I and, since a, > 0, it follows by Definition 15#.#12
that sinLC = a Hence, for any positive number not greater than 1,
there is an angle whose sine is that number. [If, in addition, a * I

then there are noncongruent angles which have a as sine. For, we can
choose .so that cos LC = - a2 and, as above, show that
sin LC. = a. ]

Xn angle whose sine is 1 is an angle whose cosine is .0 that is,
is a right angle.

'Supplementary angles have the same sine.
.The sum of the -squares of the sines of complementary angles is 1.

[Apply Definition 15-12 to each di a pair of complementary angles.]
* * *

Suggestions for the exercises of section 15.09:
(i.) Part A and the discussion pre6eding should be developed in class.

Be sure. to 'illustrate applications of Definition 15-12,
(ii) Parts B and C may be used as homework.

(tii). Part D may be developed a-s a class project.

It

4

a
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So, (cos Lo2 is the ratio in which an interval contained in ohe
side of LC is foreshortened when it is projected into a plane perpen-
dicular to the ether side of LC. Finally, V1 - (cot LC)2 is referred to
implicitly in Theorem 15-24. In fact, this theorem can be restated as:

LR and /.13 are complementary if and only
if LC is acute and cos i../? = Vi - (cos LC)2.

The _preceding suggests that we intioduce an abbreviation for
- (cos _)2 The usual one is 'the sine of or, merely, 'sin

We do so in:

11 Definition 15-12 -sin LC Vi - (cos LC)2

Notice that the sine of any angle is a positive 'number which is not
greater than 1 and that, given any such number, there is an angle
which has this number as itasine. [Explain.] What can you sly of an
angle whose sine is 1? What can you say about the sines of supplèMen-
tary angles? About the sin& of complementani angles?

Exercises

Part A .

Earlier we learned that, for any linearly independent vectors a
and r),

(") FA ?cos 2.Ack

where C; = A Càyxd=B - C. Thus, knowing the norms of a,
-6; and b - a, we can make use of (**) and compute the cosine of a
given angle, Z. ACB. And, making.use of Definition 15-12, we can

:compute the sine of that angle. In each of the following, you are
given some information qbout b, and b a. You are to do the re-
quired computations.
1. A

C.

Given: IR = 16, NI = 14, and
13

Compute: cos LC, sin LC, and
the length' AD of the
perpendicular from A to

D

2. Given the same information as in Exercise 1, let E 1e suCh that
B Eff. Compute cas LB, sin LB, cos LABE, and sin LABE.

.TC 241

Answers for Part ,ft.
.1. cosZC = 3/5; sinZC =7 4/5;
2. SOs LB = 5/13; sin LB = 12/13;

AD = 12
cos LAI3E' = -5 13; 'sinZABE = 1 2/1.3

TC 242 (1)

3. AB = 13; cosLA = 5/13; sinZA = 12/13; cos LB = 12/13;
sinLB = 5/13; AD = 25/13; CD = 60/13

4. cos LACEY = 12/13; sinZACD 5/13; cos LDCB = 5/13;
six ZDCB = .12/13

5. cos LA = 13/20; cos LB = 37/40; cos = -5/16;
'sin 4A = 423-1720; sinni = 41-31/40;, sinLC = N.r2/16
[If students are strua by ihe ubiquity of INTE.CP , you may .be able

to 'nudge them into discovering that, with d = sr-n-1780, sin LA da,
sin LB = db, and sin LC = dc. If. so, they will have discovered an
instance of the Sine Law TheoreT 16-4 on page 259]

6. CD 7- Nri3-175 [Recalling the discussion preceding thei.exercises,
CD = 8 sin LB = 4 sinZA];, AD = 13/5 4 Cos

cos LACD = 42-3-1/20,,; ,sinZACD = 13/20; cos LBCD Na-3-1740;

sin LBCD = 37/40
7, .Ag = 26/5; cos LACE = 31/200; sin ZACE = 13Nri-31/200
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.Answers for Part B
11

i. iSee, (**) on page 241 and Definition 15-12. ]
1

2. Congruent angles have the same sine; supplementary angles h ave.
the same sine. For congruentangles have the same cosine and the
cosines of supplementary angles are opposites and ppposites have
the same square. [See Definition 15-12. ]

3. Angles which have the same sine are either congruent or supple-
mentary. For, if sin ZB = sin eC then, by ,Definition 15-12,-
(cos LB)2 = (cos LC)2 and, so, cosZB cos LC -or cos LB + cosLC= 0.
(a) cos LB = sin ZA; sinZB = cos ZA; If ZA and LB are comple-

mentary then both are acute and (cos ZA)2 + (cos LB)2 .= 1. It
follows that dos LB -= N/1 - (cow ZA)2, = sin ZA and sin LB
= NA"- (cos LE1)2 = cos ZA.1 [Note that it is essential for this
a-rgument that cos LB > 0 and cos ZA > 0, ]

"(b) Given that ZA is acute and sinZA = cos ZI3 it follows that ZA
and LB are complementary. For, 'since cos LB = sin ZA > 0
it follows that LB is also acute and since cos LB = sinZA
= - (cos ZA)2 it follows that (cos ZA)2 + (cos Z13)2 = 1.

S. (a) If .sineBAC = 1 then cosIBAC = 0 and, No, ZBAC is a right
angle By Theorem 15-7 there is jiist one right angle which
has AB as oneside and its other side on a given side of I.

.(b) -Since sinZBAC < 1, cosZBAC # 0 ana, so, -cosZBAC
* cos ZBAC. There is, by Theorem 15-7 just one anIg
say, eBAD whose cosine is -cos ZBAC, which has BA
as one side and whose other,side is on the same side of 1
as is A. Since this angle is supplementary to ZBAC, it

./Chas the same sine as does ZVAC.
(c) There are two'auch angles. They are the angles with AB as

side and with other side on the same side of 1 as is AC and
whose cosines are 41 a2 and -,41 - a2. By Theorem 15-7
there is just ond angle of e.ach kind and, by Definition 15-12,
anit angle whose sine is 'as has one of the specified ¢osines.

_
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3. .s

t:

Given: rill 6, = -12, and
a b

Compute: AB, cow LA, sin LA,
cos LB, sin Z137.AD,

A D 8 and CD
4. Given the same information as in Exercise 3. Compute cos L ACD,

sin LACD, cos LDCB, and sin LDCB.
5. Given: L\ ABC, with side-ineas-.,

ures,as indicated.
Compute: cos GA, cos LE,

cos'GC, sin LA, sin [B,
and sin GC.A 10

6. Given AABC as described in Exercise 5, let VT) be its altitude
from C. Compute CD, AD, cos LACD, sin LACD, cos LBCD, and
sin LBCD.

7. Given &IBC as described in Exercise 5, let E be the point on line
VB such that AACE is isosceles with base AE. Compute AE,
cos LACE, and sin LACE.

Part 13
1. Consider LACB, where 7. A - C and B C. Shqw that

sin L.ACB = voqb1
f.s.

(a b)2

[Fe

2. What can you say about the sines of two,congruent angles? About
the sines of two supplementary angle's? Give arguments in support
of your answers. . .

3. Suppose that twa angles have the same sine. What ean you say
about the angles? Give an argument to support your answer: L

4. Consider an acute angle. GA, and another angle, LB.
(a) Given that G A and LB are cvmplementary, what can you say

about cos LB? About sin LB? Explain your answers.
. (b) Assume that sin G A .= cos GB. What can.you say abciut LA

and GBTRx-plaiii your answer.
5. Suppose that A and B are two points of a line 1, and that C I.

(a) Given flat sin LBAC = 1, what can you say about LBAC?
How many angles have the same sine as GRAC, have TCB as
one side, and have the other Side on the same side of l a s is AC?
Explain your answers.

(b). Assume that sin LBAC < 1. Show that there is an ang.14 say,
[BAD which is different from [BAC, whose side AD is en.
the same side ofl as is AC, and whose sine is that of LBAC.

(c) Given any number a such that 0 < < 1, hoW many angles
2 are there whose sine is a, which have )1"B as one side, and whose
other sides are on the side ofl which contains AC?Justify your
answer.
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There are a ;lumber of theorems concerning sines which are analo-
gous to some of our earlier theorems concerning cosines. Some which
are suggeSted by the exercises just completed are:

Theorem 15-25 sin LACB 142 ilk? (cie tr)2

11 where a = Z C and 71-; = B C. IR

11

Theorem 15-26 Angles are congruent or supple-
. mentary if and only if they have the same sine.

Theorem 152-27 Given a number a such that
0 < a < 1, and given a half-line r, there are
two and only two angles whose sine is a, which
have r as one side, and whose other sides are
on a given side of the line which contains r.

Theorem 15-28 Two angles are com lementary if
and only if one of them is acute andfits sine is the
cosine of the other.

Notice that the cosine of an acute angle is the sine of any complement
of that angle.

PaA C

r"-

1. Show that, for any LA, (cos L. A), (sin LA)2 = 1J
' 2. Complete each of the following.

, (a) Given that LA is obtuse and sin LA = cos LA.=
(b) Given that LA is Etiolate and sirrLA = Cos LA
(c) Given that sin LB = -14 and LC is a complemeni.: of LB,

cos LC = and sin LC =
(4) Given that LA and , GC are supplementp and cos 2p =

sin LA = "

(e) AARC is such that. AB = 13, BC = 14, and AC 15-.

sin LA = and sin LB =
3. In each of the following, you are given a picture and sgme informa-

tion about it. D9 the indicated comPutations.
(a) A (b)

D

24

8 D- C

Compute: BC, BD, AD,
sin z_B, and

, sin LCAD

10

E 16

Given: cos .Z.D
Compute: EG, GF, cos LDEG,

sin LF: and
sin L.GEF
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Answers for Part C
1. [This comes directly from Definition 15-12. 3

z. NPF/4

12Nr3-2/1/3; 5 / 13 (d) 43/2
(e) 56/65;. 1 2/13

3. (a) BC = 25; BD 77 49/25;. AD = 168/25; sina3 = 4/25;

sinLCAD ,= 24/25
(b) [DG = 6] EG = 8; OF = 80-; cosZDEO 7: 4/5; sinLF,= 1/2;

4

sinIQEF = 072
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Answers for Part C [coat.

4. (a) .(4 34-TY710 [Use (**) of Part A on page 241.]
4 1 3 la 4 - 3q-T(b) 5.2 5 2 10

(c) They are equivalent.
Answers for Part D
1. Since LP1 and L132 are adjacent it follows by Definition 15-4.that

Q and R are on opposite aides of 151.
2. Since Q and R are on opposite sides of M it foliows by. Exercise

3 of Part 13 on page 212 that ; - (:).,) and it - vi(iiw) have
opposite senses. .;

4.
- (r ;4.)2; fi - 6.tai02

b'06;*.`..v))/41 *-47)2; Nil 7 cit.;,02.
5. The angles are supplementary; so, the sum of their cosines is O.
6. By Exe rc i se s 4 and 5, [ . - fir )414., )1/41'1 i4; I.; P

# (u-4)2. So, li+; -

that is,
cos LQPR = cos LP1 cos LP.2 - sin LP1 sin ZP2.

ql
4
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Part D

ft

4. (a) Given the information ill Exercise 3(b), complite cos LDEF.
(b) Evaluate the expresSion:

cos LDEG cos LFEG - sin 4,DEG sin 4FEG

(c) Compare your results in (a) and (h).

Suppose that LP, and LP, are
adjacent angles which are not sup-
plementary, as shown in the pic-
ture at the right,. Let u, u?, and v
be the unit vectors Q P, - P,
Eind R P, as shown.

1. Q and R are on opposite sides of :Why?
2. Show that the vectors V - u-rv' 47) and

poaite senses.
TAT;

,

w) have op-,

S. What is the norm of V - iv(v iv)? Of Tt' rt,(7;- ro?
4. Compute the dot products with of the unit .veCtors in the senses

of3 - 17(v 7 ..-S) and u - iv).
What is the relationshiv between angles whose cosines are the
numbers you comPuted in Exercise 4? What does this tell you about
these cosines?

6. Make use of your results so far to show that

cos LQPR = cos LP, cos LP2 - ssin 4P, sin LP,.

15.10 Dihedral Angles

We have found the notion of angleto be a quite useful one. Basically,
angles are two-dimensional olljects, for any two noncollinear rays with
the same vertex_are. contained -7
exactly one plane and planes are
two-dimensional objects. Ala ana-
logue in 3-dimensional1space to an
angle is a dihedral atzgte, Which is .

the union of two nancoplanar half-
planes with a common edge. The
half-planes which make up a given
dihqdral angle are sometitnes
called the faces of the dihedral
angle

Fig. 15-21
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In referring to Er dihedral angle, it is customary to give a "fout point"
name by npmthg a point in one face, two points on the edge, and a point
in the other face. For example, the dihedral angle picture in Fig. 15- 21

is LD-AB-C. [Read 'Lb-AB-C' as 'dihedral angle D,A,B,C'.] Alternate
trays of referring to this same dihedral angle are LD-BA-C', 'LC-AB-
13', and `LC-BA-D'. [This corresponds t9 "thtee point" names forangles,
such as `LABC'J

Oxercises

Part A
1. Givet two intersecting planes, how many dihedral angles are con-

tained in their union7
2. Suppose that P-QR-S is a dihedrar angle.

(a) Llive the two planes whose union contains LP-QR-S..
(b) What is the edge of the given dihedral angle?
(c) Give at least two other ways of referrinig to LP-QR-S.

3. Fold a piece of cardboard so as to form a model of a dihedral angle.
Mark a point A on the edge of the dihedral angle and draw, a ray
AB in one of.ita faces. -

(a) Praw a ray AC in the other face so that LBAC is acute.
(b) Draw a rayAD in the other face so that LBAD is obtuse.
Cc) Now, try to locate, a ray -"say, AiIn the other face so that

a3AE is right.

4e Of which of the following miggt the intersection of a plane and a
dihedral angle consist? Explain yOur answerb.
(a) A link. " (b) 'A point.
(c) Two paralll lines. (d) Two intersecting lines.
(e) An angle. (f) Two digjoint rays.

5. Suppose that PQ is the edge of a
d;ledral angle and the points A,
B, C, and D AFe choien in the
faces of the dihedral .egle so
that the raYs PA, PB, QC, and
rip9

are perpSndicular to P-4, as,*.
shown in the picture at the
righL

(a) What can you say about LAPB and LUID7 Explain your an-
.

(3) Suppose thai APB is .a right angle: What cen you saY about
the faces of LA-PQ.D? About LCQD? Explain your answers.
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Answers for :part A
1. Four.
2. (a) P611, and SQR

(b) QR "sr.\
(c) The most obvious answers are the following:

LS-QR-P, LS-RQ-P, ZP-RQ-S
3. [It ts probably best fo have this done as seatwork, discussing the

results when all the students have had a chance to see "what is
going on" with their own models. For making the models, index
cards should serve quite well.]

4. (a)

(b)

Yes. Any plane which contains -the edge of a given dihedral
angle and does not contain either of the faces of the dihedral
angle is 'such that its intersection with.the dihedral angle .

consists of a line,
No. Any plane which cont.:line a point of a given dihedral angle
intersects the plane of one of the faces in a line. If this line-is
parallel to the edge of the dihedral angle, it either is the edge
or. is contained in one a the faces of the dihedral angle, so that
the intersection of the plane and dihedral angle consists of a
line. If this line is not parallel tO the edge then it intersects
the edge, so that the intersection of the plane arid dihedral angle
contists of an angle. In any case, the intersection cannot con-
sist of a point. ,

(e) Yes. Any plane which is parallel to the edge of a dhedral angle
axid intersecting both facgs of the dihedral angle is such that its
interiection with the dihedral angle consists of two parallel lines.

(d) /kit). By the argument in (b), we 'can obtain tvio rays with the
same vertex as the faces .of a dihedral angle are half-planes.

(e) Yes. See the argument in (b).
(f) .No. A plane cannot contain exactly two points of the edge of a

dihedral angle and, for the intersection of a plane and a dihedral
angle to consist of two disjoint rays, that would have to be the
case

5.. (a) They are .congruent, for their corresponding s'ides are "in the
same sense. .

-(b). The facp a of -ZA.'PQ-D are-perpendicular ha lf-planes, for they
are subsets of perpendicular planes. ICQD is 41 right angle,for

.1 it is congruentto right LAPS.

es
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8. Qmsider the .angle, L APB, described in Exercise 5. L APB is a
subset of L A-PQ-D. Describe another dihedral angle which has

. LAPB akone of its subsets. Are the sides of 4..APB perpendicular
to,the edgia of any one of these other dihedral angles?

The angles, L APB and LCQD, described in Exercise 5, above, are
sometimes called plane angles of the dihedral angle, LA-PB-D.
definition, a plane angle of a dihedral angle is an angle which is a sub-
set_of the dihedral angle and who& .sjdeturgie_rPeaskdax. IPA@ Age
of the dihedral angle.

Part ,B
1. How many plane angles does a given dihedral angle have?
2. What can you say about the plane angles of a dihedral angle?
3. Can the intersection of a plane and a dihedral angle be a plane

angle of the dihedral angle? Explain.
4. Suppose that L APB and LCOD are plane angles of LA-PQ-B and

LC-OR-D, respectively, and that L APB a L COD. Do you think
that LA-PQ-B and LC-OR-D are congruent? [Remember, tS an:
swer 'Yes.' means that you believe there is an isometry , which
maps one of the diliedral angles onto the other.) Justafy Your an-

, swer. 4
5. Suppose that we define the cosine of a dihedral angle to be the co-

sine of any of its plane angles. How would you define, the fol-
lowing.
(a) acute dihedral angle
(b) right dihedral' angle
(0) obtuie dihedral angle
.(d), supplementary dihedral angles

& Suppose that plane angles,
LAPB and LCQD, of"LA-PQ-
D arexight angles [so that LA:
PQ-D is a right dihedral angle]

-and thatAP- Kt- Cct QD
8 and PB 15, as shown in

the picture at the right.
(a) Find AB, Ai% PP, AD, CD,

QB,. and CB.
(b) 'Find the cosine values of

LABP, LADP, LCDQ,
LCPQ, and LCBQ.

(e) Order the angles given in
(1)) according to size from
smallest to largest.
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Answers for Part A [cont.] I
6, Choose any line which contairks P atx1 is not a subset df either plane

Which contains a face of LA-PO-D. The union of the two half-planes
with this line as edge and containing A and B is a dihedral angle
one of whose subsets is LAPB. Since, 156 is the only line which
contains P and is perpendicular to A.P.B, we have that the sides of
ZARB are not perpendicular to the edge of the newly constructed

. dihedral angle. Thus, LAPB is not a plane angle of that dihedral
angle.

Answers for Part B
.4, --Infinit-ely many:- -10ne fo-r- each point -of the-erlge-of the. dihedral

angle.]
2. They itre all congruent.

13. Yes. Any plane which is perpendicular to the edge of a dihedral
angle is such that its intersection with the dihedral angle is an angle
whpse sides are perpendicular to that edge and whose vertex is on
that edge. Ands, such an angle is a plane angle of the dihedral Angle,

4. Yes. Let f be any, isometry which maps LAPB onto LCOD. We
lose no generality by assuming that PA OC and PB = OD. Then,
f(A) = C, f(P) = 0, -and f(B) = D. Also, f maps the line through
P 'and perpendicular to AVB onto the line through 0 and perpen-

, dicular to COD. Thus, f maps ra onto b-1. Hence, f maps
LA PQ-B onto LC-OR-D.

5, (a)

(b)

c)
(d)

6. (a)

(b)

(C)

One whose cosine is positive.
One whose cosine i 0.

-One wh6se cosine is negative.
A pair of dihedral angles the sum of whose cosines is 0.
AB .= 17; (t,Q 84i; pp = 1311; AD = BO; CD = fi'sr2; QB = 17;
CB

15/17; NriTi; Nri/z; 17/4,513
LCI3Q, LAB?, ZADP, (CDR 1CPQ

G

. .
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'Vocabui;frif eammary

angle ,

vertex of
side of
,interior of
exterior of
plasie of

sine of
bisectoi of

vertical angles
adjacent angles
right angle
acute angle

Definitions

15-1.

15-2.

t
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obtuse angle
dihedral angle

faces of
edge of
plane angles of

supplementary angles
complementary angles

_

opposite sides of /
same side of /

.

angIe bisectors of a triangle
transversal
alteinate interior angles
corresponding angles
consecutive interior angles,

An angle ia a set of points which is the union-of two noacol-
linear rays which have the same vertex.
(a) C is interior to LAVB if and only if there exist points X

and Y on VA and Vg, respectively, such that
C -- V - V) + (Y- V).

cb) C is exterior te L AVB if arid only if C E A VB but belongs
neither to L AVB nor to the iitterior of LAVB.

15-3. (a) P and Q are on 'opposite sides of I if and only if neither P
; nor Q belongs to I but PQ 1 p.

(b).P and Q are on the same side of/ if and only ifP and Q are
[together] coplanar with 1 tnit PQ n I 0.

15-4. ,Two angles are adjacent if ind only if they have a common
. side and their other sidea are on opposite sides of the line con-

, taining their common side.
. The Coigne oraii angle is the dot product of the.unit vectorain
the senses of the sides of the angle.

15-8. "and a sedond angle are supplenientary [and each -is a

nt or the other] if and only if they are congruent to
cent angles whose noncommen sides are oppegite half-

I ines.
15-7. the bisector of an angle is the half-line interior to it such that

the two angles which have this half-line for one side, and one
of the sides of the given angle for the ether, are congruent.

15-8. The angle bisector of a triangle from a given vertex is the-
interval whose endpoints are the.given vertex and the point

ANGLES

at Which the bisector of the angle of the triangle at this vertex
intersects the opposite side.

15-9. LC is-smaller than, LR [and LR is larger than LC] if and
only if Lc is congruent to an angle which shares a side with
LR and whose other side is interior to LR .

15-10. (a) A right angle is an angle whose aides are perpendicular.
(b) An aclitri angle is an angle which is smaller than a right

angle.
(c) An obtuse' angle is an angle which is larger than a right

_ angle:
15-11. A first and a second angle are compleceentary [and each is a

complement of the other] if and only if they are congruent to
adjacent acute angles whose noneomman sides are perpendicu-

, lar half-lines.
15.12. sin le = VI-7- (cos L'c)1

Other Theorems

15-1. Each segment whose endpointa are interior to an angle' is a
subeet of the interior of that angle.

15-2. (a) Each point of AB is interior to LAVB.
7b) IfC is interior to LAVB then so is each point of +VC.

(c) . C is interior to L AVB if find only ifAB intersects-1-
Corollary. It, in AABC, D e BC and 4 E CA then AD and BE inter,

. sect.
15-3 IIR1,P 1, andQ ek-iithenP and Q are on the same side of /

if and only if Q e RP, and are on opposite sidel of I if and only if
Q belongs to the opposite of RP.

15-4. L.4 VC and LIIVC are adjaCent if and only ifAB inte4ects
154. If B and C are on the same side of el7A then either C is interior

to Z. AVB, or e VB,orB is interior to LAVC.
15-6. cos z.ACB fri. -gmo I*, where-4-3.= A. - C and

B - C. .

15-7. Given a number k such that ikl < I, and given a`balf-line r,
there *is one and only one angle whose cosine is k, which has r
as one of its sides, and whose side is contained lila giyen side
of the line containing r.

15.8. Angles are congruent if and only if they have the same cosine:
15-9. Vertical. angles are congruent.
15-10: and LC are aupplementary if and only if cos cox LC

= 0.
corollaiy. Adjacent angles ate supplementary if and Only if their

noncommon sides are opposite half-lines.
15-11, If the sictes of one angle can be paired with those of another in

such 'a way that paired sides are parallel then the angles are
either congruent or supplementary. They ate congruent if
each two paired sides have the same sense or if each two paired

_.aides haLçé çDosite seses4 They are suppletieutgry itsonie
. .



.
two paired aides have the same sense and the other two paired
aides have opPosite senses.

15-12. Given angles in parallel planes, if the sides of one angle can
be paired with those of the other in such a way that paired
sides are perpendicular, then the angles are either congruent
or supplementary.

15-13. Of the angles formed by two parallel lines and a commen trans-
versal, any two alternate angles are congruent,' any two cor-
responaing angles are congruent, and any two consecutive
angles ard supplementary.

15-14. If some two alternate or corresponding angles formed by two
coplanar lines and a common transversal are congruent, or
-same two consecutive angles are supplementary, then the lines
are parallel. 4

15-15. The bisector of LAVB is the half-line with vertex V whose
sense is that 0A + rvim, where a = A - V and b =B V.

15-16. The bisector of an angle consists of those points which' are in-
terior to the angle and are equidistant frqM the Ones conteht-
ing the sides .of the angle.

15.17. In 64BC, the endpoint of AB of the angle bisector from C
vides the interval from A to B in the ratio of Of toCB.

15-18. bABC is isosceles with base AB if and o4if its angle bisector
from C is ita median from C.

15-19. LSABC is isosceles with hese AB if and only if its angle bisector
from C is its altitude from C.

15-20. The angle bisectors of a triangle are concurrent
15-21. A first angle is Mueller than a second if and only if the cosine

of the first angle is'greater thanthe cosine of the second.
15-22. IfC is interior to LAVB then LAM Is smaller than LA VII
15-26. If, in LABC and L.PQP, QP = BA and QR = BC then LPQR

is smaller than LABC if nly if PR < AC
15-24. LB and LC are comple tazy if and only if oboe LR >4 0,

cos LC> 0, and (cos LR) + (cos LCY 1.

Corollirry. Adjacent angles are complenientary if and only if they
are acute and their noncommon sides are perpendicular
half-lines.

15-25. amL4cB (-;
Aiwar

where A - C and r; =.4 - C.
1546. Angles are congment or supplementary if and only if they

have the same sine.
15-21. Given a number a such thatb < a < 1, and given a half-line r,

there are twa and only two angles whose sine iS a, which have
r ai One side, and whose other sido are on a given side of the
line which contains r. .\

15-28. Two angles are 'complementary if and only if one of thenSil
acute and its sine is the cosin4 of the other.

*kt
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Chapter Test

4

ir c = C - B, and that a and.c are unit vectors. Let D,E,F, and G be
points such that

D B + a +-
F=B+ai+ C4, and G=B+Zi+c--

1. Suppose that GC is an angle whose cosine is Vi/2. ComPute each of
the following.
(a) sin GC
(b) cos LP, where GC and LP are complementary
(c) cos GQ, where ,GC and GQ are supplementary
(d) sin LQ, where GC and GQ are supplementary

2. In AABC, AB.= 6, BC = 15, and*CA = 12. Suppose that AD and
BE are the angle bisectors from A and B, respectively,
(a) Compute BD, DC, AE, and EC. .

(b) Let P be the point of intirsection of AD arid BE. In'what ratio
does P divide the segment from A to D? The segment from B

. to E?
(o) Compute cos LA, cos LB, andcos LC.

3'. Assume that cos LA = cos LB = Cos LC = 1, and cOs
=
(a) Whii of the angles are acute and which are obtuse?
(b) Order the angles according to size from smallest to largest.
(c) Which, if any, of the angles are complementary?
(d) Which, if any, of the angles are aupplementarr

4. Suppose that LABC is a right angle, that a --444 B and

(a) Which of LABLYand LABE is larger? Explain your answer.
(b) Which is the larger of LCBG and LABF?ExpiLain your answer.
(c) Show that E and F are on the same side of BS.;

(d) Show that E and G are on opi)osite sides of BD.
5. Consider the parallel lines land

m and transverial t shown in
the picture at the Jight. In
each of the following, give a
pair of angles of e specified
tyi* and tell whe they aie
congruent or suppl
(a) . alternate .exterio
(b).norresponding
(c) Consecutive ang
(d) alternate interior lea

6. Suppose that C is a point such that AC and BC are the angle bisec-
tors of LA2 and LBs, respectively, where LA2 and LB, are as
described in Exercise 5. Prove the following.
(a) LCAB and LOBA are complementary.
(b) AACB is a right triangle.
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AnsWers for Chapter Test a

1. (a) NrE/Z (b) 4:2/Z (c) .-41-72 (d) NiT/2.,

2. (a) BD = = 10; AE = 24/7; EC = 60/7
(b) 6/5;

--5/6, 1 0; 37/40

3. (a) ZA, LB, and LD are acute; LC is obtuse.
(b) LD, LA, LB, LC
(c) LB and LD are complementary.
(d) LA and LC are supplementary.

4.. (a) LAliE. For, cos LABD = cos LABE = 3/s,r, and
3Ar2-5. <

-(b) LCBG. For, cos LCBG coSLABF -2/%1B, and
<

(c) E B = (D - + and F - B (D - B) 4. So,
E `knd F are on the same side cg i3D as is ,C.

(d) E B = (D 7 B)-12- + and G - B (D B) 24= + C. 4. so,

tE arid G ar,gosn opposite sides of BD.
(ZA4,LB2) [or: (ZA1, LB3)1; congruent
(LA1, LB1) [or: ([A2; LB2), (LA3, LBO, (LA41 L334)]; congruent

(LAI, LB2) [or: (LA2, LB1), (LA3, LI34 ), (LA4, L133)]; supple-
mentary
ZA2, LB4 ) [or: (LA39 LBO); congruent

ZCAB = 4(1 + cos LA2)/2 and cos LCBA = 4(1 + cos6. (a)
So, .LCA13 and LCBA are both acute [since their cosines are
positive] and (cos LCAB)2 + (cos LCBA)2 a (1 + cos LA2)/2

+ cos LB1)/2 = 1 since cos LA2 + cos LB; = 0 [since ZA2
And LB1 are supplementary). Hence,014CA13 and 4CBA are
complementary.
It was proued in Part B on page 239 that a triangle two of
whoseiangles are complementary is a right triangle.

41k) 1-2/14A-

(e) 2/43'

.0

52.1



7. Assume that AABC is .a right
. triangle with hypotenuse BC,

that AD is the altitude from A,
and that AB = 6 and AC = 12,
as shown in the picture at the

/ right. Compute each of the fol-
lowing.'
(a) BD
(d) cos Lff

- Background Topic
11.
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In these exercises we continue the study of the integers which was
begun in the Background Topic at the end of Chapter 14. As in those
exercises, we are not here attempting to teach students to af rite itroofs
by mathematical induction. Students will have an opportunity to prae-

2 tice this in a later chapter. At present, we are aiming at only the
ability to recognize and uncierstand inductive proofs. In addition we .
wish to call attention to the important result (8) on page Z54. This
result which we shall use later is intuitively obvious; but the

__ - -----------difficulty of the proof may give students a respect for its importance!
(b) AD
(e). cos LC

(c) DC
(f) sin zDAC

In the exercises at the end of Chapter 14 [pages 199-2051 we
learned how to use three postulates:

(Nn1) 9 eNn
(Nril) a eNn a l'eNn
(Nn3) FO and V., (x e Nn and. Fx) F(x 4- 1)

[a eNn Pal

to prove theorems concerning'nonnegative integers. [Recall that 'Nn'
.4was adopted as ?name for the set of nonnegative integers.] Among
tke theorems proved were:

(1) a e ..-0 a 0 [(3) on page 204]
(2) .a sNn [a > 0 a 11 1(4) on page 2041

In the following pages We shall see how to prove theorems about all
iotegers- that is, about the nunibers

. -3, -2, -1,4,1, 2, 3, . . .

[We shall use if as a name for the set of all integers.] To prove such
theorems We sfeed a postulate telling us what aurabers are integers.
Since the integers are just the numbers which either are nonnegative
integers or have 'nonnegative integers for their opposites, we shall

°adopt:

(I)
-

a el 4-0 (p Nn or -a eNn)

For example, Postulate (I) tells us that; since, by, (Nn1) and (Nn,),
Nn and since 1, -1 El. As another example of the use

of (I) vee shall prove:,

(3) a 0 [a < 0 a -1]

[Ais yon may guess, (3) is not very far m meaning from (2), and is not,
in itself veVy startling. Nevartheless, we ileed it as a lemma to more
important theoremsA

,
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Proof of (3): By,15astulate (I) it is sufficient to show that a E Nn
[a < -1]' and -a eNn [a < 0 --* a 5 -11,' The fi
trivial sinee, assuming.that a cNn and that a -1, it follow fro
the former and (1) that a t 0, and so, that a Tim. a i& 0. Thus,

a < 0 a -1 so that a Nnik' 0 [a < 0 a S -11 To establish.
-the second it is sufficient to note that, by (2), -a eNn - [-a >
---10 -a 1] and to note that -a' > 0 if and only if a < 0 and that

a 1 if and only if a 5 -1..
As a third example of the use of (I) we shall prove a theorem which,

like (3), is a Femme, to-a more important theorem:

(4) acl'a-lcT
ProOf of (4): As in the proof of (3) it is sufficient to show that a e Nn

-- a - 1 e / and that -aeNn c1.- lel, [We shall prove the first
by induction.] As we have seen it folloivs by (IV a 1), (Nn2), and (I) that
-lel. Since d - 1 -1 it follows that 0 - 1 e I. Suppose, now, that
b eNn and that b - 1 .1. Since (6 +,1) - 1 6 it follows that
(6 + 1) -1. eNn and so, by (I), that (b + 1) - 1 {It doesn't matter

-that we did not need to use the, assumption that b - 1 e 1.] Hence, for
each x, if x e Nn and x - 1 e I then (r. + 1) 1 e I. Since, also,
0 - follows that ifaeNn then a - 1 e '

To complete the proof of (4), suppose that e Nn. It follows by
(N712) that -a + 1 Nn. So, since -(a - 1) + 1 it folrows that

(a - 1) eNn and, so, by (I) that a - lel. Hence, if -a eRn then
a - 1 a.

Part A
1. Show that --9 e I 4.wo a E I . [Hint: Begin with ,(I), -rz el if an

only if'.]
2. Show that a cl a + 1 el. [Rint: Use ExerCise :1 and (ii).]

For ease of refference we shall,list the results you obtained in Part. A:

(5) er tti;-a
(6) ael .-70 a + 1 el

Befor'e proceeding further we need to modify Wa3), our principle
of mathematical induction, to justify a method similar to mathe-
matical induction for establishing theorems about all integers. It is
not difficult to see intuitively What is needed. Suppose given a sen-
tence Fa which We wish to show holds for all integral values of 'a'.
It should be sufficient to establish FO, to show that if' Fa holds for
a = bcNñ then it holds for a = 6 + 1, and te show that if it holds
for a = 6 where -b eNn then it holds for a b 1. In other words,
we need two '`induitions" one up dirough th'e ponnegative integers,

4
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Proving (4) is a first step toward Proving 'that the difference of any
two integers is an integer that is, that I is closed with respect to
subtraction. The latter theorem t9gether with the 'closure of I with
respect to oppositing [see Exercise I of Part-A] implies that I is
closed with respect to addition.
Answers for Part A
1. By (I), -a E I iland only if .(-a C Nn or --a E Nn). Since --a = a

it follows that (-a C Nn or --a C Nn) if and only if (a E Nn or
E Nn) that is, if and only if a E

2. ,Suppose that a C I, It follows by Exercise 1 that -a E I and, so,
by (4), that -a - 1 C I. Since -a - 1 -(a + 1) it follows that

+ 1) E I and, so, by Exercise 1, that a + 1 1. Hence, if.
a E I then. a + 1 I.
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So.

10

The "Theorem" which might be thought of as the principle of
mathematical induction for I [rathei than merely for Nil] is impor-
tant and should be made intuitively obvious to all students. The same
applies to it!3.corollary on page 253. The proof of the theorem is very
simple but, possibly, subtle.

The proof of (7) is complicated by the fact that the sentence Fa of
iihe corollary is a universal generalization. We have doge our best to
point alit what is to-be proved at eich stage and to choose variables and
indices which may be of some mnemonic aid. Nevertheless, the proof
is a difficult one, and you need not expect all students to follow it. All
students should, however, understand the theorem which is being proved.
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Theorem (8) is important and, in the text, we have formulated
what it says in sevtral ways. Typical consequences of the theorem are
that an integer which is less than 3 is less than or equal to 2, and that
an integer which is less than -1 is less than or equal to -2. Contrast
this with the fact that if a real number is less than 3 [or, less than -I],
that's all You know about it.
Answiers for Part B

By (7} if a and b are intesers then so is b - a and, hence, by (3.),
if b - a < 0 then b - a -1. But, 4 - < 0- if and only-if < a
and b - a < -1 ,if and only if b _< a - I. Hence, if a and b
integers then b < a only if 1) a - 1.

2, By (8), if 0 E I and a C I then a < 0 only if a < 0 - 1.
TtO - 1 -1, and it is a thtorem that 0 e 1.- . Hence,' (3).

3. Since, by a previous theorem, a - 1 < (a' 1) + 1 = a it follows
that if b g a - 1 then b < a.

4. (a I and b I) (b < a b a - I )

are

Bgt,

5. Suppose that a E I and b C I. It follows by (5) that El and, so,
by (7) that b - -a. I, But, 4,- -a = b + a. Hince, 11 a4 1 ana.
b e I then a+beL

5 9 7-
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and one dOv:tn through the nimpoSiiive integerks: This suggests the
, follovtini

Theorem
FO and V.z. [(x e Nn a.u&Fx) F(x 1)] aild

[(x e Nn and Fx) ''''0' F(x 1)1
[a e I ii-°±Fa]

In view of (Nal) and (1) all that remainaltoa proof of this theorem iS
to show that

,

(F0 and V; [(-x e Nn amt x) F(x
.T0 [-a eNn --0 Fa].

`.

or, equivoléntly [since -a -a] that

(F0 and Nn and F[T-x]), F(2x - 1)])
[a egn

But, this is merely (Nil.) for the sentenOe -Ga Obtained from Fa by
suhstituting '-a' for 'a'.

In plice of the theorem we can often use the simpler.

Corollary
(FO and V.,. T(x e and Fx), (F(x + 1) and F(x - 1)) )-

1;'"Tal" Fit]

This follows from the theorem and (I) ainte, by the lattet if a c'Arn.
then a el and if -a eNn then a e 1.

As an example, we shall use the corollary and Theorems (4) and
e. (6) to prover that / ie closed with respect to subtiaction. Specifically,

. 41'we shall prove:

(7)

;

a 4/ v'y Iy e / y a err

which, tor the purpose of usingther corollary, is a convenientrrestate-
ment of la.el and,b el) 0 b - a er. In- the proof our sentence

be 'Vy ly e./ ',fro y - a en'. We shall need to establish"FO. Then, ;
assuming that bel and Fb, we shall need to derive F(b + .1) and.
F(12 1).

Prodof (7): Since b it follows that if b cI then b 0 e /. "'

Hence, ;$1, Ey e/ -;- y - 0 eir].
Suppoie, now, that b el and Vy [y e/ y 'bell We wish to

&Ow that

V, [y y (b + 1)cl] and Vy [y e,/ y (b 1)e II.
.

14-
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For the first, we note that, for any cc I, c - 1) = (c 1) b and
that, by. (4), c 1 el. 'It follows from ur assumption that

' (c - 1), - b e I and, so, that - (b + 1) e /. Hente,
. vy [y I y b +

For the second, we note thlit, for any, c e I, c (b - 1) = (c +,1)' - b
altid that, by (6), c + 1 el. It followafrom our assumption that (c + 1)

b 1 and, so, that c 1)eI. Hence, V el y%- (b -1)
:fl

Part B

:

Since we have established that vy,[y e / y 0 and that,

[(x.e i`and V. Iy ei y - X CM'
(Vy ty e 0 y + 1) c,I1 and V1Eyfl--,y - - 1.) e /I)]

we may conclude from the corollary that

ae/ PVy [yeI -act].

[This is a much nwre complex inductiVe praof than any you will be
asked to give in this course.]

It is now eaSy to use (7).and (3) to prove an important generalize-
tion of (3);

(8) (a eI and ) EI) -.0[b < a ° b - 1]

This theorem expresies the "discreteness" orthe set of integers-any
integer less than one of them is at most as large is the preceding one.
Another way.of putting it is. to say that, for any a e /, a -771 is the
greatest integer which precedes a in particular, each integer liaa,
among*the integers, an immediate predecessor. This is an essential-
difference between the set I of all intigers and the set a? g all real
numbers. Between any two real numbers there is another.

.
b, le

1. Prove (8). [Hint: In proving 17) we, have thoWn that if a c/ and
b el then b - ael. Consider the instance of (3) obtained by sub;
stituting '6 a' for 'a%)

2. $how that (3) follows from an instance Of (8).
3.,Show that, for any real numbers a and b, if b 5 a - 1 then < a.

Mint: Recall that on page 205 you have proved that, for any real
number c,c < c 1.1

4: Use (8) an& (3) to obtain a aronger result which inciides (8).
5. r:)olw that I is Closed with respect to addition. [Ifint; USe (7) and,'
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Chapter Sixteen
I. niangleg and quadrilterals

16.01 The Cosines of the Angles of a Triangle

We shall adopt our usu0 notation as Oven in Fig. 16-1. According

Fig. ,16-1 .
to this, in AABC,7; = C = A - B - A, a = II1I b =
and c = g Note that each of (-4.15*), 0-.),-A and -a) is linearly inde-
.pendent and that

(1)
5

+ b +-1.c =-+0.

1n an earlier exercise we have seen that

a b
(2) cos LA = --, cos LB = --c, and cos. L C = a

ca ab

[Explain.] The adjacent supplements of the angles of a triangle are
called exterior angles of the triangle. So, for example, AABC haS two
exterior angles with vertex A [or: at A]. These exterior ankles are con-
gruent [Why7] anil their cosine is Ce -cI1(bc). [Explain.] The angles
of 6.ABC at B and C are s$aid to be apposite each of the exterior angles
at A.

Using (1) and (2)- it is easy to establish two useful relations among
the measures of the sides of a triangle and the cosines of its angles:

(iv)
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Since and -C. are vectors in the senses of the Sides of ZA,

1-"; CP gcos LA =

Since supplementary angles have oppiisite cosines, the cosine of an
exterior angle of AABC at 'A i (U c)/(bc).

The Projection Theorem and The Cosine Law are very powerful
theorems. They are roughly equivalent in thUt each .can be derived from
the other and various consequence of the other. This is, however,*not
an easy task and it is more sensible to prove each independently of the
other.

Students should be asked to give two similar formulas for each of
those in the two parts of Theorem 16-1 and Theorem 16-2.

b cos ZC + c cos al = a
a - b cos 4Ccos LB

a2 = b2 + c2 Zbc c'os LA

b2 + c2 a2cos LA = ibc

c cos LA + a cos ZC b

cos LC b c cos ZA
a

b2 a2 2ca cos Z13

cos ZB -
c2 a2 b2

Zca

In addition, there are three formulas which can be obtained by trans-
forminethe'ithree of Theorem 16-1(b):

cos Z13 = c - b cos LA a c cosai
, bcos LC =a '

. .

b - a cosAC
cos ZA.

Students should be assured that they are not required to memorize
all these formulas. They should remember parts (a) of both theorems
in sorne form which enables them to apply the appropriate alphabetic
variants to any given triangle; and they should be aware of the possi-
bility of transforming these expressions as is done in establishing parts
(b).

. *

Suggestions for She exercises of *section 16.01:

(i) Do Exer bses 1 and 2 of Part A under teacher dirsction. UseiExercis , Part A to illustrati applications.
(ii) Excreta 1-4, Part413 should be teacher directed: Use Exercise

5, Part B to illustrate applications. :\

Part C -may be used for homework, but no student needs to do
all seven exercises. Be sure to illustrate each of- the seven re-'
sults in class. .

Part D should be done by all students. These exercises are im-
portant applications.

(v) Part E can be used as either class discussion material or as
homework. tie sure students understand applications of Theorems
16-3 and 16-4.

(v ) Pak F should, be directed by the teacher. rte sure to illustrate
applications of Theorems 16-5 and 16-6.

255

.,

(vii) Parts.G and H may be used for homework.
(viii) Part 1 rnakes a nice eat activitY in class. The teacher can offer

individual helpduring this activity.

523
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Theorem 16-1 [The Prttiection Thorem]In AABC,
(a) a cos LB + b cos LA, = c

-and (b) cos LA -c - a '243 ZB
b

Theorem 16-2 [The Coaine Law] In ,OABC,
(a) c2 = a2 + b2 2ab cos 4C

, and (b) cos L C a2 112 c2
Zab

Exercises

Part A
1. Prove Theorem 16-1.
2. Prove Thporem 16-2.
3. In each of the following parts,

you are given certain informa-
tion about a triangle, AABC.
Make use of the results in The-
orems. 16- 1 and 16-2 to do the
indicated computations.
(a) a = 5, b 9, and c = 8. Compute cos L A and cos LB.
(b) b 10, c 6, and cos LA,=-- I. Compute a, cds LC, and

kos LB.
(o) a =.10, b 6, and cos LC = Compute c and cos LA.

9, 0 a:z 8, and"cos = . Compute cOs L C and b.

Part B
Given AABC where, as usual, AB = c, BC -a, and CA = b.

1. Show that
(a) cos LA + cos LB (a + b)(1 - cas LC)Ic, and
(b) cos LA ,- cos LB (b a)(1 + cos LC)/c.
[Hint: Use two inStances apart (b) of the Projection Theorem.]

2. Show that -(a + b)2 - C2
(a) 1 4- COS L C and.

es ta b)9

2ab
[Hint: .1)se part (b) of the Coaine Law..1

1(c) Make use of the results in (a) and (b) to show thal

(a + b c)(a + b - c)'I+cos4C= arid
2ab

+ a - b)(c + b a)- cos LC

530

Answers for Part A
1 . (a)
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a coaLB + b cos LA = a[Z% (ca)] +
= = -Ca.+ 13°) -/c [since

jsincae *c0o3e-bal=Z/c = c

(b) This follows at o e from part (a) since b 0.

2. (a) a2 + b2 C a2 + b2 + 2ab 5/(ab))
a2 b2 + 2(V 5)

= + 5)(-1 + 5)

114112 = C2
at once from part (a) since ab * 0,(b) This follows

[Since ab* 0]

cosLA' =. 5/6, cosLI3 = 1/10
a = 8, cos LC = 4/5, and cos LB = 0
c 44m, 4cosLA = 3/4n
b = PITS, cos LC

Answers for Part B
I. (a) cos + cos LB = (b - a cos LC)/c + (a:- b cos LC)/c

= (a +,b)(1 - cos LC)/c
(b) cos LA - cos LB = (b - a cos LC)/c - (a b cos LC)/c

= (b - a)(1 + cos LC)/c
2, (a) 1 + cos LC = I + (a2 + b2 - c2)/(2ab) = (Zab + a2 + b2 c2)/(2ab)

= [(a + b)2 - c2]/(2.ab)
(b) I - cos LC = (2ab a2 - b2 + c2)/(2ab) = [c2 - (a - b)21/(zab)
(c) 1 + ccs Lc [(a+ b)2 - c21/(lab) = (a +.15+ c)(a 4.-13 - c)/(2ab;

I - cos LC = (c2 - (a - b)2)/2ab (c" + (a - b))(c - (a - b))/(2ab)
[For each of parts (a), (b), and (c), students should be asked to
give two formulas similar to the given one.] .

At this point it would be wOrthwhile to ask students what theorems
concerning triangles they can deduce from Exercises 1 and 2 of Part
B. [Seven such theorems are given them in Part C to prove, but the
more they think of for themselves, thl better.]

_
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3. Show that

sin LC-= Via b + c)(.-a + b + c)(a - b + c)(a + b (2a1)).

[Hint:Use Exercise 2.1
4.-Let s = (a b + c)I2. Is is sometimes called the semiperimeter of

AABC.) Show that
(a) s - a = (--a + b + c)I2, and [so] that

(10) sin LC = 2Vs(s,- a)(s b)-(s - ("kith.
5. In each of the following, you are given measures for three sides of

AABC. Do the indicated' computations.
(a) a = 5, b 9, c = 7. Cbrapute sin LA by Exercise 3 and

sin LB by Exercise 4.
(b) a - 8, b 8, c = 12. Compute sin LA, tin LB, and sin LC.
(Oa 12, b = 13, c = 5. Compute sin LI3 and sin L C.
(d)'a = 24, b = 7, c = 25. Compute sin LA andsin LB.

Part C
Prove the following corollaries of the Projection Theorein.

I. No two irigles of a triangle are supplementary. [Hint. Use Exer-
cise 1(a) of Part B. Recall that [cos LC( < 1.1

2. Racirthangle has at least two acute angles. [Hint: Show that 10
least one of any two-angles of a triangle must be acute.]

3. Any exterior angle of a triangle is larger than each of the angles
of the triangle opposite it.

4. A triangle is isoscelei with a given side as base if and only if the
angla of the triangle at the endpoints-of the given side are con-
grueik

S. A triangle is equilateral if and only if it is equiangular. [By defini-
tion, a triangle is equiangular if and only if each two of its angles
are congruent.]

6. If two sides of a triangle are not congruent then the angle opposite
Ithe longer side is larger than the angle opposite the shorter side.

7. If tWo angles of a triangle are not congruent then' the side opposite
the larger angle is longer than the tide opposite the smaller angle.

Part D
In each of the following, yoti are given a figure and some informa-

tion about it. Give arguments to support the stated conclusions.
I. given: BD = AD

Contlude: (a) AC > BC
(b) LA is smaller

than LABC
(c) LADB is larger

than L
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Answers for Part B [cont.]
3, By definition, isinLC)2 = 1 - (cos LC)2 = (1+ cos zcx - cos LC)

Sa+b+c)(a+b-c) ic+a-b)(c+b-a) [By Exer-
2ab 2ab cise Z(c)].

So, sinIC can be compured from the, given formula. [In taking
square roots on both sides, note that,', by definition, sinLC > 0
and that 2ab >

a b c, a + b + c 2a -a + b +
4. (a) s - a = a =

2 2

[Similarly, s - b = (a - b +' c)/2 and ,s c (a + b 0/2.
(b) [By substitution from Exercise 4(a) into the formula' of

Exercise 3.]
5. (a) sinLA qn-/6, sinLI3 = 3411/10

(b) sinLA = Nrr/4 = sinL13, sinLC = 3477d
(c) einLB = I, sinLC'= 5/13
(d) sin LA = 24/25, sin LB = 7/25
[Lead students to notice a partial (check:

Answers for Part C

% .

(s - a) + (s b) + (a - c).= s]

1. By Exercise 1(a) of Part B, for any two angles, .LA and LB, of a
triangle, cos LA + cos LIEI O. [For, a + b 0, cos LC '0 1, and
c 0.] Hence, 'no two angles of a triangle are supplementary.

2. By Exercise 1(a) of Part. B, for any two angles, LA and LB, of a
triangle, cosLA + cosLI3 > 0. [For, a + b > 0, cos LC < I, and
c > 0.] Hence, at least one of any tWo angles of a triangle must
be acute. So, each triangle has at least two acute angles.

3. Suppose that LA1 is an exterior angle at A of AABC, It follows
that cosZA + cos LAI = 0. But, as in Exercise 2,
cosLA + cosL13 > 0. Ijçnce, cosLB > nosLA1 -and, so, LAvsis
larger than ZB. Similarly, LA1 is larger than LC.

4. From Exercise 1(b) of Part B it follows, since 1 + cosLC * 0
and c * 0, that a = b if and only if cosL4 = cos LB that is, if
and only if LA ss LB. Hence, AABC is is sceles with base AE
if and only if LA 4 LB.

5. [This follows'directly from Exercise 4,

6. Suppose that, in AABC, b > a. Since I + cosLC > and c > 0
it follows fratnk.XTerciee 1(b) of Part 13 that cosLA > cosLIS
that is, that LB is larger than LA.

7. Suppose that, in AABC, tp is larger than LA. It follows that
cos LA >4 cos LB and, since 1 + cos LC > 0 and c > 0, it follows
from Exercise 1(10 of Part B that b > a,

^4
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Answers for Part D
1. (a) AC =, AD + DC = BD + DC > BC, by Theorem 14-8(a).

' (b) Since BD = AD it follev4s by Exercise 4 of Part C that
LA LABD. Since D. C AC, D is interior to LABC and, so,
LABD is smaller than LA13C. [Theorem 15-zz]. So, LA is

t. smalter than ZABC.
(c) LADB is an exterior angle of ABDC and LC'is one of the'

angles opposite it. $o tby Exercise 3 of Part C], LADB is
largerithan LC.'
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2. By two applications of Theorem 14-8(a), RS < RQ + QS <,RQ
+ QP + PS.

3. (a) By tWo applications of the exterior angle inequality, LDCF is
larger than LCBF = LCBE, and LCBE is larger than LAEB.

. Hence, LDCF is larger than ZAt13.
(b) LFEA is larger than LAME = LABF, and LABF is larger than

each of LF and LBCF.
{Note how the "Given" ensures equality of LCBF and LCBE and
of LABE and LABF, as well as justifying assertions about which
angles are exterior angles, etc. ]

4. Let T be the point in which M intersects QR. Then PT + TQ
= PS + ST + TQ > PS ± SQ. Similarly, PR + RQ = RT + TO
> PT + TO. So, PR + RQ > PS + SQ.

5. (a) By the triangle inequality, SP + SQ. > PQ, SQ + SR > OR,
and SR + SP > RP. Addins we see that (SP + SQ SR)Z
> PO + OR + RP.

(b) By Exercise' 4, SP + SQ < QR + RP, SQ + SR < RP + PQ,
and SR + SP < PQ + OR, ,Adding, we sec that
(SP + SQ + SR)Z < (P0 + PR + RP)Z.

6. (a) By lwpothesis, AC = Ali= DB. By the
AD > DC - AC = DC -4*DB = BC.

(b) By hypothesis and Exe cise 4 of Part C, LC i LABC. By ,

the exterior angle in9,t9uality, LABC is larger than LD. Hence,
LC is larger than Of.

triangle inequality,

Since ,LC is_large.cl.han ZD, AD > A. And, _since AB,= AC,
AD > AB. On the/other hand AD < AB + DB = AB + AB
= ZAB. So, AB AD < ZAB.

.Answers for Part E
I. Suppose that, in 6,43C, BC > CA and let D be the point of BC

such that, CD = CAf. Use the notation in the figure. Since D is
interior to LCAB ZA; LA is.larger than ZA2. By Exercise 4
of Part since ,CD = CA, LA2 4D1. By the exterior angle
inequality LD1 i lafger than'LB, Hence, LA is larger than LB.
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Part E

2. , Given: PQRS is a qu'adrilateral:
Conclude: RS < RQ + QP + PS

3. Given: B e AC, O E BD, and,
E eBF.

Conclude: (a) LIVF is larger
than LAEB

(b) LFEA is larger
than each of LF
and 24.BCF

4. Given: S is a point in the interi-
or of APQR,

Conclude: PS + SQ < PR + RQ
5. Given: $.is a point in the interi-

or of APQR.
Conclude: (a) SP + SQ + SR is

greater than
+ QR + RP)

(b) SP + SQ + SR is
less than
PQ+QR+RP
[Hint: Use Exer-
cise 4.]

6. Given.: Isosceles triangle,
AABC, with base BC,
B DC, AB = op, and
A DE.

Conclude: (a) 'AD >.BC
(b) LCislargerthan

LD
(c) AB < AD < 2AB

1. In proving the theorems in Ex-
: ercises 6 anti 7 of Part G you

probably *xi Exercise 1(b) of
Part B. The accompanying pic-
ture suggests another way of
solving Exercise 6 by using Ex-
ercises '3 and 4 of Part B and
two theorems from Chapter 15.
Give1his proof. [Hint: It is as-
surneld, as in the figure, that
BC > CA and that CD r= CA.]
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2, Use the theoreins of Exercises 4 and 6 of Part, C to prove the theo-
rem of Exercise 7.

3. In applying Theorem 15-28 it
is useful to bave ways of being

. certain that two angles are not
supplementary. Show that if
each side of one angle intersects
both sides ofanother angle, then
the angles are not supplemen-
,tary. [Hint Assyme that the angles are LA and LB. Label three
of the points of intersection so that, as in the picture, they are in
the order A,C,D on a side of LA and in the 'Order B,D,E on a side
of LB. Then i_BDA = LBDC and L.A is opposite the exterior
LBDA of &ADE. Now use Exercise 1(a) of Part B and Exercise 3
of Part C.]

4. In Exercise 3 of Part B, above, we saw that
I` 1

sin LC = Vipt b + c)(-a + b +. c)(a b + c)(a + b c)I(2ab).
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"Answeis for Part E [cont.]

Z. Suppbse that, in 'ABC, LA is larger than LB. Then either
B.0 < CA, or BC .7 CA, or Bd > CA. By Exercise 6 of Part C,
if BC c CA then LA is smaller,than LES; and, by ExerCise 4, if
BC = Ck theo LA r'-`,.! LB. Sinte neither of the,se is the case it
follows/that BC > CA.

3. nollowing the hint, we note that by the exterior angle inequality,
ZBDA'is larger, than LA and, so, cosLA > cosLBD/C. Also, by
Exerci,s-e 1(a) of Part B, *cosLDISC-+ coaLB > 0, Bente, since
LBDC = LBDA it follows that cos2BDA + cos LB > 0 So, since
cos LA > cosLBDA it follows that cos LA + cosLB > 0 and, so,
that LA and LB are not supplenientary.

4. Since c 0,

Make use of this result to show that, in 4ABC,' 5.

sin L A sin LB
a

5. According to Theorem 14-8, 6ABC, la - bl < c < a + b. De-
rive this result hy making use of Cosine Lw. [Hint: See Exercise
2 of Part B, above.]

6. Assume that a, b, and c are positive nutnbes such that
- < c < a + b.

2 -2.(a) Show that -1 < a +b - & < 1.
,2ab

(b) Make use of part (a) to show that there is a triangle whose side
measures are a, b, and c. [Hint: consult Theorem 15- 7 and the

'ne Law.]

In the exercises just completed, you proved the following theore

Theorem 16-3 If a, b, and c are positive numbers
sucb, that

la- bj <c<a+ b
then there is a triangle whose side measures are
a, b, and c.

Theorem 16-4 [The Sine Law] In AABC,
siniLA sin z..B 'sin LC

.

c

6.

sinLC N/(a + b + c)(-a + b + c)(a. -,b + c)(a + b 1 c)
c ,Zabc .

Making use of the cyclic symmetry of our notation it i's easy to see,.
that the right sides of similar formulas for 'sinLA/a' 'and 'sin 1B/b'
are equivalent fractions. Hence,

sinLA sinLB sinLC
a = b ' c ,

Since 1 + cosEC > 0 and 1 -,cos LC > (7)-Irfollows by Exercise Z
. i

of PaA B [which follows from the cosine law] that (a + b)2 - c2 > 0
and c2 (a - b)2 > 0. Hence, kik- b12 < c2 < (a + b)2 and, since
la - bl, c, and a + b\asre all nonnegative, is -1)1 < c < a+1;3.
(a) Since a

, - bi, c, and a + b 'are all nonnegative,
la 7 b e< c < a + b, and la - b 1 2 = (a - b)2, it follows
that

ae + < c2 < 42 + +Zab,

+ b2 - c2 - Zab < 0 c a 2 4. b2 .. c2 +
a2 + b2 ' C2 a2 + b2 .. c2

lab 1 < 0 < Zab
+ 1, [since, Zab > 0]

and, so, that

-1 < a2 b2 C2 1.lab <

(b') By Theorem`15-7 arid part (a) there is, at any clrsen point C,
an angle say, Lc such that cos LC = (a2 + b2 c2)/(4b).
On ane side of this a,ngle let A _be the point at a distance b
from C and, on the other side, let B be the point at a distance
a.from C. Then AABC is a'triangle which has two sides of
measuri a and bl respectively. By the cosine law, the third
side that opposite LC has measure c [because, in part,
of the choice made fof cos LC] '.

Theorem 16-3 will be used later to show that.spheres [and'
coplanar circles] intersect "as they should."
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Part F
1. Making use of the Projection Theorem and the Sine Law show that,

in a right triangle,
(a) the cosine of an acute angle is the quotient of the actjacent leg

[that is, the leg contained in the angle] by the hypotenuse, and
(b) the sink of an acute angle is.the quotient of the opposite leg

by the hypotenuse.
2. Given a triangle, AABC, we know that c = b cos_L A + a ;Os LB.

(a) Show that c sin LC --= b sin LC cos LA a sin LE cos LB:
(b) Make use of the result in (a) and the Sine Law to show that

(*) sin LC sin LA
3. Consider the =picture of AABC

shown at the right. Note the ex-
terior angle at C. The 'picture,
together with an exercise from
Chapter 15 suggests a pro, of for
the following:

cOs + cos LA sin LB.

(**) The cosine of an exterior angle at ,C is
cos LA cos LB - sin LA sin LB.

Prove (").
4. (a) in Z1ABo: what can be said about LC and an eiterior angle of

.6.A.BC at C? What can be said of the cosines of these angles?
(b) Making use of (") and your answers in (a), express cos LC in

'terms of the sines and cosines of LA and LB.

*

Some of the results of part F are summarized in the next two the-
eorems:

Theorem 16-5 In a right triangle, the cosine of an
acute angle is the quotient of the astaCent leg by
the hypotenuse, and the sine of an acute angle is
the quotient of the opposite leg by the hypotenuse.

Theorem 16-6 In LsABV,
COS L C (ez% L A CDS AB - sin LA sin LB), and'
sin LC sin LA cos LB + cos LA sin LB.

Part G
in each Of the following, you 'are given a figure and some.informa- .

tion about it. Make tise of the retults in Theorems 16-3 through
16-6 to do the indicated computations.

5 36

a,

Azwevi_for Part F
(a) Suppose th.at AABC is'a right triangle with hypotenuse A--C.

Then, cos LB 0 and, by Theorem 16-1(b)1 cos/A c/b.
'Similarly, ,cos LC = ia/b. [Alternative, solutitp: Suppose that
iNABC is a right triangle with hypotenuse AB7 Then, sin/C = 1
and, by the sine law, sinZA a,/c and sinZB b/c. The fact
that cos LA = b/c and cos/13 = a/c follows from the
Pythagftean theorem and the fact (see Part B on page 239)

. that cosLA > 0 and cos LB > 0.]
(b) sin ZA 2: (cos ZA)2 = C2/b2 alb

[since, in the notation of part (a), b is the measure of the
hypotenuse]. Sikilarly, sin/C = cfb.

[These results are of sufficient importance that it would be well for
you to stress the alternate solution for part (a) In class -.- with, of
course, an appropriate picture. 4 Do not be surprised, howeyer, it
students prefer to use the sine law directly, rather than these ,
classical formulas for the sines and cosines of the acute angles of
a fight triangle. On the other hand, the cosine formula& have been
oreshadowed in Part A on page 215 and the text'imrediately
ollowing it; and-the sine formulas have been foreshadowed on

ge 240,]
This results immediately from Theorem 16-1(a), as quoted-in
the preamble.

1.

12.
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, (b ) 33y part (a),

s n/C

4.

bconzA.___Jr_sin C + a-cos

- - 4A sil-1A + a cos 03. sii--/-4L-.1a

cos ZA sin ZB Fos LB sin /A

[The ,re stilt ) tells us that once we know the cosines and, hence,
the sines f two angles of a triangle then we know- (at least) the
sine of the t d angle. The result of Exercise 4(6) shows-us that'
we also know the cosine of the third angle and, so, know its tize. 3

Since B (C + c) tb, B ancl I"; are on opposite sides of t(C+ C.)
and, so, LBC(C + c) ana L(G, E)c(C g) are adjacent angles. They
are not supplementary since (-b, c) is linearly independent. It
follows that Exercise 6 of Part D cm page 244 applies. Direct
computation of their cosines ilows that ZBC(p + e) and ZCBA have
the same cosine, as do Z(C + 1-)C(C g) and ZA. Hence, (**),

,

(a.) LC and an exterior angle of LIABC at C are supplementary and,
so, have opposites for,cosines.

(b) cos ZC = sin/A sinZB - cos /A cos LB.
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1. Given: LSABei, AC = 7,
BC 6, sin LB
and LB is acute.

Compute: sin LA, sin 2.,C, anct
. AB

2. In Exercise 1, replue 'Lica& by
'obtuse' and do the required
computing.

-43. Given: Right triangle, ADEF,
with hypotenuse DF, al-
titude EG,DE. 5, and

_ = 12.
Compute: cos LF, ens 413, DO,

sin" LGEF, and GE
4. Given?: Right. triangle, APQR,

with hypotenuse PR,
QR 7 3, and sin LP =

Comiiute: PR, PQ, §in LR, and
' cos LB

. Giveh: AA4W with meaian BD,
AB 7. 5, AC = 8, and
cos L A 7

Comvibte: BC, sin LC, BD,
sin LDBC, and
siv. LABC
,

Part }I, ,%
I. A ship sails due north for 15 mili3s from a point P to a point Q and

then sails due west for 20 miles to a point R.
, (a) How far is R from P?

(b) A second ship starts at a point S which. is 5 miles due east
. from P and sails directly' towards R. Ho* far is S from R?
(n) Compute sin LRSP and siii LSQR. '

2. A ladder leaning against a wall 'is said to be in a "safe" position
when its. foot is 1 foot from the base of the Wall for each 4 feet of
indclfr.
(a) How far from the base of a wall gliould the foot Of an 18-foot

ladder be placed?
(b) How far uto a wall would the top of a 14-foot ladder insafe

.position reach?
.

.(o) What tke cosine of the "safe angle" of a ladder which is 16
feet long? a

3. Assumakthat ports A and C are 28 miles- apart. A ship Ithves A
sailing tbward a point B 'and a ship leaves C sailing toward the
same point B. '
(a) Given that cos L,BAC.= I and OM LBCA tell how far B

is from A -and from C. '

Answers for Part G
1.

Z.
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sinZA = 2/7, sinLC (4s/T+ 34-5)/21, AB = 347: [Use the
sine law and the given data to find sinZA. Since LB is acuie, ZA
which is opposite a shorter side is also acute. So; since
sinZA = 2/7 and sin ZI3 = 1/3, cos LA 3s,r-577 and- cosZB
Find sinLC by Theorem 16-6 and AB by the sine law.]
sinZA = 2/7, sinLC"= (3.1C- 4,1-2)/21, AB 74 3 Nrc - 4.1r
[Computations similar to those for Exercise 1 except that, since
ZB is obtuse, cos LB = 2s/T/3. Note that iinCe ZB is obtusg,
LA must, as in Exercise 1, be acute.. (See Exercise ,Z of Part C.
on pag,e 257. )]

3, cos ZF = 12/13, cos ZD 5/13, DG = 25/13, sinZGEF = 12/13,
GE = 60/13

4. PR = 6, PQ = 343, sinZR NIT/z, cos ER = 1/2
5. BC = 7, sinLC = 5.0714, BD = TET, sinZDBC 10/(77),

inZABC = 44-377
Aonswers for Part H
1 (a) 25 miles (b) 5.134 miles cosZSPR, = 4/5]

(c) sinZRSP = sinZSQR =

2. (a) 9/2 feet (b) 7sri-572 fel (c) 1/4

3. (a) B is 30 miles from A and 26 miles from C. [Use Exercise
2 of- Part F to find that sinZB = 56/65.]
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Answers for Part H [cont.]

3. (AO 25's.FCC/4 miles [Use the cosine law, computing vosZ13 from

(c) 104397/13 miles [f-- 55.3 miles] [Rough check: If the ship
from A travelled at 26 Mi/hri the distance between the ships
after 2 hours would be twice the distance between A and C. J

(d) 20/N/397/13 hours t 3 hours and 37 minutes]
(a) 104T-42 pounds (b) 103/(54T47)

5, (a) 80 pounds (b) 1/8 (c) 9/16
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(b) Assume that the ships -leave B at the same time, move at the
same rate, and continue to travel along their original courses.
How far must each ship travel before they are 50 miles apart?

(11-1Mirme, again, a e ips e e
ing along their original courses. However, assume that the
ship from A travels at 25 miles per hour, while the ship from C
travels at 30 miles per hour. How far apart are the ships after
2 hours?

(d) Given the conditions in part (c), how long is it before the ships
are 100 miles apart?

Answers for 'Part I 4. Forces of 70 pounds and 150 pounds act on the same point at an

1. (b) No.
angle whose cosine is f.
(a) What is the magnitude of the resultant of these forces?

2. (a) [Students may wishsto refer to page,216 for a method of (b) What is the cosine oTthe angle between the resultant force and
constructing LA. ] the circe of 150 pounds?

(b) No. 5. Two forces, one of [pounds and one of 100 pounds, act on the same

3. (b) No. point. The resultant of these forces is a force of 120 pounds acting

(b) Yes. There are tWo triangles which satisfy the given
conditions.

at an angle whose cosine is with the 100-pound force.
(a) Compute the magnitude of the force r

5. (b) NO.
(b) What is the cosine of the angle between the force of f pounds

and the force of 100 pounds?
6. (b) No. (e) What is the cosine of the angle between the force of f pounds

Exprc.ise 1 -of Part I fore,shadows the side-side-side congruence awl the [resultant] force of 120 pounds?

theorem; Exercise 2 foreshadows s.a:s.; Exercise ig.--foreshadows
a. s.a.; Exercises 3, 4, and 9 explore some of the po'ssibilities of
the "ambiguous" case. These are included in Theorem 16-7 on page
266 and in its first corollary on page 269.,

.0

Part
[For these exercises, use compass and ruler.]

1. (a) Draw a triangle whose side lengths are 2, 3, and 4 inches.
(b) Can you carry out the instructions in part (a) so as to obtain

a triangle which does not have the same size and shape as the
one you "have drawn?

2. (a) Draw AABC sucb that bee L4 and the lengths of 4.13 and
Ware 2 inches.and,3 inches, respectively.

(b) Repeat Xxercise 1(b) for AABC.
3. (a) Draw APQR such that cos LP = and the lengths of PQ and

QR are 2 inches and 3 inches, respectively.
(3) Repeat Exercise 1(b) for APQR. .

4. (a) Draw AFIJK such that cos LE and tS9 lengths of /LT and
JK are 4 inches and 3 inches, respectively.

(b) Repeat Exercise 1(b) for AlIJK.
S. (a) Draw ALAIN such that cos 4L = and the lengths ofLM and

MN are 3 inches and 4 inches, respectively.
(b) Repeat Exercise 1(b) for ALMN.

6. (a) Draw ASTU such that cos LS cos L T and the length
of ST is 3 inches.' tt)

(h) Repeat Exercisp 1(b) for ASTU.

513
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n -isometry.
that is, a distance-preserving mapping of if onto itself which maps
one set onto the other. We know that, given points A,B,P, and Q, there
is an isometry which maps A on P and B on Q if and only if AB = PQ,
and we know that any such isometry maps AB. onto PQ. Also, given
A, B, C,P, Q, and'R, there is an iso etry which maps A on P, B on Q,
and C on R if and only if AB = ' , BC = QR, and CA = RP. More-
over, if {A, B, C} is noncollinear then there are just two such isome-

. tries, ant,hoth map AliCbnto FOR in the same manner. [Each of these
two isometries is the resultant of the other followed by the reflection
inTI]

It follows that an isometry which maps the vertices of AABC on
those of APQR also maps AABC onto AMR . [Explain.] Converseb,
an isometry [which maps AABC onto APQR must map {A, B,C} onto
{P, R}. [To see that this is so, suppose that f maps A on a point of
PQ. Then f-I must be an isometry which maps PQ onto an interval-
contained in A.ABC which eontains A. Since there is no such interval,
f does not map A on a point of PQ.]

From the preceding paragraph we see that a first triangle is con-
gruent with a second if and only if there is an isometry Wilich maps the
verticeeof the first triangle on those of the second. So, as far as points
in the planes of the triangles are concerned, such an isometry is de-
termined by a matching of vertices of one triangle with those of the
other.

We shall indicate a matching of the vertices of, say, AABC and
APQR by expressions like:

ABC +.0 PQR, CBA QRP, etc.

The first of these indicates that A is matched with P, B with Q , and C
with R. The second indicateS that A is matched with P,.B with R., and
C with Q. [In how many ways can the vertices of one triangle be
matched with those of another?) With respect to the first of these two
matchings, A and P are corresponding vertico, LB and'LQ. are cor-
responding angles, and CA and RP are c.orresponding sides. (Give some
vertkes, some angles, and some sides which are corresponding vet;
tices, angles, or' sides with respea to the second fnatching.) .

We shall say that a matching of the vertices of a first triangle with
those of a second is a congruence if and on4r if there is an isometry
which maps each vertex of the first triangle on the corresponding ver-
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The statements made in the first paragraph can be justified by
.references to Theorems 14-27, 14-29, s.nd 14-30.

An isometry which maps the verticep of one triangle on thgkIe of
another must, by Theorem 14-27, map 'the sides of the first triangle
onto thiSse" of the second and, SQ, must mapsthe first triangle, itself,
onto the second triangle

The vertices of one triangle can be matched with those of another
triangle [or, with its own vertices) in exactly six ways, [Note that
each of these matchings can be described by arly one of six -
sentences.")

Here is a list of pairs of corresponding vertices, corresponding
.41 angles, and corresponding sides, with respect to the matching

CBA QRP:
(A, P), (B, R), (C, Q), (LA, LP) LB, ZIA ),

(LC, LQ), (BC, WO), iCA, aP), B, PR)
Pictures with curved arrows indicating corresponding "parts" of two
triangles may be a help at first; but students should learn early to list
corresponding vertices, angles, and sides, under a given correspondence,
without the help of figures.

* * *

Suggestions for the exercises of section 16.02:
(i) Part A may be used to illustrate the discussion preceding.it.

(ii) Part 13 should be teacher directed, followed by examples of the
application of the various triangle congruences.

(iii) Part C aryl D may be used for homewoxk.
(iv) Part E may be used as a class exercise or as homework.
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tex of the second triant*. Clearly, if a matching o'f vertices of tri-
angles is a congruence then corresponding 'parts" [that is, correspond-
irig sides or corresponding angles] of the triangles are congruent. As
we shall see4he converse is igso a theorem a matching is a con-
gruence if el. side and each ale of the first triangle is congruent to
the correspoOding part of the second triangle.

Exercises

Part A
I. (a) Draw two noncongruent triangles, AABC and APQR, and list

all pairs of parts which correspond with respect to the match-
ing ABC *---* QRP.

(a) Without making a drawing, list all pairs of' varts of AJKL and
ASTU which correspOnd with respect to the matching
JKL TSU. With respect to the matching KLJ SUT.

2. Given AABC and ALMN, describe a matching for which
(a) AB and MN are corresponding sides;
(b) z.B and LM are corresponding anfles;
(c) AB and LM are corresponding sides and L A and LM are lor-

responding angles;
(d) AB and LM are corresponding sides and LC and LN are cor-

responding angles;
.(e) LA and' LM are corresponding angles and LC and LN are

corresponding angles.
3, (a) Give a matching of the ver-

tices af AABC with those of
.AACD such that L A- of
AABC corresponds with
L ADC and AB corresponds
with Eq.

7(b) Give a matching of the ver-
L tices of AADC with those of

ACDB such that side CD of
AADC corresponds with
side CD of ACD,B but LACD
does not correspond with
ABCD.

4. (a) What parts of AMNP and &Hai must be congruent if
MNP 44 KIJ is a congru:nce?

.(b) Suppose that MNP KLJ- is not a congruence, Does it fol-
. low that AMNP 4 &Ha? Make a drawing to illustrate your

answer.
a (a) Give all of the matchings of the vertices of LABC with those

of AABo.

/
'a,
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Answers for Part A
(a) (LA, LC)), (LB,ZR), ILC,L13), (BC, RP), (CA, PQ), (AB, QR)

(b) LT), (LK, LS), (LL, ZU), (KL, SU), (Li. UT), (JK, IS);
Isame[

2, (a) ABC
(b) ABC "---
(c) ABC
(d) ABC
(e) ABC

3. (a) ABC

MNL for: ABC NML1

LMN for: ABC NML]
MLN
LMN for: ABC MLNI

MLN

DAC (b) ADC a----** BCD

4, (a) ZM LK, LN LL, LP Li, NP Li, PM JK,

MN KL

(b) No.; [Any drawing which shows two congruent triangles.
AMNP and AJKL, will do if the vertices are labelled so that
MNP K 1.,1 is not a congruence. f

5, (a) A 4,.0 ABC, ABC 4"-- ACBT- ABC BAC, ABC *---` oBA,
ABC BCA, ABC CAB
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(b) Is there at least'one of the matchings in (a) which is a con-
gruence? Explain.

(c) Suppose that two of the matchings in (a) are. congruences.
What can you say about A ABC?

(d) Suppose that three of the matchings in (a) are congruences.
What can you say about A, ABC?

6. Suppose that the matching ABC 4-0 DEF of the v icesof A ABC
and ADEF is such that the corresponding sides lare 6ongruent.
(a) Show that the corresponding angles are cong ent.
(b) Is the given matching a congruence or not Explain your

answer.
7. Suppose that the matching ABC 4-0 DEF of the vertices of A ABC

and PDEF is such that the corresponding angles are congruent.
Need the matching be a congruence? Explain your answer.

It is a theorem that a matching of the vertices of a first triangle with
thase of a second is a congrhence if and only if each side and each angle
of the first triangle is congruent to the corresponding part of the second
triarigle. There are, however,, several more easily applied theorems
than this, and we shall collect the most important of these "congruence
theorems" in our next theorem. [They are already suggested by the
exe,reises of Part I.] Each of these congruene theorems asserts that
a matching ia a congruence if each of only three specified parts of the
first triangle is congruent to the corresponding part of the second tri-
angle. Consequently, each of these theorems enables us to conclude
that certain intervals or angles are congruent once we have estab-
lished the congruence pf other intervals or angles.

In stating the following theorem we shall refer to an angle of a tri-
angle as being included between the two sides of the triangle which
are sultitts of the angle in question, and of a side of a triangle as being

L.0 is included
between AC and DC

Fig. 16-2

AT3 is included
between A and

r'

. included between the-two angles of the triangle which contain the side
in question. For each theorm, we shall alsegive its conventional nick-
name --'s.s.s 's.a.s.', e . which 's' starlets for 'side' and 'a' for
'angle'.

5

Answe r or Part A cont.]

5. (b) Yes.; since
a congruence.

(c) If two orthe matchings are congruences then the triangle is
isost:eles [and may be equilateral]. [If either of the last two
matchings is a congruence then the triangle is equilateral.]

(d) If three of the matchings are congruences then the triangle is
equilateral [and all six matching.s are congruences].

6. (a) This follows from the cosine law anithe fact .[Theorem 14-28]
that congruent intervals have the same measure.

(b) Yes, By the lemma on page 190 [or, by Theorem 14-29] and
by Theorem 14-28 it follows.that if Ave IDE, BC EF,
and CA .FD then there is an isometry which maps A on. D,
B on E, and C on F. This being the easel the matching
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is an isometry the matching ABC ABC is

ABC DEF
7. The matching need

is a congruence.
not be a

a

congruence. Conside r the lopowing
figure, in which 15r AC. Clearly,
ABC DEF is a matching for
which corresponding anglecare con-
gruent bidfor which corresponding
sides are not

5 9

congruent.
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-1-treorem 16 -7 A matchink of the vertices
of a first triangle with those of a second is
a.congruence if
(a) each side of the first triangle is

congruent to the corresponding side of
the second [s.s.s.], or

(b) each of two sides of the first triangle is
'congruent to the corresponding side of
the second and the included angles are
congruent [s.a.s.1, or

(e) each of two sides of the first triangle
and the angle opposite the second side
is congruent to the corresponding part
of the second triangle and the angle
opP9site the first si4 is not a
supplement of its coA, esponding angle
[s.s.a,], or

. (d) each a two, angles of the first triangle
is congruent to the corresponding angle
of the secona and the included sides are
congruent [a.s.a.], or

(e) each of two angles of the first triangle
and the side opposite the second angle
is congruent to the corresponding part
of the second trisnglei

e

Fig. 16-3

The proof of Theorem 16-7(a) is suggested in the first paragraph of
this section; Theorem 16-7(b) can be derived from Theorem 16-7(a)
by use of the Cosine LaW. [Explain.] As an example of how congruence
theorems may be used, suppose that AABC is isosceles with base AB'.
Since CA = CB, AB = BA, and 'BC = AC it, follows by Theorem
16-7(a) that the'matching,

ABC 4-0 BAC

is a congruence. Consequently, LA 7" =" GB,[Show in a similar manner
that, if, in AABC, LA 31-4 GB then CA C13 .,1

Part B
1. Show how Theorem 16 -17.p) follows from Theorem 14-29 and an-

other theorem.
2. Prove Theorem 16 -7(I)).
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The parts of this theorem must, of course, be gone over in class
to make sure that students understand them. Parts (a) and (b) arck
simple enough and are illustrated by Exercises 1 and 2 of Part I on
page 262. In fact, part (a) has been proved in nxercise 6(b)
of Part A on page 265; and part (b) follows easily from part (a) by
the cosine law. Having made these points clear, proceed to part (c),
which is one.way of resolving the ambiguous case. An example has
been given in Exercise 4 of Part I, and figures like the following
should help to show what is going on. The matching ABC DEF is

,
D,

one which satisfies the conditions in part (c). The matching
ABC D1E1F1 satisfies all but the last condition in (c). The dashed
line in the fi ure for APABC shows how the "second side" can occupy a
second posit' n so that all but the last part of the condition of part (c)
is satisfied. The ambiguous case is.distussed again in the exacises
o Part D o page 268, leading to Corollary 1 on page 269.

Part (d) of Theorem 16-7 has been foreshadowed in Exercise 6
of Part I, a d should offer no difficulty.

Part (e of Theorem 16-7 "a. a. s. " is niit often taken up
since, if onel has degree-measure or radian-measure for angles one
can easily c mpute the measure of the third angle of a triangle once
you are givei the measures of two angles. Doing so reduces a. a s
to a. s.a. In our treatment we have, as yet, only "cosine-measures",
but the same reduction can be carried out by using Theorem 16-6. So,
Theorem 16-7(e) follows from Theorem 16-7(d) and Theorem 16-6.

If, in PA C, LA LB then ABC BAC is a congruence by
a. s. a. , so th t CA = CB.

Answers \b.r Lrt B

1. [See answer for Exercise 6(b) on page 265.]
2, Consider a matching ABC POR for which BC QR,

CA Ps RP, and LC ZR. It'followe that BC = QR, CA ,RP,

and cos LC = cos'LR. So, by the cosine law, A13, DE and, hence,
AB -11. DE. It now follows by Theorem 16-7(a) that ABC - PQR
is a congruence.
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Part C

\
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3. Prove Theorem 16-7(c). [Hint: Suppose that, in A ABC and APQR,
'AB PQ, BC a QR, LA LP, and LC and LR are not supple- 1

mentary. Use the Sine I.,aw to show that sin LC = sin LR. Use this,
the assumption that LC and 4,1? are not supplementary, and two
other theorems to conclude that LB LQ.'Then, applS, Theorem
16-7(b).]

4. Pnave Theorem 16-7(d). (Hint: Suppose that, in AABC and APQR,
L A a LP, LB LQ, and AB PQ. Conclude that LC g* LB and
use the Sine Law and Theorem 16 -7(13).]

5. Prove Theorem 16-7(e).

In each of the folloviing, you are given a figure and certain informa-
tion about it. You a4e.to

(a) locate two te,Angles in the figure which you believe to be con-
gruent,

(b) indicate pairs 'of congruent parts you wish to use to establish a
congruence,

(c) tell which congruence theorem you are applyinki and
(d) give a matching which is a congruence.

1. / 2.

3.

Given: E is the midpoint of 4Gi en: AB = FE, BC = DE,
and liEt is perpendic-
ular to both 'AB and
FE

both BC and Ap

Given: BE = C and Given: BD and GE are per-
pendicular to CF,
DC = GE, and LA is
a right angle.

" TC67

Answers for Pa rt13 [cord I

3. Conside r a ,rnatcbicng ASC PQR; for. whigh .4)3
QR".;12A 'LP.. a;n4 LC\aricc 44,:. are net supplenwntary. By

th inc 'IaW, ainLC 7- AB(sinZkiiiicm 'AB(ain LP/QR)
= All(siniR/PsQ)'. r--: 'sin.Di, sinc.e.AB`7:, P. Since sin LC -= lin Z.R,

I . 4

Z C and ZR are .eithgr supplernesitary or esongruent So, since theie
. angles 'are not supplementary, ZC P.'.4-'411.,. Since, also, ZA ''-?.' IP

it follows.by Theorem 16-k that ,eos-,61. i' cAps Zd and, so, that
. )

Z13 '- LQ. Since, also, 'AM -..t.' 15:1; aiid *e..4. -Uft it follows by
Theorem 16-7b) th.i't ABC. ."...--- PQR is'04:i4gzinenee:

, . . ,.. -, - .

4. Cdnsider a znatching' ABC ''';,- PPR for mihich /A s',:l ZP;-.Z13 T-z LQ, .'"
, ,

an4wAB 'z . It follows by TheorAto 16-6 that cos LC = cos ZR
and,''so; that ZC,.... Zit. 11.1,, the sine'.1aw, BC f" Sin/A(AB/sin LC)

, ..
= sinZP(PQ/sin_ZR) =.' QR. So, BC te 51-1_ . Since, salso, AB
and 413 a a) it folloWs by Vheorem '11-7(b) that ABC --:: PQR is
a congruence. [Alternativrly, one can.use the inethod for showing

1 .

that BC ._.e QR to show, also, that CA-= RP. 'Then, Theorem.

4

16-7(a), becomes applicablc3.1
By Theorem 16-6, if two aingles of a triangle are congruent to two
angles of anothek then the Itemaining, ankles arc.also congruent.
This remark reduces part (e) to part (0).

Answers for Part C
1. (a)

(V)

(d)

2. (a)

(b)
(c)
(d)

AAEB ADEC

AE ';'-z DE, EB Tlf EC, ZAEB ZDEC

Theorem 16-7(b) [ors s.a. s 1

AEIS DEC

AABD AVEC
AB FE, BD _ 175E, LABD LFEC

Theorem 16-7(6)/ tor: s.a.s.)
ABD FEC

3. (a) ABEC ACDB .

(b) ITE M5, 513% CB BC'

(c) Theorem 16-7(a) [or: s.s.s.)
(d) BEC CDB

4. (a) ABCD AFGE
(b) CD GE, LBCD

LF1, LCDB ZGEF

(o4i Theorem 16-7(f) [o a.s.a..1
(d) BCD FGE

LFGE [for, both are complements of

5 3
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,.

5.

Given: AC I BD at the niid-
point E of-DB

6.

Given: AC is the bisector of
LDAR,, AD AE

.VO4

9.
t.

Given: bP4. is the perpendic-
ular bisector of BD,

. CP is the bisector of
LACE, and AC = EC

Given: AACD is isosceles
with base CD,
AC I AE,'and
AB lAD

.1/

Answers for Part C [cont.)

5,N(.a) ACDE AtI3Eir

( CE, ED EB, LCED LCEB

(c) Theorem 16-7(1?) [car:' p.a. '3,1
(d) CDi.e.-76 CBE,
[Alternatively, AADE AABE, Bring out in class that both
"CDE ."7-" CBE, and ADE -*--* ABE are congruences and fish for 4.
-redognition 9f the,fact that, by s..s.,it follows that CDA.41. CBA
is a "congruencej

6. (a) ABAD ABAE
(b) BA 2.1 BA, A X, BAD ZBAE

(c) ,Theorem 16-7(b) [or:.
(d) BAD ---0 BAZ

tC 268 (l)

Given: B is the inidp9int of
AC, and LA 'L_EICA

Given:.Ag is' the angle bi-
sector of LDAE, and
Bd is the angle- bi-
sector of LDBE

art D
1.,:Draw two noncongruent triangles, AABC and 6.PQR, such that
/ BC Gil QR, CA RP, and LA LP. [Hint: Drawing congruent

right triangles, PABC and APQ1R, may suggest how to proceed.
Making LA and z_13 about "half of a right angle" will help.]

.2. *Theorem 16-7(c), the triangles you diew in Exercise 1 are such
that Lirand LQ are supplementary. Show that it IS not possible
t9 find tritazigles like those of Exercise 1 Via satisfy the addi-
tional condition that and LQ are both acute.
4'.

' 4

[It is worthwhile turning Exercise 6 into an application of Theorem
16-7(c) by changing tbe assurnption that AD = AE to the assump-
tion that-13D = BE. Ask students whether it ii now the dase that
BAD 4--e BAE is a congruence. They should see' that an answer to
this question r_equires knowleidge concerning ZD and LE. The
answer is 'Yes.' in case these angles 'are not Supplementary.this last is the case if, as appears irom the figure, both are acute,
and it is also the case if both are obtuse. Note that it' is easy to
redraw the figure so that one angle is acute and the ether is obtuse,

this case, 1w Theorem 1 -71c), the angles will be supplementary.j
(a) AABC AEDC r

(b) BC DC, CA CE, LBCA 21 ZDCE [on inttitive grounds]
(c) Theorem 16-7(b) [or:
'(d) ABC *-7.- EDC

8.- (a) AABD oAAEC

(b) AD TAd, ZADB si LACE, ZDAB LCAE

(c) Theorem l'6-7(d) [or: 6.1i a]
4c1) ABD AEC
[Students can now go on to show that BC -ES-and A13531 AE,
whence ABC AED is a congruence showing that AABG Z1 AAZT).

elf

1

(a)' AABE AcBr)
(b) AB V_ CB, -ZEBA ZDBC, 4EAB ZDCB

e

Theorem 16-7(d) [or: a. sga.
ABE CBD

AABD AABE
AB AB, ZDAB LEAB, 41)/3Aom ZEBA supplements
of congrutrit,angleelt T

Theorem 16-7(d) [or!
(d) ABD"-e--a ABE

a, s a.

;
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Arrawers-for Part D
1.

2. Supplementary angles
cos LB 4- cos LQ to be
Hence, if LB and LQ
cOngruence.

\

TC 268 (2)

cannot both be acute, [It is impossible for
0 if both cos LB and cos LQ are positive.]
are both acute .then ABC PQR is a

TC 269 t(-

3. If BC is longer than CA then LA ie large-r than 2B and, so, LB
is acute. Similarly, since BC QR and CA r---.. RP, LQ is acute.
Ely. Exercise 2, however,. in triangles like those of Exercise 1,
LB and LQ cannot both be acute. [So, if. .BC OR, CA qe RP,

LA LP, and BC > CA then ABC PQR is a congruence.]
4. If neither LB nor LQ is acute then, in order to be supplementary,

they must both be ,right angles. In thiii case ABC PQR is a
congruetice. For since LA LP and LB LQ it follows by
Theorem 16-6 and Theo-rem 15.-Vhat LC L. The desired
c'onclusion then follows by a. s, a,

5. In case LA is a right angle it follaows that LP is a right angle. In
this case LB and LQ are both aciite and, so, are not supplementary.
Hence, iy s. s.a.,' ABC PQR is a congruence. [Alternatively,
if .LA and, so, LP are right angles. then, by the Pythagorean
theorem, AB = PO. So, in this case, ',the triangles are congruent
by s, s, a, and, also, by s. a. s. ] . 'V

Corollaty 1, part (ai is proved in the answer for Exercise "2 of
'Part D, part (b) i proviid in'the answer for Exercise .4, and part (c)
I's proved in the answer for Exerelse 3. Note an addition which could
be made to CornllarY 1 [it follows from part (c) and earlier theorems]:

(e) the angle opposite the second side it obtuse.
Corollary 2 is proved in the answer for Exe.rcillite 5 of Part. P.

4 55's
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4

3. Is it possible to find triangles like those of Exercise 1in partiou-
noneongruent triangles whith-SatiSfy -the additicnial condi-

tion that BC is longer than CA? [Hint: What does this additional
condition tell 'yoii about LA apa 43? What follows concerning
LP and LQ?1 Explain you? answer.

4. Is it possible to find triangles like those of Exercise 1 which sati4
the additional condition that neither LB nor LQ is acute? Explain
your answer.

S. Is it poSsible to find triangles li)ce those of Exercfse 1 which satisfy
the additional cOndition thai LA is a right angle? Explain your
answer.

4.0

Th lts-in Part D can be summarized in two corollaries to
Theor 16-7.

Corollary I A matching of the vertices of a first triangle
witll those of'a seoond is a congruence if each of two sides
of the first triangle and the angle opposite the second side
is congruent to the correspondig p of the second
triangle and
(a) the angle opposite the fiist side an its corresponding

angle are both acute, or
(b) neither the angle opposite the first side nor its

corresponding angle is acute, or
(c) the second side is longer than the first.

L.

Fig. 16-4

Corollary 2 If the hypotenuse.and a leg of one right.
triangle are congruent to the hypotenuse and a leg of
another right triangle then the matching for which these
are corresponding sides is a congruence [bd.].

I '1
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270 TRIANGLES AND QUADRILATERALS

« Part E -V

In each of the following, you are given pictures of two triangles and
some information about them. If there is enough information to de-
termine that the triangles are congruent, give a matching of the ver-
tices which is a congruence and cite the theoreinghich support your
answer. If there, is not enough intbrination to determine that the tri-
angles are congruent, say so.
1. Given: Right triangles, AABC

and ADEF, witti
right angles LB and
LD; AC = EF and'
AB = DE.

2. Given: AGHI and 6.1KL, with
LH LL, and side-
Ineasures as in the pic-
ture.

12
12

S. Given: APQR and AMNO, with
LQ LM,, PR = ON,
and PQ = OM.

4. Given: Right triangles, ASTU . u.
and ,.VWX, with right
angles L S and L V,
LT LX, and
UT = WX.

5.: Given: Isosceles triangles,
AABC and APQR, with .

bases ITC anCI QR, re-
spectively, LA LQ,
and BC = QR.

6, Given: Isosceles triangles,
ADEF end tSTU, with
bases EF and ST, re-
spectively, LD LU,
and EF = ST.

c Ft
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Answers for Part E
ABC EDF is a congruence by Corollary 2 [or: by h.I. J.

,

Insufficient information. [If, instead of knowing that /I-I LL,
we know that /I at. LK then CHI " JLK would be a congruence
by Corollary 1(c). 01-, we could be sure that this matching is a
congruence if, in addition to the given information, we knew, for
example, that LI and LK were both obtuse.]

3. Insuificient information. [If, in addktion4we
are Both iobtuse, we could conclude that PQR
congruence. ]

4. UST WVX, by a. s.a. For /LT and LW are congruent because
they are'complements of congrueht angles. [See Part B on page
239.]

5. Insufficient information, [As the figure shows, the triangles can
satisfy the given conditions without being congruent. Also, the tri-
angles can satisfy the given conditions and be congruent. but,
only if both are equilateral.]

6. DEF .---UTS is a congruence. Let C and V be the feet of the
altitudes froM D and U, respectively. Since these are also the
angle bisectors from D and U it follows as in Exercise 4 that
DEC UTV is a congruence and, so, that DE = UT. [Halves
of congruent angles are congruent by Theorem 15-8 and Exercise
5 of Part C on page 227. ] Congruenc,e now follows [since, also,
DF -= US] by s. a. a, [Note that we gave proved a new congruence
theorem, somewhat analogous,to h.k: Isosceles triangles are
congruent if their base's are c ruent and the angles opposite
their bases are congruent, ]

knew that /R and /NI
OMN is a

IC 271 1

7, PQR KLM is a congruence by Corollary 1(a). ,

8. ABC 4--e- FDE is a congruence by s.a.s,

6.1

S.
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Sample Quiz

Given in AABC, that DE BC,
EG 1) AB, and that F and F are .
points of trisection of AC, as shown
at the right.
1. Give a matching of vertices of

triangles ADE and CFG ^which
is a congruence'and justify your
answe r.

z. Are there points H and I on AB and CB, respectively,
the triangles BHI and ADE are congruent? Justify your

Given that AB = BD, EB = BC,

FG it EB, HI It BD, AF = iAE, and
CI = 4CD, as shoWn in the picture at ;

,the right.
3. Give a matching of vertices of

triangles ABE and BCD which
is a congruence.

such that
answer.

4; Give a matching of vertices of triangles
-is a congruence. ,

Key to Sarnzle Quiz
1. ADE 4-- FGC is a congruence by a. s.a for ZDAE ZGFC,

AF = FC, and LAED LFCG.

Z. Yes. Choose H on 4.)3 and I ork.,n such that 1314 = AD and
173-I = CG. Then; ni 11 AT and BIH GCF is a congruence by
a. s. a.

AFG ai:id CHI which

3. ABE DBC is a congruence by s.a. 9. [or, by a. s.a. I

1 4. AFG --- ICH is a congluence by a. s. a, [or, by .s. a. s.

f

56 )

7. Given: APQR and AKLM, with
LL PQ KL,

PR = MK, and both LR
and LM are acute.

8. Given: AABC and ADEF, with
LA LF, AB = DF,
CA = FE, and no infor-
mation about LB and
LD.

16.03 farallelograms

Recall that PQRS = PQ U QR U RS U SP and is a quadrilateral
if and only if no three of P , Q, R , and S are collinear. The sides of PQRS

are the intervals PQ,QR, RS, and SP, and PQRS is simple if and only"'
if no two of its sidei intersect. A parallelogramlis a quadrilateral each
two of whose opposite sideer are parallel. AccoMing to Theorem 8-16,
ABCD is a parallelogram if and only if {A, B, C} is,noncollinear and
B - A = C - D. Using what we have learned about sides of lines and
about angles and congruence we can no* prove a number of useful
'theorems about parallelograms.

16.00 Parallelograins 1

Exercisei

Part A
Consider quadrilateraVBCh.

A

4.

1. Show tbit, Aa pp 94 0 thva A and B are on opposite sides of
M1;1I:q jd Deare onopposite sides ofV.

UstabliSth the tenverse at the statement made in Exercise 1.

3. Show that itc. -.,13 and A -.113 hive same sepae ABCD is
s)2.0w thAt

*4. Show that if ABCD is a parallelogram flen ,L.44ti and LB are sup-
plementary, LA and LC are congruent., and AD = BC.

5. Suppose that ABCD is a simple quadrilateral such that AD OBC
and i411 a BC. Show that ABCD is a parallelogram. [Hint: Show
that it figlows from this assuniption that C 4 D - A.3
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' Suggestions for the exercises of section 16,03:
(1) Part A proxides good review for use in class.

(ii) Part B can be used for homekvork.
(iii) The discussion on pages 274-275 and Parte C and D 'of used

shoulekhave teacher direction. The algebra in these exercises
can become unnecessarily involved.

(iv) Parts' E and F mp.y be used as homework..

Answers for Part A
±

[Since ABCD is a quadrilateral, no three of A, B, C, and D are
collinear.) ,

1. [This follows immediately from the nonsollinearity remarked on
above and Definition 15-3(a).]
Suppose that A and I; are on opposite sides of CD and thit C and
D are on opposite sides of AB. Since ABCD is a quadrilateral,
AB and CD have at most one point in comtnon. Since A and B
arr on opposite sides of CD, AB and CD do have a point in
common and this point belongs to AB. Similarly, the same point
belongs to CD. Hence, AB em CD * 0. [In particular, the quadri-
lateral ABCD is not simple.]
Suppose that C 13 and A -'13 have the same sense. It follows
that C - B and D - A have opposite, senses and, so, aS\in
Exercise 2 of Part, A on page 225, C and 'D are o,n.opposite sides

. of AB. Similarly, since A - D and B - C have opposite senses,
it follows that A and B are on oPposite sides of E. 1-lence, by
Exercise i, AB (Th CD * 0 and, by definition, ABCD is nOt simple.
Suppose that ABCD is a parallelogram and, Eo, that B - A = C - D.
It'follows thai D-A=C-B anci, so, that LA a'nd LB are con-
secutiveaangles formed by a transversal, AB, of the parallel lines
......
AD and Bt and, so, are supplementary. [Alternativelr, choose
unit vectors in the senses of the sides of the angles and compute
that cos LA + cos LB = 0. ] From what has been proVed it follows
[as an instance] that ZC and LB are supplementary, So, as
supplements of the same angle, LA and LC are congruent.
Finally, AD = HD- AH = HC-BH = BC, since D - A = C - B,

,5 . Since ABCD is simple it follows that C - B and A - D OC) not have

----the

sarne,sense, But, Rince AD II BC; C - B. and A D do have
t-h same elciection. Hence, C - B and D A 'have the same sense.
Si

%
e, 3150, HC -Bit = *BC = .ek13 = ,IID - AH it follows [by,

Exercise 6 of Part B on page 49] that C - B. = D - A. Hence,
B -.A = C Dan'd quadrilateral ABCD is a parallelogram.
[Mite that in Exercises 4 and 5 we have proved that a quadrilateral

is a parallelogram if and only if it is simple and some tvfdp.of it's oppo-
Site sides are parallel and congruent. We shall state thcii theo'rern (on
these grounds) as Theorem 16-10 on pege 276. Exercise 4 giVaS
various necessary conditions that a quadrilateral be a parallelogram.
The sufficiency of some df these will be proved shortly.]

5qo
0...

A

0,
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Part B
Consider a simple plane quad-

rilateral ABCD, as shown in the
picture. [a A - a = IQ, etc.]

. Suppose that LA a LC and
B LE). Show that
a' c

L - -c- 6.-.0 and-f, - V[Iiint: Use the facs that ABCD is simple.];
,

2. ( c , -d-.) is linearly independent and {-a4 g [C., 4

v
a.

-(14 r; -' c. r ..,--117 --c-.° a- -W.

4. -CI + -i-) (76 -..t = 0 and (: - t) (2 +a. c
= O. [Hint: This is

,,.

just another way of saying what Exercise 3 says.%

a c

Eci c
a .9 = 0 and d ) b

c 71

6. (- + + is linearly dependent [Hint: Show that if this is not---ec -6° d-)
a b

-1'
.the case then ittollows from Exercises 4 and 6 that (u/o)--

-__.

7.
(a cb d

) is linegly Mdependent then -a +
a c b a
ci+ -d= LI and, so, ABCD is a parallelogram.

c)

li* and
c

In Exercise 4 of Part A you, have shQwn that each two opposite angles
of a parallelogram are congruent. In Part B you have shown that if
each two opposite angleS of a simple plane quadrilateral arecongruent,

,
and if another bondition [see Exercise 7] is satisfied, then the quad-
rilateral is a parallelofram. So, you have almost-proved:

1

Thoefiryer. 1t6

i

-.i: A_ equaddripllgateneral ids eaapcharalloelofogramopifpoansidte

i I
angles are congruent. I

To cOmplete the proof of this theorem we need to comp ete the argu-
ment developed in Part B by investigating the assumption that

a c b
i(*) (- - - s linearly dependent.a c o

Do yelu think that this assumption can be satisfied when IABCD is a
sirapli plane quadrilateral whose dpposite, angles are congruent?

IC 272 (1)/
Answers for Part B

g eIf - - u then and C* that is, A - D and C - B have the
a e.

same sense. By Exercise 3 of Part A, the simplicity of ABCD

rules out,thilipossibility. Similarly, g - a it u.

2. Since ABOD is a quadrilatert, {B, C, ID) noncollinear azid, so,

(c., 4) is linearly independent. Since A13CD is a plane quadrilateral,
.A C Wei) and, s'o, and,i; belong to 1137.15]. But, the latter is
[ A ].

3, These equations merely say that -cos LA = -cos LC and
--cosLB = -cos LI). These hold by Theorem 15-8 because
LA LC and LB-.7z

. By Exercise 3, 1

ab bc cd da+ + and, so, (- + = (- +S A -J A

a c a d'
Ter leads at once to the first of the given equAtions, .,The second
is obtained in a similar manner by subtracting instead of adding.
[Tbe procedure of obtaining the equations of this exercise from
those of Exercise 3 can be reversed. So, the new equations are,
indeed, "just another way of saying what Exercise 3 says,"
These equations are applications of something long known: If a
and ;.7 are unit vectors then (II 0.

6. Suppose that (-4 -.., -+ is linearly independent. It follows that
.a c b d

there are ntunbers say, e and f *such that 5:-.' - g- = (1+
a c a c.

+ (1-1+4)f. Dot multiplying on both sides with la - -5-:;, and using..
1,71 1the resUlts of Exercises 4 and 5, we find that li- - --II' = 0,

' a c- - e t
Since this contradicts Exercise 1 its.'follows that (1-- + S.a c ' b d

is linearly dependent. le shall use this result in Part D on page
275.] -

i° c isi.
4 4

Suppose that (y. 7 - i , . 12 - - ! ) i s' linearly ,independent. It follows that7,

there_are Jlumbers say, e-and f such that -i- 4 -a c _

+ (fp -ci-)f. tiot.rinultiplying on both sides with + ' and usiniia c
g gthe results of Exercises 4 and 5, we find that 11- + °.a c

Iglus, + = 0. - + It follows that AD 11 .)3C
a c . ' b d

and that AB CD. Hence t5 a)
d7- - is linearly inde-,

pendent, A parallelogram.
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\ / .To complete the proof, of Theorem 16-8 it i.s sufficient, from the
results of Exercise 7 to show that, un ei- the conditions stated in the

(-
.-. 5 a

preamble to Part B, "-/- - -C-, - --) is linearly independent. Attemptsa cb d
to.draw a simple plane quadrilateral wit congruent opposite angles
siich that (*) bri page 272 is satisfied suggest strongly that it is not.
Unfo'rtunately, we know no very simple ptoof of this fact, This leaves
you withtwo alternatives. Eitherwkll students that Theorem 16-8 is
indeed a theorem, and will be taken for such without completing the
proof, or complete the proof by going through the exercises of Parts C
and D on pages 274 and 275. [The exercises of Part C are merely a
review of discussion on the text preceding these exercises, You may
wish to skip them and go on to Part L. LT, any case, don't assign more
than one of Exercis/es 1 4 of Part C to one student. They're
repetitions, ]

*q.Once Theorem 16-8 is accepted the important Theorems 16-9
and 16-11 on page 276 are easy, [Theorem 16.-10 has already been
proved in Part A.]

TC 273

ExplanatIon 'called for in the text: The non-s vectors in question have
the same sense if and only if the corresponding unit vectors have the
same sense. And, those unit vectors have the same sense if and only
if the first and the opposite of the second have opposite senses,

a'

--411441a..
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[Hint: Try to find a non-simple plane quadrilateral whose opposite
angles are congruent and which satisfies M] We shall be able to show
that there is no simple plane quadrilateral whose opposite angles are
congruent and which satisfies (*)

Our procedure will be to assume that ABCD g simple plane quad-
rilateral whose opposite angles are ,congruent and which satisfies (*)
and to show that this 'assumption leads to a contradiction.

To begin with, since ABCD is simple we know that AB 11 CD =
and AD. n BC = 0. From an earlier,exercise we know that the first of
these equations implies that either A and B are.,not on opposite sides
of tg- or C and D are not on opposite sides of ALI. Since ABCD is a,
plane quadrilateral, this means that

either A and B are on the same side4
or C and D are on the same side of AB.

Similarly, the fact that AD n BC = 0 implies that

either A and D are on the same sidv of BC
or B and C are on the same side of AD.

Usiiig the notation of Part B, to
say that A and .1:1 are on the same
side of 05 amoUnts to saying that

- -3-
a d(a d)/d2 and

- -0 -1 -1 -I,
-c d(-c d)1c12 have the same
sense.

In or4Er to avoid fractions it will help to let di be the unit vector in the
sense of d. In terms of this our condition becomes:

"

a - 41(a di) and -c d,(-c-' di) have the same sense,;'. ..:.1.(°,rm% A -Jo

fr;.' 'A+
or, still more simply, uSing 'as' and 'C,' for the unit vectors in the serves

-4

of a and c:
- -I. -0

a, d,(a, di) and ci d/(ci di) have opposite senses.

[Explain.] Finally, since the two vectors in question have the same di-
rection it follows that to say that they have opposite senses amdiunts to
saying that their dot product is negative; that is,

c7:))

513

''\
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On aimplifying this we see that, in the plane quadrilateral ABCD, A

and B are on the same side of Ifi if. ,and only if

(1) (--a4 ) (i7 if ) < .

A discussion like that of the preCeding paragraph shows that C and
D. ave.on the same side of 4A/Lif and only if

-(1!) ci - (c, bd(a, bi) <

fp

But, since we are assuming that LD LB and LC LA it follows
that (1') is satisfied if and only if (1) is satisfied. So, (1)holds if and only

if A-1T n
An'argunient like that in the preceding two paragraphs now shows

that AD n BC 0 if And only if
_
c ) < 0.

Again, since LB LD, this condition is equivalent to:

(2) 7)*, cr - (--a'
1

. Cr)Cdi 4,-,:) < 0
1 , 1t. .t

4 Combining (1) kn (2) we see that the plane quadrilateral ABCD
ithose opposite angles are congruent is 'simple if and only if the

. .
numbers

(3) ai (a, dd(c cr,) andr), (4 a,)

are both negative. To complete the prodf of Theorem 16-8 we shall
show tliat these numbers are opposites and, so, are not both negative
-itrthe case of our quadrilateral ABM. In Part r you have an op-
portuni#y -to verify the first statement concerning the numbers in (3);
in Part p you may verify-the second.

Part C
.. Suppose that ABCD is a.plane
qUitarilateral whose opposite an-
gles -are congruent, and let a, b

='''-iliCi; TIP, --= bl b, ci =-C-1c, and . c

. R.. .= 2.141. Shoiv that * B -6*
.1 .

1. A Aoki B are on the same side of tg if and only if-- 1. ).
RI c 1 (a, ..:di < 0 [Hint: See (11)above..1;

4-,-* ,
" 2. C and D are on the same side of Av if and only if ,

--;' rz - (-4c -1-;)(-Pa -I; ) < 0 [Hint: See (I) ahove.f,
1 1 il i.

TC 274'

Answers for Part C
1. [This is merely a repetition of /ihe work on page 273 leading to (1).]

2. [In the argument for (1.), merely, replace 'A'al by 'C', by

and 'CD'. by. 'AB*; interchange '1' and '"C', and replaCe 'el' by '5'. ]

TC 275 (1)

'3. [In the argument for (1), merely interchange 'IV and 'D', inter-
change 'c' and and replace and 'P. ]

4. [In the argument for Ex. 3, replace ;:A''by 'B', 'D' by 'C', and
'BC' by 'AD'; intercha.nge 'b' and ',A. and .repaace 'CP' by

5. Since LD LB, a = , since LC LA,' -c4.1. a,
It follows that the inequation of Exercise 2 is equivalent to-that of-
ExerCise 1 and that the inequation of Exercise-A Is equivalent to
that of Exercise '3.

Now ABED is simple if and.only if AB ( -N CD = and

AD r BC = 0. .It follows from Exercise 2 of Part A
that ABCD is simple if and only if it is not the case that

A and B are on opposite' sides of CD and
C and D are on opposite sides of n

and it is not the case that
A and D are on opposite sides of BC and
B and C are on opppsite fades of KB.

Since ABCD is, a plane q,padrilateral and, in.particular, has
no three of its vertices collinear, it follows that 4,1i)CD is simple
if and only if it is the case that

A and B are on,the same side
C and D are on the same side

and it is the case that
A and D are on the same
B and C are"on the same

So, by Exercises, 1 and 2
simple if and only if

of CD or
of 70

side of r3--d or
side of X.

and Exercises 3 And 4', ABCD is

4i) 0 or. . -11 11;3( <

and

< or Ai - 0,

Hence, by the equivalences pointed out in the first lialaiaaph of this
answer, ABCD is simple if and.only if ai ci - (al' !ai) and

112.21 (gi ),a1) Ire,both negative. But 112,-c"i = ai.
for P'ait D
were 0 awn q qouIa'be nonzero and (112. wotild be d.

- ca 15, Hence,.p 0 and, q 56 0.

2. (a) For the first result, eliminate from the two displayed.
7 equationi -by rriultiplying xith 'q' ori both sides of ihe first,

with 'n' .on both sides. of the secorvi, and subtracting. Fo_r
the second result, use a similar procedure to eliminate
from the two displayed'equations:

Answe re

1. If p
But,

b.
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Answers for Part D [cont.]
(b) Suppose that mq np 0. It follows frorn the first' equation

in part (a) ,that, since ("C1, a) is linearly independent,
mg + rip = 0. From,this and our assumption, .mq and np are
both zero. Since, by Exercise I q 0 and p * 0, it follows
tliat m = 0 and.n = O. But, this is contrary to the basic
assumption concerning m and- n. So, mq np * 0.
Suppose that mq + np = 0. Since {C, D, A) is noncollinear
jt follows that (, ao. is linearly independent and so, as in
the immediately preceding argument; that mq np = 0. So,
as before, mg =' 0 = np Which, as before, is impossible.
So, nig + np 0.

?.

(c) Solve the equations of part (a) for and '51', respectively.
3. To show that + is a multiple of J.1p + alq, start :;,:rith thc first

equation in Exercise 2(c) and adjdin '+ tc both sides. Easy
simplifications show that + (4.0 + 41q)(2n)/(np.- mq).
Similar techniques, using the second equation in Exercise 2(c1),
show that b.1 + ct (-Co +-A1c3}(2m)/(mq np).

4. . TeChoiques hie those used in Exercise 3 show that
- c = (-n + dinvuloz. n - mg) and al + aln)

(Zp)/(mq np).
5. Use the results of Exercises 3 and,4 to calculate the products of

ExercisE 5 of Part B. Since thete are 0 it follows that the product
of (m + a1n)(e61p + a'1q) by each of the numbers (4nq)/(np - mq)2
and (4mp)/(rnq npr is zero,. Since it is not the case that nq and
mp are both 0 it follows that IceIrn + &1n)(c1p + alq) .7- 0. [If
nq 0 = mp then, since p # 0 q, rn and n are both 0. But,

.they aren't.]
6. Expand the dot product in Exei.ise 5 and;solve for 'C'1. az,. [By '

Exercise 2(b), mq + np 0.]
7. By Exercise 2(c)

8.

al. cl n nip + nq; np+mq)2 -(mp+nq)(Znq)
(np mq)(np+ inq)rip - rnq + np - MCI

n 2 2,4 m2 2 2n2

(70 rnci)(np
mp + nq 2m
mq + np mq

2m2 2 n2
(np - mq)(np
nip + nq n
mq + np np

By Exeicipes 6 and 7,

mq
mq + no 2rnp(mp+nq)(np+mq)2

np (np mq)(np+,ingy

-(mp + n14),+ 2nq
np mq, np - mq

16.03 Parallelograms' .275

3. A and D are on the same side of BC if and only if
b; d, - (b, c,)(d, . 0;

i ---a -6

4..B and C are on the same side of 471) *if and only if.
.

Cr, li*, (ii: c4)(b., --a,) < 0; w

5. ABCD is simple if and only if a. c, - (a, % d)Cc*, /,) and
-. -.

.4 1, - (a, )(--c-, ) are both negative.'

Part- D

a

Sup'pose that ABCD is a simple
plane ,quadrilateral whose oppo-
site angles are congruent. From
Exercise 6 of Part B we know that
there are numbers in and n, not
both 0, such that

(Ci; + w+ (r), + a*dn

.

Assume also [to complete the proof of Theorem 16-8] that there are
numbers p and q, not both 0, such that

(a, - C)p + (b, - ddq = O. [(*) on page 272]

1. Show that 'neither p nor .q is 9. [Hint: >See Exercise 1. of.Part
2. Show that

(a) a,(rnq np) + c1(inq + np) + W,(2 q) = 0 and
. c,(27np) +r),(np milY+Tril(np + mq)

(b) mq - np 0 and niq + np 76 0. [Hint: WI, cTd and (C4, d7) are
linearly in. t.-ndent..),

(C) al = c
+

np +2 n I and1(np - mg)
27np (niq + np\

1 ivizq np

k. 3. Show that and -6; + are Multiples of --Pcip

, Use Exercise 2(c).] ,

4. Show that a, - c, and-4 a7 are multiples ofm + cTin,
-1 --JO

5. Show that (cip + di4) (cim + din) = 0. [Hint: trse Exeicise3"
and 4 and Exercise 5 of Part B.I

6. Show that ab,- nqV(rnq +
7.;Compute 'clip and 'b; [Hint: Use Exerci
8. Show that a, cl - (a, a-1)(-4 crd andY, (71, dd

'are opposites of each.other. ie

-O. Complete the proof of Theorthn 16-8. [Hint: See E thIcise 5 of
'Part C.]

nq - rnp
np

n2p2 + m2q1' 2n2q2 nq - nip mp,+ nq
(np - rnq)(np + mq) np mq mq.+ np

n2p2-+ m2qa 71292

(np - mq)(np + mq)
2M2p2 n2p2 - th2n2

+
- mp imp+nq

) (np - + mq ) np - mq mq + np7

m2p2 n2p2 in2q2 n2q2
(zip - mq)(np t mq)

a
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Answers for Part 112i [cont.]
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9. Suppose that ABCD is a simple plane quallrilateral whose opposite
angles are congruent. It iollows by EXercise 5 of Part C that

(a*I. .a,)(z., 1;) and 131. aoR,10 are both -

negative. Assuming that (a*, - ao is linLrly dependent

it follows by ExerCitte 6 of Pa4-t b that -Cs./ Ca'.1 :a1X-.1 ai)
and r).3. a, (i.,40(-J,ao are oppetfltes. Since these numbers

cannot be both negative and, also, oppoeite follows that--
e, by Exercise 7

rallelograrn is a-
are cpngruent,

(al ci, bi - is linearly independent. Ile
of Part 13, ABCD is'a parallelogram. Since a
simple plane quadrilateral Wose Opposite ang
this corbpletes the proof of Theorem 16-8.

TC 276 (1)

.4

Proof of TheSterilA 1'6-9'; A parallelogram simple and plane and, by
Exercise 4 of Part A on page 271; its conseclitive angles are supplemen-
tary. On the other hand, if the consecutive angles of' a quadrilateral are,
supplementary then its opposite angles will be congruent [because they are
supplements of the same angle]. ay Theorerd 16-8 it follows that if such
a quadrilateral is simple and planethen it is a parallelogram:

Restatenients of the two parts. of Theorem 16-10:

if-part: If a quadrilateral is simple and any two of its '

I . opposite sides are parallel and congruent then
the quadrilateril is a parallelogram.

only if-gart: If a quadrilateral is a parallelograrri then each
two of its,, opposite sides are parallel and congruent.

The proof of Thiorem 16-10 has already been"given on TC271(3.): It
makes use of Exe.rcises 4 and 5 of Part A.

The only if-part of Theorem 16-11, has been proved in Eiterei'se 4 of,
Part A.

,Answers for Part E :

I. The quadrilateral obtained by "folding" a parallelogram along one
of its diagonals shows that the word 'plane' cannot be omitted from
Theqrem 16-11. Continuing the folding 'process until the parallelo-
grain is flattened out shows that 'simple' cannotebe omitted.

, .
The sense of the only if-part of the theorem is nbt changed if 'each'
is replaced by 'any'. But it is not the case that if any [that is, 'some]
two opposite sides of a sirilple plane quadrilateral ate congruent then

- 4,the quadrilaterp.1 is a parallelogram. Counterexamples are easy to
draw.

1 . )

The onIy-if part as already been proved in Exercise 4.of;Part A on
,. page 271.. So, all that rantains td be proved is tliat if eadh two oppo-

site siges tiT a pimple plane'quadrilateral are congruent then the
quadrilateral'is a paralltlogram. It follows immediately by s.s.s.

a that, given a quaiirilateral each two of these opposite hides are con-
r, gruent,, the opposite angles of the quadrilateral aie congruent. The

desireesult now follows by Theorem 16-8,

Now that we have_shown that a qtiadrilateral is a parallelogram if
and only if it simple and plane and tias congruent opposA angles

easy to prove:

- Theorem 16,-9 A.quadrilateral is a parallelogram if .

and only if it is simple and plane and each two of
its consecutive angles are suppl'ernktary.

IExplain.}
th Part A you1 established another characterization of parallelo-

grams;

Theorem 16-10 A quadrilateral is a parallelogram if
and only if it is simple and some two Of its opposite
sides are parallel and congruent.

Restate the two parts of this theorem f if-parte only if-parti using
'some' or 'each(in place of 'any'.
1, There is a fourth theorem like the preceding thqe:

ITheorem 16-11 A quadrilateral .is a if
"and only if it is simpland plane and each, t o of its
opposite sides are corigruent.

As witfi the other theorems,-the only if-part has Been established it!
Part A. The following exercises deal with the if-airt.

Part E

Pafirt F

1. Show that Theorem 16-11 Would become false if either of the
words 'simple' or 'plane' wtre omitted.

2. Does Theorem 16-11 remain a theorem if 'each' is replaced by
'any?

3, Prove Theorem 16-11. [J-kat: Use a congruence theorem for tri-
,

#r' angles.]

1. trove:

Theorem 16-12 'A quadrilateral is a parallelogram
if,and only if the sum of the squares of its
diagonals equals the sum of the squares of its
sides.

41$



Answers. for Part F
1 Note that the sum of the squares of the measltres of the diagonals

of ABCD is" (;-+ 11)2 + ca! + 1)2. Expanding,
= a2+b2+a2+d2+2.-1;+23:1
= a2+b2+c2+dV-+(a2-c2+il.i;+2i:3).

Now, since fa+ +1-; a + a =. c2 + b2 + d2 LI* th-

-4- z-a.% Hence,
a2 C2 -I' 2-a*. -1; + Z--a! a ''(b2 '1112

So, for l'any quadrilateral ABCD,

IC 276 (2

-,(11 +.a)2.

1*,)9.4- = a2 + b"2 d2 a)2.
Hence, (a.* + 11)2 + (a! + a)2 a2 + b2 + C2 + da, if
that is, if and only if B A = C D. This last
only if ABC Di8 a parallelogyam.

a
:IC 277

and only if = -a
il.; the case if and

'Suppo'se that, in quadrilateral,ABCD, LA LC and B - A 'and
ID - 'C have opposite senses. From the'latter we khow that AB 11 CD
and, to show that ABCD is a parallelogram, all th4t remains is to
show" that AD hBC. This we can deduce from Theorem 15-14

16.04 Nocesdary Conditions' and Sufficient'Conditions 277
No

[Hint: Using the notation -of -earlier exercises, show that for any
quadrilateral ABCD,,

+ (a +1)2 = b2 c2 .-fwe (b* + .(71)2.1

2, Show that the quadrilateral ABCD is aparallelogram i4 LC
and B A and D. C have opposite senses. [Hint:- 8tate the as-
sumption a)gebraically and iiEw it show that 4A and LB are
supplenientary arid C and D are ontI same'side of Ali..

16.04 .Necessary Conditions and Sufficient Conditions

Consider the 'Conditional sentence:

(1) , If a quadrilateral is a trapezoid
then thequadrilateral is simple.

V -

By Definition 8-6, (1) is a theorem. And, to say that (1) is a theorem is
'to say that its antecedent implies its consequent- that,is:

'a quadrilateral is a trapezoid'
implies 'the quadrilateral is simple'.

(2)

once we have shown that LA and LB are supplementary and that C Thus, knowing that a quEkdrilliterai is a trapezoid is sufficlent informa-
.and 'D are on the same side of AB. [The latter follows at once from tion to,ensure that tbe,quadrilateral is simple. This is sometimes said
the faCTt th Cli AB and, since ABCD is a quadrilateral, as follows:

:v.CD4 AB.
..in the notation of this stion, our assumption can be restated

as:
L.(ab)/(ab) (:aWcd and a = 5e , whfre e < O.

In particular, it follows from the second part jbf our assumption
that' d be. Hence, I.

(al.1;)/(ab) = [a..(501/(cd)= [(aT;)/(cb)][(eb)/d1= k(a.i;)/(cb)
and; so, COS LA = --COS LB .nd LA 'zid LB are sui4lementary...

ID

In statements like (3) both is's' should, for gramma:Ps sake, be
'be's; rIt seems bes,t, however, to follow what is,becoming standard
Oractice (however much it hurts a sensitive ead.

* * *

.Suggestions for the exercises, of section lb.04:
(i) Use Part A'for clap illustrations.

(ii) After proper sampres, Parts B and C.Inay be used for homework:

9".

(3)
That a quadrilatdral is a 'trapezoid is a sufficien
'condition that thequadrAlateral is simple.

Statements (1), (2), and 13) are alternate ways of saying the same
thing. Another way of saying the same thing as does (1)- and, so, as

(1)-(3)--is:

(4)
A quadrilateral ls a trapezoid only
if the quadrilateral is simple.

--v '

This may be interpreted as-saying' that to know:that a quadrilateral
is -a trapezoid it is necessary to gnaw that the quadrilateyal is simple,
This is sometimes said as follows:

_

That a quadrilateral is sithple is a necessary
conditi9n that the quadrilateral is a trapizoiil.

Staterfientg (4) and ,(5), are alternate ways of saying the samething.
, And, since (4) and (1) are alternate Ways of sayimg the same thing so,
then, are the staiements (1)-(5).

\
'79 4cat,
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e
In general, given a sentence of the form:

senten-ces

Exercises

Part A'

each of the following forms are equivalent to it:

If p then q.
That p is a sufficient condition thpt q.

p only if q.
That q is a necessary ciondition that p.

4

.`

Give four alternate ways of sayiAg eachd6f the following sentences.
1. ABCD is convex ABCD is siliap1;.
2.. If ABCD thevABCD is convex.

3:ABC? is ekuilateral only if ABCD is simple.

4. That 4BCD is equilateral is a sufficient condition that'ABCD is
conve .

tl.

5. That PABC is equilateral is a necessary condition
isosceles.

6. That. AABC is.equilateral is a.M.Ifficient
isosceles:.

= 0 i?7;is orthogonal to b. .

. a b = 0 only if a is orthogonal to b.

r 7.

L.

that ,AABc is

condition that AABC is

Note that, in the eXercises jiist Completed, Exercige 2 is the converse
of Exercise 1, and Exercise 1 is a theorem while Exercise 2 is not.
Thus, we Wive: c

That ABOD is convex is a sufficient
conditimPthat ABCD is 'simple.(a)

arid:
*

\ Thai ABCD is convex i. not a necessary
'conditiob that ABCD i simple.

Next, notice that Exercises 7 and 8 are converses of one another and
that both are theorems. From Exercise 8,.we have:

5.

ZC 278.

Answers for Part A
I.; If ABdD is convex the.n ABCD is simple.; That ABCD is convex

is a sufficient canc4tion that' ABCD is simple.; ABCD is convex
only if ABCD is simple..; That ABCD is simple is a necessary
condition that ABCD. is convexo

Z. In the last three sentences aboVe ieplace the word 'simple' With
the word 'convex', and the word 'convex' with the worVsimple%
and add: ABCD is simple ABCD is convex

3. If ABCD is equilateral then ABCD is simple.; ABCDtcqui-
lateralABCD is simple; That ABCD Is equilateral is a
sufficientcondition that ABCD is simple.; That ABCD is simple
is a necessary condition that ABCD is equilateral.
That ABCD is Convex is a necessary condition that ABCD is
equilateral.; ABCIO is eaquilateral only if ABCD is conVex.;.
ABOD is equilateral .A13"CE) is convex.; If ABCD is eq1i-

414 lateral then ABCD Convex.
[Note that if the stgteine,nt of Exercise 4 is 'prefixed by 'If ABCD
i\a plane quadfilateral then' the result is a theorem.]

,

S. That AABC is isosceles is a sufficient condilion that AABC is
equilateral.; If AABC is isosceles thon AABC is equilateral.;
AABC is isosceles only if AABC

1.)

AABC is
isosceles :>,eNABC is equilater.

6. 'That AABC is isosceles is a necess-ary condition that AABC is
equilateral.; If AABC. is equilate'ral then AABC iS isosceles.;
AABC is equilateral,only if AABC is isosceles. ;. AABC is
equilateral= AABC is isosceles.

V. a is orthogonal to g only if a b 0.; a is orthogonal to b= a fp° = O.; T]itt a g = 0 is a necessary.condition that
is'orthogonal to 5.; That -a° is orthogonal to b is a sufficient
condition that -a°g = 0.

8. . If -4ii° ,0 then 3" is arthogonal to = 02=2=Lal*
gonal to b.; That a b = 0 is a sufficient condition that a is 1

orthogonal. to I-;.; That i° is orthogonal to b is a necessary condi-.
tion that a b = 0. r

0."

Of tc.
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Ttat a is orthogonal tojg=ks
necessary condition that a b =-

and, fromeExeicise 7;we have:

That a is orthogonal to b is a
.(d) sufficient conaition that a b = 0.

P-77

We-combine these results as follows:

That --+a is orthogon-al to Wis negsgary'
(e)

, and sufifeient.condition that a 6 = 0.

When one claims.that p is a sufficient condition that q, then one is
,claiming that the sentenoe:

q

is a theorem. Similarly, claiming, that p is a necessary cofidition that
q amounts to the claim that:

,

is a theorem. Sd, cfaiming that p is [both] a neceSsary and sufficient
condition that q amountsto claiming that:

- . . 4 .
4110

is a theorem. [Why?] For example, to claim (d), above, is to claim that:
1

,

, -.
,;/..is orthogonal to b a b -=---

sa theorem; to claim (c), above*: is to claim that:

a . b 04.-44ra isorthogonal to b
,

is a theorem; to ,claim (e) is to claim that:.

a is orthogonal ?-/-;(-1. a - b 0

i a theorem. For an*otber example, to claim (0) is to claim that:

is simple

is NOT a theorem.

et.

ABCD is ainvex

.

AnTw.or to 'Why?':
Claiming that p

amounts to claiming

are theorems.. 'But,

a

TC 279

is both a necessary and sufficieiit conditi*that q
that both.:

p q and: q p

if both of the latter are theorems then so is;

0

p
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Part B
t ,

lii each of ihe following, you are given a pictura sentence j and
some other sentenca. For each of the given sentences, you are to.de-
tlrmine (i) whether it is a necessary condition that3 and (ii) whether
ij1is a'sufficient cendition that p. indicate your:choices by Writing

or"No.'. [lieniember that in writing 'Yes.' for (i) you are claiming
that die. sentence "p is a theorem.]
Lp:AC = DF.and BC = FE

(0_ ALF <-1:DEF. is a coilgru-
,

ence
(1:) .ABb DFE is a congru2

< ence
(e). 4Be congni-

(d) AB DE
2. p:. PQRS is a parallelogram:

(a) PQRS is a irapezoid.
(b) PR and qg bisect each

other. 4

(c) pR anAQS.clivide each iithei
in the same ratio.

(d) PQR,§ isSimple ancfetinvex.
(e)\ LSPQ LSRQ and,.

14PSR LPQR.
(1) 4SPQ and LPSR are

plementary.
(g)- Q P and R S ha e the

same-sense. .

3. p: PQRS is a trapezoid.
(a) PQRS is a parallelogram.:
(b) PR and QS bisect :each

other.
(c) PR and QS divide each Other

hi the same ratio.--,
(d) PQRS is simple and convex.
(e) LSPQ LSRQ and L_PSR

aye?.
(0 4sPQ and LPSR are sup-

plementary.
(g) Q P and R - S have the

. :sFne sense.
11,(7.

; (a) The lines parallel to TT
parallel to Gr.

(b) 1-1 o

(C) The normals to 7r ire paral-
lel to thd normals to. cr.

4

s9p-

0.
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# S.

A swers for Fait B . 0 ,

I (a) 1:1,) No. (11 ) Yes. (1;) .63. No. (ii) No.

(c), (i) No; (ii) No. (d) (1) No. (i4 No.

I(a)

(c1;
(e)

,..-

.
tsr

`'

0.

(i). Yes. (ii) NO. (b)-(ii Yes. (ii), Yes,.
. #

(1) yes, ..e(ii) No. (d) 0) Yep. (iii No.
(i) Yes. Wf No. (f) 0) Yes. ' (11) ivo.

.
(g)' (1). Yes.. (ii) No.
[The. Answer (ii) for Iel,would be 'Yes.' if there were an over-
all assum t' ion that PQRS a simple, planc quadrilateral. Ap
sirnita,r remark applies to. (t ) (ii) of Exeicise 3; below. ]

(a) (1.) No. YEs. (la) (if No., (tii) Yes.

(. c) (11) Yes. /(d) (i) .Yes: (ii) No.
.

(0" (ii)(e) (i) .NO. (ii) No.
(g.) (i) Yes,.

[..Thgtansvver (i)/ for (f) would be "Yes..? .if there Werj an overall
as'sumption tha Il. Al.' The; ans*f.ver. (ii) for (g) wbuld be 'Yes.'
it there were ati ovesial'assufhptibn that P..t1RS i a'quadrilateral.]

. (i) yea. (ii) Yes: (4), (i). Ne. iii) Yes.'
(c) 0) Yes. (ii) 'Yes.

-\.
.

.
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(a) (i) (ii) Yes. (b) (i ) Yes, (ii) No.

(c) (i) Yp .(cni No. (ii) Yes,
[Answer (ii) for part (a) may raise some question. You might
point Aut that if one line parallel to w is perpendicular to a then
s .L a; _so, if all lines parallel to' w are perpendicular to a then
sr .1. a. But, in additfon, since it is impossible that all lines
parallel to 7 be.perpendicular t9i a it follows [by the law of
contradiction] that (a) is a suffiCient/condition for anything,

rerriarl4a.a.pply_tch.the ans,wer for part (d)..]

Answ for Part C
Exercise Z, (b); , in Exercise 3 ( )p4 in Exev'cise 4, (a) and (c");

E4erci,se 5, (c). a

.



Paq

(a) The lines parallel to. 7T are
perpendicular to cr.

,(b) cr ?6 0
(c) The normals to 71- are per-

pendicular to the normals
to

(d) The lines parallel 1.8' 71" are
perpendicular to the lines
parallel to a.

In each of the exercises in Part B, teli whiCh of thekiven parts are
necessary and sufficient conditionf3 that p.

16.05 Rectangles 281

16.05 'Rectangles

We begin with a definition:

Definition 16-.1 A rectangle is a quadrilateral each
of whose angles is a right angle.

It is natural to ElAk whether rectangles are necessarily plane quad-
rilaterals. Alternately, one"might ..isk whether there are rectangles
whose vertices are not coplanal-r-You will investigate this matter in

. .
the next exercises.

Exercises

Part A

3..

4.

-5.

Draw several rectangles.
Try, -using sticks-or strips of cardboard, to make a model of a rei-
tangle which is not a plane quadrilateral. [One way tp make this
attempt is to 'draw two consecutive sides of a quadrilateral on your
Taper and try to represent the other two ;ides by two edges of ,an
1;shapvid.piece of cardboard.] '".

Suppose that AB and BC. are consecutizie aides of a rectangle. As
you know, there is a upique point p such, that ABCD is-a parallelo
grain D = A + ? and h.ct?Is ABCD a. rectangle? why?
In Exercise 3 yOu probably saW that AB-CD is a plane rectangle..
Now, let's try to find a point E D such that ABCE,is a rectangle.
If there is'Such a pointthen it must behmg to C[Q L By. [Why?]
To what Other plane mist Kith a point E belong?
It föllowd, from' Exercise 4 that any point E such that ABCE 'is a
rectaligle must belong to a certain line. Desiiibe this line.

5 S1
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. - . . .Suggestions for the exercises of s4ction 16.05;

i) Parts' A and B should be developed under teacher direction./0ii.) Parts C, D,'andE are appropriate for homework.(except, perhaps,for Exercise 4, Part D). However, these cOns'tit'ute more that.na
.reasonible.amount of\ work for one strch assignment.

.- It,Answers for Part A *

: 1. [Various answers. I . A
Z. It 'does not Seern to be possible to model a re-ctangle 'which is ncit .7 plane quadrilateral.

, .

3. .D A + (C B) C9- (A B); Yes.; LA is a right-angle because
it and LB are supplernentary. [sive-they a're consecutive angleS
formed by parallel lincrsand a transversal] and 'LB is a right angle%
A similar drgument.with 'LC' .for 'LA' shows. that .LC is a right
angle'. Finally, a similar argument based on either/the fact Lhat

.LA is d right' angle or the faet that LC is a right 'angle shows that
ZD is a.right angle.

4: Since all lines trough C. perpendiculartto T-3--e are contain-ed in
the plane C[C 13]1, E must belong to this plane. Since all 1:ines
through A perpendicular to AB are contained in PO .- Bri2,
must belong to this plane as well.

5. E must beloni.to the line of intersectien of C[C - 33)1 and A[A

ample Quiz
In each of the following, write an equivalent hentence of the form

'if ... then ' and tell whether o"r. not the sentence is a theorem.
1. That a line is parallel to a plane is a sufficient condition that it is

parallel -to each line in the plane.
Z. That a line is perpendicular to a plane is a'necessary condition

that it is perpendicular teeach-line in the plane,
. That a line ;is perpendicular to aplane is a sufficient condition

t?hat it is pe Tpendicular cto each tine in the plane.
4. That (p and p ,q).is a sufficient condition that q.

.5. That p.is a sufficieneconditionthat (g and, q).
6. ' That p is a' neces,wary condition that (p 'and q).

?

Key to Sampl'e Quiz
1. If a line is paiallel to a plane then' it 'is parallel to each.line in the

plane. ; Not a theorem,
. If ,a line is perpendicular to each rine in a plane then the line is

pe rpendicular to the plane.; Theorem.
3. If a line is perpendicular to a plane then it is perpendic ular-to ch

line in 04 plane.; Theorerp.
4. If (p apcip ==zq) then q.; Theorem.
5. If p tlirn (p anci'q).; Not .a.thecirem.
6. If (p attcl q) then R.; Theorem.

5S1
6.
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6. Suppose that E is any. point on the liae described in Exercise 5
other than D. Find the cosine of LAEC 'in terms of AB, aC, and.the

distance f of E from Ap. [Hints AADC is a right triangle. Find
. two other right triangles.]

7.. Prove the follaWing: .

II Lemma Any -arectangle-is a plane qUadrilateral.

Using the; results of Part A it is easy to prove:

U Theorem 1:6 13 Each rectangle.is a parallelogram.

'Mid living the case,4all ihat we know about parallelogntnis applies to
rectangles..

It is 4lso eisy to prove:

and:

a

Theorem 16-14 A.parallelogram one of whose angles
is a right angle is a rettangle. pp

Theorem 16-15 A parallelogram is a rectangle if
and only if its diagonals areccongruent.

Part B
Prove each of the following.

1. Theorem 16-13
3. Any rectangle has congruen

diagonals.

2. Theorem 16-14
4. Theorem 16-15.

Part C
If' each of the follbwing, decida whether the.statement is a theorem*

or not. Be prepared to juktify your answer...
1. That a parallelogram has congruent diagonals is a sufficient

condition that it be a rectangle.
2. That aparallekleram has congruent diagonals is a neeessary con-

dition that-it be a rectangle.
3. A quadrilateral Is a rectangle only if its diagonals are congruent.
4. A quadrilateral 'is a rectarigte if its diagonals areCongruent.
5. .That a quadrilateral has a pair 'of opposite right angles is a

suffiOent condition that' it be a rectankle.
. .

6. That a quadrilateral has a pair of opposite-right .angles istgi
necessary condition that it be. a rectangle.
In order that a quadrilateral be a rectangle it'is necessary that

5y3 it has two consecutive right angles.

f a
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Answe rs' for Part A [cont.]
.

6. AADC, AADEk. and ACDE are all right triangles with right angles
at D. Their hy'Otenuses Are-the sides of AAEC and, by using

...-them and the cosine law we can-find cos ZAEC. Let AB b and
= c. Then (A-C)2 = b2 + c2; (A,E)2 = c2 e2, and

(CE)2 ,---. b2 + e2. Hence, cosZAEC = [(c2 + + (b2 + e2)
,, .. .

(h2
. +.2)]/[24-17-+ e21(b2 + e2)1 and is, Le ly,' greater th'an

0. So, for F 1 11 LAEC is Dot a right angle- [in fact, it is an
acute angle]. ..

7. This follows invediately from the' result in Exercise 6. For, as
shown there, if, A.13CE:is a quadrilateral with right angles at A,

C, and E then.t.4E E ABC.
Cnswers for POrt B '

4 7;

1. It wail shown Ahat.if ABCD is a rectangle then D is the,
,itsüch thatcD is a parallelogram.

7;V
Z. . Since' consecutive aftles of a parallelogram aTe silpplementary

and supplements of right .a,rigles are ritqht anglks it 011owS at once
that all angles of a parallelogranirare right angles if one of them'
is a right angle. so, by Definitioh 16-1, aaparallelogram one of
whose anglesis a right angle is ,a rectangle.

3. The diagonals of a rectangle'azte the hypotenuses of congruent
"right triangles andi so, ,are themselves congruent.

4. The only rt is Iaken 5 e of by Exe11:4e 3. So, all that
remain's s BilOw that; 14011e1ogranyvith congruent diagonals
is a-recto,ngle. [Howeve`ri, i's easy to prove the "if and only
if" at one Iftroice. ] Sup,pcieW,ABCD) is a parallelogram with
DA = BC = a and. AB = CD b; By the cosine law,

(AC)2 a2 + b2 -2Zab cos ZB and (BD)2 = a2 + b2 Zab cos ZA.

So, AC BD if and only if cosZ,13 = -cos LA., Since, ABCD being
a parallelogram, Lt.,and 4B are supplern'tntary it follows that
AC = BD if and Onifylf cos LA = coo.ZB =` O. But, a parallelogram
is 4 rectangle if [and only if] one of its ahgles is a right angle,

Anawers for Part C
1, Theorem. [This is a restatement ofthe if-part of Theorem'14-15.]

z, Theorem. [Thita is a isstateinent of the only1f;- rtof Theorem
16 -1.5, ]

3. Theorem. [This is a.restatenlent of the onli: iinpart of Theoitm
16-15.]

4.
. .

Not a theorem.", [Counterexamples itie easy to find --- draw, con-
gruent d4agonals which do not bisect each other and then fill in the!

'sides.]
5. Not a theorem, [Counterexamples are easy - begin by drawing

a pair of perpendicular. sides, 'then draw the t ird side not paral; 1
to the second and draw the, fourth perpendicula to the.third,]

6. Theorem., [This follows at once frorn Definitio
.7. Theorem. [This, also, follows at once from Definitiop 16-1.

,
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In order Oat a quadrflateral be a rectkngle it is sufficient' that
it has twn covecutive right angles.
In Exercises 5-8, replace 'quadrilateral' by 'parallelogram' and
do) the resulting probrems.
In Exercises' 3 and 4, rel3lace 'quadrilateral' by Pnivex quad-
rilateral' and do the resulting problems. ,

Thak the diagonals oe'a first rectangle are tongiAent to the di-
agon ,of a second rectangle is, a sufficient coldition that-therrettin es are cong1.-tiTt..., t

Part D
Cons ider the rectangle ABM,

picture.a at the right. Let ire_ke the
.1V perpendicular )3i-sector qf AB and,

let f be the reflection in .

1.- Explain why both .11/ and the
_ midpoint Of CD are points of ;71-.

2. What is the iniage under.f of each of thelibllowing?
(a) .6_, (b) (e) (d) D
(e) AB (f) AC (g) Bq (h) ABCD

3. 'Let 1 iv the intersection of With the pligie of rectangle ABCD. I is
sometimes called a ling ofgynimetry of rectangle ABCD,
(a) Describe another line ofsyietry of rectangle ABCD:
(b Under what conclitionsAC a line of symmetry of rectangle

ABCD?
*4 Describe some other figures in ;the plane of rectangle ABCD which

have AB as a side and 1 as a Om of syminetry.

TC 283 (1)

Answers for Part C [cori4
S. Not a theorem.
9. A3,1-ar5 theorems.

10. ; [Answers are the same as before.]
11; Not a theorem. [Given any prectangle thelLis a square whose

. diagonals are congruent to those of the given rectangle. (And,
one cap ",give" a rectangle which.is not a square, )]

Answews,for Part D
PAL Let ,P andl'Q be,the' midpoints of AB and CD, respectively.
, Sfnce a rectangle is a parallelogram, the diagonals Of a rectangle

bisect each.other and, so, M is the midpoint of AC. It follow/3....
. that M -'? = (C 4.)72 (B -' A)/4. = (C B)/2, Since LB is a

a right angle, C . B E [fd and, pp, M P E [7r1. 1-fence, since, P C Ira
Co...I.

/
7.

Part E
Corisider rectangle' ABCD.

1, 'Given that AB = 7 and BC = 9, compute the product Of the mess-
ures of the diagonals ABCD.

2. Given thatAllk=-: 24 andBQ compige the distancefr4B to

3. In Exercise 2, if E and F are the.f4t of the perpendiculars from B
and D, resptictiveiy, to AC, computetE,and the distance from F to
DC. +

4. M and N are the midpoints of AB and BC, iespectiyely, and
MN 15. Compute BD.

5, In Eiercise 4, i AB = BC + 6, colpute AB and BC.

AC. -
41i

-
8. BC = a + 2,CD = 2a - 3, and BD 7; for somea. Determine the
. values of 'a'-which Batley these conditions, and give the lengths of

the aides of ABCD for each such value of 'a'. "p

T. Let E be the point of IrD such that AE J BD. FInd three triangles,
whose' vertices are among the pants A, B, C, D, and E, such that
the angles*of these triangles Are congruent to the angles of AAP:),

3,17-

4

.
Sind. P = B.+ (A - B)/2 and Q (D C)/z; and since
A - /3 = D C [for, ABCD id a parallelogram], it follows that,

- B E [yd. Hence, since P belongs to ar, so does Q.
Ir,1

1. (a) B (b) A (c) C (e) BA (1) BD (g) AD (h) BACD
[Parts (a) (d) are egaily justifie'd since ar is the perpendicular'
bisector of A-13 and of CD. Parts (e) (h) follow at once 13Y.'

a
Theorem 14-27,1

3. (a) The line containing the midpoints of and' BC is a line o
symmetry of ABCD.

(b) AC' is a' line of simmetry of rectangle ABGD if and only if
ABCD is equilateral.
[Proof of'(b): AC is a
plane cr which contains AC' ancris perpendicular to the plaRe
of ABCD is the perpendicular bisector Of trD, ,This is the
case.if and Only if, BD .1.1-6; Now, if I3D AC A13`z!-.:

by' s.a.s; applied to AAM13 and AAMD. On the other hand,
if. AZ -1-7a then tho- same Viangles a-re c-ong ruent- by- S.

fand sincelar.uent supplementary angles are right angles it
folliaws.t1;afcBD..1. AC. So; AC is a line of symmetry Of. ,rec'
tangle AB& if a.rid only if AB

In general, the union of any figure in.the plane 4AIBCD4 with its
reflection in i has I as a line of symmetry. More pvlicularry,
any isosceJeS, tiiangle ir AVE. with base:AB, any rectangle in
AgC with side AB, and any "isOsceles trapezoid" in Are with
base T-B-, have 1 'as a line .of symmetry. ['isosceles trapezbid'
is defined on page"290.)

line Of symmetry if and ohly if the
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A.nswers for Part
[Note'. Exercise arid 6 involve solution of quadratic equations.,

You may wish t revie'w this topic before, assigning the rxercises.
1 . 13'0 IL0/13 3. 3W1_1-[1;:c-7 5 0 / 1 3 ; 1440/1,69%

4. .{I3D -= AC *1VIN

5. 24; -18 BC x then + 6 x 432 = 0.

6. a = 3.6 [Sa;' Sa 36: Ot.,' BC. -- 9.6, CD. 4.2

7. ..ABEA, A.BAD, CB

A.

TC 284 (1)
.

uggestioTs.Jv the exelciseS of se'ction 16.0,6:
(i) To insure a clear uhderstandipg of Definition 16,-Z, Part A should.

. . be adevelqped -unde r teacher supe;.visivri.
(ii) D are appropriate for class or homework ass gn-

merit.
Ahswers for/ Part A
1. [Va rious at'swe rs. I
Z. (a) .[Po impossible task. j

'(b) SpiceAD AE. + ED aiid BC =, BE + 'F.0 it follows that
BE) + (ED + ,EC).>.AB + CD. Sinct,..

All AB COD, tl;is is impoaible.
ThoriThiis is a simple quadrilateral. [Note that we ha vie
pro.,ecri that, in any nonsimple quadril,ateral, the sum of
t,he,measures otthe intersecting sides is greater than the
sum of the measures of the other two sides.]

2t4 TRIANGLE& AND QUADRIIIAYERALS
tb

71,

16.06 Rhombuses and Squares
. -

Definition 16-2
(a) A rhonais is a jalaiie quadrilateral all four of

- , whose sides are congrgent.
(b) A square is a rectangular rhonibuS.

c Exercises

Part -A

P
3. y,e0.; by Definition 1 6Z,. Theorem 16-11, and Exercise Z.
4. )' is:a rhombus. (b) It is a rectangle-

sqUar(', (d) It if; a square.

ao

1. Drai:v severar rhOmbuses and draw their diagonals as dashed lines:
2. (a) Try to draw a rhombus which is not a simple quadrilateral.

8*

(b) Suppose that ABCD. is a rhombus and that AP aniBe inter-.. .

sect.at E. Obtain a contradictn. .

Compare AD + BC with AB + CD.]
Is a rhombus a parallelogram? Explain,your answer.

4. What can .you say abot4
(a) a parall!jogram with two consecutive congruent sides?
(b) -a parallelogram with, two consecutiV'e congruent angles?
(c) a rhombus with two .consecutive congruent angles?
(d) a 'rectangle with two co- nsecutive congruent sides?

5. Show that each diagonal of a rhombus s contained in ,the .per-
pendicular bisector of the other. What does this tell you about the
diagonals of a rhombus?

6. Prove:
That a parallelogram is a rhombus-is a necessary and suf-
ficient condition thil its diagonals are perpendicular.

7. Suppose that each diagonal of a plaire quadrilateraj is contained
in the perpendicultir bisector of-the other.
(a) Show that the Wilitadrilateral is a rhombus.
(b) Give an example to show that the word 'plane' is needed in the

hypotIlesisrin order to prove 41).
8. Show that

(a) the midpoints of the styles of a rectangle are the vertices-of a
rhombuS;

(b) the midpoi* of the sides of a rhombus are the vertices of a*.'"

rectangle.
9. (a) tinder what 'conditions 4is the rhombus in Exercise 8(a) a

Aquare?
(b) Under what conditions is the rectangle in 8(b) a square?

, 3.

Q

*
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5, . Consider rhombus 'ABCI) and diagonal I3D. ,.By Definition 16
,ea(' h of A and C is esuidistant from B ond I). 1 Ic nec,. A and

C and, with them, A is contained in t he pe rpendicula r
bisectOr of BD.. Consequently., each 'diagonal of a rhombus is /,
cOntained in the perpendicular bisector of the other. In par-
ticular, the diagonals of a rhombus are sUbscts of perpendiAlar
lines and, sd, are perpendicular to each other.

'After Exercise k), all we need show is that a pa-roalelogram whbse
diagonals are perpondicular is a rhombus. Using our earlier'lpotation for quadrilateral .ABCI) that A - D B A

C B ='e, and D C 444 the dir'ectiont; of the diagonals
those of a + b and 'b In a parallelogram, and .so.
its diagonals are perpendicular if and ,only if (a + b).(1.-;- a.) 0.
As wAnow, thelatter ts the case if. and only if lia11 1111-4

that is, if and onlyif, the parallelogram is a rhombus. Note
that in this proof w-e_nave giventa new, solution.,for Ex.ercise
(a) Consider quadrilateral, ABCD, Since 'AC is contained ia the

perpendicular biiiector of IID it follows that AC 1 BD. Since
{A, B,-C, .D} ib coplanar it follow; that ,AC and B11 intersect.,
It follows, since 'AC .is contained in the pe,rpendicular bitbr

117:-
of BD, .tl.lat AC contains the midpoint of B,D.
contains the midpoint of AC. Since AC and BD bisect each
other, ABCD is a parallelogra& So, since 'AC BD, ABCID

is.,a rhombus.
(b) To obtain a counterexadiple, "fold" a rhombus along one of

its diagonals. /
One solution is to use the Pythagore,an tIWorem, and the fact
that a rectangle iS. a plane quad rilate ra1,4q 'Show that Definition
16-2(a) is satisf)d. Another is to use the fact that, sinc,e a.
rectangle is a quadrilateral, the midpointg of its sides are

'vertices of a parallelogram and then show that the diagonals
of thisparallelogram a re perpendicular.
-The-midpoints or.the.sides of a''s.hornbus are vertices.pf a .

parallologram, The sides of this parallelograrh are parallel
to the.diashals of the rhombus. 1.10-ice, . consecutive sides

8. (a),

afe porpe ieular.
9.. '(a ) The rhombus of Exercise 8(a), is a square iland only if the

diagovals of the rectangle are pc rpenditinlar. This is.the' ease
if and only f the rectangle is a square. ISee.Definitioni6-2(14
and Exercise. 6. I

,(?) The .t(tangitl in 8(b) is,a sq:nere if and iouly if the rhombus
isa Square.

5 IF

4
c".,
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z -Some of the results from Part A_ are summarized in the following
theorems:

; -
Ite

A

11 Theorem

Theorem
sectiveii

1

16-.16 . Each rhombus is a parallelogrini.
1

16-17 Any parallelogrdm two of whose con-
sides are'congruent is a rhombus.

Theorem 16-,18 A parallelogram i a rhombus if and
only if its diagonals are pergndicular.

'

.11 Corollary. A rectanglv:is a square-if ancrernly if itc6"

'II diagonals are perpendicular.

- tr... f Theorem 16-19 A plane quadraatefal is A rhombus
if and chily if each of its diagonals-is contairfed in
the 'perpendicular bisector of the other..

-There is one more handY theorem, concerning rhombuses which
( state in:t

**art B
r b

Theorem 16,-20 A quadril,atcral is a rhombus if and
only if its diagonals are contained in t11,9 bisectors
of its angles.

We

1. Prove that a diagonal of a rhombus is contained in the bisectors of
. the angles at its end points.

2. Prove that any'quadrilateral whose diagOnals are contained in the
bisectors of its angles is a rhombus. [Rint: Note that such a quad-

, rilateral is a plane quadrilateral and use a congrupee theorem for
triangles to prove that it is equilateral.]

3. Make use of ExerCises .1 and 2 to establish Theorem,16- 20.
4. ja) Find two lines of symmetry for a rhombus.

(h) Describe a rhombus w4ich has four lines of symthetry.

Part C

,.

Suppost that ABCD is a rhom-
bus, that AB = a and thatBD = b,
as shown in the picture at the
right. A

1. Compute each of the folfEtwing in terms of and 'b'.
(a) cos LBAD (b) cos LABC (c) AC
(d) cos LBAC (e) sin LBAC (f) sin LABD

I
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AnswerS for Part B
1. In rhombus ABCD, A --z C + f(D_ 6) B C)1, Ilut, since

IID Clj = UB - cli, (D C) + (B C) is Ifi the sense'of the
bisector of LC. "1-ienc, AC is a subset of this.bisector.
IT.peorem 15-15]. So, each diagonal of a rhombus is.contained in
the bise.ctons of-the angles at its end points.

2. Supllose given quadrilateral ABCD -succi that AC is a subset of
the bisector of LA and of the -bisector of LC and .BD. is a subset

of the bisector of LB and of the bisector of LI% Since ,the bisector

of LB is contained in the plane of /13 that is, the plane Mgc

and since BD is a Subiet of this an*le.hisectdr it followrtAat

D 6.:CAZ and, So, that 'ABCD a'plane.'quadrilateral: Now, it
f011ows by a.s. a. that ABC ADC al* BCD BAr) are.

congruences. So, AB = AD, BC = DC, and BC = BA. Bence,
the plane quadrilateral ABCD is equilateral and so.

16-2, is a rhombus.
3. [Obvious.]
4. (a) The lines containing the.diagorials of a rhornbds are lines of

symmetry.
, (b) et square has four lines of symmetry.

?Answers for Pait.0
1, (a) 1 '-, b2/(2a2) (h) b2A2a2) - 1 (c) A./ 4a2 - b2

(d) NI4a2 - h2/(Za) (e) b/(4a)

Definition

. '

A

(f) .% 4aa bo / (2a)
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2. Give a relation between tbe valutl; for 'a' and '11' for which
.(a) LBAD is a right angle; (b) LABC is obtuse;
(c) LABQ is aCute; (cq AABC is equilateral.

3. Let E be the foot of the perpendicular from B tq..
9 (a) Conpute BE in terms ofla' and '6'.

(b) Shitzw that BE AD = iAC Br&
(c) Show that d(C,V3) = BE.

2 1

Part D a

In each oNhe following you are given some information about the
square ABCD or the rhombusPQRS, whia are pictured here.

44i ,
A B * P 0

4t /

Do the required computatiois.
1. AB = 8 Compute BD and sin LBDC.
2. PQ 'and PT = 5. ComputOS and Cos LPSR.
3. cos LQSR and QS = 20. CoriputePR,FQ, and sin LSPQ.
4. BD = 15. Compute AB BC and the perimete7f ABGD.
5. Compute the .Tatie of BC to BD. ,

6. Show that SQIPR = cos LASQ/coi LSPR.
7. (a) Show that cos LSPQ = 2(cos LSPB)2 ; and

cos LPSR = 2(cos GPSQ)2 - 1.
(b) Make use of the results in Exerc 6 and 7(a) to show that

(c) Show that

PR
a3gE

cos LSPQ.

Ji + cos LPSR
PR V1 - cos Mi.

18.07, Other Special Quadrilaterals

In 'the last two sections we studied some 'of the properties o rec.
tangles, rhombuses, and squares. We- know that. any rectangle has

. congruent diagonals Und since a square is a rectangle, a square has
congruent diagonals We also know that a rhombus has perpendicular
diagonals and, since a square is a rhombus, a square has perpendicular

'diagonals,

592
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' Answers for Part -C., [cont.]

Z. (a) b = aATZ (b)4 a:4
- b2/(Za

(b) Both are enu.11 to
(c)

(c) b > aN17 (d) b.=

b2/2.
Let F be the foot of the perpendicular to X73.. Then
d(C, AB) CF. By Theorem 16-7(c) and Theorem 15-13,
BFC AEB is a congruence. So, CF. =. BE.

Answers for Part I)
1. 8,,[2: 1/Nri [or; NIT/Z]

Z. 2,11-17; 47/72
3. ZOVS; 20; :NM
4. , 225/2; 60/N/7 [arc 30d]
5. 1./Nri [or: ,s/f /2)
6. cos LPSQ F: ST/SP and cos LSPR = PT/SP. So, cos /PSQ/cos ZSPR

= ST/PT SQ/PR.
7.4;"i( is), By cExercise '5 of Part C on page 2,27*, and Theorem 16-20,

cod /SPR = 4-(-1-+ cos ZSPQ)/2. Splve for 'Ectg; ZSPQI. A
similar argument yields the other conclusion.'
bvious from Exercises 6 and l(a)].

1.

From (b) and tl-;.e fact,that ZSP9 and psit are s lementary.
[A rhombus is a parallelogram, and'conseciitive angs of a
parallelogram are. supplementary.,]'

,
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0The introduction and the definitions of clasAficatory terms such
as 'trapezoid', 'parallelogram', and 'rectangle' must be justified by
the tbeVrems,which result. We have chosen-our terminology-with this
in view. We shall define 'isosceles trapezoid' in such a way to exclude
parallelograms because in this way we get better theorems. For
eXample, isosce,les trapezoids and rectangles turn vut to be precisely
those qub.drilaterals which are isodiagonal. Orthodfkgonal quadri-
laterals have many of the properties of kites [which we allow to be
nonplana,r] and the latter, of course, have some of the properttes of
rhombuses.,

.. Suggestions for use of exercises of section 16,07:
(i) Part A rnay be used as class' exvcises,

(a) Parts B and C,are appropr te for hemewoi4. ,
OW Part D and the discussion ceding it should be feacher directed.
(iv) The Exploration Exercise Page 293 may be assigned for horne-

wo.rk and then discussvi in clasg.
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Quadrilaterals which have conigruent diagonals are., sometimes sa.-.Answers
called isddiagonal quadrilaterals. 'And, qfiadrilaterals Which have 1.,
perpendicular diagonals are' sometimes called orthodivonal quad-
rilaterals. Thus, rectangles and, so, Squares aie isodiagonal quad-
rilaterais,..and rhombuses and squares are orthodiagonal quadrilat-
erals. However, there are -isodiagonal quadrilaterals which are not
rectangles, and there are orthodiagortal quadrilattrals which are nbt
rhoinbuSes. Slch quadrilaterals will be among thae which we .shall
study in this section.

es.

Exercises

Part A
1. Draw several quadrilaterals which haye perpendicular diagonals

but are not rhombuses. Try to draw at least one which is not a
plane quadrilateral. [Hint: Draw t.he diagonals first: You should be
able to..find three "really different" kinds of orthodiagonal quad-
rilaterals.]

2. Drawor, make a rnOdel 0fL a quadrilateral each:of whose sides
islperpendicular to the opposite side. What appears to be the case
with respect to the diagonals of the quadrilateral you just drew
[or, made]?

3. Given quadrilateral ABCD, as
pictured at the right, show that
(a) (a + k) (b,+ c)

[Hifat: a + a+ d,= .]

-(13) (41 + if
--0 A .

and only if a c = b ; ,

4. Prove that if each side of a quadrilateral Is 'perpvdicuiar to the
opPosite side then the diagonals of the quad4lateral are perpen-

.'dicular.
Suppose that ABCil is a quadrilat;aral such that AB L CD:,and
AC I BD., What can yQ11 tay about BC apd 41)? Explain.. .

6. In the quadrilateral orExercise 3ishow that

B.. s

(1)2+ d2) (a2 cg)
2

3.

for Part A
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[The first figure is a plant. arrowhead. The second is iniended
show tbe edges of a tetrahedron whose opposite edges are
perpendicula r. ]
It appears that if each side of a quadrilateral is perpendicular to
the opposite side then the quadrilateral's diagonals are also
perpendicular. [See Exercise...4.]

-0 -0 ,P 2. -40 -0 -0
(a) (a + + ab +ac + b b 4-1;(i+r,+

- ta,
(b) This follows at once from part (a),

4. Using the figure and results of Exercise 3 it follows that if
AD:.1. BC a..nd 1. AB then,l-e* :=\O = 114, and, so,

+ i;)01+ 0 *and AC .1. BD, Hence, -if each side of a quadri-
rateral is perpendicular to the opposite side then the diagonals of, tt

'the quadrilateral are perpendicular.
6. AD I BC; Giveii four points, no three of which are colllnear, one

may describe just three quadrilaterals; ABCD, ACBD, ABDC, with
these points as vertices. [One of the intervals Ac, AB, and AD
must be a diagonal, and any one of them may be. ] The relult of
Exercise 4' applies to each 9/ thi:se quadrilatorals. In Particular,
it applies to ABDC. In this case it 'savs, of quadrilateral ABCD,
that if it i's such'that a pair of opposite sides are perpendicular and
its_.diagonals are_perpendicular tben the other opposite sides are
perpendicular.

'6. Note t ha t -a. C. = [ + )

-0

.0.

.1

[Hint: Build on the result in Egercite 3j
it

7. Use the result of Exercise 6 to show that the dilonals rhom-

. , bus ttre perpendicular.,

g+e21]/Z-and );:a .[(11+ a) fi; +a)

- (132 + d2)1/2,1 So, by EXercise (a), And noting that
(i.. + (1+ Z)=. (1111 4)(11+ a), yieldia the desired conclusion.

7, If ABCD is a rhombus then 32 = b2 = c2. = d2 and, so,
I '

+ g)'(17; + -e4) = 0. So, since i + I; and r,. are in the direc:.
tioas of the diajonals of ABCD, it follows'that the diagonals of

S.
ABCD are perperdiculart
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(axle consequence of the Tesult obtained in Exercise 6 is wtirth stet-
Ing. We do this in:

-Theorem 16-21 The sum of die Squares of tyth oppo-
site sides of a quadrilateral equals the sum of the
squares of the other two sides if and only iFtlie
diagonils of the quadrilateral are perpendicular.

Notice that Theorem 16-21 gives us a 'neceisary and sufficient con-
dition to employ in idetermining .Whether a given quadrilateral .is
?arthodiagonal. _ -

* .
.

Partil . -

1. In each of,the following, deterInine whether the quadrilateral pic-
. tured has perpendicular ditigonals.

(a)

(e)

6
(b)

2

. .

2. In each part, you are giyen The measureS of three consecutive
sides of an orthodiagonal quadrilatetal. Compute the measure of'

the fourth side in each case..
(2) 6, 8, 10 (b) 6, 14, 7 ,(4) 6, 7, 14

..(d) 9; 9, 6 (e) 9, 6, 9
° .(f) 8, 9, 10

a. Suppose that, with rehect to an orthonormal coordinate system,
-A, B, C-, andDlave coordinateaaafollows:

A: (5, 8, 3) B: (6, 12, 2)' C: (, 9, 12) D: (4, 1, 3)

Show that ABCD has pepenclicular diagonals. [Hint: Consider

4. Suppose that A, B, and C have coordinates (2, 1, 3), (-1, 5, 7), and
. (4, 3, 5), respectively, with respect to an orthonormal coordinate- .

system.
(a) Describe the Coordinates orall points7) such that AC I BD.
(b) Describe all points b such that ABCD is an orthodiagonal- quadrilateral.

*5 96
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Answers for eart B
1.' (a) No. [52 + 102 # 62 + 1221 (b) des. [5 + .102 = 22 + 112]

(c) No. 92 + 102 0, 62 + 152] (d) Yes..

Z". (a) 6N,i .(br [impossible]
(d) 6 (e) 4126

[22 + 92 -= 62 + 721

1183.

3. The components. of C.- A are (-1, 1, 9) and those of p
(-a, -11, I). Since -1 -.12 + 1 -1 + 9 1 = 0 it follow
C A and p B are orthogonal. Fence, the diagonals
are perperidicular. [The problem can also be solved by
surns of the squares of the measui4s of opposite sides.
requires much more computation.]

4. (a) The cO6rdinates of such points are all the solutions
+ y + ,z 11'.

(b) 'these are The points whose coordinates have been f
. part. (a) and which do not belong to AC Li t13).

.

e

(f). Nr:frj

B a,re
s that
of ABCD.
fincling the
But, this

of

ound in
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Definition 16 3 Aokite is a quadrilateral which has
two consecutive sides cengruent and the sides
o'pposite these congruent.

t.
One example of a kite is a rhombus.`ls there a rectangular kite? Are
there kites which are not Alane quadrilaterals?

Part C
1. Draw some kites which are not rhiimku

p 2. Show that any kite is a simple quadri ral.
3. Make use of Theoreni 16-21 to shoir that a kite is an orthodiag-

.onal quadrilateral. .

-4. Show that at least one diagonal of a kite is contained in the per-
pendicular bisector of the other.

5. Prove:

Theorem 16.-22 A qUadrilateral is a kite if and only
itone of its diagonsls is contained in the perpen-
dicular bisector of the othet.

6. Consider the pyramid pictured
at the right Suppose that each
of the triangles whose vertices
-are among the points A, B, C,
,and D is equilateral.
(a) How 'many siich triangles

are there?
(b) What can you say about the segments which; contain the sides

of these triangles?
(c) Consider quadrilateral ABCD. What are its diagonals? Show

'that they are perpendicular.
(d) 'Give the other quadrilaterals whose vertices are A, B, C, and

D. Shpw that each is an orthRdiagonal quadrilateral.
7 Consider each of the quadrilaterals ttiscussed F.weril se 6.

(a) Is each 'of them a kite?
,

(b) Qive a proof that the Perpendicular bisector of CD contains AB.

Reeall that, in thip book, a trapezoidis a simple quadrilateral with
afieastl two parallel sides. In particular, parallelograms are trap-

, ezoids. [In some books trapezoids are defined to be' simple quadrilat-,
erals with exactly two parallel sides.] Any.pair of parallel sides of a
trapezoid is called a pair of bases of the trapezoid. Opposite sides of a
trapezoid,whichgare not parallel are called legs of the trapezoid. Note
that, ,while a trapeioid can have two pairs of bases [and must have at

&98
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The only rectangular kites are squares. There are. [under our
definition] many kites which are not plane figures. [Plane kites do not
seem to have any interesting piopertiers Whigh are not shared by all
kite s. ]
Answers for Part C
1. [Various answers.'
Z. If a kite is nbt dimple it must be plane. That a plane kite must

be simple follows by the same ariument we used to prove that a
rhombus must be simple. [Seb answer for ac.ercise, Z(b) of Part
A on page 284.] [There, is an alternative proof.which, oecourse,
'applies equally well.to rhombuses. Supp;ose that ABCD is a quadri-
lateial such that AB = BC and AB em CD 0 0. (Draw a Agure.)

, It follows that LACD is smaller than LACB, LACB LCW.B, ,and
LCAB is smaller than LCAD. So, LACto is smaller than LCAlj
and, hence, AD < Cl In particular, a nonsimple quadrilateral
cannot be a kite,. ]*" N

3. If ABCD is.a kite then, _with our usual notation either a = b and
c r- d or a = d and b = c. In either case, a2 + e2 = I2+d2 and,
so, the quadrilateral is orthoiliagonal.

4, Let ABCD be a kite Etuch that AB = -BC .and AD t7- DC. Since each
of B and D is equidistant from A and C, BD is contained in the
perpendicular bisector of AC. So, at least one diagonal of a kite,
is contained in the perpendicular 'bisector of the other diagonal.

5. Quadrilateral ABCD is a Rite if and only if either AB = Bk.0 and
and AD = DC or DA =' AB gride4DC = 'CB. This is the case if and
only if either both B and,,fD are equidistant from A Cid C or both

, A and C are equidistant from D ancl_B that is, if and only if
either n.is containedisin the perpendicular bisector of AT' or AT
is contained in the perpendicular bisector of BD.

6. (a) 4

(b) They'are congruent,
'(c) AC and BD; This.follows by Theorem 16 -21.
(4) ACBD, ACDS; In each ease Theorem 16 -21 applies.

7. (a) All are kites.
(b) Since CA = AD and CB = BD, both A and 13 are equidist4nt

fiorh C and D. Hence,"the perpendicular bisectOr of CD
sontains both A 'and Boand, being aikeplane, it also containi
AB.

, 0 ,
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Trapezoid with one pair of legs
(nonparallel opposite sides) and
one pair of bases.

Fig. 16-6

t'arallelograrn trapezoid with
two pairs of bases and no legs.

least one pair of bases],.a trapezoid has at most one pair of legs [and
may have none). Two angles of a trapezoid which contain one'of its
bases are called a pair of base angles. of the trapezoid. [So, fo, example,
any two consecutive angles of a parallelogram are a pair of base angles
of the parallelogrant] Note that, ,given a pair of base angles of a trap,
ezoid, the angles opposite these ire also a pair of base angles.

In particular, a trape2oid which is not a parallelogram has just two
tiairs of base angles and if the angles of either pair are ,congruent, so
are those of the Other pair. [Explain.] A parallelogram, on the other
hand, lias four pairs of base angles and if the angles of one of these
pairs are congruent then all four angles are congruent [Explain. What
kind of angles are the angles of a parallelogram which has congruent
base angles?]

A trapezoid which has congruent legs is called an isoscoks trap-
ezoid:Draw some pictures of isosceles trapezoids and explain why no
parallelogram is an isosceles trapezoid.

For the remainder of this sectign we shall investigate isodiagonal
trapezoids- that is, trapezoids whose diagonals are congruent. We
already know some examples of isodcagonal trapezoids, [What are.,
these examplea In general, we shall be looking for necessary [and
sufficient] conditions that a trapezoid be isodiagonal.

In order to establish results concerning isodiagonal trapezoids, it is
convenient to make use of some resUlts from Chapter 8 which concern
ratios. To, begin with, we know that if AZ3CD is a trapezoid then its
diagonals AC and BD intersect at a point 0 aid; that

and
- 9) : (D-B) (C 0) : (C A).

6.

37
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Note that a trapezoid has legs if and only if it is not a,parallelogram.
So, the simple quadrilaterals with exactly two parallel sides are., pre-
cisely, the "legged" trapezoids. Such a trapezoid has just, two bases
and, consequently, two pairs of base angles. Assuming that the bases
are AB and CD and that the trapezoid is ABCD, iffollows by Theorem
15-13 that LA and LJD 'are supplementary and that LB and LC are
supplementary. [For more detail, see answer fot Exercise 1 of Part
D on page 292. ] Hence, if the base angles,LA and LB are ,cdngruent,
so are the base angles LC and LD.

Since base angles are consecutive and since cons,eoutive Agres of a
parallelogram arc supplementary it follows that a parallelogram with a
pair of congruent.base angles lias two consecutive .right angles. So,
since the opposite angles are congruent, all its angles are right angles.

Since a parallelogram does not, by definition, have legs, no
parallelogram is an isosceles trapezoid,

orthodiagonal
qtaadrilate rale'

kit'es parallelograms

rhombuses rectangles

squares

legged trapezoids

isosceleit trapezoids

isodiagonal
trapezoids

69,t
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Rectangles.are isodiagonal trapezoids. [We shall see very shortly
that the only other isodiagonal trapezoids are the isosceles trapezoidpi.j

Suppose that trapezoid 'ABCD is isodiagonal that is, suppose
that AC 7-, BD. It follows from (1) that AO = BO and OD = OC.

r, Hence, since the vertical angles LAOD and LBOC are congrUent, the
triatching AOD HOC is a congruence by s.a.s. So, AID = BC.'
From this it followA by s.s. a., that the matehings DAB -CBA and
BCD -*-- ADC are congruences, So, LA LB and 4C 4D.

It follows that an isodiagonal trapezoid which has legs that is,
which is not a parallelogram has congruent legs and, so, is an
isosceles trapezoid. And, as we have proved,' any isodiagonal paral-
lelogram bas congruent base p.ngles. 'Since a parallelogram with two
consecutive angles songruent is a rectangle it follows that an isodiagonal
trapezoid which is a parallelogram is a rectangle.

Note that we have shown that an isodiagonal trapezoid is either an
*, isosceles trapezoid [if it is legged] or a rectangle [if it is a parallelo-

gram]. Since a rectangle is an isodiagonal trapezoid it is natural to
ask whether an isosceles traPezoid is is.odiagonal. We now turn our
attention to this question. Its affirmative answer completes Theorem
16-43.

Supposethat, in trapezoicigABCD. AD and BC are congruent legs.
It foliows from (2) that' AP = BP and PC = PD. Since LAPC= 433PD
it follows [s. a. s. ] that APC BPD is congruence. In particular,
AC = BD. So, an isosceles trapezoid is iseldiagonaL

By Theorem 16 -15, a rectangle is isodiagprial.

Suppose, in Figure 16-8, that LA and LB of the legged trapezoid
ABCD are congruent. It follows that AAPB is isosceles and, so, that

, AP = BP. From this and the first equation in .(2) it follows that
AD BC. Hence, by s.a.e, ADB BCA is acongruence and, in
particular, BD = AC.

It has just been s]iown that a legged trapezoid with congruent base
angles is isodiagonal. [We astumed that the base angles LA and '4B
were congruent, but Iv showed earlier that if either pair of base'kangles

z are congruent then both pairs are congruent.,) On the other hand, if a
pair of bask angles of a parallelogram [that is, of a nonlegged
trapezoid] are congruent then the parallelogram is a rectangle [siiife
consecutive angles of a 'parallelogram are supplementary] and, so, is
isodiagonal [by Theorem 16-15)... Hence, any trapezoid which has a
pair of congruent base anglps kalsodiagonal. Since we have seen pre -"c
viously [in colanection with Figure 16-7] that any paii"of base angles of
an isodiagonal 4rapezoid are congruent we now.have Theorem 16-24.

,

o
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Now that we have d,istances to talk about, we see that this implies that

BOIBD = AOIAC and ODIBD OCI AX%,

Usin (1) it is easy to show thai if ABCD is isodiagonal then AD = BC.
[Explain.] From this it fbllows that if ABCD is isodiagonal then
LA LB and Z..0 LD. elExplain.] So, an isodiagonal trapezOid
which is not a parallelogram is isosceles, and any isodiagonal trapezoid
has congruent base angles. [Explain.] In particular, an isodiagonal
trapezoid which is a parallelogram is a nectangle. [Explain.]

In the previous paragraph, we established several necessar3, con-
ditions that a trapezoid be isodiagonal. To obtain corresponding suf-
ficient conditions that a trapezoid be isodiagonal we need additional
results on ratios. If ABCD is a trapezpid.which is not a parallelogram

e

then AD and BC intersect, in a point P.

A P\

Fig. 16-8

Since ABCD is not a parallelogram (C D) : (B - A) 0'1 and we %.
may its well aSsume that this ratio is between 0 and. 1. In this case D,
for example, divides the interval from A to P in a ratio between 0 and 1
and ABCD is as shown in Fig. 16- B. From our knowledge a ratios we
also know that

A) : (D A) = B) : B)
and

r '

' in particular that

(2) APIAD = BPIBC and DPIAD = CPIBC.

Considering APDB and APCA in the light of (2), we see that an isos-
celes trapezoid is isodiagonal. [Explain.]

693
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Since'a reCtangle is also ispdiag9nal [Why?) we Ilavf:

an :

II Theocem 16-2'3 A trapezoid is isodiagonal if and only
II _if it is either. isosceles or 'a rectangle.

II Corollary .A parallelogram is isodiagonal if and only
if it is a rectangle.

A

. We have seen earlier thaeany pair of base angles of an isodiagonal
,,trapezoid are Congruent. Using (2) we can proVe that if any. pair.of
base angles of a trapezoid which is not a parallelogram are, congruent
then the trapezoid is isodiagonal. And, if a pair of base angles of a
parallelogram are congruent then the parallelogram is a rectangle.
[Explain.j. So, we have: a -

Th.eorem 16-24 A trapezoid- is isodiagonal if and only
if any pair of its base angles are congruent.

Part D
Suppose that ABCD is a trap-

.ezpid with bases AB and CD,
5is D

pictured at the right.
1. Given that the pair 'of base angles LC and LD are congruentShow

that LA and LB arecongruent.
2. Suppose that ABCD is isodiagonal. Give ariuments to support the

following:
(a) AD BC (b) LA (c). LC

3. Assume that ABCD is isosceles - that is, hat Ai) = BC. Prove that
AC .7- BD.

4. Nave the following:
(a) If a pair of consecutive angles of a parallelogram are congruent

then t.he parallelogram is a rectangle.
(b) An isodiagonal trapezoid which is not a palallelogram isos-

celes.
(c) 'An isodiagonal parallelogram is a rectangle.
(d) A trapezoid which is not a parallelogram but which has a pair

of congruent base angles is isodiagonal.
5. Using the resulta in xercises 1 -4, prove:

(a) Theorem 16.-23 (b) Theorem ,16- 24.

A

f
4
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Answers for Rart D
. [These exercises merely review the st,524.tajoil in the text 'to prove

Theorems 16-23 and 16-24.1'
1. Since,trapezoid ABCD, with bases A13 and C175is simple it

follows from Exercise 3 of ?art A In page 271 that D and -

A B do not have the sarne sense. 'Use the instance of Exercise 3
obtained 1:2,y interChanging '13' and 'a.% } 'Since these translations
are non-0 and have.the same diTection it follows that they have
opposite senses. So, C D and By- A.,have the" samesense and
D C and A - B have the'sarne sensC., It follows from Theorem
15-13 [consecutive 'angles] that LD and LA are supplementary
and that LC and LB are svplementary, Since supplernvnts of
congruent angles are congruent it fcalows 'that if L C CD then r

ZI3 ZA.

2. [This is answergd in the text referring to Figure 16-7 and the
related commentary.]

3. [This is answered in the text referring to 'Figurp 16-8 nd the
'related cominentary.

. (a)

(

( c )

d )

Since consecutive angles of a parallelogram are supplementary,
if a pair of consecutive, angles are congruent then a pair of
consecutive angles ire right angles. Since opposite angles of
a parallelogram are congruent it Lollows tha,t all angles are
right angles.
[Answered in the text and commentary concerning Figure 16-7.]

w
[Ditto.]
[See text and commentary relating to Theorern 16-24. ]

[See text and commentary.] ,

4 I

,f4



. Exploration Exerctsea

Suppose that lines t and m in-
tersect at 0, that A and C are
on I and B is on m, and that.
A', C', and B' are such that

A' - 0 - 0)3;

and B' - 0 '= (B - 0)3
as shown in . the picture at the
right
(a) Show that the matching

ABC 44 A'B'C' of the ver-.
tices of AABC with those of
AA'B'C' is such that car-
-responding angles are con-
gruent. ,
IfEr the matching ABC 4-0 a congruence? Explain your
answer.

ete,

(

-

293

(c) Given the matching discussed in (a) and (b), What relation
exists between caresponding sides of thfi, triangles AARC and

2. Copy the pichire of LIPQR and
p6int 0, as shown in the picture
at the right.
(a) On your pidture, locate Po

Q', and R' that 0 is on
each of the segments Pr, "

and RR', and POIOP'
, = (2010Q' = ROIOR' =i. ,

(b) Given the matching PQR 41-+ P'Ci'R' I show that the correspond-
jng of AMR and AP'Q'R' are congeuent.

(c) What is the ratio of ooriesponchng sides?
(d) Is the matchiN/PQR e y'Q'R'' a congruence? Explain.

3. In your picturckfor Exercise 2, locate points A, B, and C so.that .

.11 eta Q e OB, aitd R EW, and OPIPA = OQIQB = 0,F1RC =
(a) Given the matching ECM' 4+ ABC, show that corresponding

.angles are coniruent and that corresponding sides' are not
congruent

AO Consider the &matching P'Q'R' 4-0 ABC. Are corresponding
angles congruent? Are corresponding sides congruent? E7lain
your answers.

. t
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Answers for Exp1orat1on. excises
1.. (a) Since (A' 0): (A - 0) (B' - 0): (B 0) and

(B' 0): (B - 0) = (C' - 0): (C - 0) it follows that A'B' l AB
4--41.

and B'C' II BC [see Theorem 8-3(4)]. Since, also, A'C' = AC*.
it follows that AIBIAB = B'C'/BC C'A'/CA = 3 [age
Theorem 8-11(a)]. It follows by,the cosine law [and Theorem

-.15-8] that, under the matching ABC -- A'B'C', correspond:-
ing angles of AABC and AA'13'C' are congruent. [Alterna-°
kiively, having proaved that A'13' AB and B'Cf BC,. one
'may note that, 'since B and B' are on the same side of 1, it
follows 1:iy Theorem 15-13 [cormsponding angle sj that LA of
AABC and A' of AA'B'C' aye congruent and that LC` of
INABC and of AA'13'C' are congruent. The congruence
of LC and Zt then follows by 'Theorems 16-6 and 15-8.]

(b) No. Correspo ding sides are not congruent.
(c) dorresponding'sides ire proportional; [This, is Shown to be..

the case in the.first a:lime; for part (a), ]
2. (a) [and 3(a)]

'A

(b)

Ir
0/

As in Exercise 1(2). sides which cderespond, under tlie
matching POR P'Q'11/ are paiallel, and, so, are propor-
tional. Hence, by tbe cosine law [and Theorem 15-8],
corresponding anglel are congruent.

(c) 1/2
(d) No. Corresponding sides Are not congruent.

3. ISee figlire for EXerdise 241. I .

(a) [As..in Exercises 1 and i. ]
..(1)) Yes P[congruenc'e O'f angles is transitive . , No the ratio of

corresponding sides 'is 6/5].
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1 8.08 Similar Triangles

Intuitively, geometric figures are similar if they have the same
_shape, whether or not they have the same siy.e. More jSrecisely, a first
figute is similar to a second if and only if it can be mapped onto the
sec? nd by a mapping f such that, for some positive real number m,

() d(f(X), f(Y)) = d(X;Y)rn,

for all points X arid Y. Such mappings are called similitudes. Notim
that each isometxy is a similitude. The simplest examples of.V4Mli-
tUdes ogler than isometries are the uniform ..strstehings -or'sbrihk-
ings -about a point 0:

(2) g(X) = + (X - m, m > 0
,>

We shall show that each siniilitude (1) is the resultant of a uniform
stretching (2) followed by an isometry.

To do so, suppose that f is as in (1), so that, for each X and Y,

Ilfa) .11X

where m > 0. It is easy' to see that the mapping g described by (2) has 4
an inverse and that, for each X,

g(X) = 0 + (X = 0)Int.

It foildos that t.he resultant t o 8- is such that, for each X,

[f ° L7-1](-70 = + --- 0Vm).

4

Hence,

Rfeg TX) [f o 1)(1)j 1

111(0 + ," 0)/M) ^' f(0 + (Y 0)Irn)

f = IRO -4° (X 0)10 - (0 +, (Y - 0)lni)l
. =4,411A,- 0)Im (Y 0)fm.li m

= 0) (Y O))fin 11 m

= m

jnahort;the mapping ,, g--' is an isometry,say, h- and, so,
LExpliinj

og.
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To show that g-1,as describg, in.the text. is acttlally the inverse
of .g [ancl, incidentally,' to show That g has an inverse] we compute
g.,e.s-1' and `ig-1 0 g':

o g-11(X) g(0 + (X -.0)/m) + [(X 8)/rn1rp = 0 + - 0) =.*

1g-1. .g-pc y gA(C) + (X 0)in) = 0 +1(X-- Miiirtin tX 0)-=-X

Having shown as in the text that f g-12 = 11,', where h is an isometrir it
follows that f = f o [g-1 .0 g] [f 0] og ho g.

* * *

8.uggestions for use of the exercises of section 16.08:
(i) Parts A and n, and the associate& text discussii,a4 should be devel-

oped by the teacher. -Be sure to have the students graph several
figures and their.images under uniform stretchings or shrinkings.

(ii) Parts C and ID may be assigned for homewoz.k.
(iii) Part E may be completed in clarbs.

I.

,

ARP



16.08 -Similar Trisigles

Summarizing the preceding we have:

befinition 16-4 1 is a siniilitUd6` of if if and only if
. fig a mapping ofe7 onto itself sUch that, for 4

some m > 0, vxVy d(f(X), f(Y)) = d(X, Y)m.

Definition-16-5 A first figure is similar to a second
if and only if there is a similitude of if which
maps the first figure.onto the second.

Theorem 16-25 Each similitude of is the resultant
of a unifoim stretching about any given point 0
followed by an isometry.

[A uniform stretching is a nppinjas desiribed in (2).]
Theorems concerning suui1itudes which are like Theorems 14-26

ind 14- 27.1or isinnetries are easily proved. It is sufficient to prove
corresponding theorems fdr uniform stretchings and then make use
of Theorem.16- 25, [Explain.] In particular, any similitude maps any
angle onto an angle, and any triangle onto a triangle, mapping ver-
tices on vertices. We shall not trouble to prove these theoremp but you
may make use of them in the following exercises.

*

295

Exercises

I
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By Theorem 16-25, anything say, coplanarity which is pre-
served by uniform stretchings and, also, by isometrics, must be
preserved by similitudes. For example, if uniform slretchings map
planes onto planes then, since isometries also map planes onto planes,
the same is true of similitudes. For another example, if unifOrM
stretch'ngs map interNals onto intervals, mapping end points on end
points then, since isometrics do the same, so do similitudes.

It is also important to note that similitudes form a group under
function composition, 'Do see this note, first, that the set of similitudes
is closed under function composition. This follows 'at once 'from
Definition 16-4 and the fact that the product of two positive numbers is
positive. It also follows from the 'definition [and the fact that the
reciprocal of, a positiv-e number is isositive] that the inverae of a
similitude is a similitude. Einally, the identity mapping 0 is obviously
a similitude.

Having shown that similitudes constitute a group it follows just
as for i-sometries [see the beginning of section 14.05] 7 that similarity
of geometric figures is a refleXive, symmetric, and transitive reration.
[For an application of this, see Part D on page 298.]
Answers kir Part A..

2.

Tart A .' . . 3.
4 1. Draw a triangle, mark a point 0, apd draw the image of the tri-

angle under the uniform stretching about 0 which' doubles dis-
tances. .

t

21 Shaw that a uniform stretching maps any i;mgle onto a congruent
angle. . I.

3. Explain how you know that similar' angles are congruent.
4. Show if there is a '§imilitude f which Maps AABC onto

. AA 'B such a way that f(A) --- A', AB) = B', and Ant= C'
then

ABIA'B' =. BC1B'C' = CAIC' A'.

[In short, the side measures AB, IBC, and CA are proportional to
B'C', and C'A'.]

This fpllows at once from the cosine law and Theorem 15-8.
Angles are similar if and only if there; is a similitude which maps
one onto the other. 'Since a similitude it the resultant of a uniform
stretching followed by an isometry, and since mappings a both
thelse kinds map angles onto congruent angles, it follows that ja.
similitude maps each angle onto a congruent angle. Hence,
similar angles are congruent.
By. Definition 16 -4 if L is a. similitude which maps A on A', B on
B', and C on C' then there is a number s'ay, rn whial is
positive and is such that A'BIAR = B'C'/BC C'A'/CA = m.
Hence if there is such a s4mi1itude then AB/A'B' = BC/B'C'
= C'A'.

6 1 I



TRIANGLES AND QUADRILATERALS

We have said earlier that a matching ,

ABC <-0 A'B'C'

of the vertices of two triangles is a congruence if there is an isometry
which maps A on A', B on B', and C on C'. Wedphall now say that such
a matching is a similarity if there is a similitude which maps A on
A', B on B', and C on C'. ,

In Exercise 4 of Part A we have seen that if a matching orthe ver-
tices of one triangle with those of a second is a similarity then 'corre-
sponding sides are proportional. The converse of tilis is the s.s.s4simi-N
larity theorem:

Theorerri 16-26. A matchipg of the vertices of one
triangle with those .of a second is a similarity if
corresponding sides are proportional.

The proof is easy. Suppose that ABC A'B'C' is a niatching such that

a/a' = blb' = cic' m, say. Choose a point 0 and let A" ,B", and C"
be the images ofA' ,B', and C', respectiyely, under the unifcrm stretch-
ing about 0 which multiplies all distances by m. Since a" = a' m

-Lb" = b'm = tt,--ana c" = c' = c it follows tKat the matrhing ABC
A"B"C" is' a congruence. So ihe matching ABC 4-* A'B'C' is a

/Some of tile importance of Theorem1.6,- 26 is due to a consequence
of Faercise 3' of Part A:

Theorert? 16-27 If a matching of the vertices of one
triangle with those of a second js a sitnilarity then

,:.corresponding angles are congruent and cOrre-
sponding sides are proportional.

The same sort of proof which gave
*
pa the s.s.s. similarity theorem.

also gives us the s.a.s. similarity theorem:
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Theorem 16-28 41 matching of the vertices of one
triangle with those of a second is a similarity.if

- two sides of the first triangle are proportional to
the corresponding sides of the second and the

',included angles are congruent

We could also' pi-0e an a.s.a. similarity theorem but we can do better:
. ,

Theorem 16-29 A matching of..the verticis of one
triangle with those of a second is a similarity if
two angles of the first triangle are congruent to
the corresponding angles of the second.

This is the a.a. similprity theorem.

Part B
1. Prove the a.a.s. similarity /theorem..
2. Pixwe the a.a. similarity theorem. [Hint. Note that, by an earlier

theorern, if two angles.of one triangle are congruent to two angle's
of the other then the reMaining angles are also congruent Then,
use the Sine Law and the s.s.s. similarity theorem.]

In each of the following, you are given pictures of two triangles and
some information abOu't them. You are to. e whether the triangles
are similar. Be prepared to justify your
1.

3. GC E'- LP

5. ABCD is a square; EF
E

6 1 9LO

2.
A

4. Z.4 GQ and GC a LP

B R
AM . and CN. are medians of
LAC

TC 297

/Rimers for Part B
1. Suppose that, in.AABC and AA'B'C', A'B'/AB = B'C'/BC .7- in

a,nd DE. a LB. By the cosine law [and Theorem 15-81

(C'A')2 z. 2 + (B1c-r)2 - 2(A4V)(B'Cl)cos\ZB' ;

(BC)2 2(AB)(BC)cos LB]rn,2 =. (qA)2m2

- and, so, C A A' = m. It follows, now, by the s.s.s. similarity
theorem that ABC A'13'C'is a similarity.

Z. Suppose that, in ANBC and AA'B'C', LA 21 LA' a,nd LB ae LB'.
It follows by Theorem 16-6 that LC LC'. It.follows that
sinLA' = sinZB' = sinLB, and sinLC' = sinLC. -Also,
by the sine law,

B'C' C'AI 115-1-672-67'B'siriLA 'A and

sinLA sinLB sin/C,
BC CA AB

Fr= Vhese results it follows at once that B'Cl/BC C'AICA
= A'B'/A13. Hence, by the S.I.S. sbnilarity theorem,
ABC - A'B'C' is a similarity.

Answers for' Part C
1., The triangles are, similar. [ABC -. ORP i a similarity by .s..
2. The triangles are..amot similar. [Taking account of the order cs! the

lengths of the sides, the only possible similarity is ABC *-- RQP.,
ut, since 5/8 * 6/9, sides which correspond under this matching
o not have proportional measured.]

3. The triangles are similar. [ACB QPR is'a similarity by ...a..]
4. he, triangles are similar. [ACB QPR is a similarity by aa.]

Th triangles are similar. [Let P be the point-of intersection of
EF a CD. Then LEPD LAEF and LE,PD. C-4 LCGH. Hence,
by a.a., AEF CGH is a similarity.]

6. The triangles are-not similar. [Very difficult to jUstify. Clearly
there is no similarity in which P is itself. To show

ftnthat there is no silarity in Which 'either r N is matched with
proceed as follow: Let k = cos LAIN =- cos LCPM. By the

coeine law (AN12 = 25 - 24k and (MC)2 = 40 - 24k. Using the
cosine la-w, cosLA = (4 - 3k)/425 241tps,LN = (3 - 41c)/4J25724i,

cos LC (3 - k)/04-0-7-61-c, and cos eA = (1 - 3k)/410 - bk. Suppose
that there is a similarity in which A is matched with P. It follows
that cos LA = k and, so, that k 2/3. In this case cos ZN = 1/9,
and cosLP = 2/3 = cos LA. Since cos LC = -7/(345) the triangles
are not similar.in this case, Finally, 'suppose that there is a
similarity in whic.h N is matched with P. It follows that
cos LN k and, so, that le v.: 3/8. In this case cos LA = 23/32
and cos LP = 3/8 = Isom LN. Since cos LC = 21/(4431) the tri-
angles are ;21 similar in this case. Consequently, no matching
of the vertical' of AAPN and ,ACPM is a-,sini larity. ]
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Part D

_

(o) [Corresponding sideli are . (d)
parallel.]

1. Draw a rectangle ABCD such that AB = 3 and BC = 4. :

(a) Draw a quadzilateral-PQRS `such that, ABCD +*_PQRS is a.
similarity and PQ 5. 6. How long areQR and QS?

(b) Draw a quadrilateral KLMN such that ABCD 4-0 KLMN is a
similarity and LM = 6. How long are la and KM?

(c) Show that PQRS and KLMN are siMilar and give the ratio of
corresponding sides.

Suppose that ml {I m2 li in3, that
1, intersects these lines in A, Bi
and C, and tha t, te12 inrsects
these lines in P and R, as ma

shown in the pt ure at the
right. Determine which of the
following are similar trapezoids.
(a) ABQP and BCRQ
(b) ABQP and ACRP
(c) BCRQ and ACRP

3. Suppose that, in 6.4.BC and APQR, ABC 4-0 PQR is'a similarity.
(a) Given that AB = 5, AC = 4, cos z....4 = I, add ((le= 10, com,

pute BC, sin 4R, PQ, and QR.
(b) Given that cos LA =-4, sin LB --= -h,BC = 26, and PQ = 10,

'- compute PAWand QR, and tell which is the largest angle in
.. APQR.
(c) Given that cos LC = i and AC = BC = PQ = 5, compute AB,

PR, and QR.
4. In each of the following paris, you are given two similar figures

and some information about them. You are to express `p' and 'q' in
terms of 'a', 'b', and
(a) (b)

te.

5
,

t
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Answers for Part D.
1. (a), (b) [In part (a) .PQRS is, of course, 'a b by 8 Atangle and,

in part (b), KLMN is a 9/2 by 6 rectangle. Actually, any '-
such rectangles will do, If, however, you wish to make sure
that ABCD PQRS and ABCD KLMN are similarities it
is easiest to choose a 'point 0 in the plane of ABCD the
point A is a,good choice and obtain PQRS and KLMN from
ABCD by the uniform stretchings with "stretching factors"

anii 3/2, respectively. For more on this point see below.]
(c) Suppose that f and g are siniilituees whieh map tVBCD onto'

PQRS and KLMN, respectively.. /nen, since the inverse of a
similitude is a similitude and the resultant of two similitudes
is a similitude, g ofq is a similitude. Since this similitude
'maps PQRS onto KLMN it follows that PQRS and KLMN are
similar. Since the str,etching factor for 1'1 is 1/2 and that
for g is 3/2, the stretching factor for g f-1 is 3/4. So, the
ratio of the measure of a side of PQRS to-the corresponding
side of KLMN is 4/3.

The procedure suggested for part (a) of Exercise 1 gives one a 6 by
8 rectangle similar to PQRS. To show that any 6 by 8 rectangle is
similar to PQRS it is sufficient, in view of the transitivity of similarity,'
to show that any two 6 by 8 rectangles are similar. 1tiiiiódlffiu1t
to go further and prove that any two rectanglese714be same 'dimensions
are inongthent. To do so, suppose that EFGH and TUVW ire rectangles
such that EF tr. TU and FG = UV. Since, by the Pythagorean theorem,
GE = VT it follows thatthere is an isometry which maps 'E on T, F
on 13, and G on V. This isometry maps EFG onto TUV and maps the
line EH on FEG through E perpendicular to EF ontO the line TW of

.

TUV. through T perpendicular to TU. Similarly, it maps OH onto VW.
Hence\it maps the i)oint H of intersection of EH and GH on the point W
of intersection of TW and VW, Since the isometry maps E, F, G, and
H on 13, V, and W it follows by Theorem 14-Z7 that it maps EFGH
ontt) TUVW. [A similar argument is needed for Exercise 4(a) of Part D-
on page 306. So, it ma'y be well to go through this argument in class.
With an occasional leading question, .students should be able to do most
of the work.]

Answers for Part a Icont.1
2,, (a) Similar. (b) Not Similar. (b) Not similar. "

3. (a) Bc = 3, sin2R = 1, PR = 40/3, PQ
(b) From the gil/en information AB = 33/2 and AC = 25/2. So,

the ratio of/similitude is 33/20. Thus, PR z = 250/33
and RQ = 520/33. Also, LP 'is the largest angle of APQR,
since iP is obtuse.

(c) AB 7.; 5, PR =&,5, QR. =.5

f.1
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Answers for Part D cont.]
4, (a) p 3c2/b, q = 3ac/b [p/t, = 3c/b

(b) p = 1a2/(3b), q = 4ac/(313.2)

(c) +.13)/2._

(d) p = hc/(2a), q = 2a2/b

TC 299

5, (a), (b), (c)

a A '(I)
A

In case. (I) the right triangles, AADC and ABEC, share LC
andrare similar by a.a.
In ca%e (II) the right triangles, AADC and ABEC, have con-
gruent vertical apgles at C -and, so, are similar by a.`a. In
both cases the similarity is ADC -r-- BEC. In particular,
AC/BC = AD/BE and, so, AC Bt Bc AD.

(d) The statement means that, in any triangle, the product of any
siAe.by the altitude to that side ip the same as the product of
arT' other side by the altitude to that side.- ,[To complet1 the
proof of the' statement it is necessary to cansideir a: th case,
in addition to (I) and (II) above, in which LC 'is a ght angre.
This case is easy tO settle since AD = AC and' B. = Sc., It
should be recalled at this point that the theorern p ved -Were
has been pioved previously by vector"methods and sted as
Theorem 14-13.

Answers for Part E
(a) ABD CBA (b) ACD RCA

1. (a.) BD/BA = AB/CB. So BD = c2/a.
(b), DC/AC = AC/BC. ngo DC = b2/a.
(c) AD/CA = AB/CB. So AD = bc/a.

. 3,

(c )

1lb

CAD

[Note that these resulto have been obtained, by vector methods, in
Exercise 2 of Part G on pag% 162.]

AB AC BC BD DC: c. AD -sin.LB sinLC

(a), 8 10 2s.qa 32/441'50/%qa 40/s,111 5/4-41 4/4-1

)1;)
9 1.1 15. 23/5 48/5 36/5 4/5 3/5'

(e) .44-57 10 8 4

(d)

,21S-
44-n 6413 26 8 18

or-

12 3/471:1 z/s/T3

(e) 20 15 25 16 9 12 3/5 - 4/5

(f), 12 --643: 18 . 1,0 ,..4al....... ..s.15/3 2/3

4

zNi-§, 1/2 N572,
1

(h) ZI . (NTS 48 147/16 611/16 63s.113/16 3,12i/16 .7/16

'It

Part E

4
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5. Draw a triangle, AABC, such' that 4C is not a. right arigle, ,and
draw .its altitudes AD and BE, from A and B, respectively.
(a) Show that AADC and ABEC are similar.
(b) Show' that AC BE =
c) There are two cases to consider-.. that in which L.0 is an acute

-angle : d that in which Z.C-is an obtuse angle. Repeat (a) and
) fs e 'other ,case.

(d) ain the statement:

In any triangle, the product'of a side
by the altitude to-that side is constant.

Consider right triangle, PABC,
with hypotenuse BC and altitude
AD, as shown in the picture at the
right
1. Give niatchings of vertices which are similarities for each of-the

following pairs of triangles.
tar AABD, AABC (b) AACD, AABC (e) AABD, AADC

2. Let AB .7- c, BC = a, and CA = b. Make use of your results in Ex-
ercise 1.to show each of the following:
(a) BD = c2la (13) DC = b2la (o) Al) = be/a

3. Complete the table.

B

AB. AC BC BD DC AD sin *LB sin LC

(a)8 10

(b) : 12 15

(c) 2 8

(d)
-,-- - -12.

(e) 15

....

(n. 18

(g)
, -

,

(b) 21

-
.

t

a
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*09 Areas of Triangular and auadtangulisi: Regions
'

'It can be proved that any triangle, and any simple plane quadrd-
'lateral, is the boundary of a region of its, plane called the interior of

triangle dr quadrilaferal.

Fig. 16-10

:

TC.300
-

4

indicated,by the can be proved's we shall not attempt a
rigorous development of the theory of areapieasur e for polygonal
region4.. Vector methoils do,make possible

do not have;the space [nor you the tim
treating arearmeasure sotnewhat intuitively

--practic:e. at .this level.

We shall call the unian of a triangle [or simple plhne quadrilateral]
and its interior a triankular ior,guadrangular] region.

It can also be proved that it is possible to assign numerical area-
measures to such %gions. This can be done by, first, assigning such
mieasdrfp to triangular regions and then assigning as area-measure to
a quadvaagular region the sum of the 1u-ea-measures Of triangular re-
gions' into which it can lie "cut up". What needs to be proved [and what

. ,

* *

rather simple treatment,
I to carry it out. In
e all but follow current

Suggestions for the exercises of section 16.09:
(i) Use Part A for class illustrations.

(ii) Part B may be used for homework.
#(iii) Part C and the discussion following may be used for supervised

class exercises.
). Part D ma;sibe assigned as hoMework.

*
Sample Quiz

Here is a lidt of descriptive terms which apply to, geometric
figures:

equilateral
equiangular
rectangular
perpendicular'diagonala
bisectiViagonals.

(b)
(d)
(f)
(h)
'(j)

qudz.ilateral
trapezoidal
rhOrtibic
congruent diagonals'
a pair of parallel sides

.Z #

los
an appropriate definition ofcan be proved) is that, for examPle, With For each of th'e geometric figures given below, tell which ofthe disc rip-

area-measure for triangular regions, the suni of the, area:measures tive tertbs applies to it.
I. Square 2, Rhombus
Key to Sample Quiz
L. [AlLapply]

Fig. 16-11

of the triangular regions T and T2 is the same as the sum of the area-
measures of 7:3 and T4.

s, The two intuitively obvious the&ems mentioned in the preceding
two paragraphs are quite difficult to prove and., althoush we shall
make use orthein in this section, we shall not attempt to prove them
in this course.

,

As -you probably know, an ap-7
propriate ar,-meassure for a tri-
angultir region is obtainedby tak-
ing one-half the produdt of the .

Measure of any side, of its triangu-
lar boundary by.theeasure of the
altitude `to that side. That this is an
appropri te area-measure for a tri-,

lt
41.

K=lbh-

Rectangle 4. Trapezoid

2. (a), (b), (d), (f), (g), (i), (j) '
3.. (b), (c), (d), (e), ( (j) 4. (b), (d), (j)

if

. Cone'

62
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angular'region stems faith the fact that, by Theorem 14-13, the num-
ber obtained in this way it the samene matter which side and corms
sponding altitudeone chooses. This motfivates us toadopt the following:

Definition 16 -6 The area-measure of 'a triangular
region is one-half the product of any\side by the
altitude to that side.

,

exercises in Parts F and G on page 161 and in Part B ton page 256,
the are several other ways to express the area-measiure ,of.the tri-
angular region bOunded by AABC. For example:

K 4\1-02 62 -(72 b)2

iab sin [..0
Vs(s a)(s b)(s - c), where s = a + b + 012.

[Note, in the second of these formulas that a sin LC is the measure of
the altitude to the side CA.)

We can now assign area-measures to trapezoidal regions. Given such
a region with bases whose measures aro b, and II, and with altitude

,

tl

b, 0

K = 3 (b, + b2)h

bi

rig. 16-13

measure h, it is clear from Fig. 16-13 that its area-measure, K, is one-
half the product of the sum pf the measures of its bases by its altitude.
And it is easy to obtain frkm this, as special eases, formulas for the
area-measures ef regions bounded by parallelograms and rectingles.
[Do so.] Another Way of, computing the area-measures of regions
bounded by a parallelogram is suggested, by this figure: z

D-
s' a

A

K = Nia2b2 -
ab si

Pig. 16-14

b12

A

tl

In this connection, it is worth recalling that, by one of our most, useful
theorems, a2b2 - (a = 0 if and only if (a, b) is linearly dependent.

622
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Note that, in Fig. 16-14, ra,--b+) is linearly dependent if and only if the
parallelogram "collapses" into a segment. Notice, also, that the for-
mula given in Fig. 16-14 can be used to obtain special formulas for the
area-measure of a rectangular region and of a square region. [How?]

Finally, the area-measure of a region bounded by a rhombus can be
computed froin the measures of its diagonals. [ Do ao. To what more
inclusive class of plane regions does this formula apply?] And, this may
be used to obtain, as a special case, a formula for the area-measure of
a square region in terms of the measure of a diagonal of the square.
[Give the formula.]

Exercises

Part A
In each of the following, you are given a figure and some informa-

tion about it. Do the indicated computations. K(ABC) area-
measure of the triangular regimbounded by AABC, K(PQRS) is the
area-measure of the quadrangular rlion bounded by PQRS, ete.

1. In L\ABC, AR = 26, BC = 28,
and cosa3' A. Compute
and K(ABC).

2. In QABC, sinLA = f, AC
= 12, anti AB = 15. Compute
KG4130.

3. In AABC, AB CB = 15 and
AC = 12. Compute K(ABC)
and sin LA.

4, In trapezoid PQRS, with bases
PQ and RS, PQ 12, SR
= 18, and h = 7 . Compute
K(PQRS). .

5. La ttapezoid PQRS, PQ = 15,
and K(PQRS) = 72.

ute SR.
6. Given thai trapezoid PQRS is

isosceles and- that PS = QR
= 5, PQ .3, and RS = 11,
compute K(PQRS), and QS.

7. In rectangle KLMN, KL% 12
And cos LKLAT = I. Compute
K(KLMN).

S. In rectangle KLMN, KN = 20

and LN = 30. Compute
K(KLMN).

9. Given that KLMN is a square
and LN = 10, compute KN.
and K(KLM*). 9 r)

A
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For a rectangular [and, so, in particular, for square region] LA
is ,a right angle and, so, sinaL.= 1. Hence; for a rectangular region ,
K. = ab [and, for a square region, K = a2].

For a rhombus and, more generally, for any region bounded by any
simple ortbodiagonal quadrilateral, the area-measure is one-half the

:ipluproduct of the measures of its diagonals. In particUlar, fqx a square
with diagonals of measure d, K.= .42 z.
Answers for Part A
1. Ac = 30, K(ABC) = 336,
2. K(ABIC) = 60
3, K(ABC) = 18s,r21, siniA =
4. K(PQRS) = 105'
5 SR = 1

6. K(PQRS) = 21, QS = Nrcii

7. K(KIAIN) = 192
8. K(KLMN) = 21)047
9: KN = 5'17, K(KL1Q1N) = 50

6

623
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10. In rhombus FGIi,EG = 10
and FH = 15. ComPute
IC(EFGH).

11. In 'rhombus EFGH, EG = 12
artd AEHG is equilateral.
CompUte K(EFGH), and FR.

12. In rhombus EFGH, FH = 15
and cos LHGF = Com-
pute K(EFGH ) and EG.

Part B
1. Derive formulas for the altitude and area-measure of a triangular

legioln bounded by n eqnilateral triangle whose side-measure is s.
2. Given a rhbmbust whose diagonals measure 4, and cl2z where d1

c12, cierive _formulas for the follOwing: -
(a) the area-measure of the region bounded by the rhombus .a
(b) the cosine of the smaller angles of the rhombus
'(c) the sine of the larger angles ofthe 'rhombus

- 3. Given a nonrectangular parallelogram with side-measures a and b
and whose shorter diagonal has measure c, derive formulas for the
following:
(a) the cosine of the smaller angles of 'the parallelogram
(b) the sine of the laTger angles of the parallelogram
(c) the area-measure of die region bounded 1y the parallelogram

4. Prove each of the following:
(a) A median of a triangle separates the triangular region into

two regions with the same area-measure.
(b) fin ngle bisector _of a trianglel separates the triangular re-

gion into two regions whose area-measures are in the same
ratio as the sides of the triaAgie which are contained in the
given angle.

(c) Given any point On a side of a tiiangle, the interval whose end
7 points are that point and the itertex opposite its sideseparates

the triangular region into two regions whose area-measures
are in the sdms ratio as that in which the point dividesthe side
of the triangle.

5. Consider the four 'legions into
which the diagonals of a paral-
lelogram divide the yegion
bounded by the parallelogram.
Shbw that these four regions
,,have the same 'aea-measure.

6. Suppose t.hat PQRS is a trapezoid with babei PQ and RS and
whose diagonals interSect in the point M. Prove the following.
(a) The ratio of the areas of triangular regions MPQ and MRS is

MO The aiea-measurealof the regions bounded by AMPS and

TC 303

Answers for Part A [Cont.]

10. K(EFGH) 75 -

11. K(E4FGH) = ThsrE, PH

12, ,K(EFGH) 4543/2, EG
Answers fOrlPart B
I. h =7 Nrs6 - (s/Z)2 sNIT/2, K = (s/2)/h

2, (a) K = [.d1(]z = d1d2/2

(b) By the Pythagorean theorem, the side-measure of the 'rhombus
is + d22/2. ,So, by the cosine law, the cosine of the _

smaller avigles is (d12 d22)/(di2

( ) The sine of the larger angle is the same as the sine ot the
smaller -angle [since the angle are supplementary]. Computing

, the latter from its cosine [which we found in part (b)] results
in 2d d2/Id1 2 d 2) as the sine of the la'rge-r angle of the

1k g -rhombus.
3. (a) By the cosine law, the cosine of the smaller angles is

(a2 b2 c2)/( Zab).

(b) The sine of the larger angles I. the sine of the smaller angles'
and tliis afle - b)(s - c)/(zab).
24861 - a)(s - b)(s c)
A median of a triangle separates the trlanTviar ;egion into two
triangular regions with congruent bases and the same altitude.
An angle bisector of a triangle separatea,the triangular region
into two triangular regions which have the,same altitude and the
measures of whose bases are,proportional to thp measures of1'
the sides of the triangle which are contained in the given angle
[theorem is-173.

(c) The interval in quesrion separates the triangular region into
two triangular regione which have the same altitude an4 the.
measures ,of whose bales have the -given ratio. 1!

51 This follows from Exercise 4(a) and the fact ,that the diagonals of a
parallelogram bisect each other.

6. (a) K(MPQ) 2 = PM sin ZQPR and K(MRS) 2 = RS .11M
sinZSRP. Since LQPR ZSRP [alternate interior angles] it
follow; that K(MPQ)/K(MRS) -( po- RS- RM). But,
9M/RM PO/RS [Theorem 8-17(b)]. So, K(MPQVIC(MRS)
= PQ2/1252. [That LQPR and ZSRP are, actually, alternate
ang1e&o1loiu by Theorem 8-16(a),

(b) By Ex cise 4(c), K(MPS)/K(MR6) = PM/MR and
/K(MRS3 = QM/MS. Since PM/MR PQ/RS

II. QM/MS it follows that K(MPS) = K(MQR).

AMQR are the same.

a
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TRIANGLES AND QUADRILATERALS

I. The four facei of the pyramid
at the right are regions bounded
by congruent isosceles Irian-
glias whose legs have length 6.
'The base BCDE of the pyramid
' is a square region with side-'
measure 8. Compute the total
area-measure of the five faces
of the pyramid

8 8

2. Given the pyramid described in Exercise 1, compute the area-
% measure of the region bounded by AABD and the distance from A

to the plane of BUIE.
3. Compute the area-meapre of 1

the shaded region pictured 4t
the right.

4.. In the triangle, AAI3C,
tured at the right; AD, BE, and
CF are the medians of the tri- .
angle. Shwa/ that the six "small"
triangular ..regions have 'the
same area-measure. a 0 C

5. Given /14BC, let 1 belhe line through A and parallel to W,.',Show
that each triangle APBC, where P e 1, hiis the same area-measure
as does 6ABC.

*: 1

41

6. In AABC pictured at the right,
BE and CF are angle bisectors,
and AB = = 4, and ,CA
= 5. Also P3, and Pi aP3
the area- res of the indi-
cated regions. Verify each of
the following, where k is the
arpa-measure of AABC. -

(a) = 3 and EC = 2 (b)
(c) + p2 = ik (d)
(eY p, = K(BFC) (f)
(g) = (h)

7. In API* pictured at the right,
PA and WIT ariznedians and pi,

p3, and p4 are the area-
measures of the indicated re-s
gions. Verify the following,
given that the area-measure. of
APO is k.
(a) P:= P3
(e) pi = ik

.1 B

AF = Asil and FR
p2 + p3 =

=

(h) p = 2p2
(d) p4 = pi
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Answers for Part t
1. 64 + '[=, 32(Z + 43)]

2. K(ABD) = 84-1, d(A, BCD) = 2
3. (I + Nri+ NTT + N11)/2 = (3 + sa)/2
4. Let M be the poineof intersection of the medians. By Exercise

4(a) it-follows that K(BMD) X(DMC) = a, say,.that K(CME)
K(EMA) = b, and that X(AMF) = K(FMB) = c For the same

reason, MCBE) = K(ABE) and Ic(CAD) = Ic(BAli) and, so, that
Za + b b + 2c and a + 213.= 2c + a. From these last esu1ts it
follows that a = c and that b = c. Hence, a lz b = ,c and alk six
triangular regions have the same area-measure..

5. For any choice of P ci, APBC and AABCThave the same base and
congruent altitudes. Hence, they have the same area-measure.
[To show that A and any point P E I are at the same distance from

.14 .4BC note, first, that P = a + uu, where u is the unit- vector in
JC - Br and a = A - B. By earlier results [Theorem 14-16(a) or
the Pythagor'ean theorem] the square of the altitude from A of
AABC is a2 (1.4)2, where a = Hill, and, for tlie sarne=reason
the square'of the altitude from P of APBq is ill+ %11112
- + gu) ii12. Siniplifying this last after expanding it to
a2 u2 2( 0.1 _ q)2 u2 a)u), we see that AABC
arid APBC-have congruent altitudesifrom A and P, respectively.
1.14 result just proved is often stated as: Parallel lines are
e4e-rywhere equidistant.]

(f)

By Theorem 15-17, AE 5(6/10) = 3 and EC = 5(4/10) = 2.
AF = 6(5/9) = 10/3 and FB = 6(4/9) = 8/3.

Since AE = AC(3/5), pi + p2 = 3k/5 [Exercise 4(c) of
Part B].
Since BF = B.A( 4/9 )9 p2 + pi 4k/9,
Lett M be the point of intersection of the angle bise4ors. Since
BF = 8/3 and BC = 4, FM/FC = (8/3) + (8/3 '4.4) = 2/5. So,
p2 = 2K(BFC)/5.
Since BF/BA = (8/3)6 = 4/9, K(BFC) = 4k/9. Combining this
with4he result of part (e) it follows that p2 = 8?k/45.
-By (d), p2 p, = 4k/9 and by (f) p2 = 8k/45. So,
ps '43c/ - 81C/45 = 4k/15.
By (c) and (f),'as in part (g), p1' 19k/45.
Since pi + p2 = and pi + p3 ""-t- It/z- it follows that "2 = p3.
Since the point of intersection of the medians divides the
median from Q to B in 2:1 it f that pi = 2132.

2 and p2 = /2 it follows that pi = k/3.
p2 and = pa it follows that p4 = pl.

Since pi.+ p2 = k
Since pd. + p3 = pl

The ratio of similitude of ADEF to AABC is /k.,
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Consider AABC 'amid ADEF,
shown. in Ihe picture at the right.
Given that ABC 4-7-+PEF is a
similarity, we know that the cor-
reaponding sides are proportional
[and,that the corresponding angles
are congruent] so that, for some
k > 0, AB = kDE, BC = kEFi and .
AC = kDF. The number k is some-
times called the ratio of similitude
of AABC to ADEF. [What, then,
is the ratio of similitude of ADEF
to 46ABel]
. The area-measure, 1C11'of triangular re`..iion ABC is
MB AC sin LA, and the area-measure, K2, of triangular region.
DEF is ipE DF sin LI). Given thfii ABC DEF is a similarity,k

lwe know that sin LA = sin ID and that there is a ratio of simili-
tude r- say, k of AABC to ADEF. Thus,

Fig. 16-13

K, +AB AC sin LA
= kDE k.DF sin 4D

k2 [IDE DF sin LID]
= k2K2

[Why?]
-[Why?]
,[Why?]

This tells us that if ABC 4"* DEF is a similarity that is, if 6,Apc
is similar to ADEF --, then the ratio of the area-measure, K1, of-tri-
angular region ABC to the area-measure, K2, of triangular region
DEF is k2, where k is the ratio of similitude of AABC to INDEF. ,For

short, K,.. = P.
,

For convenience, we summaxize this result in:

-Theorem 16-30" The-ratio of the areaAnearkure of a given
triangle to that of a similar triangle is the square of the
ratio of similitude of the giren triangle to the second
triangle.

Part D
upPose that ABC +a PQR is a similarity between AABC and

QR.
(f) Given that AC .. 1, BC .. 11, and QR =:. 14, wiiat is the ratio

of shhilituda of 6,ABC to APQR? What6iti2 the ratio of the area-
measure of LIMB to &IBC?

TC 30

Sample Quiz
An altitude of one e ilateral tkangle has the same measure as a
side of ancither equilateral triangle. What is the ratio of their areas?'. .
Of their perimeters? . s

-
2. If three squares have side-measures 3, 4, and 12, respectivtly; .

what is the side-measure of a fourth square whose area is the sum.. '

of the area-measureg of the tfiree given squares?

3.. given AABC with AB = 10, ISC '= 15, and cos LB r- -3/5. Compute
the area-measure of AABC and the measure of the altitude from A.

4. In AABC, the medians AM and CN intersect in O. is the mid-
point of AC and MP intersects reil in Q. If the area-measure of
AABC is 1, compute the area-mkasures of sae,,b of the following
regions.
(a) CPQ
(d) APQO

Key to SamieQuiz
1. 4/3;- zArs
4. (a) 1/fi (b) 1/8
Answers for Parttip
1., (a) 11 14; 196/121

(b) CQM
(e) AON

2.

(c) 1/24

(c) OQM
(f) MONB

13' 3. 60; 8
(d) 5/24 (e) 1/6 (g) 1/3

.

TC 306 (1)

,

(b) K(ABC) = 10,. K(PQR) ,r 45/8
.(c) 1/N/i [By the c'osine 14W, 'PQ .9;i. K(PQR) 94m-774,

K(ABC) = 94119/8
2./, [Note .that LPP LKM As a similarity by a4a. In fact, the

uniform stretching abolit L with stretching factor 9/7 is a
Lsimilitude which, since it maps L on L, P on K, and Q on M,
maps ALPQ onto ALKM.]

N) -7/9; 49/81
(b) 1073; 4/9
(c) 1/511; 1/(Ari - I) [or: Ari/z, I 1-

6 )9
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Answers 0,1- Part D [cont.]
(a) Since 'LPQD a ZMCQ, ZMCQ is complementary to LMCB,

and 1CMB -is complementary to ZMCB, it follows that
ZPOD 1CMB. Since ZD and 113 ar both right angles it
follvws by a.a. that pfaD CMB is a ,sirnilarity.

(b) 1/3
(c.) 1/9
(a) Suppose that ABCD and PQRS-are squares with side-measures

and s respectively, ,where al < s2. Let g be the uniform,
stretching about A with s'fretc,hing ratio s2/s1 that is, for
each point X, let

g(X) = A
Suppose that g maps A, B, 'C, and D on K, L, M, and N,
.repectively. [So, for example, K = A. and L = A -1- (B - A)
(sphi). ] Since g maps intervals on interyals, mapping end
points on endipoints, it follows that g maps ABCD onto KLMN.
Since g preserves perpendicularity and multiplies distances by
82/s, it follows that KLMN is *a square., of side-measure sp. '
We shall now find an isanetry whickli maps KLMN onto PQRS.
flaying, done \so, og -will be a similitude which maps ABCD
on FORS and we shall have proved that -ABCD and PQRS art

ilar, thel ratio of similitude of ABCD to PQRS being

Since* K = s2 PQ and NK s2 = SP it follows, since
1K and LP are right angles, that NL SQ. It follosol that ,
there is an diSometry h which maps N on S, K on P, and L

1

on Q. is an isometry it maps NKL onto SPQ and
preserves perpendicularity. llenee, h maps NM onto SR and
maps. L.M onto OR. So, h ma s the point M of 'intersection
of NM and LM on the poiIt R o teirseetiOn of SR and M.
Since, h is an isoinetry which maps' K on P, L on Q, M on R,
and N on S, h maps KLMN onto PQR'S.

/5

(b) 81/N2

(c) (52/51)2
5. 256, 36 [k2 f = 20, 1c2/ki. = 64/9]
6, K(ABCD) = 2, K(MNPQ) = 16 [Students should not take it for

begin by sh wing that it is a rhombus with side-measUre 4 and then
granted MNPQ-is a square. One way' of showing that it -is it; to

noting that, since its diagonals are parallel to the sides ol.ABCD,
it it orth iagonal. Students can, of course, by-pass the proof of
the square ess of MNPQ by nOting, as above, that it is orthodiagonal
and that. al of its diagonals has measure 8/47,

L.
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a
(b) Given that AB = 8, BC = 12, sin z_B = h, and PQ = 8, com-

pute the area-measures of triangular regions ABC and PQR.

(c) Given at RP = 6, RQ = 9, cos LR = andAB = 9, com-
pute the ilitude of AABC to APQR and the area-
measures of ular regions ABC and ?QR.

2. Consider AliLM with
. N11104, as shown in thepic-

tura at the right Answer the
following questions. K

(a) Given that LP = 7 and PK = 24 what is the ratio of similitude
af ALPQ to ALKM? What is the ratio of the area-measures of
LPQ and LKM?

(b) Given that KL 7_10 and the ratio of similitude Of ALPQ to
ALKM is I, what is KP? What is the ratio of the area-measures
of LpQ and LKM?

(c) Given that the ratio of the area-measures of LPQ and LKM is
+, what is LP ; LK, and what isLP : PK?

3. Consider the square ABCD
shown at the right AB = 6, M
is the midpoint of AB, PD = 2,
and P j M C.

(a) Show that APQD is similar
to ACMB.

(h) What is the ratio of simili-
tude of APQD to ACMB?

(n) Stihat is "the ratio of the
area-measures of PQD and
CMB?

4. Suppose that two squares have sides whose measures are s, and
82, respectively, and that s, < 82.
(a) Show that the squares are, sinitlar.
(b) What is the ratio of similitude of the smaller to the laiget

square?
(c) What is the ratio of tbe area-measures of the larger to. 4ae

smaller tithe squares?

5. The difference in the area-measures of two squares is 220 and the
ratio of similitude of the larger to the smaller of thesquaisia 4.
Compute the area-measures of the squares.

6. t M,N,P, and Q be the midpoints of consecutive sides oT
ABCD. Givdn that the measure of a diagonal of ABCD is 8,

pute the a 1-ga-naeasures of ABCD and MNPQ. .

. i

6 3
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16.10 Chapter Summary

Vocabulary Summary

the cosine law
congruence
sufficient condition
rectangle
square
iaediagonal
isosceles trapezoid
similar figures ,

boundary
quadrangular region
the sine law
congruent figures
necessary Condition
rhombus
'kite

Definitions

16-1.. A rectangle is kquadriliiteral. each of whose ahgles is a right
angle.

cf.

a
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orthodiagonal
similitude
similarity
triangular region
atea-theasure
exterior angle

. congruence theorems

s.s.a.

uniform stretching
similarity theorems

a.a.

16-2. (a) ,A rhombus is a plane quadrilateral all four of whose sides
are congruent.

(b) AkIsquare is a rectangulat rhombus.
16-3. A kite is q quadrilateral which has two consecutive sides con-

" gruent a1 the'sidea Opposite these congruent.
f is a similitude of e' if and only if f is a mapping of e onto itself ,

such that, for,. some > 6, vxvy d(f(X), f(r) = d(X, Y)m.

16-5. A first figure i similar tO a second if and only if there is a simili-
tude of 8' which maps the first figure onto di& seeond.

16-6. The area-measure of a iriangtIlar region is onethalf the Product
of any side hy the altitude to that side.

Other Theorems

16-1. [The Projection Theoreni] In AABC:
4 (a), a cos LB +6 cos LA -rc, and

- a cos LB

Corollary 1. No two angles of a triangle are supplementary.
Corollary 2:- Each triangle has at least two acute angles.

Corollary 3. An exterior angle of triangle is larger than each of
the angles of the triangle which are opposite it.

Corollary 4. A triangle is isosceles with a given side as base if and
only if the angles of the triangle at the end points of t)le given
side are congruent.

Corollary 5. A triangle is equilateral if and only if it is equiangular.
Corollary 6. If two sides of a triangle are not" congruent then the

angle opposite the longer side is larger than- the angleopposite
- the shorter side.

, -
Corbllary 7. If two angles of a triangle are not congruant then the

side opposite the larger angle is longer than the side opposite
the smaller angle.

Cordllary 8. If each srde of one angle intersects both sides of another
angle then the angles are not supplementary.

16-2. [The Cosine Law] In AABC,
(a) & = a2 + b2 - 2ab cos LC, and -

+ c2
(b) cos LC -

2ab
16-3. If a, b, and c are positive numbers such that

- < c < a +

then there is a triangle whose side measures are a, b, and c.'
16-4. [The Sine Law] In AABC,.

sin LA sin t..59 sin^LC
. a

16-5. In a fight triangle, the cosine (Ian acute angle is the quotient
of the adjacent leg hy the hypotenuse, and'the sine of an acute
angle is the quotient of the opposite leg by the hypotenuse.

16-6. In AABC, cos cos LA cos LB - sin LA sin LB), and
sin LC = sinSA'Cos LB + cos LA sin LB:

16-7. A matching of the vertices of a first triangle with those of a
second is a congruence if
(a) each side of the first triangle is congruent to the corre-'

sponding sidec-if the second Es.s.i.], or
. _

(13) each of two sides of the first triangle is. cimgruent to the
corresponding, side of the second and the included angles
are congruent [s.a.s.1, or

(c) each of tWo sides of the first triangle and the angle opposite
the second side iS congruent to the Corresponding part of
the second triangle and the angle opposite aid first side is.

. not a supplement of its corresponding angle 44.a.lsor
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,

(d) each of two angles of the first triangle is eongruent to the
corresponding angle of the second and the included sides
are congruent [a.s.a.], or

((teach of two angles of the first triangl and the side oppo-
site the second angle is congruent to the correspeinding
part of the second triangle.

Corollary 1. A matching of the vertices'of a first triangle with those
of a second is a congruence if each of two sides of the first tri-
angle and the angle opposite the second side is congruent to
the corresponding part of the second triangle and
(a) the angle opposite the first side and its corresponding

angle are both acute, or
(b) neither the angle opposite the first side nor its correspond-

ing angle is acute, or
(c) the second side is longer than the first.

Corollary 2. If the hypotenuse and a leg of o e right triangle are
congruent to the hypotenuse and *a leg another right tri-
angle then the matching with respect to 4ich these are con
reaponding sides is a congtuence.
A quadrilateral is a parallelogram if and only if it is simple
'and plane and each two of its opposite angles are congruent.

quadrilateral is a parallelogram if and only if it is simple
and plane and each two of its conaecutive angles are supple-
mentary.
A quadrilateral is a parallelogram if and only it is simple
and some two of its opposite sides are parallel and congruent.
A quadrilateral is a parallelogram if and only if it is 'simple
and plane and each two of its opposite sides are congruent.
A quadrilateral is a varalIeIogram if and c9ly if the sum of the
squares of its diagonals equals the sum of the squares of its
sides.

Lemma. Any re.ctangle is eplane quadrilateral.
16-13. Each rectangle is a parallelogram. .

16-14. A parallelogramitone of whiwose angles is a right angle is a
rectangle.

-126-15. A parallelogram is a veetaugle if and only if its diagonals are
congruent

16-8.

16-9.

16-10.

16-12.

16-16. Each rhombus is' a parallelogram.,
1617. Any parallelogram two of whose consecutive sides are con-

gruent is a rhombus.
. 16-18. A parallelogram is a rhombus if and only if its diagonals are

perpenclicular. .

Corollary. -A rectangle is a square if and only if its diagonals are
perpendicular.

634
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16119. A plane quadrilateral is a' rhcunbus if and only if each of its
diagonals is contained in the perpendicular bisector of the
other.'

16-20. A quadrilateral is a rhombus if and only if its diagonals are
contained in the bisectors of its angles.

16-21. The sum of the squares of two opposite sides of a quadrilateral
equals the sum of the squares of the other two sides if and only
if the diagonals of the cjuadrilateral are perpendicular:

16-22. A quadrilateral is a kite if and only if one of its diagonals is
contained in the perpendicular, bisector of the other.

16-23. A-trapezoid is isodiagonal if and only if it is either isosceles or
a rectangle.

Corollary. A parallelogram is isodiagonal if and only if it is a rec-
tangle.

16-24. A tranezoia is isodiagonal if and only if any pair of its base
angles are congruent.

16-25. Each similitude of g is the resultant of a uniform stretching
-about any given point 0 followed by an isometry.

16-26. A matching of the vertices of one triangle with those of a seeL
ond is a similarity if corresponding sides are proportional.

16-27. If a matching of the vertices of one triangle with those of a
second is a similarity then corresponding atr are congruent
and corresponding aides are pnaportional.

16-28. A matching of the vertices of One triangle with tnase of a sec-
ond is a similarity if ti'vo sides of the first triangle are propor-
tional to the corresponding sides of the second and the included
angles are congruent.

16-29. A matching of the, vertices of one tritrn le with those of a sec-
.ond is a sithilarity if two angles of the first triangle are con-
gruent to the corresponding, anglp of the secorikl.

16-30. The ratio of the area-measure of a given triangle to that of a
similar triangle is the square of the ratio of similitude of the
given triangle to the second triangle.,"

Area Formulas

Triangular region

4

K = (he

a2b2 - (a Tor12

= iab sin LC

cp(s ,b)(s c),
s (a b c)/2

-41)
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K = h(b1 b2)12

Region bouficled by a parallelogram
K bh

= \(;1:12----767: r,)2

ye

Region bounded by a simple orthodiaganal plane quadrilateral
,K = (did.)12

Chapter Test

1. True or false?
(a) That two angles of a triangle are complementi is a sufficient

condition that the triangle is a right triangle.
(b) That two angles of a first triangle are congruent to the cor-

responding angles of a second triangle under a matching of
vertices is a necessary condition that the triangles be Similar.

(c) That the angles of a first quadrilateral are congruent to the
,corresponding angles of a second quadrilateral under a match-
ling of vertices is a sufficient condition that the quadrilaterals

. he similar.
(d) That the angles of a first quadrilateral are congruent to the

corresponding angles of a second quadrilateral under a match- 1

ing of vertices is a necessary condition that the quadrilaterals
be similar.

Oa) There is no triangle which hail an exterior angle which is
supplementary to an opposite interior angle.

(f) There is a triangle which has an exterior angle which is com-
plementary to an opposite interior angle.

(g) There is a triangle which has an oxterior angle which is con-.
gruent to an opposite Ulterior angle.

(h) If a trapezoid hay perpendicular diagoNals, then it is an isos-
celes trapezoid.

636
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Answers for Chapter Test
1. (a) True.

(b) True.
(c) False. [Consider two rectangles only one of which is a

aqua re. ]
(d) T rue.
(c) False. [Consider any isotceles triangle. ]
(1) True. [Consider any triangle which has an acute exterior

angle which is larger than half of a right angle.]
(g) False. [See Corollary 3 ,of Theorem 16-1. ]
(h) False.

2. (a) 87/100 (b). Ni43T/l00 ( ) 61/160 (d) 347411/4

3. (a), (c), (d)

4., PR = sTE/2.; Since QR > PR, LP is larger than ZQ and, since LP
is acute, so is LQ.; slinZR = (Nri + ,s5)/4 = PQ [Since
QR/sinLP = 1 it followsby the sine,law that PR = sing)
and PQ = sin ZR. Since LP and ZO are both acute, cosZp = 1/2

and. cow LC) = 47/2. So, Theorem 16-6 can be used to compute
ainZR and, so, PO.]

S. (a) 411/7 (b) 3/5

(b)

(c) 24-31 (d) 3 +

AS3E CDE is a congruence by s.a.s. [EA = EC,
ZAEB LCED, BE = DE since the diagonals of a parallelo",
gram I3isect each other and verticaliangles are congruent.
and, also, by s. s. s. (AB CD since opposite sides of a
parallelogram are congruent.]
AABE and ACDE have the same area-measure since they are
congruent. So, for the-same reason, do ASCE and ADAE.
Each of AABE and ABCE has area-measure half that of AABC.
One can repeat this last argument to show that ABCE and

'ACDE have the same area-measure and that ACDE and ADAE
have the same area-measure.. In this way one does not need
the result obtainedin part (a). ]

.
PAQ RAS ill a similarity by S.a.s. For, since SQ = RP
and .each is divtded içi 10:5 by A, AP = AR/2 and AQ AS/2.
Also, .the vertical angles.,7at 'A are congruent.
1/4

135/2
111/2

p
u

(b) 144

(e) 48" 3

(d) 75,074

c) 4043
(f) 84
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2. Given AABC with BC 8AC .= 10, and All 46. Compute each
of the following.
(a) cos LA (b) sin LA (c) cos LC (d) area-measure of bABC

3. For which of,the folIcAving is it possible to have triangles whose
sialefeasures are the giten numbers.

(c) 2, V-3-, 1 (d) Vr2-, V3', 1
4. prAPQR, sin LQ = sive LP = V-312, QR = V-312, and LP is

acute. Compute PR, Show tht. t LQ is Lure, and compute sin LR
and PQ.

5. Give0 .6ABC with altitude AD,
and-AB 7, AC = 5, 'Mid AD

4, as shown at the right
COmpute the following.
la) cos Li3 (b) sin LCAD
(c) area-measure of, ARAD (d) BC C ' D B

6. Suppose that the diagonals of parallelogram ABCD intersect in the
'point E.
(a) dive a matching of the vertices of,AABE with those of 4E,C

which is a congruence, and justify your answer. .

(b) Show that the- triangles AED, AEB, BEC, and CED have the
same area-measure. .

7. Suppose that PQRS is an isos-
celes trapezoid with bases PQN
and RS, that diagonals PR and

= 5 = QR, aa shown in the pic- ,s- -4416b' R

QS intersect in the point A, and
that PQ = 5, RS = 10, and PS

ture at the right.
(a) Give a matching of the rtices of AAPQ with th'ose of ASA)?

which is a similarity, and justify your answer. ,

.(b) What is the ratio of the area-measure of QAPQ to that of
"NASAR?

r
d) What is the ratio of the area-measure of AAPS to that of

) Compute the area-measure of the region bounded hy PQRS.
AAPQ?

-8. In each of the following, ydu are given some information about a
figure. Compute the area-measure of the region bounded by that
figure. .

(a) Rbombus whose diagonals have measures 9 and 15.
(b) Square whose sides have measure 12.
(c) Parallelogram two of whoscw adjacent sides have measures 8

and 104and one of whose angles has cosine-value i:,
(d) Isosceles triangle whose legs have meisure 11 and whose base

angles have cosine-value V2)2. .

(e) toilateral triangle whose medians have measure 12.
(f) Triangle-wkose side-measures are 13, 14,,and 15.\

6



Background Topic

Part A
In these exercises we shall study

a function called the signum func-
tion or, for short 'sgn'. [Read 'sgn'
as you would 'sig'.] Its graph is
shown in the figure at the right,
and it may be defined by:

18.111) Chapter Summary 313

1, for x > 0
sgn(x) = 0, for x = 0

-1, for x <

Another possible definition is suggested by Exercise 1.
1. Show that, for each real number x,

() sgn(x) =4,4

TC 313

Answers for Part A

1. If 'x > 0 then sgn(x) = 1 = x/x = x/Ix1; if x< 0 then
ign(x) = -1 = x/-x = x/1x1; finally, sgn(0) =.0 = 0./0 =_ 0/0.

2, (a) 1 (b) -1 (c) -I (d) 1 (e) (f) 1

(g) 1 (h) 12 (i) 17 (j) 5 (k) -5 (i) 5

3,

4.

(a)

(b)
(a)

(b)

5/151 =- 5/5 = 1

(-5/2)/1-5/21 (-5/4A5/2) = -I etc,
For a 0 this follows from OM; also, 0 = 0.101,
By (,**), sgn(-a) = -a/I-al = -(a/1 a ) = -agn(a).

(c) By (**), sgn(ab) = (ab)/labl = (ab)/(1allbl) = (a/1a1)(b 1bl)
= sgn(a). sgn(b).

(d) (agn(a))2 = 12,, 0, or 4-1)2 according as a.= 1, 0, or -1.
And 12 = 1 (-1)2.

(e) This follows at once from part (d).

[Hint: Recall that 101 = 0 and that /0 is Some real number al-
though we have not specified which.]

2. Compute each of the fol;owing, using 01
(a) agn(5) (b) sgn(-4) (c) sgn(-V-3/2)
(d) sgn(V3/21 (e) sgn(6) sgn(-8) (f) sgn(13) egn(6)
(g) sgn(-5) sgn( i) (h) -12 agn(-12) -1) 17 sgn(17)
(j) 5 sgn(17 - 12) (h) 5 agn(12 17) (I) 5 . sgn(17 12)

3. Verify your answers in Exercise 2 by using (**) of Exercise .1.
4. Prove each of the following:

(a) a sgn(a)ja I (b) sgn(-a) sgn(a)
.(c) sgn(ab.) = lign(a) sgn(b)
(d) (sgn(a))2 = 1 for a 94 0, and (sgn(a))2 = 0 for a = 0.
(e) 1 - (sgn(a))2 = 0, for # 0,' and 1 - (sgn(614 1 for a = 0.

5. Show that, for each x,

1, for x > a
agn(x - a) = 0, for x = a.

-1, for x < a

*6. Use the signum function to describe a function f such that

Part B

10,
for x < a

fix) = I, for x = a.
1, fo1. x > a

In th9se exercises we ehall study another "peculiar" flinction called
the integral part function. The integral part of a given real number is
ihe greatest integer which is less than oiequal to the given number.
For example, the integral part of 4.6 is 4, and the integral part of:-1,5
is What ie the integral pirt of 3? Of 17.01? Of-16.2?

639

5. By (*), sgn(x - a) = 1 for x a > 0, = 0 for x a - 0, and = -1
for x - a < 0. And, x -.a > 0 if and only if x > a, x a = 0 if
and only if x aand x - a < Q if and only if x < a.
Let, for each x, f(x) = fsgn(x) t 1j/z.

6 4
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The integral part function can be characterized by a defining prin-
ciple like those we used on page 5 to introdude absolute valuing
[(2) on Page 51 and square rooting [(3) on page 5]. To do so we intro-
duce the notation 11. . .11', which is to be read as the 'the integral part
of. .-.', and. adopt the defining principle:

(1) 1[a)] E I and [1a.1] a < [fall + 1

[Study (1) to see that it does mean, intuitively, that [ta)] is the in-
teger which is 'the greatest of those integers which are not greater
than the number a,]
I. Draw a graph of the integral part function for arguments between

-3 and 3..
2. Prove that (1) does characterize the integral part functimi by

proving:

(2) - (b 6 I anti b a.< b + 1) b = [[a]]

[Hint: Suppose that b e I and b <a < b + 1. Use this and (1), to-
gether pith a thaprem about integers proved at the end of Chapter'
15 to show that Hall 5 b and b 5 [la)].]

3. 10e (2) and a theorem about integers to prove:

(3) b I f[a + 1211 = [[al] + b

4. a) 4how that, for any a E .9f and for b > 0, there exists an integer
q and a number r such that

a = qb + r and 0 5 r < b.

[1:14.: Apply (1) with 'aib' for.`a'.]
- (b) What is q [in terms of.'a' and 'V]? What is r?

Once we have adopted (1) we are committed to the belief that,
given any real number a, there is an integer-, say , p -such thatp _
< p + .1. It is of some importance that this can be proved to be e
case if, in addition to our postulates (Nni) - (Nns) and tA we opt:

(C) (x E Nn and x > a)

What (C) says is that there is no real number which is greater than or
equal tip all Fif the norTegative integers. Another way of putting this
is to say that the set N n has.no upper bound. Briefly, an upper baund
of set S of real nuxnbersiis a number which is greater than or equal to

. each member of S. [Fov example, each poiitive numgenr and 0 is an
upper bound ofthe set o4all negative nuMbers.1 A greatestMember of

6 4

Answers for Part B
1.

IC 314

4

Suppose that b C I and b a s b +.1. Since Hail s 1141 + I

.it follows that b. s [lap f I and thot' [tall b + I. Since DI as
wil as b, belongs to I it follows that b bin and that b.
So, b Hence, if b C I and b di a s b + I then b

3. Since [tall < a s [Tall + 1 it follows that.11ag + b a b ([14+ b)+ 1,
Assuming that b is an integer it follows, since gall 61, that ['all+ b ci.
So, by (2) [lap + b ;4 [la + 1311. Hence, f b E I then jla + bll + b.

ra
ote that, as examples will show, it is,not in general the case that
+-tor= Ilarlf lb 1]. ]

41. (a) By (1), aa/b116 I and Ila/b11 aa/b11+ 1. So, with
q = Ela/b]] then -q (I and qb 'a s. qb + b. So, with
r 4-; a qb, a = qb + r and 0 r b.

) q = [la/b]1; r a

6 r)
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a set S is a member of the set which is, also, an upper bound of the
set. [For example, the set of all negative numbers hiss no greatest
member; but the set of all nonpositive numbers has 0 as its greatest
member.1

To justify our introduction *of the greatest integer function'we shall
.use (C) and other properties of integers to prove another important
theorem about integers:

Theorem Each nonempty set of integers which has
an upper bound has a greatest member.

[Notice'that this theorem does not remain `true if 'integers' is replaced
by 'real numbers'.1 Aside from (C) we shall use two theorems proved
at the end of Chapter 15:

(*)
0119

4.

(aelandbEl) 61) - oil
(ae/andbe/) [b r-obf-o

Proof of Theorem: Suppose that S is a set of integers which has an
upper bound -say, a - but has no greatest member. [We shall show
that S .. 0.) By (C) there is a nonnegative integer- say, n - which is
greater than a and, so, is an upper bound of S. Since S has I'm) greatest
member it follows that n t S. H nce, each member of S is less than n.
Let S' be the set cif numbers obftined by subtracting n from the mem-
bers of S. By (if the mem of S' are integers and, clearly, each
member of S' is less than 0. Suppose that b is an integer such that
each member of S is less than b. Iffoklows by (**) that each member Of
S' is less than or equal to b - I and, since S" has no greatest member,
each member of S' is less than b - 1. It follows by induction that, for
any nonpositive integer b, each member of S' is less than b. Since S'
consists vof nonpositive integers it follows that each member of S' is
less thaqtself. So, since no number isless than itself, S" has no mem-
bers. Since S' - 0 it is clear that, also, Si. 0.

It is now easy to, justify our introduction of the greatest integer
function. We know by (C) that, for any. real number a there is a non-1negative integer-say, p- such that > -a. So, there is an integer
- for example, -p- Which is less th a. ItIbllow's that the set Sorel]
integers less than or equal to a is nonempti and, of course, has iz as
an upper bound. Hence, by the theorem, thAre is a greatest integer
- say, q- which is leas than or equal to a. Since q is the greatest such
integer, q + 1 a- that is, 'a < q + 1. All that remains is to define
theintegral part of a to be this integer q.

.It remains only to be said that (C), which we have adopted as a new
poitvlate concerning the real numbers will turn out to be a conse-
quence of our final set of postulates ,for R. In addition to the latter we
need only (Nn1) - (Nnsj and (I) to establish all properties of integers.

Chapter 'Seventeen
Circles

17.01 Spheres and Circles

Given a point C and a positive
real number r, tfie set of all points
which are at a distance r from C is
'tailed the sphere with center C and
radius r. [In some books, what we
call a sphere is called a spherical-
surface. We shall use 'ball' to refer
to the set of all points "inside" or
on a sphere.] We adopt the follow-
ing definition:.

11

Fig. 17-1

Definition 17-1 The sphere with center C
and radius r > 0 is {X: IX L Gil = r .

f

Notice that, by Theorem 14-6, a center of a sphere belongs to the
PerPendicular bisector of any segment whose endpilints belongtto the
sphere. Note, also, that'each halt-line with vertex C contains exactly
one point of the sphere with center C and a given radius. (Explain.]
Using this, it can be shown that no sphere is a subset of lit plane and,
so, that each sphere contains four noncoplanat points. A stronger
result is:

Theorem 17-1 Four noncoplanar points
belong to one and only one sphere.

[One proo of this theorem makes use of Exercise 4 of Part q on page
319.. ln proving the theorem you will also show that's _sphere 13asonly
one center.)

I.
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,NOte that it is notnthediately clear that the sphere wit center C
.and-raclins 'r is differenefrorn the sphere viith center, D an radius s
if "C.* D. ar, r '* s. In Exercise Of Part A it will be shown that_a
sphere has. a Unique center and frolp-this it is obvious that a sphere has
a unique racifust Aftei that we shall.be- entitled to spAk of the centc&
and the radius of a giVen sphere. [We shall also dpeak of a radius of a
sphexe when we wish to rekr ta,an interval whose end points are the
center and lame p6int of the ikiven

Given a halKine with vertex C thdre is one and '6nly one pii t of
this hall-line at a given nanzero'distencefrcup Q. Neeire specificafor r > 0, C ar is the only paint of C the'd.i_stance.,,r from

0.

* '41e ", ,

Suggestione for the exerciais dissection l7. Oa, - ,4,,(I) Part A should be directed by ttod teacher. ; . t
.(ii) Parts B and C may,be used foTplianrwork. to be foljow'fd lb'', t?.asts

0 discussion. . , . ..
., - , 7.t, ,,, , . 't , 41

1

(iii) Part D may be used as supervised classs eirerases.
. , ..kiy) Part E is apprOrt, for home 'si'vork 'after appropriate exaMples: ._ Ydu .should discas these exersised carefullry_sinca,peyIllust04

many of the coMmon applrications of 8i:the:till*
,

0 ,', t
04 N,S .

; .5 _ . : '1/44" 6
a

,,,,,, ,..°
> sl. _. ,

* r
..... .

4 '
... t .

4
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Exercisps

Part.A

417.01 -Spheres and Circles 317'
.

(a) Describe tha set Of all points.equidistant froni, two points-say,
A and 1

(b) Describe .1he set of all points eiluidistant from three noncol-
linear,pointq- say, A, B, and C. .

(c) Tell how ba locate the spheres 'which centain three noncol:
linear points A; B, an4'C. [One "locates" a sphere by locating
its penter and giving its radius.]

2. Show that* sphere is a subset of a plane.
g. Given a sithere, is ,there a plane which is a subset of it? Explain

your answer. -N.

4. Prove Theorem 17-1. [Hint: Consider four nortcoplanar points
-say, P, A) B, and C- and the pefpendicular bifiectors 71-A, irip and
Vt. cif PA, PB, and PC, respectiVely. Why are these three planes not
all parallel to the same line?)

§. Can a sphtre have mote than one center? Explain Your envier.
6. Can a sphere contain three Collinear.Points? Explain your answer..

*
Giiren a plane 7T., a point C in 7r,

and. a positiire real puml:ter r, the
, set of all' points for ir which are at a
distance r from C is called the
°circle of 7T Kith .ceriterC and zadjus
r. We adopt this definition: Fig. 17-2 -

D fiiiition 17-2 iThe circle of 77 with center
ir and radius r > O is

{X:, X E 77'' arid }IX - CI} rl.
9

As in the case of spheres, it 'is easy to see tb.at a center Of a circlj is
contained- in the perpendicular biaector of any segmeilt -Iiihose end
,points belong to theciTcle. Also, it is easy to,show that

(a) each half-line with vertex C and 'i1a given plane,ir contains
exactly ,onre point of the circle of7r with center .c and a given
radius, *

(b) no circle is a §ubset of a tine, and
(c) eagh circle contains three noncollinear points.

At;alogous to Theorem 1/-1 is:

Thecirem 17 7 2 Three noncolliveirpointa.
*long to, o;le, and only 'one circlie.

'OW
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Answers'for Pairt A
Tlie set of all pointsuidistant from A and B is the perpen-
dicr bisector of AB that is, it is the plane perpendicular
to AB ehich contains the midpoint of AB.
The set of all points equidiStant frOM A, B, and C is the inter
section of the perpep141'cular Iliseetor of Ng and the perpen-
diculae.bisector of AC. Given that {A, B, C.) is noncollinear
it follows that the two perpendicular bisectors 'are not para1le0
and, tio, that their intersection is a line.
A ephere contains the noncollinear points A, B, and 't if and
.only if.its center belongs to the fine of interseCtion of the plan s
refe.rred to in part (b)- and its radius is the dist ce' from its
center to, say, A,

Z. Let X be a sphere with center C and radiUs r, .and ret 77.,-be any
,plane. Let (i,5,C*) be a basis for T consistingof vectors.of norm
'r. If X (2- 7 then C + a', -C + 5, C + C', and C - a all belong to ir.
from which it loIlows that ( -1-, "C' - as, --1Z) is linearly dependenti
By Theorem 10-18 [or by direct applicationpf the definition of linear
independence] this i a not the case. So, X Of r, [Note lhat it follows
from this xesult and, in the proof, wp have stiown explicitly
That any ,sphere contains four noncoplanar points.]

3. If A arid, B are points.of Ow sphere with eenter C ana radius r
then 4IA,B) d(A, C) + d(B, C) = Zr. However, for any r > 0
there' are points in any plane whose distance is greater than Zr.
Hence, no sphere has a plane for a subset. '

4. Consider four noncoplanar points,. P, A, B,frand C, and let !A.,
7B, and rc .be, the rpend ular bisbetors of PA, PB, and r-c,
respectively. If the pl es werearallel to a line say; I
then I would be perpen cular to PA, 151g, aind IT and A,- B, and
C Would all belong to the plane through P perpendicular to 1.
Since this iy not the case, it ,follows that r j, TB and itc are not all

iyarallel to ny line arid,,fo, by Exercise .4 of Part C on page 164,
these planes have exactly one point say, D in comMon. The
point 4.13 is the only point which is .equidistant from P, A, B, sand
C apd, so, is the only point which can be the center a sphere
containing those points. Hence, the sphere with center D and
radius DP contains P, 'A, 23, and C and is_the only sphe e which
contains those pointe.

5, By Exercise Z any sphere contains four noncoplanar points. The'
argument of-Exercise 4 shows that the re is just one point which is
the center of a sphere which contains these points. I

Suppose that A, B, and C .are three collineageoints, It follows
that the perpendicular bisectors of 6Aii and are two parallel
planes. Any sphere containing A, B, and C must have for its
center point of the interseption of these two planes. Since.the
intersection is 0, thqpi3 is .no such' sphere.

' '441

Note that since a-Orcle c ains three nonsollinear points, a circle
determines its plane Uniquely. 'As in the case of a sphere; a circle
deterrninei centenuniquely (but, Ibis is yet to be proved]. Since_at
circle has on6 and ohly4ne eentz- it follows at once that its fruimericall
radius is unique. [As th the case of spheres, we shall s ak.of a radius
of a given circle whervwe wish to describe an interv.al o ,of whose end
points is the center of the given circle, the other bein r point orthe
circle,
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Part B

4
CIRCLES

I. Given three noncollinear points-say, P, Q, and R - we. know that
thpre is exactly one plane which contains them. Tell how to locate
the circles which contain P. Q, ftnd R. How many such circles are
there?

2. Show that no circle is a subset of Mine.
3; Given a circle, is there a line which is a subset of it? Explcin your

answer.
' 4. Prove T.heorem-17 - 2.

5. 'Tell how to locate the spheres which contain a given circle. How
many such spheres are there? Is there a largest one? A smallest
one? \

.

6. Can a 'circle have More than one center? Explain your*ktiswer.
7. Suppose that 77 is a plane which

intersects a sphere 2/' with cen-
ter C and radius r > 0. Let D be
the foot 'of the, perpendicular
from C to 7r , and let P be any
Ipint in ir n yr.
(a) What can you say about CP?
(b) Suppose that P = D. Show that no other point of iT is a point

of Z. [Hint: Let Q e 7r and assume that Q -A D. What kind of
triangle is ACDQ and what is CQ?1

(c) Suppose that P 96 D. Show that 1r fl X is the circle of 7T with
center D and radius DP.

B. Given the sphereX desciffied in Exercise 7, are there planes whose
intersection with X is empty? If so, .desetribe such planes; if not,

----------

tell how you know.
,

One consequence of Theorem 17,2 is that theie is a unique circle
which contains the vertices of a given triangle. Suth a circle is said to
circumscribelle- triangle [or to he 4 cirtumcircle of the triangle]. In
this connect= we have thecolloWing:

Corollary Any triangle has a unique circumscribed
circle. .

ll/pes each quadrilateral have a tmiqik cirermscribed circle'? How .
about each plane qgadrilateral? Describe at least 'one,ilass of Plane

. 'lluadrilaterals Which have, find at least one class of plane quadrilat:
. erals which do not have, 'circumscribed circles.]

The corollary aliove and your answer to Exercise 1(c) of Part A
should suggest that any circle is the ihtersectiien'of its plane with each
of many spheres. From anotht noint of view we have:

Answe rs for Part
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1. The center ot any circle containing P, a, and R must belong to
PQR and to the perpendicular bisectors of. PQ and QR. Since
{P, Q, R} is noncollinear, the 'two perpendicular bisectors inter-

..
sect in a line, and this line being perpendictilai to PQR con-
tains exactly one paint of PQR. 'So, there is one and only bne
paint sa, S which Can be a center of a circle containing:Pt
Q, and R. And the circle of PQR withcenter S and radius SP is"

z .

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

the only such circle.
[The argument is similar to that for Exercise 2 of Part A. Here,.
let ("1,t) be a basis for the bidirection of the pline .x of the circle
and be such that 11g11 = r = l If the circle is a subset of 1
then C + C + g, and C - S. belong to f and,t so, (5 -12)1s
linearly dependent. It is easy to show directly that the 'linear
independence of' (-a7,4-;) makes this impossible'.
As in the case of a sphere, the distance between any two points of
a circ.le of radius. iN is-at most 2r. 'But any line contains points
whose distance apart is,greater than tr.
[This proof has been given in answer for Exercise It ]
Any point on the line perpendiculaT to the plane of a circle and con7'
taining its center is the center of a sphere containing the given
circle. [See Exercise 41.] There is'no largest such sphere, but
the smallest is the one whose center and radius are those of the
given circle. 7

By Exercise 2 any circle contains three noncollinear 13o
the argument for Emercise 1 shows that any circle has onl
cente r. ,c

(a) CP = r
(b) When P = D, CD = CP = r. If 0 E ir and Q-* D then CDQ

a right triangle with hypotenuse "E".". Since the hypotenuse
of a rigM triangle is longer than either leg it folletes that
CQ > r and, so, that Q.,is not a point,of

(c) When P D the points of r eTh X arejust those points of
whose distance from D is N/r2 CD2. [Since D is the point
of r nearest to 'CD < CP. =

So,
one

100..

8. Yes.; The se are just these planes whose distance froni C is
greater than r or, for which CD >

Only plane qua,drilaterals can have circumscribed circles .since
only plane quadrilaterals have coplanar vertices. Rectangles have
circumscribed circles since their diagonals bisect each other`and are .

cif the game length. Parallelograms which are not rectangles do not
have circumscribed circles because the perpendicular bisectors of two
opposite sides of such a parallelogram are two parallel planes.
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Theorem 17-3 The intersection of a plane * anti
the sphere with center C and radius r is either
the empty set, or a set consisting of a single
point, or a circle. Specifically, if F is the foot
of the perPendicular from C tol and d is the
distance betWeen C and 7T th`en this intersection
isø if d > r, is {F} if d = r, and is the citcle
of it with center F and radius Vr2 - d2 if d < r.

Part C
1. Prove Theorein 17 -3. [Hint: Show that A belongs to the inter-

section if and only if A E r and OA ,F112 = -
2. State a theorem like Theorem 17 -3 Concerning the intersection of

a poplanar line and circle.
3. Prove the theorem you stated in Exercise 2.
4. If the word .,',coplanar' is deleted from the theorem you stated in "

,Exercise 2-; is the resulting statement a theorem? Explain.
5. Discuss the various intersections which might result between a

lipe and a sphere.
8..,Consider two spheres with -centers C, and C, and radii r, and T.,.

Give conditions on C1C2 in terms of 'r,' and 'r.' for which
(a) the spheres do not intersect;
(b) the spheres have exactly one point in common; and
(C) the spheres have more than one point in oommon.

[Hint: You will have to consider r1 + r2 and r3 - r21 to get
all of the conditions.]

7. Give some instances which illustrate each of the conditions you.
stated in Exercide 6.' 01.

8. Given that two spheres have more than one point in common,
what is their intersection?

.9. Can two.circles have more 'than one point in common? Mare than
two points in common? Explain your answers..

Several of the Teeults of Part C are summariied in the following
theorems:

Theorem 17-4 The interseCtion of coplanar line,/
and crcle with cenier C and radius r is either
the empty set, or a set consiSting of, a single
point, or a set consisting of two points. Speci-
fically, if F is 'the foot of the perpendiculax
from C to I and d'=- CF then the intersection

d > r, is {F} if d = r, and consists
of the.two points of 1 whose distance from
F r2 d2 if d < r.

IC 319 (1)

Answers for Part C I

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

Suppose that C. In this case A E w if and only if AFC is a
right triangle with hypotenuse CA that is, 4 and only if

FA;' + dr. A E X if and only if CA;" r''. Hence, 41"

A Cif (Th X if and only if r:' =:FAr + d;' and CAP
that is. if and onky if I IA F11' r - d;' and A E :a.. Suppose,
next, that 1.' C. In, this case d = 0 and. A E w rm X if and only
if A E sr and FA:" = rz' So, in any case, AE W r'N X
if and only if A and HA,- rr - dr', In case d r
there is no such point A; in case d r the only such point is Fi
in case d r th points in question are those of the circle of w
with-cente r F and' ratlius /142 -
[The theorem should approximate Theorem 17-4 on plIge 319. I
Proof of Theorem 17-4: Let X be the circle ora with center C
and radius r, let I be a line in a, 'and let F be the foot of the
perpendicular from C to I. As 'in Exrci,se .1 [with 'I' for '7' ].
A E I (- X if and only if A 'E I and HA FP ciP. In case
d > r there is no such_point A; in case d = r the only such paint

F; in ease d s r A is one or the .other of the two pointirof .1,
at the-distanc,e 'sfr2 -vdP froin F.
No. A line whose distance d from C is at most r and which
not coplanar With X -rnay contain no point of X. [Conside.r, 'for
example, lines parallel to the plane of X through the point at a
distance d r "above"1"the center of X. I Also,' a line whose
distance frem C ig lessNan r may contain just one point of
Since no sphere contains three collinear points', the intersection of
a line and a sphere must be empty or consist 'of One or of two point!.
It is easy to see that each,of these .three possibilities may occur. ,
if two splleree with centers ,Ca. and C2 and radii r1 and r2 hav
point P in common then, by the triangle ine5uality, r 7 r2 I, 1 2,,CC e- r 1 +r2 theorem 14-1 let a = ,P -C#and' Ib C2 P so that 1 .4 .= r.3.? HhI = r2, and C Ci,= IL]
On the other hand, if I ri ri + r2 thenqhere IS,
on each side of triZr; a point 13 such that txp r ri and \C2P = r2
that is, 4 point P cornmon to the two ?pheres. [Eor this, see
Theorem 16-3..] 'Also, if C1C2 = brrheorern 1 4-3,
any common point must belong to C1C2 and, as is easily seen, the
only such point is C1 + (c C1)(1-1/(r1 + r2)). 'Finally, suppose
that C1C2 = 1r1 rpl. In this easeN since we ark dealing with,two
spheres ri $.r2. frar r thapi C1 := C, f .1'1
the or:At:fres have only C1.4 l[r Ara 'ken in common.

As a consq,quence\ of tbe, preceding e .tae, that
(a), the spheres do pet intersect if and only if'

C1C2 1r1 - r21 or C1C2. r1 + r2;.
(b) the spheres have exactly one point in common if

and Only if .CI.C2 = 11.1 r2 I. or C1C2 =,r1 +,.r2;
and

(e) the spheres have more than one point.in.common
,if add only if Jr r21 < CIC2 < +

[The preceding argument holds equally well for:two coplaqar.circles.
Merely replace 'spheres' by 'circles'. ]

651
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Answers for Part C [cont.]
e

7. [The instances which the students generaee can be verified in the
appropriate parts of th9i answers for Exercise. 6. It is likely that
many etudents will.n have the ctindlioris involving 'r1
Making sketches aAhe chalkboard can illustrate the locations of
points of intersection and can serve to reveal those conditions
involving `ri - r21,' For example, given ri = 2 and r2 = 3, it
is very .natural to picture Ci and C2 ae follows to illustrate inter-
secting spheres (or, coplanb.r circles):

Cg< 2+3 e A

Now, if you imagine "sliding" the smaller sphere towards the
rger one; you can see that when Ci gets within I. (that is, within

3 of C2 the spheres .(or, circles) will not have points in
comm , for the smaller sphere will be "inside" the larger orie
This seems to be a nice example to'illustrate on an overhead
nrojector.]
Two spheres which intersect in more than one point have a circle
for their intersection. [Thie cai?I'be proved by making use 'of isore-
etries, Suppose that P and Q are two points of the-intersection:
Since PC1 = QC1 and PC2 -= QC2 there is an isometry f which
leaves C1 and C2 fixed and xLia- P on Q'(Theorem 14 -29).,
Siticelf leaves each point of C1C.- fixed and preservepen-
dkularity the foot F of the perpendicular frorn P to is also
the foot of the perpendicular from Q to t-i.-C*2.. Since f preserves
distances, FP = FQ. It follows that the intersection of the spheres
is the cirele, a the plane through F perpendicular to ti-4, whose
center is F and whose radius is, FP. (That any point of this circle
belofige to both spheres follows easily from the Pythagolirean theoretn,)]

_Two circles may have two points in common. They cannot have three
since thrfe points of a circlega.re n'oncollinear andare contained in
no othei circle,

,

se

or Part D
. Let X be a sphere with center C aneradius r and let f be any

ometry. Sinee f preserves distances it is ciear that f maps
each point P E X on a point f(P) which belongs to the sphere Xi
with center f(C) and radius r If, now, Q is any point of
f-1(Q) E X [for tthe same reason that f(P) Oi] and f(f-1(Q)) = Q.
So, f maps X 'Onto Xi.

TC 320 ($)

2.

3.

4,

Let X be a circle of the plane ir with ceeter C and radius r and
,let f be any isometry. As in Exercise f maps X into a circle
Xi of the plane ZOO with center f(C) and radius r. As before,
since f-1 is an isometry, 1-1 maps Xieipto X. .So, f X onto

It should be clear from Exercises: 1 and 2 that congruent spheres
oi circles have the same radius. Suppose, now, that Xi and X2
are spheres with centers'Ci and C2 and the common radius r.
Let f be any isbrnetry 'say, C2 Ci which maps Ci on C2.
By Exercise 1, f maps Xi onto a sphere with center C2 and
radius r. But, k2 is the only such sphere. Hence, f maps- Xi
onto X2 and, since f is an isometry it follows, by definition that
X and X2 are congruent.

'Suppose, o e other hand, that IC1 and X2 are circles of 71..
and r with cent s C and C arid common radius r. Let f be
any isometry which ps i onto 72 and Ci on C2. [For.examp
f may be the resultant of an isometry g which maps r14onto rp
followed by the translation C2 g(C1). ] By Exercise 2, f maps
X onto a circle of 72 with center C 2 and radius r. But, X.2 i

1the only such circle.
(a) Let and. X2 be spheres with centers Ci and\ C2 and radii

ri aria r2, resp4ctively. Let be the sphere with center Ci
and radius r2. The uniform stretching g about Ci with
stretching facto'r r2/r1 maps Xi onto r. By Exercise 3
these is an isonietry f which maps X! onto X2. Since the
similitude 1 0:g maps Xi. onto X2 it follows that Xi and X2

are similar. [The proof of the corresponding result for
.circles is very similar to this.]

(b) r1/1-

5, (a) Suppose that P and Q are on the same side. of I. It follows,
by-definition, that P and Q are coplanar with I and. I56 n I = 0.
Let f be Any isometry. ,Since f maps' planes onto planes an

,

6.

lines onto lines1(P) and f 0 are coplanar.with the line f(17.
.Since f maps onto P f(Q and is one-to-one

f(P)f(01 r.f(I) 0. 'by definition, f(P) and 1(0) are
on the same side of f(t

(b) SuPpose that P and da'..'v.gf cen opPosite aides of I. It follows,
la...definition;Ithollit, Pi, Air Q trelongs to 1 and that
P-440 e")1 0.* Arguing as in part ,(a) it f2llovis that neither
f(P) nor f(Q) belongs to the line 1(1) and that (1-7407:2 m j Oe
So, Ify definitiore'f(P)'and'f(W are on .Opposite Aides ol f(i).

(b) erET/3(a) ern and 3, respectively.
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320 CIRCLES

Theorem 17-5 Two spheres [9r: coplanar circles]
with centers Ciand C., and radii r, and r2
intersect if and only if

r21 C211 -5_ r + r2.

, Part D
1. Show than any isometry maps a sphere onto a ssphere whose center

is the image of the center of the given sphere. [Hint: Show, first,
that any isoMetry maps a sphere into a sphere. Then, use the fact
that the inverse of an isometry is an isometry.1

2. Repeat Exercise r with 'circle' in place of 'sphere:.
3. ?rove: ,

-Theorem 17-6 Two spheres [or: circles] are
congruent if and only if they have the

me radiu.s.

4. (a) Prove this corollary to Theorem 17 -6..

.1 .

t'

Corollary Any two spheres [dr: circles]
are similar in the ratici of their radii.

(b) Given that spheres Yr, artd 2(2 havF/redii .r, and ry respec-
tively, what is the ratio of similitude of ."1", to

.

5. (a) Show that any iSomary Maps two points Roach are on the same

1

side pf a line on two points which are on the same side of the'
image of the line.

.:(b) Repeat (a) with 'opposite sides' in plaa -of 'the same side'.
6. Suppose that two parallel planes say, 7r1 and 72intersect a

Sphere With center C and radius 5 and that th% distances from C t'o

7r1 and 7r2 are 2 and 4, respectively.
(a) Compute the radii of the circles of intersection of ir and 7r2

with the sphere.
(b) What is the ratio of 'similitude of thp larger to the smaller of,

_these circles?
7. Given AABC, consider AMNP whose :vertices y, N, and P ne the

midpoints of the aides of AABC. Suppose.. that .2i", an51 X, are the
circumscribing circles of AABC ancl ,OMNP, respectively. What is
the ratio of iAmilitucle of .5r1 to 2:2?

Part E 1

In these exercises, all coordinates are given with re
orthonormal coordinate systeih with origin 0.
t. In each of the following, you are given thattadius of a silliere with

center 0. Give equationeWhich dbseribe the spheres.
6 (a) 9 (b) 3 (c) 4- (d) 16 (e) 6

*
e.
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Answers ofor Part D [cont.]
7. 2/1 [AABC is similar to AMNP, the ratio of similitude being Z.

Students should gueas that distances which like the circum-
radius are defined o r all`triengles'have the samZ ratio for
similar triangles as do the sides of these triangles. U,sing thp
formula in Exercise 1 of Part D on page 334, students can, at .,,

that time, check this in the case of the circurnradius. The similar
property of 'the inradius is established by the resqlts in both
Exercise 2 and Exercise 7 of 'Part C on page 329.

Answers for Part E
[Trelimina

r if and o_nly if
(x11x2,x-3) and (
C and radius r if

remark: X is on the sphere with center C and radius
C11" :=- r. Given that X and C have coordinates

2, c*), respectively, X is on the sphere with center
and only if

c1)2 + (x2 7 c2roisilr: - c9)2 r2.
In the answe s which follow, we express the results in terms of

(x,y, z)-coordinates instead of (x1, x21-;)-coord1nates. It is reasonable
to do at least Exercises 1 and Z in class, while assigning ,xercises 3
and 4 as part of a homework lesson.]
1. Each Of

e ings
the equations may-begin '
are:

(b) (c) 16

2 + Z2 ThStppropriate

(d) 256 -(e) 36.

I.

_
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2. Suppose that A has coordinates (3, 0, 0).
(a) Write an equation which describes the sphere with center A

and' radius 9. . ,

(b) Do the spheres described in (a) and Exercise 1(a) intersect?
Explain your answer.

(c) Which of the spheres described in Exercises 1(b) - 1(e) intersect
the sphere describedlin (a),_and which do not? Explain your...1"
answers. IMF

3. Suppose that B has coordinates (3, 4, 5).
(a) Write an equation which describes the. SPhere with center B

and radius 6r
(b) What are the coordinates of the points in which the sphere

described in (a) intersects the first coordinate axis? The second
;coordinate axis? The third poordinate axis?

(c) "Do the spheres descrild in (a) and Exercise 2(a) intersect?
Explain your answer.

4. Suppose that C hits coordinates (5, -2, 1).
a) Write an equation which describes the sphere with center C

and radius 6.
( ) Let a be the translation from 0 to C. That is, let a = C 0.

Show that each-point of the sphere described in Exercise 1(e)
maps on a point of the sphere described in (a).

(c) Is there a point of the sphere described in (a) which is the
image under a of two pointS of the sphere described in Exercise
1 (e)? Expluin your answer.

(d) Describe atranslation which maps the sphere described in (a)
onto the sphere destbed in Exercise 3(a).

5. Cousides the equation:

x2 + 6x + y2 4y + z2 + 8i = 7

By "aimple ing the square" we see that this equation is equivalent
to:

(x + 3)2 + 2)2 + (20- 4)2 = 36 [Explain.]

Thus, the given equation is one of a sphere whose center has co-
ordinates (-3, 2, -4) and whose radius is 6.

Each of the following is an 'equation of p sphere. In each case,
find the radius and the coordinates of the center of the sphere.
(a) x2 + 4x + 3,4 + z2 + 18z =
(b) x2" + y2 + 6y + e 82 = 25
(c) x2 + 3x y2 + 3y + z2 az = I
(d) x2 + 2x +- y2 - 2y + z2 = 98
(e) x2 + Gx + y2 4- - 62 = 1.8
(f) 2x + 4y - y2 - z2= -45

IC 321

Answers for Part E [cont.]

(x - 3)2 4 y2 + z2 7-- 81 [or: x2 - tx +0,2 + z2 72T
Yas. 11A - 011 = 3 and, so, 9,- 9 = 0 < 3 -= 11A -

9 + 9 = 18. Thus, by Theorem 17-5, the given spheres
-intersect.

(c) The sphere described in 1(e) intersects the sphere described
in (a) because 19 - 61, < 11A 7 011 9 + 6; the spheres
deseribed 1n 1(b) - 1(d) do hot intersect the sphere described
in (a) because, in each case, the inequation of Theorem 17-5
is not satisfied.

2. (a)

(.1a)

3. (a) (x 3)2 + ( y - 4)? -f (z 5)2 = 36 [or: x2 - + y2 - By +
10z + 14 = 0; encourage the first answer.

(b) The given sphere does not intersect the first coordinate axis
because there aie no real numbers which satisfy the equation
'(x - 3)2 + (0 - :4)2 + (Ct - 5)2, = 3'6'; it intersects the second
coordinate axis in the points -with coordinates (0, 4 + 0) and(0, 4 - 0) because,the latter are the only coordinate triples
which satisfy the system ofequations: (x 3)2+ (y - 4)2
+v,(z - 5)2 = 36, x = 0, and z = 0;. it intersects the third
coordinate axis in the points with coordinates (0, 0, 5 + 411 )
and (0, 0, 5 - sin) because tile latter are the only coordinate
triples which satisfy the system of equations: (x - 3)2 + (y - 4)0
+ (z - 5)2 = 36, x, = 0, and y 0.
The spheres intersect. Their radii are 9 and 6 and ihe
distance between their centers is ,Nriri.
19 - 61 < < 9 + 6. [For example, 6 < is141 < 7; while
3 c 6 and 7 < 15.]

4. (a) (x - 5)2 + (y + 2)2 f (z - 1 )2 = 36
(b) maps the center of the sphere of Ex

of the sphere of Exercise 4(a). Let P
1(e) and assume that P has cOordinites
(p )2 + (1)102, +, pf02 = 36 end P + a has c
pp - 2, p3 + 1). Note, then, that P + "it be
of 4(a) because (p1 +afigh 5)2 + (1,2 - 2 + 2)2 + (

(131)2 (132 )2 + (A3)2.9111- 1.36. Hence, maps ea
the sphere described in /(e) on a point of the sphe
in 4(a).

(c)

2

(c)
(d)

ise 1(e) on the center
long to the sphere of

A.P2, p3). Then,
ordinates (p1 + 5,

la the sphere
+ 1 - 1)2
point of
edescribed

No, hZcause any translation is a one-to7one.mappi
The translation v4hOse components are (-2,6,4), for it maps
C on 15 and, so, maPs the sphere described in (a) onto the,
sphere with center' B and radius 6, which is the sphere
-described in 3(a).
10;1-2;3, -8) (b) 5,s.rf; (0, -3, -4
3; (-3/2, -3-42, 3/2). (d). 104 (-1, 4;0)
6; (a-3, 0, 3) (f) 5Nri; (1, 2,0)

65
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6. Which of the spheres described in Exercise 5 are congruent? Which* Ansyers for."Part E [con

are similar?
7. Which of thejollowing equations describe spheres? Ibr each which

doeS, give thrsphere's radius.
(a) x2 + y2 + 2x + 4y = 10
(b) x2 +It + 2x -r 4y - fiz = -14
(c) 4- jy2 +.24 2x + 4y 6z = 18
(d) x2.+ '2y2 z2 - + Sy - az = ,22

17.02 Ards and Chords

An interval whose end popts belong to a circle is dined a chord of
-the circle. A chord of a circle which contains the center of the circle is
a diameter of the circle. Any line - say, 1 - which contains tIvo points of
,a circle separates the circle into two arcs which are on opposite sides
of 1. And, the chord whose endpoints are.those points of 1 is said ,to
subtend each -of the arcs. In case the chtl is a dilkmeter, the sub-
tended arcs are called semicircles; in case e chord is not a diameter,

- the arc on the side opposite the center of the circle is a nit6r arc anti
the arc on the same side as the center is a major arc.

6. The spheres dcscrib
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I.

in (a) and (d) and those described in4b)
and (f) are congru ; any two sphere are similar.

7. The equations in ansi (e) descrite heres with radii 2i-C and
4,42, respective . The equation in. (b) s satisfied only by (1, -2,3)

so; descr,es the set consisting of t e single:point-which has
these' coordi s. [A set conbisting of a singlapoint is sorner
times bu not here .called a point circle.] The equUtion in
part (d) is equivalent to '(x 2cy-T-77+ (z = 40°. The
set descri ed would look like a sphere if we Aictured it in such a
way thatihe unit of length on the y-axis was; ai.q.4iMe7s. that qn the
x- and*-axes. Using the same unit for krigiiiing onel thiree axes
the set looks like a sphere which has been compressedir) the direc:
tion of the y-axis. The set in question is called aA in
particular, it is an oblate spheroid.

diaMeter

'
semicircles

Fig. 17-3
. .1

. %.-- .

By Exercise/2 ofPart D, above, we ha've that any (soin'etry maps a
circle) onto a ircle whose radius ls that of the gxen circle and whose,

center is the image of the center of,th4 given circle, And, by Exercise 5
of Part D we have that any isome4 'naps two points whichire on the:-

;,:.,!:, f) . F.:',4', ;'i; h IvUne si e of the line on two points'Which are on the lame side of the
, - 4,11

Q imagp Of that line. Thus, we hare the following:
,?w, .,.., .

,` ,\\, ' ...`''" Theorem 17-7 Any isometry map§ -a circle onto a
, \\
t k -a. P.v

,

congruent circle, mapping minor arcs onto ,Minoi.

%.
?

,
arcs, major arcs onto major arcs, and semi-

, ; circles onto emicircles, mapping centers on

Not`ethat arcs, like intervals, do not contain their end points.. We
shall not need a word analogous to 'segment' to refer to, arce
together with their end points,

centers and èqdpoiits of arcs on endpoints of,
the image tires.

Note that if we have an isometry which maps a minor ireOT a circje

. onto a minor arc of a second, circle then, by definition, these Ininor

70.

,

The proof of the part of Theorem 17-7 dealing with minor arcs can
be expanded ae follows: 'Let. X be any circle, AB any mindr 4 re of X,
and f kny isometry. Since f maps Ic onto.a circle X' and maps the

,%

center of X on that, of X', it follows that f maps all points of X on the
opposite`side of AB froM iti ce 4nter ipto.,the set of points Of r on the
opposite side of from its center. So, f Maps the.arc Ap of 3(

.k

'ntri the a`rc 111:).13) of- r. Since, similarly, the eisometr; maps,
..0f(A)f(B) prto a a it follows that f maps AB onto

T
Pe:".same

argument applies equally wall to majdr, arcs, and a
slight modirication applies_terskerriicircles. (In the case' of sirmicirtle

I ;naps; ail points of X on the hame side of AC as B into tiie'set
pnt s ....op..t4e saxne side of TriliTZI f(.1§44.1

Ahswers .By definition two iets;are

_Co114'4,if lidnatie,,:vaf, the' other under an. issrm_et'r

Givèñ bko'pointa DA arid B, the cenlier of ai coy17-4.14,1i

.T;Oints belongs to the perpendicular biseotor p AB; `..0.n4;:giiien.any.'
of thie plane, there is one and only one circle:raft-las has thisipoint,as
centir alid contains A and B.

". If A, B, and K are three noncollinear points then tkere 1.1a exactly
9onekcircle which contains thei:r1, and K belongs fo exactly one of the two
arcs of thts circle whose end points are A and B. '

I
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arcs are congruent [Is this also true of two.major arcs? Of two semi-
circles?] What we wish to discover are some simple conditions on
chords and arcs which will enable us Ica, tell when two given minor
arcs, or two chords, are congruent. Before getting at this problem,
we will discuss some matters of notation.

Since an interval is determined by its'endpoints, we have been able
to describe intervals by indicating only their endpoints as in, say,
'AB'. We cannot proceed in this %raw
in the case of axes because any two
points are the endpoints of many
circular arcs. [Given two points A
and B, describe the set of all circles,
for which A aind B are the end-.
points of arcs of these circles.) In
fact, given any point K which is not
collinear with points A and B, there is exactly one arc with endpoints
A and B which contains K. [Explain.] This suggests that we describe
an arc by indicating its endpoints
together with another point of the
arc. For example, we can refer to
the arc pictured belew as 'arc AKB'

,or as 'arc BKA' or, for short, as
`AKB' or 'BKA'.

*When we are dealing, with a given circle containing A and B and
Aff is nbt a diameter we shall use 'A73' to refer to the minor arc of thgt
circle with endpoints A and B. And we shall, in this case, sometimes
use 'major AB' to.refer to the major arc with endpoints A and B.

.

Fig. 17-4

A

ercises

Part A .

Given a circle of 7T with center C and radius r, let AB- be a chord
of the circle and let F be the foot of the perpendicular from C to

1. (a) .§how ihat AB :5 2r.
'(b) Give a necessary and sufficient condition that AB = .2r.
(c)0What is the length of a diameter of the given circle? What

does your result in (b) suggest about two diameters of the
given circle?,

2. .(a) Show that F is the midpoint of AB.
(b) Show that CF < r,

3. What must CF be in order that AB = r?

6 6
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* * t
Suggestions for the exercises of section 17.02:

(i) ParVA may be used for class examples and supervised work.
(ii) Part B may be used as homework.

Answers for Part A.'
I. (a) By the triangle inequality Alir < BC + CA. Since BC = r = CA

it follows that AB < lr.
(b) Again brthe triangle inequality, AB = 2r if apFl only if C B

andA - C hak the same senee. This is the case if and only.
if C E AB.
2r; Any two diameters of a circle are congruent. flsIoa, also,
that it follows from (b) that a chord is a diameter .of a circle/if
and only if its measure is twioe the tadils of the circle.]

lc

2, (a) If AB is a diameter, C F .so that F is the midpoint of AB.
If AB is not a diameter, ABC is an isosceles triangle with
base AB and CF is`its altitude from C. 'Thus, F is .the mid-
point of AB in this ease, foo.

(b) hi Case C = F, CF.= 0 < r. In case C F, CF < CB = r.
So, in any case, CF c r.

3. In any case, CF2 + (1AB)2 = CB2. So, CF2 + IAB2 r2. Thus,
AB = r if aria only if CF2 3r2/4 and the latter is the case if and
only if CFT = .1.4T/2.

'
N
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4. Assumelthat'D is the point of the circle such that F E CD.

(a-) Show that ADBC is a kite unless Ail is a diameter.
(b) Hovefar inust F be from"C in order that ADBC be a parallelo-

gram? Is there something special about this parallelogram?
(c) How long must AB be in order thatIADBC be a square?

5. Assume that AB is a diameter, and let D be any point on one pf
the semicircles subtended byA13. Show each of the following.
(a) AADB is a right triangle.
(b) AACD and ABCD have the same area-measure.
(5) The area-frieas#re of AAD8 is not greater than r 2.

Part B
1. Let AB .and CD be two chords of the same circle of 77 with center P.

, Show that,
(a) AB CD i? and only ifP is equidistant from AB iind CD that

is, if and only if d(P, 44) d(P, (4/5) and
(b) AB . CD .if arid only if d(P, > cf(P, blt).

2. Let AB* and CD- be two diameters of the same circle pf 7T with

center P.
(a) Show that ACI3D is a rectangle.
(b) Give a necessary and sufficient condition that ACBD be a

square.
3. Suppose that ABCD is a parallelogram. Give a necessary and suf-

ficient condition that A, B, C. and D be contained in a, circle.

4. Suppose that cle m and that each
of 1 and m in rsects the circle
of 7T with center P in two points,

. as shown in the picture at the+

A B

right,
(a) Show that AD and BC are congrAerit. [Hint: Consider the re-

flection in the perpendicular bisector of AB:]

(b) Show -that. AC and BD are congruent. .

(c) What kind of figure is ABCD? [Assume that, as in tile kgure;
and D are on the same side of ge,

. (d) 141;liat can you kay about the minor arcs, AD and BC, subteride4

by AD and BC? About RD and AC? About major AD and liukigr

a'? About major BD and major AZ?

4^,

11.

(e) What can you say about LBAC and 4ABD1 Aboat LACD
ancl,LBDC? About LBAC and LACD?

5. Given that 1 rn, that 1 intersects a coplanar circle in one poiiit'
--= say, A and that rn intersects the circle in tWo pointssay, 0
and D..
(a).:Show that AC and AD are congruent.
(13) What can you say about A.--e;. and AD? AboUt major AC and ma-

64(' 0,jor 447)?

cs
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Answers for Part A [cont.]
,

4. (a.) Unless AB is a diameter, -{A, C, a} is noncollinear.. In any
c,:se {A, 111) 131 is noncollinear. Clearly, unless AB is a
diameter, ADB is a minor arc and, So,. neither {D, B, C}.nor
U-), A, C} is collinear. Hence, ADBC is a quadrilateral.
8ince is the midpoint of 'AB and CD -I AB, CD is contained
in the perpendicular bisector of AB. o [Theorem 16-22],
ADBC is a kite.
r/Z; The parallelogram is a rhombus. [SCrice F is the mid-
point of Allz the diagonals of ADBC bisect eacii other if and
only if F is the midpoint of CD. Inthis case, the parallelo-
gram is a rhornbus because its diagonalS are perpencliculai, ]
ADBC cannot be a square.' [ADBC could be a square only it
were a rhombus and the latter is the ease if and only if
CF r/l. But, in this case AF = nrST/Z and, so, the
diagbnals Of ADBC are not congruent.]
Since4, B, D} ,is noncollinear, ABD is a triar2Sle. Sirice, its"
side A has metiatire twice that of the median DC to that side
it follows [by Theorem14-11] that LIABD is a right triangle
with hypotenuse AB. -
AACD and ABCD have congruent bases AC and BC and have
the same, altitude from D. Hence, ,AACD and A,BcD have the
same area-measure,

(c) The measure of the altitude from D is at most r and the
measure of AB is' Zr. So, the area-measure of AADB is
at most r(2r)/2 that is, it is ai'mcw r2'

Answers for Iliart B

'.The measure of a chord wiiich is at the distance d from the ceiltbr
of a circle of radius r is ZN/r2 d2. Hence, (a), chords of a given
circle h the same measure if and only if they are equidistant
from the enter and, (b), shorter chords are farther from the
cepter and hords farther from-the center are shorter.

Z., (a) Since its our vertices belong to a circle, ACED is a quadri-
lateral. ince its diagonals bisect each other, quadrilateral
ACBD is a parallelogram.. Since its diagonals are congruent,
parallelogram ACBD is a rectangle .[Corollary to Theorem
16-23].

(b) That AB 1. CD is a necessary and sufficint condition that
ACBD be a square. [Another is that AC = ]

That parallelogram ABCD is a rettangle Is a necessary and
sufficient condition that A, B, C, and D arecontained in a circl
[for short, that {A, B, C, D) is concyclic]. Another is that
AC = BD.]
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Answers for Part B [cont.]

. .
4. (a) The perpendicular bisector 2.L.AB and that of CD both contain

P and are parallel because AB H CD So, the per endicular
bisector of AA is the perpendic lar b sector of CD. It follows
that the reflection in this plane ps A on B and D on C and,
sen'maps AD o.y.ao BC. Since a p reflection iS an isometry
it follows that AD BC. [Note, for part (d), that this reflec-
tion leaves P fixed and, so, maps the circle Onto itself. ]

(b) Since the reflection discussecLin part (a) maps. A on B and C
on D it follows that it Maps AC onto BD. So, as before, AC 74-f BD.

.5.

(c) ABCD is an isodiagonal trapezoid and so, by Theorem I6-Z3
is either an isosceles, trapezoid orta rectangle.

(d) Congruent [in each catke] because aniometrywhich maps the
"circle onto itself and rriaps AD onto BC and AC onto BD maps
the mino'r or major arc subtended by X-fl or AC onto the
corresponding arc subtended by BC or BD, respectively.
LBAC LABD and 'LACD LBDC because the isometry etf
part (a) maps each of either pair of angles onto the other.
LBAC and LACD.are either congruent or supplementary
accoriling as B and D are on opposite sides of ..AC or on the
same side of AZ. [Other pairs of congruent angles are
(LBAD, LABC) and (LBCD, LADC)...]

By Theorem 17-4 A is the f2ot of the perpendicular from, P to /.
8ince m it follows that- PA 1 in and, ,so, is contained in the.
perpendicular bisector of CD.4rthe reflection f in this latter plane
leaves A fixed and iAterchanges C. and D.
(a) AC AD because f Maps AC Onto AA), and
(b) AC 7_.! AD because f maps thercle onto.itself and, so, in

mapping AC onto AD,..;kaps 'AC ontoAD. The same state-
ment holds for major AC and ajor AD.
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(e)

6. (a) It is perpendicular to each of the given pall-allel lineS. Also, it
is a'diameter of the circle,

(b) Each of the
congettent].

arcs is a semicircle [and, so, the two are

The fa t on whicri the pi-oof Of:Theorem 17-9 depends that
an arc aetemixes its end points can be proved but, like that of the
similar Theorem 6-22(a); is tedious:\ The shme'applies to Theorem
17-10. We shall reave them unproved even in this commentary.

The explanations asked for in the statement of the proof of Theorem
1779 gb as fpllows: v

There is an isometry which maps A on C, B on D and P1 on P2
because AC = BD, AP1 cp2, and BP1 = DP2. [See Theorem 44-29
or tfie lemma on page 190. ] Tis isometry maps Xi onto 3(.2 becairse
it maps onto a circle of CP2D with center at P2 and.radius that of

and 42 is t)le only such eire+e.
In the p400f co\- the only if-pa,rt of T.korem 17-9, the isornWry f 1

ma s any three'ncincollinear points of AB on three uonoollinear points
of C and, since it,maps Xi... onto some circle, must map Xi onto the 1'
circl determined by.the latter three points. This .is, of course, ./(2., /

17.02. Arco and Chords 325

6. Suppose that each of two parallel Jinet intersects a coplanar
circle in exactly one point.
(a) Whecan you say about the. chord of the circle wbose end-

points %re the points common to the circle and the given
parallel lines?

(b) What can you say about The a (..13 subtended by the chord
described in (a)'?

The result in. Exercise 1, ahove,,is suMmarized in:

. TheFrem 17-8 Given two noncongruezit chor& of the
same circle, the shorter of the chords is farther
from the center of the circle.

The following theorem- whote, proOf we sball leave incomplete
-states a useful relation between chords and arose

1 ,

Theorem 17-9 Minorlor: Major) arcs of congruent
circles are congruent if and only if the chords
which subtend them are

The proof of the if-part is not difficult. For that of the only if-part we
need to knoiv that, as we have shown for intervals in Thenrem.7 7 22(a),
no arc has two pairs of endpoints; It is this that we' shall not take time
to proye. Suppose, then th§t .7f, and .i1r2 are congruent circles with cen-
ters P, and P.,. To prove' the if-part ofthe theorem guppose that AB and
CD are congruent chords which are'npt diameters. It follows that there
is an isometry,---: say, r- Which maps A on C,B on D, and P, on P, [Ex-
plain ] and ; so'

'
maps 9r, ontO :K2 fArhyZJA By Theorem 17-7 f maps-. --

AB onto CD and major AB onto major CD.- To Prove the bnly if-part
of Theorem 17-9 suppose that AH and CD are congruent minor arcs
of the congruent circles .2r, and .W2 alk4 that f is an isometry which
mapi AB. onto CD; It follov)s that f maps .21", onto Yry [Why?) Since/.
also map AP ontd fl.:47- ), and since aik' arc determines its endpoints,

, .
it follows that ir(A), fw)} = {c, D}. Hence, AB CD: [The same ar-
gument holds if we concern otirselwes with major AB .and majin- eh.

Hereiks another useful theorem for which we shall give no proof.
It is, at lfist, intuitively, obvious.

Theorem 17-10 ..,An arc ABC is a union
AI {B}'UaC.whereABandBchavano
common point and each may be either a minor
arc, A semicircle, or a major arc.

.

r-
,
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17.03. Tangents and Seiants

We have seen that the intersection of a coplanar line and circle is
either the emptY set, or a set consisting of a single point, or.a set con-
sistitig of two points. Gives that a coplanar line #..nd circle have ex-
actly onapoint in common, the line is said to be a tangent line [or: a
tangent] of the cirgle. The common point is sotatimes called the point
of tangency. If a coplanar line and circle have two points in corn-

tangent

secant

Fig. 17-6

mon, ihe line is Called a secant line [or: a secant] of the circle. For con-
venience,'we give the following definition:, .

DefinitiOn 17-3 Givei a coplanar line 1 and circle Yir,
(a) I is a tangent of if and only if 1 n Yir consists of

exactly one point, and
(b) lisasec ant of ..7( i d only if 1 11 consists of two

points.

[Discuss tile importance of the word 'coplanar' to part (a) of the defini-
tion. Is the word `coplanal.' equally important to part (b)?] Given that
a Tine is a tangent of a circle we may say that the line is tangent to
the circle or that the circle is tangerit to the line. .

The following theorem is a consequence of Definition 11 -3' and
Theorem.17- 4:

Theorem 17-11 A coplanar line is tangent to a circle
at a given piiiut of the circle if and only if the line
contains the point and it perpendicular to the ra/dius
at that Voint, ,

7

Exercises

Part' A
Suppose that 1 is the tangent at T to a circl with' center P and
radius 5. Let S be a point of 1 such.that ST = 12, and let R be the'.
poini of the circle contained in SP. Computc_the follo!Ning.
(a) SR (b) cos Z.SPT (C) sin LSPT
(d) 'RT (e) area of ASRT (f) d(T,W
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Sample Quiz
Given that C is the.midiriA.of

AB, that D is the midpointrol" AB,
that 0 is the tenter of the circle, .
and that AB = 36 and CD = 9, as
shown in the picture at the right.
Comput e. the following.
1. Radiirt of the circle Z. Measure of chord AD
3, cos LAOB 4. Area Of 4m:13

Key to Sample Quiz
1. 45./2 Z. 94-C

3. 7/25 4. 243

There are n-iany lines which have only a given point P of a circle
X in coi-nrnon win X. Only one of these is coplana. with X. [It is, by
Theorem 17-4, the line through P, and coplanar with 4 which is per-
pendicular to ,the radius of X to -P.] On the other,hand, any line which
contairrs two points of X' is coplanar with X. , So, 'coplanar' is not
needed in the definition of 'secant'... a .

* * *
-

SUggestions for the exercises of section 17.03: -

(i) Use Part A for class demonstration. 5

(ii) Parts B, *C, and D are appropriate for omework, but will proba-
bly Pequire more than ane such assignment.

Answers for' Part A
1. (a) 8 .[SR = SP RP = 13 - 5] (b) 5/13 (c) 12/11

(d) r' (e) 240/13 (1) '60/13
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2. Given the information froin,Exercise 1, let! Q 1.3e stich that N4 is a*
diameter of the given circle.

- 4-
(a) Find 'cos LSTR and cos LA2S. What can you SaS, about 4 STR

and TQS? About ASRT and ASVQ?
(b), What can you say aboutfrWRQ and Z._ TQR?
(c) Show that ST is the th'ean-proportional between SQ and SR.

[That is, show that SQIST = STISRJ.
3. Suppose that V is tangent at A

and B;Tespectively, to coplanar
circles vith centers D and C,
and that DA = 4, BC = 6, and
AB = 12, as shown in the pic-
tune atthe right. dorn
following.
(a) DC (b) AC di (c) BD (d) area of ABCD
[Hint for (a): Consider the line through /2 parallel to Aft)

4. Suppose that kg is tangent at
R and S, respectively, to co-
planar circles witlip centers Q
and P, that RS arid PQ inter-
sect in the point M, =II that PS
= 6, RS = 10, and RQ = 4, as
shown in the pictiire at the
right. Complete each of the fol-
lowing sentences.
(a) PRQS is a
(c) PQ = (d) The area of APMR is

5. Suppose 'that / and-In are two
lines which contain R and are
tangent at S and T, respective-
ly, to a ,eircle with Center P, as
ihowir in the pi ura at the
-right. k

(a) Show that RS T.
(b) Show that ST ± 'RP.
(c) 'Given that R7"-= 8 :and PZ = B compute ST, cas LSPT,

cos LSRT, and d(S,RP).
(d) Find RS and RP given that ARST is equilateral and PT 10.

(b) PM14Q =

1. Suppose that I and rn are, tangents "to a circle at A and B, respec-
tively.
(a) Given that l and in are parallel, what can you say about AB?'
(b) Given that AB is a diameter of the circle, Nyhat can you say

about I and rn?
(c) Given that JAB is not a diameter, what can you say about 1

and in?

6qs

le
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Answers for Part A [cont.]

2. (a) 3/1..M, 3/s.,M; STR SI= LTQS; ASRT and ASTQ are similar.
(b) CTRQ and LTQR are complementary.
(c), Since, by a.a., SBT STQ is a siMilarity, SQ/ST ST/SR.

[So, ST = NISQ.SR.,]
3:

4.
(a) 2,..177 (b) 6,./ (c) 4NriT) (d) 60
la) trapezoid (b) 3/2 (c) 10Nri (d) 12

[In part (d) the aea-measure of APMR is that of APSR minus that
Itof APSM.]

(a) Since 1152 = RP2 5P2 = R.P2 - TP2 = RT2, RS = RT.,
(b) By part (a), RSPT is a kite. Sd, RP is contained in the

perpendicular bi.sector of ST.
80/N5-§, P-.39/89, 39/89, 40/N/F9 [See CorolIary to Th. 15-1 .

iofzo [(ST/2)RP .= 10. RT]
(e )

(d)
Answers for Part B
I. (a), AB is a diameter of the circle acid is pendicula'r to both.

and

(b) I 11 'IP

(e) .1 m

and both I and m are perpendicular to AB.

4.

r

A
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2. Asaume that / is a tangent at T
to a ,circle with center P, that
in is a secatit Of.the circle which
intersects the circle at R and Q,
passes through P, and intersects
1 at S, as shown in the picture
at the right. Prove the following.
(a) LSTR and LTRP are complementary angles:
(b) LTQS is congruent to L STR. [Hint: What is a complement of

LTQR ?)
(e) ASRT is s'ilnilar to ASTQ.
(d) SE SQ = ST2

3. The two circles shown aik the
right are said to he. internally

',tangent. Suppose that P and Q-
are the centers of the circles,
that PR is' a diameter of the
sinaller circle, that SR is a,cli-
ameter of the larger circle and

"-that gt is tangent at T to 'the 1'
smaller circle.

. (a) Show that'QT II RV.
(b) Given that SP = 6, find ST, TV, V R , and d(T,

4. The two circles shown at the
right arr,....said fro be external',
tangent: Assume that P and Q.
are the centers of the circles,
that SR is a diameter of the
h3rger circle, that R contains
Q, and that SV is tangent at T
to the smaller circle.
(a) Show that RV 11QT.
(b) Given that SP = 6 and QR 2, finfrd ST, TV,TR , and da;

Consider an angle say, LABC.
We kilow that if irg is the-Sisector
of LAPC then each pent of BD is
equidistant from the sides of L ABC.
Dne consequence of this fact is that
each r t ofiffg is the center of, a.
circle is tangent to the sideS
'of LA e . [ExpIlain.]- Another is
that the point 'Of intersection of the bisectors of the angles of a trianle
is the cnthr of a circle which is tangent tb the sides of the triangle.
[How nny such circles are there for a given triangle? How many-cir-

Fig. 1777
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Answers for P rt B [cont.]
2. (a.) Since LPTS is a rlght.ngle, LSTR and LIZT,P are comple*-

mentary. Since PR = PT: RTP ZT,RP.. Hence, LSTR and
LTRP are complementary.

(b) Since RTQ is a right ttiangle with right angle'at T, LTQR and
LTRP,are complementary. 5c.), by part (a), LTQR and ZSTR
are congruent.: But, 4TQR ITQS.

(c) By part (b) and the aba. sirliilaritytheorem the matching
SRT STQ is a similarity.
By part (c),Sil/ST = ST4SQ.

to SV and areSince -d-f and RV are both perpendicUlar
coplanar it follows that they are parallel.

4,

Since RV and QT are both perpendicular tGi " and are
coplanar it'follws that they are parallel.

8,.577, 12/7, 8,..(7/7
4329

1.1

Given a pdint P 'of the angle bisector of /ABC, the feet of the,per-
pendiculars from P to the sides of LABC are equidi,stant from P. So..
the sides of LABt ase tangents at those feet to the cii.cle whose center
is P andwhose radius is' the distance.frorn P to either side [Th. 17-4].

Note that, by Theorem 15-20, the bisecbtors of,the angles of a tri-
- angle are concurrent.

There is,just one crrcle which is tangent to the sides of a iiven tri-
angle. There,are, however three other circles [callecisribed circles]
which are tangent to the lines containing the 'sides of the triangle. Each
has it's ceriter at the intersectisn of the bisectors of two exteçior angles.

Sa'mple Quiz
Giyen that A -3 is tangerit to the

circle with center C, that AB F 8
and that the radius of the circle is
6, determine each of the following.
1. AD 2. "AE 3. BD - 4. BZ

The measure of the common chord of two intersecting Circles is
42, and the radii of the circles are 26 and 25.
5. ,Compute the measure of the segment joining the centers of he

circles. [Give all possible answers. ]
6. Compute the arca-measure of the quadrilatera14.yhose vertices are

the centers of the given circle,e and the points- of intersection of the
circles. [Give ail txossible aawers, assuming that the common
chord is a diagonal of the quadrilateral.]

Key to Sample.buiz
1. 4 2. 16 3. 12/;,r; 4. .24/NiC,
5. 17 [whep centers a- re on opposite sides of chordh L3

[when centers
are on'Fame side of chord]

6. 408 [ distance between 'C'-enters is 17]; ...72 [wfbhen distapee
bet en c tei.s is .5.]
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cies can you find which are tangent to th-e lines containing atke sides ofa given triangle?1 In the next evrcises, we get at the problem of.com-- ptiting the radius of the circle whose center is the point of intersec-tion of the angle bisectors Of a iriangle arid Which.is tangent to thesides of the triaigle. This circle is sOmetimes called the incirele of the.

.
triangle..

Part

6

Suppoe that D is the point -of
intersection of the a3igle bisectari
of AABC and that is the radii.i?df the. incircleof&ABC; asshownin Ole picture at t.Veright. Let Kbe Ala area-ineasure ofAABC an,i1let s = ita b +.c).,
1. Stiow that K = rs. [Hint; Consider the triang4esT.ABCD,
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Answers for Pas:. C
The sum of the area-measures of ZpCD, ACAD, and, AABI? is t
(-ar)72.-+ (br)/2 f (cr)/2 in other words, it is- rs. "Blut, this siim
is also the areameasure K of AABC. Hence, K rs,2. This folloixs at once"lirom the result of Exercise 1 since s 0.

r
. .

. 3: (a). 2 [See Exercise' 7,1 ,-(b) .

and AABD.1
2. Show that, r
3. Find r in each of thealfoWing.

[Nate: You will Make use of theseresults iv Part ou page 334. So, save younwork.](a) a = .8, b = 6, c = .10
(c) a b c = 5
(e) a = 6, b = 8, cos LC = V3/2

fi

(b) a = 8. = b, c = 12
(d) a = 15, b = 8, c 17
(f)..a = 6, b = 8

cos 4.0 \/-3/2We already have established that K = rs and thatK = fab sin Le.ab sShow that State similar results whicke involve'sin LA' and 'sin
Suppose that AABC is e4urlateral, and that AB = a. Find r andK in terms of `a'.'

6. Stwpose that AABC is isosceles with base AB, that AB --= c andBC= a. Find r and K in terms of 'a' and 'c'.`7.. We have seen that K = Vs(s - b) c). Show that(s al(s b)(s e)r .

s

Suppose that PA' and`PT3are tan-
gents atA and B, respectively, to
thecircle with oen'terO and radiusr, that PA = t, and PB = s, and.
that M is the point of intersection
of AB and ref, as shown in the pic-
at the right.
1. Show that

(a). OP = Nre t = s, and (c). M is the midpoint of AB.
.fA.

(c) 5/(2:15)
- (d) 3, (e) 12/(7 + 425 - 12,13). (,0 12/(7 + +.12\73.)4:- K/s [lab sinZC]Pi(a + b -f c)*,--f.db

sinZe/(a +,b,+fc).r =' bc,sinA/(a t,c) and r = a sinZB/(a b c).
5. K a.NrC/4', r 07(2)

K = cq4a?
c44a2 7 c2/(4a 2c-.)

a.
3. r K/s N/S(s a)(p --b)(s - c.)/s = 4(s a)(s, b)(ss

.G" ,

AfIsweri for Patrt
1. (b) By the Pythagorean tfieOremBelieve, [(VII s

(c) The altitudes, AM and BM', of the congrunt triangles, APAO
anci APBO, are congruent, Hence, M is 'the midp 'nt of AB.

OP = %/1- s2...t,

t)
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2. Express.each of the following in terms of r'and 't'.

4 (a) PM 03) MO .
(c) AM

(d)
(e) cos LAPB

(ti cos L.,41,10B

3. (a) What do the results in Exercises 2(e) and 2(f) tell you about

A LAPB and LAOB? '

(b) Under what conditions on 'r' and 't' is LAPB acute? Right?

Obtuse? .
4. Given that r = 8 'and r= 15, find PO, AB, and cos GAM, and tell

.
whether LAPB ia,acutt,"righttor obtuse.

5. Gen'thtit OP 10 ana r 5, fincf.t.t1B, PP, and cos LAP13.,

6. Given that0r = 8 'and' cos ti1PB
'OF, and L.,

7. Show that t = 1- if' and only if LAPB is a right angle.

8. Show that AB = r if and only if r= tVS.

9. Show that AB. = r if and only if LAPO:=5 LAOB.

17.04 Angles and Cirples I
-An angle which is coplanar with a given circle mid whose vertex is

the center of the circle is called a central angle lot' the ci,rcle]. It fol-

lows, then, tliat a central angle in-

tersects its circle in two points, and

these two points are the endpoints

of a chord and of a minor arc. This

chord and its related minor arc are

said to subtend the central angle,

and the central angle is said to in-

tercept the minor arc.

Exercises

Part A.

Fig. 17-8

Given a circle of rr with center C and radius r, assume that AB and

-PQ are chords of the circle and that neither AB nor IN aredianieters

of the circle.
1. (a) Express cos LACB and cos L.PCQ in terms of 'r', 'AB', and

Tv%

(b) 'Find 'cos /_13AC in terms of 'r' and 'AB'.

(c) Vind cos L-PQC in terms of and 'PQ'.

2. Suppose that AB = /41.

(a) Show that the .c.entral angles LACB and LPCQ are con-

..gruent.
(b) Show that LHAC. il congruent to LPQC.
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/kriswers for Part D

.2. (a) tP/,.1r2 + t2 (b) r2/N1T2 +, t? (c) tr/.../r2 4 t2

*(f) (rF --.t2)/(12 + t2)

(d) 2tiVN,fr.- + t, (e), (t2 rP)/(t2 + r2)

3. (a ), LA PB and zAop a re supplementary.

(b.) r < t; r t; r > t

4:

'4

17, 240/17, -161/289, acute
41,

5.. 5:*.FS, 1/2
6, 8, 16/N13, 8/Nri. ,

By Exercise 2(e), tr if atid onlY, if cos LAPB = 9 tbat is, if

and only if .2.APB is a right angle.
. '

4. By Exercise 2(0), AB = *1-, if and Only if lt 4r2 + t2 .that is,

if and only. if r =

.9. Since cos LAPO = t/N/r2 + t2 it follows by Exeicise 2(1) thar

LAP° LAOB if and only if t/41-2 +it2 (r2 t2)/(r2 + t2)..

Multiplying on both Sides with ',.,11-2.+ t2', ernplifying, and sqtaring

on.both sides, we see that this equation is satisfied if and only if

r = t4-3-. But, by Exercise' 8, this is the case if and only if ,AB r.

*-
'-Since two points, one from each side of an angle, and the.vertex of

the angle are not collinear it folloWs that the points in which a central

angle intersects a circle and the center of tht circle ai+ not collinear.

Hence, the points in which a central angle intersects a circle are ,not

end points of a diameter. * *

Suggestions for the exercises of section 17.04:

(i)

(ii)

Part A and the discussion that follows Ghoul. presented by the

te ac he r.
The expet-iments in`Part B should be conducted individually, and

then discussed by the group.
Part'C may be used for homework.
Part D ean be used as a 'class demoliftration,

Part E may be used for homework.
Following a Careful doiscussion of pages 336-338, Part,F may be

used as a supervised exei-cise.
Part G,may'be assigned for homework, but should be subse-

quently discussed in class'. This class discussion should include

number line graphs of the exercises of Pert G as well as similar

'exercises for other subsets of R. Students are quicker to grasp

tge ideas of-upper
bounds, least upper bounds, greatest members,

etc., 4en the discussions are illustrated with number line

graphs.
Answe rs fo r, Part A

1, (a) cos LACB = 1 - AB2/(4 2), cos ZPCQ = 1 - PQ2/(21-2)

(b) cosZBAC = AB/(Zr) (c) cos LPQG PQ/(Zr)'

2, (a) Since AB = PQ it follows from Exercise I(a) that

cos LACB = cosZPCQ. So, LACB LPCQ.

(b) Since AB =
cos ZBAC =

1

PQ it follows from Exercises 1(b) and (c) that

cosZPQC. "'So, LBAC LPQC.

kb,
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Answers,for Part A [cont.]

3. (a) Given that' LACB IPCQ itttollows tli t these angles have the
same cosine and, so, by Exercise, 1(a), that. AB = PQ. Since
AB = PQ, By Theorem 179 it follows that, since

. AB PO, AB
(Iv) Ye.s. This fo ows by parts (b) and (c) of Exercise 1, ..r

- Ak.4, Given that AB < Q it follows ty Exercise 1(a) that
cos/ACB > cos/ CQ and, so, that LACB is sinaller than
ZPCQ.
(a) 7/$, 17/25, 2/5, 2541N/ 8,F21.

(b)' 16, 12, 4/5, 7/25, 3/5 -

(c) 112, 1/2, rIE/2.,

eIn Figure 17-9 the,in9AribAarngles ,kre /DCA, LACA, ane/BCD..
The intertepted arcs are Etif, AB and nn, sespectivety.

Students have alr.eady uled Th orem 14-11to prOve that any angle
insCriimd in a aemicircle is arighfi angle,

4

17.04 Angles and Circles.

3. (a) diven that LACR is congeent to LPCQ, Pht can you say
about AB and PQ? Abont AB and PQ? Explain y r answers.

(b) Given that LBAC is conkruént to LPQC, iq it the that
AB and PQ are congruent? Explain your answer.

4. Given that AB < PQ, which of LACB and z_PCQ is the larger.
Explain your 'answer.

5. In each of the following, make use of the given information to do'
the indicated comgutations.

. (a) r =10, AB = 5, and PQ = 8. .Find cos LACB, cos LPCQ,
cos LPQC, drea-measure of AABC, and area7measure of
AMC.

(b) r = 10, d(C, A19 'and d(C, P-01) = 8. Find AB, 13(2,4
cos i_ACH, cos LABC, cos LPCQ, and cos LPQ.C.

(c) r = A,B = PQ. Find cos, LAcp,, -cos LQPC and d(C, JO) in
terms.of er'.

An angle is said to be inscribed
in a circle if and only if it43 vertex
.and a point of each of its sides be-
long th the circle. The points of the
circle which are on the sides of the
inscribed angle are the endpoints
of Iwo arcs of the circle, One ,

these arcs is contained in the inte-
rior of the inscribed fkiigle, and is
said to be the .iniercepted arc. The

. other arc contains the vertex of the
angle and the angle is said to be
inscribed in this arc. [In Fig. 17-9, there are -three insdribed angles

*pt ured with ,vertex C. Find them and describe their intercepted arcs.]
onsider any angle inscribed in A semicircle. It is' npt difficult to

show that stich an inscribed angle is a' right angle. And, this being's°
.fmplies that any two- angles inscribed, in the same semicircle or,

4t :intercepting the same semicircle- are congruent. his natural to ask
whether this is the case tor two angles inscribed in the same major
[or, the same minor]. arc. For example, it is natural to, ask whetlier the
inscribed angles LACB and LADB, in Fig. 17-9, are congruent. lp
the exercises which.follow, we shall investigate this 'question.

Fig. .17-9

A-44

1
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Part 13

."7"1%

a

4. Maka-a tracing of z. ACB and
cut out a wedge-shaped piece
of paper as suggested in the

. picture. Mark the point A. on-
,One edge of your wedge.,

. 2. place your wedge on the figurkso that the edge marked '-44 ' just

... covers the point matked 'A' on the figure and so -that th`e vertex
of your wedge is ot) jheoircle but not at C. [Note: The 'park for A
on your w'edge need not coincide with the mark for A on the circle.]

9 What do you notice about the other edge of your wedge?'1
.3. flace your wedge On the figure so that the edge ma&ed 'A' just

coyers the point marked `A" on the figure and so that the other edge
covers th'e point marked 'EF. What do you notice about the vertex,.

, .
of 'your -Wedge? ,.. 4' .

4.- Make a conjecture about anglet which are inscribed in thl. same
, .

arc. . .

The exercises yo ave just completed should suggest that two an-
gles which are ins&ibed in the same arc are congruent. Of course,
in order to prove that this is the case, we must either find an isometry
which maps one of the inscribed angles onto the other orwe Tt show
that the cosine-value of the first is the cosine-value of the second. We
look into the latter possibility in the next exercises..

Part C ,

Suppose that {0, A, B} is non-
collinear, and that OA = OB = r.
Then,"44 and B are on a circle with
center 0 and radius r. Let a =
A - 0 andb.= B - 0, as shown in
the picture at the right. Also, let
C 0 +- c, c = aa
for some a and b. +

. 1. Show each of the following.
(a). Cf Ail if and only if a + b = 1..
(3) C is p point of the circle with center 0 and radius r if and'only

if a2 + b1 tati cos LAOB = 1. (Hint: The formerIs the case
if and only i c c= 1.2.1

2. Since {0, A, B} is noncollinear it follows from Exercise 1(a) that
a + b a 1. What do you think is thocase with respect to 0 and Q
if a + b > 17 If + b < 1?

3. (a) To check your answers for Exercise 2, take A as origin and
. -(-:;) as b9sis for [OAB} and compute the position vectors

Answers for Part B
Z. The other 'edge of the
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wedge should just c9ve-r the poiit markerd

3. T1;ie vertex of the wedge should just cover a point of the ircle
'4. Exercises 2 and, 3 suggest that angles inscribed In the same arc

a're congruent.

Answers for Part C
C XI if a-nd Only_...ifj. for some "t,, t.; Since

= a +-5b and (a, E) is linearly indilpendtnf it follows that
C-E vg if and only if there is a.number t such.that a = 1 - t
and b t:' -4'his last is th4 case if and only if a +
C belongs ,to the circle. [of -OW With center 0 and radius' r
if andonly if HZII = r. Since = + b, thisris the case
if and only if HII1 2a21 11 I I 2b? 2ab(a.13)= r2; Sine

br IltH and a*.r, il-.71111511 cos A013, tiiis condition,

1.

r

reduces to 'a2 + b2,+ Zab cos,LAOB 1'. ',Note thsat this last. 4.

equation can be thought oi as an equation of the eir'cle wit)*
respect to 'the coordinate lystem for OAB with origin 0 and
basis (a', t). in case a 1. b the equation reduces to the more
familiar 'aP + b2 1%

Ap_Lently a + b > 1 *if and only if 0 and C are. on opposite sides
of Al=3._..1 'and' a + b < 1 if and only-if 0 and C are on the same side

'of AB. [This guess is verified in:Exercise 3.

(a) 0 -) A = = + - a)0;
c A' = = (a + b) - = -a.(a - 1) + b = i*(a 13.- 1)
+ (b-43.)h

- V[The last step in determining C - A is by itpectton. We know
that C - A is some unique linear conAination of a and 8 -
and juggle "to find it. ,One can proceed.more systematically:
We wish to find numbers c and d so that -Sla - 1) + bb
= + (t - i4)el that is, so that -1(a - 1) + bb = +

Since (-,1.3) is linearly independent it'is necesiary and sufficient
that a-1 =c-d and b = el, Solving for 'c' and 'cl' gives the
desired result.

7 '
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AnfwerS for Part C [cont.]

3. (b) Since f; E EA13) it fdliows
side of AB if and only if -1
both negative, and are on (apposite sides of
of -1 and a +.b I is positive and the other negative. Since

is negative it follows _that 0 and( C arb-on'the same side of
A if and only if a + b 1 are On opposite sidesif and
only if a + - 1 > O. [The criterion in Part C on pages 211
and 212 May be used -With 'A' for 'Vt.',"B' for 'A',' and 't:5'

. Tor '.,;'.]
4. ZACB intsy_cepts a majoa- a-re if and only.if C afid 0 are on opposite

'side.s of 723. thaal is, if arid only if a + b - 1 0'. {The intea-Qepted
arc is the arc with end,..points A and B which does.not contain C.)

LACB intercepts aerninor arc if and only. if a+b-ls 0.

0 and C are on die same .

and a + b 1 are both positive or
if and only if one

'

5, (a) w = c/r (Za +11131/r = (/r)a. + (lrr)b = a -F vb..
(b) 'Since C jAB it follows by Exercise 1(a) that a + 1._

,

(c) Since Hfl j it follows that u and y are;unit
' vecto'rs in the senses of OA and1.5g, respectively. Hence

by definition, cos LAOB = ;17.

This follows from Theorem 15-6 since u and v ;.-*v belong
to the senses,of ,CA and CB.

6, (a) [Square on both sides of the equation in Exercise. 5(a),
remembering that.11, -I:, "and it ace unit'vectors. ]

(b.) [Add with '1' on both sides of the equation in part (a).
(c), (d) [These follow at once, from the equ,ation in Exercise S(a).}
(e) [Use the equatitiods in parts*(c) and (d), remembering that u,

and q, are unit. vectors.]
7. (a)

(b)

-
[Compute ;.,) rememberi g that u and w are
unit vectors.]
[Compute 't-;v+.,' from the equation in Exerciee 5(a) and sub-
stitute in the expression in part (a). ]

(c) [Substiiute from Exercise 6(a) into the 'expression in part (b).]

(a) [Factbr the difference of squares in the numerator 61 the
expiessidn in part W.]

Interchange 'a' and' la', to obtainct-11 -;/.112 = 1 b - a (b - a 1,1/1)'.

fr
-9. (a) '[This follows at once from Exercises 7(d) .and 8 and

E'kercisei 6(b),1
(b)' liti--%-;11111;-AH 11 -a.- b142(1.+

10, . By, Exercises 5(dL 6(e), and-'9(b),-

co

cos ZACB
(1 - b)(1 +

11 a'- bk/2(1 + uv)
= sign(1 - a - h)

B = ( 1 + a 7/)/2 d [minor a rc ]
[major arc]

+
2

17.04 Angles and Circles 333

-.4
. 0,- A and C A of 0 and C with rppect to this origin and
hasis:

(b) In answer to part (a) you should have expressions fdr 6
and C A-as linear combinations of a and b a. Determine,
f rn these, conditions on 'a' and 'b' in order that 0, and C &ire .

opposite sides, or on the same side of Ail.
4. For what condition on 'a' and 'b is it the case that 4.ACB inter-

. cipts a majorarc? A minor arc?
5. Let r be any point of the give'n circle other than A and B, and let

u = Jr, , = r, ansl w = t/r. ,Esblish each of the following:
qa). bl
-

(c) cos LAO u : (a) cos LAc'B i'(;) (-L-;

41 1

6. We are seeking a link betiveen cos LAOB tind oos LACB. To be=
gin with let's express both of these in terms of 'a' and 'b'. Estab-
lish each of the following:

1 - a2 - b2 - 1 (a - b)2(a) u v 2a-b (b) I + u Li =
2ab

(e)'(u - w) (v = (1 - a - b)(1 + u v)
7. Show that Cu - TA' is equal to.each of the following:- -(a) 2)1 - w)i (b) 2[1 - a - (u v)b]

(c)
b2 - (a - 1)2 (d) (1.- b)[-1 + (a - b)]

a a
g. Obtain an expression for J1v*--- wIr like t(a; in Exercise 7(d). [Hint:

Is there an easier way than that of repeating the work in Exer-
cise 7?)

9. (a) Show that

-(1174+ 1-411 1117 ill = (1 a - th)2 ,ab
= (1 - a - b)2 2(1 + -i7).

Iffint: Use results from Exercises. 6, 7, and 8.]
(b) Express11;- ry+ terms of `ct' 'b', and

What is V(1 - a - b)2?1
1 . Express 'cos LACB' in terms of 'a's 'b'., arid 'cos Z.AOB'. (Hint:

Use the results of Exercises 5(d), 6(e), and'9(b). Recall the func-
, tion sgn discussed on pages 313-314.]

11. Simplify the result obtained in ExeiciSe 10 for 'the case in which
ZACB intercepts minor arc All and for the case in which LAC§ '
intercepts major arca. [Hint Interpret your answer fot Eitercise
4 in term; of 'sgn'.]

6 Si
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Let's collect the result: of Exerbise 10:

dos LACE = sgna - a - br + cos LAOB
2

and the result orExercise 4:
LACB intercepts a major arc if and only if sgn(1 - a - b) = and

LACE intercepts a minor' arc if and -only if sk-n(1 - a - b) = 1;
and the result of Exercise 5 of Part C on page 333.

\11 + cos L AOB . .
.

is the cosine of an angle half as large as -LAC)B./
. 'Together, 'these. give us information about the ',Size 'of an inscrib&I

angle and of the corresponding central angle. Note tblt ari inscribed
angle which intercepts a major [minor] arc is inscribed in a minor [ma-,
jar] arc.

Theorem 17-12 An angle inscribed in a major arc is
half as large as its corresponding central angle;
an angle inscribed in a minor arc is-the supple-
ment of an arigle half as large as its corresponding
cvntral angle.

Corollary 1 Au two inscribed angles which inter- c
cept the sane arc are congruent.

Part 13
Consider the circle which cir-

cumscribes iNABC. Given that?? is
th? radius of this circle and r is tthe
radius of the incircle of AABCit
is reasonable to 'Search fo l. a rela-_
tion between kand r.
1. (a) *low that-f? = 2

. a . f Treat three cases, according as A
L.Asin

and 0 are on opposite sides ofBc, BC is-a diameter, and A and
0 axe on the same side ofge. It should be helpful to'considef
the diameter BD.]

(b) Show that rR = abcl(4s). [Hint: Use resu]ts from Part C on
page 329.1,-' 4.

"
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Answers for Part D
I. (a) Consider LB qc ,A,:herc BD ts a diamqer.

right ariglf; sin LI3DC a/(2R.).
'Since LC is a

In case, as in th.e figure, A and Q .aie on the same side of
so are A and Di In this case, LA and LD are inscribed in the

. same arC and, so, LA ZD and sin/A ,= a/(ZR). [Congruent
angles have the same sine.]
In case A and 0 are on'oppolsite sides of BC,, so are A and
D. in this case, ,LA and LD-are inscribed. in "supplementary-
arci" and, so, .t.A and LID are supp/ementary and
sin LA a/(ZR). {Supplemerltary angles have the same sine .)
In c.a.'e iqZ is .a.!diamet'er, :ACAB*is.a,'Iligiit triangle and, so,
dinLA a/(2R). 4

Consequently, in any case; R = a/(2 sinLA)..
101 course, R is a}so b/( sinLB) and c/(2 sinLC), So, we
have a new Oroof for the law of sines.]

(b) By Exercise 4,s;f Part C vn page 329, e= bc sinLA/(a+b+c).
So, using ihe result of part (a), rR = abc/[2(a 4- bi- c)] = abc/(46 ).

6 Q ,r,tN
d ILO

ank
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2. Find\
(a) a

17.04 Angles anti Circles

in each of the following.
= 8, b =,6, c = 10 (b) a = 8 = b, c = 12

(c) a b = e = 5 (d) a = 15, b = 8, c = 17
(e). a 6, b = 8, (f) a = 6, b 8\ co LC = V3/2 cos LC = -V3/2 .

3. Ih Exercise 3 of Part C on page 329, you found r from the same in-
formatioF( you usea in Exercise 2 to find R. Verify the formula in

33t

,Emercise 1(11)cm the values you found.
4..,Suppose that AABCps equilaterai, and thatAB = a. Find r,R, and

K in terms of 'a'. What is r : R? 1
5..Suppose that ,ABC i isosceles with base BC, that AB = c and BC

= a. jii4 r, R, and K in terms of 'a' and te . What r : R?

1. Given 2 chonl AB of a circle
with center 0 and radius r, con-
sider the inscribed angles

, LACB and LADB, as shown in
the picture at the right.
(a) If r = 5 and AB = 8, find

cos LA0B, cos LACB, and
cos LADE.

(b) if r = "8 and AB' = 8, find cos LAOB, COS LACB, .and
cos LADB.

(c) if r = 10, AB = 8, and AC = 6, find cos LACB 'and cos LABC,
(d) Do you have enough information in (c) to find cos L BAC? If so,

do it.
(e) If AB = 5, AC = 6, and. BC = 7, find r, cos LADE, and

d(O, A*71).

2. Ppove this corollary to Theorem 17-12:

Corollary 2 If ABCD i a convex quadrilateral
inscribed, in a circle, each two opposife angles of
ABCD are supplmentary.

3. Suppose; that AB i;nd CD are
two chords of a circle which in-
tersect. e point E.
(a) S AAED is similar

to
(b) Sho AEICE =

DEI --= ADICB.
(c) Show that AE BE ---

DE CE.\
(d) Do you flak that 'AAEC is similar to ADES? Justify your

=Swat%

Answe rs for sPa rt D cont.)

2. (a) 5 111.

(c),

,(e) 242s
3,, [The formulafis yerified in
4. r = .a/(2,j), R
5. r aq4c2 a2/y(a

(b) 46/N,FT \
(d) 17/2
(1) 2425 1°120-

-
each -case..]

aPN/T/4; = 1/2 \

R ,= c2N4c2 K = -a;44c2 al4;
r R = a(2c a) (2c2)

Answers foz Part E
(a) 7/25, 3/5, g-3/5
(1:;) 1/2, Nr372,
(c).. \/-2175, 0 ,
(d) By Exercise 6 of Part D on page 324, coraBAC

cos LI33k0 cos LOAC - sin LBAOsinLOAC. Computing
the cosines of LBAO,and 'LQAC and, from them, the
sines of these angles,, leads, to:

cos ZBAC = (6 .4N.r21 91)/50

2.

(e) 35/(4J;), 5/7, 25/4Nrc
Suppose that ABCD is a convex
Since ABCD is condex, AC and BD
are on oppOsite sides of n. It follo
in different ar.cs with end points B an
.17-12, LA and LC are supplementary.
supplementary.

ua rilateral inscribed in a circle:,
intersect and, so, A and C
,s that A ansj C are inscribed\

D. Hence, by Theorem
Simila'rly, LB and LD are

3. (a) The matchillg ADE --- CBE is a si ilarity because vertical
angles LDEA and ZBEC`are congrue t and LEAD. and LECB
are congruent since they aue inscribe in the same arc.

(b) From the similarity established in part (a.) AE/CE = DE/BE
= AD/CB.

(c) This resuglts immediately from part (b).
(d) Y.es. AEC -- DEB

the answer for part
-is a similarity for

(a)-
rsQns like those in
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Suppose that the chord AB shown in the picture for.Exercise 3 has
meaSure 8, that AE = 2, and that the radius of the circle js 12.
Use the results of Exercise 3 to do the following.
(a) If CE = 3, find ED! .

(b) If CD = 7 and AD = 3, find.M.DE, and CB.
(c) WED = 4 and CB = 6, find Cliand AD.
(d) If CD is a diameter a the circle, finctsCE and ED.

Let AB and CD be two chords of
a circle which have no points in
coinmon. Assume that they are
as Pictured at the right, so that
AD and BC .intersect in a pRint
- say, E. By Exercise 3, wç
knoW that AE ED = CE EP.
Jai Give a necessary and sufficient condition that AB be parallel to

CD.
te

(b) Give a necessary and sufficient conditwn that AC be parallel to

PD.
(c) Is it possible to have both AB ii5 and AC II BD? If so, what

can you say about E? About ABDC?

Suppose that the lines containing the chords AB and CD tiescribed
in Exercise 4 intersect in the point P. Show that
(a) APAD is similar to APCB,
(b) PA PB =. PC . PD, and
(c) AC jj BD if and only if APAC is isosceles with base AC .

Look at the pictUre of inscribed quadrilateral ABCD in Exercise 5.

Its sides AD and BC intersect in the point E. Show that each two
opposite angles of ABCD are congruent.

*

Two of the results in the exeretes in Part E are summarized in the
following theorems. That of Exercise 3(c) is:

Theorem 17-13 If two. chords of a intersect,
the point of intersection divides each chord into
segments such that the product of the measures

- of the segments of one ;chord is the product of the
rneastkres cif the segments of the other.

That of Exercise. 6(c) is:

Theorem 17-14 If two secants of a circle intersect
at a point in the exterior of the circle, the product
of the distances between the exterior point and the
points of intersection on One of the secants is the
product of the distances between the exterior point
and the points of interseetion on the other secant.

Nb
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Answers for Part E [cont.)
4. (a) 4

(b) There 'are twO possibilities: (1) CE = 4, DE = 3, and
CB = 6; (2) sCE = 3; DE = 4, and CB = 9/2. The alternate
solutions arise from solving the .system of equations
C.:E + ED = 9. and CE. ED = 12'.

41'

(c) 7, 4
(d) There are two ossibilities:, (1) CE = 12 + 2kin and

ED = 12 2 (2) CE 12 - N17 and ED ig + 24-31.
They arise from solving the systexnOf equations CE + ED = 24
and CE ED = 12'.

5. (a) That E. divides each of the segments from A to D and from B
to C i the same ratio. Alternately, that AE Er) = 1-rt
or that (E - B):(C - E)=.(E A):(D 7 E).
That (E E) = (E'- C):(B
Yetr,; E is the center of the circle'4 ABDC is a rectangle.

6. In APAD and LSPCB.-LP = LP and LB ae. LD. Hence, by ada.,
PAD PCB is a sintlarity.

(b) By part (a), PA/PC = PD/PB.
(c),, SuPpose ihat APAC is isosceles with base AC. Then PA = PC

so that, by part (b) PD 'PB. So, A and C divide the seg-
ments from P to B and from P to D, respectively, in the
sahne ratio. HenCe,.AC ij De -
SuPpose, next, that c 11 BD. Then, A13. CD m'o that
AB = CD. Now, PA/AB = PCI.CD so that PA = PC. Hence,

.6,PAC 'is isosceles with base ACT
7. In quadrilateral ABCD, LA and LC are both in tfibed in

and, so, are congruent. Similarly, LB ig LD. Hehee, each two
opposite angles of .ABCD are congruent.

(b),

(c)
(a)

6 Q ,

r-*

+1.

V
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Using the result of Exercise 2(d) of Part B on, page 328 we obtain:

?Corollary If a secant and a tangent of a circle inter-
sect at a point exterior to the circle then the
product of the distances between the exterior
point and the points of intersection on the secant
is the square Of the distance between the exterior
point and the point of tangency.

Given an inscribed angle, LACB,
of a circle with center 0 9d radius
r, we have established that/if AB
is not a diaMeter,

(*) cos LApB =
sgn(1 - a - b) Ji + CO8 LAOB

2

wher 0)1r = u,(B 0)Ir = v,
C Olr = ua + vb = w, and cos
LAOk = "--°1.1 v. And, if AB is a di-

((la 4.41-b) r
0 4',

Fig. 17 10

ametei we know that LACi3 is a right angle and since, in this case,
u v = -1, this is what the formula (*) woulck lead us to expect. If we
imagine that B and C remain fixed, while A moves along the circle
toward the point B' diametrically opposite. to B, then an angle LAOM

half the size of LAOB becomes more nearly a right angle, while LACB
becomes more nearly inscribed in a semicircular arc.

The success of this limiting argument" suggests that we consider
what happens when A and B remain fixed while C moves along the

Fig. 17-12,
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cirele toward A. If C remains on the same side of AB, we can be sure
that the size of L ACB does not change, regardless of how close C comes

to A. [Explain. Also, explain the chang_Vhat occurs in the size of

,KACB if C moves to the opposite side of AB.] Now, as C approaches A,

CA appears to approach a limitirt position CD [with C = A], and we
may feel confident tfiat LDCB is the same size iv midi of the angles
LACB. We can find this limiting position of CA by considering the
angle LACO, and calculating its 'cosine value. Using the same nota-
tation as above [and, as in Part C on. Rage 332, we have that

(u w) -w
..* cos LACO - -A

IIU Wil F-11414 4
w - u w

[Why?]

[Why?)

[Why?]

[r.hy?]

[Why?]

-..
Now, A -C= a- c= (u w)r and, so, d(A,C) = wk. So,

0019 cos LACO = d(A, C)/(20.

i.From (**), we see that as C approaches A cos LACO approaches 0.
[Explain.] Thus, in the limiting case, rD L OA. That is, in the limiting

case, Xi) is tangent to the circle at A. [Why?]
Thie preceding discussion suggests that the angle "between" a tan-

gent and a chord is related to its corresponding central angle in the
same way that an inscribed angle is. In the next exercises, a propf that

this is the case is outlined.

,)

Part F
Supae that 4ALI is a secant and

that AD is a tangent of a circle
with center '0, and that A is the
pont of tangency, as shown in the,
picture at the right.
1. Show that if AB contains 0,

then LBAD is a right angle.
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As long as C remains on the same side of AB LACB remains
inscribed in the 'same arc and, hence, does not change in size. If C
crosses xy then the,arc in which LACB is inscribed is the supple-
ment of the former arc and LACB is supplementary to the former
angle.

Answers") the 'Why?'s in the computation of the cosine of
LACO: .

u - w is irrthe sense of CA and iv is in the senst,
of CO.
Dot product algebra, and 11--iv = I .

%-,ve is a unit vector and w = ita

is a unit vector.
5e9 Exercise -1(b) of Part C on page 333.

As C approaches A, d(A, C) approaches 0 and so does
d(A, C)/(2r).

The tangent to the circle at A is the perpendicular through A,
in the plane of the circle, to OA.
Answers for Part F
1. Since AD is tlEgent to the circle a7t A, LOAD is a right a'nlgle.

And, in cass AB contains 0, "ZOAD = LBAD.

,

0 3



Answers for Part F Econt'd
Z., (a) If 'i.intersected the cirCle in the single point B it would be

tangent to the circle at B and, since it is parallel to the
tangent at A, A and B would be end points of, a diameter.

(b) Since -L AD it follows that OA 1. BC and, so, that OA
interrsects BC.- Assuming that 0 is extèrior to LEAD it
follows that C is also exterior to LEAD and, so, that C and
D are on opposite sides of Xt. Hence., in this case, LCBA
and LEAD are congruent as alternate interior angles..

(c) A. in part (b), OA Intersects Assuming that 0 is
interior to LEAD it follows that C is also interioz to LEAD
and, so, that C and '.13 are on the same side of AB. Hence,
in this case, LCBA and LBAD are supplementary as con-
secutive interior angles.

(d)., Let F be the point of intersection of AO and BC. Then AF
is both the median and the altitude from A of AABC. Hence
AABC is isosceles with base BC and, consequently,
AB = AC. Also, since AABC is isosceles with base BC,
LACB LCBA.

In case 0 is exterior to LEAD,' LEAD LACE; in case 0 is
interior to LEAD, LBAD and LAG/3 are supplemental:L. INote
that, in any cas,'C and 0 are on the same side of Arb and,
so, that LACB is, in any case, half as large as LA013.]

The exercises of Part. G are exploratory for the content of

TC 3.39

(e)

section 17.05.
Answers for Part G
1 (a) (i) Yes.

(b) (i) No.
(c) (i) Yes.
(d) (i) Yes.
(e) (i) Yes.
(f) Yes.

(ii) Ares.,
(iI) No.
(ii) Yes.

k4,1(ii) Yea.
(ii) Yes.
(ii) Yes,

(iii) No,
No.

(iii) No.
(iii) Yes..
(iii) Yes.
(iii) No.

,

(iv) No.
(iv) No.
(iv) No.
(iv) No.
(iv),No.
(.i.v) No,

[Students should see that answers fpr (i) and (ii) will always be the
same, that a 'No.' answer fOr (i) implies a `No.' answer for (iii)
so, a 'Yes.,. answer, for (iii) implies a `Yes.' answer for W
and that the answer for tivi is always `No.'. 1-

Z. The sets 4n (a), (c), (d), (e), and (f) have upper bounds; the sets
in (d) and (e) have greatest niembers.; The sets of,,upper bounds
for the sets 'in Exercise I are
(a) is fx:

(d) {x: X 0} (e) {x: x

st

,691

{x: x 1)

(f)
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2. Suppose that AB is not a diameter. Let I be the line through B
which is parallel to AD.
(a) Show that I intersects the given circle in two points.
(b) Let C be the second point in which I intersects the circjle, and

assume that 0 is exterior to LBAD. Show that LCBA
LBA D.

(c) Assume n'ow that 0 is interior to LBAD. What can'you say
about LCEA and LBAD?

(d) Show that A. is equidistant from S: and C. What can you saY
about 4ACB and LCBA?

(e) What can you say about LBAD and inscribed angle LACS?
3. Find the cosine and sine of acute ZBAD in each of the following:.

(a) r= 5, AB = 8 (b) r = 10, AB = 10
(c) cos LAOB = I (d) r = 10, cos LOAB =
(e) AB = 10 cos LOAB = (f) AB = 10, sin LOAB

4. 'Find d(B, AD) in each part of Exercise 3.

The theorein.whose proof is outlined in Part F is:

Theorem 17-15 Ira secant and tangent of a circle
intersect in a point of the circle, the angle between

. the secant and the tangent is either congruent to,
or the supplement of, an angle half as large as its
coriespanding central angle according as the center
of the circle is exterior or interior to the fanner
angle.

Part G
1. In each ("Mile following you are given a set S of,real numbers. For

each set, answer the following questions:
(i) Is there anumber.whiah is greater than or equal to each mem-

ber of S?
(ii) Is there more than one number z such that, for each xe S,

z?
(iii) Is there a number z in S such that yx [x e S x zl?
"(iv) Is there more than one number z S such that for each x es,

(a) {x: x < 0} (b) {x: x 1) (c) {x0 < x < 1}
(d) Ix: x 0) (e) {x: x < 1 or x 2} (f) 0 1

2. We shall say that b is an upper bound of a set S of real numbers if
and only if V. [xc S x 5_ b1. A number b is a greatest menther
of S if it is an upper bound of S and belongs to S. Which of the sets
in Exercise I have upper bounds? Which of the sets in Exercise 1
have greatest members? For each set of Exercise I describe its
set of upper bounds.
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4

3. Suppose that b is an upper bound of a. set S of real numbers. Are
there anY other nunibers which you are certain are upper bounds of

S?
4. (a) Can a set have just one upper bound?

(b) Can a set have more than one greatest member? th'ustify your
answers for (a) and (b).3

5. (a) Is there a set which has no upper bounds?
(b) Is there a set which has every real number as an upper bound?,

6. If you have answered Exercise 5 correctly you see that the set of
all upper bounds of given set of real numbers may be 0 oernay be
R. These possibilities occur if the given s has no upper bound or
is the empty set. Given a nonempty set ofreal numbers which has
an tipper bound, the set of upper, bounds of the givep set is a set of
a special kind. Guess ivhat kind.

7. Give definitions, in analogy with those in Eiercise' 2, of !lower
bound and 'least member'.

S. How rnany sets can you find each of which has upper bourlds but
whose set of upper bounds doeS not haven least member?

`9. If a set has a greatest member, does the set have a least upper
bound? Explain.

17.05 An Important Property of Real Numbers

In the background work at the end of Chapter 15 we have seen that
eaCh n_queiripty set of integers which has an upper bound has a greatest
mem6eY. In the preceding exercises of Part G we have seen that other
nonempty sets of real numbers which have upper bounds need not have
greatest members. [The set of negative real numbers is 9,11 exampfe.
Name-some others.] Nevertheless, the exercises of Part G should have
suggested to 54)u a property of sets of arbitrary real numbers which
is something like the property of sets of integers which we discovered
in Chapter 15. This property called the least upper bound property

may be stated as the final part of our Postulate 5:

'11.5,3 Each .
nonempty subset of gi which has an upper

I bound has a least upper bound..

[For example, although tRe set of all negative numbers does ril3t have a
greatZst member, the set of all its upper bounds fx: x 01. does
have a least member.] You may have round yourself agreeing with 5,3

A nswers for' Part G [cont.]
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3. Any number greater than an upper bound of
bound of S. This is because the relation of
equal to is transitive.

4. .(a) No. For, giyen any upp
than it and, by Exercise
bound of the given set.

(b) No. 'FOr if a and b are Areatest members of S then, sihce
a E S and b is an upper bound of S, a < b. Similarly, b < a.
ilence, a .= b;
Yes; there are many such sets.
O. :

nonempty set is a positively

S is also an upper
being less than or

r bound there is a number greater
3, this number is ilso an upper

5. (a)
(b)

6. The set di all upper bounds of a
sensed ray.

7. A number b is a lower bound of a set S if and only if it'is less than
dr equal to each member of S. A number b is a least member of
S if and only if it is a lower bound of S and belongs to S. [After an
argument like that in ailswer to Exercise 4(b) we are justified in
speaking of the least member of a set which has a least member.]

8. Only one, the set 0.
9 Yes. Suppose that b is a greatest member of S. Since b E S, no

number less than b is an upper bound of S. So, since b is an.
upper bound of S it is the least member of the set 'of upper bounds
of S. al

1*

.Postulate 523 is a postulate and so, if it is to be accepted, must
be accepted on intuitive evidence or on authority. We have tried to
furnish a basis for intuitive .evidence in the preceding exercises of Part
G. What Postulate 5is says is, essentially, that there are no "gaps" ".

in the ordered system of real numbers. As a foil you-may point out
that the ,system consisting of only the rational real numbers satisfies
all the earlier parts of Postulate 5, but fails to satisfy Postulate 5.
One proof of this involves showing that there is no rational number
whose Square is 2, but that there ar,p rational numbers as- clode as one
wishes on either side of NT. From this it follows that the set of all
rational riumbers less than' Nri- has no least 4.ationaluppezliound.

. 4_

.0
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when you aliswe4d Exercise 6 of Part G. [The set of all upper bounds .of a set of real numbers is either 0 or .g? a positively-sensed ray of,Or, you may have come to the conclusion that 5,3 is correct whileyou were working on Exercise 8. [0 is the only set which has an upperbound but has no least upper bound.] In Section 17.06 we shall findthat Postulate 5,3 is egsential when we define the measures of circular'.ares.

. .UP to this point our postulates for'.9? have been Postulates 5a-5,2onpage 501. As we remarked in Chapter 4 these postulates - which wecombined into a single Postulate 5' -can be condensed infO the state-ment that .92 is an ordered field. Similarly Postulates 50-5,3 can becondensed into:

II 5 is a complete ordered field.

The "completeness", of 2 which is expressed in p43 amounts, rouglily,to the fact that there are as many real numbers as we have believedthat there are. For example; it is possible, using 573.to prove that everynonnegative real number has a square root: -

if .aOx2a
We shall not go through the details of proving this; but you may re--van that we assumed this property of .W when we introduced squareroots iii the introduction to this volume.There is another property of real numbers which we assumed earlierin this ,eourse and used in proving that each nonempty set of integerswhich has an upper bound has a greatest member. Our assumptionwas that the setNa ofnonnegative integers has no upper bound:

(C) (x E Na and 4.,, a)
[Note that sentence (C) is an assertion about all values of `a'.] As anexample of the use of Postulate 5,3 we shall show that (C) is now atheorem. To _do sd, assume that, contrary to -(C), Nn has an upperbound. Since Nn 0 it follows -from our assumption and 5,3 that Nnhas a least upper bound-say, b. Then, each member'of Nn iv, lessttian or equal to b'anit.since b" - 1 is not an upper bowid of Nn, thereis a member of Nn say-, c - such that c 5 b - 1. It follows that c + 1b -Aut., this is impossible. since c A.,' 1 E Nn and b is an upper bound,of Nn. So there is no such number as b, and Nn does not have an up-per bound.

6.95
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To show that a nonnegative number a has a nonnegative squareroot we may proceed by showing that Ix:- x > 0 and x2 < a) has aleast upper bound and ihat thisleast upper bound is nonnegative,andhas a as its square.
Since, 'for a > 0,.02 a it follows that x. x > 0 and x:5 a)is nonempty. Moreover, there is a number say, e such thatci > 0 and c2 > a. ,41.'or, in case a < lwpmaytake c to be pnynumber greater than 1, and in case a > 1 we may take c to be a. Itfollows that this number c is an upper bound of the set under consider-ation and, so, that the set has a least upper bound say, u, Since theset contains 0, u 0. It remains to in proved that u2 = a.To show that u2 = a we begin by choosing

Clearly, b 0 [b

b - u

'a - b2

= 0 if and
cu + a

+ c

b = cu + a
u + c

()Lily if u = a = 01. Also,
a -

+
u-

'
u andu c

a(u + c)2 (cu + a)2
+

icu + ay
ku+ci

au2 + ac2 - c2u2 - a2
(u +

c .Sa - a(a (C2 - a-)(a 112)(u + c)2 (u + c)2 'Suppose, now, that u2 c a. It follows that b -111 > 0 and [sinceC2 a] that a b2 > 0. So, b2 < a and b > u. This is impossiblesince it makes b a member of Ix: x > 0 and x2 a) which isgreater than the least upper bound of this tiet. So, u2 a,Suppose, on the nther hand, that u2 > a. It follows that' b u < 0and a - b2 < 0. So, b c u and a b2 Since 472 = b follows thateadh member of {x: x > 0 and x2 < a} is less than b and, so, that bis an upper bound.of this set and, indeed, one which is less thin theleast upper bound of the set. This last being impossible, we concludethat u2 a.
Finally, since u2 and; u2' ,X `a it follows,show, that Ilk = a. as we wished to

4.5
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Exercises

Given AABC,.let P be any point
interior to the triangle, as shown

in the picture at the right. [A point

is intehor to a triangle if and only

if it g interior to each angle of the

triangle.]
A

.1. Show that AC + CB > AP + PB. [Hint:Make use of the facts that

Act. + CD > AP + pp and PD + DB > PB, where D is as shown

in the picture.]
2. What does the result. in Exercise "1 tell you. about AC + CB with

respect to the set of 'all numbers AP + PB, where P is chosen in-

terior to &ABC?'
3. Show that, given any real number d > 04ere is a point P in-

,

terior to ,p,ABC such that AP + PB (AC + BC) - d.[Hint: Shor

that any point P which is interior to AABC and close enough to C

Nvill4work. How close is "close enough"?]

4. What does the ;result in Exercise ^3 tell you about any number leas

than AC + Cg with respect to the set of numbers described in Ex-

ercise 2? What can you say about AC + CB in consequence of this

and Exercise 2?
5. Consider the set of all numbers AQ + QR + RP, whereQ AP and

and R e PB. [Draw a picture.] Show that AP + PB is an upper

bound tor this set.
6. Is AC + C.Ltan upper bound for tlie setdescribed in Exercise 3? Ex-.

17.06 Measures of Circular Arc's

We have found it"convenient to define the measure of a 'segment

say, , 14 to be 11Q - P. This meaiure gives us some. idea .of ,the

lengthor the sizeofr13-4. , the measure ofP.-74 is gi

times the measure of a unit segment P(P u , where a is a vector of

norm 1. If, as suggested in Part I on pages 166 and 166, we chose a dif-

ferent scalar product [but one which gives the same notion of orthog-

onality] then we would have a diffeient notion of unit vector, and all

distances would be multiplied by some -numberjon page 265, by the

number Ic]. In any case, ratios of segment measures are unaffected,

and the measure of- a segment NI is the ratio of Q P to u where u,

is a unit vector in the direction of Q P.

Given several segments which have °at most endpoints in common

for example, the segments containing the sides of a Sriangle'or
e,

6Q,

Answers for Exercises

I.
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Since P is interior tO LA. AP intersects 'BC at a point Say, D.

Since P is interior to LC, and LC = LACD, PE . By the tri-

angle inequality, AC + CD > AD = AP + PD. Sirriilarly,

PD + DB -> PB. So, .

AC + CB = AC CD + DB

> + PD + DB

> AP + PB.

Z. AC CB is an upper, bound of all sums AP + PB, for P interior

to AABC.
3. Choose P interior to 6ABC and at a distance af most d/Z from

C. It 'follows froM the triangle inequality tbat AC < AP + d/Z

an&that CB ,< PB + d/Z. So, AC + CB < (AP + PB) +,ci and,

consequently, AP + PB (AC + CB) -

4. NO numberless than AC + CB. is an upper bound for the set "

desci-ibed in Exe,rcise Z.; Hence, AC + CB is the least upper

bound of the set of all sums, AP + PB, P intSrior to LIABC.

5. Since, by the triangle inequ'ality, QR < QP + PR dfollows that

AQ + QR,,+ RB < .(AQ + QP) + (PR + RB) < AP + PB. SO,

AP + PB is an uELer bound for all sums AQ + QR + RB where

Alls and R PB.
Kith

6, Yes. AC + CB > AP + PB and AP + PB is, itsettif upper
bound oT the set in question.

t.
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lateral, or those whose union is the "polygonal line" shown in
13 it is customary to define the measure of their union as the

their measuraNdn the case of a closectfigure, such as triangle
rilateral, thisnmeasure is called the perimeter of the figure.)
y of assigning measures to unions of segments is reasonable

itive grounds. For example, if yoU iiciagine laying the given seg-
nd to end and measuring the resulting `Eitraight" figure, you
xpect it to have the same measure as the given figure. And as

/."

Fig. 17-13

a segment, the measure of the straight figure is the sum of the meas-
ures of the segments which conzpose it.

Consider, now, a circular arc,.A reasonable question to ask is:

How do we proceed tto measure this arc?

Intuitively, we can take, hold of.the ends of the arc, pull it "straight",
and measure the resulting segment. Then, by defining the measure

,the arc to be the measure of this segment, we would have found the
Miasure 'of the arc. Of.course, we do have the problem of having to
straighten 'an arc in prder to measure it, so such a definition ig not
very useful. Taking a, hint from the above-Tentioned procedure usea
to define the mea,§ure of a polygonal line, we choose some successiiie
points on the arc &ova one end di'sthe arc to the other and join them, in
order, by segments. Defining the measure of the inscribed polygonal

Fig. 17-14

line to be the suin of the measuresof the segments of this polygonal
line, it is. intuitively 'clear that, no matter 'how the measure of an arc
is defined, the measure of any such inscribed polygonal line is an, ap-
proximation to the measure of the are. Furthermore, giyen any in-
scribed polygonal line, a longer one can be inscribed in the same arc c'Th
in the manner suggested by the dashed lines in Fig. 17 14, and this'

6 99



3444 CIRCLES

longer polygonal line is a better approximatiod to the measuw of the
arc. This suggests that the ineasure of an arc must be an upper bound
for the set of all measuresof polygonal hips inscribed in the arc.

It also seems reasonable that we can find inscribed polygoNil lines
which approximate an arc as closely as we wis13. [Think of a polygonal

a-million_segments, alLoffabout the same length, in-
scribed in the arc of Fig. 17- II 1 And, intuitively, we should obtain in
this way inscribed polygonal lines whose measures approximate that
of the arc as closely as We wish. So, it wollId seem natural to define the
measure of an arc to be the least upper bound of the measures of its
inscribed polygonal lines. So, if we can establish that the set of all such
measures has a least upper bound, this number is the chief candidate
for the title of measure of the arc. Our job, then, is to determine
whether the set of all measures of polygonal lines inscribed in an arc
has an upper bound. For, if we can manage-to do this we will know, by

-Postulate 513,11that the giveiet of measures has a least upper bound,
and we may define this toe the measure of the arc.

Exercises

Part A
Consider arc AB (minor semi-

circialarmr majorl and its inscribed
polygonal line AA AB . Note the
corresponding circumsAtibed pö- ii
lygcmal line AT1T2T3T4B madsug
of segments of tangents to the cur-

' cle at die vertices of AAAA3B. A

1. Show tbst AAA,A3B is shorter than A711712774B.
2. Given that Pe A,as shown in the figure, show that the polygo-

nal line AA,PA2A13 is longer than AA AAA.
3. Show that the polygonal line "AT,QRT3T13 is shorter than A7'175-

7137'13.

° 4. What can yoway about the lengths of 014,13A2A3B and AT1QRT;-
,
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Suggestions for the exercises of section 17.06:
(1) Part A-and the discussion which follows should be directed by the

teacher.
(ii) Parte B and, C may be assigned as homework.
(iii) Part D may be used for class discu,sbion.
Answers for Part A
1. By the triangle ine,quality,

AA1 ATI + TiAx,

f<3.A2 AlT2 + T2A2,
A2A3 < A2T3 + T3A3, and
A3B < A T4 T4 B.

On adding, noting that T1A1 + A1T2 T1 T2 , etc.,
A.A1A2A3B is shorter than AT1T2T3T4B. 'A

2. The measure of AA1P.A2A3B is greater tha-n that.of AA1A2A3B. by
A1P + PA2 A1A2.

1The measure Lf AT1QRT3T4B: isless than that of ATI T2 TST,4B
by QT2 + T2R - QR.

4. The former is shorter than the latter.

one finds*that

T;11?

The preceding exercises illustrate the, fact that, corresponding witli

anY Polygonal line p inscribed in a, there iS a polygonal line c cir-
cumscribed about fa and made up of segments of the tangents,to the
are at the vertices of, p. Evidently, given corresponding inscribed and
circumfribed Polygonal lines p and c, p is shorter.tlian c..

The exercises also illizstrate the fact that, given an inscribed po-
lygonal !Am p the -"insertion of a new vertex" P results iika longer in-

a

7
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scribed polygonal line p'. Also, ifc and c' are the circumscribed polyg-
onal lines corresponding with p and p' then c' is shorter than c [and,
of exiturse, p' is shorter than c'1. Similar results wopld be obtained if
we inserted any finite number ornew vertices in p. [Explain.]

Suppose, now, that p, is any polygonal line inscribed in ,C13 and that
c2 iaany polygonal line circumscribed about A13.-We wish to show that
p, is shorter than c2 and, so, that the measure of c. 4. an upper bound
for the set of measures of polygonal lines inscribed in AB. To do so, let
p be the inscribed polygonal line Whose vertices are those ofp, together ,
with the points of tangency of c. Let c be the corresponding circum-
scribed polygonal line. [Its points of tangency aTe those of c, together
with Ihe vertices of p1e] It follows from the remarks made ih the pre-
ceding paragraph that p, is shorter than p, that p is.shorter than c,
and that c is shorter than c2. So, as we wished to show, p; is shorter
th,sit c2.

The result just obtained shows that the set ofmeasures of polygonal
lines inscribed in has an upper bound. Hence, by Postulate 5,3,

. this set of measures has a least up'per bound. Consequentlywe are
justified in adopting:

/4

Definition 17-4 The measure of a circulararc is the
least upper bound of the set ofmeasures of polygonal
lines inscribed in the are.

We have previously seen that this definition is intuitively satisfactory.
for 'measure of AB' we shall often write (7WA-13)'.
There is another result illustrated by.the exercises of Part A. We

saw there thai the result of inserting a new vertex P in a polygonal
line p inscribed in A73 is a new pnlygonal line p' which is inscribed in
A73 and whose measure is greater than that of p. It follows that the
_set otmeasures et just those insexibed polygonal lines which have a
given point P. of AI as a vertex has the same least upper bound as
does the set of measures of all 4nscribed polygonal arcs. [Explain.]
Prom this we obtain:

Theorem 17-16 If AP and P73 are arcs [minor,
semicircular, or major] which have no point in
common then11

m(APB) = m(AP) + ni(113).

TC 345

Suppose that the polygonal/line p' results froin inserting a finitenumber of new vertices in the polygonal line p. We may think of p' asthe end result of a sequence of steps eacit.of which involves inserting
one new vertex in a previously obtained polygonal line. Since each stepresults in an increase in length p' will be longer than p.

The least upper bound, m(APB), of measures of polygonal lines
inscribea in APB is certainly an upper bound of the measures of those
polygonal lines which have P as one vertex: On tfile other hand, given
any number a <, m(APB), there is a polygonal line p inscribed in APB
whose measure is greater than a. Inserting P as a new vertex in this
polygonal line gives a polygonal line, with P as a vertex, whose
measure is greater than that of p And, .so, is'greater than a, Hence,
no number less than m(APB) is an upper bound of the measures of
those inscribed polygonal lines which have P as a vertex. Consequentl
the least upper bound of the Measures of these latter polygonal lines is
the same as that [m(APB)] of the measures of all polygonal lines
inscribed in APB.

Since m(AP) + m(PB) is an upper bound for the measures of poly-
gonal lines which are inscribed in ,AB and have P as a vertex it follows
from the preceding argument that m(AP) + m(PB) m(APB). But, if
inequality held.we could combine properly chosen poly,gonal lines p1
and p, inscribed in AP and in PB to obtain a polygonal line inscribed
in APB whose measure would be greater than m(APB). [All we would
need to do would be to choose p1 and' po so that their measures differed
from m(AP) and m(PB), respectively; by lesS than half of
rn(AP) + rn(PB) - m(APB). I This cornplvtels the proof of Theorem 17-16,,

793
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The preceding procedures can be extended easily to give a definition
of the measure [or: the circumference] .of a circle .7.f. Instead*. in-

,

Fig. 17-15

scribed polykonal lines, we use inscribed simple closed polygons. And,
essentially as 11 corollary of Theorem 11-16 We would have:

Corollary The circumference of a circle is the sum
of the measures of any two arcs which have the
same endpoints.

"We know by the arollary to Theorem 17-6 that if Xi and X, are
circles whose diameters have measures di and d2, retpectively [for'
short, whose dianiefers ate d

1
ant d21; then Yi4-, is similsr teX, and the

ratio pf similitude of X1 to jer2 is d11d2.[Explain:] Any similitude which

c,

Fig. 17-16

maps Z1 onto ps any polygohal line inscribed in X, onto a simi-
lar polygonal 'bed in .712, and the ihverse of any such simili-
tude !naps any ygonal lihe inscribed in .2r2 onto a polygonal line
inscribed in .21',.4Explain.] So, there is a one-to-one correspondence be-
tWeen polygonal lines inscribed in 2 and polygonal lines inscribed in
X, and the ratio of the perimeters of two such lines is the ratio of
similitude c1,1c1,. [Explain.] It follows that, if c, and c2 are the circum-
ferences [or, measures] of Yr, and

(*) C
1
lc2

= d
1
Id2'

vie
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We have seen that the ratio of similarity of Xi to X2 .is ri/r2,
and this is, also, d1/1:12.

A similitude which maps X1 onto X2 :paps the vertices'of a polygon
inscribed in XI on the vertices of a polygonal line'inscribed in X,, akizd

a similitude which maps the end points of a segment on those of another
maps the first segment onto the second. Since such a similitude maps
the center of Xi on that of X2 it follows by the a,a. similarity theorem
that the ratio of the measures of the sides of the first polygon to those
pf the second will be

A procedure for corhputing approximations to i by finding the
measures of polygonal arcs inscribed in a semicircle is outlined in the
Teacher's Edition of thgh Sc hool Mathematics, Course 2, See T 420,

'
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So, we have

Theorem 17 -17 The ratio of the circumference of
one circle to that of a second is the ratio of the
diameter of the first to that of the second.

It follows from (*) that

c1fd1 c2Id2

and, so, that the ratio of circumference to diameter is he same for all
circles. This ratio is always denoted by '7', and it can be shown that the
.number 7r is approximately 3.141592653. Another rational number
which is a fairly good approximation WIT is 2,1. [One way of.obtaining
approximations to 7T is to compute, by using the Pythagorean Theorem,
the lengths of polygonal Iines inscribed in a' semicircle of diameter 2,
choosing polygonal lines 'with 2, 4, 8, and, in 'general, 21 sides.] We
have, then,l'as a corollary to Theorem 17-.18:

It Corollary If a circle has diameter d and circum-
II c then c =

Part B
1. In each of the following, compute the circumference of the circle

whose diameter is given.
(a) 12 (b) 15/2 (c) 9/7r ,(d) 13/(47r) (e) 7r/4

2. Fina decimal approximations, to the nearest tenth, for the circum-
aerences computed in'Exercise 1. ,

3. Give a formula for the circumference, c, of a circle in terms of its
radius, [Hint: What is a relation between r and d?]

4. In each of the following, find the xadius of a circle Ivhose circum-
ference is given.
(a) atir (b) 7/4 (c) 7 /I-5 f6 (ci) 8 (e) 2drr

lart C
1. What is the length of a semicircular arc of a circle whose radius

is 13?
2. A square whose sides measure 7 is inscribed in a circle.

(a) Vihat is the diameter of the circle?
i13) Choose any one of the four minor arcs subtended by the sides

of the square. Describe isometries which map this minor arc
cuito the remaining three arcs.

(c) Compute the length of a tritium aiv subtended by a side of the
square.

41
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Answers for Part B
1. (a) 127 (b) 157/2 .(c) 9 (d) 13/4 (e) 72/4
2. (a) 37.7 (b) 23.6 (c), 9 (d) 3.3 (e)

3
c = 27r

4. (a) 2 (l3) 1./8 (c) Nin/12 (d). 4/7 (e) 4/72
Answers for Part C

13w

(a). 7.1-2-

(b) Two such isometries are reflections in the planes which are
perpendicular to the plane of the circle and each of which con-

, tains a diameter of the circle. The third is the reflection in
the plane which is perpendicular to the plane of the circle and
contains the midpoints of the two sides of the square which are
adjacent to the one which subtends the given minor arc.

(C) It deems reasonable to assume fand see the corollary to
Theorem 17-18] that all four minor arcs referred to in part
(b) have the same measure. This being so it follows by the
corollaries to Theorems 17-16 and 17-17 that each minor
arc has riieasure 7741/4.

70-

4t,
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3. Consider the square ABCD in-
scribed in a circle, .2' of radius
4, as shown at the right. Let X2 4 Kr-.
be the circle, with center D and
radius AD. (s,

(a) What is the ratio of the cir-
curraferences of iY1 to X?

(b) Which is the larger of
... _AMC) and m(APC), where

AC is a minor arc of2/2?
(c) Given Al of .2r, and AC of 2-2, which is the longer arc? What

is the ratio of m(A73) to ni(A-e)?
4. Suppose that a circular plate has a radius or6 feet and that a eh,'

pular piece of rope just fits around the edge of the plate.
(a) How long is the roPe?
(b) Given that the length df the rope is increased by 6 feet, what is

the radius of a circular plate around which this new rope will
just fit?

5. Suppose that a circular rope just
fits around, the equator of a
globe of radius r. Given that the
length of the rope is increased
by 6 feet, how far above the sur-
face of the globe will the cir-'
cular rope be, given that the
center of the circle containing
the lengthened rope is the cen-
ter of the globe.

6. Consider isosceles triangle, AABC, wiSh base AG, Let ALI --BC
---- a and AC z= b, and draw semicircles with diameters AB,BC, and

AC.
(a) What is the measure of the semicircle whose diameter is AC?
(b) What is the sum of the measures of the semiciieles whose di-

ameters are AB and BC?
(c) Show that the sum in (b) is greater than the measure in (a).

*..

'Although any two circles are similar it is not the case that any two
arcs are similar. [Explain.] The saine argument which led to Theorem
17-17 establishes:

Theorem 17-18 If two arcs are similar then the fatio
II of their measures is ,the ratio of their radii.
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Answers for Part C [cont.
3. (a) INT

(b) m(ABC) > m(AP--e) [m(ABC) = 47, ni(AC) = 27<rfj

(c) AC is longer than INT [m(Ca) = 273ri, rn(ra)'= 27j

4. (a) 127 feet-
(b) 6 + 3/7 feet
3/7 feet. [(c 6)/(27) r = 4/(21) since cA27) .

6. (a) ria / 2

(c) 7a > 7b/2 becahse, by the triangle inesuality, 2a > b.

Two arca of the same
are not similar.

. Answers for Par D
'(a): R/2

2. (a) 7/3

*

circle, one of which

TC 349 (1)

(b) 7/2

r- 4

is a subset of ihe other,

(c) 7 (d) 1/2

(b) 7/6; 7/3 [m(UP!) = m(UP) because the
onto UP'.

(C)

isometry f maps 1.1,P

In APCP', ZP' ;Le LP. Since PP' H yvi [both being perpen-
dicular to Inv] and since P' and V are on opposite sides of

CP it follOws that LP LVCP. Since m(PITV) = 7/3 = m(PV)

it folloVvs that PliP' PY. So, PP' PV and, hence,

LVCP' LVCP. Since; as we have now shown, APCP' is
equiangular it follows that APCP' is equilateral. [Since..

PP' H VW, an alternative.way to show that LP M. ZVCP1.6 to

show that these angles are not supplemehtary. This can be

done by showing- that isoth are acute. 4VCP 1s ac.utc because

it is smaller than. LVC,II. ZP is acute because it is inscribed
in a major arc and, so, is half as large as the corresponding

central angle.

47
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The converse
di ;I cult.
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Corollary Congruent arcs have the same Trtasure.

of Theorem 17-18 is also a theorem but its proof is quite
We shall accept it without proof:

Theorem 17-19 If the ratio of the measures of two
arcs is the ratio of their radii then the arcs are
similar.

TC 349 (2)

Answers for Part D [cont.]
3. (a)

(b).
(c)

7/6 r mall)) because the isometry g maps UP onto 13'9.1
57/6; 77/6
7/6 1= m(UP')]; 7/3
The ii;ometry g maps PP' ontO QQ' and maps UU' onto itself.

,

So, since PP' J tri.11 , Q4-ac; UU'. Since QU' U'Q' it. follows
that 'QU' T!e. U'Q' and so, by h./. , that Q and Q' are equidistant

If

Part D

Corollary Arcs which have the same radius and the
same measure are congruent.

Consider a circle of IF with center
C and whose radius is 1. Let 1 and
m be coplanar lines through C and
such that 1 i m, as shown in the
picture at the right.
1. What_is the measure of '

(a) V?
(b) U'V
(c) 0.1,7t1
(d) ITV'?

2. Let P be the point of CV such
that rn(CP) r/6.
(a) What is m(P-17)?
(b) ayen that is the reflection in the perpendiculai, b

VV', let P' f(P). What is m(U-P')? What is m(PUP
(c) Show that APCP' is equilater41, where P' is the

scribed in part (b).
3. Let g be the reflection in the perpendicular bisector of

let 0..= g(P), where P is the point described in Exercise
, (a) What is m(iil?)? rna-1-74)?_aLUV-`4)?
4 (b), Let Q' g(P'). What is m(U'Q') and m(0.7')?

(c) Give an argument to show that f(Q) Q', where I
flectiOn'descxibed in Exercise 2.

4. Consider the coordinate system for IT with origiti C and
mal basis (U,- C, V - C). Give the coordinates of each
lowing points with respect.to this coordinate system.
(a) U (b) U' (c) V (d)
(b) P P' (g) Q (b)

proj, (P) 0) proj. (P) (k) proj, (Q) (I)

7i

isector of
')?
point de-

ULP , and
2.

is the re-

orthonor-
of thsfol- ,

V'

proj (Q)

+. (a)

(e)

(1)

(1)

from LIU'. So, Q' = f(Q).
(1,0) (b) (-1,0) (c) (0,1) (d) (0,-1)
(072,1/2) fI3y Exercise 2(c) and properties,of ('quilateral
triangles.)
Nri/Z , -1/2) (g) (-NIT/2,1/2) (b) (-N5/2,-1/2)
(0,1 /2) (j ) NT/ 2, 0) (kJ (0, 1/2) (1) (-47/2, 0)

Sample Quiz
1. An equilateral triangle, AABC, whose sides have measure 6 is

inscribed in a circle with center 0 and radius r.
What is'the radius of the given circle? What is,its circum-
ference?
Compute cos01,0C and cos LABC.
Show that LAOC and ./A1:36; are supplements.
What is the distance from the midpoint of AC to the chord
AZ?

Z. Given that APQR is a right triangle with hypotenuse R. and
'inscribed in a circle with center T and radius 10, assurnq, that
PQ .

(a) Compute QR and cos LQTR.
' (b) If f5s- is the Angle bisector from P. compute QS and PS.
(c) Which of ZQPS'and LaRP is the iirger7

Key to Sample Quiz
1. (a) 2N/T; 41a (b) -1/2; 1 2

(c) By (b), cos ZAOC +
supplements.

(d) ,s,13

2. (a) 5%/3"; -1/2
(c) Neither is larg_er, for they are

cos ZQPS = cos LQRP.

,

cos LABC 0. So, LAOC and LAAC are
e .

(b) 5073; ION/3"/3
congruent. Note that-

711
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17.07 Measures of Angles .

Consider LAOB where, 'for convenifnce, d10, A) - d(O, B). Con-
sider, also, the circles Zir and X' of AOB with the common center 0

Fig. 17-17

'and radii r and r' where r = OA and r' = OA . [A' and B' are the
intersectio of IV and Og with X.) There is a similitudS[in fact, a
uniform stitching about 0] which leaves 0 fixed, maps A on A' and
B on B', and aps AB onto A'B' . The ratio of similitude is r/ r' . It fol-
lows from Theo 17-18 that

and, so, that

Tn(AB)Irn(A'B') = rlr'

m(AB)Ir =

In other words, the ratio of the measure of the Irc intercepted by a
given central angle to the radius of that arc is the same for all circles
having the given anglb as a central "tingle. This ratio evidently tells us
something about the size of the given angle and is called the radian-
measure of the given angle:

11'

Definition 17 - 5 The radian-meisure of an angle is

angle, to e radius of the arc:

the ratio of the measure of the arc intercepted by
the angle, on any circle for which it is a central

. We shall ule 'm(LABC)' to Trefer to the radian-measure orLABC. It is
ctSomary to call an angle whose radian-measure is k an angle of k
radians. So a central angle which intercepts an .are whose measure is
the radius of the circle is an angle of 1 radian. Sketch -an angle of
.approximately 1 radian.

Using the corollaries to Theorems 17 -18 and 17 -19 we have an,
analog of Theorem 15-8;

.

Theorem 17 -20 Angles are congruent if and only if
they have the same radian-measure.

t
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An angle of 1 radian is'nearly two-thirds of a ilght angle. More
precisely, it is an angle of about 57,3'. [This last is to help you to
evaluate the sketches asked for in the text following Definition 17-5,
Students will be introduced to degreevneasure later in this chapter.

Proof of Theorem 17-20: Let X and X' b,e circles' of radius 1 in
the planes of LA and LA' and with centers A and A', respectively.
Let B and C be the point's of intersection of LA with X and let W and
CI be the points of intersection of LA' with

Suppose, first, that LA''-'Y LA'. Since
it follows that there is ah isometry which in s A on A', B on W, and
C on This isometry willalso mai...?.0 onto X' and will map thv.a.rc
BC intercepted by LA onto the arc B'C' intercepted by LA'. It follows
that .1BC ;`,1 ii-7-7C and so, by the corollary to Theorem 17-18, that
m(ZA) = ni(BC) = m(13'C') m(LA').

PP and AC 7-2_ VEY

Suppose, on the other hand, that m(ZA) m(ZAq. It follows that
rn(BC) = in(WCI and so, by the corollary to Theorem 17-19, that
BC 'A 1:3'C'. So, BC 1-3-7-7 and, since AB Kr'7 and AC -PET,
ABC A'B'C' is g congruence. In particular, LA LA'.

* * *

Suggestions for the exercises of section 17.07:
(1) Use Parts A and B for demonstration and practice exerci es in

class
(ii) Parts C and D thay be used for homework, tut is a long assign-

ment. You may wish to have students work together.
(iii) Part E and the discussion preceding it are good demonstration

exercises for class.
liv) Part F may be assigned as homework.

".



Part A
Given a cirde with center Q and

radins 10, stmose that A, B, C D,
and E are poists of thiS circle and
That thg..metwrcts. of_soTne bf the
arcs of the circle are sis
picture at the right.
1. (a) What is the circumference of the given

(b) What is mua)?
2. Give the radian-measure of each, of these angles.

(a) ZAOB (b) LBOC (e) LAOC - (d).LCOD
(e) LEbe .(f) LAOD (g) LitOE (11) ZDOE

a. Consider the diameter of the circle one of whose endpoints is A.
, Let F Oe the other endpoint of this diameter. What is the measure

of -

Answers for Part A,
- ra

1, (a) 20r '

(b) 5w

(a) r/2
(-) 31/4

Part B
Given a circle, X, with center 0 and radiughr, suppose iiiat P and
are-two points of X such that PQ is not a diameter.

1. Find the measure of the minor arc .16-Zi given the following infor-
,matton.
(a) r 10, m(LFOQ) =4771-14 (b) r.= 5, rn(Z.POQ)
(c) r= 2, m(LPOQ) = (d) r rn(LPOQ) = 43

r 4, m(LPGQ) 577/6 (f) r = 6, nz(z.POQ) 37714

(g) = I, m(LPOQ) (h) r = m(LFOQ)
,g. Find r given the following information..

(a). ni(157?) = 2ar, m(LPOQ) = 7712,
(b) ni(16),= m(LPQQ) = 243
(c) in(15-0) = prI4, m(Z.POQ) = 37r/4
(d) rn(J) = V-, n!(4POQ)'= ^

3. 4Let., R and S be ,pointS of X sudi that PR and QS are diaMeters.

(a) If r..= 5 and m(15-)) - 37r, find m(R..), rn(f$), and m(LROQ).
(b) r 6 and in(A) - 37r, show thai PCRS a square.

*(c) If ARV is equilateral and r 10; find mA), rn(0),
In(i-ROS), and m(LPOS). 11-lint: See Fart D on page 349.1

circle?

(a) z.COF? (b) LFOE? ,(e) LDOF? (d) LBOr?
.4. What is Od in relation to ZBOF, where F is described in ,

cise 37
5. Suppose that GIs a point of the cirCle such that L.1)00 is a rigkit

angle.
. (a) How. many such points G are there?

(b) What is the measaie of the arc intercepied by L DOG?
(c) What is 173(LDOG)?

' (d) For each of the points G you found in(a), determiiie m(LEOG
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(b) r/4
(f) 17x/24

(d) 27/5'
(h) 7*/20

Some questiOns which might be raised in connection with this
exercise are:

.

3.

Which of the pairs of angles are congruent?
Which of the angles are acute? Right? Obtuse
Is OB LI OE an angle? Explain.
Which angle is "half" of ZAGB? Is this angle half of
any-other of the- angles mentioned in Exercise 2?

(a) 7/4
4. OC is the angle

030C LCOF.
5. (a) Two. They

plane which
5or(b)

(c) ir/2
(d) --3r/20 and 177/20.

'of the.points G are
Answers for Part B
1, By Definition 18-5, m(I)

(b) 7/2
bisector of

(c) 3r/20 (d)

LBOF, for C iginterinr to LBOF and

are the points of interscfn of the circle with the
contains 0 and is perpendicular to

4

(The measures of the arcs from E to each ,

3r/2 and 17w/2.

(a) 5r/2
(e) 10w/3

r.m(LPOCI).
--(b) 5r/4 -(c) 7/3
_.(f) 9r/2 (g) 5/18

2' By De1init3on 18-5, r .rn(PQ)/pl(LPOQ).
(a) 4

, (b) 3/2 ,(c) 1

(a)

(b)

(d) I

m(R) = 3r; m(PS) = 27; n-i(LROQ)
..."...

Since r = 6 and m(PS) = 31, m(LPOS) = r/2,t So? ZPOS i.s
a right angle-, and_t_he four arc& _PQ, QR. "RS, and PS are
c ongruent. Thus, PQRS is e,quilate ral, which implies, that
PRRS is a rhombus. Since the diagonals of PQRS are oon-
gruent for, they are diameters of the circle FORS is
a square. ,

0.... .--2"-. .
....--. , .

111(PG) = --isri(QR1 and m(PQR) = 101. Since m(PQ) + m(OR)
...--..

_ s

10r, m(PQ) = 10w/3 and m(QR) = ZOw/3. Now, LROS and ,
ZPOQ are congruent (vertical) angles., m(LROS) m(LPOQ)

1/3. Siinilarly; m(61306) = rn(4C1OR)
4..:

71 5
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Using Theprem 17-1fi it is possible to prove: ,

II Theorem 17-21 If LI is interior, to 2_ABC then
II rn(LABC) = ni(ZABD) + m(LDBC).

an

II :Theorem,1-7=-2i Angles are suPplementary if and
only if the sum of their measures is 7T .

Here is a third theorem which is analogous to Theorem 15-7, but
which we shall not prove;

Part C

Theorem 17-23 Given a number k such that
0 < k 4 7r, and given a half-line r, there is one
and only one angle whose radian-measure
is k, which has r as one of its sides, and whose
other side is in a kiven side of the line which
contains r.

0

,l. What can yoo say about the measure of right angle?..-An acute
angle? An obtuse angle? Explain your answers.

2. (a) Given that L.A is congruent to LB, dc; GA and LB have the
same measure? Justify your answer.

(b) Suppose.that LA and G./3 have the Same measure. Are they
congruent? Explain.

3. What is the sum of the measures
(a) of two supplementary angles?
(b) of two complementary angles?

4.. Given a point D in the interior of LABC.
(o) Show that m(LABD) + m(LCBD) = m(LABC).
(b) If Be is the'hisector of LABC, what can you say alzout tra(LABD)

and m(GABC)? About m(LABD) and in(LCHD)?
5. Show that the,sum of the meas-

ures of the angles of a triangle
is . [Hutt: Consider exterior
'angle, L CAD, of AABC and let
n be the ray from A in the
sense of Bd, as shown in the pic-

, ture at the right. What is
m(LA1) + m(4.42) + m(LA3)?1

.
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Theorem 17-21 follows from Theorem 17-16, Definition 17-5,
and the fact that, if D is interior to LABC then the interiors of LABD
and LDBC have no points in common and contain, respectively, the
arcs intercepted by these angles, on any circle for which they are
central angles.

To prove Theorem 17-22, note that it is sufficient to consider the
case of adjacent angles say, LABD and LDBC. Those are supple-
mentary if and only if A and C are end points of a diameter of a circle
for which t14 angles are central angles., And this is the case it and only

7Zif the sum of the measures of the intercepted arcs is the measure of a
semicircle.

Although Theorem 17-23 should seem reasonable on intuitive
grounds, its proof requires the use of Postulate 513 and of methods
beyond the scope of this text.
Answers for Part C
1. The measure of a right angle is r/2, [A central angle which is a

right anglt intercepts an arc of its circle whose measure is one
fourth the circumference of the-circle. ]
The measure, k, of an acute angle is such that 0 < k <
[A central angle which is acute intercepts .an arc of its circle
whose measure is less than one fourth the circumference.of the
circle.)
The measure, k, of an obtuse angle is such that F/2 < k <
[A central angle which is obtuse intercepts an arc of its circle
whose measure is greater than one fourth of and less than one
half of the circumference of the circle.]

2. (a) Yes. Suppose that LA is congruent to LB. Let f be an
isometry which maps LA onto LB, and let X be a circle of
which LA is a central angle. Then, ZB is a central angle
of f(X) and the arc off(X) which LB intercepts is the image,
under f, of the arc of X which LA intercepts; So, the
measures of these intercepted arcs are equal, as are the
radii of X and f(X). Hence, LA and Z13 have the same
measure.

(b) Yes. Suppose that Xi .and X2 are circles of radius r such
that LA and LB are central angles of Xi and X2, respectively.
Let .133.Q1 and P2Q2 be the arcs of Xi and X2 , respectively,
intelipted by LA and LB. 'That ZA and LB have the same
measure implies that PiQi and P2Q2 have thesame mea,sure.
Let f be any isometry w-hich maps Pi on P2. Qi and Q.2 and
the center of Xi on the eenter of X2 Then, f maps

onto -P2Q2' and, so, maps LA onto LB. Hence, LA
is congruent to LB.

3. 7 [The union of the arcs of a circle intercepted by supple-
mentary adjacent centwl angles is a semicircular arc of the
circle. I
,,r/2

(a)

(b)



Answers for Part C [cont.]
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(4). Let X be any circle of which LABC is a central angle. Then,
BA, BD, and BC intersect K.in A1, D1, and C1, respectively,
such that the sum of the measures of AiDi.and DlCi is the
measure of AxCi. SO, given that X has radius r, we have
%that

m(A1D1)/; + m(137)r
Thus, by definition,

in(L41BD1.) + m(LC,1)3D1) = m(LA1PC1).
Since LA1BDI = LABD, LCIBD;r- LCBD and LA1BG1

LABç e have that

m(LABD)'+ m(LCBD) = m(LABC).
(b) ni(LABD) = lim(ABC); They are equal.

5. Using the notion suggested in the figure, we note thdt LA2 LC
and ZA. tIg. LB. So, rn(LA2) = !T(LC) and m(LA3) = m(LB). Now,
LA1 ana LCAD are supplementary adjacent angles. So,
rn(ZA1) + m(LCAD) = x. Also, since E is interior to LCAD, we
know 1ay Exercise 4(a) that rn(LA2) + rn(LA.,) .= m(LCAD). So,
mILA1) + m(LA2) + m(LA3) = T. Hence, mfLA) + m(LB) + rn(LC) =
[Note that the preceding argument also shows that the measure of,an
exterior angle [LCAD] of a triangle is the sum of the measures of
the opposite interior angles.

TC 353

6. From the hypothesis, m(LA2) =
Furthermore, Tn(LA1) + m(LA2)
rn(LA2) + m(L/32) = 7T/2. Now,
= a., it follows that m(LAPB) =
angle.

m(LA1) and m(LB2) = In(ZB1).
+ rn(LB1) + m(LB2) = 7. So,
since rn(LA2) + m(LB2) + m(LAPB)

Hence, LAPB is a right

71 8
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6. In the picture at the 'right, 111 m
and P is such that 4E1 and B/3
are bisectors of the interior an-
gles at A and B. Show that
LAM is a right angle. [Hint:
Compute ni(LAPB).]

* .

Same of the results we can prove concerning the angles of triangles
and convex quadrilaterals generalize to figures which have five or
more intervals as sides. As examples of such figures, # pentagon is the
union of five segments AB, BC, CD, DE, and EA which are Such that
each of the sets {A, B,C}, {B, C, D}, {C, D, E}, {D, E , A} , and {E, A, B}

A convex pentagon A nonconvex pentagon

Fig. 17-18

is noncollinear in short, such that no three consecutive vertices of
the pentagon are collinear. A pentagon will he'said to be convex if and
only,if, for each three consecutive vertices X, Y , and Z, each af the re-,
maining vertices is interior to LAW. [A similar defikition of con-
vexity for quadrilaterals turns out to be equivalent to the one we have
previously adopted,] .

The notions of a hexagon and of a convex hexagon can be defined in
a similar manner, but using six sides rather than five. More generally,
an n.gon is the union Of n seginents, A ,A., Ae43, . . A.A, which are
such that no three consecutive vertices are collinear.. A conve n-gon
is an n-gon with the property that.; for each three Consecutive vertices

Y , and Z, each of the remaining vertices is4nterior to LXYZ.
It Can be proved that, for n 3, the n-gon obtained bk replacing two

corisecutive sides AB and-BC of a conyex + 1)-gon by the interval
AC is also convex.

Fig. 17 9

7 1
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Part D
1. Suppose that ABCD is a con-

vex quadrilateral. Show that
the sum of the measure's of the
angles of ABCD is 271% [Hint
Consider the diagonal from A.
Use the results of Exercises
4 and 5 of Part C.]

2. (Find the slim, of the measures of the angles' of a convex.pentagon:
tHintr -Draw. a convex pentagonsay, ABCDE and draw the
diagonals from one of its vertices.)

S. Find the sum of the Measures of the angles of a convex hexagon.
4. What is the sum of the measures of the angles of a convex n-gon

In 3)?
*& Use mathematical induction to justify your answer for Exercise 4.

[Hint. Use the fact that the result of "cutting off a corner" of a
convex (n + 1)-gun is a convex n-goa.1

6. (a) Consider the exterior angles, one at each vertex, of' a tri-
ailgle. What is the sum of the measures of these exterior
angles?

(b) Answer the question in (a) for a convex quadrilateral.
Ac)..Answer the question in (a) for a convex penta
(d) Answer the qurtion in (a) for a convex n-go

7. A regular polygor/ is a convex polygon all of who abgles are con-
:- gruent and all of whose sides are congFuent,

(a) What is "a regular polygon of three sides? Of four siaes?
tb) What can you say about the extetior angles of a regular

polygon?
(c) In Exercise 6, you round that the sum of the measures of the

exterior angles, one at each vertex, of a.,convex polygon is 27r.

In a regular polygon, all of the exterior angles are cengruent.
Find the theasure of an exterior angle of a regular polygon of
n sides in terms of 'n'.

(d) How can you use your result from (c) to find the measpre of
an angle of a regular polygon of n sides?

S. Find the measure of an exterIsl angle of &regular polygon of each
of the following number of siap.
(a) 3 (b) 4 (e) 5 (d) 6
(e) 8 (f) 10 (g) 12 (h) 60

9. yind the measures of the angles of the regular polygons described
in Exercise 8.

10. Find the numher of sides in a regular polygon if the measure of
an interior angle of the polygon is k times the measure of an ex-
terior angle, where
(a) k'=. 2; (bkk --= 1; \ (c) k =

1)

(d) k = 3.

An

1.
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ewers for Part D
Suppose that ABCD is a convex quadrilateral. It 'follows that d
is interior to, ZDAB and that A is interior to LBCD. So,
m(LA) = rn(LBAC) + rn(LCAD) and m(LC).= m(413CA) + m(LACD).
By Exercise 5 of Part C, m(LBAC) + m(LBCA) + rn(LB) = 7 and
m(LCAD) + m(LACD) + m(LD) = Combining these results,
m(LA) + m(LB) + m(LC) + m(Z13) = Zito

2. An argument similar to that given for Exercise 1, but u`sing
Exercihe 1 in place of Exercise 5 of Part C, shows that the
sum of the measures of the angles of a convex pentagon i 37.

3. A repetition of the same kind of argument, using Exercise 2 in
place of Exercise 1, shows that the sum of the measures qfithe
angles of a regular hexagon is 47.` 4

4. It is easily guessed that the sum of the measures of the angle# of a
convex n-gon is (n - 2)7.

5. The sum of the measure of the angles of a convex 3-gon (a tri-
angle] is (3 - 2)7, by Exercise 5 of 'Part C. Suppose, then,that
the sum of the angles of a convex k-gori [k 3] is (k 2)7 and
consider a convex (k + 1)-gon with vertices A1, A2, A.
Since the polygon A2... Ak+1 is convex k-gon, the sum of the .

measures of its angles I. (k - 2)7. The sum of the measure of
the angles of AA1A2Ak.i.x is '7: Since A2 is interior to

iLA1Ak+lAk and Ak4.1 is nterior to ZA1A2A5 it follows, as in
Exercise 1 that the sum 'of the measures of the angles of .

A A2" .Ak+ is (k Z)w + v. But, this is [(k + 1) - Z)Ir. Hence,
1 1by induction, it follows that, for each n A. the sum of the

measures of the angles of a convex n-gon is (n -
6. (a) 27 [. 37 - v]

(b) z. [..= 47 - 27]
(e) - 371

(d) 27 [= ni (n - 2)7]
7. (aP' A regular polygon of three sides

one of four sides is a square.
Any two exterior angles of a regular polygon are congruent
[as supplements of congruent angles of the polygon].
21/n

is an equilateral triangle;

The measure of an
in other words, (ri
result of Exercise
27/3
7/4

37/4
6

angle of a regular n-gon i
- 2)7/n. _,(This, of course,
4.)

(b) ,7/2
(f) 7/5

..(b) 7/2
(f) 47/5
(b) 4

N.

1

(c) Z7/5
(g) 7/6
(c) 3r/5
(g) 57/6
(e) 3

- (27)/n tor,
check. with the

(d) 7/3
(h) 7/30
(d) 27/3
(h) 297/3p
(d) 8
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,
Some of the results of the exercises just completed are summarized

in the following theorems:

ITheorem 17-24 Given that m(LABC) = k. Then,
(a) GABC is right if and ohly if k = IT/2,

.. (b) /ABC. is acute if and only if 0 < k < 7r12, and
.

(c) LABC is obtuse if and onlY if r/2 < k < 77.

Theorem 17-25 The measure of an-exterior angle of a
,
triangle is the sum of the measures of the opposite
interior angles. .

4
,

I '

II Theorem 17-26 The sum of the measures of the angles
of a conveX polygon of n sides is (n - 2)7r.

11

C;orollary 1 The sum of the measures of the angles
(a) of a triangle is 7T;
(b) of a convex quadrilateral is 27r.

Corollary 2 The sum of the measures of the exterior angles,
one at each vertex, of a,convex polygon is 2ar.

Corollary 3 The measure of an angle of a regular polygon
of n sides is (n. - 2)7rIn.

Earlier," we considered inscribed angles of a circle. We learned that
an angle inscribed in a major arc is half as large as its corresponding
central angle and that an angle inscribed in a minor arc is the supple-

ment of an angle half as large( as its corresponding central angle.

congruen

supplementary

Fig. 17-20

Since congruent juig1e have the same measure, it follows immediately
that the measure of an angle inficribed in a =Or arc of a circle of ra-

, dius r is the quotient by r of one-half the measure of the intercepted
arc. FUrthermore, since the sum of the measures of supplementary
angles is i, it follows that the measure of an angle ipscribed in a minor

arc isllso the quotient by r of one-half the measure of the intercepted

arc. To see that this is the case, let 2', be the minor Arc and 5r2 the

74'`I

5
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corresponding mgjor arc of a circle, and let m(912) = p. Then m(2-1)
= 2ir p.,(Explain:i If LA is inscribed ih Yit, then LA is the supple-
.metit of half the central angle which intercepts 31,. So,

In( LA) = [7r - m(.7 1)[1 r = [1r i(27r p)1/r = fp/r.

Finally, it is easy to establish that the meature of an angle inscribed
in a semicircle is I r times one-half the measure of the intercepted arc.
So, in any case, we have:

Theorem 17-27 The measure of an angle inscribed in a
circle of radius r iS half the measure of the arc
intercepted by that angle divided by r.

Part E
Given a circle with center 0 and

radius 5, spose that A, B, C, D,
and E are paints of the circle, that:
AV- and BD are ,diameters, and
that the measures of somei of the
arcs of the circle are as, indicated
in the picture at the right.

.1. Give the measures of each of these inscribed angles.
(a) LAEB (b) LADB (c) .LACB (d) LABE
(e) LCDA LCDE (g) LDEA (h) LEAB

2. What is the sum of 'the measures of the angles of quadrilateral
ABCD? Of quadrilateral AEDC?

3. (a) Show that both LDCA and LDBA are supplements of LDEA.
(b) Show that LBAC is a supplement of LDEA.

4. Suppose that 1 and rn are the tangents at A and B, respectively,
and that I n ne= {P}.
(a) What is m(LOAP) and nz(LQBP)?
(b) Show that LA0B and. LAPB are supplements.
(c) What is nz(LAPB)?

PartF'
1 Suppose that PA and PB are
I,

tangents at A and B to a circle
with center 0 and radius r.
(a) Explain why AB is not a

diameter.
) What kinds of angles are

LPAO and LP4Q? What
.are their measures?

(C Show that LP and LO arewpplements.
i )

cd Given that m(Alb --=' 14, find nz(LP) in terms of 'k'.
"tr*

Answers for Part E
(a) 37/10

(e) '*/2
2. 27;
3. (a)
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.(3) 37/10
(1) '137/20

27

ZDCA and LDBA intercept
So, m(LDEA) + m(LDCA).=
both ZDCA and ,CDBA are

(c) 37/10
, (g) 4r/5

(d)

(h) 117/10

DEA and LDEA intercepts
m(LDEA) + m(LDBA) =, 7.
supplements of ZDEA.

DCA.
Hence,

(b) Since m(LBAC) = 7/5 and m(LDEA) = 47/5 and 7/5+47/5 =
it follows that LBAC and LDEA are supplementary.,

It follows from part (a) and Corollary 1(b)'to Theorem 17-26
that the sum of the measures of these angles is T. So, by
Theorem 17-22, the angles are supplementary,

(.c) 27/5
Answer; for Part F
1. (a)' If AB were a diameter then the two tangents wouldbe perpen-.,

dicular to AB and, so, wotild not intersect at P.
(b) .They are right angles.; .7/2
(c) By Corollary 1(b) to Theorem 17-26, the su:rii of the,measures

of the angles of PAOB ls 2r. So, by part (b), m(LF) + m(LO)
= 7. Hence, by Theorem 17-22, LP and LO are supplementary,

(d) m(LP) = k/r.

4. (a)

(b)

4

7?4
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2. Given the information from Exercise 1, find OP and AP in.terms
of 'r' given that
(a) LAM is a right angle. (b) .6.A0B is equilateral.

3. Suppose that I an4 m are se-
cants of a circle with center 0.
and radius r, that 1 n rn = {p},
and that 1 and rn intersect:the
circle in points A and B, and
C and D, iespectively, as shown
in the pictur,e at the right.
Given that 'tn(B1) = k and
rn(ie) = k2, compute rn(LAPC)
in terms of 'r', vz,', and 'k2'.
[Hint: Use Theorem 17-25J

4. Given the information from Ex.ercs 3, suppose that Q is the point
of intersection of chqrds Ap and BC. Find the measures of LBQD
apd LBQA in terms of 'r','k,', ar41:k2'. [Hint: Use Theoreni 17- 25.]

5. Suppose that ABCDE cs a regu-,
lar pentagon inscribed in a cir-
cle of radius 10.,
(a) *hat is tn(AB)?
(b) Given that AC n BE

= IP}, find in(LBPC).
(c) Given that AC n BD

= {Q}, find m(LBQC).'
(d) Determite whether

is isoscetes. V

(e) Let R be the point of inter-,.
section of V and bd. Find
nz(LARB),

6. Consider the inscribed penta-
gon ABCD4 pictured at the
right. Given the measures of
the arcs as indicated in the

(c) Let R be the point of inter- E
of the angles of AB6DE. (1157r/2

picture, ansv.-4r the following.
What-is the radius of the
given circle?

(b) Give the measures of each

section of -A-Eand BD. What
is m(LBRC)?

37r/2

(d) Let Q be the point 'of inter-
. section of AE and CD. What

is tn(LAQC)?-

725

Answers for Pari F [cont..]
Z. (a) OP = verf, AP = r.
3. In AADP, m(

[Theorem 17
.m(ZADC) = 1(2

4.

'TC 357.
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(b) OP = 2r/s5, AP = r/Nri
AY+ m(ZP) is the measure Of an exterior angle at D
25]. By. Theorem 17-27, m(ZA) = k1/(2r), and

m(LP) *(k2

ZBOD is an exterior gle of AAQB and, so, i1 measure is the
sum of the measures of 'LA and LB. Hence, by Theorem 1.7-27,
m(LBQD), = (ki + k2)1((2r). LBOA is a supplement of ZBQD. So,
yn(LBQA) = (ki + k2)/(2r).

5. (a) 47 (b) 27/5
,

6.

(c) 3r/5
(d) In ABPQ, ZP L.Q. So, ABPQ is isosceles wiih base PO.
(e) 115

(a) 9/2
(b) m(ZA) = 2r/3, m(Z13) = 27/3, m(LC) =;/2, mtZD) = 57/9,

m(LE) z 2,t7r/1,8
(c) ll/r/18'
(d) 7/6

TC 358 (1)

ow

The sum of the degree-measures of the angles of a convex quadri-
lateral is 360; that of a convex pentagon is 540.

Suggestions for the exerct7 ses of section 17. 08;
(1) Use Part A to demonstrate degiee-measure to your class,

(ii) Use Parts B and- C as homework.

tv.
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Answers for

From Exercises $ and 4 we have two useful theorems on measuring
angles: .

1 T
Th

is eexteci riledristo aeci,, rcoletieof rabdyiursorf hanaldf

heorem 17-28 e measure of an angle whose vertex

measures of the intercepted arcs..
wthheosediieirdeensceinotfrstheect

:Theorem 17-29 The measure-of an angle whose vertex
is interior fo a circle of radius r is the quotient by r of
half the stun of the measures of the arcs intercepted by
the angle and its vertical angle.

17.08 DegreeMeasures of Angles

There is another measure fbr angles which is commonly used. It
known as degree-measure. We define this concept in teims of the nem-
familiar radian-Ineasure as follows:

Definition 17-6 Given an angle, LA, whose radian-
measure is k, the degree-measure of LA is 180k/7r.

For convenienoe;we shall often use "°m(LA)! in place of 'the degree-
measure of LA'.

By definitionoon, angle of 7112 radians has as its degree-measure

180 722-17p, or 90. That is, an,angle of 7r/2 radians is an angle of 900 .

.41
Since angles whose radian-measure is 702 are right angles, we have.
that the' degree-measure of a right -angle is 90. Alternately, a right
angle is ,an angle of 90°.

In the last section, We'learned that thesum of the radian-measures'
of the angles of a triangle ie7r. Making use of the relEition between
radian-measure and- degree-measure given in Definition IT- 8, .it is

9. easy to see that the sum of the degree-Measures of the angles of a tri-
angle is 180. [What is the sum of the degree-measures ofthe angIes of
a convex 'quadrilateral? Ora convex pentagm0

Exerellies

Part
1. In each of ale following, you are given the radian-measure of an

,

angle. Give its degree-measure.
(a) 77/3 (b) 7T/4 (c) 243 (d) 245
(e) 51116 . (f) r/6 (g) 37714 . (h) 5/2

Part A
TC 358 (2)

1.

2.

(a)

(e)

(a)

`(e)

'60

150

7/6
57/6

(b) 45 (9) 120 (d) 72
(f) 30 (s) 135 (h) 450

TC 359

(b) 7/4 (c) 7/3 (d) 37/4.

(f) 27/3 (g) 27/2 (h) 7/8
3. (a) 55 (b) 60, 30 (c) 'm(LB..) = 65, 'rn(LC) = 25
4. 40, 60, 80
5, (a) 60 (b) .90 (c) 108 (d) 120 (e) 134 (T) 144

6. (a) 180, 360, 540, 720, 1089,1440 [respectively] (b) 360

7. (a) 180 (b) 90

ti. (a) Yes. Such an' angle has degree-measure 45.,
Yes. Such an angle has degree-rneasure-,90..

4.nswers
1.

,for Part B
(a) 7/4; 45 [Making use qf AABC pictured i Part B,,,.we have

that m(LA) m(LB), m(LC) = till, and m(LA) + m(L13)
+ m(LC) = Ir. So, Zrn(ZA) = 7/2. m(LA)= ir/4 =

(b)

(e)
7/3; 60
7/6 and 7/3; 30 and 60
onto Pi/ and QPP' is an
in part (b), m(LQ)

[Reflecting APQR in OR maap P
equilateral triangle. Using the result
and m(LP) =

Z. (a) 1/41; Rri [This makes use of the reszlts in Exercise 1 ands.
the' ftct that congruent angles have the same radian-measures,
degree-measures, cosine values, and sine values. So, for
example, any angle whose raditn-measure is 7/4 is congruent
to LABC of the isqsceles AABC described in Exercise 1.]

(b) , 1/2; §13/2 (c) N/3/2; 1/2

3. (a)' 13/2; 1/2
(c) 1/2; N4r3/2

TC 360

(b)91/4-f; lksri
(d) 0; 1

4. (a) -1/Nri; 1/Nri [An angle of 37 4 radians is a supplement of an
angle of ir/4 radians. So, its cosine value is opposite, and its
sine value is the same as, that of an angle of 7/4 radians.]

(b) --112; '.1212 (c) -N17/z4 1/4

nswera for Part C
'LBGF is a plane angle ofiZA-HG-F nd has radian-measure r/6.

LA-IIG-F has radian-measure 6 and degree-measure 30..
A plane angle of ZA-E1G-H has radian-measure 7/4, So, ZA-i-G-H
is- a dihedral angle of 7/4 radians and of 45%
7713 [As indicated by the dashed right triangle in the,picture, a '
plane angle 'of LP-AB-C is an anglZ whose,cosine is and, so',
is an angle of 7/3 rad,ians.



Part l3

ots

la What are the radian-measures and degree-measures of the acute
angles of
(a) an isosceles right triangle?
(b) an'equilateral taiangle?
(e) a right triangle like APQR? [Hint: Conaidir tie 'reflection

in V.1
. 2. What ars the cosine lind sine values of an angle wInl radian-

meaSure is'

17.08 DegreeMeasures of Angles 359 360 CIRCLEs

2. The following are deFee-measures for angles. Give the corre-
sponding radian-measures.
(a) 30 (b) 45 (c) 60 (d) 135

(e) 150 (f) 120 (g) 90 (b) 22i

3. Given that ,6,ABC is a right triangle with hypotenuse BC.
(a) Find °m(LB) given that *rrz(LC) 35.
(b)' Find *rn(LB) and 'in(LC), given that *tn(LB) = 2 °m(4C).
(C) IfAM isthe median from A and °m(LMAC) = 25, find °m(L_B)

and °In(LC).
4. Suppose that a, p, and y are the 'degree-measures of LA, LB, and

LC, respectively, of AABC and that a : p : y = 2 3 : 4. Find
13, and y,

5. Find the degree-measure of an angle of each of the following regu-
lar polygons. ,

(a) equilateral triangle (b) square (e) pentagon
((I) hexagon (e) octagon (f). decagon

6. (a) What is the sum of the degree-measures of the artgles of each
cf the polygons described in Exercise 5? ,

(b) What is the sum of the degree-measures of the exterior angles,
one at each vertex, of the polygons described in Exercise 5?

7. What is the sum of the degree-measures of
(a) two supplementary angles? (b) two complementary

8. (a) Is th 'ere an angle which is its cAvn complement? If so,
its degree-measure? If not, explain.

(b) Is there an angle which is its own supplement? If so, what is

its degree-measure? If not, explain.

angles?
what is

Here are pictures of "an isosceles right triangle, AABC, an equi-
lateral triangle, ADEF, and a right triangle, APQR, one of whose legs

is half as long as its hypotenuse.

0

a, 1_ .0 F ,1 E Q

7'29

Part C

3. What are the cosine and sine values of an angle whose degree-
measure is
(a) 30? (b) 45?" (C) 60? (d) 90?

4. Give the cosine and sine values of angles whose radian-measures
are the following.
(a) 37r/4 (b) 27713 (c) 57r/6
[Hint: Consider supplements of the angles described in Exer-
cise 2.]

In Chapter 15, we discussed the notions of a dihedral angle and the
plane angle of a dihedral angle. It is customary to assign as the meas-
ure of a dihedral angle the measure of its plane angles. So, for ex-
ample, if a plane angle of a dihedral angle is an angle of 7r/3 radians
then the dihedral angle is one of 7r/3 radians. Its corresponding de- '
gree-measure is 60 for its plane angles are angles of 60°.

1. Given the rectangular box some
of whose dimensions are shown
in the picture at the right, find
the radian-measures and de-
gree-measures of LA-HG-F and
LA-FG-H, [LA-HGF as indi-
cated in the picture by the
heavy lines.]

2. Consider the pyramid P-ABCD
pictured at the 'right. Its base
ABCD is a square whose sides
have measure 2 and its trian-
gular faces are isosceles tri-
angles whose altitudes hive
measure 2. Find the radian-
measure of the dihedral angle
LP-AB-C. '

17.09 Areas-of Circular Regions

Earlier, we learned how to compute area-measures of certain plane
regions. We shall now consider the problem c2f computing the area-
measure of a circular region. As in the case of computing the measure
of an arc, we shall make use of inscribed and circumscribed polygons.

Given that. ABCDEF is a polygon inscribed in a 'circle 2' and that
A'B'C'D'E'F' is the related circumscribed polygon, as shown in

4)

-
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Figure 17-21. It is reasonable to
expect that the area-measures of
the given inscribed polygon and
circumscribed polygon are approxi-
mations to the area-Measure of .-ir.
[The areas of such inscribed. and
,oircumscribed polygons are some-
times called lower approximations
and upper approximations, respec-
tively. Why 'lower' and 'upper'?]
And, by increasing the number of
sides of ale inscribed polygon, as in-
dicated by ,the dashed Jines in Fig-
ure 17-21, we obtain a better lower approximation. [Can we also ob-
tain a better upper approximation?] If we observe, now, that each
circumscribed polygon of 2! has an area-measure which is greater than
the area-measureof an inscribed polygon of X, we see that the set of all
area-measures of polygons inscribed in 2" has an upper bound and, so,
has- a least upper bound. Hence, it is matural to define the area-meas-
ure of 2' to be that least uiver bound. We formalize this in:

IDefinition 17 -7 The area-measure of a circle ,)7- ilii the
least upper bound of ihe set Of all area-measures of

'1 polygons inscribed in X.

D'

Fig. 17-21

It can be shown that the set of area-measures of regular polygons
inscribed in a given circle has the same least upper bound as does the
set a area-measures of polygons
inscribed in that circle. So, to get
some idea as to how to compute the
area-measure of ã circle, it is
enough to consider the regular
polygons inscribed in the circle. In
Fig. 17-22, we show regular poly-
gon A1A2 ... A1A,, inscribed in
a circle with center 0 and radius r.
Each side of the polygon is the base
of an isosceles triangle whose ver-
tex, 0,. is the center of the circle.
There are n such isosceles triangles

731

V

Fig. 17-22
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Answers to questions in the tekt.
The arisa-rooasie.re nf poiygnn inst. rjhp cl

approximation to the area-measure of the circle because the region it
bounds is a proper subset of the circular region and, so, has an area-
measure which is less than that' of the circle.

The area-measure of a polygon circumscribed about a circle is an
upper approximation to the area-measure of the circle because the
region it bounds contains as a proper subset the circular region and,
so, has.an arva-measure which is greater than that of the circle.

A better upper apProximation is obtained b.y increasing the number
of sides of the circumscribed polygon, as indicated by the dashed tangent
line in Figure 17-21.

Sample Quiz
In AABC, the radian-measure of /A is 3r/4 and that of LB is
twice that of LC.
(a), What is the radian-measure of LB and of LC?
(b) What are the degree-measures of LA, LB, and LC?
(c) Given that AC = 6, show that BC = 6Nr2 and AB =

Z. In AAPC, suppose that the
degree-measure of L33_11 105,
that D is the point of AC such
that amc is a right angle and
that PADB is isosceles with
base AB.
(a) What are the degree-measures

of 'LA,,and LC?
(b) If BC = 6, compute BD, CD, and CA.

Ke-yto Sample Quiz
(a)- r/6; sr/1Z

BC . AC by the sesTrEZX sinLIV in

(a)

(b) 135; 30;

6
1

15

law, so that BC - AC sinLA
sin ZI3

= 6,a. Let Ij be the foot af the perpendicular from C
to KL Then, 1CD = 3s,ri = AD and BID = 31a. So,
AB = 3NT-6- 3Nit 3(isf-C - [Alternately, since LC is half
as large as LB, sinLC = "./(1 cos LW/Z. =

=. - 4 AC sinLt1/Z. So, AB = 6
1

=

And; since N.I2 NTS = (NTT - N.17)/2, AB = 3(4K 7 )

15 (b160 It; 12 + 6'43.1
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Explanation called for in the text. There are n such isosceles tri
base of each of these isos n

-c, and they are all congruent. [Explain.] Given that the measure of the angles as a polygon with n vertices has n sides., They are all co-,
igles triangles is and that the altitude to the 8 ruent by S. s. s.

)3rise is a, it follows that the area-measure of any one of the isosceles'
triangles is as. So, the area-measure of the given n-sided regular
polygorris nas or, more con*nientlY,

a(ns).

Notice that for larger values of 'n', (*) yields better approximations
to the area-miasure of the given circle. Now,-the least upper bound of
the set of all the measures of altitudes a is r and the least uppei bound
of the Jet of all the perimeters, ns, of the inscribed regular polygons is
277.`r, This being so, it can be shown that the least upper bound of the
set of all the pzpducts icz(ns) is r(2nr), or simply, irr2 . Thug, we have:

The area-measure of a circle of radius r is 7Tr2.

Exercises

Part A
I. Compute the area-measures of cirtles whose radii are:

(a) 3 (b) 4/9 ' (c) V3in. (d)
2. 4a) Give a formula for computing the area-measure a a circle in

terms of the diameter, d, of the. circle.
(b) Make use of your formula to compute the area-measures of

cirtles whose clitmeters are 6, 8/9, and 2/7r.
3. Find the r.adii of circles whose area-measures are the following.

(a) larr (b) 18/7r (c) 18 (d) 9/72/25
4. Find the area-measures of circles whose circuinferences are the

following.
(a) 187T (b) 18/7r (c) 18 (d) 18hr2

5. In each of the following, you are given the radii of circles Z., and
respectively. Find the ratio of the area-measure of 2t1 to that

\,of 4/2.
7 -(b) 5, 10 - (c) 5, 3 -(d)

Given an arcsay, of. a circle with center 0. and radius r, the
region bounded ty the arc and ate radiipA and OB is callecla circular

riiajorAB'

minor A

a

Suggestions far the exercises of section 17.09:
(i) Part A, and the discussion preceding it, should be

rected.
(ii) Parts B and C may be assigned for homework.

Answers for Part A
1. (a)
Z. (a)

(b)

3, (a)
4. (a)
5, (a)

97' (b) 167/81
K = 7d2/4
9r; 167/81; /7
3N,F2.

8/7
3 g/49

(b)

(b)

(b)

3/(7psTh

81/7s
1/4

teacher di

(c) 3/7r (d) /7

(c) 3'srf7 iF

(c) 81/7
(c) 25/9

(d) 34-41/5

(d) 81.73

(d) r12/r?2
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sector [or: a sector] of the circle. Making use of inscribed regular poly- Given a circle .21 with center 0 and radius r,

gonswe can obtain the area-measure of a circular sector in terms of
r and the measure-of the bounding arc. .

To obtain a formula for the area-measure of a sector of a circle de-
termined by an arc AB 13f that circle, consider the regular polygon
AA,A, . . A. inschbed in a circle of radius r. Those ertices of the
polygon which are points of A-13 together with A and pe bans [but not
necessarily] B determine the bases of congruent isosdeles triangles
whose vertex is the center 0 of the circle. As in the caselof the full cir-
cle, we see that the area-measure of the sector is approlimated by the.

2

0.

sum of the area-measures of those isosceles triangles which are con-
tained in the given sector. So, given that the measure of the bases of
these isosceles triangles is s, that the altitude ta the base is a, and that
there are k of these isosceles triangles contained in the sector, we see
that the area-measure of the sector is approximated by: -

ia(ks)

Since the least upper bound of the set of all the measures of altitudes
a is rid the least upper bound of the set of all sums of measures of
basescluded in the sector is rn(A13), it can be shown that the least
upper bound of the set of all products ia(ks) is r in(A-13). In short,

(OO) the area-measure of a sector of a circle of radius
r and determined by an arc with measure I is Pi.

For example, assume that in the circle of
radius 6 shown at the right, the measure of

ACB is 8. The area-measure of sector OACB is
j 6 8, or 24. Nate that, in this example, the
yrneasure of ADB is 112/r - 8. SO, the area-
measure of sector OAMB 'is 4 6 (127r - 8),4rj
oiç 36/r - 24'. This last result "checks" in that
the sum of the area-me ures of the given sec-

73trs is the area-measure of the circle. kg, 17-25

let A be any point . Then, any point of X
-differentfroni A & inestwe
so, determines two sectors of X. The sum of
the area-meastires of the two sectors deter-
'mined by two points A and B of X is, of course,
irr2. Thus, it is enough to know the area-
measure of one of those sectors [and the radius] in order to compute
the area-measure of the other. If AB is a Oiameter, then the seckms
have the same area-measure. If AB is not a diameter, then LAOB in
tercepts minor AB and the area-measure of the sector in the interior
of LAOB is an increasing function of the raditreasure of LAOB as
well as of the degree-measure of LAOR.

We have already discussed the assignment of leng:th-measures to
circular arcs. There is another kind of measure-called degree-measure

whkh is at times convenient to assign to circular arcs. It is done as
follows:

Fig. 17-26

Given two points A and B of a circle with center 0,
(a) if A73 is a minor arc, °m(A-B) is 'rn(Z40B),
(b) if AB is a semicircular arc,°m(A-B) is 180, and

(c) if A-B is a major arc, orrz(ifTh ) is 360 - °;71,(LA0B).

\,

Thus, if L.A0B is a central angle of
700 , it follows that the degree-
measure of minor A-B is 70 and the
degree-measure af major A33 is
360 - 70, or 290. That is, minor
AB is an 'arc of 700 and majdrAB
is an arc of 290°. [What are the
degree-measures of the major and
minor arcs of a eircle determined by a central angle which is a right
angle? Is this the case regardle of the radius ofthe circle? Explain.]

u, In the example described in Fig. 17-27, vie see that A and B deter-
mine two sectors of.the given circle. Furthermore, e length-measure

--- 70of minor AB is 2irr. [Why?] So, the area-measure o the minor sec-
360

700

2900

Fig. 17-27

A

70 70
tor OAB is ir yeb 2irr, or [What is the ama-measure of the

360
major sectorOAB?] Reasoning in a similar fashion with regard to an
arc of a°3 we see that the area-measure of the seetor determined by that

arc is 360 777 *2* where r is the radius of the circle.

736
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The degree-measures of the circular arcs determined by a central
,right angle are 90 [minor arc] and 270 [major arc]. Since the defini-
tion of degree-measure for an arc AG refers only to whether the arc is
semicircular, minor, or majbr and, in the last two cases to A.m(LADB),
the degree-measure of an arc is independent o'fits radius. [It may be
wbrth noting- t"-t arcs are similaTiraiia only if tliTTMENTettre--frame
degree -measure ,

Since 'm(LAOB) 70, m(LAOB) ± 70(27/360) and, so,
70m(AB) = yo 2rr.

290 6The area-measure of he major sector OAB is -3-6-5.27r.

Answers for Part B
1, (a) 157/2 (b) 187

2., (a) 637/4
(d) 406/8

3 (a) 90 (b) 120
4 (a) 90 (b) \120
Ansvers for Part

-1;1. (a) 100(7/3 -.Nri/4)
2. (a) 1007/3

(b) 4

(c) 1007/3 - Z54-3-

(d 25k5 - 257/3 [or: (225/N5 - 257)/3]

TC 365

(c) 25 (d) 507
(b) 100r/3
(e) 2,437/4

(c )200 (d) 216
(c) 160 (d) 144

(b) 97 18

73 7

(e) 257/2 (f) 25/2

Cc) 507

(f) 1757/2
(c) 330 (f) 324

(e) 30 i(f) 38

Part B

Part C
(c) 327/3 - 16,TY

11,,
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1. In each of the following, compute the area-measure of the sector
from the information given about its arc, AB, and radius, r.

,
ut -13)-=-377.,` r = 5 err, r = 6

.(c) m(A.B) = 10, r = 5 (d) AB is semicircular, r = 10
(e) AB is semicircular, r 5 (f) m(AB) = 5, r = 5

2. In each of the following, compute the area-measure of the sector
from the information given about its arc, AB, and yadius, r.
(a) Qm(AB) = 70, r --- 9 (b) °m(AB) = 120, r = 10
(c) Qm(A73) = 180;r = 10 (d) °m(A1) = 225, r = 9
(e) °m(ATT) = 270, r = 9 (i) °m(AB) = 315, r = 10

3. What is the degree-measure of ab arc of a circle whose.sector has
an area-measure which is'
(a) that of the circle?
(c) that of the circle?
(e H that of the circle?

(b) I thatof the circle?
(d) 60% that of the circle?
(0 90% that of the circle?

4. at are the degree-measures of the central angles determined by
end points of the arcs described in Exercise 37

circular segment is a region
unded by an arc of a circle
d its chord. Given the circu-
segment bounded by minor
and AB shown at the right,

co puts its area-measure when
a r = 10 and em(A73) = 120;

(b A,A013 is a right triangle
and r = 6;

(c) AB is the side of a rekular
hexagon inscribed ir the
circle and r = 8.

2. Consider the circles inscribed
and circumscribed about equi-
lateral LSABC. Given that 0 is
the common center of- these-
circles and that OB = 10 com-
pute the following.
(a) Area-measure of minor sec-

tor OBC.
(b) Ratio of area-measures of

sectors OBC and ODE.
(c) Area-measure of segment

bounded by minor dal and
AB.

(d) Area-measure of shaded re-'
gion AB'C'.
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3. Given the gemitircular regions
whose diameters are the sides
of right trian'gle, AABC, whose

,shov.t-that-the
area-measure of the region on
the hypotenuse is the sum of the
area-measures of the regions on
the legs, of AABC.

4. Suzpose that BDA, BAC, and
AEC are gemicircular arcs.
Show that the sum of the area-

. measUres of the shaded regions
is the area-measUreofAABC .

I 17 la Chapter Sum

Vocabulary Summary

sphere
radius
semicircle
circumcircle
secant line
central angle
upper bound
least ,upper bound,
radian-measure
regular polygon
circle
diameter
major arc
incircle
internally tangent circles

-40

inscribed angle
lower bound
greatest lower bound
degree-measure
pentagon
chord
circumference
minor arc
tan-gent line
externally tangent circles
intercepted arc
ir&cribed polygonal line
circumscribed polygonal line
convex polygon
hexagOn

Additional Postidates

513. Each nonempty subset of ''4' which has an upper bound has. a
least upper d.

. is a ordered field.

Definitions

ss.

17-1. The sphere with center C and radius r > 0 is {X: = r}t

_17-2. The circle of IT with center C c 7r and radius r > is

{X: X Or and j - C =

Answers for Part C jcon

TC 366 -

S.

3. 7rIBC)2//2 = *CAr/2 i .ABK/14 because (BC)2 .= (CA)2. + (AB).2.
.

4.. Let K1, , and, K3 be the area4.measure s of the semicircular. , ..

regions:an let K belital of tA ttiki4u1ar region. By Exercise
2-41'4(3 . -Pi*surrr-of-tire-area-rnesasis-res-vf----"":

-the shaded regiOns is K.z + K - (K =' K).. So this sum is 4c.
,

.

foo
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17 Given a coplariar line 1 and cirtle (a) 1 is a tangent of .7( if
and 'only if I rl consists of exactly one point, and (b) / is a
secant of 2" if and only if 1 11 .7(consists of two points.

174 The meadure of a circular arc is the least upper bound of the set. .
oeaues.ofkpolygonal lines inscribed in the arc. ,

17-5. radian-measure of an angle ilithe ratio of the measure of
the,arc intercepted by the angle, on any circle for which it is a
central .angle, to the radius of the arc,

11,6. Given an angle, LA, whose radian-measure is k, the degree-.
measure of LA is 180k/m

. .

t

,

.

" 174. Four noncoplanar points belong to one and only one sphere.
17-2. Three noncollinear points belong to one and only one cirele.
Corollary. Any triangle has a Unique circemscribed circle.

"The Otersection of a plane r and the sphere with centerV and
, -radius r is either the ernipty set, or a set consisting of a §ingle

-point, Or a circle. SpecificallyT,if F is the foot of the perpendicu-
lar from C to ir arid d is thedistance between C and r then the
intersection is 0 if d > r, is {F} if d ="r, and is the circle of r
with. center F and radius Vr2 - d2 if d < r.

'., 17-4. The intersection of coplanar line 1. and circle with center C and
radius r is either. the empty set, or a set consisting of a singl

a set consisting of two points. Specifically, if F is the
foot of the perpendicular frOm C.to I and d = CF then the inter-
section is 05 d > r, is {F} if d = r, and corl'sistS of the two
pail* ofl whose distance from F is Vra --ct, if el < r.

-.Two spheres [or: cOplanar cirgles] w,ith centers CI and C2 and
radii, r, and ri intersect if and ,only if 1r, -,C:211

.5_ r,`±

17-6. Two-spheres[or-drcles] are congruent' if and only if they.have
t.he same radius.

Corollary. Any two sttheres [orl circles] are similar in the ratio of
,

is '.their
17-7. Ane isometry malis a circle onto:a congruent-circle, mapping

Minor arcs onto minor arcs, major arcs onto minor arils, and
semicircles 'onto semicircles, Mapping centers.-on centers and'
eidpoints on ernipoints. - :

174. Given two noneongnient chords of the-same eircle,theshortér
of the chords is gather from the center of the circle.

. Minor [or-Major] arcs tf congruent circles are congruent if and :
only if the_Aords,,which subtend them are &ingrient.

,,.;17-18: Any. arc ABC is a uniona U {BJ U. BC xhere A andio
hail% no eommon" 'tit and each may,ile either a minor arc, a

pr a or arc.
. 1
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17-11. A coana? Ude is tangent to a circle at a given point of the
circle if and only if the line contains the point and is perpen-
diculai to tipe radius at that Point.

742. An angle inscribed in a =Or arc is halt as large as its cor-
responding ceritral angle; an angle inscribed in a minor arc is
a supplemnt of an angle half as large as its corresponding
central angle.

Corollary 1. Any two inscribed Ogles which interpt the same ari,
are congruent.

CorpllarY 2. If ABCD is a convixquadrilateral inscribed in a eircle,
each tWo opposite angles of ABCD are supplemAtary.

17-13. If two chords of a circle -.intersect, the point of intersection
divides each chord into segments such that the product of the
measures of the segments of one chord is the product of the
mensures of the segnientsof the other.

17-14, If two secants of a circle intersect at a point in the exterior of a
circle, the, produet ot' the distancei between the exterior point
and the- points of intersection on one of the secants is the pro-
duct of the distances between the exterior pcint and the piiinta
of. itifersection on the other seeant,

Corollary. If a secant-and a tangent of II circle intersect at a Aint
exterior to the circle then the product of ttie distances be-
tween the exterior point and the 'points of intersection
On the secant i the . uare of the dietance between the
exterior point an e point of tangency.

17-15. IT a secant and tangent of a circle intersect in a point of the
circle, the angle between the -secant and the tangent is either

s congruent to, or a supplenient of, an angle half as large as its
corresponding cen,tral angle according as the center of the
ciree is exterior or interior 'to the former angle. ;

1,7-16. If AP 'and P71 are arCs [minor, semicircular, or major] which
-have no point in common then m(APB) m(AP) In(PB).

Corollary. Thecircumference of a circle is the sum of the measu
uf any two arcs which haVe the sarne endpoints.

17-17. The ratio_of the circuniference of one circle is that of a selrnd'
is the ratio of- the diameter of the first to that of the second.

-Corollary. If circle lias diameter d and eircuMference C then c

17-18. Iftwo arcs are similar then the ratio of their measures lath
ratio of their rad" :

Coronary. Congruent arca'fieve ate same measure.
17-19; If the ratio Of th0: Measures, of tvo arcs in the ratio of their

radii! then the at4 are simifar.
Corollary.' Arcs which hitie the same radius and thesanie rn

, are congruent.

*,
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17-20. Angles are congruent if and only if they have the same radian- 1. (a)

measure.
17-21. If D is ihterior to LABC their m(LABC) = m(LABD)

+ m(LDBC).
17-22. Angles are supplementary if and only if the sum of their

measures is IT.
17-23. Given a number k such that 0 < k <IT, and given a half-line

r, there is one and only one angle whose radian-measure iS k,
which has r as one of its sides, and whose other side is in a
given side of the line which contains r.

17-24. Given that m(LABC) = k. Then, (a) LABC is right ifand only
if k 2= 7/2, (b) LABC is acute if and only if 0 < k < 42, and
(c) LABC is obtuse if and only if 7:{(..2 < k < TT.

17-2§. The measure of an .exterior angle of a triangle is the sum of the
measures Of the opposite interior angleS.

17-28: The sum of the measures of'the angles of 4convex pol.ygon of n

sides is (n - 2)7r.
Corollary 1.

Corollary 2.

Corollary 3.

The sum of the 'measures of the angles (a) of a triangle
is IT (b) of a convex quadrilateral is 27r.
The sum of the measures. of the exterior angles, one at
each vertex, of a convex polygon is 27r.
The measures of an angle of a regular polygon of n sides
is (n 2)7rIn.

Z. .(a)

(b)

3. (a)

4.

17-27. The measure of an angle inscribed in a circle of radius r is 5.

half the measure of their intercepted by that angle divided
by r.

1728. The measure of an angle whose vertex is exterior to a circle of
radius r and whose sides intersect the circle is the quotient by 6.
r of 'half the difference of.the measures of the intercepted

17-29. The measure of an angle whole vertex is interior to a circlrceti
radius r is the quotient 1;37 r oiltialf the sum of the measures of
the arcs )ntercepted by the angle and its verticayingle,

1. Given that LA is an angle of 7412 radians.
(a) What is the degree-measure of a guppament of LA?.
(b) Does LA have, a complement? If so, glue its Ciegree-measure.

If not, ex/Slain.
(c)If.,LA is the vertex angle of an isosceles triangle, AABC, what

is °m(LB)7
(d) Find the radiEtn-measures of LB and LC of AABC given that

m(LB)Im(4C)=
04-

v TC 369

for Chapter Test
7.,5 [The radian-me-asure of a.supplement of LA is 51/12. So,

the degree-mea.sure of a 'supplement of LA is qr1131, , or..75.]

Noi for LA is obtuse and only acute angles have complements.
' 1 575/2, or 37- [The radian-meesure of LB is x.

Z

m(LB) = 71/24 -and in(LC) = i/8' [From the given inforniatioh,
m(LB) = 7a and m(LC) = 3a, for some a, and 7a + 3a = 5x 12,
From the latter, a = i/24 so that m(LB). 7. w/24 and
m(LC) = 3 x/24. ]

TC

105 [m(LB) = 50 = 'rn(LACB) so that °m(LFCB) = 25, So,
rn(LBFC) = 180 - (50 + 25) = _105. ]
F.C, AC, AF. [The degree-measures of LA, LP', and LC, in
AAFC, are 80, 75, and 25, tespectively, and-the larger of
two sides of a triangle is oppopite the larger of their opposite angles.
1/5 [The radian-measure of the central angle intercepting
any arc whOse end points are two convecutivr hour marks is

5x/6 (c) 1/6
.180

(a) 100 [The tladian-measure of ZAOeis 55,19, and 'r
(b) 20 [I'm(ZA1"C),=. 'm(LAOC) = 141-.11,9-.]

(c) 70 fm(CP) = 7r. So, 'm(L1DBC) = 1.'cri(ZPoc):.-.1-12r;t.

90 + 1 rmILADB) 1180, ['m(LDA.B)+ ° BA)]

= 180 - [3-°m(LCAB) + i'm(LC13A)I= 186 m(LCAB)

+ m(LCBA)] = 180 - i[iso e] =,90 +

180 - 70.I ,

8, 8 [AC = AS + SC = = 8. Simila'rlyNr52 7 3 2 + 452 32
for AB. ]'
In AABC, T and S are the midpoints cif xis and AC,
respectively. So, ST H CB. -

, . .

A is equidistant from C and 8, 'for AC = ABA = 8. Also, 0
is equidistant from C sp_5.1 Bit ,So, 75 I. contailled in the pev-
pendicular bisector of CB. .

ST = 24/5 and CB =1 48/5. [Let M he the pant of inter-
sectIon of TT' and AD. Then, S12 is the altitude4rorn S in
right triangle, AASO, and SM = 1ST, So, SM = 3 4/5 o
that ST .--: 24/5. Since CB , CB

7. 18 [Each exterior angle of the given p lygon tas degree-measure
20. Since the stun of the degree-measures of the exterior angles,
one at each vertex, is 360, and the number'of sides is the number
of vertices, there are 360/20, or 18, sides.] 411s

8. (a) 4NIT [AGAB is equilateral and G1-1 is an altitude. So,
G1-1 = 8072 =

(b) 9641 [As suggested in the figurC, the given region I.
composed of six eqUilateral triangular regions. So, the
area-measure is 6 1 4,43, or 96N/3.]

744
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2. Given isosceles triangle, AABC, with base BC, assume that C.4 is
the ankle bisector frond C and that °m(LB) = 50.
(a) Find °Tn(LCFB).
(b) .Arrange the aides of AAFC in order from longest to shortest,

3. What is the radian-measure of the angle fogined by the minute
hand and hour hand of a clock at
(a) 2 o'clock? (b) 7 o'clock? (c) 11 o'clock?

4. Given a circle with center0 and
radius 9, assume_that M(AB)
= 5v and m(AC) = 277, as
shown in the picture. a

(a) Find °m(LA0B).
(b) Find °in (LAPC), where

LAPC is an inscribed angle
which intercepts A-C.

(c) Given that AP is a diame-
ter, find °m(LPBC).

5. Suppose that the angle bisec-
tors of LA and LB of AABC in-
tersect in the point D, as shoWn
at the right, and that °m(LC)
= c. Find °m(LADB) in terms
of 'c'.

6. Given that coplanar circles X,
and Jr, have the same center,
0, that the radii of and AT,
are 3 and 5, respectively, and
that AC and AB are chords of
fir which are tangent to ."ir, at
S and T, as shown at the right.
(a) Find AC and AB.
(b) Show that ST'll CB.
(c) Show that- AO is contained in the perpendicular bisect& of

CB.
(d) Find 'ST and CB.

7. 'Given that each of 'the angles of a regular polygon is an angle of
1600, how many sides has the regular polygon?

8. Assume, that ABCDEF is a reg-
eular hexagon whose sides have
meafiures 8. Given that G is the
center of the hexag,on find the
following.
(a) OH, where H is the'footof

the perpendicular from G t.C1
AB.

(3) The area-measure of hexa-
gon ABCDEF.

745
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The principal purpose of this Background Topic is to introduce
students to the notions of even functions and odd functions, and to c11
to their attention certain propertieS of these functions. This is done
in Part B. Part A deals with the power functions for nonnegative
integral exponnts. It is relevant to Part E3 in that, in parts (a) and
(b) of Exercise 2, it is shown that the power functions with even expo-
nents are among those functions which, ih Part 13, are called even
.functions, and that the power functions with odd exponents are pdd
functionz. Part A also serves to give students a little practice in
MathemItical induction and a foundationlor tIle main laws of exponents.

The.re are three explanations'asked for in the preamble fOr Part A
First, since 1 = 0 + 1, al = act..1 = aoa = l'a = a [the middle two

are justified by the two parts of'the recursive definition (1)] and
since 2 = 1 + 1, a2 = a 1+1 = al a = a a [the last is justified by
the previously proved theorem 'al = al.

For the second exprhnation, the first '=' is justified by the fact
that in + 0 = in, the second by the fact that, for any c, c c 1; the
third by the first part of (1).

Fo'r the third explanation, the first '=' is justified by the fact that
rn + (p + 1) = (rn + p) + 1, the second by the second part of (I), the
third by the assumption 'aln+P = an.,1aP' [the so-called 'inchictive .

hypothesis'], the fourth by the associative principle for multiplication,
and the fifth by the second part of (I). [Note that in the first applica
tion of (1) we need to know that, for m, p E Nn, in + p E Nn, This we
have proved in earlier exercises.]

The 'Why?' is to be answered by 1e4erence to the induction postu-
late (Nns). We have shoWn that 'an)" arnan' holds for the value 0
of, 'n' and that if it holds for any gisen value p E Nn of 'n' then it also
holds for the value p + I. So, by (Nn3),,we are assured that

ani an', holds for any value of in Nn. We have seen, in
fact, that this is the case whatever honnegativt-integTal value 'rn' may
be given. Hence, (2).

1.1

.
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We have, earlier, adopted-the 1173cursive definition:

(1)
a° - 1

Ise - a" a En e Nal
444,.

9
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41Pitnswers for Part A
1. To begin with, for m Na,. am(' 7; ac' = 1, = (arn)(' [because

mO a= 0, and by the first part of (1). used twice]. .Suppose then
that, for m, p E Nn, an1P (am)P. It follows that

am(p+1) amp+m "amp.am (am)p.am (am)p+1

[Note that it "follows from this that, for any real number a, a' a and
a2 = a a. Explain.) On the basis of this definition we can use math-
ematical induction to prove:

(2) m, n Nn am " am a", and
(3) m, n eNn amm =

To prove (2), we begin by notin4 that, for in'iNn, ° = am = am
1 = am a°. [Explain.] The next step is to show that, assuming, for

m, p eNn, that am+ P = am a P , it follows that a"' 1P + 11 = a" aP

This is easy, since am 4 -1P + 11 .a1m P"" 1 = a" P a = atm aP a
am(aP a) a" aP+ [Eiplbin.) We can now conclude by math-

ematical induction, that (2) is a theorem, [Why?)
1. Prove (3). [Hint: Use mathematical induction. At a point in the

second step you will find it convenient to use (1).]
(a) Prove that (-a)2 a2. [Hint: (-'-a)2 -a -a = . .1

(b) Prove that, for n eNn, (-a)2" = a2m. [Hint: Use part (a) and
4eorem (2).L

(c) Prove that, a n Nn,' (-a)2" + ' - ,-(23"+ 1.,
3. Show that, for n eNn,

(a) V 1,

(b) (-1)24 = 1, /
(e), (-1)2" ' = -1.

4. Use mathematical induction to proVe:

2.

(4) m Nn -- (abr am -

i
: 1 'Suppose that, for a given n eNn, f(x) --; x2" and R(x) = x" n, fp

each real nuiliber x. In Exercise2 of Pari. A you haye shown that, for :
each x, , 1 ,,

(0 f(-x) = f(i) and (ii) g(-x) -g(x). ,N

i4

Functions which, like f ancigNatisfy either (i) or (ii) a e of special
. interest in,some parts of mathemati ., Functions like f are called

even functioni and those like g areca4le a odd functions. [Guess th,g
reason for using the worcfs 'even' and ' cl' to deAcribe'such functions'.]
1. Suppose you were given an even function and 'asked to draviits

graph for arguments between -10xand 10. Knowing that the func-

[bec:"ause rn(p + 1) rnp + m, 4ind by (2), by the inductivr hYpo-
thesis, and by the second part of (I)]. Hence, by matheinatical
indliction, for m, n e Nn, aMn = (am )n.

Z., (a) (-a)2 = -a -a = --(a a) = a a al" [by the second "little
theorem" proved in th«; preamble and three real number
theorems dealing,with oppositing). Nolte that in applying (2)
we have used the fact that, for m, p f Wn,. myi f Nn.

For n E Nn land since 2 E Nn), (-a)2n = I( a )in = Ia2 r = is2n
[because qf (2), part (a), and (2)1.
'For n E Nn [and since 2 C Nn), (--arn+1
= -(aPn a) = -a2n+1 [because of (I), part (b), a theorem
about oppositing, and (1)).
To begin with, 10 = 1. Suppose, for some p Nn, thaV

= 1. Then IP+1 = 1P 1 = 1 I = 1. Hence, by mathe-
matical induction, for n Nn, In = 1.

By part (131 of Exercise 2, (1)2n:-
12n I, oy part -(1)

the present exercise.
(-1)2n+ =:-

_12n+ 1

4. To begin. with, (ab)° 1 L. I = a° bn. Suppole', for Some
p Nn, that (ab)P = aPbP. It folloys that (ab)P ' (ab)P(ab)
= (aPbP)(ab) = (aP-a)(bPb) = a.P1 .bPT , Hence, by mathe-
matical induction, for rq E Nn, (ab)m = am bln.

N

01 ;
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1/4

tion is even would save you about half the work that you would
otherwise have to do. Explain how this comes about.

2. Repeat Exercise 1 with 'odd' in place of 'even'.
3. Illustrate your answers for Exercises 1 and 2 by drawing some

g)-laphs which you are sure are graphs of even functions and some
which you are sure are graphs of odd functions. Also', draw some
oaphs which represent functions which are neither even nor odd.
.(4) What_can you say about the value of an odd function at the

argument 0?
(II) Is there a function [defined for all real numbers] which is both

even and odd?
5. (a) Is the absolute value function even or odd? If so, tsll whiph.

,(b) Is the signum Tunction even or odd? if so, tell which.--
'(c.1 Is the integral part fUnction even or odd? If so, tell which.

6. Suppose that f, and f, are even functions and that g, and & are odd
functions. For each of the functions described below, tell whether,
the funNion is even or odd, or may be neither.
-(a) h1(x) = f1(x) + f2(x) (b) h2(x) = g1(x) + c(x)
(c) h3(x). = fi(x) + g1(x) (d) h,(x). fi(x)1,(x)
(e) h5(x) - f1(x)g,(x) if) k(x) g1(x)g2(x)

*7. Supposp that h is any function whose dornain is :0 and whose range
is a subset of Show that there it an even function rand an odd
function g such that, for each x .(1?, h(c) f(x) + g(x ):[tfint: What
kind of function is the function k such that, for eac,1 x, k(x) = h(x)
+ ii(x)?]

TC 372

Answers for Part 13. .

1., Since an even function has the'same value for an argument-and-its
opposite, it would be enough to draw t e graph for arguments
between 0 and 10, 0 included, andth n copy tAis by reflection
in the vertical axis. [Graphing in the lc, y-plane, the y-axis is a
line of symmetry for any even function.]

Z. In'the case of an odd function': draw the graph of arguments
between 0 and 10, 0 included, and copy this in the thirefquadranN,

'according to the rule (x, y) -- (-x, -y): [The origin is a center of
symmetry for any odd functions.]

3.

EVEN NEITHER
4 ,

4. (a) If f is an odd function then f(0) 0, .[For, if f is
f(-0),= -f(0), while in any case, f(-0) =,f(0).]

(b) Therekis stigh a function, and only one such. It's value-is '0
for each real number.

5, (a) The absolute value function is even. -al = lall
(b) The signum function is odd. [sgn(-x) -sgn(x)]

tikp

odd,

it)

6: ()
. (b)

The integral part function is neither evennor odd.
[E1/21] = 0, [1-1/ZB = -1]
h1 is even. (h1(-a) f1(-a) +12(-a) = f1(a) + f.2(a) = h (a)]
h2 is odd.' [h2(.-a.) = g1(-a) + g2(.-a) = -g1(a) + -g2(a)

-[gL(a) + ga)] = -112(a)]
1

(c) If fi is the function of Exercise 4(a) then h3 g1 and ha is.
odd. If g1 is the function of Exercise 4(a) then 113 = f, and
h3 is even. In.fact, by Exercise 7, for proper choice of f1
and g1; h3 may be any real-valued function whose domain is R.
h4 ie even. h4(-a) = fa(-,a)f2(- f1ja)f2(a) hc(a)] .(d)

(e) h5 is odd. [h,( -a) = fil(-a)g1(--a) r=
= --1f1(a)gl(a)T = -115(4]

(1) '116 is even. [h6(-a) = g1(-a)g2( -a) t'," -g2( )

.74 g1(a)g2() = ha.)1
, Since h(a) [h(a.) + hr-a)]/2 + (h(a) h(-a)VZ, let f(x)* }IN)

+ h(-x)]/Z and g(x) = [h(x) h(-ix),]/Z, for each x. It is easy to
show that f Is even and that g fe odd..



Chapter Eighteen

18.01 Specifying an Orientation for a Line

If we "look" at a line we Can distinguish two senses of orientation,

say, left and right. But, what is "left" and what is "right" really de-

obviously
.right

Fig. 18-2

obviously
left

pends on one's point'of view. We can, however, specify the orientation
of a line / in a precise Manner. To do this mathematically, we merely
select from Mall those vectors which have a given sense, and agree to
say fhat those selected vectors are positively sensed and that the re-

-0
maining non-0 vectors in [1) are negatively sensed. Once we have speci-
fied which of the vectors in El] are positively sensed, we shall say that
We have oriented the line./.

For example. if A and B are twoigoints ofl, we may orient 1 by agree-

ing that the vectors in 1.13 AI+ are positively sensed. [Fig. 18 3(a).)
Alternately, we may orient 1 by agreeing that the vectprs in IA 7 BI+

373
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Given a line I and one of the two unit Vectors say, u-e in in .

we can define the sensed distance from a point P..,of I to a point Q of /
to be (Q - P): 5. [See page 363 of volume 1 and resali that we have,
inrwpre-sent volume, defined Z3 u to be 0.] Since there are two unit
vectors in [I], there are two possible definitions of sensed4istance for
an ordered pair,. (P. Q), of points of 1. The sensed distance'from P
to 0 according to either of these definitions is precisely the opposite of
the sensed distance from P to "Q according to the oilier definition." We
can remove this ambiguity by agreeing to speak of sensed distances,
from one point to a second, on an oriented line, One.orients a line I
by choosing one of-the tato proper senses in VI arid agreeing to speak of
members of this sense as being "positively sensed" and of members
of the other proper sense in [I] as being "negatively sensed". The line

together with the choden-pyoper sense, is an 'oriented line. Given an
oriented line we can define the sensed distance from P to Q on this
oriented line to be (0 - P) (5, where 5 is the positively sensed unit
vector in the direction of the line.

We can specify anaorientation for a line I by stipulating that some
given proper translation g in [I] is to have the positive sense. Note
that a translation g in [I] has the same,sense as and, so, has the
positive sense if and only if a r. 0. For ? since g E [I]
5r= -a..1) for some reEsVlirriber b, and 1.5 = UTH2b and is greater than
0 if and only if b that 'is, if and only if 5C ra'

To obtain a similar notion of orientation for planes, it is convenient
to note that orienting a line I amounts to choosing one of two classes of
baies for [IL where.the bases (1.) and (5) for [1] belong to the same
class if and only if a and b have the same sense, or, equivalently, ii
and only if b > 0.. One of the principal jobs of the present chapter
is to show that the bases for a given bidirection 12.] can be separated
into two classes, each of which is associated with a sense of rotation
"clockwise" or "counterclockwise" , in r, and to develop an
algebraic criterion for determining whether, or not two bases for [11

belong to the same class.

k
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,

(a) (b)

Mg. 18-3 (c) ..

Answers for Exercises
1. tallie

(b)

TC 374

a
are positively sensed. [Pig. 18 - 3i13)] The choices just described foil& 2. Sincis` U does not belong to either o f $he proper sense oia.ises
orienting / yield opposiWorientati?ns of I. Anerthese are the only two tained in [1], is neither positively sensed or negatavely4ensZ4.. .

possible choices. ) 3. (a) 5 > 0 (b) s 0, ' .
-Notice that otienting a line / ambunts to partitioning the non-0

members of [I] *into two s e classes).- the class of positively sensed
members of [n and the 61 of negatively sensed memb9rs of [1]. _If I is
an oriented lineand a and are non4members of Eli then either a sufd
b belongto the same sense claSs of / or a and .11 belong to opposite sense
classes of l.

?44

-r* > 0

p 4 q 4. 0

4*.ie s 0

Exercises

1. On your paper, draw a jActure of an oriented line I. Draw an arrow
.to indicate the positive sense class of .

(a) Draw pictures of two vectors r and s, which belong to the posi-
tiye sense class of I. [In this case, r apd s are said to be posi-
tively sensed.] What can you say abotit r si.?

,

*and What.(b) Draw pictures of fwo negatively sensed vectors, p
can you say abogt p g?

(c) Draw pict of two vectors, a and b, auch thata -pasitively
---1; is n,atively sensed. What can yoi.1 say 'about

a b?
2. Is there a ector in [I] which is neithe i. poiitively sense4 nor noga:"-

%tively . Explain.
,? .

,

,..ympl. the following with statetients 'about a b.
,i4'4)% Given an oriented line / and bases (a) and 03.) for [lb a and b
-iit

ion to e same sense class of I if aid onl irg th y
,.,,, cb.) Given an oriented line I and bases (-ii) arid (b).for [IL aandi;br,. ....

1 ,, %,? ., , ,& , .,long to opposite sense classes of 1 fr and only if

-** :'': -4

-74To explain the results.in Exercise 3 note that, for a # 0-, b belongs
to the same sense class as g if and only if 5 = 5..b for some b > 0 and,
so, S5 = (-lb) = (S1)b > 0, Also, a and 5 are intoppositc sense
classes if 4nd only if E = To for some b c 0 -and, so, a 5.?: 41.741) < 0.

""1

4

o-

4

Fron4 exerCise, we see e non-0 members of dan be
Sorteeintli*tivo sense classes by putting any two of th,emin the sante
sense class if [and only if] their dot product is positive. This is illustrated
in Fig. 18-4. V

>'
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The two sense classes of /. containing the

non-6 members of /I.

Fig. 18-4

'6.> 0. So, a and 6 are in the
same sense class.

a c.< 0. So, a ancic are in oppo-
, site sense glasses.

d > 0. So, c and d are in the
same sense class.

To orient a line amounts to choosing one of its two sense classes to be
the positive sense class.

18.02 Specifying an Orientation for a'Plane

If we "look" at a plane, we candistinguish two senses of rotation.
Either of these senses of rotation.can be indicated on a picture of the

Fig. 18-5

plane by'drawing a curved arrow. To orient a plane amounts to speci-
fying that .one of these senses of rotation is Ihe positive sense of ro-:,
tation.

One sometimes reads something like: "We shall orient ir by choosing
e counteraockwise sense 'of rotation in 7r s positive." This is, 7of
urse, nonsense. In the first place, pldnes are not material objects

which one can see and on which one can place clocks. In the second
place, if they were, what appealed clockwise and what appeared calm-

755

obviously
counterclockwise

Fig. 18-6

a

.. - obviously
clockwise

ii

terclockwise would depend, as illustrated in Fig. 18-6, on one's point
of view: What does make sense is to say th4t in drawjng pictures ofan
oriented plane, it may.be convenient to draw things so that the chosen
positive sense of rotation appears in the pictare as counterclockwise.
[Fig. 18- 5(a)1 This convention is similar to the one according to
which 'one often pictures an oriented .line by choosing the positive
sense of translation to be that from left to right.

There are many ways of distinguishing thetwo senses of rotation in
the bidirection of a ?lane 7. One of these bears a close analogy to the
Means we used in distinguishing the two senses of translation in the
direction of a line 1. There we found that the non-0 memberi of f/i could
be sorted into two sense, clatises by putting a and b in the sairie sense
crass if and only if a* > 0. Since each non-0 member of f /1 constitutes,
a basis for [1], this suggests that what we need to do is to sort the bases
far [7] into two sense clakses in such a way that the rfiembers.of each
'class correspond in some intuitive manner to one of the two senses of
rotation.

The intuitive.portion of this task
comes easilY anough to mind. Giv-
en two linearly independent mem-- .
bers, a and b, of 171 it is natural to
associate the basis (a, b) with the
direction of rotation which,, in Fig.
18-7, appears as cotinterclock-

lind to associate the basis (b, a) with the direction of rotation
which appears' as clockwise. This suggests that whatever method we
decide upon to sort_the bas_v_tor [glint° two sense classes, we should
want thp bases (a, b) and (b, a) to be in opposite sense classes'.

The problem which remains is that of formulating an 'algebraic
'criterion for determining when two bases for a given bidirectioQ belong
to the samd sense class. In order to obtain such a criterion, it is con-
venient first to nitroduce another way of deScrii;ing the two oriefita--
tions of Et plane.

We already know that, given a non-0 vector a of f7r I, thee are ek-
.. actly two vectors' in [7] each of which is orthogonal to a and has the

same norm as does a. In pictorialterms, we can thijak of either of these
'veCtors as being Obtained from a by subjecting a to a quarter-turn

`.
,

. (orthogonal to a
and

has the nom of

P:ik. 18-7

-;

(a) Fig. 1&-8 (b)
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Just as we can choose an orientatiol lot a line by choosing one
non-a translation from [1] and decreeing that this translation has the
positive sense, so we can choose an orientation of a plane 7 by choos-
ing one basi4 for [r] and decreeing that this basis has the positive
sense. In the case of a line we know how-to determine whether two
non-n tran'slations'in [i] liave the same sense they do if and only if
their dot product is positive. In the case of a plane we have yet to
develop such a criterion. As an intermediate step-in developing such a

riterion we-introduce the notion of a perping operation. Such an oper-
'htion on [Id is a way of assigning uniformly to each non-s tN-anslation

E [ 7] an orthogonal translation -a:1' E [v.] which has the same norm as a,
"Unifcirmly" means, intuitively, that for any non4 translationtl and
c in [7], the bases (a, a ) and (c*1) will have the same sense. In (3)
on page 380 ,we have an algebraic condition which forces this kind -of
uniformity on a perping operation. Using it we are al;le to prove that,
for any bidirection there arct just two perping operations. And, vie can,
then formally orient a plane ir by choosing one of these to be "thO'
perping operation in [r]. We can then agree that a basis (a, 5) of [vr] .

is positively sensed if and only if -S.-L b .> 0. Using this we arrive, in
Theorem 18-4 .on page.3a7, at a dot;product condition for determining'
when two bases for [r] have the same sense.

*

. Suggestions for the exercises of 'section 18, OZ:
(i) Part A should be dtveloped in class. (You might also develop

part of Part B.
(ii) The remainder of Part B, and Part C, may be assigned for home-

work. Be sure to subsequently discuss these exercises in class.

Answers for Part
1, There are inifinitely many

vectors orthogonal to -S.
They ar'e just the members,
of [S]1.

Z. There are
have,the saxx = aa

TC 377

iniOly vectors which are orthogonal to V.' and
e norm as g. The sct of them is fx: x a = 0 and

184)2 Specifying an Orientatign far a Plane 377

counterclockwise, as in Fig. 18-8(a), or clockwise, as in Fig..18-8(b).
Intuitively,there are two singulary operations defined on [r], one of
which maps ally. member of [r] on the vectorAtained by subjecting
to a "courkterclockwise quarter-turn", while-the other maps any m
ber of [r] on the vector obtained by subjecting it to a "clock Ise
quarter-turn". One way of orienting ir is to specify one of th tw
operations as the "preferred way"
of selecting a vector in [id. which is
orthogonal to a given vectorin [71.1. ,

In fact, if we indicate the preferred ,

one of these singulary operations
by [read 'a as 'a perpl then it
is intuitively clear that a basis (a,

[7r1 is to be regarded as positively sensed if and only if a b > 0.
[How can you tell fromthe picture in Fig.kfi-9 that h b > 0?] Our
problem, now, is to characterize the two perping operations on [7] in
such a way that we can prove that there are two such operations and
to discover their less obvious properties.

. Just two vectors of are orthogonal to a and have the same
norm as a.

4. [Some students may choose to draw a upward and some downward. X
Lithe first case the sense of 5) is positively (a) and (c) and
a .5 > 0, and is negative, (b) and (d) and a .5 c." 0. In the
second case the sense of (a., 5) is negative in (a) and (e) and-. -1a-"b-c; 0, and is positive in (h) .a.od (d) and a b 0. In both
cases the drawing of a .should be the same length as the drawing of .g.)

757

Fig. 18-9

Exercises

Part A

V

41110--

-

-

Given in, suppose that a is a non-0 member of 171:
1.. How many vectors are orthogonal to '-al? Give a descript;on of the

set of all such vectors, and draw a picture to illustrate your answer.
2. How many vectors arirthogonal to a and have the same norm as

does a? Give a descriptq n of the set of all such vectors.
3. How many vectors in [ j e orthogon&to a and have the same

norm as does a?
-

4. Choose as a one of the vectors described in Exercise 3. On your
paper, make a copy.of each of the following hises, draw an arrow

ik.deseribing , and tell (fl whether" (a, b) is positively sensed or
negatively sensed and (Ii) whether VI -6:is positive or negative.
(a) (b) a' r.

(c)
a

s
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5. Consider the basis for [71] pictured in Exercise 4(a).
(a) Supliose that this basis is poSitively nsed. Make a copy of

this basis and draw an arrow w ch d scribes a .

(b) Suppose that this basis is negati sensed. Draw.an arrow
which describes a .

(c) What is the relation between the arrows you drew in parts (a)
and (b)?

Part B
Consider the rectangle, ABCD,

pictui-ed at the right. We knaw that
AD iA B, so that B - A =71 and
D - A j'el, for some b and d and
orthonormal bash; (IT 7) for the bi-
direction of the plane'of ABCD.
1. Express C - A as a linear combination of i thidj.

E = -i-jb and G A + i -d.
) Make a copy of the given picture of ABCD, locate points E a,nd

G in your pictUre, and locate F such that AEFG is a rectangle.
(b) Express, F - A as a linear combination of i ndj, where F,is

the point described invart (a).
(e) Show that F - A and C - A have thesame norm and are or-

'B

thogonal.
3. Let i, and j, be unit vectors in IC Alt'and [F A]-, respec-

tively. Show that (7,, 7) is an orthonorrnal basis for tir plane of
ABCD.

4. (a) Does it appear that 7:,7) and (i, ji give the same, or opposite,
orientations to the plane of ABCD? Is this 'the case no matter
what your point of view? Explain your answer. .

(b) Assume that (i, j) is positively sensed. So, i = j. Based on
your answer far part (a), would you say that = j, or that
II = i? Why?

5. Let P = A + -b and 0 = A +7. L-d.
(aJ LOcate P and Q in rur picture, and locate I? such that APRQ is

a rectangle.
(b) Show that IIR - All = IIF All and (R - A) 1 (F

. (c) What can you say about R - A and C - A? ,/r

6. Let J = A + id and L 4 + j . -b.
(a) Locate J and L in your picture, and locate K suety AJKL

is a rectangle.
(b) Show that - All = - All and (K - A) 1 (6 A).

Answers tor Part A tcont.1

5. [In (a), 11
downward.
othe r.

Ansv:rers for Part B
1. C A ib + jd
Z.

TC 378

Should be drawn upward; in (b)4a, should be drawn
The two choices of should be opposites of each

[Some, of the points in this
.'figure are referred to in
Exercises 5 and 6._]
(b) F - A = 1 -d

.(c) I F A ll = 132 d2

= A 2;

(F A).(C A)

-db + bd 0 .

, Since C - A and F A are linear` combinations .of 1 and 1, where
(1,15) is a basis for tthe plant of ABCD, both C - A and F A belong

'to the bidirection of thts plane. So, i and -31 are unit vectors in
this bidirection and, /since C-Aa dF- ,158, are orthogonal, so are
11 and j1, , .

.-

4. (a) 41,111 and (f,I) are associated with the same sense of rotation
in theeplane of ABCD counterclockwise as viewed from in
front .of the paper and clockwise as viewed from behind the
paper. So, choosing either (1,,I,) or (1,15) as positively
sensed would establiash the same orientation-of the plane.

(b) 111 = j1 becatise the perping operation for which (1,,j) is
Positively sensed is,,,bylpart (a), the same as the perping
operation,for which (11, J) 'is positively sensed,

(a) [See figUre in answer for Exercise 2(a).
, (b) Since R - A = (P - A) (Q - A) -b +-5 -d and

F - A = i-d +14 it follows that 11R - A112 = b2
= IIF Ali2 and (R - A)(F - A) -b-d + -db 0,

R - A and C - A are opposites.

(a) [See figure in answer. for Exercise' 2(a).1
(b) Since K A = - A) + (L.- A) = -b and C A = +-jd

it follow that IIK 4.112 = b2 = lc Ajl2 and
(6 7 A)(C A) = db + -bd 0.

76-0
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.Answers for Part B [cont.]

6. (c) [Similar to answer for Exercise 3.1'
(d) (12,12) and (1,3) are associated with opposite senses of rota-

tion in the plane of AFND. As viewed from the front_(l 2,32) is
associated we the clockwise sense pf rotation and (1,3) is
associated with the Counterclockwise sense; as viewed from
behind the plane, (12,-52) is associated with the- coitriterelock-
wise sense Of rotation and is associated with the clock-
'wise sense.

(e) Since (12, J21 and (1,1) are 'oppositely sensed and 11
-I.

12

Aftswers for Part C
1.'

2.

=

[Stude'nts should discover'that

+ 41.1(i; i4o1 =

[Students should discover that
(-13. F;1- 41- 1

18.02 Specifying an Orientation for a Plane - 379

(C) Given that and j are upii vectors2

respectively, 'show that jd is
plane of ABCD..

C AP- and IK At* ,

orthonormal bails for the

(d) Does it appear that -r2,342) gives the smile, or opposite; griinta-
tion to the plane of ABCD as does (0)? It this the case no mat- .
ter what your point of view? Explain.

Le) Would you say that i31 =-j., or tha = ---j2i Explain.

* .

We are searching for algebraic criteria with which to characterize
the two perping operations on kr]. As we have seen, perping is to be a
singularly operation on Lid such that, for any a e

^-41
a. e [7], a a = 0, and hla II = llaih.

that is, such that a, E [7d, is orthogonal to a, and has the same
norm as does a. These conditions are by no means sufficient to give us
wluit we wish. For, in theory at least, these conditions can be satisfied
by choosing, quite independently for'each separate a in [ir], one of the
two vectors in [7r) which is orthogonal to a and which has the same

-4.
norm as does 'a, and thenataking this vectoi to be a . In view of what
we are after, it is reasonable to subject perping to some other require-
menth. We inliestigate these in the next exercises.

Part,
Suppose that, intuitively speiLkiiig,

.tion on lrri such that, for any a e
to a counterclockW.Lse quaLter-turn.

p' 1. Given vectors and q in [ir],
which are pictured at the right,
draw pictures of each of the fol-.
lowing.

p ± q (b) p (c) q
(d) p (e) (p +-451

we.have chosen a perping opera-
a is obtained by subjecting a

2. Given,the vectorsp and q, shown
at the right, draw pictures of
each of the following.
(a),-; q_. (b) p
(d) p q (e)

.1% 762

-
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-4
3. Given the vectors r and s, shown

at the right, draw pictures of
each of the following.
(a) (b) r
(c)-7 (d) r''` 2
(e) (r2

4. Compare your results in parts (d) and
2, and 3.

5. -Complete the following sentences and
your answers.
(a) (a. b)I
(c) a b =

6. Show that. each o the
lows from part (d) of th

18.03 Tha ferping Operations

tIt is clear 04 intuitive groinds that t ere are two senses of rotation

associated witil'a given bidirection [ ri. -

, In seeking to Cfiaracterize the perping operations on lid we found
two properties that we wished those singulary operations to have.
TheY are:

44,

(e) of each of Exer i es 1,

be prepared to illustrate

(b) (a:0i =
(d) + AY- =

u ts in parts (a)-(c) of 1lxercise 5 fol-
exercise.

4

'(1) a a = 0

) (2) lic;111 liall

A third property of those.operations is suggested in.Part C, above. It is:

For a, b 1 L Coo* + -Art. = + b b .(3)

,It is interestig4o note that there are exaollftwo singulary operations
on tri which Ave these thzet properti,es. This is not difficult to es-

tablish, and we shall do 'so shortlif. But, first, we adopt the following
deAnition and investigate some of its consequences.

Definition 18-1 A singulary operation on [ir] is a
perping operation on [771 if and only if, for a and
b
(a) a a = 0,
(43) iwit
(c) (aa bb) = a a + b b.

TC 380

Answers for Part C [cont.}

3, )
[Students should discover that

(rZ - i:LYL - 1 I
z

4. In each Avrcise, parts -(d) and (e.) refer to the same translation.'

5. (a) a + h, (b) -a."1"a

(e) a - (d) a a + b
6. For (a), take a = I = for (S), tak.e b for (c) take a =*

b = -1.,
4

euggestions for the exercises of section 18.03;
(i) Part A may be used for crass discussion to insure an understa.nd-

ing of Definition 18-1, -, ......
(ii) Part B should also be developed in class,

(iii) Part C may be assigned as homework.

4.

761

\ 4
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Answers for Part A

(c )

0

-re 381

1)) d
0 (d) 117411Nra..? +131"

ab + ba [or: 01 (f) 0

By (c) of Definititni 18-1, the produ.cts in (e) and (f) 'are fhe
same, So, Z1%1;1 + and,'hence, a 51 -7 -11 S.

tConsidering tixo ri'est Cri rVgles in'
the figure, la -gj/llb.1 .
= la',111/11H. Not hat

ancl, 'inthe figurt
,

a b 's
k0- and a b [There

are other figures, but y one can
be treated similarly to 5.3

N

,.., .
Since 3:r)IL is the product-of 11: H ,. lig-LH, asncl thilr cosinevof

-. -.1, -...t. -,an augle whose sides have thesenses of a and,12, , while a b
4

is the product of I ra*-LII, lit II, and the cosine of an Agle
. .

whose sides have the,stnses Of a'.1 and 1.1. it follows,from
part (a) '[and the fact that 1111 and HgH 111;-41I

that the cosines of these angles are Opposites and, so, that
thseangle,s.are E.)uppl4Mentary.

3. t then 0 :511,1a + :S:4)112 =Ia2 + b2 and, so,-
a = 0`.7 b.

4. (a) Fdl any E [71.), [r]. So, given a.-" E 1711, E [it] and, since
-a:1E [id, (--,1)4,e {71.

For -a.4 (-4.1) is an orthogonal basis for [r].. So,
= + z'aPLb. ior some a and b and it.follows that

since aPirs-s-1-1 0

it follows that b zip O'and, , that i*-Li = So, for -a4

.114 [ I On the other hand, (III
By Exercise 2(a), Ili. ra* = V:. by Definaion 18 -1(b),

.4.

(b)

(F)

(d)

11

a a = a a.
In the notation of part (b), for 1 * "(5, -V-L 7- la and, .so,
-.11 -.a + s= Z(a* I). Hence, (a71-1* + ae). -a = (a -a.)(a 4. 1) and,

. since, y
- .1..1.

(c), (ii-'- + 4 7:' = 0 it follow; that a = 1-.1 and,
so, that a = case = , y:1-1- t and, certainly,
--P.L.J. -.
a = a.

5. .(a) By Exercise 2(a), a.
h

(b) LA LB ..1

= a -a*.sia" by Exercise 4(d).

18.03, The Perping Operations 381

,[We adopt...the convention according to which saring tbat is a ingu-
laty operation on [7r] iniplies that, for a c17], a ". E [7].1

Exercises

Part A

Suppose that is.a perping operatipn op [71.
'

S.

-1. Complete each of the. following.
. /(a) a a --- ...__ (b) -0*-1 -1-4.____. ,-'

(c) IVIII = (d) ljaa + -i;:lbil --=
(e) (a -.4,- i;) (.71. + -WI ) 7-- ____ (.9 (a + -b}. a + WY' =

, 2 (a) .Show that a b 1 .--.- ..---a*1 .6.. [Hint: Make use of FIxercises
,.

. ' 1(efjtand ir(f).]
(b) Draw a p)ctiire,of a pair of linearly independQnt vectors,

. t;, and illustrate part (a). '
4.

(c) Consider two angla of 7T , tIke first of which has sides in thet 41sense,

s ora..and b and- the .second of which has sioles in the
---.senses of a1 4and b. What .does ,part.(a) tell. ua about these

a and

angles? ,.1 .:.
..__, - --a..1.

. 3. Show that if a,
-

0, (a, d ) is hnearly independent, f
__,

.that tta t a
.

b - 0, for some a and`b, and compute I
, _.,

4. (a) Give an aroument that, for a e [n], both a' an7_.
[id. [Note: a " (a.-)-.1"

i----.1 J.(b) Give an argument that a and a are linearly dependent
.110vectors.

(c) Show that cf'" -a i, -a a. .

: Suppose
+ lbj[2:i

a are hl

._p
(.11) ghow that a = -a.

`use the result in (h).]
5. (a) Show that a I b

.1.

[Hint: By (c), ta ± a) a 0. Now,

-.
a b. [1-1int: Use ExercisT 21(a) and

4(d).1 _

(b) Given that (a, 1;) is linearly independent, let LA and LB be
4

angles of 7r whose sides are in the senses of a and b, and of
a ai4 b , respectively. What does part (a),thll us about
LA and`LB?

Some 6f the results in-Part A about-the singularroperation perping.
are tiorth stating. We do so in:

I Theorem 18 :1 Given that is 'a perping4oPeration
-on [77],1f a knd b belong to [r], then
(a) a b = -a b,
(b) a a, and*--b
(c) a b a b.

e 4.

4
76,64'
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Part B
Suppose that 1 is a perping operation on Iv]. --.

I ....

-- --`-

1. Given that (a, b) is a basis for fir] and that a 1 b, show that
-...i. --. 41 --4

2.: Giventhat CiT-i5 is an orthonormal basis for f7r), show the following.

' (a) Either?1-.. Sor 1 4 = +--1 . (b-) Either j -I' = Tor/ I. = i
[Hint: Use'Exercise 11 .

. i . .

3. Given that:(-0; is an orth9normaf basis fOr Iv-J, make use 'of The-
orem 18N-1 and 'Exercise 2 to show the following. '`,

ta),Ifi '
e
i thn j 1 =' i. , .. . t ',pi.-.,

(p) If i i j theu j. -----i'..i
(c) Either (i.:+,A := j or 6*.+ 7)1. ---j. 27

0,

A

We are now in a Position to pro4é that there are exactly tvi; perping
operations on firl. We dOthis akfollaws:

Suppose that is an orthonamal basis for firl: By Exercise 3, .
above, we have that

;a *
(i = and,/ ,= -i) (i = -j antij. = i).

Also, for any a e [id, we have that

so that

- Or
a = i(a + j (a J),

a = i + j (a j ).

-;* ":*Now, if i =jandj = then

7;1 -JA-7a -rat- IS
j)

And, ifr and j i then
.1.

A

Hence, ei her

(*)

a = j(a

for any [], q = t(a j(a .*

for any a e br], -0; a i (a .75 +761: 7i
or

a E 7r
,

It4s eaSy. to check that the operations on Dr] defined by the alterea-
fives in (*) are different, and each satisfies the three conditions in
Definition 18-1. [Do so.] Hence, each of the operations defined in (*)
are perping operations on [v], and they are the only two such oper-
titiorkk,

69 7
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Answers for Part B
Since a E tirl*, a .= aa + bbcfor
follows that Z(a.a.) + .7(gb) =

to

sorne
and so, since = 0 that

a.;.)a 0. Sirice a = 0,-; Hence; = gb E b
4

E [
5

(a) By Exercise 11 E [3]. Since like I, 11
follows that-TIN,ii.ar'oxie of the t'wo, unit vectors,

ancl b. Since a a 0 it

is a, unit veictor it
j and in

'
(b). Ift (1,4) is an ortherforma,1 basis then so is and the argu-

ment forapart (a) shows*-1"tia,,t 1:1- or 'II = -1.

-But. bx Theorem 18 +1(b).

So, -if II' thbt4011, c .4..
If (1,1) an orthonormal basis for [at] thi,m so iv (I, --,JP). 'So,

by part (*), if = then (-3)1= Bill by definition,

Li 1.

3. ...(a) lf = j.then 11.

(b)

(c)
(---,n1.= SQ, if 11 = -3 then 31 = i.

By definition,- a + +1.1'. By Exercise
and (b) eitherer = 3 and

-rthe former case 1 +j z j-1
74 -t --t -t

+ 3 = -j + I - 1 - j, So,
t

1 or 1.

and pasis (a)
4or.1 "e ano j -t In

and in the latter case
->in any'ease, (I+ y) is either ,

The Operations described in (1 are different since, for the first,
= j and, for thesecond, 1 -j [and We shall show that

the first of them that defined by:
.a - -ika j) +- jka .1)

i
satisfies Definition-18-1. Since K = 1(SI) +-Saj) and ajria.-.

vrth0n0rmal, 4
%

.1., a = -ra .4.0(g.i) +. (a'.1)(1.1).7 0._..

Moreover,
+ (4),2 = a. 0 ye g .21.02 = 11112

11;1112 =
1:25Iej _

+ 5b) --1[(iPa + 11.01) +3[(i'a +
+14

=

. 415.,



We have just proved:
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Answers forPart C
1. (a)

-

Theorem 18-2 There are .exactly two Perping opera-
lions on Fr]. Furthermofe; if (i,fi is an ortho-
normal basis for Fir] and is a perping operation
on [71 'then, for any a c fir],

4.

al = -j1 + j

or for any a 2.
(b)
(a)

a = i(a
Part C -

Suppose that we have chosen one
of the two perping operations 9n.
Dr 1, and that the picture at the right (b)
describes vectors a and a We
shall say that ( al) is positively
sensed. Make a c6py of the basis

3. (a)

(a, a ) on your paper.
1. (a) Given that b = a + a 2, draw a picture of b and tell whether

or not (7476) is positively senseq
(b) 'Compote a b. Teil whether or not Wis greater than 0.

- -
2. (a) Given thatx = -a + a 2, drew a picture of C and tell whether

or not ra,-cl is positively sensed..
(b). Compute a c, and tell whether or not it is greater than 0.
(a) Consider (-C, where b and -c°are as described, in Exercises

and 2. Tell whether-or not (-1;,-ci is positively sensed.
(b) Compute WI and tell, whether or not it is greater than 0.

4. (a) Given that c7*--= aa'+ b, for scone b > 0. Tell whether or not
Ccr., X, is positively sensed. Would You change your answer if
a = 0? If a < 0?
Compute a d, and tell whether or not it is greater than 0.
Does your answer depend on thichoice qf yalues for 'a'l
Given that e aa + a b, for some b < 0. Tell whether or not
(CZ -e-5. is positively sensed. Would you change your answer if
a = 0? If a < 0?
Compute a e, and tell whether or not it is greater than 0.
)oes your answer depend on the, choice of values for 'a'?
Given that 7'= aai for some a, tell whether,or not is a
basis for Lir]. Does your answer depend on the choice of values
for 'a'?
Compute a f. Does your answer depend on the choice of
values for 'c'e?

-.

a

-#1 -÷a ic

(b) b

ir22 > 0

= a (-a + a 2) = j1Jf2z >

+ ;. 1 I + i4 )
= (a - a2)(; + a 2)

'

la.,11)* is positIvely sensed. a "

61.

4
(,C) is positively sensed.

(5, -.O') is positively sensed.

= HZ1124.> 0
4. (a) ,(1,1) is positively sensed.; No. N.

(b) = IJII2b > 0 [.ince 15 and
1

b > 01, No.

5. (a) .(aP,-;) is not positively sensed.; No.; No.
111112b < 0; 'No.

(a) (.5.1.,1) is no a basie for [71.
= a Za) = 0; No.

et.



384 ORIENTED PLANES, AND SENSED ANGLES

1 8.04 lifing a Perping Operation to Vent a Plane

Rec.all that we are after a mathematical prdcedure for orienting a
a plane that is analogous to that for orienting ki line. In other words,
we are`after a procedure for determining when two bases for a bidirec.
lion belong to the same senge class.

So fin', we have made good progress towards this goal. We know that
there are exactly two perping operations which give us orthogonal
bases fqr a hidirection. We know, too, that by choosing either of these
Orping operations es that one which aetermines the positive sense of

'rotation, each basis fOr the biairection is either positively sensed or
negatively sensed. And, the exercis; just completed suggest a way of
sorting basA's for a bidirection into two sense classes. We makeruse of
the latter irr'' , ,

Definition 18-2 Choosing a perping operation, 1,
on [7d,
(a) a basis (a, b) for [7r1 belongs to the sense

class determined by -L and, so, is positively
sensed, if and only if-a-21 W.> 0, and

(b) A basis Ca, /;) for [11-1 is negatively sensed if-
and only if a b < 0.

k.

For example, given the' bases (a, b) and (a, e) for [77] and a as shoWn
-

in Fig. 18-10, we see from the picture that a .` b > 0 and that a
:c < 0. So (a, b) is positively sensed and (a, e) is negatively sense:d.'

Fig. 18-10

[How can you tell from the picture that a b > 0 and that a
.

<.0? What can you say about a b? About a el?]

For conYenience, we also introduce:

Definition 18-3 Choosing a perping operation oh [7r],
bases reZ-615 and Cc, (1)* for [7r] Velong to the same
sense -class if and onlir if both are p4Ssitive1y
sensed or both are negatively sensed.

I P7

-b

6
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Choosing a perping operatilm, [77-1 we know that if a is a
0.1

non:0 vector in [7d then (a, 0 ) is a ba§is for [7r). In fact, since a a
> 0, we know that (a, --a41)is a. positively sensed baiis for [7d. Now, for

any b e lid, triere are mat' numbers a and b' such that

-0 .
b aa + a b.

Moreover, = I 2 b . ..[Explain.] So, a*1 -/-4) > 0 if and Only if
b > 0.,Thus, we have the fplloWing:

Theorem 18-3 Given a hasts-lci; r, ) for Eld, andshoosing
pTTing opi3ratim'-', on [7rr,

(a) (a, b) is positively.sezised if and. only if

gu,0 b = ax + 3r, and

(b) (a',--1;) is neativv.ly sensed itand only if

'3 g
1,1-<. 0

b = + a y.

\ The9rem 18.q tells us that the basels which ar determined by a
, - __. -.1..

chosen perping operation, '-i-, on 17d arejust the pairs (a, aa + a b),
for -a'a non-Vmember of I 7r I and b > 0. In particular, an orthonormal
bapis (r, j5 for lid is Tzst:ttre

asly

sensea if and only if7= ia + i lb, for
--. -...1.

.
some 'b > 0. And, the._... r is the ce if and only if j = z . Hence, .afi

orthonormal basis (i, j),for tirl is positively sensed if and only ifj = z._1
And, for such a basis,lt follows that, if, a e [id then

(*) a

-7° -7° -7°a = i(a /) j (a j) '

j(a

Let us consider, for a moment, an oriented line 1. We knowthat bases
(a) and (b) for El) belong to the same sense class if and only if both a
and b are positively sensed or both a and b arenegatively sensed. And,
the latter is the case if and only if a b > 0. Note that the latter is a
criteriOn we can use to determine whether or not a and b belong to the
same sense class without referring to a picture of / an,I, perhaps more
significantly,', without referring to the particular orioatation chosen

on 1.

7 2



4
Isktteitliat by 1;esh,nition48-4., for I" (f a, a ). is positively

seiesed. For, IV is a linearIy*independentsequence of memberS
of (74 and a. alt. = 11-1112 > 0.

* * . * 9,
..Suggestions for the exercises of tEction 18.04:

(i) Part A and the precedinediscussion shodld be teacher directed.
(ii) After suitable examplei, Parts B and C map be assigned for
- horneworic. . ' 7

t

/'.

Answers for Part A
1. ea)
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A = U.1) + 2.3)
( b ) -e4-1 ..,- -w...3)(a'.1) . a.,1)(4 :7D.

,,,
.

(c) i.nce -1: = a711Z11 and j -= 11 it follows that j --:' a / Hail?-..1. , .41'

Making these replacements for _":1' and, .1. in (b) and
sfinpli?y.ing ["factoring out"

]
i a ill yields the desired resUlt,.

2. "Both (a) and (b) follow eirectly frorfi the result in Exercise 1(c)
.on noting thAt 11S11,2 > For it follows that -c.-Lcl is positive or
negative according as (c aPi )( a a' ) + -cc° a° ) a i+-L ) is positive or
negative.] .

(a) Since (a% fp)lis a basis, 5 1[ and, so, b 0.
-.1(b), (c1 With i; = + a'. b, a b = "aPL(1)13. = So, since

S112 > 0, :S. 5 is positive or negatiye ac.cording as b is
positive or negative.

*(d) With 5 = + -S. = (S..S)a and ;-L =, a .1-", )b = cs:

(s. t)7(5*.. -I), = (-a-L g)/(1. a*) and, hence,
= -("al'g)/(-a*. aP1 + a*-L(s-i- ty( s rt).

SOlving this last for 'S.."( Alves the desired result.
4. kroni Exercise 3(d) we see that

So,

IIa=((g.4)(';)-.6'..a)(-;.g»/(1.$)
( . -,7)(a` . iill/( . 5),

Axa*-1..

((aP. )(13.,a)(-;. a* -J)(1. d)c-s i;;,))/a-L 1,9)

« -it) ( g )( a° ) a' )( as 1-0'»Aa"1

= -c)(r. ca' a)( s -c+»(S ;i')/(a-L 17,:).

V.

,Since a a > 0, each of parts (a) and (b) follows from the corre-
sponding part of Exercise 2.

5. This follows .a.t once Ifrom Exercise 1(c) and the jesult of the.
'curn_putation in Exercise 4 once we know that `Sa 0 and-.1a--13 0 0. These follow.from the assumptjon that (-a*,1;) is a

4 basis. [As to the last, if = 0 then b -and, so, 13* [ ],

-

773,,

.
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Now, in the case of an oriented plane, we-fwish to find an algebraic
criterion for determining whetheror not bases (a, b) and (c, d) belong
to thV same sense class. And, as with lines, we'wish to find such A et*.
terion which doesn't depehd on the particular orientation chosen on 7r.
That is, we wish'to find a way to complete the senaece:.

Bases and (c;-,:-/-; for fir] belorig
to ihe same sense clags if.and only if. . .

whicli is iiidependent of the perping operation chosen to orient 7T. The-
reknits we have'obtained so far wilt be of great use in olataining such

a crite-rion. In the exerciAes below, one such criterion is obtained.

Eiercises

Part

po

Given that (--a,W) and Cc, are ba-ses for fir), letri6 74Pqall andj
-

1., (a) Expfess botlic-I and iras linear combinations ofTandY [Hint:
Se .(*), above4

(b) Compuie
(c) ShoW that

^

d
.-- a )(d a) + (c a)(d a )

2. Mae use of the results in EXercise
(a) c if> o - C;; -ciCi:* 21
(b) --J't if< ("-ci' -cit; h ci) L

1 to skow the following.
as.* dal r1 > 0

a5(Ji' <
13.

We krkoW that (-a---Gil) is a basis for lirt.solhat-C = b for
some-a andb:*w the followiriji.
(a) b # 0 4-ir'Z't (b) a '-1-i> 0 b > 0

.-4241 47;10 b 0 id) C141 = ri) a(a T.,»16--,e

4. Use the results ft:ore Exercises 2 and 3 to prove tie following.
(a) if 71-1 776> 0 and -.*1 ir> 0, then

(-ai a)(-1; it) - C1)44; > o.
(b) If a-1- 1; < andC'1 ;-1- < 0 then

7X-1-; a jilt; -CI >A).

5. Show that

CW 1;)(,---c-' Ce CP) (-1-). al
t 74
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8. Show that (Z, ) and Cc: ) 'belong to the same sense class if and
only' if

Ci; ar - Xce. -el >4).
1

[Hint: This should be ,an easy job by now.)

Taking advantage of deterinknants, the results of die exercises just
completed can be summarized in:

Theorem 18-4 Given base's (Z,T;) and'.:Cii for piTI,
ahd Ce belong to4he same sen:se class if and

oril; if .1 k

Part B
Given that ZA is an orthonorma

such that

-10
a c a

.;* -a' d

a = i 2 + = i6 - j2, -72 +76, and C-1-4= 75 +75.

Do the folloWing probl'ems. ikrote: Computing the required dot pro-
,

ducts is an easy task.1

1. Determine which of the following belong to the same sense class,
and which belong to opposite sense classes of Ly.).
(a) (--a*,14), cr) (d, (c) (-61, Cr)

(d) (ral (e) (-1/, (f)

2. Let A - 0 =B -0=W,C-0=andD -0= d: Compute
the cosine of each of the follow
.(a) LAOB (p) LçQD (c) 4D0if
(d)9 4130C' (e)LAOC (f) L.40D

)
basis fdr Erb let a, b, c, and d

I

3. List the angles /mentioned in Exercise '2 accqiding to size from
smallest to largest.

AP

4. (a) Give the two pbssible linexr combinations of and j for d .

(b) Show that,-in any case, r -c-r-L b.
(C) What does the result in (b) tell you about (a:7cl and (ii.:-1;)?
, Does this, agree witl ? your results in Ex4cises 1(a) and 1(c)?
(d) What does the result in (b) tell you aboutrB and C in relation

to OD? What else must you,,know in order to tell whether or
not D is interior to !..B0C?

TC 387

Answers for Part A [cont.]

6. ,By Definition 18-.2, (Z,5).and (-c*,d) belong tohe solme sense cliss
if and if i--S.1g)(C.1.j) > 0. By Exercise 5, this is the case if

Sand o y -C')(5. - > 0. [Note that, by b similar
1aigurnent,e t.) and (C", a) belong to opposite sense classes if and

only if -c.)(5 a) - (s.g)(gie) K 0.]
Answers for Part B
1. (a) same (b) same

a
(c) opposite (fI) same

.14

(e) opposite[Compare with (b).] (f) same [Compare with (a).

(d) -:3/5 C 4.2'e) 2/
( T-(5c) V/6(a) 41/10 : (b) NI3i5
(f) 34-1-6/10..

3. LAOD, LAOC, -ZDOB, LCOP. LA013, LBOC [I.e., (e), (c),
tab (.d). The order of the cosines found in Execise 2 -should be
easy enough to determine by inspection. For example. 3,4113/I0 is
neargy I and iscertainly larger than 47/2 wilich is about 0.7.
Also, 41-6/5 = id Certainly less than 12/2.}

4. -(a) 41- is Atther -15 +35 or 15 - 35.
(b) In the first case 40 and al. = -4Q and in the. second

= -40 and 414 40.

(c) (a.,-) and (a,11) have opposite se.uses. Yes.; since (, al and
(S, a) have opposite senses, one has the !Larne sense as (a, g)

.and the other has the sense opposite to-(a, b).

(d) B an C are on opposite sides of OD.; It is safficient to knoW
tliat b a > 0 and, -61 > 0: This is the case.

TC 388 (1) .

Answers for Part C
1, If either az or bz were 0 then a' or (5, C.) would' be linearly

dependent contreary to the assumption thai. A, 13, and C are vertices
"Of a triangle.

-41
2. c a,= (g c )az = (C."C*)a -C- ("j.)b2

(a),(b) [Solve the eRuations (*) for q'is.1
[Follow the hint.]

(a) -From parts..(a) and (c) of Exercise ,3 it follows that, since
1,-C.) is linearly independent, ja2 = -/132. So, a2 = -b2.

-6.1.
By past la) and Exercises ,1 and 2 it follows that one of a
and c-'- 5 is positive and the other is negative. So, (Z,Z) and
(CP, 5) are oppositely sensed.

1
5, (a) -C(b1 + + c to2, -

(b) c o = (oC)b2 and c a = (c c)a2. Since az = -bz it
follows that as and le, 1) are oppositely sensed. [Alter-
natively, tire determinant of Theorem 18 -4 turns out, in this
case, to be (ee)2a2b2 and, so, to be negative, ]

6. By Theorem 15-17, -e* C613/(a b). So, c -e c b Since,
11 Exercise 4(b), (Z, a) and (e,g) are oppositely sensed, so are
(c, and (-C, <

(b)
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Sample QU'iz

(1,-sb)and (a..111) be bases for [R], where u is an oritrited plane.
SO Give a determinant criterion for judging when (;,1) and (a,11)

belong to the same sense class.
(b) Consider the basis (;,-;-1-) .for [u]. Draw a picture which shows

la vector r such that 3"- ). 0. $

(c) Make use of your criterion from (a) to judge whether or not
and (7,n belong to the same sense class. ".

Z. Let (I., -3.) be an orthonOrmal basis for an oriented plane and t,

A a = + rz and b = 2 +33.
(a) Determine :vhether)or not (r, "g) and (r,1).) belong to the same.

sense class.
(b) Given that (r,j) is pooitively sensed, exiress a as a linear

--fr

7 combination of and j.
.(c) 'Given that (r,j) is neetively sensed, express as a linear

combination of T and j.
.Key to Sami)le 'Quiz
1. (a) i) and (;.,..11) blilong to the same sense ches if and only i

7 fai

r; s .
(b) Here are two sample

answers, both of which
are acceptable:

> 0. [Any.comparable determinant is just as good.]

-;
-it

-it r
-; r (-; )( -; i)(

tsince both r r and r ire posi t'
(7,1) belong to the same ranee class.

4

r fl

Hence,

r
-4e.s

14

.( ) They belong to the same, sense class, for

and

0 2
2

= 4 > O.
(b) = 115*-51-2 4nd,Aiince = and 31" = it-zo1lovis that

-1, 4 4a = 22.-f j5.
(c) = 2 +113 nd, since 1 = -,j1 and 1-1" = =13 ,+-12.

i "

-
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Part C
Consider the triangle, AABt,

pictured at the right, where, as -.
usual, B A = c, C B a, and
A C -6*. Since --*c -CI) is
a basis for Eitecl and, for some
41; a2, b and by

(*) a = ca, + c a.2 and
= + c

Ijo' the foll9wing problems.

1. Show that a o 0 and 62 O.

2. gvaluate *-c-*1 a .anci c b.

3. Verify each of the following.
(a) c alav c(a,la)
(113)-.1 = 2b I b )12
(c) = a =IN - c(lb3 b11b5) Use (b) and the fact that

4. (a) Use the,results of Exercises 3(a) and 8(c) to show that alir -by
(b) Show that -al and (C.,14.) are oppositely sensed.

5. Suppose that CD is the median cif &ABC from C. Let cr= D - C.
(a) Express ir ata linear combination of -C4.and
(b) Show that (c, pZ and (5 belong to opposite sense classf.s.

O. Suppose that CE is the angle bisector of MEC &oat C.. Let e
- C.
(a) Express-As a linear com-bination of-And-4.

[Hint In Whit atio -does E divide AB?).
(b) Show that (c and (c4,--ci5 belong teppposite sense el

In this section, We have.1earned how to specify the two senses of
rotation in a plane and how to determine whether two bases for the
bidirection of the plane belong to the same sense class. We now have,
a mathematical criterion at our disposal which enables us to specify
which of the two senses of rotation is positive, qr counterclockwite.
With this criterion we can, for example, describe in mathematical
terms precisely how to ,"travel around" a circle [or any other simple
plane closed figure] in a- clockwise or counterclockwise fashion. We
shall, have occasion, in Chapter 19, to do just that alid, in so doing, we
shall study some new,functions pn the real numbers and extend our
knowledge of both Euclidean geometry and algebra. Before doing
this, however, it will be convenient to take a second look at the con-
cept of angle, and to extend our knowledge of this concept. Thcsir-
mainder of this chapter is devoted to that end.

'

4F

;".4.'
.N.th
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18.05 Sensed Angles

Consider a basis, X.-A for [7r].-Oive that--; [A+ and7E 0s, (r, is,

also a tiasis for [7r]. And, all suchbases (7,-;) belong to the same sense
class. [Verify this.] Now, giren that
B = A + I; and C A + c, AC are
rays with.the se-61e ve-rteX, and the
ordered pair of rays, (AB, AC), is
called a sensed angle. Furthermore,
the sense of (ABA? AC) is the sense
clailIk4Verifyithr4.) Now, given that
B = A + Wand C = A + c, AC'.are
its sense is the 'sense class which
contains -1;). Fig. 18-11

We formalize the notion of sensed angle in:

1

Definition 18-4 A sensed angle is an ordered pair
of rays with the same vertex.

Given that (r, s) is a sensed angle, the Tay r is sometimescalled the
initial side, and s is called the terminal side, of (r, s). Notice that when r
and s are noncollinear rays.[with the same vertex], r U 's is an angle.
Notice, also, that Definition 18-4 does not restrict sensed angles to
those ordered pairs whose initial and terminal sides are noncollinear
rays. Thus, for any ray. r, (r, r) and (r, r) aie sensed angles [even
though r U r and r U r are not atigles].

For convenience, we introduce the following: '

Definition 18-5 Given rays r and s with a common'.
vertex.
(a) (r; s) is null if and only if s = r.
(b) (r, s). is right if and only if s 1 r.
(c) (r, s) is straight if and only if s

For a sensed anglesay, (r, s);--- which is neiiher'null nor straight,
there is exa one plane which contains the angle r U s. Fifther-
more, all b 7.51, where r and s are vectors in the senses o ays r
and s, respect long to the same sense class of the bid' on of
fhltt plane. This ense class is called the sense af (r, s), and is fornial-
ized in:

779 Definition 18--6 given that sensed angle (r, s) is
'neither null nor straight, the sense of (r, s) is
the sense class which contains the basis
where r c [r]+ and7c Lsit

f

...
-. -. .,To show that if r c [b ] and ei*E re+ i+ then (11, -C.) and CI% -s).belong.

to the same senseitclass we can use either the deterininant condition or
the definition. In eitber carse we assume that 7 = tb and i". = ec where
b > 0 and c > 0. Then

b
c r

c s

(IS ii)h ia.)b

45. "e)c. -C)c

5
-0 -4' -4
1) c c c.

(bc.).

Since the third of these determinants ispositive by the Schwarz
inequality it follows that (b., and (7, a) have the same- sense if and
only if bc > 0. So, since b > 0 'and c > 0, they 1-1.ve the1 same
sense.

Afternatbkely,
74 ri; 51) ) ( ZPC ) ("Z.c) = c)bc

"-/ and, as before, it follows that (b,c) and (i".,-;) bavç the sazve sense'if
and only if bc > 0.

The notion of angle introduced in Chapter 15 is, as we have seen,
a useful one in Many geometrical-contexts. In some cases, howeveyr,
[particularly in trigonometry], we need another notion of angle whih
can be used in distinguishing between senses 9f,rotation and which
includes notions of null angles 'and straight angles. [See Definition 18-5.]
The notion of sensed angles introduced in Definition 18.71 sel-ves these
purposes.- gote that a sensed...angle is apt-[like an angle or, more
generally, a geometric figure] a set of'points. It is an ordered pair
whose components are sets of points. Note, also, that we have found
it convenient to take the sides of a seniid angle to be rays although the
sides of an [ordinary] angle are defined to be half-lines.

, Each angle "determines" two sensed ang s which are neitligy_pull
nor straight; each sensed angle which is neithei null nor straight
"determines" one angle.

Note that the vertex of any sensed angle (r, is uniquely deter-
mined while no unique vertex can b't singled out f r's,r $ in case
s r. This, in addition to their general lack of utility, is
straight angles were not introduced in Chapter 15. ,

* * *

why

Suggestions for the exercises of section 18.05:
(i) Part A and the accompanying discussion should be directed by the

teacher.
, -

(ii) Parts B and C may be assigned.for homework. ^4

Part D may be developed in class, along with some of Part E.
The refnainder of Part E, and Part F, may be assigned as home-
work.

Uv),

78n
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Exereises

Part A

1. Given an angle, .LPQR, what are the two sensed angres whose
sides contain those of LPQR? In each case, give the initial and
terminal sides of the sensed angle. What can you say aboiiiirlfit

' senses of the two sensed angles?
2. Consider AABC, %pictured at the right. (Al AC) is a sensed angle

of A ABC.
(a) Give the other sensed an..

gs of AABC which have
same sense as (AB, AC).

(b) Give the sensed angles of
'AABC which have senses
opposite to that of (AB, AC).

3. Given sensed angle (al, al) with
vertex' A and coplanar ray b
wit4i vertex B , is pictured at the
right. 'Assume "that cos LA = g
anfl that a a2, and -1; are unit
vectors in,the senses of the rays
cz,, av and b, respectively,. Copy
this picture on your paper.
(a) Draw a picture of sensed angle (b, c) which has the sense of

(a a2) and 4s such that b U c is congruent to LA. What is
sin (b U c)?

OA Draw a picture of sensed angle (b, d) which has the sense, op-
posite to that of (a a;) and is such that b U d is congruent to
LA. What is sin (b U d)? I

(e) Suppose ti;at the orientation-of the plane.iis chosen so that (a
1.

a) is positively sensed. What is a, a2? What is b . c, where
c is the unit vector in [c]+? Whatis b d, where d is the unit
vector in [d]+? What can'you say about b c and 7;1

(d) Suppose that .the orientation of the plane iS chosen so that (al,
a) is- negatively sensed. Answer the questions -in part (4
Which of your answers are the same aslhose of part (c)?

4. Which of the following are true and which are false? [r and s are
. rays with the same vertex.]

(a) If (r, s) is a sensed angle and r E [4+ and s f.APrthen (r 3 is
linearly iiidependent.

(b) If (r, s) is neither null nor straight and r [r] + and s E[s]+ , then
5 is linearly independent. /

(c) The sensed angle (r, s) is qull if and only if [r]4- = [s1+
(d) r = s then [r]+ = [4+ .
(e) If [r]+ [s1+ them r = s.
(I) like sensed angle (r, s) is straight if and only if

[r]-1- = 3;(s Etsj+ and

781
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Answers for Part A
1. The two sensed angl,es are (70, QR), and

these angles are opposites of each other.
2. (a)

(b)

(CATCB), (BC,T3Ar
(AC, AB), (LB, CA): (,1401.7*

(RR, QP). The senses of

,
-4

(c) al a2 = 4/5; b c1 -* = 4/5; 4 5; gi-c. and b d
are opposites.

(d) 1,-L.-2 F -24/5; 17;i'-C = -4/5; gI4 = 4/5; 1).1.- and .4,..L ....bcl
are opposites. The answers,,to the last question are the

4. 4.a)- False.
(e) True.

(b). True.
Tru.

(c) True.
(g) False..

(d) True.
(1) True.
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(g) The senied angles (r, s) and (s, r) have opposite senses.
(h) If sensed angle (r, s) is neither null nor straight, then (r, s) and

.(s, r) have opposite senses.
5. Suppose that (r,$) and (p,q) are sensed angles of a plane ir, , and that

r etrk , s eft)* , p c [p]+ , and q efqP . Complete ealkof the following
in terms of a condition on a particular determina t, and explain.
(a) (r, s) and (p, q) have the same sense 44-7.6
(b) ce;s) and (p, q) have opposite senses
(c) (r, s) and (p, q) are neither null 'nor straight iot.

" (d) At least one of (r, s).,and (p, q) s either null or straigtt 4-0
6. °Suppose that (r, s) and (p, q) are sensed angles in parallel planes.

Which of your answers in Exercise 5 remain unchanged?

'The results of Exercises 5 and 6, above, are summarized in:

Theorem.18 -5 Given that (r, s) and (p,.q) are sensed
angles, that r e [71+ , s e[s]+ , p e 11;]+ and q [0+,
and that the sides of (r, s) and of (p, q) are contained,
in parallel 'planes, cr, s) and (p, q) have the
same sense if and only if

p r q

s.p s.q > O.

They have opposite senses ii' and only if this
determinant is less than 0. And, one of The
sensed angles is either null or straight if and
only if the determinant is 0.

As was the case with angles, it is convenient to study relationships
among sensed angles in terMs of relationships aziiong dot products of
unit vectors in-the senses of theii sides. In the case of angles, the
cosine function was used to order them according to size. In the case
of sensed angles-with noncollinear sides, it is intuitively clear that the

. cosines of the related, angles can be used in the very same way to order ,.
these sensed angles according to [absolute) size. Remembering to .

'include the "extreme" casesthe null and straight sensed angles
we adopt: 4

1

Definition 18 7 Given sensed angle (r, s),

cos(r, s) = ii- ;51(91511),

where 7- e [ + and-s4E [4+ ,

.

-,

Answers for Part A [cont.]
5. The answers all refer to the determinant

N)

I. 4.r p r ..q
4.
s p s q ,

(a) the determinant is positive (b)* the determinant is negative
(e ) the determinant is not zerQ (d) the determinant is zero

. .'%.

- 6. All answers remain unchanged.

0.

Read 'cos(r, sY as the cosine .of [sensed angle] r, s'.]

do.

7S4
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gart B
1. Show that, for any sensed angle (r, s), cos(r, s) =scos(s, r).
2. Under what conditions is cos(r, s) = cos(r' U,
3. Complete each of the following sentences.

(a) Given that (r, s) is null, cos (r, s) =
(b) Given that (r, s) is cos (r, s) = 0.
(c) Given that cos (r, s) = 1, (r, s) is
(d) If cos (r, s) = 0 then (r, s) is __.
(e) 1r, s) is ____ only if cos (r, s) = 1.

.4. Suppose that R ana S are points
on the sides of (r, s) suth that
PR = PS = 1, and then R
= r and, S P = 8, as shown
in the picture at the right Com-
plete the following.
(a) RS = 1 if and only if r s =
(b) RS = flf and only if--; --;=

' (c) RS = if and only if; 7.o.
(d) Assume that T = P +72 and RS = 1., Then, RT =
(e) Assume that A = P +72, B = P + --;3 and -;= f. Then,

AS = RB = _._, and 4B =

We know that two figures are congruent if and only if there is an
isometry which maps one of them onto the other. This is of no direct
help to us if we wish to talk about "congruent" sensed angles, for
semied azigles are not "figures". $ensed angles are ordered pairs of
rays, and rays are, figures. Knowing that isometries map rays onto
rays, lines onto lines, and angles onto angles with the same cosine,
it is reasonable to talk about congruence of sensed aiples in termA of
their cosines. We introduce this notion in:

_

Part C

Definition 18-8 - Given sensed angles (p, q) and (r, s),
whose sides are contained in parallel planes,
(p, q) and (r, s) are congruent if and only'if both
are null angles, both are straight angles, or both have
have the lame sense and cos(p, = cos(r, s).

1. Give arguments to support each of the following statements con-
cerning sensed angles.
(a) (r, s) is congruent to (r, s). IFor short: (r, s) (r, 8)1
(13) (r, s).s, (1, u) la (r, s)
(e) [(r, s) (a, b) and (a, 6) (p, q)] (r, 8). (p,
(d) (r, s) (-r,-s)
(e) (r,-s) (-r, s)
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Answers for Part B
1. This is the case because both dot inultiplieation and multiplication

of real numbers are commi.ptive. '
2. If r and s are noncollinear rays with a common vertex.
3. (a) 1 (b) right , (c) straight (d) Tight (e) straight
4. (a)- 1/2 (b) 7/8 (c). Nri/2 (d) Nr3-

(e) Na/Z, NriV/ 2, 45/2

AnfrWers for Part C
1. (a) If (r, s) is null or straight then so is (r, s). Otherwise r, s)

has the same sense and the same cosinvas (r, s).
(b) If (r,$) and (t,,u) are both null or both are straight then so are

u) and (r, s). If (r, s) and (t, u) have the same ,sense and the
same cosine then so do (t,u) and (r, s). Hence, in any cage,
if ( r, ) (t, u) then (t, u) (r, ).

(c) If (r,$)and (a, b) are both nuli or both straight and
(a,.b) (p, q) then (a, b) and (p, q) are both null or both
straight, respectiVely and, so, (r, s) and (p, q) are bath null
or straight. If (r,S) and (a, b) have the same sense and the
same cosine and (a, b) (p, q) then (a, b) is neither null nor
straight and., so, (a, b) and (p, q) have the same sense and
cosine. So, in this case, (r, s) and (p, q) have the same senre'
and cosine. Hence, in any case, if (r, s) b) and
(a, b) (p, q) then (r, s ) LIX (p, q).

(d) If (r, s) is null or straight so is (-r, -s); In the contrary
case, (r, s) and (-.r, -s) have 'the same sense because, with

r ]. and ; E[ s jf, [- r]t. and --s° e [- s ]* and d,

(L.

r -r
-
SI 1'

r -8
= -04)

And, in the same case, cos(r, a) - cos(-i, ) be ause
= = Gala 11/11 11411. Hence,

-in any case, (r, s) (-r, -8).
(e) By part (d), (r, 8 )

4
4.

0 V -,.rr .rs
-4 0 0 0,
S r s

> O.

Ce
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2. Consider a circle with center 0 and diameters AB and CD.
(a) Given that (OA, OD), (OD, OC), (0C,11-6"Li), and (0/3,..-074) are

congruent to each other, What can you say about AB and CD?
About ACBD? '

(b) It is convenient to use ' LADD' as an abbreviation for '(OA,
OD)' . Similarly, ZDOLA' is an abbreviation for '(OD,

. Given that LAOD, LDOB, ZBOC, and Z.COA are congruent
to ,each other, what can you say about and CD? About
ACBD? ,

3. Suppose that (a, b) and (c, d) are coplanar sensed angles and that-1
and d are unit vectors in the senses of the rayi a, b,c, and d,

respeetively. GiVe arguments to support each of the following.
[These should be familiar results.]
(a) ra br + (WI 7;)2 1 and Cc 42 + (c" di2 1.

(b) la -4,=. -.Cos2 (a, b) and 1c-'1 = N/1 ----cos2 (c, ci)

[Note: cos2 (a, b).= [cos (a,.b)12]
(c) If (a, b) is neither null nor straight, la bl = sin (a U b).
(d) If (a, b) is positively sensed, -t;= sin (a U
(e) If (a, b) is negatively sensed, a°1 -I; = -sin (a U b).

4. Given the sensed angles (a, b) and (p, d) described in Exercise 3.
(a) If (a, b) and (c, d) are bdth positively sensed and are congruent,

whit can you say about a I -b and c
(b) If (a, b) and (c, d) are both negatively sensed and are congruent,

what can you say, about a b and c ir 41
5. Consider- the converses of the condiflonal Sientences in Exercises

3(d) anti 3(e). Are thoiy theorems or not? Explain your answer.

For a sensedengle, (r, s), of a.plane.'7T, cos (r, s) = r s, where r and
s ate unit vectors in the senses of rays r and s, respectively. We know
that the.dot product r s does not depend on the orientation chosen

11.1
for And, we know that the dot product r s does depend on the cho-

__.1
§en. orientation, 31. r 7 is positive if and only if (r, s) is positi,,vely
sensed, and is mirtilte if and only if (r, s) is negatively sensed. Thus,
the dot product r s in some respect characterizes the sense class to
which (r, s) belongs under a chogen perping operation on fir]. Since,
for noncollinear rays r and s, r s is related to the sine of r . U s, this
suggests that we define a function, like sine, on sensed angles; We do
this LIKows;

Definition 18-9 Choosing a perping operation, 1, on
firl, and given a sensed angle (r, s) of 7r,

(r, s) S-5/(1-14
I --

where fs [r]+ and s efs]+,
ad 'sink (r, s)' as you would 'sine perp of r,

.
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Aniwers for Part C [cont.]

Z. (a) AB = CD; ACBD is a segment. [Recall that
ACBD,= AC Li CB Li BD LI DA .

`P(b) AB .1. CD; ACBD is a square.

(a)

sr

Since (a, a ) is 'a basig for the bidirection of the plane of the
sensed angle, 5 = -S1)1 + where, since g is a unitvector,
b 12 b2 = 1. It follows that a..g = ii(-Sb1) +

(; S1)b2 b1. [Since is a unit vector, ; = 1,
and, in any case, a.;1' = 0..1 Similarly, a b ;- b.. [Sincel

-r.l.is a unit vector, so is a . ] Hence, ag)2 + (a b)2
b,12 b22 1. Simiprly, (C 4)2 + (CU. a) 2 =

(b) These equations follow at once_.from the equations of part'(a)
and the fact that, since, a., b, c, and A are unit vectors,

cos(a, b) and Cr. I cos(c, d).

(c) If (a, b)'is neither null nor straight then
and sin(a Li b) = cos2(a Li b). Sd,
is neither null nor straight then' la"-L;g1

(d) If (a, b) is posAtively sensed then -a L 11

1-11.12:1 = 11 1:1b. Hence, by part .(c), if
sensed then 5! g sin(a Li b). '

(e)

cos(a, b) = cos(a Li b)
by part (b), if (a, b) .

= sirl(a Li b).
> 0 and, so,
(iLti) is poSitively

If P., b) is negatively sensed then a b < 0 and, ao,
= 14. Hence, by part (c), if (a, b) is negatively

sensed tlien = sin(a Li b) and, so, 5.'*-4- --,- -sin(a Li b).

4. '(a) =
-#1

( b ) a b c a,
5. If a b = sin(a Li b) then [since it follows that a Li b is an angle],

ein(a b) > 0 and, so, gig > 0. Hence, if X-1-.8. = sin(a b)
then (a, b) is `positively sensed. Con'Sequently, the converse.of (d)
is'a theorem. Similarly, the converse of (e) is a theorem.

In section iS .06 we shall define the ':perp-measure", m1, of a
sensed angle. This will be a positive number for positively sense&
angles, a negative number for negatively sensed angles. Also,in
Chapter 19 we shall introduce a sine function with nuthierical argu-
ments. -Ccribinifig theee two notions it will turn out pat

-sin (r, s) sin[m (r, s)].

TC 394 (1)

Answers for Part D
I, Suppose that .j 6 [s]'. Then:

sin'tr, (-,!-Li')/(1111H1;11)
-pJ

(;-1-.-1-;)/01;-LH H;11) cos(r1",, s)

(-;*1.;)/( 11;1
-;)/( H = r

1.(b) sin (r, s)

t. 7$8



Answers for Part D [cont.]
2. (a)

TC 394 (2)

-.Since (r, r ).is an orthonormal basis and --ss is

11;11= 11-;11 =- 1. Hence, ; ,= -4r

a unit vector,
s eos(r,

= -ricos(r, s)
s 4 non--6 vector

ii
and s r s = sin '(r, et. Consequently, s-.\....l./.. .-.1 --a . .1. . .-.

+ sin (r, s). [Note that it follows that if r i

an s E [ r, r the4;\
-01 1s = (.r cQs(r,$)+ r sin (I., s))( II/Hr11).

The case ; = iS requires special, but trivial, treatment.
(b) 1I;H [cos(r, s))2 + [sin1(r, s)]2
(c) Tltis follows from (is) and the fact that 14''

3. By Part (a) of Exercige 2e ;4' = cos(r, s1) + sini(r, s1).
Using the results of Exercie 1 andtthe fact thikt = -s and
cos(r, ='cos(s, r), it follows that

-.J. --6 "-,de iiin (s r)
= siniL(s, r) cos(s-", r)

sinl(r,$) r cos( .s, r)
'-r sin (r, s) + r cos(r,$).

The last-transformation makes use of the easily proved-fact that
cos(7s, = -cds(sr) = -cos(r, s),

4. (4)

(b)

(c

-. -.I -. I.rs .rr = 1, r s r r = 0; cos( r, s) = 1, sin (
rs = rr = 0, r s = r r = I; cos(r,$) = 0,
sin-L(rrs) = 1

cos(r,$) r r -r = -I, sip (r,$) = r s
z -(14-11) = 0

(d,) cos(r, s) = 71-; = -71 = -(7.-71) 74 0, sini
-= 1-L. -71 -(11.1-1-) = -1

5. (a) 1;

(c) right; negativply
(e) 0 ,

Anvers for PartE
1. (a), (b)

r, s)'.= 0

(br right; 0
sensed; d -(d). right and negatively sensed

(f) right and positively 1ensed

1. (a) r t is an obtuse angle.; (r,t) is positively sensed
'.(b) r kJ' t is an acute angle.; (r,t) is negatively sensed

(c) t

(c1) t = t = 81

789
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Part D.

Ftart E

.0

1. Given a sensed angle, (r, s), of '7T , let ri be the ray of7T whose vertex
is that of (r, 8) and whose sense is that of-i- t where re [r]'-'. Show'
the following.
(a) sinik (r, s) = cos (r-L, s)
(b) sink (r, s) = sink ls,

2. Suppose that (r,;1) is an orthOnormal basis for [rd. Then, for any
unit vector s in ir,-;11, s = rts -7-1 +7-.1(s -71).
(a) Express s in terms of 'cos (r, s)' and 'sin' (r, s)'.
(b) Express the norm of s in terms of 'cos (r, s)' and 'sin' (r, s)'
(c) Show that livs (r, s)12 + [sink (r, s)]2 lz

3. Repeat Exercise Na) for the Unit vector'-;
4. Suppdse that sensed angle (r, r-L) is right and positively sensed, and

'that s is any coplanar ray. whose vertex is that of (r, ri). Let r and s
be unit vectors in the senses of r and s, respectively.
(a) Given that s r, compute r s andT s*: What can you say

about cos Cr, s) and sinl (r, s)?
(b) Given that s r+, compute r s and r What does tbia tell

you about cos (r, s) and sin"- (r, s)?
(c) Compute cos (r, s) and sin1 (r, s) giVen that s =
(d) Compute cos (r, s) and sinl sl giver that s =

5. Complete these sentences.
(a) If (r, s) is null, cos (r, s.) and sink (r,$)
(b) If (r, s) is_and positively sensed, sin-k (r, s) 1 and cos (r, s).

gIf (r, s) sin-k (r, s) = 1 and cos (r, s)
If sin-k (r, s) -= 1, (r,,$)

(e) If sin' (r, s) (r, s) is straight or null.
(f) If (r, s) I, (r, s)

1. On your paper, dray a picture of a positively sensed right angle,
r,

(a) Draw any coplanar ray s whose verteX is that of r.
(b) Now, draw a -second coplanar ray, t, whose vertex is that of r

and such that sink (r, s),-= sin-k (r, t).
2. Suppose that s and t are any rays such as those described in Ex-

'ertise 1.
(a) Given that t s and r U s is an acute angle, what can you say

about r U t? About (r, t)?_
(b) Given that t s, r U 8 is obtuse, and (r, 8) is negatively sensed,

e what can you say about r U t? About (r, fl? .

(c) Given that s = ,7-1, what can you say about t?
(d) Given that s = r, what can you say about t?

111
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3. Is it the case that for any acute angle r u s of 'a there is an obtuse
angle r U t of jr such that sinl (r, s) = sinl (r, t)? Explain.

4. Given an angle, r U s, of 7T we already have established that
sinl (r, sl =:cos (r-A , s). Suppose that s, u s, is an angle of IT whose
vertex is that of r and that ri bisects s U s2. Show that sin-L (r, si)
= sin' (r, s2).

5. Given that LABC is a right tri-
angle with hypotenuse AB and
that Z CBA is positively sensed.
Assume that AB c, BC -
and CA b, as shown in the
picture at the right. a
(a) Show thatsinl ZCBA = cos RAC -= cos LA.
(b) Show that sin' LABC = cos LA ---

6. Make use of the.information in Exercise 5 to express each of the
foll9wing in terms of 'a', 'b.', and
(a) cos Z BAC (b) cos Z ACB (e) SBAC
id) sin' SCAB (e), SBCA (f) )sinI'LACB

Earlier, we saw that ii(r, s) is a sensed ang le of Etri oriented plane 77
(r, s) sin' (s, r). It is not difficult:to make use of what we know

about dot products and perping operations to obtain manrsuch state-
ments. To obtain some insight as to how we can do this consider the ex-
pression 'sin I (r, sl)' , and let r and s be unit vectol-s in the sepses of r
and. s, respectively. Then, the given expression can be transform as:

sin' (r, sl) = r s [Why?]
[Wtly?)
[Why`.1

= r s

= cos (r, s)

Thus, we kilow that sin' (r, = cos (r, s). This is pictured as follows:

# JON

i(cos
SI

4-

Fig. 18-12

[Fig. 18-12 shows the case where cos (r, s) < 0. Draw pic u es for the
cases where cos (r; s) = 0 and cos (r, s) > O.]
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Answers for Part E [cont.]
0

3.* Yes. Sup4ose that r and --ET 'are unit vectors in [r] and ts]
-se = trils2 where, since r s is aLute = Si > 0,
f*.= rsi 71,82 and let t be the ray with the same verte..x as
s. and who e sense is [1+1*. Since Hill = si2 2 =
t is a unit vector. ft follows that cos(r -) it r -s,
so, that r t is obtuse. A so,

sin (r,t) = r t = s = r s = sin (r,$)..
4. Suppose that r, 81, and ,s2 are unit vectors in the senses "Of

and s. It follows that, since 1.1 bisects si s2, that
+ r;2)/Nri: so,

sin (r,s1)= r si = (sisi t
sin ( r, s2) r s2 (Z1 Z2 +

Hence, sinl(r, s1) = sin1(r, 82).
5. (a) Suppose, as usual that = C B, = A C, and - A.

By definition, sini/CBA = ---e)/(ac). Since ICBA is posi,-
tiveysensed, S(a/b). So, sin1LCBA = (g --c7)/(bc)

(c 5)/(cb) = cos/BAC = coSZA,
sin1 LABC = sin1/CtBA = cosLA, by part (a). From
earlier results, coslA = b/c.
b/c (b) 0 (c) /c (d) -1a/c

Then
Let
r and
1,

and,

si,

;2 ;10%/T (1 51)/N 2, nd
,

;.2 -1-3.2)Arl = (-B+1.

(e) 1 (f)

Answers for 'Why?'s: Definition 18- , Theorem 18 -1(c),
Definition 18-7
Figures supplementing Figure 18-12:
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Ansviers for Part F
[In the following, and -Se are unit vLtors in the senses of r and

respectively. Then, for example, II jos a /unit vector in the sense of
(this is how ri *as defined) and is a unit vector in the sense

of --r.]

2. (a.)

J. .4.1. J.sin (r, -s) = r -s = -(r s (r, s).
-.1 c

cos(r s) r s = sin (r, s)
cos( -r s) -r -7 -(r s)

LL
Sin r1, s) = -r ,-;
cos(r, s)

(d) cos(r, s)
(g)

. (r, s)

= -sin (r, s)
= 1)

(b),sin1(r, s)
(e) s)

..(h) -cos( r, s)

-cos(r, s)
(c) e"os(r, s)

sin1(r, s)
(i) sin1(r, s)

earkie r pa rt4i[The parts 9f Exercise 2 can be answered by using
and the resulls of Exercise 1, ]
(a) cos LA .= 1/2, sin LA = N/T/2
(b) cos(r, s) = 1/2, sin1(r, s)
*(c) cos(r, s) = 1/2, sin1(r, a) =

(d) cos(r, -s) = -1/2, cns(r1, s)
-s) = -072, s) = -1/2,

cos(;, si) cos(r, 713-1-) 072,
sinl(r, al) = 1/2, sin1(r, -s1) -1/2,

4.. (a) cos(r, -s) = cos(r , s)

r, 411( r1, s ) = -1/.17",
J.cos(r, s ) =, -1/NrE, cos(r, --s ) = I/Nri'I

sin1(r, s1)" NTI/, sin1(r, -s ) = -1/%17

(b) cos(v, -8 ) =
J.

, sin (r, -s) = -1/2,
cos(r, s ) .=

sth(rs'1') "=

(c) co.s(r, -s) = I/2,
J. = -Nr372,

(d)

.1.cos(r, s )

1 'sin (r, s ) -1/2,

cos(r, -s)
sin1(r, -s) =

cos(r, el) =
-1/NTE.

J.cos(r , a) =. 1/2,
J.sin1(r , s) =

cos(r, -s ) = 1/2
sin( r, -s1) -NiT/2

cov(r, a) = Nfr/z,1 1sin (r , s) = 1/2,

coi(r, = VT/2
sin (r, -s = 1/1/41

cos('r1,
sin1(r11 s) =

cos(r, -9 )47' 1/VT
-si") =

793.
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Fait F
1. Make use of what you know about dot pro ducts and pefping opera-

tions to prove each of the 'following. . .

(a) sin" (r, 7s) = -sin" (r, s) (b) cos (r1,$) =.sin+ (r, s)
(c) s) = -sin" (r, s) (d) sin" (r", s) = (r,

2. Express each of the following in terms of . either cos (r, s) or
(r, s). ;

(a) cos (r1, (b) (F.", s") (c) 'cos
(d) COS (- , -s") . (e) sin" (-r, -s) (f) sin" (-r", -s1)
(g) (r, 84-) (h) cos (r,-s) (1) cos (r, -s")

3. Supiose that LA is an angle of
.7T/3 radians and that ZA = r

s, as shown in the picture at
the right. Answer the followink.
(a) What are cos LA and

sin LA?
,(b) Given that (r,,$) is positively sensed,

(r, s)?
(c) Given that (r, s) is negatively sensed, what are cos (r, s) and

sin." (r, s)?
(d) Fvaluate each of the following, given that/(rs) is positively

senstd.
cos (r,-s) cos Cr", s) COS (r,

sin" (r, -a) sin" fr-L, a) sin" (r, sl)
4. kepeat Exercise 3(d) in case LA is an angle of

(a) r/4 radians; (b) ir/6 radians;
(e) 270 radians; (d) 37714 radians.

what are' cos (r, s) and

cos (r, -78")
(r,-s1)

18.06 Measures of Sensed Angles

In Chapter 17, we found it useful to assign measures.to angles. It is
also useful to assign sensed measures to senSed angles. Ig.ow, given any
angle-say, zattC- there are two sensed,angles, LABC and LCBA,
associated with . Of comse; LABC and Z CB4 Lire oppositely sensed
and have the same "absolute size". We wish to have tke sens0 mess-
urea we assign to them reflect, these two properties. An obvious and
reasonable way to do this Is to assign the radian-measure of thvelated,
angle to the positively sensed of the two sensed angles,and the opposite
of that measure to the'negatively sensed one. HaNsing done this, we cab
complete the task by assigning measures to the "eAreme" sensed

6
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anglesthose which are-null'or straight. Natural choices for the latter s.
are 0 [fornull sensed axigles] and r [ for straight sensed angles].

Before we proceed to formalize the assigning of measures to sensed
angles, it is worth recalling that whether a given sensed angle is posi-
tively ovegatively sensed is directly linked to which of the two perp-
ing operations has been selected as the positive one. So, it should be
clear tbat there are two "sensed measure" functions one fof path of
the perping operations which can be used to assign measures to

.sensed angles. In particular, if 1' and 4-2 are the two perping operations

..on [al and inf and in12 are the functions_whick assigp.measures to
'sensed angles of o- then, for sensed angle L A Of- diet.
W-1(Z,A) and m12(ZA) are 6pposites.

For example, suppose that, in 0-, LABC is an angle of 7r/3 radians.
Let be theperping operation on [crl for which 4BC is positively
sensed, and let 12 be the other,perping operatio'n on. ta-12By our above-
mentioned "obvious aild reasonable". way of assigning directed Teas-.
ures'to sensed angle's, we have that

7Wi(ZABC) = 43 and in'2(ZABC)

[What is mu (ZCBA)? mi2VCBA)?]

Recall that LA is positively sensed if and only if sin1 4A > 0 and is
- negatively sensed if and only if siri-L L1 < 0. We make use of this in

assigning measure to sensed angles in:

Definitign 18-10 given sensed angle 4A of an
oriented plane,

ml(ZA) = sgnisinl ZA)m(4.A) if LA i-S-rieither
null nor straight;

.(b) in1(Z A) = 0 KZ A is null, and rn-L(ZA) = 7T if.
LA is straight.

tRead 'ml(LA)' as you would. 'sensed measure of sensed 'Angle A'.]

Exerc41
Part A

. ^

a.

. What is sgn(sin1 A) giveii that Z A is negatively sgnsed? Posi-
tively sensed?

2. What is the range of values of sensed measures of positiAyfy sensed
anglesNegativel,y sensed kngles?

a

a

ir.1*
TC 397

Answer to questions at end of third paragraph: 'm11(LCBA) 3 and
CI3A) = 7/3.

*

Sample Quiz
Given right APQR with hypotenuse RQ, assume that the plane of

APQR is 'oriented so. that IQPR is positively sensed, that PM is the
median and M is the altitude from P. and that PR = 5 and PQ = 12.
Compute the following,
1. RS s Z. PS 3. SM 4, PM

5. cos !SFR 6. sini ZSPR 7. cos 1QMP 8. sinl ZQMP

Key to Sample Quiz
1. 25/13 ' 3. 1,19/26 4. 13/2*

5. 12/13 7.. 11'9/169 8. 120/1-69
taking
sense

2. 60/P5
6. 5/13

[Note: All cosine and sine-perp values are easily computed by
latios in appropriate 'right triangles and paying attention to the
claises of the angles in question. }
Answers for Part A
1. 1;,` I

2. {x: 0 < x <

3.

TC 39$,(1)

(a) m1(11.30A) = 7/6, trtI(/UOD) = 7/3, mi(/BOU)
rn1(113OU') '= 7/6, mi(ZCOU) = 34/4, m1(1COU')
mi(/AOB) = 27/3, rn1(1DOD) = 0

(b) cosjUOA 072, sinifiTOA i/Z;
cos ZUOD 072, = 1/2;
cos Z1301.1 = ,41172; sin11BOU = 1/2;
cos /BOI,1; = N/S72,, sin1LBOt3' ..z; 1 /2-;

.cos.LCOU = = 1,7rE;

cos = sinIZCOLV = 1/4T;
cop LAOB = -1/2, sinIAO13 04/Vz;

,,cos ZDOD =, 1, sin1DOD = 0 -

(c) If ILJOV is,negatively sensed then ea.11 measure in (a.) is
by its opposite and, in (b) each value of 'sierl' is

' laced by its opposite.' The values of coi remailithe same.
(d). ni1(11.10U) = Q; = r; inl:(ZVOV`)

in (LVOV) iP ja21 -Tr]

W;
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3. Consider the circle with center

0 and radius 6, pictured at the
right Given that UU' and VV'
are perpendicular diameters,
and the arcs hava measures as
indicated, answer these ques-
tions.
(a) What are the sensed mess-

tires of the following
sensed angles, given that

ZUOA, ZU00, LBOU,
/ BOU' , ZCOU, LCOU' ,

ACM, Z DOD
(b) Ghre the cosine and sine7perp values for each of the sensed

angles .given in (a).
(c) How are your answers for (a) affected if vu are given that

Z,UOV is-megatively sensed? How about your answers in (b)?
(d) What is the sensed measure of ZUOU? Of Z UOU'? Of Z WV'?

Of ZIP OV?
4. Suppose that, in AABC, m(LB) = 44 and tn(LC) = 7r/3. Also, let

and E be points on reauch that LACD and LABE are exterior
angles of AABC. 1Drair a picture.)
(a) Given that ABC'is oriented so that LABC is positively sensed,

give the sensed measures of each of the following:

Z EBA, ZAEC, L.ACB, LAUD,
4 EBC, LLJCB, LBCA, LCBA

Answers for Part A
4.

[cont.}
(a)

(b) Give the cosine and sine.perp values of each of the' angles
whose Feasures you gave in .(a).

(e) 1.13w are your answers in (a) affected if " is oriented so that
ZABC is negatively sensed? How about your answers in (b)?

Part S
Suppose that (rvi is a positively

sensed orthenormal basis fo'r [o],
that O is the enerofacivcleoftrzf
with radius l, and that U O -4)
and V 0 +7, ifs shown in the
picture at the right Consider the
coordinate system fora with igigin
0 and basis (14, 1)).

1. On ybur paper, draw a picture of the given Circle and coordinate
system. [Squared graph paper is useful for this purpose.] In eth of
the following, you are giyen points together with the measiirea of

(b) cos LEBA,

cosIABC
cos /ACB
cps /AC D
cos /EBC
cos /DCB
cos /13CA
cOs /CBA
If ZABC is
replaced by
replaced by

Answers for Part B
1,

TC 398 (2).

, 1111m (ZEBA)
m-1-(ZACB)

m±(ZEBC)
,m (LBCA)

_

37/4, m-I.(ZABC) = 7/4,
7/3"m1(ZACD)= 27/3,

= 7, m1(LD(-7B) = 7r,

= m1(ZCSA)

1 /Nri-, sin-L /ESA' -= 1 Ari;
sin-LZABC

1/2, sin-L/ACS = NIT/2;
1/2, sin-L/ACD = N.1T/2;

1, sin-L /ESC = 0;
1, sin-VDCB = 0;

1/2,. sin-L/SCA NIT/Z;

1/NrE, eirOLCBA =

negatively sensed then eacb measure in .(a) is
its opposite and, in- (b) ea,ch value of sinl- is
its opposite. The ?ialues of cos remain the same.

TC 399 (1)

s-112,.r3-1 )D
(-IA-911.70E

(M2, if 2).F
KA/20/-2.12)

A(42, 1/F),

(--Al2,-it2)G
(-IP,a,-it,/) H

(-1 /2,-VT/2)

2, (a) /6 (b) 7/4
(a) - 57/6 (h) 37/4

3. 0, 7/2, 7' 7/2
1.11PU:;

e )

L Vir2,-1/2)
K(

.1(

7/3 (d) 27/3 'ie) 37/4 (1) 6

27 (i) 7/3 (k) 7/4 (1) 7/6

798
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the counterclockwise arcs from U to those points. Plot the points
and give their.,coordinates.
(a) A, 7r16 (b) B, 7r I4 (c) C, ir/3 (d) D, 27r/3
(0.it) E, 37r/4 (f) F,57r/f3 (g) G, 7706 (h) H, 5/r/4
(1) I. 47r/3 (j) J, 57r/3 (k) K,777/4 (1) L, 1146

2. Give the sensed measures of the sensed angles ZUOX, where the
values of 'X' are points described in (a)-(l) of Exercise 1.

3. Give the sensed measures of Z UOU, Z UOV, ZUOU' , and zucw' .
4. Which of the semicircular arcs of the given circle contains just

those Points X such that ZUOX is negatively sensed? Positively
sensed?

5. What are the cosine and sine-pep values of each of the sensed
angles described in Exercises 2 and 3?

& How are the' cosine and sine-perp values of zuqx. related to the
coordinates of X, where the values of T are the points described
in (a) - (l) of Exercigm 1? Does this same relation hold for each point
of the given circle? Explain your answers.

*7. How can you make utile of the given information about A, B, and C
together with properties of circles to obin the corresponding in-
formation about the points D - L? Can the same be done with re-
spect to any point of 1.4y?

8. Describe the locations of two points- say, P and Q- of tliegiven
circle such that
(a) cos ZUOP cvs LUOQ but sink ZIOP sin"' LIOQ;
(b).sjni ZUOP sink zuoQ but cos LIOP # .00S ZIOQ.

18.07 Capter Summary

Vocabulary Summary

sense classes
of [I]
of fir}

sensed angle
null sensed angle

l straight sensed
. 4sine-perp of a sen

perping operations
positively sensed basis for [7r]
negatively sensed basis for brl
sense of a sensed angle
right sensed angle
cosine of a sensed angle
coniquent sensed angles

TC 399 (2)

Answers for Part 13 /cont.]
5. [See answer for Exercise 6, below, ]

For each point X on the circle, the coordinates of X4are
(cos /(J0X, ain1 ZUOX ). This isso because the coordinates of X
are the components of X - 0 with respect to and v, and =

Vence, coslUOX = (X = first coordinate of X, and
sin-L/UOX = (X - 0)4 '= second coordinate of X. .

7. The points D L. can be obtained from A, B, and C by reflections
in ori and OV. [See below. ] The reflection of a point P in Sr'
has the same first coordinate as does P and its second coordinate
is the opposite of that of P. IA similar statement holds with 'V'
in place of 'U' and 'first' and 'second' interchanged. ] To prove'
this, suppose that P - 0 = telp1 + .and consider the point Q such
that 0 - 0 Z;p2. We show that 0 is the reflection of P in
011 by noting that p Q = ;;(2.132) -1. and that the midpoint or PQ
is Q + (P 0)(l/2) = 0 + ilp1C

The proof that the points L can be obtained from A, B,
and C by reflections in,,OU and 6V depends on the consideration
of various right triangles. cir example, since m(LU'OF)

rn(LIJOA) and OF QA It follows that F and A are at the tame
distance from OU and at the same distance from CV. Since they
are at the same distlance from OU, FA JJ OU and, so, FA
Since they are at the same distance from CV, the midpoint of FA
belongs to Y. Hence, F is the reflection of A in V. Slndlar
arguments apply to D and E and slightly modified ones show that
L, K, and J are reflections of A, B, and C In OU. H,

and G are shown [in the saMe way] to be reflections of D, E, and '
F in OU,

[Obviously, there is a lot of work intfolved in carrying out the
details of all the arguments described above. There is no need for
any but representative samples and different arguments can be

farmed outto different members of the class. ]
(a) Choose P different from U and TY and let 0 be its reflection-

in CU.
(b) Choose P different from

DEfinitions
184. A singulary operatimi on [771 is ajerping operation on [77]

if and only if, for trandbin [id (a) a
and (c) (aa + a + , .

18.2. Choosing a perping operation, 1, on Err], (e) a basis (Z, --) for
77.1 belongs to the sense class determined by A and, so, is posi-

in toy..
,

4.4

800
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V and V' and let 0 be its reflection
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tively sensed, if andonly if > 0, and (b) a basis (,--e) for
[r] is negatively sensed if and only if -a41 < O.

18-3. Choosing apperping operation on [171, bases (-ci.1.) and (-C; -6-11 for
[7r] belong to the same sense class if and only if both are posi-
tively sensed or both are negatively sensed.

18-4. A sensed angle is an ordered pair of rayi with the same vertex.
18-5. _ Given rays r and s with a common vertex. (a) (r, s) is null if and

onlr a) iS Tight
straight-if and only if s' =

18-8. GivIn that sensed imgle s) is neither null nor straight, the
sense of (r, s) is the sense class associated with the basis (7.6,7s,
where7e DIP

18-7. Given *sensed angle (r, s), cos(r, s) = (-7. -4/(IR 114), where-;
r e [r]+ and 7s [44.

18-8. Given sensed angles (p, q) and (r, s), whose sides are contained
in parallel planes, (pl q) and (r, s) are congruent if and only if,
both are null angles, -both are straight angles, or both have
the same sense and cos(p, q) = cos(r, s).

).
18-9. Choosing a perping operation, I, on lid, and given a sensed

angle (r, s)f IT, sinI(r, s) = -am a, where-A [4+ and
[s]* .

18-10. Given senied angle Z A of an oriented plane, r(a) mI(ZA)
sgn(sinI A) m(LA) if LA is neither null nor straight; (b)

znI(Z A) 0 if LA is null, and mi(ZA) if LA is straight

Other T4earents

18-1. Given that I is a perping operat ion on [id, if ---4a andr belong
to [ir], then '(a) a b = -a- b, (b) a = -a, and
(c)Zi b =ab.s

18-2. There are exactly two perping operations on Erl: Furthermore,
.ifjisanorthonormal basis for [r] and I is a_perpi!wopera-

on:41/6 th!),, for any a-s = + j(a a!,
for any a e [r], a i(a 3) - j(a 73.

018-3 Given &basis (a, lb) for [id, and choosinArliing operation,
L, on Mr (a) CCZT;) is_reitively sensed if and only if 3:3y>07;-4.

ax + a y, and (b) (a, b) is negatively sensed if and only if
..4 -P --PI

3.73, ob = ax + a y.
4 , ---. --4 --

18-4. Given bases (a, b) and (c, d) for [id, cci, -17) and ce-: al belong to
a c a d

the same sense class if and only;if -.,-. --.bc, bd
18-5. Given that (r, s) and (p, q) are sensed angles, that, r e [r]+ ,

a II Es]+, p e ip1, and q e fq]* , and that the sideiof (r, s) and (p,q)
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are contained in parallel planes, (r, s) and (p, q) have the same
.r p .r q

sense if and only if > 0. They halie oppositesp sq
senses if and only if this determinant is less than 0. And, one
of the sensed angles is either null or straight if and only if the
determinant is 0.

rl'eqt

1. Suppose that (744,--v) is an orthonormal basis for [71.
(a) Which of (-Z2 + 133, + -V2) and 072 + 33, --u.2 belong to

the same sense class as does (r1,--i;)? gxplain your answers.
(b) Are + + qnd +m, 2 - -0 similarly

senied or ni;t? Explain.
2. Stippose that (a, -1;) is a. basis for f7r1. Under what conditions is it

the case that (a,14) and (7'1, Ci4+ fth) belong to the same sense class
of [711? Juitify your answer.

3. Given 4ABC, with AB = 10,
BC = 17, and CA = 21, assume
that ABC is oriented so that
ZBAC is positively sensed and
that ED is the altitude from B,
as shown in the picture at the
right.
(a) Compute cos EBAC ana

COS LBCA.
(b) What are sin" Z.BAC and

sinLBCA?
(c) Compute BD And AD.

4. Given APRQ, with exterior an-
' gles, z_PRV and /..PQT, as ..
shown in the picture at the
right, assume that i_PRQ is an
angle of 77./3 radians, that z_PQR
is an angIe of 716 kadians, and
that PS is the angle bisector at
P. Also orient Pr? so that
ZPRQ is positively seinaed.
(a) Compute the follo*ing sensed measures.

A

nt ZQPR), ZQPS),, m1(

(b) Evaluate.eaeh of the followi

9-2

SR), -HZPQ71), tril(ZPRV)

cos ZPRS, cos ZPRV, cos ZRPS, cos ZPQT
anal ZPRS, sin 1PRV, sin" ZSPQ, sin' ZPQT

Answers for Chapter Test
1. .(a) + 3)

(1412 + )

+;$13)*

IC 401-402

2

3 '-1,

A,.

-1

el

It follows by the determinant criterion [Theorem 18.4] that
--nrithu'r-basts belongs to the tiarrfe sense class as does (5,-.7).

(b) By, part (a) both bases are oppositely sensed to (11,Z),, Hence,
they are similarly sensed.

2. They belong to the rsame sense class of [71 if and only ir b > 0.
This can be shown 131, using the determinant criterion or by noting
that 4.1. 5 and g-L. (a + 513) are boih yositive or both negative,if
and only if b > 0. [a-L (s+ vb) = t)»I

3. (4)

(b)

(c)

4, (a)

'(b)

cos /BAC = cos 4A and cos iBCA' = cos LC.. By the cosine
law, cos LA = 3/5 and cos ZC = 15/17.
Since 113AC is positively sensed and 1BCA is negatively
sensed it follows that sin-LZBAC = sinLBAC and
sini-Z13CA = 433CA. By part (a), sin ZBAC = 4/5
and sinZBCA 8/17
BD = 10 sinacAC = E34.04D = 10 cosZBAC = 6

m (LC.) R) ,7/2,
m ( T) 5w/6

cos RS 1/2,

rri(l'QPS)
, ni1(ZPRV)
eos,PRV =

sinj-ZPRS
ini !POT

w/4, rn
1 (1PSR)

1/Z, cos ZIIPS =
NIT/ 2, aini1PRV =g:013 "siTiZt

.tun /SPQ .1/NTF,

5. (a) 57/6 . (I)) 77/12

893

1/2
(e) tr/l 2 (d) 7i/12
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5. Consider the picture at the
right, in which AABC is equi-
lateral and BCDE is a coplanar- square. Suppose that the plane
of the figUre is oriented so that
/TAB is positively sensed. Give
the sensed measures of each of
the following.
(a) Z_DCA (b) LARD (c) LCAD (d) LARD

Background Topic

In Chapter 5 [pages 17,0- 210 of Volume 1] you learned that the set
gP x gP of all ordered pairs of real numbers could be made into a vector
space by adopting the definitions:

(1)
(2)
(3)

(a, b) + (c, d) =- (a + c, b + d),
= (0, 0) and b) (-a, -b), and:

(a, b)c (ac, bc)

With this structure [that is, with addition, '0', oppositing, and multi-
plication by real numbers defined as above] we referred to the mem-
bers of gg x as measure vectors. The resulting vector space is easily
seen to bat 2-dimensiont. To do so, let u = (1, 0) and v (0, 1). Then,
clearly, 'for any real numbers 'a and b, (a, b) = (a, 0) + (0, b) = ua
+-A. So, (V, T.)) spans the vector space R x R and, since /ra +-tib

(a, b) and (a, b) = 0 if and only if a - 0 b, is linearly inde-
pendent.

We can now go a step further and make .91' x (.32 an inner product
space by adopting:

--(4) (a, b) (c, d) = ac bd

This imounts to deciding that we shall take (u, v) as an orthonormal
4,asis for .92 x [Theorem 11- 12]..In Chapter 5 you showed that if
we adopt (1)-(3) then Postulates 4, - 48 are satisfied. It is now-easy,
if we adopt (4) as well,, to show that Postulates 4 -4;4 are satisfied
so that 9'2 X gg is indeed an inner product space when we adopt (1)- (4).
[What happens with yespect to Postulates 49' and 410? With respect to

Postulate 40

Part A
1. ShOw that, with definitions (1)-(4), Postulates 4s,4, and 4,.

satisfied.
2. ghow that the measure vectors (a, b) and (-b, a) are orthogonal and

have the same norm.
3? Show that (V,) is an orthonormal basis for R..x

. 804
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The purpose of these exercises is to point out that ft X ft can be
considered from two points of view as a Z-dimensional inner product
space, T2, and as a space of points, e2. When operation's' [and '6'] are
defined in ; by (1) - (4), when addition of mei-Fibers of 72 to members
of e2 is defined by (5), and when subtraction of members of e, is
definedaby (6), all our postulates are satisfied, with '72' for ''T and
Je2' for 'e. [except for minor changes in the dimension postulates 49
and 410]. As a consequence, Ml our theorems hold in this situation
[with minor changes-to. take account of thefact that we-are iiow operating
in two dimensions rather than in three].,

With these conventions [(I) (6)) we shall can e, [that is, ft x ft]
the Euclidean number plane. [For brevity we shall usually omit
'Euclidean' although, strictly speaking, this is required to alert the
reader that we are taking into consideration the inner product defined
by (5). Without this we would, properly, speak of the affine number plane.]

The ideas treated here will 'be used in Chapter 19. In Evict they can
'be thought of as exploration exercises.

In this new situation Postulate 49 would be replaced by:
There are two linearly independent members of ft X E.

.and Postulate 410,would be replaced by:
'there are not three linearly independent members of ft x R.

[That the first of these two postulates follows from (1) - (3) is shown in
the text. (IT and i..; are two linearly independent members of ft X ft.) The
second follows from the fact that a system of equations like: .

,-.

fala + blb + cle = 0
1a 2a + b 2 b + c 2C = 0

.

always has a solution (a, b, c) different from (0, 0, 0). For, if the deter-
minant a113 - a2b1 * 0 then one can find a' solution in which 'c' has any
value one \chooses aliy, 1. Similar results hold if b1c2 - la2c1 * 0
and also If c1a.2 - c2a1 0 0. And, if all three determinants are 0 then
the left side of one equation is a multiple of the other (since (a1, by c2)
and (a2, be, ce) are linearly dependent by'Theorern10-14) so that any
solution of the former is a solution of the system.] The only change
required in the parts of Postulate 40 is the replacement of '7' by
'Et X it'. [When we introduce the nOtation 'e. and '72', the 'R. X it's
of this paragrapl/ should be replaced by '72's.]
Answers for Part A
I. 43-: la, b )1-- --(a, b)-s, (a, b) +-i-Itib) = (a + --a, b 4- 7-b) ----; 404 0)

48: [(a, b)cld = (ac, bc )d = (acd, bcd) = (a(cd), b(cd),), = (a, b)(cd)
413: [(a1,a2)c] (bl,b2)= (a1c, a2c) (by b2) = a1cb1 + a2C132

= allolc + a2b2c = (a1131 4- a2b2)c
= [(al, a2) (b1, b2))c .11

2. Since (a, b) ( -b, a) = -b + ba = 0, (a, b) ( -b, a). Since
(II(a,)1 a 2 ..rba and II(-b,a)112 = 4-b)2 + a2, (a,b) and
-b,ab)h12 ave the same norm,

1111 (11,0) (0., 1) = 1 0 + 0.1 = 0; uu = (1, 0).(1,0) = 1;

(0, 1 )I ( '0) 1) = 1

805
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In the Background Topic at the end of Chapter 13 you learned that
x .4P cambe given a different structure by using a different defini-

tion for multiplication. With this structure .92 x gf is called the com-
plex number system. We shall now see that gf x .42 can be given still
another structure- the structure of a 'Euclidean plane. With this
structure af x is called the Euclidean number plane and each
ordered pair of real numbers is a point of;this plane.

In introducing this new structure it will be convenient to adopt a
new name, '2.21, for .42,x R. Our problem, then, is to define a set
in such a way that Postulates 1-4 are satisfied when is replaced
by 'g'2' and '27.' by [Of course, we shall make ogler changes in
Postulates 4, and 4..W-hy?]

Corresponding to any measure vector c there is, a mapping of
onto itself which maps any point A e g'2 onto the ,point A + c, where,
since points of 2'2 and measure vectoPs are ordered pairs, addition is
defined by (1). In more detail, if A = (o a2) i% and c =4(c1, C2) E
then

(5) + c 2) e

Intuiti ely, the Operation ofadding a given meas6re vector to each
opoint of K2 looks like a translation. [Draw a picture of and show
the effect of adding the measure vector (2, -3) to various points of.
g"2.1 Apparently, we might take for the set of those "adding opera-
tions", one for each measure vector. It is simpler, however, to take
for just the set g? x ge itself witli the inner product space structure
given by (1)-(4). Noie that nothing in our postulates says 'that the
members of T most be translations. All that we require is that our
postulates be satiSfied. If they are, then any member c or:9- deter-
mines a- translation- the translation which maps any point A 'on the
point A + c. If the members of 5- are translations, and '+' refers to
the application of a function to ite argument, then'the translation
associated with c is c, itself. We maS,, however, take other objects as
members of Y, and defin+!ina.. ; t.--yvay, as long as our pos-
tulates are satisfied. .

We shall, then, take g-2 to belhe 2-dimensional inner product space
of measure vectors- that it, 9-4 is bf x .414 with the structure deter-
ailined by (1)- (4). K2 is also:52 x A', but with the structure determined
by (5) and by a suitable definition of subtraction of points. This defini-
tion is easy to gueski. If A = (a1, K2 and B (by, b2) e 8'2 then

(6) B 24 = a 1/2 at)

As We have seen in (6) and (6) our definitions of adding vectors to
points and subtracting points from points satisfy Postulate 1 [with 4

for '2" and '.5751' foe-9"J In the next Piet of exercises.you will show

A + c (a, + ci, a

Part B

896

that they also satisfy Postulates 2 and 3. We already itnowthat
satisfies Postulate 4 [with minor modifications]. And, of course, in any
case, the real numbers satisfy Postulate 5. So, ir2. as operated on by the
members of is a 2-dimensional Euclidean space-for short, a
plane. We call it the [Euclidean] number plane. Since our postulates
[except for 49 and 4] are satisfied, all our theorems hold for the num-
ber plane. [with the obvious modifications required by the fact-that

is 2-dimensional while our space if is 3-dimensionall.

1. Show that, for and gr, as defined above,"
(a) (A + A = -C., and
(b) A + (B A) = B. t. so.
[Hint: Take A = (a o2)E 8, B = (b1, b,) and c = (c c9)E Foie

2. Show that (B A) + (C B) = C A.

In the next chapter we shall make use of some of the geometry of
the Euclidean 'number plane'. We shall introduce names for some of
the points of 8'2:

a (0, 0), u = (1, 0), V = (0, 1), = (-1, 0), r (0, -1)

V.

Fig. 18-)3

Notice that, when u and v are the vectors (1, 0) and (0, 1) of f2,

U = 0.+ u, V ,= 0 + v, U' = 0 - u, and V' = 0 - v.

Since u and '7 are orthogonal unit vectors each of the four points U,
V, U' , and V' is at unit distance froth 0 and Lvov is a right angle.
[Name three other right angles shown in Fig. 18-13.]

Acgording to our definition of dot multiplication in .5rs and the re-
' lated definitions'of norm [for members of alid distance [for pairs

of members, of ifs] it follows that, for A = (al, ar) and B (b b2),

d(A, B) A
(B - A (B - A)

897
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Students may have difficulty at two pOints in the diseussfov of the
Euclidean number plane. The.first difficulty may.,be summarized in the,

, question 'How do you know whether an ordered pair'4Sf real:numbers is
a veacir ot a point?'.. The second difficulty May be put as 'But the

memliers of I were translations. How come we can take measuxe
vectors as the members of 72 ?'. .

One inswer to the first question is that whethe r .a member' of X It
is a mea'sui:e vector or a point [or, for that matter, a Complex'numb,pr]
depends on what structure you are assuming ft X it to havc. In the case
.of T2 and e2 we are considering, at the same time, ft X ft with two

Adifferent structures, and an ordered pair is a measur i.? vector or a point'. .

according to APhich you wish it tti be. Another answer is that [assuming
. you are thinking and are not just writing or talking foxially] you can

always tell from context whethet a given ordered pair referred to in'that
eontext_is a measure vector a point. One wax.to make quite sure is.
to say, as.we did, that A = (a1,a2) fez and (c c ) T. 4;4. final1, 2 2
answer is that thinking of the ,same thing in tWo ways is something that
you will become accustomed to. Just don't fight it!

,

The fiNecond question.,can, first, be;answered by panting oui that all .

we have done throughout/the course has been base,d entirely on out postu-
lates andActinitiims. None of these imply that membeft of T are,
translations, Thinking of the members of T as translations has merely
been an 'aid to' our Otuition. SeFond, giVen any sets e and T [and
operations] which satisfy our postulates, each member of 'T,,does
determine a mapping of onto itself the ."adding the given member
of T" mapping. Only if the members of T are themselves mappings
of 8 and '+' in 'A + t 'refers to function application are we ,entitivd to
call the members of T themselves 'translatIons% [Of cepree, these
have been our intuitiye understandings throughout the course, and
motivated our choice of fiostulates and definitions. But, formally,

.they are irrelevant to the geometry we have developed.1
:"

Answers for Part B
1. (a)' 'Let A a2)*E'82

(6),'
." (A + c-°

898

4

(b) Let
(6),

p.

Tt 404(2)

and CI' = (el, e2) E '1'2. Then

A = [(a1, a2 ) + (c1, C2).1
I

, a 2)

= (ai + el, a2f c2 ) ((al, a2 )

(al + ca. a2 + c a2)
=")(c1,c2) = c.

A (al, a2) e and B = (1)1, b2) Then,

A + (B - A) = (a1, a2 )'+ [(bl, b2 ) ( , a2 ))

= (a 1, a2) + - a1, b2 - a2)
= (a1 + (,1 - a1), + (b2 - aid)
= (b1,b2) = B.

by (5) and

by (-5) and

2. Let A = a2) E B b2) e2, and C = e2) e e2.
Then, by (5) and (61,

(B A) (C B) = {(b1,b2) - (a1, a2 )1 + [(el, e2) 1,2)]

= (b1 - a1, 1,2 - ra2) + (el c2 - b2)
= (bi + (c1 - 41.2 + (c2 b2))
= (c1 c2 - = (c e2) -
= - A.

8o9
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In particular,

{(x, y): 2 + y2 = lr

is the circle of the niAmber plane withventer 0 and radius 1. We shall
- call it the uriit circle [of the Euclidedi number plane if; ].

Part C
1. Suppose that P, = (3, V312) E Show that P, belongs to the unit

circle and give cos %ARV, and sin LII0P1.
2. Repeat Exercise 1 for points P2, Pi, and P4 where 132 = (-V3/2, 3),

P3 -V3/2), and P4
3. Make a table with one line for each of the four angles in Exercises

1 and 2. In successive columns list 'the angle, its radian-measure,
its cosine, and its sine.

4. Find cos LUOP and sillik_UOP when P = (a,,b), where 02 + b2 = 1
and b-94 0.

*5; Repeat Exercise 4 assuming that all you know about a and b is
that b 0.

*
Like any plane, g'2 has two possible orientations each of which cor-

responds to one of two perping operations on <9-2. For one of these perp-
ing operations, u

-,
v. What is the perp of u with respect to the other.

perping operation? In these exercises, and in the next chapter, we
shall male use of the orientation of corresponding to the perping
operation for Which u = v. [Intuitively, this is the counterclockwise

Part D

g

brientation of er)

t
1. Repeat Exercises' 1 and 2 of Part C for sensed angles-that is, re-

place by 'Z'; and replace 'sin' by
2. Tabulate information, as in Exercise 3, concerning the four sensed

angles of Exercise 1 and ZIJOU, / UOV, ZUOU', and ZUOV`
For each of the eight''sensed angles list its sensed radian-measure,
and arrange the sensed angles in your table in increasing order
of these measures. [That is, first U0133, next ZUOV', etc.]

3. Compare comparable results in your two tables. [Pay special at-.
tention to the measures of the angles and the eorrespoRding sensed
angles and compare the values of ain for the former with the values
of sinl for the latterl

4. Find cos ZUOP and sin' ZUOP'when P = (a, b),
(a) where& b2 = 1, and
II)) without any restriction other than that P 0.

5. Show that for any point P E other than 0,

P = (r COS zqop, r sin-L UOP),

where r = d(0,P).

Answe rs for- Part C
1-3.

TC 405

_ 6 rn cos sin

LUOP1 7/3 1/2 41/2'
LUOP2 , 5r/6 --str/z i/z'
zuoP3 zx/3 -1 /2 NIT/z

ZUOP, 7/6 NIT/ i 1/2

4. cos LIMP = a, sin ZLIOP = 1b1 [sin ZUOP =

tz 5.

= 417 = 1b1]

COB LUOP = a /s,ra +

Answers for Part D

sin LIMP 1--/N/a2 2

1, 2.
I cos sin1

LU0P3 '" 2 7/3
r

:NM?.
i

NOVI ''' 7/2 0 1

. ZUOP4 -7/6 NT72 --i/t
luau .0 1 0

11.10P1 x/3 1 /z %/T/z

ZUOV .7/2 o 1

Zu0P2 57/6 -0-/z 1 /z

NOV' r -1
I

0
..

3. The s IIM of the measures of LUOP3 and LUOP, is 0, and the 'same
holds for LIMP, and ZUOP4. For each sensed angle the absolute

sin1 is the value of ,sin for the corresponding insensed
angle.

4. (a) cos ZUOP = a, sin/L.10-P b [It P 0 Lhen = b)
and is a unit vector; So, cos Itibp = a and
a irrY,UOP = 111- = = ]

r
(b) cos ATOP = a Psla.2 sini/UOP b/N/a +

+ b, b/s/a + V) is the unit vector in the sense
of P 0. ]

5; Suppose that PC (At), where (a,b) # 0. Th&
d(0, P).= qa-P + b2 L 0, and the, desired result followS direc ly
from Exercise 4(b).,
[These last exercises,

able importance since they,
sine of a sensed anigle wih
are' introduced in Chapter

.1

811

particularly t xercise 4(a), arg of consider-
form the basis for correlating the cosine and
the cosine and sine Of its measure as these
19.]
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Consider the square (NUT' of the 'number plane K2. What is its

. Fig. 18-14

side-measure? Imagine a particle which moves around this square,
in the counterclockwise sense, at the speed of one unit of distance
per second. In moving around the square the particle will pass
through the point Er many times. Let's choose one instant when the
particle is at U and call this the initial instant. For t 0, let P(t) be
the point where the particle is t seconds after the initial instant; for
t < 0 let Pit) be the point where the paiticie is -t seconds 13efore the
initial instant Our problem is to find out what we can about the func-
tion P whose domain is ,gf and 'whose range is the square UVU'V' .
Since, for each t, P(t) e if2, there are functions yand s such that, for
any t,

(7) P(t) = (C(t), S(t)).

What is the domain of the function c? What is the range of c? What
are'the domain and range of s?

pae of the most obvious ptopetties of the function I arises from the
fact that, wherever the particle may be at a given instant, it was at
the same position 4V2 seconds before this instant and will be at the
same position 41/ 2. seconds after this instant. [Explain.1 More gen-
erally, fdr any t and any integer k,

. (8) P(t + 4V2k) = P(t)..

We shall refer to this property of the function P by saying that P is
periodic.with period 414:

In view of the periodi4ty of P it is intuitively clear that we can
calculate the value of T. for any value'of 't' if we ean calculdte the
value of P fat all values of y between 0 and 41/i. For.these latter val-
ues, it is fairly evident that stie shall need different formulas for 0 5 1
< V2, for V-2 5 t < 21/2, for 2V2 5 t < 3V2, and for 3V2 t
< 4V2. For example, if V2 5 t S 2V2 then, as in Fig. 18-14, P(i)

812

, In the remainder of these exercises we parody the method used in
Chapter 19 to define the functions cosine and sine with numerioal argu-
rnents. In Chapter 19 the square UVU'Vis replaced by the unit circle
in e2 ; the function P is replac,ed by the W which maps
ti in a sithple way onto the unit circle; tlie fun ions c and s aTe
replaced-by cos and sin; and the role of NiT is taken by 7.T/Z.

-.The side measure of UVU'V' is, of course, NIT.
The domain off the functicin c is and the 'range of- c is

{x; lx1 < 1). The function s has the same domaid andttange as
does c.

Formula (8) is intuitively obvious when one realizes that the
perimeter of UVU'V' is 4Nri

A

813
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In this case, if w is the unit Vector in [//' V]+ then P(t) - V

TdAt SWAIM it4ollows that `1

Answers for Part E V.

1. P(Nri) = (0,1)- P(-47) = (0, -1); 13(6N,r2) = 0); P(0) (1, 0);
1/47)

P(t) - 0 (V - a) + (P(i) - V) u v-v + (t - V2)
+4Nak), s(t + 4,,r210) + 442k). By (8)

u (1 - +7.42
Vi)V2 ,

and, so, that

P(t) (1 - for Vi 5 't S 2V-2-.

ln ot\her vfords or \Y-2- 5 t 5. 2V-2-,

(*) c(t) = 1 - -t---- and s(t) = 2 -
V-2-

1. From 'Figure, 18-14, what is P(V1)? P(-V2)? 13(6Vi)? P(0)7
Pc(V-272)7

2. Use (7) and (8) to show that each of the functions c and s is periodic
with period 4V-2--. [Hint. With' regard to c, what you must show is
that,for any, t and any integer k, c(t + 4V-2 k) = c(f).]

3. It Should be-intuitively obvious that, for any '1, the points P(t) and

P(-t) are symmetkc to one another with respect:to the line W.
z What does this tell you about the function c? About the function a?)

4. Fiiid formulas like (*) for computing,values of c and s
(a) in case 0 5 t V2,
(b) iii case 2 Vi5 t 5 3V-2-, and
(c) in case 3V-275 t 4V-2.

5. se (*) ilnd the resulta of Exercise 4 to draw graphs [on the same
axes] of &di cands,for05 t5 4VtHintYoubouldsee,from
(*) and the formulas from Exercise 4, that the graphs of c and s are
made Up of parts ofstraight lines and tl*, to draw these segments,
it is enough to plot the values of these filbctions for the arguments
.0, Vi, 2Vi, 3V-i, and 4Vi. Use 1.4 asanapproximation to VI]

6., Use the result in Exercfse 2 to extend your graphs of c and a to
include arguments between -2Vi and (A/J.

7. SUppose you shiftedyour graph of c a distance Vito the right. How
- would the result'compare vAth your graph of s? Try to state what

'you notice as an equation. involving 'c' and V.

(c(t + 4psrik), s(t + 4,41k)) = (0), sCt)) and it follows that, for
any t, c(t + 4421c) = c(t) and s(t + 4N,r2k) s(t). Hence, c
and s are periodic with perio&-447.

. Since P(t) = (c(t), B(t)). P( = (c(-t), s(-4-t)) and P(t) and P(-t)

are symmetric with respect to O[ii) it follows -that c(t) = 6-0 and
s(t) = -s(-t). In other words, c is an even function and s is an
odd function.

4. (a) In case 0 t NTE, PO) UV. Since the unit Vector in
[V - U]' is 7 ')/Nri." it follows thai

P(t) - = (U *0) 4- (P(t) U)

e.; +
Nrz

t ii(1 ) ;
so, Is(t) = t/47, t/sri) and, hence, c(t) = 1 ths./7 and
0(t) = tb.,/i for 0 t Nrz.

Parts (b) and (c) are similar. For answe;S, see (9) on page 408.]

5 6.

Qz,

'7. If. the graph of c were displaced ,,,FE units to the right it would coin-
cide with the graph of a. This means that, for all t, c(t -Nr1) = s(t).

4
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We can qummarize the results of Exercise 4 and (*).in:

At) = (1 t/Vi), for 0 t Vri,
---- (1 - t/V-2, 2 - t/V-2), for Vi t S 2V27,

(t/V-2- - 3, 2 t1V-2.), for 2V-2-5.d 5-3vt, and
1= (t/Vi - 3, t/Vi - 4), for 3\4"-5- t 5 4Vi,

(9)

Uaing (8) and (9) we can obtain the result you noticed in Exercise 7.
To do so, coneider the case in which 0 5 t V-2. (8), pit V-2)

c(t + 3V, where 3V-2-5 t + 3V-2-.5 4 vri. It follows by (9) that

- ---- s(t).
V2

In case Vi5.. t S -2Vi, 0 5. A- vi and, so,

c(t VI) = 1 - t

't

Treating, twomare cases in the same way, we tiee thaWfor 05 t
4V-2-, - Vi) s(t). Tö show that this holds for all t let k, for any

t, be the integer such that 0 5 t 4AVik < 4V-2-..[You can compute
the value of 'k' from that of 7' by using the integral part function. Try
to do thifs.] It follows that

Lit = c((t 4Vik) - = s(t 4V2k) = s(t). [Explain.]

I. We have seen thai, for any 4

(**)

Show that
(a) + = -s(), and
(b) stt + Vi) = c(t),
[Hint: For (a) substitute '-t' tir 't' in (**) and use what you have
learned about c and s. for a) ) make a different substitution in (**).]

2. Show that, for any t,
7

CU + 2\4) 7c(t) and s(t + 212-) = -s(t).

c(t - 2) = s(t).

4
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Here are treatments of the two cases needed to complete the proof
that e(t krn

In case 2,sri < t < 34T, it follows that Nri t - NIT < ZNri and
so, bythe second formula in (9)

t t
NTT

By the third iormula in (9), 2 t/NiT s(t). So, for 24-ii.g t 3Nri,
c(t sa) = s(t).

In case 341 t
Nco - Nri) = t TT 3 = - 4

N/2

The integer k such that 0 t - 4Nrik 44i is t/(4s,/7)11. For,
fft/(4,47)]] is an integer and at/(4\ii)11 t/(4'sri) at7(3'aq+ 1, whence
the desired property of k follows by multiplying by 441 and subtracting
at/(4,42).

The required explanation Is that,' since (t 4sa1) '.12
(t - Na) 447k it follows by Exercise 2 of Part E that c(t %TY)

c((t 4Nr2k) Nri). Now, since 0 t - 4Nr2k 447 it follows by
the earlier arg cn t that c((t - 4NJ7k) - %a) = s(t 4N17k). Finally,
by Exercise 2 of rt E, s(t - ANrik)
Answers for Part F
I. (a) By (**), c(t ori) s(t1 So, since c is 'even and a is

odd, it follows that c(t ,42) =

(b) By (**), c(t + NIT^ Nri) = s(t + kri). So s(t + Na) c(t).
2. ct + 2N17) =

s(t + 2NT2)

c(t + + 47) = + 41)
a(t + + NIT) = c(t + NTT) =

u
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Chapter Nineteen .

The Circular Functions

19.01 The Winding Function W

In the preceding background topic you studied a function P which
can be thought of as "winding" the real number line .91' around the

, square UVU' V' of the number pilule 2. From this function P we ob-
tained twq functions, c-and s, with domain g' and range {x: jx 5 1}. In

Fig. p3-1

the present section we shall define a \function W which "winds"
around the unit circle in if2. [The figure pictures both K\ and ..01 and
attempts to show part of q "wound around!' the unit circle ] From this
function W we shall obtain two functions whose domain is gis but which

are somewhat analogous to the cosine and sine functions for sensed
angles. Jri fact, the cosine of a sensed .angle will be the value of the
first of these functions for the argument which is the measure of the
sensed angle.

We wish to'define the mapping .W of a onto the unit circle in such a
way that if a and b a'Ke any two nuMbers such that 0 < b a < 27r

then the image of the interval {x: a < .x < b} ofa is an arc whose_ meas./
ure is 6 .a that is, is the same as the measure of the interval. We
shall actually define W in awl] a way that it is intuitively obvious that

409

TC 409
4.

Make sure:that students clearly understand that the points of
are ordere'd pairs of real num)gers and, so, that W is a function wliose
arguments are real numbers allkd whose valuos are ordered pairs of
real numbers.' ,The function' of the preceding Background Topic
should have prepared them tdconsider functions of this kind.

The importancebf W depends largely'on Definition 19-2:
(cos(a), sin(a)) W(a)

Using this definition and properties of W it is; easy to arrive at the
basic properties of the functions cos and

Students may guess at a relation between the presept- cos and sin,
whose arguments are real numbers and the functions cBs .and sink of
the preceding chapter, whose arguments are sensedangles. This rela-
tion is stated explicitly in Theorem 19-4.

The functions cos and sin introduced in Definition 19-2 are 'tbe
functions you may be acquainted with by some such description as 'the
cosine and sine for radian-measures of angles'. The description is
justified in so far as in.geometric applications of these functions their
arguments are frequently numbers which have been obtained as.radian-
measures of angles. The description is, however, misleading ;en that
cos and sin have many, more important applications in which their
a uments are obtainea in other ways for example, as measures of

ation from some initial instant.,,
' We shall mention late,r functions which we shall call the _degree-

cosine function and the deicree-sine function. Nos, 'sin]. These also
have numerical arguments and are useful principally in geometric
-applications where their argumats are obtained as the degree-measures
of angles. They are related to our present cos and sin by:

'cos(a) = cos(Ta/180), *sin(a) = sin(Ta/180)
Tor example, cos(30) for', as vire shall Write later, 'cos 30°1

411.
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410 THE *CIRCULAR FUNCTIONS

a.

it has this desirable property. Proving .that, it does, belongs it a mdre
advanced course.

We begin by noting that it is intuitively eyident on the basis of our
work in Chapter 17 that, for each real ,numbey a..such that 0 a < 27r
thexe is just ,one arc with endpoint U, which has measure a, and
either is contained ih UV [if 0 < a r/2] or contains UV [if 7r12 5_ a
< 277]. This arc we call the counterclockwise arc from U whose measure
is a. For 0 < a < b < 2r, it is also intuitively evident that of the two
arcs with endpoint U and measure, a, only the counterclockwise arc
,from U with measure a is a subset of the counterclockwise arc from
U with measure b: And furthermore, the endpoint other than U of the
counterclockwise arc with meature a belongs to the counterclockwise
arc with measure b. So, by an earlier theorem, if UP and UQ are the
connterclockwise arcs from U with measures tz and b [a < b] then

(1) 0-eQ = 17P {P}

where PQ has no point in common with UP . [Of course, contrary td our
usual convention, UP, UQ, and PQ are not restricted to be minor arcs.]

We are now ready to define the winding function W and to establish
its basic properties. As in the case of the function P of the background
.exercises, we shall define W first for real numbers between 0 and 27r.
[Why 27r?) Then we shall define W for other arguments by requiring
that it be periodic of period 2r.

Definition 19,-1
(a) W(0) = U;
(b) for 0 < a < 2r, W(a) is 'the point X such

that the measure of the cotinterclockwise
arc UX is

(c) 'for a {x: 05 x < 2r},
W(a) W(a 27rEa/(21911).

iTo show that Definition 19 -1 ,does define W for all real number
argument§ it remains to be 'shown that 0 5 a - 2rfla/(2701 < 2r.
This follows at once froth the fact that

a
iia/(270] S <Ea/(2 + 1. [Explain.]

[Note that the equation in part (c) of the definition is satisfied even if
a. {r. 0 5 x < 2ir}. Explain.]

S.

TC 410

, We begin by defining W for real numbers between 0 and 27
70 includedL because the circumference of the unit circle is Zr.

By the definition of the integral part fUnction in Part B of the
Backg`ro\ind Topic, page 313, it follows that

lla/(27)1 :C
'So, since -271 > 0,

j[a/z + 1.

27[104,2,70II < a Zsraa/ZrE + 2r
and, so, 0

0 .c a Zr1Ja/271
The,equation,in part (c) of Definiticin 19-1 is satisfied

a E {x: 0 < X < Zir} because, if 0 a < Zr then aa/Zril
.equatio in question reduces to 'W(a) W(a)'.

if
and the

It fo ows from the immediately preceding argument and Definition ,
19-1(c) t,

[See Lemm
for any a, W(a) Wita - 27[1a/27fi).

1, following.]
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(

liecitk that, by definifion, add our 'knowledge that m(1jif) = T-12,
m(UVU') = .7r, and m(UVV1) 3712, it follows that

W(0) = (1, 0), W(42) = (0, 1),
WOO = (-110), and W(37;7V-707-.

What is W(-4/2)? W(-71-)? W(-342)?
We have already noted the following:

II Lemma 1 For any a, W(a) = W(a 277(la/(27)1):

Using this and a theorem we have previously proved concerning the
integral part function it is easy to prove:

II Theorem 19-1 W is periodic with period 27r.

For our maiiiresults concerning W we need:

Lemma 2 For 0 5 a < b < 21r, one of the arcs
, wig" mdpoints,W(a) and W(b) has the measure

b a.

This follows from (1) and,a theorem on measures of arcs. By (1) and
Definition 19-1, itfollows"that, for 0 <cz < b < 27, the counterclock-.
wi from U with mealure 4 is UW(a)W(b) and is the union

wh

L1W(a) ..U.IW(a)) U W(a)W(b),

11-W-)ais the counterelwkwise arc from- U with measure a, and
(a)W( ) is one of the arcs with eildpoints W(a) and W(b) and has no

point in common with 01-v1'a). It follows by Theorem 17-16 .that

and, so, thati

rri(UW(c)) = maJW(a)) + in(W(a)W(b))

= a + rn(W(a)W(b)).

Thus, m(W(a,W(b)) = b - a. In case a = 0, which has, so far been
omitted, W(a) = = b, and the arc we are looking for is 'merely
the counterclockviifie arc from'oU with measure b.

We can now state and easily prove:

Theorem 19-2 Ftir 0 5 a < b < 27r,
d(W(a),W(h)) = W(b - a)).

IC 411

W(-7/2) = (0, 71); W( -7) = (-1, 0); W( -37/Z) = (0, I )
For a proof of Theorem 19-1, see answer for Exercise 1 of Part B
on page 412.

ir a proof of Theorem 19-2, see the answer for Exercise 2 of
Part s

Answers for Part A
1. (a) 7 (b)

(e) 3400 - 21 541 [or: 0.79]
(g) -20 + Zi 4 [or: 5.14]
(i) 27/3 ;Le., 20,7/3 - 31

IC 412 (1)

(c ) 77/6

(f)
(h) 27/3 [i. e. , -107/3 + 27. Z]

(d) 7 - 27. [or: 0.72]
-7 + 27. 2 [or: 5.56]

[It is not necessary, that students develop skill in dealin& with nega-
tive arguments- of W as in parts (b), (f), (g), and (h). tn dealing
with the functions cos and sin whiclvgive the.coordinates of 1.4.r (wee
Ilefinition 19 -2) we shall always be able to reduce problems involving
negative arguments to problems involving positive arguments. This
is because cos is even and sin is odd. I

"
2. (a) 7T (b) w (c) 7/6 (d) 7 - 27

(e) 3400,- 37 541' (f) -7 + 21' (g) -20 + 2w 3 (h) 2w/3

(1) Za/3
[The answers fox EecIse 2 are the same as those for Exercise 1
in case the latter are between 0 and 7. In the contrary case one
need only subtract 27 from the corresponding answer for Exercise
1. The point to be learned is that, for each x, 'one,citn find both a
number a such that 0 < a c 2w and a number b such that
7.1 c b < such that W(a) = W(b) W(x).]

ri
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Exercises

Part A. .*

1, For each fl I,t Got sts.
< 27r and W(x) = W(a).
(a) 37T (b) -37 .
(d) 7 [Ans: 7 27r or, approximately, 0.72.]
(f) -7 [By Theorem 19-1, W(-7) = W(-7 + 47r).]
(h) -1()7r/3 (i) 2043

2. For each number x listed in Exercise 1, find a number a .such that
-7T < a S ir 4id W(x) = W(d).

-

(c) 137r16
(e) 3400
(g) 2()

Part B
1. Prove Theorem 19-1.
2. Prove Theorem 19-2.
3. Show that, for any a ea?, there is a number-say, b- such that

TT < b IT and W(a) = W(b). 11-fint: Let c = a - 24a/(2701) so
that 0 5 c < 2ir and .W(a) = W(c). Now, find b such that -77<' b

TT and W(b)'=.. W(c). Consider two cases.]
4. Prove:

Ii Theorem 19-3 For 0 < c < 27r, UW(c) = UW(c).

[Hint: By ,Theorem 19-1, W(-c) W(21i - 6. [Why?] For 0 < c
< 277, b <2ir - c < 272-. Why are arcs of the unit circle whose
measures are c and 217 - c subtended by chords of the same
length?]

5. Prove:

Corollary For 074c)cW12 .0 __7r and di 27r,11

19

)19.02 The Circular Functions cos and sin

For any real number t, W(t) is a point of the unit circle that is,
W(t) is an ordered pair Of real numbers: Witilithis in mind we define
two functions with domain g2, -the coscne function (cos) and the sine
function (sin).

Definition 19 2 (co, (a), sin (a)) = W(a).

For example, 'since W,(7/12)% (0, 1) it f011ows from this definition diat
cos (42) 0 and sin (I/2) = 1. What is cos 771 sin ir? [We shall, as
here, usually omit the,Parenthesis indicating the application of cos or
sin to an argument.]

8 9 4
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Answers for Part B
1. For any k I,

W(.a = - 24(a +
vq(a+2/1( Zraa/(./)+klj)

= W[a + 2/k -2/(1a/(27r)B4-k))
[(3) on page 314)

1.4r(a zwffa/(2.7)E)

= W(a).

2. Let W(a)W(b) be the arc with end points W(a) and W(b) whose
measure is b - a [Lemma 2] and let UW(b - a) be the counter-
clockwise arc from U with measure b a, Since these arcs
have the same measure. they are congruent. Since they are con-
gruent, so are their chords. The chords, being congruent, have
the same measure.. Hence, the theorem.

3. Following the hint, if 0, < c < /, take b c; if sr < c < Zi, take
b = c 2/. In either case, W(b) = W(c) = W.(a) and b <

4. Pollowing the.hint it is sufficient to note.that, for 0 C. c 2r, for
any arc of the unit circle of measure c there is an arc of measure
2/ - c which has the same end points as the given arc.and,, so, has
the same chord as the given arc. Since arcs of the same measure
are congruent and, so, have congruent chords, the chords of any
arcs of measures c and Zr - c will be congruent and, hence, will
have the same measure. In particular, UW(c)= UW(2/ - c)-7 UW(c)
since, by definition.tha counterclockwise arcs from U to W(Z/ c)
and to W(c) have measures 2/ c and c, respectively.

5. The case in which d s c is covered by Theorem 19-2, and the
case in which d c is trivial [W(c)W(c) 7 0 = UU = UW(0)). In
case c < d it follows by Theorem 19-2 that W(c)W(d) W(d - c).
But, since 0 < d - c < Zr it follows from Theorem 19-3 that
W(d c) = W(c d). So, the corollary holds in all cases.-

Since W(/) (-1,0) it follows that cos = 1 and sin/ .7-- 0.
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In Chapter 15 we defined different cosine and sine functions, whose
arguments .are angles rather than real numbers. In Chapter 18 we
have introduced another cosine function whose arguments are sensed
angles and, for each orientation of a plane, a "sine perp" function
whose arguments are sensed angles in that plane. These cosine and
sine functions are closely related. For example, the cosine of an angle
is the cosinb of each of the "corresponding" sensed angles and, the sine
of an angle'is the 'absolute value of sin1 of each of the corresponding
sensed-angles. We shall see that the cos and sin1 of a sensed 'angle are
the cos and sin, according to Definition 19-2 of the radian-measure of
that sensed angle,wIt may strike you as confusing to have the same
name -- for example, 'dos' for each of three functions. However, as
you will see, it is usually easy to tell from context [cos LA, cos ZA,
cos a] which function is meant. And, in this chapter, unless the con-
trary is made quite clear, we shall always mean tbe functions of Defini-
tion 19- 2 when we use 'cos' and 'sin'.

Because of their close connection with the unit circle of K'2, cos and
sin are called circular functions. In the course of this chapter you will
become acquainted with several otheF circular functions.

To see the relation between the fufittions cos and sin of Definition
19-2 and the [different] functions cos and sin1 of Chapter 18, consider

Fig. 19-2
IN.

a sensed angle, ZA, in an oriented plane 7. Recall that we have chosen
for e2 the orientation for which = v. [We shall use '-" in referring to
both of the chosen perping operations-one in [71-and the other in

Let i be the unit vector in the sense of the initial side of LA and
let Q be thc point of the terminal side of LA such that AQ = 1.

There is an isometry f which maps 7r onto in such a way that A is
mapped on 0,A + i on U, and A + i on V..1; fact, if we restrict Our
attention to points of IT and K2 then there is just one sucb isometry.
[Explain.] This thometry maps Q on a point P of the unit'circle in K,
and maps each side of ZA onto the corresponding- initial or terminal
-side of ZUOP. Since f is an isometry, m(LA) = n2(L_UOP). Since f
maps the initial [terminal] side of LA onto the initial [terminal] side

826
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Suggestions for the exercises of section 19.02:
Part A should be used in class to illustrate the discussion.

(ii ) Parts B and C may be assigned for homework.

, The isometr-y referred to is the mapping f which maps the point
A + q of 7 on the point (p, O) of e, is any mapping of n
onto e 2 such that A is mapped on 0, A +1 on U and A + on V then
g-'1 of is an isometry of 7T onto itself which Waves A, A + i, and A +
fixed. We know by Thegrem 14-30 that, as far as 7 is concerned, the
only such isornetry is the identity, mapping. thnce g-1 0 f the identity
mapping, g = 1.

TC 414 (1)

Proof of the Corollary to Theorem 19-9:
Given /A, let LA be either of the sensed angles the union of whose

sides is ZA. Choose that perping operation in the bidirection of the
plane of LA for which LA is positively sensed. It follows that
cos ZA cos LA, sinLA, and rril(ZA) z 'm(LA). So [by
substitution into Theorem 19-9) the corollary follows.

The corollary shows us how to find the cosine and sine'of an angle
whose measure is known if we know how to find values of the functions
cos and sin of the present chapter that is, those introduced by
Definition 19-2.

827'
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of LPOP, it follows that n21(4 = rn1( L UOP). If mi(ZUOP) a
then < a ir and

P = .W(a) = (cos a, sin a)) (cos m1( LA), sin m1( ZA)).

But, by Exercise 5 o*rt D on page 405,

P = (cos ZUOP, sin1 ZUOP) = (cos ZA, sin

So, we have proved:

Theoreni 19-4 cos LA cos m1( ,A)
E and sin1 LA sin m1 ( ZA).

II

Corollary cos LA cos m(L.A)
and sin LA = sin m(LA)

Theonizz 19-4 can be used in eitlier of two ways. When we learn
how to find values of cos and sin for numerical arguments we can use
Theorem 19-4 to find the value of b9.13 or sin1 of a sensed angle whose
measure is known. [And, from this, we can also.find cos and sin of an
"ordinary" angle whose measure is known. How?] On the other hand,
if, for some number a, we knovi the values of ca and sin1 for a sensed
angle whose measure is a then_ we can use Theorem 19-4 to find cos a
and sin a.

Exercises

Pait A
1. Use Theorem 19 4 in the second of the ways mentioned above,

together with facts learned in Chapter 18, to compute cos a and
sin a for each of the values of 'a' given belpw. [Tabulate your re-
sults in a table with three columnsone for the value dra', and the
others for corresponding values of cos and sin. Save your tAle and
save room for four more columns.]

7r, 646, 344, 243, 7r/2, 7r/3, 77/4, 7r/6,
0, 46, 7r/4, 7r/3, 7r/2, 243, 344, rnr/6

2. Use the preceding results and Theorem 19,- 1. to find the values of
cos and sin for some arguments less than IILIT and for some greater
than or equal to Tr. e

3. On the same axes, draw graphs of cos and sin for arguments in
fx: 17 5 x E 3711, [Hint: Except for not having "corners" your
graphs will be much like those you drew for the functions c and s in
Exercises 6 and 6 of Partt,,E on page 407.]

828
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Answers for Part A
1.

3.

TC 414(2)

a cos a sin a
1 0

- -N./-372 ..i-1/2
-37/4 -1 Nrz- -I NZ'
-27/3 1/a -07z , .

L
/2 o -1 . ,

1/z -NIT/2
4 I /Nri -1N-2-

NIT/z -1/z
o .

N/r/z 1/2
i/4 1/Nri i/NTI

,

7/3 1 z N/T/z

1

27/3 1 /2 isIT/z
.-

37/4 - 1 HT 1,6I1
57 6 N/T/2 1/2

, .

[The empty columns
are for the other
circular functions
tan, cot, sec, and
csc which are intro-
duced later in this
chapte r. ]

[Students may choose any integral mialtiples of 7/6 or 7/4 and, by
adding or subtracling the appropriate multiple qf 27 find an argu-
ment, which is listed in the table and at which cos and sin have the
pame values as for the chosen argument. j

[Students should use cross sectionlpaper and use the same scale on
both axes. They should note that the graphs appear to cross the
horizontal axis at angles of 45° (or 135°). Encourage them to do
a good job and to keep their graphs for future reference. ]

8 9



PartlIB

Part C

.*

19.02 The Circular Functions cos and sin 415

1

1 We haVe seen that the domain of cos and sin is X. What is the
range of cos? Of sin? Justify your answers.

2. What does the fact that (cos a, sin a) belongs to the unit circle of
Ft tell you about the relation between the numbers cos a and sin a?

a. What do ihe graphs you drew in answer to Exercise 3 of Papt A
suggest as to the possible evenness or oddness of cos? Of sin?

4., Are cos and sin periodic?
*5. Your graphs should suggest to you how to complete:

cos (a + 779 = and: sin (a + 7r)

It is customary to use Greek let-
ters 'a' [alpha], [beta], [gam-
ma], and '8' [delta) in referring to
measures of angles. So, for exam-
ple, in AABC, we shall let a

m(ZA), = m(LB), and y

= m(20.

1. The cosine law and the sine law are stat on pages 215 and 241 in
terms of cosines and sines of angles. Restate them in terms of the

*functions coso and sin of Definition 19-2, using the notation intro-
duced above.

2. Restate the following in tertits of cos and sin of Definition 19 2.
(a) Both parts of Theorem 16 - 1 [The Projection Theorem].
(b), Both parts of Theorem 16- 6.

3. Given AABC described above together with the following informa-
tion, find y, cos y, sin y, a, and b.'
(a) Fat 1r/6, = c = 6 (b) a = p ,v/6, c = 6

(C) a = 7713, p 7r/3, p = 6 (d) a = 27r/3, f3 = 7716, c = 6 '

(e) a = 0/2, 13 = 7r/4, c = 6 (f) a = gr/4, nt4, c 6

From Exercises 2 and 4 of Part -B and Exercise 1 of Parte we obtain.
thrge.noteworthy theorems and a corollary:

II Theorem 19 - 5 ami2 a + sin2 a = 1

[As illustrated, it is customary to abbreviate %coil ac)2' to 'cos' a' and

`(sin a)2'*) 'sin' a'.) . )

1

Theorem 19-6 cos arid/sin are periodic with period
Zr- that is, cos (a + Zr) = cos a and sin .(a +.20'7 -

.11
,

= sin a.
,

83 0
- 1 .

Answers for Part B
Both cos and sin have a
to support this is that
the unit circle, (x, 1 - x-), which has this number as its first
component and a point (41 - x2, xT which has this number as its
second component. Furthermore, there are no points on the unit '
circle which'have either component greater than 1 or less than 1.

2. (cos a)2 + (sin a)2 1

3. It appears likely from the graphs that cos is an even function and
sin is an odd function.

.4. Yes. Since W -is periodic, cos and sin must be illeriodi.c.
[(cos(a + 27), sin(a + lr)) = W(a + 24) = W(a) = (cos a, sirsa))

IC 415 (1)

ngt7 ix: 1 c." x 1). Ali argument
each x with jx.ri 1 there is a point of

5. cos(a + = cos a, sin(a +
also show the periodicity of
,cos(a + 2r) = cos(a +

swers for Part C
1. c2 = a2 + b2 - 2ab cos a;

sina (Note that these-relations
cos and sin. For exam*,
--cos a = cos a. I

sin a.
. a

(a) a cos + b cos a = c; cosa.

sinY
b

a cos p

(b) cos Y = (cos a cos ,3 - sina sin,3);
sin Y = sin a cos p + cos a sin

3. (a) Y = 2113, cos Y = 1/2, sin-Y = VT72, a 7 \45", b = 2Nrr

(b) Y = I/2, cos Y
0,

sinY = 1, a = 3NrS, b = '3
cos Y(c) V = 713, = 1/2, sin)/ = NiT/z, a =.,6, b = 6

(d) V = 7/6 cos NI = 4372, !Aril' = 1/2, a = 64T, b\= 6

(e) V = TR, cool' .= 1 Ari, sinY = INT, a.= 6,47, h\=. 6

4(,f) V = r/Z, cos Y = 0, .sinY = 1, a = 3a, b = 3Nri \
gl

FOr a proof of Theorem 19-6,- see the answer for Exercise of

Part B. The same argument establishes the corollary. Alterria vely,
the corollary can be derived fram the theorem by mathematical in uc-
tion. As a preliminary to such a praof it is convenient to note that rorn
'cos(a + 2r) = cqs a' one can infer 'cos a = cos(a - la)" by substituting
'a - 27' in the Cormer for 'a'.-

eL
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Sample Quiz
Make use of your knowledge of values of cos and sin for certain
spccial arguments to help you complete the following table.

3r
4

A

T
,

7r6- 3r
7

47r
3

287r \ 277r 37r
---6--

29r
4 3 4 2

sin x
.

'',"- --

..

CO S X
, -..,

'2. Prove )py mathematical induction: For each k E I. sin(p+ Zkr) = sin p.
Key to Sample ,Quiz
1. sinx: N1-272, 1/2, 1/2, N/T/2, 0,, --NTS-/Z, N1-372, N,r1/2, 1/2,

cos x: NT-Z/2, Ni-372, -47/z, 47/2, 1, 1/2, 1/2, Nr1/2,
NITA 0 .

2. Case for k = 1: sin(p + 2 1 7) = sin(p + 2r) = sinp

1 ,

Case for k positive: Suppose t110 sin(p + 2nr) = sing, for some
n > 1. Then, sin[p + 2(n +1)7r] = sin[(p + 27r) + 2nr]
= sin(p + 27) = sin p. Thus, if sin(p 2n7r) = sin p then
sinlp + 2(n+'1)741 = sin p.

Case for k nonpoSitive: Suppose that oin(p + 2nr) = sing, for some
n < 1. Theni sin[p + 2(n 1)7r] sin[(p 27r) + 2nr
= sin(p - 2r) =, sin p. Thus, if sin(p + 2nr) = sin p then
sin[p + 2(n - 1)71 = sin p.

Hence, by mathematical induction, sin(p + Zkr) .-= sinp, for each
k I.

TC 418

The subtraction law for cos states one of the most basic prope-rties
of cos and sin. That this is so is evidenced by the fact that one can take
as a definition of cos and sin [4om which all their properties can be
derived] the subtraction law for cos and the limit la'w:

sinx
x

[This latter expresses the fact, noted in connection with the answer for
-Exercise 3 of Pala A on page 414, that the graph of sin crosses the .

axis of arguments at an angle of 45'4] The proof that this is the case
belongs in a much later course than this one. We shall, however, derive
most of the usual theorems concerning cos and sin from the subtraction
law for cos together with our knowledge of the val4es of cos and sin at

0, r/z, and v.
A proof of the sort given here for the stlbtraction law for cos was

first given by A. L. Cauchy, a French mthematician who' lived between
1789 and 1857.
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Corollary For any k e I,
cos (a + 2k7r) = cos a and sin (a + 21er) = sin a.

Theorem 19-7 If, in AABC, a, #, and y are the
radian-measUres of LA, L.B, and ,LC, and a, b,
and c are the measures of BC, CA, and AB,
then

= a2 + 1,2 2ab cos y [cosine law] and
sin a sin p ,. sin

law].a -

19.03 The Subtraction Law for cos

There are many theorems concerning the functions cos and sin and
the other circular functions which we shall study, later. Among the
most important is the sUbtraction law for cos:

(1)

"As we shall see, m
lows from (1) and

In spite of its im
have already prov
obtained in the ba
latter is:

(a - b) = cos a cos b + sin a sin b

st of what we need to know about cos and sin fol-
inor bits of information such as that cos 7r = -1.
rtance, (1) is an easy consequence of results we
including the distance formula for e2 which was
ground exercises at the end of Chapter 18. The

daa a ) (b b2)) V(b, a)2 + (b- a2 )2

[Recall that this is immediate consequence of our definition of dis-
tance [d(A, B) = A) --A)] and the definitions (4) and (6)
on pages 402 atid 403.]

We begin the proof by letting

(2) c = a - 277ffa/(2703 and d = b 27rEb/(277.)1.

It follows that 0 75. c < 27r, 0 d < 27T,W(c) = W(a), and W(d) W(b).
Also, since W has period 27r and

(3) c 7 d = (a - b) - 2/r(ila/(2:703 4-110/(27011)

it follows that W(c d). = W(a - b). From What has ,been said so Tar
and the corollary to Theorem 19 73 it follows that

(4) UW(a - b) = UW(c - d) = W(d)W(c) = W(b)W(ca.

a

I.
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, We now make use of Definition.19-2 and the distance formula.
Since U (1, 0) and W(a - 'b) = Seas (a - b), sin (a -,b)),

(5) [UW(a b)]2 = [cos (a - b) - 112 + [sin' (1z - b) 1)]2

= cos2 (a - b) - cos (a - b) + 1 + sin2 (a - b)
= 211 - cos (a - b)1. [Explain.]

On the other hand, since W(a) (cos a, sin a) and W(b) = (cos b, sth b),

(6) [W(b)W(a)12 = (cos a - cos b)2 + (sin a - sin b)2
= [cos2 a - 2 cos a cos 6 + cos2 b]

+ [sin2 a - 2 sin a sin b sin2 b]
= 2[1 - ((Zs a cos 6 + sin a sin b)] [Explain.]

At
Comparing (5) and (6) we at on-13 n statement (1).

-Exercises

Piirt A

934

1. Use the skibtraction law for cos together with data from Exercise
1. of Part A on page 414 to show that cos (arl12) = (V6 + V2)14.

2. As in Exercise 1, compute cos (57r/12).
3. Show that cos is an even function. [Hint: Show that cos (0 - a)

= cos (a - 0).].
4. Show that sin is an pdd function. [Hint: cos (-a - 42) =

(-702 a).1
5. (a) Prove the addition law for cos:

cos (a + b) = cos a Cos b sin a sin b

[Hint: a + b = a - ,

(b) Where have you -seen a theorem ltke the addition law for cos?
Explain. .

6. Prove that _ . .

(a) cos (7r12 - a) - sin a, and (b) sin (7r/2 - a) = cos a.
[Hint: Part (h) follows at o m part (a).] .

7. Prove the Subtractioa n laws for sin:
(a) sin (a - 6) = Inn b - cos a sin b
(b) sin (a -4- b) = sin a b +. cos a gin b

COS

[Hint for (a): sin (a - b) = cos [7r/2 - (a - 6)1 = cos [(7r/2 - a)
+ b]].
(c) Where have you seen a theorem like the addition law for sin?.

The explanation asked for
Ten in Exereise 2. of Part B

The explanation asked for
cosy a + s1na = I.-

417.0)

have9i7cpoangnev415n,

in connection wIti t s that

*
, ,

Suggestions for the -exercises-af section, 19'. 03:
(i) Part A should be used to illustrate the discusgio'n greceding and

following it.
(ii) After appropriate:examples, Parts 8 and Cmayba assigned as

homework.
,

(iii) The discussion on pagek 420-411, and.Exeists,173,of *art D
shOuld be teacher direxted. ,

(iv) Exercises 4-76 of Part D, and 'Part E may oe usecflor homework...,
Be, sure to,discuss the examples for Part 'E beforss'inaking this
assignment.

(74 Part F may be developed inclass.1.
, .

Answers for Part A
1. cos(r/lZ) = cos(/4 r/6)

cos(7/4) cos(r/6) + sin(t/4) sin it4
I 47 1 1 \FE,- (N,r3-t 1)'[ 1 NIZ 1 4

(NTE+ N7)/4 1!--0.9731

cos(5r/12.) cos(3r/4 r/3)
= cos(3r/4) cos(r/3) + sin(3r/4) sin(ir/3)

1 .1+

\FE 4-2-V4 0259]

3. cos(-a) =, cos(0 - a)
= cos 0 cos a + sin 0 sin a
= cos a cos + sin a Sisi

cos(a - 0)
coira So: cps is an even function.

ci



'nswers for Part A [cont.]

cos(-a - 7/2) --= cos(-a)cos(7/?.) + sin( -a) sin(7714) = sin(-a,),

TC 417 (2)

Answ.e ra for Part A [cont.!.
(a) = cos(a cos a cos a - sin a Bina cos2 sin2 a

b) sin(Z zin(a + a) = Ana cos a + cos a sin a = 2 sin a cos a ,
(c) cos Za - sin2a = cos2a - (1 - cos2a) = 2 cos2a -
(c1) cos la = cgis2a sin2 = (1.- sin2a) sin2a 1 - 2 sin2a

9. (a) cos(r/3)':= cos(27/61z cos2(r/6) sin2(r/6) = 3/4 - 1/4 = 1/2
(b) sin(r/3) sin(27/6).= Z iin(7/6) cos(r/6) NT/2,1/2
(c) ,cos(r/ 3) = cos(.2;x16). 2 cos2(7/6) - 1 = 3-/2 1 = 1/2
(d) cos(r/3) cos(2r/6)-= 1 2 sin2(7/0 = 1 Z/4 = 1/2

8.
since cos(7/2) -= 0 and sin(7 2.) --= 1. cos( -7/Z a) = cos( -7/Z) cos a
+ sin(-.-7/2) sina = -aina, since cos(-r/2) z-- 0 and sin(.-r/2) = -1.
So, since a - Vairtc---ap - 1 it f011ows that sin(-a) = -sina
that is, that sin isn odd function, i.
(a) cos(a + b) = cosja.

cos a cos(-b) + sin a sin(-b)
, = cos a cos b - sin a sill b,

sinc cosis even,and sin is odd.
(b) By, e 2(b) of Part 0'.on page 519,

* (a + b)) = .7(co's a cos b sin a ,pin b),

at \ealit4f.a and b are positive and a + b v. Moreover,
fiance ccksines of supplementary angles are opposites, the
cOrollary to Theorem !I-4 leads ulio to expect that
cos(% - (a + b)) = -c\b-e(a + b).

h

'6. (a) 'Pc os(2P - a) = cos(7/2) cot a + sin( 2 ) sin a =; sin a, since
:\ cos(7/2) ot 0 and si.,n(7/2) = 1.

(b) Substituting 'T/2 - a' for 'a' in part (Iwe see that, since
': ir/2 - (it Z - a) = a,. cosa = 6in(7/2 - A .

. (.). sin(a - b) =1,cos[7/2 - (a b)] = cos[(7/7. a) + b.]
i :, S° t.,

= cos(74 - a) cos b - sin(r/Z -.a)sinb
,;, ,

='sina coOili cos a sinb, by Exercise 6.
<6) sila + br sin(a - -b) 4.

sina cos(-b) cos a sin(-..b),sizi a-cos b + cos a sink,
since cos is xven and sin is 9dd.

d
Cc) 13y Exercise 2.(b) pf Part C on page 519,

sin(r - -(a + '13)) = sin a cps b cos a lin b,

.=

at least for a and b positive-and a + b < in Moreover, since'
I* sines of supplementary angles are the same, the corollary to
. Theorem 19-4 leads us to ckpect that' sin(7 - (a + b) = sin(a +b).

In th'e preceding exercises we hare taken some pains to show that
the addition and.subt;agtibn laws for'c& and sin, and the evenness of
cosand.the oddnees of sin all follo v. from the subtraction law.for cos
4nd kno*'ledge of the values of cos and sin at -7/2, 0, and r/Z.
Students should not be expected to reproduce a1,1 of these arguments on

fp dem'and. What they should do is mentorize the subtraction formulas for
0 cos and sin and the fact that cos is eren and sin is odd. Then they

should b a7ale ea ily to derive the addition law,:s for cos and sin as in
. Exerci . 5(a) a 77(b). Of cOurse, in practicing doing this'they will

automatically rriemdrize The addition laws as well. i.

.
'

TC 418 (1.)

10. (a) cos(a + = cos a cos 77 - sina sin r = -cos a
(b) sin(a + 7) = sin a cos + cos a sin r
(c) cos(a r) = cos a cos 7 + sin a sin? -ccis.a.

(d) sin(a - 7) = sink cos 7 - cos a sin r -sin a
[Notice that (c) and (d) can be obtained from (a) and ib) by sub-
stituting 'a -

11. cos(a,+ Zr) =
sinla + Zr) = sint(a + -sin(a + = sina

re...for ' a' ..] 2

cos((a + + r) = -cos(a + 7) = -.-cos a = cos a;

tle
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8. Make use of the results in Exercises 6 and 7 to show the follow-
,. ing. Parts (a) and. (b) are sometimes called the doubling laws for

cos and sin.
(a) cos (2a) = cos2 a
(c) cos 2a = 2 cos2 a

9. Check the formulas
cos (43) and sin (43

sin2 a (b) sin (2a) = 2 sin a cos a
1 (d) cos 2a = 1 - 2 sin2 a

'in Exercise 8 by using them to compute
).

-10. Express in terms of 'cos a' or 'sin a'.
(a) cos (a + ir)
(c) cos (a - ir)

(b) sin (a + 7r)
(d) sin (a - 7r)

11. Use parts (a) and (b) of Exercise 10 to show that cos and sin have
period 27r.

The results so far obtained are worth collecting into numbered the-.orems. We have:

Theorem 19-8
for cos and sin]
(a) cos (a - b)
(b), cos (a + b)
(c) sin (a - b)
(d) sin (a + b)

11 Theorem 19-9

ITheorem 19710

[The Subtraction and Addition Laws

= cos a cos b + sin a sin b
= CQS a cos b sin a sin b
= sin a cos b - cos a sin. b
= sin a cos b + cos a sin b

cos is even and sin laodd.
14,

(a) cos (g/2 - a) 4 sin a
(b) 'sin (74 - a) = cos a

II.Corollary a + b = ir/2 cos 11.= !in a 46:

Tteioren:i..19-11 (01)).

csisi 2a2a fcas2 sinaa7c:isn;

Iltoropary (a) cos 2a -= 2 cos2 co- 1
(b) cos 2a = 1 - 2 sin2 a

Theorem 19-12 (a) cos (a + v.) = -cos a cqs - 7r)
(b) sin (a + 1r) = -sin a = sin - 7r)'

[Incidentally; the corollary to Theorem 19-10 is juit anothipi way of
stating Theorem 19-10(ar. Explain.]

As you have seen, all of these except Theorem 19-8(a) might reason-
ably be listed a corollaries of the latter. Of more practical value is

TC 418 (2)
=

Theorems 19-8 19-12 are important copsequences of the sub-
traction and addition laws for cos and sin., Students often complain of
the number of such consequences-they are'expected to memorize, The
best procedure for memorizing is to practice deriving these formulas
from the subtraction and addition,laws. 0 0

The corollary to'Theorem 19-10 i equivalent'to:
b = r/2 - a cosb = sina

and to:
a = r/2 b cosb = sina

The first of these is logically equivalent to 'cos(1/2 I a) = sin a"and
the second is logically equivalent to 'cos b = cos(r/2 b)'. To prove
the first logical equivalence one, uses the derivations:

b r/2 a ..cos b = sina
,

/2 -. a
*= r/2 - a r/2 a = r/2 - a .cos(tr/2 a) = sina

and:
cos(r/2 - a),= sina

cos(1/2 - a) = sinab = r/2 a

cos b 7- sin a

b =; 1/2 a cos b = "'sin a
Theorem 19-10()) constitutes the reason for the name

The cosine of [the measure of] an angle is the sine of [th
the complement of the angle. As this suggests, Sines are
prior to cosines. Nevertheless, cosines are mofre basic th
because of their relation to projection and of the importance
traction law for cos.

'cosine'.
easure of]
orically
sines

pf the sub-
.

_
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the remark that if you remember Theorem 19-8(a) and (c) and The-
orem 19-9, as well as some of the data from Exercise 1 of Part A on
page 414 then it is easy to derive the others whenever you need them.
As to the two subtraction laws [(a) and (c) of Theorem 19-8), it is easy
to check whether one has the correct oPerator-'+' or '-'-iirthe mid-
dle by computing cos 1a - a) And recalling that cos 0 = '1 and sin 0
= 0. [Explain.]

The following exercises deal with some other immediate come-
quences of the subtraction and addition laws.

Part- B

1. Prove:

Theorem 19
(a) cos a cos b = [cos (a -
(b) sin a sip b = [cos (a -
(c) sin a cos b = [sin (a -
(d) cos a sin b = -[sin (a

.2. Prove:

b) + cos (a + b))/2
b) - cos (a + b))/2
b) + sin (a + b))/2
- b) - sin (a + b)]/2

Te 419

'The explanation of how to remember which sign to use is:
1 = cos 0 = cos(a - a) = cos a cos a + sin a sin a,

checking with 'cos2a + sin2a
= sin 0 sin(a - a) = On a cos a - cos a sin a

Answers for Part B
1. (a) cos a cisb + sina cinb cos(a b)

cos a ccSsb sina sinb = cos(a. + b)
cds a costa = b) + cos(a +

The refore, cos a cos b = [cos(a b,) + cos(a +

ts (b), (c), and (d) are similar.)[Pa

2. (a) In Theorem 19-14(a) suf>stitute. + d)/2' for 'a.' and
(c d)/2' for 'b'.

[Parts (b), (,c),'and (d) are similar.)
-

The parts of Theorem , 19-14 may be thought of as factoring
formulas analogous, for example, to - b2, = (a b)(a -f b)'. Like
the latter they are useful in solving equations and in reducing fractions
to lowest terms. The parts of Theorem 19-13 are useful in cAlculus
where it is sometimes an advantage to replace products by sums. Our
principal use for Theorem 19-13 is as a step in 6,taining Theorem
19-14.

[Hint
then,

Theorem 19-14
(a) cos d + cos c 2 cos [(c + 4/2] cos [(o 021
(b) cos d - cos c = 2 sin [(c + d)/2] sin [(c - d)/2]
(c) sin d + sin c 2 sin [(c + d)/2] cos {(c d)/2]
(d) sin d sin c = -2 cos i(c t d)/24in - d)/2]

In Theorem 19-13, let c = a + b and d = a - b. (What,
are 'a' and 'b' in terms of 'c' and 'di)]

1.

b.

Sample Quiz
Complete in terms of 'cos P' or 'sinp'.
(a) sin(314./2 - p) = (b) oos(3)T/2 -

(c) sin(-57r/4 + p) id) sin(p -
(e) cos(77/6 + p) = (f) cos(-7w/6 - p) 4.0

-
(a) Complete in terms of :coop': cos Zp =
(b) Make use of your result from (a) to,complete this Denten e ip

You will find Theorems 19-1-3 and 19-14 very useful in later math-
ematics cburses, and we shall have uses for Theorem 19-14 in thp

_present-course. Fortunately, they are hot as difficult to remember as
it may seem. The trick is not to attempt to remember them but to
recall how to derive them. What you Must have well in mind are the
subtraction and addition laws. Suppose, for example, that you need to
express 'sin 2x sin 3x' as a. sum or difference, Instead of substituting
in Theorem 19 -13(b), racall that this topim occurs in instances of both
the subtraction law and the addition law for cos:

. cos (2x - 3.i) = Cgs 2x coi 3x + sin 2x sin 3x
cos (2x + 3x) = cos 2x cos 3x - sin 2x sin 3x

840

terms of 'cos p' :
IcOs(p/2)J =

Key to Sample Quiz
1. (a) cos p

(c) (cos p sin p)47/2'

(e) (sin() '43'43013)/2
2. (a) Zcosp1

(b) (a), cos p;,= cos2(p/2)
7

(b)

(d) (NTh- sin p

(f) [Samb as (e).}

N

. So, I cos(p/2)1 = 4(1 + cos p)'/..2.

dli
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and, so, that

2 sin 2x sin 3x = cos (2x - 3x)' - c9s (2x + 3x)I
= cos (---x) cos 5x
= cos x - cos 5x.

1. 1
So, sin 2x sin 3x = Icos x - cos 5x]/2. With a little practice you will
learn to 'write down the proper expression without writing the in-
stances of the subtraction and addition laws from which it comes.

Similarly, in case you wish to express, say, 'sin 3x - sin 2x' as a
product, recall that you canfind numbers c and d such that 3x = c + d

gx c - d. ,rn fat, with a little scratch-work you find that
5x/2 and d = x12. So, recalling the addition and subtraction laws

for sin,

sin 3x = sin (5x/2 + x/2) = sin (5x/2) cos (x/2) + cos (5x/2) sin (x/2)
,sin 2x = sin (5x/2 - x/2) = sin (5x12) cos (x/2) - cos (5x/2) sin (x/2)

land

sin 3x - sin 2x = 2 cos (5x12) sin (x/2).

Again, with a little practice you will not need to write down the in-
stances of the addition and subtraction laws. ,

Part C
I. Express each indicated product as a.,sum or Aifference and each

indicated sum or difference as a product.
(a) cos 2x %sx (b) sin 5a + sin 3a
(c) sin 2a Ws 3a (d) cos 2b - cos b
(e) sin (7T/4 b) sin (7r/4 - b) (f) coi (5a/3) + cos. (5a/6)
(g) 4 sin 2a cos 3a cos 4a (h) sin eix - sin 7x

. p. Show that cos (x - y) cos (x + y) cos2 x sin2y. fellint: Use The-
orem 19-13(a) and the corollary to Theorem 19- 11.]

3.. pow that sin (x - (x y) = sing x sing y.
4.' ghow that cos (x + y) cos x Sin (x ,y) sin x .= 'cos y.

*
ThRorems 19 -lb and 19 -12 contain examples of so-called reduction

formilas. Using these it is not 4ifficult to establish two quite general
reduction formulas:

Theorem 19- 1 12For k I,
(a) cos (q + kir) = (-1)k cos a, and
(b) sin (a + kr) = (-1 y, sin a.

Ansakfor Part C
1.

2. cos(X - y) cos(x y) = [cos( 2y) + cos N]/Z

(a) [cos x + cos 3x 2/ (b) 2 sin 4a cos a

(c) [sin a + sin 5a]/Z (d) 2 sin(3b/2) sin(b/2)
(e) [cos 2b]/2 (f) 2 cos(5a/4) cos(5a/12)
(g) sin a + tin 3\a. sin 5a + sin9a ,(h) 2 cos(13x/2) sin(x/2)..

= [cos 2y + cos 23i1/2
= [1 - 2 ain2y + 2 coa2x - 1V2

cos2 x - sin2y
[Note that, for y = x, this reduces ,to the doubling law for pos.]

3. sin(x - y).sin(x + y) = fcos(-2y) cos 2x1/2
= [cos Zy cos 2x]/2
= [1 - 2 sin2y - 1 + 2 sin2x]/2
= sin2x - sin2y

[An alternate splution involves use of the subtraction and addition
laws for sin and Theorem 19-5. ]

4. cos(x + y) cos x sin(x + y) sinx = cos(x + y x) = cos y

\ 14; ift d

f
.0 NI
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[Cher* these formulas against earlier theorems for k = -71, 1, and 2.1

Theorem .19-16 For k El,
(a) cos [a\t- (2k + 1)r/2j -(-1)k sin a, and
(b) sin [a + (2k + 1)421 = (-1)k cos a.

[Use earlier thegrems to chqck these formulas in case k = -1.]
As an example we shall use mathematical induction to prove The-

orem 19-15(a). Recall that for such a proof it is sufficient to establish
°these three things:

cos (a + (}r) = Elyi-cos a
(ii) itcos (a + im)-= (-71)k cos a

. then *ea; [a + (k + 1)17] = (-I)" ' cos a
(iii) if cos (a + kr) (-1y, cos a

theill cos [a + (k 1)ir] =. (-1)k cos a

Statement (i) is obviously airrecf. [Why?] To prove statements (ii)
and (iii) ,'we shall assume that, for a given k, cos (a + kr) = (--1)* cos a.
Theefor (ii),

cos [a + (k + 1)7r] = cos Ra + kr) + Tr] = -cos (a + kr)
= -(7I)k cos a = (-1)* + 1 cos a

and, tin 'ail),

cos [a + (k - 1)17.] = cos [(a + kr) - = --cos (a + kr)
= cos a = (_1)ky cos a.

[ExplaW the steps indicated,in (7) and (8).] Statement (ii) follows at
once [by the dediiction rule] from the work dchle in establishing (7)3
and statement OW follows, similarly, by (8).

As a second example .we shall show how Theorem 19 - 15(b) can be
used in proving Theorem 19-16(a). In the proof we shall also use a
conseguence of Theorems 19-10(a) and 19-9. To bcgin with we note

(8)

fib

9) (2k + 1.)7r/21 = i3osl(a + kr) + 42]. [Why?]

Npw, since sin is odd, it followsfrom Théorem 19-10(a) that

,,cos (b + 742) = cos (42 - -b) = sin (-b) = b.

So, ,by (8),

coo [a + (2k + 1.)T-I2] = -sin(a + kr) = -(-1)* sin a. [Why?]

4-1

S14

IC 421

In the proof of Theorem 19-15(a)4 ki) is correct beeause a + Oir = a
and (-1)° = 1. The steps indicated in (7) are justified, first, by the
distributive principle and the assoCiative,principle for addition, second,
by Theorem,19-12(a), third, by the inducti,ve hypbtligsis, and, fourth,
by the.fact that --(-1)1c (_l)k+1. The steps indicated in.

s = + z/Z.

(8) are _1( ..1)1c+1'lustified in a similar manner. Note that (-1)k '=
= (-1)k+1 and,'"so, (-1)k = (-1)k+1

As to (91, (2k+ i)/z
. '

The answer for the 'Why?' is: Theorem 19-15(b).

-a*

#

a
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Part D
' 1. Prove Theorem 19-475(b).

2. Prove Theorem 19-716(b).
S. Prove the following corollary of Theorenis 19-1,5 and 19-16,

a

Corollary For k E I,

(a) cos kir = (-1Yc 211 cos (2k + 1)7r/2 =-
(c) sin kir = 0 (3) sin (2k + 1)-ff12 = (-1.)

4. Use Theorems(19 -15 and 19:-164and earlier theorems] to coin-.
plete the following, Where k e I.
(a) ws (a kir) = (b) cos (k7 - a) =
(c) pin (a - kr) ,= (d) sin (k7r - a) =
le) cos,[(2k + 1)7/2 - a] (0 sin [(2k + 1)7/2 - al`

(g) cos [a + (2k - 1)7r12] (b) sin kik + 12k - 1)7312)

[Hint Fork(g) and (h), 2k 1 = 2? ? + 1,1
5. Evaluate each of_the following. [Your answers

or '1'1
40 cos 37r (b) sin (=a7r/2)

. (6) cos (-Tr) (e) cos 137 77.

6. Simplify.
(a) cos (a + 57/2) (b) cos (a + 77)
(d) sin (b 97r) (e) cos (c 117r/2)

should be '0'

(c) sin 205 n.
(f) sin .(-157r/2)

(c) sin (a + 37r)
(f) sin (b 37r/2)

The corollary to Theorems 19 - 15 and' 1 9 - 16 may be. reformulated,
in part, by saying that the cosine of an odd multiple of 7r/2 is 0 and the
sine of an even multiple of 7712 is 0. In addition.to this we need to know:

l9-17

3k., = 4}6

(a) cos a = 0 a = (2k + 1r7r/ 2
(b) sin a = 0 a

It is convenient to begin by proving (b)..We first notice that, for
0 5 a < 27r, if sin a = 0 then a = (iv a = 7r, This follows from the
fact that the unit circle intersects OU only at U and at U' and that,
by the definition of W, for 0 5 a < 27r, Ma) = U if and only if a = 0
and W(a) = U' if and only if a = 77.. Suppose; now, for any a e that
sin a = 0. It follows Srom Lemma 1 on page 411 and Definition 19 -2
that sin (a - 27rlia/(2703) = 0. Since` 0 5 a - 2762/(27011 < 27r it fol-
lows that a - 27rEa/(27011 = 0 or a - 27rgiil(27r)]J = 7r. Since Ila/(277)B
el it follows that there is ajel such that a = 2thr or a = (2j + 1)7r.
Since, for j el, 2j e I, and gj + 1 e I it follows that, in either disg, there
isa k /such that a = k7r.. This proves Theorem 19- 17(b).

Tc 422

Answers for Part ID
1. To begin with, tiin(a + 07) = sina (-1)° sina. Suppose, now,

that, for 'a given k, sin(a + R7) sina. It follows that
sin[a + (k + 1)7] = sin[(a + kir)"+ = sin(a + ka)

= sina t (I)k+lsina

Z.

and that
.sin a + (k - 1)71 = sin[(a + kr') It] = sin(a +.1(7) .

F sina ( 1 )k+ 1 sin a.

Hence, by mathematical induction, Theorem 19-15(b).

sin[a + (2k + 1)7/2] = sin[(a + kw) + 7/21
sin[7t,2 (a + kw)]
cos[(a + kr)]
cos(a + ks.)
(--9k cos a

3. Parts (a) and (c) of the corollary follow from Theorern 19-15 for
=

a r 0 [since cos 0 = 1 rand sin 0 = 0]. Parts (b) and (d) of the
corollary follow similarly from Theorem 19-16. [Note that we
might have begun by using mathematical induction to prove the
corollary and then derived Theorem 19-15 from the corollary and
the addition laws. It is perhaps easier to remember the corollary
and do exercises like those in t xercise 4 by using the subtraction
and addition laws. I

4. (a) (-1)kcosa '(b) (-1)k cos a (c) (-1)ksina (d) (-1)ksina
(e) (-1)k sin a (f) (-1)k cos a (g) (-1)k Bina (h) ( 1)k- 1co5 a.

5. (a) 1 (b) 1 (c) 0 '(d) ) 1 (f)

6. (a) sin a (b) cos a ) sin a
(d) sinb t-sine (f) cos b,
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To prove Theorem 19-17(a) we note that, by Theorems 19-9 and
19-10(a), cos a = -sin (a - 7r/2). It follows that if cos a = 0 then
sin (a 7r/2) = 0 and so, by Theorkn 19-17(a), there is a k / such
that a = krr + 7r/2. Since kir + 7r/2 = (k + 1)7r/2, this proves Theo-., ,rem 19-17(a).

For convenience we combine Theorem 19-17 and parts of the pre-
,ceding corollary into:

I

Corollary
(a) cos a = 4-0 gic a = (2k + t1)42
(b) sin a 9 0 '3k., a

This corollary, sometimes together with TIreorem 19-14, is useful in
solving equations involving 'cos' and 'sin'. We give some examples.

Example 1. Solve 'cos (x/3) =-- 0'.

Solution By the corollary to Theorem 19-17, cos (x13) = 0 if ,.
and only if, for some k e I, x/3 = (2k +` 1)(7r/2). So, the
solution set of the equation is
{x: 3kei x = (2k + 1) 37r/2).

'Egample 2

Solution

Example 3.

Solution.

Solzition.

Solve 'sin 2x = 0'.

B) the corollary, sin 2x = 0 if and only if,,for some.
k El, 2.x = kir. So, the solution set of the equatiOi is .3k./ x klr I

ft

Solve 'cos (xi ) sin 2x = 0'. u.

From the preceding examples, did sofution set of,this,equation ,
'I, A 6. ,

{X: kti x = (2k + 1)$7r/2}. Li fx: ;kg( X = kr12}:
°

A,tice each odd multiple of3742 i a multiple of
44e solution set is fx; 34./ x = kir/21.4

ve,..`cos 5x = cos x'.,

,

Fheorm 19--!14(b sgs 5x - cos x = -2 sin 3x
So, the given equatioft is equivalent.to 'sin 3x

sin 2x = 0'. By the corollary to Theorem 19 -17, sin 3.
= 0 if and only if,for some k el, 3x = kn.; and sh2 2x
= 0 if and only -if, for some k = _km. So, the
solution set of the given equiation is {'x: 3kri (x = k7113
or x = k7r12)). .

4

*

16

a
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Answe'rs for Part F
Example 5. 'Solve 'cos ex 1)'= 0'. [As in the examples, we give the solution sets Of the equations.]

Solution. by the corollry, cos (2a - 1) = 0 if and only if, for 1. {x: 3 kEI xt. (2k + 1)7r}

some k c I, 2x 1 = (2k + 1)77-12. SO, the solution set 2. {x: ako x i (2k + 1)7r/6) .

i
is {x: 3k, , x = (2k. + 1)7r/4 + 4}. 3. {x: akci ,(x = (2k + 1)4r/8 or x = (2k +

4. {x: 3kEj x = (4k + 1)7T/4)
Bart E T45 . *

* - Solve the following equations. For a proof of theorem 19-13(b), Rep the answer for Exercise Z
1. COS (x/2) 0 . 2. cos 3x -.0 of Part F on page 425.
3. cos 5x + cos 3x - 0 .4. cos (x + w/4) = 0

* ,
25

From the definition of W and the fact that W(
TC 4 (1)

7r/2) = (1, 0) it follows .
-

that .
The tcplanation aSked _for in the proof of Theorem 19-19(a) is that,

. for any c and d such that c ... d,
0 < a < 7r/2 0 (cos a > 0 and sin a > 0). + d

-
.

.
i , cl.

2

A proof.of Theorem 19-19(b) is given in the answer fo'r Exercise 3 of
Part F on page 425. fiere are more general results than those:given
in Theoi:em 19-19:

Since cos is even and cos 0 = 1, cos a > 0 for -77./2 < a < 71.12. Since

sin (ir a) = sin a 1-Why?] and sin (7r/2) = 1 it follows that sin a >
for 0 < a < 7T. Using fheorem 19-15 we:can extend these results to
determine all arguments for which cos a > 0 and all arguments fo;
Which sin a > 0. For examizle, it follows from the first of these results
and Theorem 1- 15(a) that

(10) -7r/2 < a < 7r/2 0 sgn [cos (a + kir)] = (-1)k
4

[Recall that the signum function, so, is such that sgn (b) = 1 or -1
accOrding as b > 0 or b < 0.1 As an instance'of (10) we have: .

-7r/2 < a 127r < 0 sgn Icos.al = (-1r
r

From this we.'easily obtain part (a) of:

Theorem 19-113
(a) (2k 1)7r/2 <- a < (gk + 1)7r/2 00 sgn (cos a) = (-1)k
(3) kr < a < + 1)7r sgn (sin a) = (-1)'

Part (b) is proved in a similar manner. So, as your graphs of cos and
sin should suggest, each of these functions is alternately positive and
negative iii aretches of measre 71'.

1 t ------ -....

/ ,/ ,
, , . ,

-7/.2 %

, ,-1\ ..
, .

Fig. lp-3

8 9

# '
By Theprem 19-14 and 19-18. for d > c and 0 < d - c < r,

sgn(cos d' 7 cos c) -sgn(sin[(c c9/21),

sgn(sind sinc) = sgn(cos[(c + d)/21).
So,

sgn(cos d c) = -( -1)k for kr < c < d < -(k + 1)7,
sgii(sin d sine ) -1)k for (Zk - 1)r/2 c c < d k, (2k+ 1)r/2.

In Particular, cos is increasing in kr, (k + 1)7 if k'is odd and is/
dect-easing if k is even.;

85 f)
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It is also apparent from graph's of. cos and siti that each, cif these
functions is 'alternately decreasing- that is, has smaller values for
larger arguments and' oincreasing - that is, has larger values for
largtarkumpits - in stretches of measure 7r. More specifically, it
appe that cos isdecreasing where sin-is positive and is increasing
where sin is negative. And sin appears to be incz.easing where cos is
positive and to be decreasing where cos is negative. These results can
be established by using Theorem 19 -14(b) and (d) and Theorem
19-18. We shall conWnt ourselves with the proof of:

Theorem 19.-19
(a) cos is decreasing for 0 a 7r,;and
(b) sin is increasing for 77r/2 a < 7r/2.

To prove part (a) we need to show that if 0 c < d E ir then cos d
cos c < 0. Assuming that() c < d 7 it follows that 0 < d)/2
7r. [Explain.] So, by Theorem 19 -18(b), sin [(c + d)/21> 6.5On the

other hand, -77/2 (c d)/2 < 0 and so, by Thecsrern 19-18(b),
sin [(c d)/2r< 0. Hence, by Theorem 19-14(b), cos d cos e < 0.
Consequently, if 0 C < d 7T then cos d < cos c- that is, cos is de-

-creasing betWeen 0 and 7r. The proo'f of Theorem 19- 19(13)' is similar.'

Part F

s.
9

1. complet:e the following table/to indicate whether cos and sin are
positive [> 01 or negative 1<\01 and whether they are decreasing
[ I gr increasing [ in the specifitd intervals.

0, 71/2 7r/2, 7r 71, .37r/2 37r/2, 271
COS > 0,- L
sin

2. Prove Theorem 19 18(11).
3. Prove Theorem 19,-19(b).

19.04)The Functions 'cos and 'sin

Due to Theorem 19-4 and the relation between cos LA and cos ZA
and between sin LA and sini-ZA, it follows.that

(1) cos LA cos (in(421)) and sin LA sin (m(1-41)).

--In-other -words, the CoSine and Sine of an'angle the sense.of Chapter
14] are the cosine and sine,_rfspectivery of the radian-measure of the
given angle. So, the cos andsin functions of Definition 19-2 are well-
siiittd for use in geometrical 'problems dealing With angles whose%

7'

8 51
7.

0

TC 425 (2)

Answers for Part
0,7r 2. 2, 7 ;7, 37r/2 37T/2, 27T

COS > 0, i s... 0, ,.. 0, t > 0 t

sin. >0, ". 0, i s 0, s 0, t

As shown on page 531, sina > 0 for 0 ....a s. tr.
19 -15(b)

0 .s._..:...77..s.gn[sin(a--1- lor)J = (-
It follows from this that.

0 s: a - 1(77 s 77 =

-and, so, that
s a s (k + 1)7rsgn(sina) =

3. Vie need to show that if -7r/Z < c s d' < w/2 then sin d .sinc > 0,
For -77/Z < c el < 77/2,. -77/2. s (c + d)/Z 77/2 and

77/2 (c d)/Z 0. [For the latter, note that 0 ,d e
Now, by Theorem 19-14,

sInd - sine c9skc + d)/Z] sinkc d)/21.1

So, by Theonem

Since -7r/4 s (c + d)/2 s 7r/Z, coske + d)/21 > 0. Since
7/2 < (c L1//2 s 0, sinkc (31/2] s 0. Hence, for

< r/2, sind sine > 0. In short, sin is
inc re.asing in *--7r/Z, 7/2:

TC 426 (1)

The degree-cosine and degree-sine have been mentioned
TC 409.

]

briefly in

If the dcgree-measurlf LA is -a then the radian-measure of LA
is ara/180.

Note that the '°' both in cos 30' and, later, ill ',cos 30°' is part
of the name of the de'gree-coli e function.

To emphasize the differenci.: betwel.n cos and °Cos, for example,
it is .helpful to draw graphs of both functions on the same set of axes,
using the same scale foebopth axes. Such a graph of cos is given in
Figuk 19-3 on page 424. A cortrAponding graph of °cos on these
axes is essentially a horizontal line through (0,1). For, for example,
°cos 37r.= 'cos(12.4)° E 0.98.

* *

Suggestions for the exercises of section 19.04:
(a) Part A and the discussion should be teacher directed.,

(ii) After appropriate examples, Parts B, C, and D may be
for hontework.

(iii) Part E maybe used for supervised practice and individuai.help.
,(iv) Exploration Exercises may be assigned as homework, but should

be discussed carefully with the class.

assigned

862

AV
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radian-measures ate ktiown. In many cases, hoWever, it is the degree-
measure of 'an angle which is knovM and,
find the conesponditik radian-measure flio
to have.circular fundions which are ana
better suited to problems involvin
we shall call the degree-cosine r°
tions and define them by:

an

hile it is easy enough to
?], it is more convenient

ouS to cos anti sin but are
measures. These functions

the degree-sine ['sin] func-

Definiition 19-3 °cos
aa:

(va/1(ira/18800))

Since, for <a < 180, -an angle whose de'ree-rneasure is a has
radian-measure 7ra/18Q, it follows from (1) and Definition 19-3 that,
for ahr LA,

(
(2) ths LA = *cos (5n(LA)) and °sin LA = °sin, (°rn(LA)).

-It is customary to modify the preceding notation by using.'cos a°' and
'sin ap'.to refer, to the degree-cosine and degree-sine of an angle of a°,
and .to rewrite Definition 19-3:

(3) cos a° = cos (7ra/180) and sinp° = sin (7ra/180)

The convention (3) is uked even when a is,a.number which is not be-
tween 0 and 180 [and, sa, is not the degree-measure of any angle]. As'
an immediate consequence of the definition [as modeed in (3)] we
have:

Theorem 19-20 'cos a = cos (180al 40°
sin a = sin (180a//)°

The functions °go& and °sin have properties much like those of cos
and sin which are mentioned in Theorems 19-.1 through 19-17 and
their corollaries. All one need do to transform one oft,these theorems
into a theOrem about *cos and *sin is to replace 'cos' by 'cos', 'sin' by
'sin, and :77.' by,'180'. [In'Theorem 19-7, a, ag, and }, must be taken to
be the degree-measures of the lngles.) For example, c'cor.s is periodic
with period 2 180 [-that is, with period 360]. This follows at once
from Theorem 19-6 and Definition 19-3:

e 'cos (a + .360) = cos [73-(a + 560)/1,801
.= cos [7ra/180 + 27r]

cos (7ra/180) cleos a

TC 426 (2)

S'arnple Quiz

1. Given the winding function. W on the unit circle, consider W(--57/6)

-t

d W(77/4).
(a) Give the coordinates of W(-57/6) and of W(7.1/4),

(b) What is cos.t, where t = -57/6 + 77/4? What is gin t.?

(c) What is cos s, where s = -57/6 - 77/4?
Z. Given that -777? t s 0, determine the values of 't' which

satisfy the following equations.
(a) cos(57/4) = sint (b) sin(-27/3) = -cost

3. Prbve: For each k E I,. sintp + (2k + 1)7) = -sinp.
Key to Sample Quiz

"1,

2.

(a.) (-.-NrS/2 -1/?);
(b) -(s.1-6-+ ,,F2-)/4;

(e) N7- qT)/4
(a) t -7/4

(ri/P. -NTZ/z)
-

(b) t /§ or = -7/6
3, sintp + (2k + 1)7) = sinf(p + + 2k7)

a

sin(p + ir) cos 2k7 + cos(p f z) sin
sin(p + 7), 1 + cos(p + 7) 0

sin(p + 7)
t = -sinp

IC 427 (1)

Answers for Part A
1, (a) cos(27/3) (b) sin(57/4)

(d). sin(7/6) (e) coe(-7-/3)
(c)
(f)

cos(-37/4)
sin(47/3)

2. (a) cos 30° sin(-120)° (c) cos 1,35°

(d) sin(=-45)° (e) cos 180° (1) sin(180/ )°

3. 19-5: tos2 a° + sin2 a°, = 1

19-6: cos(a + 360Tw cos a°,, sinla + 360) = sine
Corollary: For k C 1, cos(a + 360,0'.= cos e and sin(a+360k).--,- sine.

19-7: If, in AABC, a,*33, and are the degrep-measures A-LA,
LI3, and LC and a, b, and c are the treasures of BC.V7
-a, and AB, then

C2 .a2
sine'

a

1 9=3: -(a)" qoa(a b)°
(b) coa(a + b)°
(c) sin(a,c b)'
(d) sin(a + b).

19-9: °cos is even and

8 5

b2 2ab cos Y° and
sinY Sin)"

b T, c

co a° ciosb° + sine
cos a° cos b° - sina°
sin a ' cos b° cos-a.
sin a° cos b° + cos a°

*sin is odd.

sinb°
sin b°
/Bibb°
sin b°
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a
-For anotber-example we shaH derive the ,subtraction law for °cos from

Theorem 19-8(a)::

°cos (a - b) = cos Or (a - b)/1801 = cos (7ra/180 irb/180)
= cog (7ra/180) cos (irb/180)'+ sin (ira/180) sin (trb/180)
= °cos a 'cos b + °sin a °sin bI.

Analogues of the other theorema are derivable in an equally straight-
'4 forward manner.,

Exercises

Fait A
_ 1. Express each of the following in terms of 'cos' or 'sin'.

45) cbs 120° (b) sin 2250 (c) cos (-135)°
(d) tin 300 le) ttis(`--'80)° (f) sin 2400

2. Express each of the following in terms of degree-cosine Or degree-
sine.
(a) cos (.7/6) (b) sin(-27r/3) (c) cos (37,14)
(d) sin'(-7r/4) CO cos 7T (f) sin 1

3..State the analogues for °cos and °sin of Theorem 19-5 through
'theorem 19-19 and their corollaries.

4. Use one of the iesults of Exercise 3 to show that

4.1.4444

cos C45 + a)* = siln. (45 - ar and sin (45 + )0 cos (45 - a)°.

5. justify the steps in each Of the following computations.
(a) cos 536° cos (180 2 + 170)° = cos .17(r -= -sin 80°

= -cos 10° '

(b) sin (-24050 = -sin 2400.= in 60° = cos 30°

As illustrated in Exercise 5 we can i.educe the problem of finding the
value of °cos or °sirrfor any argument to thatof finding the valueofone
of these functions for gip argument between 0 and 45, inclusivp. To do
so one needs the following theorems, each of which we Have already
verified:

4(4) ' 'cos is even and 'sin is odd. .
,(5) cos (180k + a)°.= (-13k cos a°, sin (1140k + (---1)k sin a°
(6) cos (90 + a)° = -2sin a°, sin (90 + a)° cos a°
(7) cos (45 + = sin (45 -p)°, sin (45 + a)° = cos (45 -

[To recall where the '-' sign belongs in (6), remetzber that, while
cosines and sines of acute angles are both positive, Cosines Of obtuse
angles are negative and Sines of Obtuse anWes are positive.] Not all of

TC 427 (2)
Answers for Part A [cont.}
3, 19-10: (a) cos(90 a)° = sina"

(b) sin(90 a)° = cos a'
Corollary:. a + b = 90 cosb" = sina"

(a) cos(Z;)" = cos2 a' - sin2 a°
(b) sin(2a): = ,2 sin a° cosad

Corollary: (a) cos/2a)* = 2 cosIpa' - 1
(b) cos(2a)° = 1 :- 2 sinl'a°

s
19-12: (a) cos(a + 180)* = -cos a° = cos(a - 180)°

(b) sin(a + 180)0 = -sina° = sin(a 180)°
- 17-13; (a) cos a' cosb" = cos(a - b)0 + cos(a + b) i2

(b) sin a° sinb° = cos(a - h)° - cos(a + la)0 /2(c) sin a° cos 13° sin(a - b)° + sin(a +
(d) cos a' sinb° = -[(a - b)8 - sin(a + b)°1/2

19-14; (a) coskl° +
.
cos e° = 2 Cos[(c + d)/2]° cos[(c d)/21'(b) cos d° cos c° = 2 sin[(c + d)/2 ° sinkc d)/21°(c) sin d° + 'sin c ' = 2 sinkc + d.)/2 ° cos [(c - d)/21'(d) sind" - sin,c° = -Z cos[(C + d) 21° sin[(c d)/2J"i19-15; For k E I, cos(a + 180k)° = (-1)k cos a°,

sin(a + 180k)° :-- (--1)k s'ina'.
19-16: For k E 1, Cos[a + 90(2k + 1)1° = -(-1)k sina°

sin[a + 90(Z,k + 1)]° = (-1)k cos a*,
Corollary: For k f.,I, '

(a) cbs(180k)°
(c) sin(180k)° = 0

19-11;

4

,855.

and

(b) cos 90(2k + 1))°= 0
(d) sin 90(2k +

19-17; (a) cos a' =
(? 310E 1 a 90(42k 1)

(b) sina° = t) k3- f / a =r.,180k
I

Corollary: (a) coos° .:-. 04=:.31tei a = 90(2k + 1)
(b) sina° = o3iser a = .180k

a 19218: (a) 90(215 - 1) < a < 90(2k + 1) .fign(cosa')
(b) 180k < a < 180(1c +.1) sgn(sina°) = (-1), \

'19-19: (a) °cos is decreasing for 0 < a < 180, and
(b) °sin is increasing for -90 <la ,a 90.

4, Since (45 + a) + (45 - a-) = 90, these fellow froth the analogue" of thecorollary to Theorem 19-10. I. a
.

5. (a) 530 = 180-2'+ 170; 'cos ha,s petiod 360; Theorem 19-16 for
t 4k = 0; torollary to Theorem 19-10

(b) °sin is odd; Theorem 19-1Z; coiollary to Theorem 19-11*

85,6
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,these results are needed for edch problem2 but the procedure can be

described as follows:

(i) If the given argUment is negative, use (4) to reduce the

problem to the case of a nonnegative argument. (See Exercise

5(b).]

.(ii) If the argunleat is greater than or equal to 180, use (5)

to reduce;the prOblem to the case of a nonnegative argument

which is, less than 180. [Divide the gi'ven argument by 180,

and take the quotient fo the remainder fOr a.]
4

(iii) If the argument ater than or equal to 90, use (6) to

reduce the problem to the case of a nonnegative argument

which is less than 60..

(iv) I the argumcnt is greater than 45, use (7) to reduce the

problem to the ape of a nonnegative argument which is less

than or equal to 45.

,Of course, if at spme stage you obtain 0', 90, or 180 as argument, you

should be able to complete the evaluation at once.
v

As an example we shall reduce the problem of finding cos (-470)°.

cos (-470)° -.cos 470°
-- cos 110°
= -sin 20°

Iby (4)]
[by (5), since 470 =- 180 2 + 110]
[by (6), since 110 =.90 + 20]

In this example ther is po need to carry out step (iv) since 0 20

45.

Part B
Apply the reduction procedure. (i)- iv in ei;ch of the following

cases.
1, c6s(-283)°

t.

4. sin (--117)°
7, cos 1800°

lb. sin 47.20

2. sin 619' 3. cos415°

5. cos'191.3° 6. sin 92.8°

\?3. sin(-731.2r 9. cos (---520)°

1 . co947° 12. sin`540°

.*
To complete the procedure of evaluating the .degree-functions' We

make use of a table which lists approximations to the values of these

functipns for chosdn arguments between 0 and 45, inclusive. Such a

table is given on page 51,4 and Itobrtion of it is reprodUced here.

u

' 19.04 The Functions °cos and °sin 429

*rn °Sin 'cos
.-

,0 0.0000 1.0009 90

.

20 j 0.3420 0.9397 70

21 0.3584 0.9336 69

45 0.7071 0.7071 1_45

°cos 'sin
dm

Suppose, for example, that we wish to compute the number cos 699°.

Applying the reduction proceduie we find that

cos 699° = -cos 1590 = -sin 69° -= -cos 21°.

Readinglown, the °cos -column of the table and noting.the list of argu-

ments in -the left-hand column, we see that cei 21° a 0.9336. (The

sign is read ai 'is approximately equal to'.] So, we know that

(*) cos 699° = 336.

Notice that, by taking advantage cf-(7)' on page 427, the table is

arranged .so that step (iv) of the reduction process may be omitted

Using the lower captions in the table and reading up the right-hand

'Eoliiinn of arguments, we find that sin 69° = 0.9336. So, by steps (i)-

(iii) of the reduction procedure above, we again obtain (*). .

An extra step is needed if we wish to obtain a reasonable approxima-

tion to, say, sin (-429.3)*. 'Using the reduction prpcedure ,we find that

sin (-429.3)° = -sin (429.3)° = 69.3° = cos 20.7°.

Now, cos 20.7° should be between cos 20° and cos 21°. In fact, si.nce

20.7 is 0.7 of the way from 20 to 21 it reasonable to expect yat
cos 20.7° is approxithately 0.7 of the way from cos 20° to cos 21°. To

use the tables to determine a reasonable approximation for cos 20.7°,

it is convenient to arrange the work as follows:-

cos 21°
cos 20.7'
cos 20°

4--

a

0.9336'
' 0.9354

0.9397 = (19397

0. x -0.0061

The procedure is to find the differences ill;the arguments and In the

'values of oco.s, as indicated, then multiply them together and add the

result to cos 20°. The result is that cos 20.7° 0.9354 and, so,, that

" sin (-429.3)° a. -0.9354. .
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Ansters for Part B
1. cos(-283)° = cds 283; -cos 103" =
Z. s1n619° = -sin 79° = 11°

3 cos415° = cos 55" = sin35'
4. sin(-117)° = -sin1.17° = cos
5. cps 191.3 = -cos 11.3'

- 6. sin92.8° = .cos 2.80
7. cos1800° = cos 0° = 1

8. sin(-173.2 )0 = 7-sin 173.2' = -cos 83.2° -sin 6.8'
9. coe(-520)° = cos 520° -.7-1 cos L.60° -sin 7 00 = -cos 20%.

10. sin47.2° = cos 42.80 .

430 THE CIRCULAR FUNCT1ON$

4,

sin 13° P art Co
1. Complete the computation ofapproximations to tale numbers listed

in Part B by using aniwers -to Part .13 and the table on page 514.
2. Compute each of the following by using TheZrem 19-2Q and then

.

proceeding as in Exercise 1.
(a) cos (2197r/4§) 03) sin (-177r/9) (c) cos (9/r/90)
(d) sin (597r160), (e) cos (-297/36) (f) sin 1
[Hint: When necessary use 3.14 as an approximation for v.]

11. cos947° = -cos 47° -= -sin43°
12. sin 540° =, -sinO° = 0

4
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Answers or Part C
1. cos( - 283)° t 0.2250; as in 619'

sin(-117)° t 0.8910; cos 191.3
cos,1800° = 1; sin(-173.2)°
sin 47.2° t 0.7333; cos 947°

2. (a) 0.6691
(cis) 0.0523

-0.98.16; cos 415°,e- 0.5736;
-0.9805; sin 92.8° 0.998k;

-0.1184; cos(-520)" L 0.9397;
.0.6820;. sin 540° = 0

A

(b) 0.3420 (c) 0.3746
(e) -0.8192 (f) 0.8387

Angles have the same cosine if and only if they are congruent, and
they:ate congruent if and only if they have the same -degree-meaSure.

' *

859

to.

Or-

The table on page 514 can also be used to find an approximation to
the degree-measure of an angle whose cosine or sine is given. For ex-
ample, suppose that sin LA - 0.9300. Recalling that sin LA =sin
°m(LA), we look in the table and note thattsirla sin 68° --L-- 0.9272 and

.sin 69° 0.9336, he degree-mehsure of LA [at least if LA is acute] is
between 68 and 69.

TO obtain a closer estimate we compute differenCis aa indicated:

sin 69° 0.9336

sin LA .--1---'0.9300
1'0 .0028

sin 68° 0.9272

Since il 0.4 [and 69 68 = 1] it is reasonable to estimate°rn(LA)
to be about 68.4. This i however, under the assumption that, LA
acute. RecallinOthat angles have the same sine if and only if they are
congruent or supplementary; we see thalt 180 - 68.4.[that is, 111.6] is
another possible approximation to °m(LA). So, from the, assumption
that sin LA = 0.9300, we may inferthat z..A is angle of about 68.4°.
or of about 111.6°. In order to decide which it is we'woyld need more
information about LA. *et'

The arnbuity illustrated in the exam* does hat ariqe if we are
given the cosine of an angle and seek the degree-measure of the angle.
'For, as we know, angles have the same cosine-if-and only if they,have
the same degree-Measure, ;Explain.] There is a slight Fomplicition in

-cake we know that the OOsine of an angle is a given negative number.
Suppose, for example, the; cos LB'= -0.7321. Since the table does not
list any negative values of °cos we use the fact that the cosine of the
supplement of LB is 0.7321 [Explain.] and use the table to compute the .
degree-measure of thi§ supplement. Finally, by subtractintfrom 180
we obtain °m(A11).

Once we have found tht degree-measure of an angle we can find its
radian-measure py multiplying by r/180. fv/180 0.0175] r ,

0.0064

a

1.
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.

Part))
1. Find approximationfUo the degree-measures of the angles whose

cosine or sine are given below...
(a))cos LA = 0:8347,IL (b) sin Lil,= 0.6931
4d sin L.0 = 0.6494 (d) cos .z._p = 0.8,140

2. Find iipproximatidfis Io the radian-measures of .the angles re-
ferred ;to in Exercise 1.:,

-

Fart E

11,

,

The techniques developed in the pteceding eilercises'can be used; in
'conjunction with the cosine law and.t. 4ite law, te solve a wide

. variety of.numerical eXercises. The following are a few samples,.
Given, itkrht AALIC, that AB,
= 65 and CA = 97, its shown,
find 'rn(LA),°m(LB), and, wjth-
out Uaing Pythagorean"
Theorem, find BC.

2. Given quaarilateral ABC,I4 find
AB , BD,BC , and CD, . IQ

3. GivenAABC With °mi_A =
AB = 6, and BC = 4, find \<;
'in(LC), 'm(LB), and AC as-
suming that Le is (i) acute and
(ii) obtnse.

4. Finid` the radins of a crrcle in
which chords of measures 4 and
6 determine an inscribed angle
of 108°.

5. (ai Given *in(4BAP), °In(LB)
and AB, as shown, And AC,
BC, and ern(LBCQ).

(b) Give formulas for finding
AC, BC, and 9m(LBCQ).
given that rn(LBAPY = a,

and AB = a..
6. (a) Give a 'formula fot finding

h, given a, ce, and p.
(b) Find h if a = 20, = 30,

and =- 100. -
[L.POA and LPOB are the
-angles of elevation of A and
B, respectively, from 0.]

4. (a) Give a formula for finding
h, given d, a, and A.

(b) Find h if d = 25, a = 30,
and 13 = 45. ,

TC 431

Answers fdr Part 31
1. (a) *m(frk) I` 33.4 (b), °In(LB) .4'3.9 or 136,1

(c) orn(tC)".E. 44,5 or 139.5 (d) ?m(ZD) 150.9

(a)% tn(ZA) 0:85 (6) .,m(LB) & 0.708 or 2,38

(c) rn.(LC) or 2'.44 (d) m(LD) E 2.84

Answ.ers fO'r Part E.
'IN 1 .

1. ''m(Z,A) E. 47,9', aln(441i) EN' 4-2.1, ,BC E 71.9

2: Al3 10z71, B13E:11.89, BC I 9.37, CI) 7.32

3.. (i) 'rri(LC) E 74.6, *rn(Z13) E. 65.4, AC 5`,7

(ii) ''.2-n(LC) t 105.4, *xxl(Z)3 .1* p4.6, AC 1'3.5
tapproxiinitilay.1 .

5. .(a) .AC' E. 30.6, BC -E. 48.9, °m(L1BCQ)

(b) AC = a sirO° /sinia 3r, BC = a sinC180 a)V/sin(a
'n"),,(LBCQ) = 180- a + 43

6. (a) h = a sin(f3 a)'/sin(90
(b) 34:7 tappioxiniatelyj

7. (a.) h = d sinV7sin0 -
a d sin ciV.sin(13 - ar""

(b) 34.2' [approximately].

106

I.
p

d Noir63°, where
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Answers 'for E;Lploration Exercisgs
, I. The.coordinates of T arQ (0, 1) or (0, I).

The coordinates of T are (1, 0) or (I, Q).
3. (a) The slope of i is. cos t/sint.
e-\ (b) (Ices t, 0), (0, /s

(c) PT .= NI/cos2t -

PO = /0)82 t +

4. x cost + sint I

These exercises are intended to drawt attention to the function's
whose values at t are given by lcos t', '

'cos t/sint'. These are, Of course, tie f
cot, respectively.

in t)
1 = I sin t/cos t
I = 1cos t/sinkt.
/sin?t j/(cos t sint))

Pl°

'sj.nt/co,s V and
ctions sec, goc, tan, and

'4

Remark.concerninik the etifinitions of ta 'cot', 'sec', and `cse:
Due to our treatment Of /0, the expressions 'sin a/coo a' and.

/coo a' do hlve real.yalues when the value of a is an odd multiple ofq
/2. We choose, howeve r, to ignore this ana to leave tan and, sec

undefined for such'values. One reason for.doing sp is that we Wish to
make us'e of the usual defioition of Videntity' which is' given in Exercise
1 of Part B. For similar reae'ons we leave cot and cos undefined at
even multiples of,, //2.

6,c?
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Exploration Exercises

Given any point T of the unit
' circle, we know' thatfor soihe t,

the coordinates of T. are ((Cos t,-
sin t). Let 1 be the line which is
tangent at T to the,unit circle.
I. Suppose that 1 is parallel to tht

x-axis. What can you .say about
the coordinates' of 71

2. Suppose that 1 is parallel to the y-axis. What can you say about the
coordinates of T?

3. Supipose- that ha not parallel to either cogratinate axis:
(a) Give the,siope of I in terms of 'cos t' and 'sin t".
(b) What are the coordinatbs of the points of intersection of l with

the coordinate,axes?
(c) Given that 1 intersects the x-axis and pa.xis in points P an,d Q,

respectively, compute PT, .QT, and PQ in fenna of 'sin tt and
'cos e.

4. Given thj is not parallel to either axis, what is an equation for
the line 077,

y-a

x-axis

19.05 Some Other Circular Funttions

From the exploration exercises just completed, we see that4my point
T of the unit circle which is not a point of one of the coordinate axes has
rionzero coordinates (cos t, sin t), for some t, and gives rise to

(a) lines whose slOpes are sin t/cos t and cos t/sin t,
(b) points whose coordinates are (/cos t, 0) and (0, /sin t), and
(c) segments whose measures are Icos t/sin ti and

ifl t/cos tj.
This suggest* that weye look into some functions which can bedefined
in terms of 'cos' and 'sin'. Any siich functions dare called circular func-
tions.

a

There are four other circular functions which are usually treated to-
gether with cos and sin. They are the tangent function [forshort 'Lin%
the secant function ['sea the cotangent function ['cot% and the co-
secant function rase]. .

The first two are defined. wily for ieal numbers which 'are not xxid
multitiles of ir/2 by:

sin ,a . 1sec a = --ces a cos t

. 863

De nition 19-4(a), (b)]
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he last two are defined only for re'a1 numbers 'which are
multiples of 77/2 by:

cos a(2) cot a
- sin a

.

1a
sin .a [Definition 19 -4(c), (d)]

not Oen.

-* The restrictions on the doinains of these functions are to ensure that,
in (1), cos a 0 and that, in (2), sin a 96 0...

Re;calling the gro.phs of cos and sin as they irre shown here:

you can easily verify the general shape of the graphs- of tan and cot
shown below:

(a) Graph of tan

[The vertical dashed lines
are not parts of the grailths
but show, how parts of these
graphs fit together.] Sim-
ilarly, it is easy to verify
the general shape of the
graphs of sec and csc as
they are shown in Fig.
19-6.

(b) Graph of cot
Fig. 19-5

,

8 4

6
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Exercises

Part A
1. For Exercise 1 of Part A on page 414 you* made a table of values of.'

cos and sin for_certain arguments. Extend this table to incl9de
columns for tan; cot, sec;*and csc and complet the extended table.
[When a function is not defined for a givenargument draw a cross
[.>9 in the corresponding box of your table.]

g.. (a) Stiow that tan and cot are periodic with period 77".
(b) Sgow that sec atkl cse are periodic with period 27r.

3. Show that tap is an odd funCtion. [A function f whose domain-does
not include -all of?? is odd if, for each xe i9f, -x e.9f and R-.4

-f(x). Similarly, OS even if, for each x 2.9g, -x tog and g(-x).
= g(x).1 '

4..(a) Are any of:the functions cot, sec, and csicedd functions? If so,
tell which.

4

(b). Are any of the functions cot, sec, and csc even functions? If so,

tell which.
5 Use the results in Exercises '1 -4 in drawing your own graphs of

tan and cot. Of sec and csc. [Use arguments in x: -7r '5 x 5 370.]

Part B
L Prove:
Theorem 19-21'

(a) sec2 a - tan2 a = 1
(b) .esc2 a - eat? a = 1

[a not an odd multiple of 7r/2]
[a not an even multiple of 7r12]

[The equations in Theorem 19-21, together with 'c052 a + sin2 a
1', are called the Pythagorean identities. An identity is an open

sentence' which has no false instances. The equation of Theorem
19-21(a) has no false instances but, since sec and tan are not de-

fined for odd multiples of 7r/2, this equation has meaningless in-
--.

stances such as, for example, 'sec' (7r/2) - ta`n2 (7r/2) 1'.]

2. Prove the subtraction and addition laws for tau:
tan a -tan b . er a, btor neitn nor a

odd multiple of 7r/2
tan a + b

(b) tan (a ± b) = for neither a, b, nor a1 - tan a tan b'
odd multiple of 7r/2

(Hint: Use the definition and the subtraction [addition') laws for
cos and sin.]

3. Use the restilts from Exercise 2 to shim that'
2 tan a

--ha tan2 tor a not an odd multiple of 7r/4 or of 71.12.

This is sometimes called the doubling law. 6 i. tan.

- b aja

+ban

'865
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Suggestions for t14', ex4rcisesif section 19.05:
(i) Part A may be used for'class discussion.
(ii) -After one or two examples, liart B may be assigned for homework.

(iii) The discussion on pages 435-438 should be teacher directed.
(iv) Parts C and D may be used for homework.

*t

An Pa rt
ta

,

tqs a sin a ecot a tan a sec,a c sc a

77T
."
-" 1 0 0 - ><..

- 57/6 -Nr372 ^II /2, Air :-z/q-3- - Zi

-37/4'
,

-1/Nfi. -1/NTE 1 . 1 -.\/-2-

-1/2 --NIT/z 17,,r3 ,,,,v s: ,-2 2Ary

---7/2 . 0 -1 Q ><(: >:: -1 ..

-7/15 1 /2 . -N1T/2 4- INT -NfT

A-----77/4 . 1/NrE ---1/12-' -i NIT - -Nrf

.-.'7/6 ia/2 -1/2 -1NT 1. 2/Nli - -
0 1 0 ><, 0 . 1 .><..

ir/6 ,Nt-'3/2 1/2 Nfi
,
30/4T z/NIT

7/4 i/Na i/Nri
7/3 l /z ,f3-/i l /a 2 zta
7/2 o . .1

0 - ><- -->' .<-
1

27/3 . -1/2 47/2 -- / ,f3'3, - N -2-

37/4 --i/Na. i/NrE -^-1 NrE

57/6 -:--4T/z 1/2 -,T 7. INT 72/Nr,73 .2

(a) tan(a + t)

c.ot(a + 7) =

sin(a -sin a
cos(a 4 7) -cos a
cos(a + 7) -cos a
sin(a + 7) C-sin a

sin
cos a
cos a

= =sjna

tan a;

eot a.

(b) sec(a + Z7r) = /cos(a + 27) = /cos a = sec a;
csc(a + 27) = /sin(a + 27) = /sina csc a

3. tan( -a) sin( -a )/cos( -a). = --sina co-aa .-tana
(a) csc and' cot are odd funetions.
(b) sec is an even function.

5, ' [See Figures 19-5 and 19'4. J
Answeis for Part B
1.

s in2 a - sin2 a
(a) sec a tan? a - '1cos2 a cos2 a

a not an odd multiple of 7/2.
1 cos2 a 1 cos2,a

sin,' a sin2 a s in2 a

a not an even muktiple of 7/2. .

cos2a

(13) c sc2 a cot2 a

cos 2 a
cos 2 a

4.

sin2 a
sin2 a

Or

I,. for



iaaswets for Part B [cont.]

t(a) ,tax1( ir-0 b)'=

TC 434

sin(a - 151
cos(a
sin a 'cos b

cps a cos b

2)

- cos a Binh.
+ sina sin b

sin a cos b, cos a sin B
cos a cos b cos cos b
cos a,cos b sin a sin b
cos a cos cos a cos b

tan a tan b
1 + tan a tan b

(b) [Similar, with '+'' and '-' -iiiterchanged..f
,2 tan a A,13y Exercise 2,(b), tan 1 o7tanP a

o ,

for neithe`r a nor 2a an odd multiple of
for a neither an odellmultiple of r'/ z nor

,`4, ! Tp 435..

2 2- or, equivalently',
an odd multiple of r 4.,

Wrote that w cannot use the adtlition formula fo'r tan ,;.,ith b = (2k + 1)r

tanta + (.2k,+ 1)7/2j sinla + (2k + 1).7/21
costa + (2'k +,1)r 2]
(-1)kcos a " cos a
-( -1)k sin a sina

.for a not an.even multiple of r/Z.

(a) tan(r/2 ai sin(r/2 a) cos A
=' cos(r/2 - a) sina

(b)

multiple of r/2.

cot(r/2 - a) = cos(r
sin(r/2

multiple of r /2..

sin a
cos a

cot a,

= cot a, for a not an eVen

an a, for a notan odd

-Since tan a = sin a cos a for cos a * 0 and is otherwise Un4efined
ollows that tan a = 0 if and only if sina = 0, and sina = 0 if

and a is an' even multiple of 7/2. Similarly, cot a = cos a/sin a
for sina # 0 and is otherwiSe undefined, So, cot a = 0 if and only
if cos a = 0, and cos a =. 0 if and only if a is an odd multiple of r/2.

vIttto

By. Theorem 19-14,
sin a - sin b et7 (b.+ ay/Z_J sitsAb - 0/21111X.'
sina + sinb 2 ,sin (b + a)/-21 cos :(b. - A)/2

"t
-sinf(b a)/21/cos (b - a)

sin (b + a)/21/cos (b + a) Z
-tan[(b a)/21 tan (a - bi/2]

tanI(b + a)/2) tan (a..1+ b1/21'

The .rirst titer, requixes that (b + a)/2 not be an even multiple of
7/2 and that (b - a)/2 not be 'a.n odd multiple of A/2. the second
step requires, in addition, that (b + a)/2 'not be an odd multiple
of 7/2. These. restrictions are easily seen to be equivalent to
those given-in the exercise. [The result of this exercise, when
applied to a triangle with angle measures a 'and leads to the
tangent law of Theorem 19.-28.* Thia law is of.sqine use in
"solving triangles". 867
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4. Prove the reduction formuldit for tan:

tan [a + (2k + 1)-7r/2) = cot a la not an even multiple of 7r/21

5. Pluve that , .

(a), tan (7/2 a) = cot,' a [a not an even jnultiple of 7r/2] ,

(b) cot (42 - a) = tan aq a not an oddultiple,of 42]
6. Prove that.tan a = 0 &and only if a is art even multiple of 42 anii

that cot a = 0 if and only if a is an odd multiple of 42.
7. 'Prove that

sin a - sin b tanTort - 6)/21
sih a + sin be tap [fa b),P21

[Hint: Recall .Theo'rem 19 14.]
. ..

In the preceding .exercises' you have proved a number of theofems
concerning tan, sec, Cot and csc. All of them, as you should have founa,
come quite easily from.corresponding form-lilas concerning Cos and sin.

[a + b Rot% multiple of .7 andr
a b not an Odd multiple of7d.

11 Theorem 19-22 tan and cot are periodic with period
II 7r; sec and csc are periodic with period .27r,

, A

11 Theorem 19-23, tan, cot, and csc are odd functions;
fl sec is an even function.

Theorem 19724 t
tan a - tan b(a) tan (a.'- b)

1 a b
[a, - b not.4- ,tan tan

. odd Multiples of7712] '

(b) tkpi (-a+ b) .=-- itantaan+atatzriln% [a, b, a + b 1214

,odd multiples of 7r/21 .

Corollary., _Eok a not an_odd_matiple'of7r14 or of
7712,

ft'S4" 2 tan aIan 2a
1 tan! a'

Theorerh 19-25 For k 1 and a not an even
multiple of7r/2,

'tan [a + (2k + 1)7712] = -cot a.

Theorem '19-26. s

(a) tan a =, 0 *-0. a is an even multiple oflr/2
(b) cot a = (140-* a ia an odd multiple of7d2

4

4

868
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'The .empha'sis on tan in the preceding theorems suggests that sec,
csc, and cot are of less importance than cos, sin, and tan. This is the
(MEd. For Most purPoses, as regards sec, osc, and cot it is sufficient to
recall ,that they are riciprocals of cos,,sicn; and tan, respectively.

Because of the imPortance .of tan in geometric applications it is
customar'y to introduce' a tangent functian for. angles:

s.:

I Definition 19 Fol. LA not a right angle, .

tan LA = sin LA/cos LA.

from which .wkhave:

Theorem 19,-27 ot LÀ not a rightangle,

tan LA = tan m(Z.A).

in which the 'tan' on the left refers to the function introduced in Defini-
tion 19-5 and the 'tan: on the right refers to the tangent function we
have been studying in this section.AIt wolild be easy to define 'tank
LA', but we shall not need this function.] r

Exercise 7.of Part B, together with the sine law, yields a relation,
called the tangeni law, between the sides and angles of a triangle. To

Fig. 19-7

obtain this, suppose, as usual that, in AABC , a, 13, and y are the radian-,
measures of LA, B, and tj_C,res?ectively, and that a, b, and c are the
measures of BC, CA, 'and AB. Since a, #, and y are positive an# a + g
+ y = IT it follows that

< a6+ v and < a - p < 7T [Explain.]
-'t

In particular, a + A is not a muttiple of 7T and a
tiple of ir.. It follows from Exercise 7 that

sin a - sin p tan [(a
cx + sin tan [(a +(3)

19.05 Some Othe; Circular Functions

Since,, by the sine law, sin a and sin p aro proportional to a and b it
follows from (3) that

"
437

a - b tan [(a - F)12]
a + b tan [(a + p)l2].

(Explain. Note that, by.the sine faw, .there is a number k such that
sin a =" ka and sin g = kb.]

As a consequence, we have

Theorem 19-28 If a and V.3 are the radiazi-measures -

of`two angles ora triangle, rand a and b are the
measures of the sides opposite these angles, then

a tan [(a - /3)12]
a t t4n [(a + f3)/2].

As in the case of cos and sin there are degree-functions *tan, *cot,-'
*sec, and °me corresponding with the functions tan, cot, sec, and csc.

. For example,

'tan a = tan (ra/180) [a not an odd multiple of 901

[See Definition 19-3.] and

tan a = *tan (180a/zr) [a not an odd multiple of zr/2].

[.See Theorem 19-20.] Theorems like Theorems 19-21., through
Theoreni 19-26 and their corollaries, as well as a theorem like'

r Theorem 19-28, hold for the degree-functions, and are obtained in the
same way are those for *cos and °sin. The table on page 514 lists

. approximatio to the values of these four new finactions aswell as of
c'sin and ° The mocedure for computing values of these functions
by reduction and use of the table is much like that for 'cos and °sin as-
given on pages 427 -430. In the case of °sec and 0csc the reduction pro-
cess is the same as for °cos and °sin. The reduction process for °tan and
°cot is based on the theorems:

- g is notmn Odd mul- .
. 6

(4) *tan and °cot are odd
(6) tan (180k + a)* = tan it', cot (180k + a)* = cot a°

13)12] (6) tan (90 + ar = -cot a°, cot (90 + a)* =
par (7) tan 445 + ar = cot (45 - a)°, cot (45 + a)* = tan 45

it

T."
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The explanation of how the tangent laW is obtained from
sine law is very nearly given in the hint. By the sine law,

ina - sine a - kb ; k(a - b) a b
sina + sinfi ka + kb k(a + b) a + b

*
,

Answers for Part ç
1 (a) tan 4700 -= n 1 = -cot 20: L' -2.7475

(b) cOt( -240.3)' = -cot 240.3' = -cot 60.3° = 29.7° er. -0.5705
(c)1 sec(-405)" = sec405° = sec 45° = .1.- 1.414

(3)' and the

2. .(a) *rn(LA- "66.5 .

(c) 'm(LC) e: 67.8 or 112.2.
3. "iv(LA) 37.9, 'nr(L13) 52.1,
4. (a) h = d/[cota cot13]

(b) 34 [approximately]

(b) 'ern(LB) '=147.5

,tA e- 11.4

S. With a = 15, b = 10, 11 p = 180 - 64; the tangent law yields:
5 tanRa mizi.

25 tan 58
So, tanka -p)/2]. = tan58° 5 -1.`, 1.6003/5 0.3201. It followS
that (a p)/z 17.8'. Since (a + f3)/2, 58' it fdllows that

= 75.8 and p 40.2, So, "rn(LA') ts 75.8 and 'm(Z13) e-- 40.2.
[TIT method.for finding the degree-mea,pures of LA and LB is
somewhat shorter than using the cosine law to find AB and the
sine law to find the degree-measures of the angles. ]

. -.e.
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.

The theorems (4)- (7) are, of course, subject to.'.easily formulated re-
--strictiovs. Subject to the appropriate restrictions (4)-(7) follow.from

(4)-(7) on page 427 and the fagts that
\_

and

°tan a' - sin
a°

[a mot an odd multiple of 901

7
cos a°cot a° =

a°
. [a n6t an eVen multiple cif 90].sin

The interpolation procedures for finding values or degree-measures
between those listed in the table are dimilar.to.those for °cos and °sin.
If we are given-the coiecant of an angle there are two [supplementary]
possibilities for the degree-measure of the angle. If we are given a
negative number as the tangent, cotangent, or secAnt of an angle then
we use t.he 'tables to find the degree-measure of the supplement of the
given angle and subtract the result from 180.

Part C

2.

3.

1. Evaluate each of following.
(a) taw 470° (b) cot (-240 3).° (c) sec (-405)*
Find approXimations to tkw degree-measures of the given angles.
(a) tan LA = 2:3009 (b) cot -LB 71.0699. (e) cgc LC 1.08001,

Given, in right LABC, that AB c

= 9 and hc 7, as shown, find
*m(LA)..°772(Z.B), and, without
using the Pythigorean theorem,
find AB.

4. Solve Exercise .7 of Part E on
page- 431 by expressing 'h' in
terms of 'cl','cOt a' and ''cot r.

5. Given LAB& 1wlth 0m(LC)
K. BC 15, and CA = 10,

.use the tangent law [Theorem
19-261 for degree7measures to
find °m(LA)' and °m( LB): [Hint:
If *in(LA) z. a and °m(LB) = p
then a.-f- # zr 180 - 84. Use
this and-the tangent law to find
a Ai

,

872
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Part D

19.08 Halving Formulas 439 7

1. Enlarge the table you_made for Exercise 1 of Part F on page 425 by
adding a ten and One for sec.

2. Since, for a not odd multiple of rr/2,. see a = 1 + tan', a [Wfiy?]
c

fo1i6ws that isec a = Vi + tan' a and, so, tha.

sem (cos a)cos a - for a not at odd multipltrof 7r/2.iare

\ -
IRecall that sgn has tht value 1 for positive arguments ancrthe
value 71 for negative arguments, and that sgn (0) = 0.] With the.
oen4 restriction,

sgn (cos a) tan a
sin a = cos a tan a =

.4- tan' a

, Itleach exercise, find the cosine
(a) tan a = Vä 0 < a < .7r/2
(c). tin a = 4/3, cos a <-0
(e) sec a . 2, sin a < 0
(g) cot a = 0 a 5- 7

19.06 Halving Fornilhas

The three doUbling formulas:

and sine of the indicated argument.
(b) tan a = Va, ir < a < 37r/2
(d) tan a = -4/3, sin a < 0
(f) sec a 1/2, 0 < a < TT
(h) cot a = 1, cosra < 0

COS 2a = 2 cos2 a - cos 2a = 1 - 2 sin2 a, sin 2a 2 sin a cos a

from Theorem 19-11 and its corollary can be used as the basis of
halving formulas. From the first two we obtain:

1 + cos 2a 1 - cos 2a
cos2 a - and: sin2 a =

2

which have as instances:

By division
,

(2)

873

Answers for Part D

JC 439 (1)

"4.

TT , 3r/2 3.7712,-Z7

cos >0, i < 0, < 0, t >0, t

sin >0, >0, i <.0, i < 0, f

tan >0, t < o, 1 . o, I < 0, 1

sec >-0, f < 0, f- < 0, i . > 0,

Z. (a) cos a = 1/Z..sina
(b) cos a = `:1/2, sina
(p) 'cosa -= 3/5, sina_= 4/5
(a)", cos a = 3/5, skna = 4/5,
(e) cosa = 1/z, sina = -4372
(1)

(g) cos a = 072,
(h) cosa

a 1 + clas a
2

and: sin2 a = cas a
2 2

tain, for a not an pdd multiple of 7r:

tan2_a 1 - cos a
2 1 + cos a

Impossible. [I sec a I 11

sina.= 1/2
1/41

-r

Notice that although tan
is not an'increasing func-
tion it is increasing on
each interval of measure
V on which it is defined.

.The secant behaves in the
way ovposite to that in ..
which-its reciprocal,
cosine, does.



TC 439 (2)

Sample Quiz

1. On the same picture of the number plane, make sketches of cos and
set for arguments in 3w/4, v.

2. On a second picture of the number ylane, make sketches of tan an
I/tan for arguments in 3774,

3,. --On a third picture of the number plane, make sketches of sin and
. 1/sin ,for arguments in 3 4, IT .

(a) What is thevlornain of tan?
(b) What is the range of sec?
(c) What is the domain of 1/tan?

*(d) Do the functions ,l/tan and sec have any,points int common?
'Explain your answer.

Key to Sample Quiz
1. 7.

.

-., 2-
1 xsviowiF ituf IV"

2 Y % ix
t 2

t

1 %
i

% 1

t

1 az ---
I

, , i ton

.4

1

I I

s

\ iI
1

1

1
1 s ! I

3,

1\ . \
i \ i

t \
s I

t
1

1 )
1

1 .
1 , \ 1

i 1 1 \ I

1 1 1 \ I

4.

tt.

(a) {X: x is
of 7/2}

not an odd multiple

(b) {x: x 1 or x < -1)
(64 {x: x'ifi not a multiple of 7T/2)
(d) Yes. There is a number t,such

that 1/tan t = sec t, for there
is a number t such that
cos t/sin t = -1/cos t, that is,
such that sire t + sint - 1 = 0.
That there is such a number t
follows from the facts that the
latter equation is equivalent to
'sin t = ('s,r-C - I )/2',
1, < (NTT 1)/2 < 1, and

- 1)/2 is not a multiple
of v/Z.

t7
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We must not assume from, say, the first formula in (1) that

(*)
a - +, cos a

cos =2 2

for the values of the expression on the right side of (*) are all non-
negative whereas cos (a12) sometimes las negative yalueS. For exam-
ple, with a = 4713, cos .(a/2) = cos (243) = while Nr(-1 + cos a)/2
= _\.111 + cos (270)1/2 = V(1 + -112)12 = Evidently, (*) holds only
tor values of 'a' for 'which cos (a12) 0. We can, however, obtain
formulas which hold for all values of 'a' by using the signum function
(sgn) which, as you ,should recall., has the value 1 for positive argu-
ments. This leads ut to:

Theorem 19-29
a , f + cos a

(a) cot sgn cps

cl
I. a) - cos a

(b)sin egn (sin
. 2 , 2 2

_a (tan \a \11 cos a
2 \ 2) 1 + cos a ,

[Formula (c) holds for a not an
odd multiple of 7r.]

It is not difficult to See that The:orem 19-29 has the corollary:

Corollary.

(a) cos -421

44b) sin

a(c) ta -§- =

+ cos .a
2

1 - cos a
2

11 - cos a
A.11 + cos a

[0 5 a < sr]

[Where have you seen a formula like formula (a) ofthe corollary'n Of
course, the formulas of the corollary are valid for other ranges of argu-
ments besides those specified in the corollary.

4./

We can obtain a halving formula for tan that is sometimes more
useful than (c) by .1:sing the first and, third of the doubling formulas
given at the beginning of this.section:

a sth (a/2,) 2 sin (a/2) cos (a/2) sin a .

2 cos (a/2) 2 cos' (a/2) 1. + cos a'

f.

TC 440

aThe expression 'sgn(cos TY in Theorem 19-29(a) replaces, and is
more specifk than the more customary '±'. You might call students'
attention to the customary forms,

Formula (a) of the corollary is related to- the forMula for the cosine
of half ar angle developel in Exercise 5 of Part C on page Za7.

* *

Suggestions for the exercises of section 19.06:
(0 Part A may be assigned for homework.

(ii) Part B should be teacher directed.

TC 441 (1)

The fundamental reason for the existence of a formula like that of
aTheorem 19-30 is that the function whose value is given by `tan-i- , has,

like cos and sin, the period '2r. There are no such formulas for
acosi and sin because the corresponding functions have period 4x

but do nch have period 277.

lir

8" "

%rm.,



a
for a not an odd multiple of 7r:

Theoiem 19-30

1
[a not an odd multiple of It]

+ cos a t
. i ...... 4.

Ia1ving Formulas 44.1 . TC 44142)

Answers for Part A
1 cos(v/4). = 4[1'+ cos(77/2)]/2 = / 2

sin(r/4) = 4[1 - cos(v(2))/2 = 4172-= i/Na
cos(r/6) = 4[1 + cos(7/321]/2 = 4[1 + 1/212. N,174

sin(t/6) '4[1 - cos(r/rJ/Z = 4[1 - 1/21/2 = Nr1-74

+ cas(v73) 1 + 1/2 YL/'tan(7/6)

cos(r/12) = 2-1,s1-77rS/2, sin(7/12) = ,5777.572, tan(7/12)= 2-0;
cos(v/8) sin(r/S) tan(;/8) = sr2 1;
ccis(-5/r/12) = 4-2-=-T372, sin( -57r/12)1 = + Nr3/2,

tan( -5i/12) = -(2 + 43);
coa(7z/8) = -4z77--Nri/Z, sin(7r/8) = - N/2/2, tan(77r/8)

Exercises

Part A
. 1. Check the halving formulas for cos and sin by using them to com-

pute cos (7/4) and sin (77/4). [Hint: ,7r/4 = (42)/2, and you know
the value of cos at 42.]

2. Check thehalving formulas for cos, sin, and tan by usingthem to
compute the Values of these functions at 46. At 43. [You should
know the values,of cOs and sin at 7/6, 43, and 243.]

3. Use the halving formulas to compute cos, sin, and tan at 412,,
77./8,-57/12, and 748.

4. Find the values of cos and sin for an argumept a such that tan 2a
'=-5/l2andO52a7zir.

5. Repeat Ekercise 4 'for tan 24 equal to
(a) 3/4; (b) -4/3; (c) 12/5.

Part B
For some purposes it is convenient to introduce a seventh circular

function, crc [pronounced `sirkl by:

Defihition 19-6 crc a = tan
2

[a not an odd multiple of 7r]

1. What is the period of crc?
2. Prove:

Theorem 19-31 For a not an_odd multiple of 7r,
Sin ,a(a) crc a -

1 + a

(3)
,1 crc2 a .
1 + crc2 a

(c) sin a - 2 crc a
1 + crc2 a

[Hint for (b)"..By Theorem 1 -3

*.din2 a 1 - cos2 a, cacia - =
(1 + cos a)2 (1 + cos a)2'

4.

8 7841.

cos a = 1/4726, sina = 5/N.F2-6

cos a = 3/4u, sina = lAsfif
cos a = 1N-g, Bina = Z/Nri
cosa 3/411, sina = zAirl

Answers for Part B
1. crc has period '27r. .

, 2. (a) This is by definition and. Theorem 19-0.
b) By DefinitiOn 19-6 and Theorem 19-29(c),

1 cofi acrc2a = 1 + cos a
So, (1 + cos a)erc2 a = 1 - cos a and, hence,
cesa(1 + crci2a) = 1 - crc2a and

1 cre2acos a

[Alternatively, by Definition 19-6 and Theoreil 19-30,

? - sin2a 1 - coit2aCrc 3 ci + COB 3 2 (1 4 cog ar
(1 - cos a)(1 + ccis a) 1 - cos a

(1 + cos a -.2 1 + cos a '
Then, proceed al; in the preceding derivation. )

.(d) By the doubling formula f:,r tan and Definition 19-6,
2 Crca

. .tan a =
1 - crc- a

So, since sina = tana cosa,
) 2 c rc asina = 1 + crc a

1 + crci a
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19.07 Summary of Main Results

The preceding sections contain a large number of theoremt con-
cerning the circular functions. In the present section we shall sum-

, marize the results- which you need to remember and point outhow to'
obtain from these the other results which you need to be able to use.
The numbered results are the ones which you should -connriit-ttr
memory; the lettered results are easy consequences of the numbered
ones. You will find that you will come to remember the latter, also, if
you spend some time deriving each of them a few times from the
former.

To begin with, you need to be thorotighly familiar with the intuitive
description of the winding function W as illustrated in Figure 197-1
on,pge 409. In partiZular you should be aware that

W(a) = U or W(a) F U' if and only if a is an even Multiple
of 7r/2, and

W(a) = V or- W(a) IP if and only if a is an odd, multiple
of 42.

Youthen need the definitions of the circular functions:
a

(cos a, Sin a) -= Ma),

and sec a.= 1

a'\cos a! cos a
(2) [a not an odd' mtkltiple of 42]

cos a
cot a sin a

and csc a

4.

.1

sin a
[a not an-even multiple of 421

and you should have a good mental imago of, and be I;le to make
quick sketches of, graphs of these functions. Many of th properties of
the circular functions are easily guessedor remem ed when one
glances at their graphs. Incidentally, the restriction in (2) are easily
recalled if you remember (1) and that these restrictions are intended
to rule out consideration of multiplication by /0,.In fact, it follows
frOm (1) and (2) that

cos.a [and cot al is 0 if and only if a is an odd multiple
of 7r/2, and,

sin a [and tan a] is 0 if and only if a is an even multiple
of 42.

Also, !..ec and esc are never zero. [Why?].

4

88f)
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' The main point of this section is to stress that most of the nurneri-
ous theorems concerning the circular functions are easy consequence's of
a few of them including, of course, definitions.' So, it is more
sensible to familiarize one's self with ways .of deriving the former,from
the latter rather thali to attempt to memorize all theorems. And, after
deriving a theorem a few 'times one reahes the point at which either
this derivation is an automatic process or one has memorized the
,theorem.

The functions sec and csc are never 0 because, wherever they
are defined they are reciprocals of nonzero values of cos and sin; ...land
reciprocals of nonzero real numbers are never O.

7C 443

The unit circle is {(x,,y): x2 + y2 = IL So, since, for any a,
(cos a, siria) iS a point of the unit circle it follows that, for any a,
cos2 a + sin2 a = 1. The other two Pythagorean identities follow from
the first and the definitions in (2). For example,

1 cos,2a 1 cos2a Sin2a
csc 2 a cotaa sin2 a sin2 a sin77--

for values of *a' for which sin a 0. But, it is just for such values
that csc and cot are defined,

Using (6) we see that, for example,
cos(a. + lz) = (-1)2 cos a cos a:

and that

tan(a + r) = sin
cos
si
cos(a + r

1 . sin a + r
l . cos a + r

tan(a + sr).

4ce, the periodicity properties in (5) follow from (6) and: 4elinitiona.
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cos2 a + sin2 a = 1
(3) sec2 a - tan2 a = 1

cse2 a - cot2 a = 1

are used so frequently that it is well t memorize them. [On the other
hand, the first follows immediately from the fact that the range of W
is cOntained in the unit circle, and the others follow from the first and
the definitions given in -(2). E.xplain.]

You also need to have well in mind that 1

(4). cos and sec are even; sih, tan,,cot, and Csc are odd,

and that

- (5) cos, sin, Sec, and csc have period 2v;
tan and cot have period 71",

Actually, as to (4), it is sufficient to'remember that cos is even and sin
is odd- the rest follows at once from this andlhe definitions in (2).
[Explain] As to (5), it follows from the resplt (5), below. [Explain]

As to reduction formulas it is sufficient to remember

(6i cos (a + kv) -f (-1)k cos a, sin (a + k7r) = (-1)k sin a

(7) a + b = 7r127-- cos b = sin a
--- I. cot b tan a [a notan odd multiple of 42

(or, equivalently, b not an even multiple of 42)]

and, perhaps,

(8)
{cos (a + 7r12) = -sin a, sin (a + 7r/2) = cos a,
cot (a +

[with appropriate restrictions on the-last two]. Note that the last two
results in (8) follow immediately from the first two and definitions, and
that the first t*o are, easy to derive. from (4) and (7). [By (7),
cos (77/2 - a) = sin a and, so, cos (a + 7rI2) = sin (-a) =, -sin a, by (4).]
As to (7), itselC to say that a + b = 7rI2 amounts to saying that the mid,
point of a, b is 44. With this in mind, the intersection of graphs of
cos and sin at (44, Vi/2), and of tan and cot at (4471), makes it easy
to recall (7). [Sketch the graphs in question and verify the claim just

,

made.]

8S2

the mare general reduction formulas:

cos [a + (2k + 1)42] -(--1)" sin a,
sin [a + (2k + 1)7/2] = (-1)k cOs a
cot [a + .(2k 1)42] =- -tail a,
tan [a + (2k + .1)7r/2] = --cot a

t(p)

are seldom needed but can be derived from the addition formulas fttr
cos and pin [see below] and the fact that

(c) cos [(2k,+ 1)42] = 0 and sin [(2k + 117421 = (-1)k.

The fIrst equation in (c) is an immediate consequence of the firsOart
of (a), but the second [which is related to (1)] is °new. The latter need
be memorizi.d only if,you wish to be able to obtain (a) easily from the'
addition formulas.

c"

'gome of the remaining properties of the circular functions are best
sammarized in a pair of tables:

(9)

a 0 46 44 77/3 711--

,

cos a VS/2 \4/2 1/1 0

sin a 0 1/2 V2/2 V3/2 1

tan a 0. V3/3 1 V3

0, 77/2 42, v ITI 37r 2, 342, 277.

cos a > 0, 4 < 0, T < 0, 0, .T

sin a > 04 >. 0, 1. 0; 4, < 0, T

---tazi a > 0, T-- -<-1),--T o,7T.---------<-o,- f

a

The contettt of the seccInd table is easily read off from sketches of
graphs of cos, sin, and tan. Using the elcaa in th4 first table and (6)- (8),
it is easy tcrfind the values of the functions for other special argument&
[sin (27r/3) = sin (46 + v/2) = cos (v/6) = Va/2. Practice other coin-

,putations of this sort]
In the text, several of the preceding results were derived with the

help of the first of the subtraction formulas:

atc
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cosla - b) = cos a cos b + sin a sin b
sin (a - 6) `=, sin a cos b - cos a sin b

---,
tan a - tan b

itan (a - b) [ne ther a, b, nor a - b
I. + tan a..tan b an odd multiple of 7T}

5 446 THE CIRCULAR FUNCTIONS

It is quite' important to memorize these formulas although, as you
have seen, the second can be derived with the help of.the first, and the
third is a rather easy consequence of the first two.

From (10) and (4) it is very easy to derive the. addition formllas:

cos" (a + b) = cos a cos b - sin sin b
sin (a +7 b) sin a cos b + cos 2.pin b

tan a + tan b .44r
tan (a + b)-= [neither a, b, nor a + b

- tan a tan b an odd multiple of 42]

-just substitute `-b' for 'V in (10). If you derive (d) from (10) a few
times you will probably find that you have Memorized all six formulas.

As previously remarked, the goeral reduction formulas (b) for cos
and sin are easy consequences of (c) and (d). For example,

cos [a + (2k + 1)7r/21 = cos a cos [(2k + 1.)/r/2]
sin a sin [(2k + 1)ir/21

= cos a 0 - sin a (-1r ,
-(-1)'' sin a.

Practicing the preceding and the correiponding computation for
sin [a + (2k + 1)1712] will serve to help you memorize the procedure
and, perhaps, the results.

It is not necessary to memorize the formulas of Theorems 19-13
and 19-14:

(e)

and:

(f)

S'S.4

cos a cos b = [cos (a - 6) + cos (a + 6)112
sin a sin b = [cos (a - 6) - cos (a + b)1/2
sin a cos b = [sin (a - b) + sin (a + 6)112
cos a sin b -1sin (a - b) - sin (a + 6)1/2

4.

{cos d + cos c = 2 cos [(c + d)121 cos [(c - d)I2]
cos d - cos c - 2 sin [(c + d)/2] sin [(c - d)/2]
sin d + sin c = 2 sin [(c + d)/21 cos [(c - 021
sin d - sin c . -2 sin Rc +4 d)/21 Sin [(c - 41.2]

You should, however, practice deriving those of the first set from the --'
subtraction and additiOn fofmulas (10) and (d). And you should prac-
tice obtaining instancettLf9' § those in the second set in the way illus-
trated on page 420. ,

Although they are easy consequences of the addition laws. (d) [and
'the first of the Pythagorean identities (3)1, it is well worthwhile to
memorize the doubling formulas: ..,

cos 2a = cos2 a - sin2 a = 2 cos' a .- 1 = - g sin2 a -

,(11)
sin 2a = 2 sin a cos a

2 tan a
tan 24 1 - tan2 a[a, no an Odd multiPle of 7314 or

of 7r/2[-

In fact, you need to know titiese "both backwards and forwards". You
need to know that 4cos2 a - sin' a' can be simplified to 'cos 2a' as well
as that '2 cos2 (613) - 1' can be simplified to 'cos (2a/3Y and that '5 sin a

, 'cos a' can be simplified, to '(5/2) sin 2a'. When you see '2 sinqa/2Y you
should think of - cos a'. It will be worth your while to spend quite
a bit of time making up such variations of (11).

Finally, as far as the circular functions themselves are concerned,
we have the halving formulas:

cosi = sgn (cosi),a

(12) sin -2 - sgn (sin 1.) Ixs a2
a

a (tan pl.\ J1 - cos a
2 "6" Will + cos a [a not an

, odd multiple of 71

and Definition 19 andTheorem 19- 31. These are all closely related
to the doubling formulas (11)aand can be learnedtogether With them._
The best procedure is to derive the latter from (11) several times.

In addition to the "ordinary" circular functions we have, also, the
degree-functions. If, however, you are thoroughly acquainted with the
foregoing, all you need know of the degree-functiorm is ttieir defi-
nition:

A

(13) If f is one of the circular functions then cf (a) = ((va/18()).,

Finally, you need to know the relation of the'Circular functions to
the functions of angles which you studied in earlier chapters:

8s5

t.



19.08 Identities

(14) cos LA = cos m LA), sin LA = sin m(LA),
tan LA = tan 114,(LA) [m(LA) 7r/21

and the cosine, sine, anc tangent
laws:

In MBC,
c2 = a2 + b2 4kb coa y;

sin a sin )3 sin y
a b c

Exercise

tan [(a 13)/2]

tan [(a + /3)/21.
Fig. 19-8

447 448 THE CIRCULAR FUNCTIONS

Reread this section several times andpractice deriving the lettered
results frein the numbered ones.

19.0k Identities

As you know, the result of substituting numerals for the variables
in a sentence is again a sentence gild may be either true or false. For

f,example, all such numerical instances obtainable from:

(1) (cz - b)(a + b) a2 b2

are true and, in faCt, the displayed sentence is itself true [since we
interpret it as an assertion about all values df the variables]. As an-

--other example, consider:

(2) cos c lan c = sin c

Sinr;a the domain of tan conSists, by definition, only of those real num-
bers which are not odd multiples of ir/2, the sentence (2) has meaning-
less instances, such as 'cos (7r/2) tan (7r/2) = sin (42)'. Sentence (2)
has, however, no false numerical instances- each of its, numerical
*tames is either true or meaningless,

Sentences which, like (1) and (2), have no false numerical instances
pare called identities.

I.)

89-6

In order t9 agree with_the rest of the world as to what sentences are
identities we shall, for this Section only, forget that we have assumed
that '/0' denotes some real .number and, so, that multiplication by /0
is mianingfu'i [though generally. useless]. We shall, instead; assume
that expressions which indicate multiplication by 10 are meaningless.
With this convention the sentence:

(3)
a2 - 9 = a + 3a - 3

is an identity since, with multiplication by /0 treated as meaningless
its instance '(32 9)1(3 - 3) = 3 + 3' is mOningless rather than
false..

The purpose of this section is to acquaint you with a variety of iden-
tities involving the circular functions, and with methods of establish-
Mg that a given 'Sentence is an identity. Ta be&in with, We may note
that the equations occurring in the various definitions 4nd theorems
we have already proved are all identities. Those.which, in the defini-
tions and theorems, are unrestricted [for example, the subtraction and
addition laws for cos and sin] are, of course, true and have only V.ie
instances. And the restrictions on other sentences [such as those-OSii tie
subtraction and addition laws for tan] serve only to rule out meaning-
less instances.

'The main reasoti for studying identities is to learn how to trans-
form &given expression into an equivalent one which is better suited
to the purpose at hand. For example, the identities in Theorem 19-13
are useful when one is faced with a produCt and Wisheait were a sum
or a difference; those in Theorem 19- 14 are useful in the contrary casa

The procedure for .showing that a sentence is an identity may be
illustrated by applying it to (2):

oos c'. tan c = cds c -1-by definition]
COS C

= sin c [by algebra]

Note that-the use of the definition and the algebraic step are valid.
only if cos c 94 0- that is, only if c is not an odd multiple of ir/2. But,
these are just the values of 'c' for which (2) is meaningful. So, we have
shown that each numerical iostance of (2) is tine or meaningless - that
is, that 2) has no false numerical instances. Henct, (2) is an identity. ,

As another exlimple, consider;

(4) tan a
sin' a see a
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Note that 'tan ce-an'd 'sec a' are meaningful only if cos a 0,an'a that
the division indicated in the left side of (4) is meaningful only if sin a

0. So, we wish to show that each numerical instance of (4) is true
unless it is one -for which ees-a-= or sin a = 0.

tan a sin a
. = : sin a

sin a cps a
1 [by algebra]

cos a
= sec a [by definition]

. Since the two ugel'of definitions are valid if cos a 0 and the algebra
step is valid unless sin a = 0, we have accomplished what we set out
to do. .

[by definition]

To continue our study' of idinti-
ties we begin hy noting that there
are a numb& .of identities which,
like (2) and (4), follow kw simple
algebra from the definitions of tan,
cot, sec;and csc. These can be de-
scribed easily by reference to Fig.
19-9, Starting with any one of the
six expressions in the figare,one
can obtain five identities by the
procedure outlined in (i)- (iv):

sin a

tan a

cos a

sec 43

cot a

csc a

Fig: 19-9

(i) 'Equate the product of the given-exPression with the one op-
posite it to-11'. [tan :a cot' a = 1]

(ii) Equate the given expression to the reciprocal of the one op-
poSite t. [cos a = /sec a]

(iii) Equate the 'given expression Ca the product of its neighbora.
[sec a = tan a csc a]

(iy) Equate the givAn expression*to the quatient of either of its
z3eighbors by 'this neighbor's odier neighbor. [csc a

et A = sec a/tan a, csc a = cot a/cos a]

ktercises

Pa0 A
1. Two of the identities of type (ii) and two nf those of type (iv) are

definitions. Which are they?
24jEstabliih the identities in examPles (1) and OW

-3. Write out the thirty identities of types (i)=.(iv).
4. Eitablish &oh of the six identities of type (iii).
5.:Establish the ten identities of type (iv) 'which are not definitips.

TC 449 0)

Suggestions for the exercises of section 19.08:
(i) Part A ind the preceding discussion should be teacher directed.

(ii) Parts B and C may be assigned as homework.
(iii) Pa rt D and the preceding discussion should be presented by the ,

teacher.
(iv) Part E may be assigned or homework.
(v) Parts F and G constitute_a combined cliiiiimework assignment.

Answers for Part A
1. sec a -= /ct:7,s a, csc /sin a; tan a = sina/cos a, cot a = cos a/sin a

sin a Cos a2. tan a cot a. = 1, for cos a # 0 and sin acos a sin a
cos a = //cos a = /sec a, for cos a # O.

3. (i) cos a sec a = 1, sin a csc a = 1, tan a cot a =
sec acoira = 1, csc a. mina = 1, cotatana

(ii) cos a
sec a //csecs

sin a
c sc a

= /csc a, tan a
/sin a, cot a- =

/cot a,
/tan a

.t 6.

(iii) cos a = cot a sin a, sin a = cos a tan a, tana = sin a sec a,
sec a = tan.a esc a, csc a, = sec a cot a, cot a = csc a cos a

(iv) cos a =
sec a =

. cos a =
ace a =

4. cot a sin a
cos a tan a
sin a see a

cot a/c se a,
,tan a/sin a,
sin a/tan a,
ssc a/cot

cos a= - Bina = cosa [for sin a # 0]sin a sin a= cos a cos a = sip a [for cos a # 0]
= sin a/cos tan a [for cos a # 01

,= (sin a/cos a Vsin a = sin a/sin a/cos a
= sec a tfor cos a, * 0 * sin al A

sin a = cos a/cot a,
esc a = see a/tan a,
sin a = tan a sec a,
csc a = cot a/cos a,

tan a = sin a/cos a,
cot a = c se a/sec a,
tan a = sec a/csc a,
cot a = cos a/sin a

tan a csc a = 1 sec a

sec a. cot a = /cos a(cos a/sina ) .= /sin a .coc a [for cos a * 0 sin
csc a% cos a = /sin a cos a: = cos a /sin = cot a [for sin a * 0) -

cot a/cric a = (cos Vain a )/eise a = cos al(sin a csc a)
= cos a/(sina/sina) = cos a/1 = cos a

cos a/cot a = cos a (cos a/sizi a),,.= cos a/cos a//sin a = 1 sin a = sins
tan a/sin a = (sin a os a)/sin a = (sin a/sin a)/cos a = 1 sec a = sec a

alle.C-i a." sin a -.7- s-c-a-1:::-C

c sc a/sqc a = /sin'a//cos a = cos a/sin a = cot
sin a/tan a = sin a/(sin a/cos a) = a/sina/ cop-a = I Cos a = cos a

_

tan a/sec a sin a/cos.a//cos a = sin a I = mina
sec a/esc a = /cos a//iin.a sin a/cos a .= tan a
c sc aAot a = 7s in a/Ceps a /sin a ) .= /s in'a..//s in a/cbs a

1 sec, a = sec a
cot a/cos a = cos a/sin a/cos a = cos a/cos a/sina

,= 1 /sin a = ,esc a
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[Note how, by a consistent use of reciprocals each of the preceding
confputations becomes a problem in multiplication.. The properties
of reciprocation used are that /a/b = /(ab), a/a = 1, and //a a,
subject to the restrictions that a and b are nonzero,. These
restrictions translate, in the parts of Exercise 5, to
'cos a 0 *' sin a' except in two cases: in the first derivation the
only restriction needed is 'sina 0' and in the seventh the only
restriction needed is 'ccis a 0'. Students should take note of
these restrictions and check to see that, in each came, they serve
to throw out only meaningless instances. I

TC 450 (I)
Answers for. Part B

[The complete proof of"(5) is:
sina tana = sina(sina/cos a) sin2a/eoss

= (1 - cos2a)/cos a = /coma - cos2 cos a
= sec a cos a

The only restriction needed is that cos a be n9nzero and instances of
(5) for wt4ch this restriction is not satisfied are meaningless. So (5)
is an identity.
1. cob a cota = cos a(cos a/sina) = cos2a/sina

= cos2a/sina.= (1 - sin2a)/sina
= /mina - s1n2a/sina = csc a 7 sina

The only restriction is that sins be nonzero. But instances of
the given equation for which Bina = 0 are meaningless.

2. sec a csc a = /cos a/sin a = (sin2a + cos2a)/cosa/sina
sIn2 a/sin a cos a + cos2 a/cos a/mina

,= sin a/cos a + cos a/s-in a
, = tana + cota, for cost * 0 * sina.

.

[Students will no doub t find it easier to transform the right side of
the given equation into its left side. The permission to do this
implied by a statement on page 424 stays in force until Part E
on page 452.

_COSA C1222 a 1 -.sia2a
1 + sin a .(1 + sina)cos a (1 sin a)cos a cos a

Vcos a cos 4(1 - sins) cos a(1 - sin a) 1 .- sin a
1 + sin a 1 - sin2a c. cos2a Cos a

[One trisk is to introduce a`gfactor which makes the side you are
working on somehow similar to the .side you are trying to attain to.
In this exercise this can be done in two ways: get a 'cos a' in the
denominator or get a '1 sina' in the numerator. In the first
argument the restrictions are that cos a * 0 .[first'step] and that
sins * [third step]. In the second airgument the restrictions
are that sill a [firs-rstuptatie Cin a .-0.-Ithird

_1 -

each argument the restrictions boil 'dawn to 'cos a * 0' and this is
therestriction'needed to rule out meaningless instancesQ

sso

4
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At*

The identities of types (iii) and (iv) are most easily established by
transforming their right sides into their-left, aides.

Part B
The identities' we have dealt with so far are based on the defini-

tions of tan, sec, cot, and esc. In addition to these definitions we have
the Pythagorean identities:

cos2 a + sin2 a = 1.
sec2 a - tan2 a = 1
clic= a - cot' a = 1

to work with. Using these we can establish such identities as:

(5) siza tan a = sec a - cos a

[sin a tan a = sinva/cos a = (1 - cos: a )/eos a = aec a - cos a. Ex-
plain the missing steps and explain why tMs argument shows that
each meaningffil numerical instance of (5) is true.)

Show that each of the following is an identity.

1. cos a cot a - csc a - sin a 2. sec a ese a = tan a + cot a
cos a 1 - sin a sin a 1 - cos a, 3.

. 4.1, + sing cos a 1 + ow a sm a
Ms a sin a

1 + sin a 1 - cos asec a - tan a t = ese a + cot a

Part C
The identity (5) and that of Exercise 1 of Part B may seem to be

related to one another as may, alsoi the identities of EXereises 3 and
of Part B. The second end third of the Pythagorean identitiei are

related to one Andther in this same way as are:

coa_a_ tan a- sina- and:- flin-a cot. a = cos a,
ec a = tan a/sin a and: ese a = cot a/cos cf, and

sec a esc a = tan a + cot a arid: clic a sec a = cot a + tan a

1. GUess an easy way to traasfbrni a given identity into a sentence
which is also an identity.

2. Useyour guest; to obtain another identity from the One of Exercise
5 in Part B. Show that the new sentence You obtain actually is an
identity.

3. l' aVapiEZercise 2 with Exercise 6 of Part rathir than Exercise 5.
.

' *4. Prove that your way of getting identities works.'

sti

0
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Answers for Part 3.3 leont.]

sin a sin2 a I cos? a 1 - cos a
4. I + cos a (1 + cos a )sin a (I + cos a)sina__ _tuna .

[As in Exercise .3, the're is another equally simple route. 3

cos a 1 - sin a
5. 13y Exercise 3, -4-1 + sin a, cos a /cos ii - sin a cos a

6.

Ti sec a - tan a.
sin a sin2 a 1 - cos2a 1 + cos a_ _ .

1 - cos a (1 47 cos a)sin a (1. - cos a)sin a sina

.4 sina + cos a/sin a = csc a + cot a

Answers for Part ,C
I. Interchange 'sin' and 'cos', .`tan' and cot', and 'sec' and 'csc'.

sin a2. 1 + cos a = cse a - cota

By Exerc,ise 4, sin a 1 cos a isina cos a
+ cos a sin a

= csc a - cot a. The only restriction on the preceding argument
is that sina 0, and this is precise.ly the restriction needed to
rule out meaningless instances. [Note that if sin a 0 0 then

.7,1 + cos a * 0,

n a

cog a3, =4 'sec a + Lana1 - sina
cos a cos2 a

1 =. Dina (1 - sina)cos a (1 -
= /c013 a + sin a cos a' = sec a + tanaA

4. [See the text following these exercises.

/sr
sin2a I + sin a

sina)cos a cos a

A

19.08 Identities 451

Two functions which are mentioned on the same horizontal line of
Fig...1.?9 are said to be cofunctions of one another. For example, cos
is the cofunction of sin and sin is the cofunction of cos. We have already
noted that if a + b 42 then

cos a = sin b and, of course,
sin a = cos b.

We have also noticed that if z + b = 77/2 then

cot a tan b [a not an even multiple of 7r/2].

Since, for a + b 42, a is not an even multiple of 42 if and only if
b is not Ein odd multiple of 42 it is easy to see that, if a + 6 42,

tan a cot b [a not an odd multiple of 421

Similar results'hold for csc and sec [since they, hold for sin mid cosi.
[Explain.] Since a + (42 - a) = 7r/2 it follows that if f and g are co-
functions then:

I

(*) f(a) = g(42 - a) 6

is an identity. It is this that justifies the guess you probably made in
Exercise 1 of Part C.

To see how (*) can be used to get new identities from old ones, con-
,

sider the identity:

cos cz
(6) a - tan a

1. + sin a

which yo ti established in Exercise 5 of Part-B. If we replace each func-
tion mentioned in (6) by its cofunction we obtain a new sentence:

(7)
sin a

1 + a = csc a - cot a

Once-having proved that (6) is an identity we can, show that (7) is an
identity as follows;

sin a ces (42 - a) [bY ?]
1 + cos a,- 1 + sin (42 - a)

= sec (7r/2 - --i-tan-1(7/2 - [by (6))
= csc a - cot a [by (*)]

For easy reference we shall call the procedure of transforming (6)

892
into (7)-or (7) into (6)-the cofunction transformation.
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Part D
1. (a) Apply the cofunction transformation to the identity you es-

tablished in Exercise 6 of Part B.
(b) Use (*) and.the identity of Exercise 6 to show that the sentence

you obtained in part (a) is an identity.
2. As far as possible, arrange the thirty identities you worked with

in Part A in pairs such that each member of a pair can be obtained
from the other by the cofunction transformation.

3. (a) Establigh the identity:

cos a 1 + sin a.
1 - sin a cos a

(b) Obtain a new identitY by lpplying the cofunction transforms-
mation to the one in part (a).

Part E
Show that each of the following is an identity. tin order to learn how\

to transform expressions into equivalent expressions of )11 specified
form, you shonld work each exercise by using known identities and
algebra to transform the left side of the given equation into the right.
Coniplete the exercise by determining the values of 'el for which the
given equation has meaningful numerical instance4nd making sure
that the steps you have taken are legitimate for each such value of `a'.]

1 . cos a
A. slII a =

sin a tan a
tan2 a

2. - sin2 a
1 + tan2

13. cot a + tan a =
cos a sin a

cos2 a
4. cot a". cos a =, .sin a

tan a cot, a
tana+ cotag° sinz a c°82 a

6. cos2 a - sin2 a = 2 cos2 a - 1
cot a + cos a a7. 1 + Bin a

S.
sin a + tan a sin a

sec a4 -1-- 1

9. (cos + sin 02 = 1 + 2 cds a sin a °
10. cos4 a I- sin* a = ,(cos a - sin O)(Ireos a + sin a)

1
11, + = 2 see2 a1 + sin a 1 - sin a

894. f.

Answers for Part D

1. cos a(a) 77;1.71 =
(b) cos a

1 - sin a

TC 452 (I)

sec a + tan a
sin(717/2 a)

- a)1 cos(7r/-2. csc(7/2 - a) + tot(71/2-

C,

aftana
2, (cos a sec a .= 1, sina csc a = 1), (tan a cot a = 1, cot a tan a = 1),

(sec a cos a = 1, t sc a sin a = I), (cos a = /sec a, sina = /csc a),
(tan a = /cot a, cotel. = /tan a ), (sec a = /cos a, dee a = /sin a),
(cos a = cot a sin a; sin a .= tan a cos a),
(tan a = Bina sec a, cot a = cos a c sc a),
(sec a = tan a csc a, csc a = cot a sed a) [In the last 3 we have

used CPM to get a match. ]
(con a = cot a/c sc a, sin a = tan a/sec a).
(sina = cos a/cot a, cos a = sin a/ta a),
(tan a = sin a/cos a, cot a = cos a/
(sec a tan a/sina, csr-a = cot a/ os a),
(csc a =
(cot a =

sec a/tan a) sec a z cc a/cota),
csc a/sec a, tan a = sec a/csc a)

3. (a) cos a cos2 a
1 sin a (1 - sin a)cos a

Bina 1 + cos a(b) 1 -.cos a sina

1 - sin2 a - 1 + sin a
(1 - sin a)cos a cos a.

Answers,for Part E
1 1 sirx2a cos2 a cos a . cos asia a - -n s in a sin a sin a/cos a tan a

[In more detail, the third step may be developed into:
COSI 2 a/sin,a =. cos a /s in a cos a cos ;.(/siy.a//cos a)

= cos a/(sina/cos a)]
The required restrictions are that Bina * 0 and that cos a * 0,
These are the restrictions under which sins 0 and tan a I.
defined a,nd is not 0. So, the equation is an identity.

tan2 a tan2 a
1 + tanl st-1717 4 tan a-ed-1402 e -sin2 a . The only-rest riction
to the argument is that cos a * 0 and this is the only restriction
needed to ensure that tan2 a is not meaninglese.

41.

[To ave space we shall omit the diseussion of restrictions except
in cases wherg such a discussion may be difficult.,

3, cos acot a + Lana = sin a
cos a.=
sina4. cot a c s

4. sina cos2a + sin2 a
cos a sin a cos a

cos2 a
s n a

1

CPS a "Bina
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Answers for Part E [cont.)
sin a cos a

tan a cot a cos a sin a (sin2 a- cos2 a Asin a cos a)
5, tan a + cot a Bina cos a (sin2 a + cos2 a (sina cos a)

cos a sin a
= sin2 a - cos2 a

An alternative route;
tan a - cot a (tana cot a)tan a tan2 a - 1 tan2 a - 1 = etc.
tan a cot a (tan a + cot a)tan a tan2 a + 1 sec2 a

To avoid meaningless instances, we-must have cos a * 0 * Bina.
These are sufficient since it implies that tan a 0 0 and, soy that
tan a + /tan a 0 0. These restrictions are also sufficient to justify
the algebraic steps in either argument.

6. cos2 a - sin2 a = cos2a - (1, - cos2 a) = 2 cos2 a - 1
cot a + cos'a cot a + cot a sin a cot a(1 + sina)

7. cot a.
1 + sin a 1 + sin a 1 + Bina

[Restrictions: sina 0 1 and sin a 03

sin a + tan a sin a + sina sec a sin a0 + sec a
8. - sin a

.sec a + 1 sec a + 1 sec a + 1

9. (cos a + sin a)2 = cos2`a + sin2 a + 2 cos a sin a = 1 + 2 cos a sin a

10. cos4 a sin4 a =1 (cos2a - sin2 a)(cos2 a + sin2 a) = cos2 a - sin2 a

1
11. 1 + sin a 1 - sin a 1 - sin2 a cos2 a .

= (cos a - sina )(cos a + sin a)

1 1 - sin a -f 1 + sin a 2-

12. 1 cos2 a sin2 a
cos a cos a-

TC 453 (I)

sin a= sin a - sin a tan acos a

13 cot a + tan a cos a , sin a cos2 a + sin2 a
. = sin a . cos a sin a cos a

=, sec a & clac a

14.
.

1 + cot2 a
cot2 a -= tan2 a + 1 = sec2 a

_

tan2 a + 1 sec2 a s in2 a
cot2 a + 1 csc-., a coa2 a tan2 a

16. (sec a - tan a)2 L sinal2 (1 - sina)2
.'cos a cos a ' cos2 a

--:
(1 sin a)2 1 - sin a

17.

2 sec? a

1

cos a Bina

(1 - sin a)(1 + sin a) 1 + sin a

sin a - cos a (Bina - cos a)cos'a tana 1

sin a + cos a (sin a + cos a) cos a tan a +

cos2 a sin2 a
- sin a - sin a = 1 + sin a

1 - sin a)2
sin2 a

1 - cos2 a
12. - sin a tan a

cos a
13. cot a + tan a = sec a .-.1,csc a

14.
1 + cot2 a - sec2 a

cot2 a

tan' a + 1
15. = tan2 a

cot2 a + 1

18. (sec a - tan a)2
1 - sin a
1. + sin a

17sin a - cos a tan a - 1
sin a + cos a tan a + 1

cos2
18. = 1 + sin a

1 - sin a
oAT a + sin a = 1, - 2 sin2 a cos2 a

sec a - sec a (sec a + tan a)
, sec d - tan a

sec. a - cos a tan2 a
sec a + cos a 1 + -see a

22. tan3 a - sinl a = tan' a sin' d
2$. sec3 a + csc3 a =: (tan a + cot a)'

,

24 see a - tan' a = cse2 a - cot' a
25. tan? a + cos2 a = see a sin2 a

26. tan.' a + cos2 a .= 1 + sin' a tan2 a

I.
The identities we haye dealt with up to now are based on the defini-

tions of tan, sgc, cot, and csc and n the Pythagorean identities. We
can, however, make use, of other id tities such as the subtraction and.

laddition laws, the doubling formtilas and the halving formulas. It

19.08 Identities 453

should bo noted that, foOdentiti
tion transformation no longer 14
If, for exainple; we apply the tr

(8)

we obtain:

on these results, the cofunc-
orms an identitrinto anidsntity.

rmation to theidentity:

2 sin a cos, a sin 2a

(8') 2 cos a.. sin a = cos 2a

which is not an identity. [To see that (13') is not an identity, consider
the numerical instance obtained by substituting '0' for 'a'.] To see why

.8 9 7
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Answers for Part E [cont.]

19. cost a + sin4 a = (cos4 a + sin4 a + 2 sin2 a co2a) ain2 a cos2 a
= (cos2 a + sin2 -

= 1 - 2 sin2 a cos2 a

set a sec a(sec a + Lana)20. sec a - tan a sec- a - tan!? a
sec a - cos a (sec a - cos a)sec a
sec a + cos a (sec a + cos a)sec a21.

22. tan2 a -

2 sin2 a cos2 a

sec a(sec a + tan a)

sec2 a 1 tan 2 a
sec2 a + 1 1 + sec2 a

sin2 a sint ail - cos2 a)
"1'2 a 7;75-7 sin2 4 cost a

= tan2 a cos2 a)' = tan2 a sin2 a
23. sec2 a + csc 2 a = 1 + tan2 a + 1 + cot2 a = tan2 a + cot2 a

+ 2 tan a cot a = (tan a + cot a)2
24. sec2 a - tan2 a = = csc2 a cot2 a
25. tan2 a + cos2 a = an2 a + 1 - (1 - cos2 a). = sec2 a sin2 a
26. tan2 a + cos2 a = Van2a + (1 - sin2 a) = 1 + (tan2 a - sin2 a)

= 1 + Bina a tan2a, by Exercise. ZZ.

TC 454 (1)
Answers for Part F
1. By Ease rcise 19 of Part E, cos4 a + sin4 a = 1 - 2 sin2 a cos2 a

1
(2 sin a cos a)2

=
sin2 2a

2 2

2. cos4 a - sin-4 a = (cos2 a - sin2a)(cos2 a + sin2 a) = cos 2a
3, (cos a + sin a )2 = cos2 a 0- sin2 a + 2 sin a cos a = 1 + sin Za.

1 + cns(7- 2a)
4. cos2(1 - a) = cos 2[(1- - 2a )/2]

2
1 + sin 2a

5, oth2(741.
1 - cos(722- - 2a) 1 - sin Zaa) = .n2[(1 Za)/2] =

746. --tan( + a) tar a CT a)

2

tan(z/4) + tans tan(7/41 tan a
1 - tan(7/4) tan a 1 4- tan(w/4) tan a
1 + tans 1 - tan a (1 + tan,a)2 - (1 - tan a)23,
1 - tana 1 + tan a 1 - tan2 a

4 tana - tan Za1 -"tan2 a
7. cos2 a - cos Za = cos2 a - (cos2 a - sin2 a) = sin2 a = 1 - cos2 a

= 1 cot2 a sin2 a
8, cos 3-a = cos(2a + a) = cos la cos a - sin Za sin a

(cos2 a sin2a)cos a - 2 sin a cos a sin a
= cos5 a - Ginza cos a - 2 sin2 a cos a -

= coils a - 3(1 - cos2 a

898
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the transformation does not work,-let's apply (*) on page 451 to the
left side of this-second sentenee ahd then znate use Of (8). f

2 cos a sin a = 2 sin (rr/2 - a) cos (7/2 - a) [by (*)]
rty (8)1= sin [2(7/2 - a)]

= (7r - 2a)
= sin 2a

We do obtain an identity but it is not (8').

Part F
Show that each of the following is an identity. [As in Part E, trans-

form left sides into right sides.]

I. cos" a + sin' a = 1 - 2a [Hint: Recall Exercise 19 of Part E.]2

2. cos4 a - sin* a = cos 2a
3. (cos a + sin a)2 = 1 + sin 2a

4. .2 " a) 1 + sin 2a\ 4 2

b. 1 - sin 2a
a) 2

6. tan (7- + a) - tan - a) - 2 tan 2a.4 4
7. cas2 a - cos 2a = 1 - cot2 a sin2 a
8. cos 3a 4 boe a - 3 cos a

sin 3a = 3 sin a - 4 sire a
10. sin2 2a-+ 4 sin4 a = 4 sin' a
11. sin' a(1 + tan' a) tan' a

sin a - sin b b1
cos a + cos b tan

13. tan a sin

14. sin a + sin aa + sin ba + sin 7a = '4 cos a cos 2a sin 4a
[Hint: Recall Thearem 19-14.]

Part G
It is sometimes desirable to transform an expression of the form:

. .

sin2P a cos2q. a [where p, q iNn]

cos a r- 4 cos3 a - 3 cos a

into an equivalent expression whicl; involves neither exponents nor
products of values of cos and sin. This can be accomplished by using.
the doubling formulas and Theorem 19-19..For example,

9
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Answcrs.for Part F [cont.)

9. sin 3a = sin(2a,+ 4) = ia cos a + cos 2a sins
= 2 sina cos2a + cos2a. sina sins a

. 3

10. sin2 2a + 4 sin4 a.; 4 in2 a cos2a.+ 4sin4a
= 4 sin2a(cos2 a + tain2 a) = 4 sin2 a

11,. sin2a(1 + tan2a) = sin2g sec2a = sin2 a cos2a = tan2a

sin a(1 s1n2 a) - sins a
mina - 4 si0 a

. 12.
Ono - sin b cosj(b + a)/Zisinj(b -
cos a + cos b 2 cosj(b + a)/Z]cosj(b - a

tan[(b a)/2)

= tan[(a - b)/2 ]

sin a sinb sin a cos b - cls a sin b =-- sin(a b)
13, tan a - tan.b = - - =

A
cos a cos b cos a cos b cos a cos b

14. sin a + sin 3a + sin 5a + sin 7a = 2 sin Za cos a + 2 sin 6a cos a

t.

Answers for Part G
1. (1 - cos 4a)/8

/ -z. 2 cos a(sinZa + sin 6a)
= 2 cos a sin 4a cos /a
= 4 cos a cos 2a sin 4a.

TC 455

'2. (10,- 15 coala + 6 cos 4a - cos 6a)/32

3. (2 + c4o0 Za Z cos 4a - cos 6a )/32 a

4. (5 4 cos 2a - 4 cos 4a + 4 coi; 6a - cos 8a)/128

Suggestions for the exercises of section 19. 09:
(i) Use Part A to illustrate the discussion preceding it.
(ii) Part IS may be assigned as homework, after appropriate

from the discussion on Rage 457.
(iii) The discussion on pages 458-459, and Part C, should be teacher

i I a s gned for homework.
directed. This to pages 460-462.

(v) Fart D may be
(v) Part E should be teacher directed.

19.09 Some Applications of Circalar.Functions 455

sin4 a cos2 a (sin a .cos 0)2 sin2 a
=-- (i sin 2a)' (1 cos 2a)]
= sin2 2a(1 - cos 2a)
= [i (1 - cos 4a)](1 - cos 2a)
= [l cos 2a - cos 4a + cos 2a cos 4a]
= 1'411 - cos 2o.- cos 40 + (cos (-2a) + cos 6a)]
= A[2 cos --2 cos 4a + 6a].

Transform each of the folloiving into an equivalent expression.?
withotit either exponents or indicated pmducts of values of cos ahd

sin.

1. sin2 a coal a

3. sin2 a cos' a

2. sin' a
/4. sin° a cos' a

19.09 Some Application of oircular Function

In Chapter 13 we have introduced the notion of direction numbers of

a line 1 with respect to a given orthonormel coordinate system. [See

page 110.1 Recall that such direction numbers are the components,

with respect to the correspianding orthonormal basis (74 u, us) for 51-,

of any non-0 vector in [t]. In particular,-if P and Q are two points of /

whose coordinates are (xf, x2, x) and (y1,12, y3), respectively, then

- x y2 - x, y, x) are direction.nUmbers of 1. If v is one of the

unit vectors in [1] with components (v v2, vs) and Q = P + v itfol :

lows that (u1, v2, v3)are direction numbers of 1. Now, since (u1 u.24u.3)is
orthonormal it follows that v, = v u v2 = v u2, and vs = v us.

exarnples So, vi, for example, is the cosine of
an angle one of whose sides has the
sense efiand whose.other side has

---$
the sense of u,. All such angles itre
congruent and have the same meas .

ure- say, Hence, v, = cos a,.
Similarly [see Fig. 19 - 10], v2

= cos a, and vs = cos as. For this X7

reason the numbers (1,1, vv v3) are
called clirectiOn cosines for 1. They
are the cosines of "the angles be-
tween" 1, as oriented by the choice rig. 19- 10

of v, and the positively oriented coordinate axes. Choosing, Mplace of

v, the other unit vector in [I] and proceeding as aboVe leads tp anothe;

sequence of direction cosinesafor 1. These arejust the opposites of those .

(

17,k,
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Answers for Part A
1. (a) (3/417, 3/4rz, 11-M, -174/t, ZN,S)

(c) (41/4/33, 3)0-5; -5/NM-) (d) (O, -1, 0)
2. (a) (3/Nriii 2/.4-n). (b) (1/N[C, 2/N1-6)

(C) -3/0-5", 5/433) (d) (0, 1, 0),
is* a convention for orienting'lineswhich is frequently-lised°'

in analytic geometry-. It is sometimes expressed by saying that the'
, upward sense on a line is positive unless the, line.is horizontal,

whicb case the rightward sense is positive unless the line is pargllel
to the x-axis, in which case the forward senel is positive.]
{The phrape 'makes the same angle with' is a conventional Way of
saying 'makes congruent angles with rays haying the same sense

The' direction numbers ofuch a line are .(f-Arr, 1/isfr; 1/kIT) or
(-1/N1T,

4. (2/7, 3/7, -4/70

.

*.

Sample Quiz
I. Show that, .for each k C I, 2 sin kx cos x sin(k + 1)x + sin(k 1)x.
2. Express tan 3x in terms of 'sinx' and 'coax'.
3. Tell whether, cot is,an even function or an odd function'or neither.

Explain your answer.
4.. Find tlie valve of cnsp and siftp given that cot p = -7,7/24 and

< p <
5. Determine whether or not the following is an identity:

csc x sifix cot2x
cscx + sinx csc2x + 1

6. For what values of 'x' is the equatipn in Exercise 5 meaningless?
' Key to Sample Quiz

1. 2 ,sin kx cos X = sin kx cos x + sin kx cos x,
(sinkx coax + costkx sinx3 +._(sinkx coax ^cos kx sinx)
sin(kx + x) + sin(kx- x)
sin(k + l.)x + sin(k - 1)x

Z -tan3x sin3x cog 3x- -= [3 sinx.- 4 7,in3X]/[4 COS3 X -,-3-4-434.,i-]

3. cot is an odd function, for cot(--x) =
=

4. cos p -7/25 and sinpi = 24/25
5. It is ah identity, for

cscx sinx (cscx - sinic)cscx,_ csc2x - cot2x
coo x + sin x "(csc x + sin x)csc x csc2x + 1 csc2x + 1'

The even multiples of z./2., [Note that neither denorninator ever has
'the val e zero. So, Co say that the equation is meartingless ,when the
denornnators have value 0 does not tell the whole story.]

cos(-x)/sin(-x) = -cos x sinx

902

obtained above: [Why?] Since either set or ireetion cosines ofl are the
com.ponents, with reipect to ah orthonorrnak basis, of a unat vector, we
hiave, in, either case,

(1). cos2 a, + ccts a2 + cos2 a
3

1

In case 1 is an oriented line it is natttilal to choose v to be Ulf unit
vector in the positive sense oFt and define.

-0 -
(2) cot ai = u.4, cos a2 = UV and cos a v

u-
a

Wiih this conventiOn, each oriented line has just one sequence of direc-
tion cosines, and the oppositely oriented line has the oppositee of these
numbers as ite direction cosines.

Suppose that P and Q are two points of / with coordinates (xl, x2, xe)
and (y1, y2, y3), respectively. Suppose, also, that we choos,(10 orient / so
that Q P is in the positive sense. Since the component's of Q - P are
(y, xl, y2 - x2, y3 = x3) it follows that the components of the unit
vector in the positive sense are

(Y1 y2 x2, Y3 \\d' d' d

, where d Q - Pll = V(y, - + (y2 - x2)2 + (y3. - x. So, the di-
rection cosines of the oriented line I are given by:

(3)

Exercises

Part A

yt - , y2 - .x2 y3 - X3
Cos et2 = , 'cos a3 -

in each of the following you are given the coordinates of a poit4 P
and a point Q. Find the direction cosines of when this line is 'ori-
ented so that the positive sensaisthatoN 13,

(a) P:.(5, 2, 2), Q: (8, 5, 4) (b) P: (1, 1, 1), Q: (2, 0, 3)
(c) (-3,-4, 1),Q: (m4, -1, -4) (d) P: (-1, 6,-5),Q: (-1, 2, L5i
For each of the lines V of Exercise 1, find its direction cosines
when it is oriented in a Way.that cos a3 > 0, or, if cos a3
so that cos az < Q.
Find the direction cosines f_a line which makes the same angle,

es. [Hint: Use (1). How many answerswith each of the coordinate
,are there?]

4. A line has direction' numbers (-2, -3, 6) and iitoriehted so that its
secend direction cosine is positive. What are its direction cosines?

9 o3

0-",

.10
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Consider two oriented lines, 1, and m, with v and w as the unit vec-

tors in' their .positive senses. The oriented l has direction cosines

given by (2) and in has direction cosines .

(4)2 cos /3, = tit, cos #2 = w icy and cos P3 W

As in the case of 1,

(5) cos2 + cos2 02 + cos2 p, = I.

It is Customary to say that "the angle between" theoriented lines land

m is any angle whose sides have the senses of v and w. Our problein is

to find the cosine of any such angle in terms of the direction cosines of

the two lines. Now, one such angle is LA0B, where 0 is the origin of

the coordinate systein and A and B have coordinates (cOs a,, cos a3,
cos ita) and (cos 01, COS Pap COS 132), respectively. [Explain.] We can use

Fig. 19 1

the law of cosines to find cos 2.440B:

(6)
0A2 + OB2 - AB2

cos LAOB - 20A 013

By (1) and (5), OA = OB =

AB' = (cos cos adi + (cos p2 cos a3)z + (cos Pa cos a3

= cos2 0, + COS2 Pa COS2 Pa 4" cos2 a1 + cosz a2 + cosz a3

%cos f31 cos a + cos 13,,cos a2 + COS Pa COS a3)

= 2[1 (cos pl cos al + cos $2 cos a + cos f33 cos a3)].

Substituting into (6) we find

90i (7) cos LAOB = cos f3 cos + cos P2 COS aa '+ COS ps cos a3.

TC 457

The sense of TA is that of the vector A - 0 which has 'components
tcos al, cos a2, cos a9). Similarly, . the sense of öl is that of B - 0
whose components are (cosZ,i, cos132, ccis133).

JC 458

Answers for Part.B
1. 2/63 [L- 0.0317]

88.2*

3. Since 7 + -2 1 + 4 -3 = 0, vectors in the directions of the-two
lines are orthogonal. ,so, the lines are perpendicular. (Note that
to test for perpendicufkrityit is opt necessary to find components
of unit vectors in the directions.of the given line. In analytic
gegnietry terms, it is enough to know any direction numbers,of the
two lines it is not necessary to find direction cosfries.)

A

.1

,AN
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Part B
.1. Two lines have direction numbers (2, -44, 3) and (8, 1, 4), respec-

tively, and are oriented so that their third direction cosines are
positive. Find t.,he cosine of the angle.betiveen these oriented lines.

2. rind the degree-measure of the angle between the orikited lines of
Exercise 1.

3. Show that lines with direction numbers (7; 2, 4) and (2, 1, 3) are
perpendicular.

. *
In Chapter 13 we dealt with figures in a given plane -77. by introduc- .

ing orthonormal (x,z)-coordinates based on an origin 0 E 7T and an
orthonormal basis (u,T) for Lz-1. If we consider the chosen basis to be
pOsitively sensed we have chosen an qrentation of 7r and can speak of
sensed angles as beiqg positively or netively sensed.

Given a line / ç 7T, the inclination a of 1 with respect to a given co-
ordinate system is the least number which is the measure of a null or

Fig. 19-12

, positively sensed angle whose initial side has for its sense the positive
seese of the oriented i-axis and whose terminal side has one of the
senses in In. Evidently 0 5 a < 7T ,

Suppose, now, that P, and P, are two points of 1 with coordinates

Fig. 19-13

(xl, y1) and (x2, ,y2), respectively, and are such that y, yi. It follows
that, if d =./),122.and -a is the inclination -of 4

x2 = x, + d cos a and y2 = y + d sin a.

90-6
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Assuming that x, 96 x, -that is, that a 7/2-it follows, that

sin a y, y,
(8) tan a -

cos a - 1.1

Since (y, y2)/(x - x2) = y1)/(x2 x,), (8) holds whether or not
the restriction that y, yi is satisfied. Recalling that the right side of
(8) is the slope of 1 [with respect to the given coordinate iystern] we
have that

(9)
the slope of a nonvertical line 1 is
the tangent of the inclination of /.

[Recall that the slope of a vertical line, like 'tan (42)' is not defined.]
Two intersecting lit:es, /, and l2, contain four angles but, since .ver-

tical angles have the same measure, there are just two eorrect answers
to the question "What is the measure of an angle contained in l, U 12?"
Clearly, for any intersecting lines /, and /, the sum of the anSwers to
this question will be 7r. To obtain a imique answer we define "the"

Fig. 19-14

angle from 11 to 12 to be the smallest positively Sensed angle whose ini-
tial side is contained in 1, and whose terminal side is contained in 12.
[There are actually two such angles, but they have the same measure.]
If (3 [thay'ta] is the measure of this angle then it is clear from Fig. 19 -
14 that if a, < a then 0 = a, - ap while if -a, > a, then a, - a, = 7T
- 9 . Since tan has the period 7T it foltows, in either case, that,tan 0
= tan (a., - al). So, if m, islhé slope of.11 and m, is the slope 002 then,
unless 1, .1-12, it follows-by-the subtraction law for tan that

(10)
M2 - M

tan 0 =
1 + m,m,

In deriving (10) it has been tacitly assumed that neither /,' nor 12 is
vertical and that // l2, as well as that 1, 12. Equation (10) gives the
correct value, 0, for tan 0 in case /, II 4 As we already. know, 1, i 1, if
and only if rn1ni2 = -1'. And, if l, L 12 then 9 ir/2 and 'tan 0' is not
defined.

907
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Part C
1. (a) Find .the measure of the angle from the line 11 whose equation

is 'x + 3y + 1 = 0' to the line whose equation is rx - 2y = 3'.
(1) What is the measure of the angle from 12 to 14?

2. Find an equation for a line 1, through the point whose coordinates
are (L1, 2), such that the measure of the angle from the line whose

- equation is '4x - 3y + = 0' to 1 is 37r/4.
3. The sides Ai, BC, and CA of AABC are contained in lines with

equations `x + 8y - 2 = 0', - 3y 4. 5 = 0', and '2x + 5y +
= 0', respectively.
(a) Find tan LA, tan LB, and tan LC.
00 Check that the measure of an exterior angle at A is the sum of

the measures of LB, and LC . [Hint: Use the addition law for
tan.]

7,

According te the congruence
theorems for triangles [Theorem

.16-71 if one is given the measures
of certain "ptirts"- sides or angles
- of a triangle, he should be able to
CoMpUte the measures of the otheir
parts. You have solved variaus
problems of this kind already. Now
we shall discuss this kind of prob-
lem systematically.

There are four Cases to be considered:
Fig. 19-15

I Given the measures of three sides of a triangle, find the' meas-
ures of its angles.

II Given the Measures of two sides and of the included angle,
find the measure of the other side and the measures of the
other asigles.

III Given thy measure of one side and the meSsures of the in-
cluding angles, find the measures of the other two sides and
the measure of the other angle.

IV Given the me#sures of two sides and the measure of the angle
opposite one of them, find the measures of the third side and of
the other angles.

Case I: Given a, b, and c, the cosines of the angles of the triangle can
be found by using the law of cosines. Then, the measures of the angles
.can be found from the tables. [If numbers are given for 'a', 'b', and 'c'
such that no triangle has these as side-measiires- say, a = 1, b = 1,
and c 3- then-the computations *ill lead to values for the cosines of'
the angles which are not between -1 and 1.] You should check your

998
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Answers for ,Part C
1. (a) x/4 [tan = ,/,1/2 + 1/3)/(1 - /Z /3) = 1]

(b) 3r/4
7y + 15 = 0 [(rn - 4/3)/(1 + 4m/3) = 1 if And only if m = 1/7.],
tanZA = 11/42, *tanLB 19/22, tantC = :216/11
tan(el + Y) = (1-9/22 - 16/11.)/[1 (19/22)(16/11)] = 11/42
= tan a, where a, gs, Y ire the measures of LA, LB, and LC,
respectively.

In part (a) students may need a figure to decide which slope is
and which is mi in a plying (10) on page, 459. ]

.
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Work by using the fact that the sum of the measures of the angles is 7r
[or that the sum of their degree-measures is 180].

Case II: Given a, b, and y the cosine law can be used to compute c.
Then, as in case I, the cosine law can be used to compute a and #. Alter-
nately, once c is computed, the sine law can be used to compute a and
13:

asiny bsiny
sill a = , sin p

[This alternative procedure can also be used in case I once Ale measure
of one of the angles has been computed.]

A third procedure in case II is to use the fact that a + = 7T - y [or,
if degree-measures are used, 180 - yJ and to use Theorem 19-28 to
compute a .- p. From this and a + one Can find a and ti. Then, to
compute c, one can use the sine lL1w, c = a sin Wein a.

Case III:'Given a, and y one can easily compute a. Then, use the
sine law to.compute b and c. -

Case IV:fiiven a, b, and a there 'are four possibilities in case 0 < a

(1) a < b sin a, in which case
there is no solution.

(2) a = b sin a, in which,, case
the triangle is a right tri-
angle with right angle at
B.

(3) bsina<a<b in which
case there are two solu-
tions.

(4) b 5 a, in which case therl
is just one solution.

In case 7/2 5 a < ir then ther
a solution oply if b < a, and in_
case there is just one solution/

5)

Fig. 19-16

In spite of this variety of fiubcases, the procedure' for solving a case
IV Wangle is the same inJl of them. If there is a solution then

/

( )
b sin a.

P a

If there is no solution you will fIncLthat b sin &via > 1 [subcase (1)1,
and your work is done.
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If b sin a/a = 1 [subcase (2)] then g 7r/2, = 7212 - a, and c =
b cos a.

If b sin a/a < 1 then there are two values of '13' which satisfy N.
One of these values, p is between 0 and 7r/2; the other, is 7r - 133.
'You are certain of one solution of the triangle:

p = pi, y = y, (C1 + 0), c = kein y/sin a

If a b then this is the only solution. If a < b then there is a second
, solution:

p = p2, y = y2 = - (a + p,), = a sin y2/sin a

[Rather, than trying to remember that the second solution arises when
a < b, it is simpler to compute 72 The second solution will exist if and
only if y2 > 0.]

Part. D

Part E

,

Solve each of the following triangles-that is, find the measures of
the sides and angfes whcise measures- are not givdh. [Use degree-
measure for angles.]
1. a = 3, b = 10, and c 8 I.

2. a = 3, b 2, and y is 60 [That is, 4C is a 60° angle!]
3. 'a = 60, = 45, and c = 6 4. a = 4, b = 10, and a 30

5. a 5,5 10, and a = 30 .. 6. a = 8, b = 10, and a = 30
7. 9 = 20, b = 10, and a = 30 8. a= 20, 5 ,K 10, and a = 150

In preparation for the next section we need some properti.es of cos
and sin which follow from Theorem 19-14 and the corollary ,to

bs Theorem.19 -17. One of the questions we need to answer is: When is
it the case that cos a = cos b? Now, by Theorem 19-14,

cos a -4-- cos b (sin [(a + b)/21 = 0 or sin [(a b)/2].= 0).

By the corollary to Theorem 19-17,

sin [(a + b)/2

ar.44Imnas

WV.

= 2kir - b.

Similarly, sin [(a !- 5)/21 = 0 if and only if there is an integer k such
that 2kir + b.' Kence,

-cos a = cos b-4-0 3,1, (a = 21or b or a = 2kir + 5).

Answers. for Part ID

TC 462

,

1. t 44.4, 13, t 124.2, Y t 41.4
2. 'c 2.646, a !1-- 79.1, 13 t 40.9
3. Y = 75, -1;) 3.659, a t 4.482
4. [no solution),
5. = 90, Y -4' 60, c ;--- t 8.462
6. L. 38.7, Y1 t 111.3,' el t 14.91;

13v t 141.3, Yz t 8.7, c2 t* 2.421,

13 t 14.5, Y 35.5, c t- 23.23

8, 3 14,5, V t 15.5, c 10.69

:
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This result should seem intuitively obvious ifu look at a graph of
cos. It is, ultimately, a consequepce of the fact that OM is even and has
period '27r. ,

1. Show that sin a sin b if and only if a = kir + (-a )kb.
24 Show that tan a = isn'b if and only if 3, a = kr + b [Hint: For

the only if-part, use the ,subtraction law fo r tan; for the if-part use
the fact that tan has period 7T .]

*
Theorem 19-32

(a) cos at-',== cos b *-6 gk,1 (a = 2kr - b oi a = 2kr + b)
(b) sin a = sin b = kir + (-1)kb

.

(c) tan a = tan b 4-6 1k,, a = 4 b
[neither a nor b an odd multiple of 7/21

(d) 'Cot a = cot b 4- gk,i a = kir 4-'1)
[neither a nor b an Aren.multilic of ir/2]

The, !inverse Circular Functions

Recall that a function f has an inverse if and only if the converse off
is a functionthat is, if and only if f does not have the same valtie for
any two of its arguments. If this condition is satisfied then the converse
off is called the inverse of f and is sometimes denoted by Ty. The no-
tiön of the inverse of a function is discuised.in Section 1.03, pages 18
and 19 of Voluine 1 and,.alto, on pages 2 -26 of Volume 1. To prepare
the way fOr introducing some new fu the inverse circular
functions- we shall review a similar problem dealing with the squar-
ing function, {(x, y): y= x2). To make clear the similarity of the two
problems we shallgive the squaring function a name, 'sq':

= {(x, y): y = x2}

Fig. 19-147

913
r

ft'
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'Answers for Part E
1. Bina = sinbe(cos[(a + b)/2) = 0 or sinl(a - b)/1] = Q)

a + b 12k l)7r
r

a b
E 2 El Z

vt:2.(3kEI + (2k - 1)7r or 3kEI a = b + 2k7r)

3, k CI a = + ( 1)k b4== .

Z. Suppose that tan a = tan b. It follows that neither a nor b is an,
odd multiple of v/2. Also, a - b is not an odd multiple of v/2 for,
if so, tana tanb --/ and tana * tawb. So the subtraction
formula for tan holds and tan(a b). = 0. So, sin(a b) = 0 and,
for some k E I, a = kv + b, Hence, if tan a = tan b then
3k EI a = k + b. On the other hand, if a = Itv + b where k C I
and neither a nor b is an odd multiple of v/2 thep, since tan
has period,v, tana = tanb:
[A similar argument applies to the cotangent, giving t14 result
stated in Theorem 19-32(d). However, it is probably simpler to
treat first the case in which neither a nor b is any multiple of
7r/2 and note that, in this caie, cot a '= cotb if and only if
"cot a = /cotb ahd that this holds if and only if tana = tan b. Then,
complete the diseuseion by noting that if 2, or b is an odd multiple
of v/2 then. cot a = 0 = c'etb and there is a kEI such that'
a = kv + b. ]

The reason for introducing the peculiar notations 'sq', 'Sq', and
'Rt' in place of exponents and radical signs is that this forces students
to think about what is being said and, so, appreciate better the state-
ments (1) - (6). Statements analogous to these can and will be
made for each of the functions cos, sin, tah, and cot. For example,
(7), (12) on page 465 arethe corresponding statements for cos. In
them, 'cos' plays the role of 'sq', 'Cos' that of 'SW, and 'Arccos'
that of 'Rt'.

Reeall that (2) is a consequence of the fact that Sq is an tricreaSing
function. Similarly; (8) on,page 465 is a consequence of the fact that /
Cos is a decreasing function.

* * *

Suggestions for the exercises of section 19.10:
(i) With appropriate examples, Parts A and B may be use'cl for horne7

(ii) wPaorr.tkC
.

'may be used' for homework.
(iii) Fart D should_be,teacher supervised.
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[What is sq (2)? sq(-3)? sq(3)? What is the domain of sq?1 We shall also
deal., with a subsg, Sq, of sq:

Sq = {(x, y): x 0 and y = x-2}

[What is the domain of Sq?] Mice sci(-3) = sq(3) it is clear that sq
does not have an inverse. In fact, 'we have prov'ed in the background
exercises foi: the introduction [pages 6-8] that

(1) sq(a) sq(b) 0-0 (as = b or a =

We also proved that

(2) sq(a) = sq(b) a = b fa 0, b 01

and this tells us thai the f;inction,Sq does have an inverse. This in-
verse is the principal square rooting function and, for the present, we
shall call it `R.V. Its graph is shown in Fig. 19-17, and it may be de-
scribed as follows:

Rt 1(x, y): y 0 and. sq(y) = x}

Iii other words,

.(3) Rt(a).is the number z such that z 0.and sq(z) = a.

and:

nsequence, we have:, I

(4)
'4 sq(Rt(a) = a [a ?: 0]

(5) Re(sq(a)) a [a ?' 0]

Finally, because of (1) and (4), we have: '

9
(6) , sq(a) = c 4-0 (a = Rt(c) or a 7 Rt(c))

tReplace bSrisq(Rt(c)Y, by (4); and apply (1).1
All that we have said about sq can now be-paraileled by statements

19.10 The Inlerse Circular Functions 465

about cos. Paralleling (1) we have, by Theorem 19 -32(a), that

(7) cos a = cos b 4-63k (a = 2k7r - b or a = 2k7r + b).

In particular cos does not have an inverse. Since cos is decreasing in,
the segment 0, 7r we have that

(8) cosa=cosboa=b 0 5 a 5 7T 5 b

Hence, if wddefine a function Cos by:

Cos = {(x, y): 05 x S ir and y = cos x}

p.

it follows that this function Cos does have an inverse. We migh`t call.
this inVerse Cos-1, but it is customary to call it titrecoe. [This Conies
from the phraie 'the arc whose cosine 'is%) Noteithat the domain of
Arccos is the range of Cos and, jo, is {x: -1 5 x 5 1}. By definitio*

Arccos = {(x, y): 0 5 y S r and cos y = x} .

In other words:

(9) Arccos a is the z such that 0 5 1T and cos z = a.

In consequence, we have:

and:

(10) c9s (Arccos a) = a [-1 5 ci 5 1)

(11) Arccos (cos a) = a [0 .a 7r1
ra

[NotA the restriction!] Finally,' because of (7) and (10), we have:

(12) cos a = c 4-* k (a = 2k7r Arccos c
or a = 2k7r + Arccos e) c 11

[Replace 'c' by 'cos (Arceos c)', by (10), and apply (7).]

We shall later collect (9)-(12) into a definition [Definition 19-7]
and three thec..pins [Theorems 19-33 through 19-351. These will
ortain othe parts like (9) - (12). ref n:Ato sin, tan, and cot

.6. 10



466 THE CIRCULAR FUNCTIONS
1. .

Exercises

fart A
1. Evaluate each of the following.

(a) AITCOS (b) Arccos (V-2/2) (c) Arccos 0
. (d) Arccos (-1) (e) Arccos (V2/2) (f) Arccos (V3/2)

(g) A.rccos Icos (7r/2)] (h) Arccos [co8--7/2)J(i) Arccos [sin (7/2)]
2. Solve each of the following equations. [Hint: Use (12), and check

against a graph of cos.]
(a) cos x = 1 (b) cos x = (c) cos-x = 5
(d) cos y = (e) cos't 0 (f) Cos x =
(g) Arceos x = 9 (h) Arccos = 1 (i) Arccos b = 4

3. Show that, for 0 a 7T and 1 '5 b 1,

Dosa='becz= Arccost.
There are analogues of (1)- (6) and (7)- (12) for the sine function.

Fig. 19-19

This function, like cos, does not have an inverse. In fact, by Theorem
19 - 32(b) we have:

(13) . sin a = sin b iko a + (-1)kb

But, since sin is increasing 6n the segment -7r12, 7r12., we also have:

(14) sin a = sin b c = b [-42-5 a
-7r b 7r/2]

Hence, if we define a function Sin by:

Sin = {(x, y): -7r/2 x 7r/2 and x = sin x}

it follows that this function Sin does have an inverse. We call this in,
verse 'Arcain'. [What is the domain of Arcsie] By definition,

Aresid= -27I2 5 y 5 7712 and sin y = x}.

In other words:

(15) Armin a is the z such that -7r/2 z 7rI2 and sin z = a.

91 7

Answers for Part A
1. (a) rr/3

(d) ir

(g) 7/2
.2. (a) {.: 3 kEI x lka}

(b) 3kEl (x (6k 1)w/3 0; x = (6k + 1)w/3))
(c)

(d) {x: 3 (x = (12k - 1)7/6 or x = ('12k + 1)w/6))

(e) Ix: 3 kEI (x = (4k - 1)7/2 or x (4k + 1)7/2))
(f) 2w/3 (g) 7/2 (h) 0 (i) [no solution]

3. For 1 < b < 1, Arccosb is the z such that
cos z = b. So, for G..< a < w and 1 < b <
only if a = Arccosb,

TC 466

(b) rr/4 (c) w/2.

(e) 3r/4 (f) 5w/6

(h) r/2 (1) 0

The domain of Arcsin is fx: lxi < 1).

0 < a < w and
1, cos a = b if and



In consequence, we have:

and:

(16)

19.10 The Inverse Circular Functions 467

sin (Arcsin = a I 1 a 11.

(171 Arcsin (sin a) = a 1-17/2 f. a 5 ir/}

[Note the restriction!] Finally, because of (16) and (13), wg have:

(18) sin a = c - 4.1 a = kir + (-1)k Arcsin c [--1 c< 11

[Replace 'c' by 'sin (Arcsin c)' and use (13).1

Part B
.1. Evaluate each of the following.

(a) Arcsin (b) Arcsin (V2/2) (c) Arcsin
(d) Arcsin (I) Ce) Arcsin (V2/2) (f) Arcsin (V3/2)
(g) Arcsin [cos (ir12)] (h) Arcsin [cos (Tr/2)] (i) Amin Isin (77/2)1.

2. Compare your answers\or Exercise 1 with those for Exercise 1 of
Part A.

3. Solve each of the following equations.
(a) sin x = 1 (b) sin x = (c) sin x = 2
(d) sin y V3/2 (e) sin? = 0 (f) Sin x =
(g) Arcsin x = 0 (h) Arcsin a = 1. (i) Arcsin b =

4. (a) Solve 'sin x = cos y' for 'x'. [Hint: cos y = sin?!
(b) Solve 'sin x = cos x'.

5. Show thatl, for 742 5 a 17/2 and 1 :5 b 1,

sin a = b a = Amin b.

Like cos and sin, tan and cot do not themselves have inverses but .

each has gubsets which have inverses. Two such subsets, Tan of tan
and Cot of cot, are pictured in Fig. 19-20.

X =

'.-Aretan 1Arccot

7
=

Fig. 19-20

a'

Cot

Answers for Part B
1. (a) 7/6 '

. (d) 7/2
(g) 0

TC 467

(c) 0

(f) 7/3
(i) r/2

Z. The comparison suggests that, for a such that a < 1,
Arccos a + Arcsina = 7/2. [See Theorem 19-3 (a) on page 470.1

3. (a) Ix: x* (2k + (-1)k)7/2)3k E I
(b) {x: 3ko x = (6k + (-1)k)7/6)
(c)
(ci) Ix: 3kei x = (3k + (-1)k)7/3)
(e) {x: akci x k7)
(f) (g) 0 (h) 7/2 (1) [no solution

4. (a) 3kef x (2k + (--1)k)7/2
(b) 3kEI x = (4k + 1)7/4

5. For 1 < b < 1, Arcsinb is the z such that
and sinz = b. So, for 7/2 < a < 7/2 and 1 < b 1,
sina = b if and only if a = Arcsinb.

7/2 z < 7/2

4

929
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In each case we have analowes of (1)- (6). In the case oftan they are:

(19)

(20) tan

tan a = tan b 3kei a = k7r b
[a and b not odd multiples of 7/21

b a ---1.b.17/2 < a < 7/2, -7r/2 < b < 77121

Tan {(x, y): -7r/2 < x < 7/2 and y = tan x}

(21) Arctana is the z such that -7/2 < z < 42 and tan z = a.

tan tirctan a) = a

Arctan (tan a) = a [-ir/2 < a < 7/21

(24) tan a c a " k7r + Arctan c

In the case of cot we have:

(25) cot a = cot b 3k, a = klr + b
[a and b not eyen multiples of 7r/21

(26) cota=cotb--oa=b (CI < a < 7T, 0 < b 711

Cot a = {(x, y): 0 < x < 7T and y = cot x}

(27) Arccot a is the z such that 0 < z < 7r. and cot z = a.

(28)

(29)

(30)

As promised,
some theorems:

cot.(Arccot a) = a

Arccot (cot a) = a 10 < a < 7r]'

Cot a = c gk a = kir + Arccot c

we collect some of our results into a definition and

Definition 19-7-
(a) Arccos a is the number z such that 0 5 z S 7T and

cos z,= a.
(13) Arcsin a is the number ,z such that -7/2 S z 5 7;12 and

z = a.
(c) Arctan-a is the number z such that --Tr/2 < z < .ir/2

and tan z ±.a.
(d) Arccot a is the number z such that 0 < z < 7r and

cot z = a.

921
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Theorem 19-33
(a) cos (Arems a) = a
(b) sin (Arcsin a) = a
(c) tan (Arcian..a) = a
(d) cot (Arccot a) = a

Theorem 19-34
(a) Arccos (cos cl,)'= a
(b) Arcsin (sin a) a
(c) Arctan (tan a) = a
(d) Arecot (cot a) = a

1-1 5 a 5 1)
1-1 5 a 5 11

10-5 a 5 72-1
I-7/2 5 a 5 7r/2}
}-7712 < a < 7/21

[0 < a < 71

Theorem 19-35
(a) cosa = c7-> iel (a = 2kr Arccos c

or a = 2k7 + Arccos*c)
f-1 5 a :5 11

(b) sin a = c 4-0 3k a k + Arcsin c

(c) tan a = c gko/ a kir + Arctah c
(d) cot a = c 3kii a = + Arecot c

Corollary
(a) cos a = b 4-0 a = Arccos b
(b) sin a = b 4-* a = Arcsin b

1

(c) tan a = b 4-0 a = Arctan b
(d) mit a = b ei-0 a = Arccot b

[ -1 5 c -5 11

[0 5 a 5 77, -15 b 5 1]
1-7r/2 5 a 5 7r12,

-1 b 11 t,
1-7)-12 < a < 42]

[0 < a ,< iT]

1Part§ (a) and (b) of th'e corollary are Exercise 3 of Part A and Ex-
ercise 5 of Part B, respectively. Each part of the corollary follows from
the corresponding part of Theorem 19-35.1

Rather than memorize Theorem 19-35 and its corollary you should
practice recalling them from sketches of the graphs of the furictions in
question. Theorem 19-33 and Theorem 19,-34 merely formulate the
fact that, for example, Arcoris is the inverse of Cos, where Cos is a sub-
set of cos whose domain is {x... 0 5 x S r} and whose range, like that of
cos, is {x: -1 x 5 1).

Part C
Evaluate each of the following.
(a) Arctan (-1) (b) Arccot 0
(c) Arctan V3 (d) Arctan (tan 5.79)
(e) Arctan [cot (7r/6)] (f) Arceot [tan (-7r/4)]

22
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;Answers for Part C

(a) x/4 .
(c1) 5./9 - 27 [or: 0.49]

(a) ix: ak" x = (4k - 1)7/4)
(c) tx:. 3k" x = (31c + 1)7/3)
(d) {x: 3k" x kr - 0.49) [or:

(e) {x: 3k" X = (3k + 1)7/3}

(b) 7/2 (c) 7/3

(e) 7/3 (f) 37/4

(b) {x: 3k" x = (2k + 07/2)

(k - 2)7 + 5.79

(f) fx: 3kEI 44k + 3)x/4)

3. (c) By Theorem 19-35(c), tana = b if and only if
3kEI a -= kr + Arctanb. So, assuming that tana and
that 7/2 < a < 7/2 it follows that, for some k 6

7/2 < kr + Arctanb
that is, that

kr 7/2 < Arctanb <- + 7/2.

Since, also, r/2' < Arctanb < 7/2 it follows that
k7 - 7/2 < .7/2 and 7/2 < + 7/2

and, so, that
1 < k < 1.

'Since k I it follows that It = 0 and, so, that a = Arctanb.
(d) [Similar argument using Theorem 19-35(d) and the fact that

0 < Arccotb < 7.1
[Parts (c) and (d) of the corollary can also be established by
arguments like those given in answerto Exercise 3 oflPart A and
ExerCise 5 of Part B. Conversely, these exercises .can be
answered by arguments like that given above for part (c) of the
corollary, but these arguments are more complex, .1

In the text we show that Arccos a 4, Arcsin a = 7/2 by showing that
*/2 Arcros a = Arcsin a. According to part (b) of the corollary to
Theorem 19-35 it is sufficient to show that ein(7/2 Arccos a) = sina
and 7/2 < 7/2 Arccos a < 7/2. This we do. Note that this proof
is analogovOto proofs concerning principle square' roots [the function
Rt of page 9164. 1 lf, for example, we wish to show that 'al = ,sra7, it
is sufficient to show that 1a12 = a2 and that 1a1 0, lOr, if we wish
to show that, for nonnegative a and b, Ti,11-2; = NrSt, it Is sufficient to
show that (41-Arti)2 = ab and %/1-0"; .> .0. The justification for the argu-
ment in the text is that Arcein a is the num4aer whose sine is a and

. which is between x/2 and r/2 inclusive. The juatific4tion for the
similar argumente concerning square roots is that, for a 0, Nri is
the number whose square is a and which is nonnegative.

As noted in tbe text we could show that Arccos a + Arcsina r- 7/42
by using part (a) of the corollary to Theorem 19-35. [Doing so is
Exercise I of Part D.] To do this we would try to show that
7/2 Arcsin a = Arccos a. According to the corollary this will
folic* if we show thar cos(i/2 Arcsina) = a and
0 < 7/2 - Arcsina < r.

I

In proving (*), sin(Arecos a) > 0 because 0' Arccos a < r and,
fora0 b < sinb 0.

The proof of (**),is ask d for in Exercise 5 of Part -.D.
923
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2. Solve each of t e following equatiOns.
(a) tan x = (b) cot x 0 (c) tan x \/3
(d) tan a = tan 5.79 (e) tan. b = cot (116) (f) cot c = tan (-7714)

3. Establish parts (c) and (d) of the corollary to Theorem 19-35.

In comparing your answers for Exercise 1 of Part A and Exercise 1
of Part B you probably came to the conclusion that

7T /
Arccos a + Arcsin a = -2 [ 1 a 1].

We can prove that this is the case by using part Apr part (b) of the
corollary to Theorem 19-35. We,choose to use parr(b).

For -1 5 a 5 1, sin (42 - Arccos a) = cos-(Arccos a) = a.

lExplain.] But, since 0 5 Arccos a 5 7r it follows that -if/2 -
Arccos a 5 42. Hence, by part (b) of the corollary to Theorem 19-35,

7T - Arccos a = Armin ax

Consequently, Arccos a + Arcsin a = 5 1].

We have proved part (a) of:

Theorem 19-36
(a) Amos a + Arcsin a =
(b) Arctan a + Arccot a =

\ .

[-1 5. a 5

As a lemma for a later exercise similar to Theorem 19-3\6 we note
that

(*) sin (Arccos a) = [-1 5 a 5 1].

To prove this it is sufficient to_note that, foi-1
_ (land that

1, sin Arecos a)

cos2.(Aiebos a) + sin2 (Arccos a) = 1.,
The conclusion (*) follows at once when one notes that cos2 (Arccos a)

= a2. Similarly,

(** cos (Armin = Vi a2 [-1 5 a - 1].

924
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Answers to Part ID [cont.)

7. For thiy c, -1 S c/sT1 + C P c: 1, SO,\C C c
tan(ArcsinN/l+cP) = sin(Arcsin

41.+ c
cos(Arcsin NI1+c2)

= C Nil C'' = C 1

VI + C 1 +C2 1 'C

Also, since c/N/1 + C2 is neither 1 nor -1 but is between -1 and
1 it follows that I

-2- s Arcsin <
+ cr= 2

Hence, by part (c) of the corollary to Theorem 19-35,

Arcsin c = Arctanc.
+

8. (a) Thi.;' follows from Exercise 7 and the fact that, for
-1 < a < 1, sin(Arcsina) = a.

(h) cos(Arctanc)\- sin(Arctanc)/tan(Arctanc).= c
+

= 1/N11 + c2, for c O. In case c 0 Arctanc = 0,

cos(Arctanc) = 1, and INT-7r c2 = 1.

9 9 --IAi+ 1
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2k + 1) IT Amain y,y)

(2k + 1

Fig. 19-22

kjr + Arctan y,y)

It r:

Fig. 19-23

k + Arccot y,y)

kir

Fig. 19-24

We hall illustrate the methods of solving equations involving the

circul functions ["trigonometrie equatione] by solving several
samplés

SamOle. I .
Solution.

Solve for sin 2x = V3
The given equation is equivalent to 'sin 2x
and, by Theorem 19-35, this is equivalent to:'

2x = kir + (-1)k Arcsin (V3/2), for some k 1.

Since Arcsin(V3/2) = 7r13, the given equation ig
equivalent to:

.(*) x = [3k + (-11 [Explain.]

From the solution (*) it appears that the given equa-
tion has infinitely many roots-one for each value of

Some of them, are -117r/6, -207r/6,.---57r/6, -4r/6,

9 2 s
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Part))
1. Prove part (a) of Theorem 19-36 by using part (a) of the corollary

to Theorem 19 -35.
-2. Prove part (b) of Theorem 19-36.
3. Show that

+ Arcsin (-a) = 0 Mad
+ Arccos (-a) = 7T.

= Arccos N/1 - [0 5 a 1] and
= -Arocos 71 - a2 [-1.5 a 0].

, (a), Arcsin a
Arecos a

4. ShoW that ,
(a) Arcsin'a
(b) Arcsin a

*

5. Prove (*) with 'sin' and 'cos' interchanged.
6. Show that

(a) Arccos a = Arcsin [0 5 a 5 l] and
(b) Arccos a Arcedn (-1 a 0].

7. Show that .17\41
,

Arctan c = Atn c .

[Hint, Part of the job is to show that tan (Arcsin c
+

this, (**) will be helpful.]
8. Show that

(a) sin (Arctan c) = c/V1 + c2 and
(b) cos (Arctin c) 11Vi. + C2.

19.11 Solution of Equations

- c. For

Theorem 19-35 tells us the solutions Ifor 'al, of equations -of the
forms:

cos a c, sin a = c, tan a cot a = c

The problem of solving many another equation can, as we shall see,
be reduced to that of solving one- or more equations of one of these
types.

Since we shall have frequent use for the results sununariied in
Theorem 19-35 it is worth hating a graphical reminder of what these
results are. The following figuras should help,

(Arccos y,Y) (2kv -Arc 2kr + Arccos, y,y)

2kn.

Fig. 19-21

925
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Answers for Part ID
For -1 < a < 1, cos(r/Z Arcrina). sin(Arcsine) a. But,

°siltIce -v1/2 < ArSin11, < v,hr it 4ollow that .4 4,/Z -4 resin a v.
Hence, by part (a) of the corolliaryto l'ageore \19,
v Z - Arcsina = Nracn'sa, Hence. for -1 < a.)5_ .471

. ,

Arusoit a + Arc-sina 4. ,

Z. tan(v/Z - Arccota) = cot(Arccoto)'-= a. Bui, ince . ..
0 c Arccot a < 7 it f011ows that -ar/2 < s'/Z - Arceot'a .'< r/2.
So, by patt (d) of the cor'ollary to Theoreep, 19-35, .
v/2 - Arccofa = Arctona. Hence, Arctan,a 4.,Anecot.4, =',4/2.
[It is, of course, alFo possible to prove this by using-part- (s)

,of the corollary.]
'" -

z
3. (a) For -1 < a sin(-Arcsin(ra)) --1;in(iGcsin(A))= --a = a. And, since -v/2.:'< Arcsth(-a) <

< -Arcsan(-a) < r/2,. So, by part (b) c&'r..he corollary
to Theorem 19...35.. it follows that -Aresin(7a)
Hence, for -1 < a 1, ArosinO 4-Arcein(1,-a)

(b) For -1 < a. < 1, cos(/' - Arccos.(-a)) = -7cos(A*ticFos(-a))
= --a. = a, And,. since 0 < Arccat-a) <
0 < 7 Arccos(-a) < v. So, by part (a) of the corollary ^,
to Theorem 19-35 it follows that v - Arccos(-a) f'Arccos a.
Hence, for -1 < a < 1, Arccosa + Arceos(-a)

4. For -1 < a < 1, sin(Arccoss/I a2) IaJ = a, for a 0, and-
s in( -Arccos vl - a2) = --sin(Aiccos N/1 a 7) .= j a i = a, for
a < 0. Also, since Nil - a.2 > 0, O.< -Arccos4I i/2 and
-v/2 < -ArccosNII - a < 0. So, by part (b),of the cprollar; to
Theorem 19-35, Arccos sfl - a2,= Arcsina fpr O.< < 1, and
-Arccos a2 Atuina for -1 < a < 0.

5. Foi:\zy< a < 1, cos(Arcsina) > 0. [Foe, if -r/2 < b <'1/4
then cos b 0.] Also,

cos2(Arcsina) sin2(Arcsina) = 1

and sin(Arcsina) = a. Hence, cos2(Arcsinal = 1 - a2 an
cos(Arssina) J1 - a2

6. For ...1L<' a < 1, cos(ArcsinNfl - a2),= - (1 a2) LI la = a,
for h > 0, and cos(x - Arcsinsil - a2) -cos(ArcsinN/1 a2)
= Hal a, for a < 0. Also, since Nil - a2 >41.0,
0 < Arc sin 41 - a2 < r/Z and 7/2 < Arcsin - a2 <
So, by Part (a) of the corollary to Theorem,I9-3:5, Arcsinql a2
= Arccos a for. 0 < a < 1, and 7T Arcsinql a2 Arccos a
for -1 < a < 0. , .

s

.
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Sample 2.
S9lution. The-given equation is equivalent to: '

' 19.11 Solution of Ecipations.
7/6, 27/6,. 71r16, 8'7/6, and 13 6. [ Sometimes yoxi will
be`ailked for only.the nnnve roots less thin 27.
,For this equation these' are 7r/6, 7f/3, 77r/6, and 47, T/41

4.473
474

A ,
Sol* for y = .

1 1cos y = --- or cos y, =,
v . .

Ajapliing Theorem 19-35 t.L each alternative
.. 0 'find:

,

1. .

4

,

y = 2kir 7 11-, or y = 2k7r + 71- or.
4

y = hir or y = 2/07 +' 31T
. 4

for some,k L. Since, for anxyz,

` 37r 7P2kir - (2.k - 1)7r + Ti and 4

21zir +. ?IT =" (./? + 1)7r 7214 4'

we

. the first andfotarth of our.faur alternatives, taken to.-
gethet, say that y is Some integral multiple, either
even or Odd, air, minus 7r/4. The,second and third

, say theisame thing with 'Plus' in place ormina. So,
. the given equation is equivalent to:

. .

for.short:

(y = kir or y = kir + 711)

_

(*) y (4k 1 7)1 for siie k E I.
4

Evidently, the giveniequat.ion has infinitely many
1roots two'for each value of 'k'. These between'0 and

ire 714, 37/4, 57/4, .and 77r 14. This s ts that
-the roots.Are just odd nniltiples of 7/4?Th this is
so is eaeily 'checkl.by inspecting (*) Nxpla

. 9 29
A.

0
TUE CIRCULA FUNCTIONS .

$ampie 3. Solve for 2 Cos' x - cos x - 3 =
SàIuion For any y, y 3 = (2y. - 3),(y + 1). So, the

given equation is equivalent to:

Sample 4.
Solution.

r cos x = or cos x 1

Since lco&,xl 1, the first alternative yields no solu-
lions and, so, the given equation is equivalent to
'cos x 71'.. This last is sgtisfied if and only if x is an
odd Multiple of 7r. So, the solved form of the given)
equatiop is:

, .

= (2k 1)7, for some k el..

Solve.for sin 2y 7 coi y = 0
The given equation is equivalent to:

a sin y cos y - cos y = 0

and, 801 t0:

gas y 0 or sin y

Henc9, the giVen eq is equivalent to:

0

y = (2k. 1)-1 or

y = kir + (--1)ki,. for some k el.

Sanzple 5._ Solve for 'x': sin x + =
Solutio4 The given equation is equivalent to:

2 sin 2x coil -= 0 [By what theorem?]

and, so, tO.
f.

sin 2x = Ooicosx=

The solvid form is,.

x =4442; fox-0=4k
,

-Sample 6. Solve for '4': 1 + cos u s43-sin u
Solution 1 . TheVven equatiOn is equivalent to:

e

11
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cos2 = . 2 sin (1) cos (a)
2

and, so, to:

cos (1) or tan (1)

Hence, the solved form of thesiven equation is:

u = (2k - 1* or u = 2kr + 71
'

for some k e .
3

Si;tizition 2. The given equation is equivaleut to:

cos u 1 - Sin u V3 = -1

and, so, to:

u -1 - sin u V-3) = -1.
2 2

.0.

and to:

7T IT 1
cos.0 cos sin u sin =

'Is .
3 2

Hence, the given equetion it; equivalent to:
a )

TC 475

The result in Theorem 9-37 finds many uses in alliilicaiions of
mathematics. Aniong those is the solution of various problems dealing
with maxima'and minima, as evidenced 13.y Exercise 2 of Part A. The
basis of the proof is that, f r a > Ct 'and any b,

a, cos( rctant), sin(Aretan-b-).
Nia.2 + 132 a va2 + 62 a

From this it follows thatf for a < 0,
a bcos(Afctan a Nfani9+ --; sin(Arctant T)a

/
.

Thus ite is not only .the Case that, f9r any ordered pair (a, 1,?) for which
a # 0, 'there is a num er c such that a cos c and b = k sine,
where k = i4-1.---.1- 137, , ut, alsO, w w how to find stich a number e.
tFor a '= 0 and b # 0 we may take e .to be w/Z. I

This procedure of "normalizing' an cirdered pair (a,b) is Of use
in other connection besides that which leads to Theorem 19-37.

TC 476 M.

'ttnswers for 1árt
1. For agly #, b,, and x [with (a, b) # (0,0))

a cos\ x + b jinx va + b2(C Os X sill. X
+ by)qa 1,2

For, #. 0, Nia2 + 1)2 = +b2/a2 and, so,

a coax+ b sinx = sx -b/a
)1 \. -fsinx;

+ b2/a2 kir:FE-n-5v

So, by Exercise 8 on page 471,
b

a coax + b sin x = tco's'x coa(Aretan â

1
cos (tz + 3) 2

and, by Theorem 19=35 to:

, 2ff3 or
IT 27r

u + = 2kir + 1-, for some k E I.

The techtAque used in Solution 2 for Samplet.wifen combined with
the results, of Exercise 8 of ''art 1) on page 471 y4ds the following

result:
,

Theorem 19-37 For a > 0,
,

a cos x + b sin x = Va4 + b2 cos (x - Arctan ).
. a

, 4t

b-
+ sinx sin(A.sretan-i-)).

Hence, by the addition theorem for cos,
Nia2 i. 102 b

a cos x + b.s nx = cos(x - Arctanc),.
,

2. 13): Theorem 19-37, eosx + sin'x = VT cos(x - w/4). This has A e

greatest value when x - i/4 is an even multiple of' w ,.and ha
_least value yrhen x - 7/4 is an odd multiple of w. So Iwith 0 for

' the even multiple of w and 7 for the odd multiple of I' dEs X + sinx
has as greatest value at 7/4 and its least value at St 4.. .

, .
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Exercises

Part A
1. Prove Theorem 19 -37.
2. For whit value 'x' betweon 0 and 27r does the jexpression 'cos x

+ sin x' have its greatest value? Its least value?'

Part B
Solve each of the following

1. 2 sin2 x + cps x - 1
3. 3 sin 2x + 2 cos2 x = 2
5. tan 3x = tan 5x
7. tan 2x = 2 tan x
9. cos 5x + cos 3x = 0

11. sin 4x - sin 2x ,= cos 3x
13. sec x tan x 1

15. sin x cos x = 0
17. sin 2x = V2 coax

19.12 Chapter Summary

VocabniarySummary

the *Ming function W ,
reduction formula
doubling formula
identity
cofunction transformation
inverse circular functions

Definitions
19-1.

equations for 'x'.
2. tan x + cot x = 2
4. sin. x + sin 3x = cos x

7 .8. 12 cos x - 5 sin x = 13
8. cos 2x = cos2x

10. secs x tan2 x 4 2
12. 2 cos2 W2) +-cos 2x. = ,0
14. sin 2x + sin x - 2 cos x - 1 =
16. sin x + cos 2x = 0
18. cps 3x - sin x = cos x

periodic function
circu 1 ar functions
halving formula
Pythagorean idgmtity
direction cosines for 1
trigonometriopequations

(a) W(0) U; (b) for 0 < a < 2ir,, W(a) is thpoint X such
that the meakuro of the counterclockwise arc LIX is a;
(e) for a I {x.: 0 5 x < 277}, W(a) = W(a - 277f[a/27ril).

19-2. (cOs (a), siri (a)) = W(a)
19.3.- %pa a (vai180-) i*nd *sin a sin (iran80).

16-4. . (s) tan a = 1.13-1-61 (b) sec a = -I-cos a cos a

(a
-, 1) csc a ... -sin a sin a

[(a), (b) defined for real numbers which are not odd multiples of
7r/2; (c), td) defined for real numbers which are not even mul-
tipleiof ir/2.1

19-5. For LA not a right angle, tan 2.A = sin LAIcas LA.

933

Answers for Part B
I. 3 272k7 - 7 orkE I ("

[Replace 'sin2x' by '1

TC 476 (2)

x = 2k7 or
cos2x'.1

27rx = 2kr + -)
3

2. gkEI x = (4k + 1)7/4 [Equation is equivalent to lan2x+ 1 = 2 tanx'..]
kr or X = kir + Arctan 3) [Equation is equivalent to3.. akEI =

'cos 27( + 3 sin lx = l' and, so, to 'cos(2x -Arctan3) = 1/Nr1-6
cos(Arctan3)'. Use Theorem 19-32(a). )-

ft a

(x = (2k - 1)70 or x = kF/2 + (-1)k 7r/12) [Equation
equivalent to '2 sin 2x cos x t,os x'. ]

5. 31(EI x = k [Use Theor m 19-32(C). ]

6.
k I " 2k7 - Arctan(5/12) fquation equivalent to

'cos(x + ArctanT52-) = 11.] ,

x kr [Equation equivalent to 'tanx = 0 o; 1 - tan2,x =1' -7. 3
kET

that is*: to 'tanx 0'.
8. 3 x = kr [Equation equivalent to 'cos2x = 1'. ]

3 (x = (2k 1)7/8 or x = (2k - 1)7/2 [Equatioi equivalent tok I
'cos 4x cos x = 0'. ]

10. [no solution] [Recall that, for any x, iceC2x tan2x + 1. ]
11. 31(61 x = (2k - 1)7r/6 [Elquation'equiva\Nnt to

-2 cos 3x sin x cos 3x' . ]
12. 3 k 61 (x = (2k - 1)7/2 or x (3k ± 1)2F/3 [Equation equivalent

to '2 cos2x + cos x =.9,..]
13.

k E1 = (2k - 1)7) [Equation equivalent to 'x not an oda
multiple of i/Z and l' = ;Jinx - cos x'. The latter equation is
equivalent to ' i + coa'x = sinx' and, so, tO .'2 cos 224' Z sinI cos 1'

&, a
14. 3 k El (x =. 21(7, + 7/2 or x = (31c ± 1)27/3) [Equation equivalentTo.

'2 sinx cos x + sinx - cos x r 1 = 0' and, so, to
'(sinx - 1)(2 cos.x + 1) = 0'. I ,

15. ak_fi x = 1c7/2 [Equation equivalent
.1%

'sin x = sy ,i,_
16. 3

k 6 ( x = (6k - (-1)k)77/6 or x = 24c7 + 7/2) [P.,ggu on equivalent; ,to !isinx + I - Z sin2x .= 0'. I
17dg

91(61 .'x '1..t (2k - 1)7/2 'or x = kw + (-1)k 7/4 [Equation equivalent
.to '2 sinx cos x = ,42 cos x'.,J ;

18. 3 (x ..z. kr or x = k7/2 - (-1)k 7/12) [Equation is equiyalent to
.

kEI
'cos 3x - cos x = sinx and, so, to ' -.2 sin Zx Sin3e = sinx'. ]

9.34
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19.12 Chapter .Summary

aere a = (a not an odd multiple ofirj

477 478 THE CIRCULAR FUNCTIONS

19-7. (a) Arccos a is the number z such that (:17 77. and cos z = a.

(b) Armin a is the number z such that -7r/2 5 z 5 7rI2 and
sin z a.

(c) Arctan z is the number z such that -7r/2 < z < 7r/2 and
- tan = a.
(d) Arecot a is the 'Amber z such that 0 < z < 7r and cot Z = a. ,

Other Theorems

Lemigh 1. for tiny a, W(a) = W(a - 27ia)27d).
19-1. W is periodic with period 27r.
Lenuna,2. For 0 5 a < b < 27r , oneof the arcs with endpoints W(a)

and W(b) has the measure b - a. .

19-2. of or 0 a < b < 27r, d(W(a), W(b)) = d(U , W(b - a)).
19-3. For 0 < c < 27r , UW (-c) = UW(c).
Corollary. For 0 c < 27r and 0 5 d < 2, W (d)W (c) = UW(c d).

19-4. cos LA = cos mi f ZA) and 0in1 (ILA) = sin (w-L(ZA)). ,/

_Corollary. cos LA = cos (m(LA)) and sin LA = sin 4rn(LA)).

19-5 cos' a + sin2 a = 1
19-6. cos and sin are periodic with period 27r -that is, cos, (a + 27r)

= cos a and sin (a + 27r) = sin a.
Corollary. For any k e I, cos (a + 2k7r) = cos a and sin (a + 2k7r)

= sin .a.
19-7, lf, in AABC, a, p, and y are the radian-meaisures of LA, LB,

and LC, and a, b, and c are, the measures -Oil BC, CA, and,AB,
sin a sin i3

then 02 = a2 + b2 2ab cos y [cosine law] and -

sin y .

= c.
lame law].

a

[The Subtraction and Addition Laws for cos and sin]

(a) CO8 (a b) = cos a cos. b + sin a sinlb
(b) cos (a + b) cos a Ms b - sin a sin b
(c)- sin ter Sin a cos b --cos a sin b
(d) sin (a + b) sin a cos b + cos a.sin b

19-9. cos is even and sin is odd.
1946. (a) cos (42 a) = sida
Corollary. a + b = cos b = sin a
19-11, (a) cos 2a = cos2 a - sip2.14,
Corollary. (a) cos 2a = 2 cois a -1
19-12. (a) CO4 (a + 7r) = -cos a = cos (a - 7r)

(b) sin (a + 7r) = -sip a = sin

.(b) sin (r/2 a) = cos a

(b) sin 2a = 2 sin a cos a
(b) coi" 2a = 1 - 2 sin2 a

,A

IT

19-13. (a) cos a cos b = Ecos,(a -
(b) sin a sin b = -
(c) sin a cos b [Sin (a -
(d) cos a sin b = (a

b) + cos (a + b))I2
b) cos (a' + b)112
b) + sin (a + b)112

b) - sin (a + 6)1/2
19-1t. (a) cos d + coo c = 2 cos Rc + d)I21 cos [(c d)I2]

(b) cos d - dis c = 2 + d)I2] sin [(c d)I2j

4 (e) sin d + sin c = 2 sin [(c + d)12) cos Re - d)I2]
(d) sin d - sin c -2 ccA [(c + d)/2] sin [(c d)12.)

19-15. For k c I, (a) cos (a + k7r) = (-1)* cos a, and
(b) sin (a + kr) = (-11* sin a.

19-16. For k c I, (a) cos [a + (2k + 1)42] = -(--1Yr On a, and
(3) sin [a + (2k + 1)7r12] = (-1) COS a. s

Corollary. For k i I, (a) cos k7r = (-1)k , (b) cos (2k + 1)7r/2 = 0,
, (c) sin kr = 0, and (d) sin (2k + 1)7r12 =

19-17: (a) cos a xi 0 --4. 3k., a = (2k + 1)42
(b) sin a . 0 --*31,,, a = k7r

Corollary. (a) ants a = 0- 3,(41 a = (2k + 1)7r/2
(b) sin a = 0 *--8. gkei a = kr

19-18. (a) (2k - 1)7r/2 < a < (2k + 1)42 -.0 ogn (cos a) = (-1).k.

(b) kir < a < (k + 1)7r -0 sgn (ain a)
19-19. (a) cos is deereasing for 0 5 a 5 sr, and

(b) sin is increasing for -42 5 a 5 42.
19-20. cos a = cos (180a/Irr and sin 'a = sin (140a/77) . .

19-21. (a) see a - tan2 a = 1 [a not an oda multiple of 421

1
9

(b) csc2 a - cot2 a, = 1 fa not an even multiple of 7r/21

-22. tan and cot are periodic with period 7r; sec and csc are pliodic
with period 27r. , ,11.

19-23. tan, cot, and csc are odd functions;. sec is an even function.

tail,. a - tan b
19-24. (a) tan a - b) = 1+tanatanb f

la, b, a - b not odd multiirli!s of 7r/2]

tan a + tan b(b) tan (a + 6) = 1 - tan,a tan-b
b, a + 6 not odd multiFles of 421

Corollary. For a not' an odd multiple of 44 or of 42, tan 2a

. tan!
19-25. For k e Phnsi7a not an even multiple of 42,

a.

Corollary. (a)' tano(ir12 - a) cotga (a not an even multiple of421

\ ^
(13) cot (InVOT- ,R),- tail a (a notan,odd multiple of F/21

19-26. (a) tan a 0 4-* a is an e;en naultipli of 42
(b) cot a =.0 4 a is an gdd m.ultiple of 42

1.9-27. For LA not a right angle, tan LA = tan (m(LA)).

9 3 .6'
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19-28. If a and $ are the radian-measures of two angles of a tilanglp,
and a and b are the measures of the sides oppogite thek an-
gles, then

a - b tan [(a - p)/2]
a + b tan [(a + A)/2]'

(b) sin 22: = sgn (sin 90

(c) tan ='sgn4tan ;)

Corollary. (k) coal =

(b) sin -a
, 2

(c) tan r2- =
2 1 + cos a

a sin a
19-30. tan

2 i + cos a

+. cos a
2
cos a
2

[0 5 a 5 27r]

[0 5 a e7r]

[a nnt an odd multiple of Ir]

cos a
[a not an odd multiple of ir]

z

[-rr '5_ a irl

- cos a

sin a
19-31. For a not an odd multiple of 7r, (a) crc a =

(b) cos a =
2 crc a1 - crc2 a

1 + =2 a, and
(c) sin a -

.1 + crca a'
19-32. .(a) Coioa = cos b 3k., (a = 2kir - b or a = 2k7r + b)

(b) sin a'= sin b 4-0 a = kir + (-1)kb
(c) tan a .= tan b a = kir + b [neither &nor b an

odd multiple of 42]
(d) cot a = cot b 4-* 3k., a = kir + b

even multiple of 7/21
19-33.. (a) eos (Arccos a) = a [-1 5 a 5, 1]

(b) sin (Arcsin a) = a [-1 5-a 5 1]
(c) tan (Arctan a) = a
(d) cot (Arecot a) = a

19-34. (a) Arccors (cos a) a [9 5. a 5- 7]
(b) Arcsin (sin a), = a [-42 5 a 5 ir/21
(c) Arctan (tan a) =Ng [-7r/2 .< a" 42] .
(d), Arccot (cot a) = a [0 cc < 7r]

1945. (a) cos cv= c 4 = 2k2r - Anew c or a = 2Ior + Arc-,
cos c)[-1 c '5- 1

(b) sin a = c ]k,1 a = kir + (-1)k Arcsin c
(c) tan a = c 4* 4 a kir + 'Arctan c
(d) cot a =. c 0-0 3, a =kIT + *cot c

[ neither a no% b an

937'

c :5 1]

4.1

Corollary. (a) cos a = b4-0a= Arccos b [0 5 a 5 7r,
-1 5..b -11

(b) sin a = b 4-1. a = Arcsin b 1742 5 a S 42,
-1 b 1]

(c) tan a = b 4-6 a = Arctan b [-Ir/2 < a < 42]
(d) cot a = acL.- Arccot b [0 < a < Tr]

419-36.1 (a) Arecos a + Arcsin a a- 42 .(b) ,Arctan a + Arccot a = 42

19-37. For a> 0, a. cos x b sin x = Va2-+ bi cos - Arctan

Chapter Test

1. Compute each cif the following without making use of tables.
(a) sin (-257r/2) ' (b) cos (137r13) (c) tan (-177r/6)
(d). cos 97r (e) Arccos (-1) (f ) Arcsin 1
(g) Arctan 1 (h) Arecot (-1) (i) sin (Arecos 1)
(i) cos (Arctin (-1)) (k) sec (-157r/4) (I) csc (1746)

following. [Give al%2. Given that sin a = I and cos b = 715s, fI
possible answers.]
(a) sin (a + b) (b) cos (a --b)

3. Establisiwthese identities.
cot'

(a)
x

1 + cotl x ct2a2 x
') 1 + sin 2x

4 x 2
(d) sin (x + y) - siticx - y) = 2 cos x sin y

4. Simplify each of the following, expressing your results in termaof
'cos e.

x(a) cos x + sin x tan x (b) 1 + tare
(c) sin 2.x.1(2 sin x) (d) (1 - tan' x)/cos 2x

5. Solve these equations and give all the solUtions between 0 and 277,
inclusive.
(a) 2 cos2 x - 3 coi x + 1 0 (b) sin x 4- cos x = 1

9. In each of' the following, you ars given an equation which describes
a function relatal to the circular. functions. In each case, give the
period and range of valust. -

(a) y = 3 sin 2x (b) y -2 cos 4x

(b) 1 - tan2 x cos2 x cos2 x

MOtan 3x

Background Topic
.

6A, In the Background Topic for Chapter. 13 we discussed the tlaId of
complex numbers. This is the set . of ordered pairs of real num-'
bers subject to the definitionin

(1) (a, b) + d) = + + 0 = (0,40), b) = (a, b)
(2).' (a, b) x (c, . (ac bd, ad + bc): 1 (1, 0),

t/(4 b) (ai(a' +1)2), -bl(a3 + 1;3))
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Answers for Chapter Test
1. (a) 1 (b) 1/2 '(c) 1/41 (d) 1

te) 7' (f) 7/2 (g) 7/4 (h) 37/4

(i) 0 (j) 1/Nri (k) sri (1) 2

2. (a) 33/65, 63/65 (b) 56/65, 16/65, 16/65, 56/65
,

. cok2x cot2x cos2x3, t ) + ot2x sin2x = cos2x [x not a multiple
1 c csc2x sinZx

I

of 11

(1;) 1 - tan42x cOs2x =
X = 1 -,sin2x cos2 x

.cos2x '-
Ix not an odnultiple of 1/2]

'1 + cos( -% 2x) + sin 2x
(c ) cos 2( - x) =; 4

(d) sin(x + y) - sin(x y) cCis y + coax sin'y

"' (sin x cos y - cos x = 2.cosx silty
4. (a) /coax (b) /cos2x (c) cos x

7
5. (a) a 2krkEI 471 -.3

0, i/3, 57/3
(b) ko (x = 2k or x = 2k7 + 7/2);air

6. (a, period = 7, range = {x: 3 x

(b) period = 7/2, range = fx: 4 k

(c) period = r/3; Jange =

or ,x .= 2k7 or x 2k7 +

93,9

.1!

(a) /c2.

5
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We also used multiplication of a complex U-iiinbe,r,1? a real number:,

(3) (a, b)e = (ac, bc)

and noted that, with:

(4) = (0, 1),
(5) (a, b) = /a + lb.

Since, for any a and b, (a, 0) + (b, 0) = (a + b, 0), (a, 0) X (b, 0)
(ab, 0), and (a, b)e = (a, b) X (c, 0) we found it convenient to "iden-

tify" each real-complex number (a, q) with the corresponding real
number a and so, by (5), to write 'a + ib' in place of `ta, 10'. This con-
vention and the ordinary rules of algebra made it easy to remember
the definitions of addition and multiplication in (1) and (2):

(a + ib) + (c + = (a + c) + i(b +

and fiince, by (2) and (4), 12 = 1:

' (a ib) x (c + id) = ae + i(ad + be) +
(ac bd) + i(ad + bc)

In addition to the fundamental definitions in (1) and (2), we defined
the conjugate of a amplex number:

(6) b) = (a,b)

and the absolute value of a complex number:

(7)

and noted that

(8)

. 4)1 *' Va2 b2
Cip.t

(a, b) x (a, b) = I(a, b)12 .

It was, (8) which motivated the definition of reciprocation in (2) since,

(a, b) x (a, b)/Ra, b)12] 1 [(a, b) 94 0].

Note, finally, hoW o
-value and conjugate

4
'a + ib' notation and the notions of absolute

y the carrying out of divisions:

(a + ib) (c -4-, id) =
+ ib

*.

+ c - id
p.

c + id c id
(ae + bd) + i(be - ad)

'id 0

+ d2
ae + bd be - ad

.= a
+ a- c +
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Fart A

THE CIRCULAR FUNCTIONS

Answer4 firs Part.A

1. Simplify - that is, find an equivalent expression of the form 'a + ib' . (a) - i4 (b)

[or, 'a - (e) -4 + i7 (f) 3/5
(a) (2 + 13) + (5 41. (b) -(3 - i4) (1) -12 (j)
(c) (4 - i5) - (7 4- i2) >. ((d)) 1(3(34- i4))x,(2 + i3)
(e) (2 - i) x (-3 + i2la
(g) (2 + 1.5)"" ÷. (3 - 14) (h) (V5 + i)2

2. (a)

(1) (1 - 1)2 / CD

2. For each part of Exercise 1, draw a picture like those in Fig. 19 - 25
showing the "giyen numbers" anti the answer. [For example, for
part (a) show 2 + 13, 5 - 17, and + 13) + (5 -

Ili the Background Topic for Chapter 13 the definition of niultipli-
cation in (2)1was justified by showing that it did have properties such
that .'"? x A' together with (1) and (2) form a field. No that wejave
studied the circular functions we can approach multi ication of corn-
plex numbers from a different direction and obtain me motivation
for our definition of multiplication.

By Exercise 5 of Fart D on page 405 and Theorem 19-4 it follows
that, for a + ib 0 0, if r = la + ibl = V-ar +.7', then there is.exactly

qt.one number 0 such that --rr < 0 5 ir .and

(9) a + ib = r cos + ir sinrs0.
. ,

[This number e is the measure of ZU0P where U = I, 0 = O, anti
P = (a, bp.) Of course there are other numbers 8 not between --n
IT for which (9) is satised, Any two of these diffei.by a multiple

IC 482

+ i4

-!(4/)
(c) - i7 "(d) -6 + 117

) 26/Z5.± 1(23/25) (h) 2 +

(1( I
(b) -3+i4

\3-i4
[The figures for (c) (1). ar of a similar kind. 1,,

a + ib

Fig. 18-25

iakeach Peni if; called an ar ment of a ib. Recalling the defini-
tii*Or1.3413ee that the argumen + ib are just the solutions of:

(10) cos 0 = alr and sin 0 =

where r = Val + IA For:example, the arguments of 1 + i are just
the numbers ir/4 + 2kar, where kiL For r = 0 a + 71) = 0 ant r each
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real number satisfies (9) and, so, is, an argument of a + ib. Using (3)we couId rewrite the right side of (9) as

(it) a + ib r (cos 0 + i sin 0)

An expression of `the form of the right side of (11) is called a polpform of the complex number to which it refers.
.

1. What are the arguments of the complex number 1? Of 1?
2. What.are the arguments of i? Of i?
3. What are the arguments of the real-complex number a(a) if a > 0? (b) if a < 0?
4. What are the argwinents of the "pure imaginaryliumber ib(a) if b > E)? (h) if 6 < 0?
5. (a) What are the arguments of

0) 1 - i? (ii) 1 + iV3? (iii) 1 - iN/3?
- (b) Give a polar form for each of the numbers in part (a).

6.-8how that the arguments of the conjugate ofa given complex num-
ber aro iust the opposites of the argument's of the given complexnumber! (Hint: (1 is an argument of a + ib if and only if (10) issatisfied.- tut, (10) is satisfied if and only if cos (-0) airs andsin (-0) = NI%)

37. S*4 that the arguments of the opposite of a given complex num-
ber. are obtaided by adding ir ,to the arguments of the given num-ber. [Hint-. Proceed as in Exercise 1, but, instead of using the factthatros is even Enid sin is odd, use the fact that cos (0 + 7r.) = ens 0and sin (0 + 7r) = --sin 0.1

8. Use the 'definifibn of multiplication of complex numbers [and
/ of multiplication of complex. ninibers %y real numbers] and

knowledge Of the circular functions to find a polar form for..
r (cos 6 + i sin 0) x/S(cos + i sin 0).

*
In Exeicise 8 you should have found something you knew beforethat the absolute value of a product of complex numbers is the pro-"duct of the absolute values of these numbers and something new.The new thing is that any sum of arguments of given complex num--bers is an argument of theit.product, Beal the;sresults are containedin The result of Exercise8:

(12) .r (cos 0 + i'sin 0) x s (cos 41 i'sin
(rs)lcos (0 + 0). + lain (ff +

Notice that t6I-; result gives a Very simple foroof that multiplication
. of complex numbers is both commutative and associative. It is com-

IC 483
Answers for Part B
1. The arguments of 1 are tile even multiples of r; those of 71 arethe odd multiples of 7T.

2. The number a is an argume'nt of i if, for some k E I, a = 2kr + r/2:a is an argument of if, for some k E I, a =.` 2k 1)7r + 7r/2 [or:Zkr - 7r/Z].
3.

4.

5

The argumentS,of a are ,I.he even multiples of 7r if a, > 0 anci, theodd multiples of r if a < 0.. {See Exercise 1., I
The arguments of ib are the even multiples of r 'plus r/2 i.f b >and'are the odd mtlitiples of r plus sr/Z if b < 0. See Exercise
(a) (i) the even multiples of rr minus r/4(ii) the even multiples of r plus, r/3(iii) 'the even rnetiples of ir rriinus ir 3
(b) (1) NIT [cos(777./4)+ i sin(77r/4)]

(ii) 2 leos(r/3).+1sTn(r/3)1
(iii) Z leows(-7r/3) sin(-71/34]

6. By the hint, 0 is an argument of a +.1b if and only if -0 is an

In eac,11 case there
are other equally
correct answers.

argument of. a - lb,
7. Suppose that 0.is an argument of a + ib, 'This is the.,case if andonly if

(k) cos 0 4./r and sin 0 = b/r,
with r = N/a2 + b2. Since cos(0 + sr) = -cos 0 andsin(0 + 1T) -""sin 0, (44) holds if and only if

cos(0 + sr) = -a/r and sin(O + r) = -b/r.
But, this last holds if and only'if 0 + 7T is an a'riiiiment of -(a + ib).Hence, the arguments of the opposite of a given complex dumbermay Jae obtained by adding r to the arguments of the given number.

8. "By the definition of Nultip1ication given in (Z) onipage 480 itfollow's that

(r cos 0 + ir sine) x (s cosø + is sin0)
= r:(cos 0 cOs 0 - sin 0 sin 0)

+ irs(cos 0 sin0 + sin() eos0)
= rs[cos(0 + 0) + i siri(0 + 0).).

TC 484-485

The principal square root of i is /Nil- + since. the squa e ofthis number is i and its argument, 7r/4, is between -w/Z and thelatterincluded.,

The scitiare 'roots of 1 are I and -.1. Those of -1 .are i-and

P

,
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mutative because rs sr and 0 + 4) = + 0: it is associative be- .
cause (rs)t r(st) and (0 + 0) + x -=-; 0 + (0 t x). [Explain. l!ro-,
nounce (x' as rkr.and as

Equation.(12) suggests an interesting geometric interpretation of
multiplication of complex numbers. Supposing, as we may', that
< ct, 77 it follows from (12) that the product of any giveri complex
number bY s (eos + i sin cia) is the image of the given number under
resultant of two transformations. The first of thele transformations is
the uniform stretching about 0 with the stretching factor s and the

a + lb

N. (a + b)(c + ib

Fig. 19-26

ib

second trans'formation is the rotation about 0 through a sensed angle
whose measure is 4). [Fig. 19-26 illustrates a case in which the ab-
solute value of the multiplier is 1 and in which, consequently, there
is no stretching.]

As a special case of (12) we have:

(13) [r (cos 0 + i sin 0)] 2 = r2. (cos 20 +(isin 20)

This' special case suggests a result called de Moivre's theorem:

ft cms 9 + i sin OP = (4' (cosmO + i sin n0), for n e I,+.

This follOws easily from (12) by mathemati6l induction.
Returning to (13) we seinhat this result furnishes us with a way

of finding square roots of complex numbers. Por example, let's find a,
numbei whose squarels 1. To do so we note that., in polar form,

0"

(cos -721 + i sin Li-)
2 2

By this and (13) it follows that

[r (cos.0 + sin 0)12 i

d only if r2 1, cos 20 =eos (7r/2) and sin 20 = sin (7r12). Since
r is th solute value of the number we are geeking,'r > 0 and, 'so,
r = 1. There itre many possible dioices fot.'0, but the racist obvious is
0 r-7- ir/4. It follows that

9 4 5.
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(14) . ilcos (7r/4) + i sin (ir/4)].

that is, (1/V2) + i(10/2) is a number whose square is i. [Check
this by using the definition of multiplication in (2).] The number (14)
is not the only ntfmber whose square is i. [What is another?]..This is
because the equa ons:

7T 77cos 20 = cos
'
sin 20 = sin 2

2

L
have more than-one solution. As we know, these equations are satis-
fied if, for any k c I,

20 =-- + 2k7r
2

or, equivalently,

. So, for any k e , tithe number

(15) cos (Lr + kv) + i sin (II .+
4

is a sqoare root of i. Since cos and sin bfrye period 27r, the formula (15)
yields the same number for Any even vafke of 'k'. [This number is the
one we have already found in (14).] Form a (15) ajso yields another
number for any odd value of This nuinbe is

cos
(7. + '7r) + i sin + 7r)
4 4

and is merely 01 opposite of the number given in (14). 1Why?1It 1ol-1
lowS that j has exaptly two square roots, .

1 1 1 . 1(16) + F and
N/2 V2 V2. V2

It should be apparent that this is the case not only for i but for an
non-0 complex number.' In particurar each real [-complex] riumbe
other than 0 has exattly two cqmplex square roots, each of which i
the opposite of the otlier. [What are the squAre roots of 1? Of 1
Since each complex number has an, argument between and 7r,
included, it follows that each complex number has a squjare root wh
argurnfnt is between 7r/2 and 7r/2,1r/2 inclUded. We shall call thi

91,6
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Part C
1. Show that the notion of the principal square root of a complex

number is, when applied to a real-complex number, consistent
with our convention that the principal square roOt of .a positive .
real, number is its positive square root.

2. What is the principal square root of the real number ifb <V?.
3. What is the principal square root of ib? [Hint: You anax 'find it

helpful to considet two cases.)
4. What are the two square roots of 1 + i V3?
5. A number :hese' cube is a given nUmber is called' abe root of

the given number. 1ow many cube roots does a given rion-0 com-

plex number have?
6. Find all the cube roots of 1 and show them on a picture [like Fig.

19-25] of theo complex plan&
7. Give a short argument to show that any' quadratic equation:

-

4quare root the principal square root a the given complex number
Sand, a's in the case of real nunrbers, use ' [without prefixediy-
positing sip) in referring to principal. square roo For example, the,
principal square root of -1 is \/-1, and this is i. The er square root
of -1 Is -V--1,an0 this is -i. Which of the two numbers in (16) is the
principal square root of i?

94"

ax2 + bx + c = 0 [a 0],

where a, b, and c are complex numbers,, has exactly two roots un-
less b2 4ac = 0. Also, discuss the case in which b2 4ac =
[Hint: Recall the quadratic formula on page 148.1

28. Find the t'wo mai of the equation :'x2 +' 2x i N/3 = 0'. Check,
your answer.

' TC 486 (I)

Answers for Pa rt
1. If is a positive real-complex number then it ha's a cos 0 + i sin 0)

.as a polar form. Its squar,e roots are Nra-.(cos 0 + i sin 0) anti-
,T('cos A + i sin 7). Of these, the first has an argument between
7r/2 and- 7/2 andy so is the principal square roorof the real-

# complex niimber a. But, Nra.- is the principal square root of the,

positive real number a.
iNT:=E- [For b 0, a polar form of b is b(cos A + i sin r). So,
The principal square root of such a complex num4er is
Nfb[cos(7/2)'+ i sin(7/2)], and this simplifies to iNF--b.

For b > 0, ib b[cos(7/Z) + i sin(7/2)1 and its square roots are.
,s,/13tcos(7/4) i sin(7/4),] and 7t[cos(571/4f+ i sin(57/4)]. Of these,
it is the first which has an argument between 7r/2 and 7/2 and,
so, is the principal square root of ill.
For b 0, ib b[cos(37/2) + i sin(37//2)] and, since 1) > 0,
Vs square roots are Nr,-b[cos(37.74) -f-i_sin(37/4)] and
N.fb[cos(77/4) + i sin(77/4)]. Of these, it is the second which
has an argument-1-7/41 between --7r/2 and )7./2 and, so, is the
principle square root 6f lb.
Summarizing for b > 0, the principal tiquare root of ib

+,3412,1 and, for b -0, the princip.al square root of ib
N,Fis =174/

4.' Nr2[cos(7r./6) +1sin(ir/6)1 and ,./I[cos(r/6) 4 I sin(x/6)] [The first
of these may be rewritten: N.r6-/Z +1,r272]

5. A non-0 coniplex number ,has three cube ro
6. Since 1 = 1(cos i sin())

1(cos 27 + i sin 2,) = 1(cos
.+ i sin 47) itfollows that each
of-the nuMbers cos 0 + sin 0,

s( 1'sin(27/3) and
cos(47/3) + iisin(47/3) is a cube
root of 1. So, the cube roots of
1 a re 1, 1/2 + N5/2, and
1/2 - 1-Tere iS a picture
showing the cube roots of 1.
[The three cube roots of any non-0
complex number will be the end
points of three 12V-ares of a

circle, 3.
C.

Or

.r

I.

9:18
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Answers for Part C [cont.]
7. As.in the case of real numbers, we may "complete the,square":

ax 2 bx + = 0
b e(x2 +
a ae.
152, c b2x2 + -x + 7; --+a 4a a 43-

-'1.(x + )2 b2 _
4-Y2a a2

The sqtiare roots of (b - 4a,c)/(4a2) are s,tb- - 4ac/(2a) and its,
opposite, where4b2 4ac is the principal square roost of b2.,`4s.c.
So, the givein equation is equivalent to:

+ 4acx = Co
-b - 4132 4ac

Za 2a

Hence, if b2 - 4ae # 0, the given equation has two roots, while if
112"- 4ac 0, the onlyroot df the given equation is -b/(2a).

8; By Exercise 7, the,roots of the equation are
-2 + + i4NT'S

and
-2 - 4/4 + 14,P'sE

2 2

more itimply,
+ 4-1 + iArS and -1 - 44-3-

1 +.10 = 2[coii(7/3) + 1 sin(sr/3)] it follows that
'41 + = 4.17,[cos(7/61,+ i.sin(r/6)]

= N1i[4-1/2 + i/21,
+ ofiy ,

So, the roots of the given equation are

Since

ri NIT '471 +
2
".'" and. (-.4 - 1.

Z ' 2 Z

' fits &check, squaring either of these attc1 adding its-double

,

3

X ar

yields
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Appindix

A-1., Solid Eigur9s

Although we- have discussed the notion of area-measure for plane
figures in Chipter 16 we have not had space to treat by vectorniethods
the, notion of volume-mtasure for solidfigures or the notithi 1)f area,
measure for such curved surfaces as cylinderS, cones, and spheres.
Both of theSe notions fit into an approach to geometry like ours, but
they require the introduction of another kind of multiplication of
ectors fin addition 'to dot multiplication] as well as additional dis-
cussion of orientation, including what it means to orient our space if
and the r0ation of orientatioA of if t'o orientations of planes and lines.
Each of these subjects is interesting on its own4is well as for its various
applicafiions but, since we do not have space to discuss either ade-
quately,- we shall give here a discussion of volumes of simfile solid
figUres, and of areas of simple surfaces, which is pretty much indepen-,
dent of wliat has gone before. We shall, however, make use of some of.
the notions eoneerning similarity frotii Sectitm 16.08.

We shall be concerned mainly with ways of finding-die olumes and
surface _areas of prisms and pyramids,sylinders and cones, ana-[solid]
spherical balls.

prism cylinder, pyremid

A-1
t

The figure shows.a,tria. ngular prism, a cylinder, a quadrangular pyra-
.

mid, and it cone.. . .

A prism or a cylinder has two bases which arecongiient regions in
two parallel planes. Each base is the image of the other nder a trans-
lation. The bases Af-a prism are bouilded by polygons and a prism is
said to be trianglnar, quadrangular, etc. -according as its bases are
triangular regions, quadrangular regions, etc. The only cSrlinders we

- shall study to any extent are those with circular regions as bases.
Prisms and cylinders can be thooght of as unions of parallel segments

. joining corresponding points of their bases. When these segments are

.,950
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b \

perpendicular 6 the bases the priesm or cylinder is a right prigrn or
a right cylinder. The union of the segments joining corresponding

- points of the boundaries of the bases of a prism or cylinder is its lateral
Arface. In the case of a prism, the union of the segments joining cor-
responding points of two corresponding sides of thp bases is a lateral
face of the prism. The other faces of the prism areits bases. Each seg-
ment joining corresponding vertices of the bases of a prism is a lateral

-, ,edie of the prism. These together with the sides of the prism's bases
are the edges of the prism. The altitude of a prism or cylinder is the

. ,
-- distance between the planes 9f its bases.

,

Note that the lateral faces of any prism are bounded by parallelo-
grams. A prism whose bases are also bo . parallelograms is
a parallelepiped. A right parallelepiped is rectangular solid, and a

- rectangular solid all of whose faces are squ is a cube.
A pyramid or a cone has a single plane region as a baseeand has a

vertex wilich is a point riot belonging to the plane Of the base. The base

,. of a -pyramid [like thdse of a prism] is a, polygonal region. The only
cones wg shall study to any extent are Oiose whose bases are circular
iegions. Pyramids and cones can be thotight of as unions of segMents
joining their vertices to the points of their bases. The _lateral surface
of a pyramid pr cone and the lateral faces., lateral edges, and edges of
a pyramid are defined much as are those of a prism or cylinder. The
altitude of a pyramid or cone is the distance between its vertex and the

. .plane of its base.
Note that the lateral faces of any pyratnid are triangular regions.

A pyramid whose base is also a trfangUlar region is a tetrahedron.
. A regular pyramid is a pyramid whose base is bounded by a regular
polygon whose center is the foot of the perpendiculaYfrom the vertex
of the pyramid to the plane of its bise. `The hiteral faces of a regular
pyramid are bounded b37 congruent iso teles triangles and the common
altttude f measure) of these triangles* the verte; of the pyramid
is the pyramid's slant height.

A right circular cone is a cone whose Izase is a circular tregion whose
center is the foot of the perpendicular from the vertex of the cone to the
plane of its, base. The slant height of a right cirCulari cone is tlie corn-.

4)

Etercises
Part A

A
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1. (a) What is the least number of faces a polyhedron can have? The
IeSst number of edges? The least nuiliber of vertices?

ebi Is there Eg polyhedron wilich satisfies all three 'conditions in
part (a)?

(a) How mauy faces has a triangular prism? A triangular pyra-
mia? A quadrangular prism? A cube? A regular quadrangular
pyramid?

(b) Give the number of edges of each solid referred to in part (a).
(c) Give the number of verticemf each solid referred to in part (a).

Find formulas for -the number F of faces. E of *edges, and V of ver-

tices

2-

3.

Part B
A regular polyhedron is a ponvex polyhedron whose faces are con-

gruent regular polygonal regions and each two of who' vertices are
endpoints of the same number of.edges. [A convex polf ron is one
whose surface has no "dents" formally, such a pol 8edonis pne
which contains eacii segment whose endpoints belong toNt.]
1. You. are already acquainted with two kinds of regular polyhedia

N-one with four triangular faces and one with six rectangular

4
(acea,)larxe them and draw a picture of one of each kind.

2. .(a) Why is there at most one regular polyhedron with square
faces? .

4°

(a) of a prism each of whose bases has n sides, and
(b) of a pyrami whose base has a sides.

(b) Why is there no tegular polyhedron with hexagonal faces?
(6) How many .kinds of regular polyhedra do you think there

might.be with triangular faces?
3. In' Exercise 1 you were asked to draw a regular polyhedron with

four triangular faces. Now, draw one with dight triangular faces.

4. It can be proved that there are just five kinds of regular polyhedra.'
I.

S.

-mon measure of the segments fvn its vertex to points of the-boundary _

of its base. , .
a regular

Prisms jind pyramids are examples of polyhedra Vaingular. 'poly-
tetrahedron

hedron) that is, of solids whose surfaces are unions qf polygonal re-
gions. The faces of a polyhedron are the polygonal regions which make
up its surface; its edges and, vertices are the sides and vertices of these

a regular
hexahedron

a regular a regular
octahedron dodecahedron

a yeg tiler
icpsahedron

For each kind, tell the number of facts, edges, and vertices which
.such a polyhedron has. [Hint: If you coUnt the number of edges of
each face of a polyhedron and add the results, how many times
have you counted each ?dge?]
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AnsWers.for Pa'rt A
1. (a): 4; 6:- 4 [There is at leaat one vertex. Suppose,.then, that A

is a vertex. There are at least three face§ which have A as a
vertex and, so, at least three edgegich have A as one end
point. In fact, we can choose faces fi, f, and LI with A as
v
and f.1 have a side e., in conunon, and f has another side e 3with A as vertex. Now, f1 has a side e4 which does not have
A as a'n end point, f. has a sidi e5 which does not have A as"
an end 'point, and ,f, has a side ee, which does .not haç A
an end point. ,, There is a fourth side, 14 which has e4 s a
side, and f4 has. at least three vertices, each of which s -\ .'different from A. ]

.
..

. (b) A telrahedron satisfies all tlitee conditions.
s.

1. (a-) 5; 4; 6; 6; .5 (43) 9; 6; 1Z; 12; 8 (c) 6; 4;

3. (a) n + Z; 3n; 2n (1)) . n...4 1;. 2n; n + 1
. .[Stude-nts m4 note that - E + V.--:-- 2. This, whichis called

Euler's Formula, holds fo\- all convex polyhedra as well as for .
. . many others.] -,

Answers for Part B
. . . .

[The word 'regular' is used in many ways in mathematics.. Note,
for example, that alt ough a pyramid is a polyhedron, a regular pyra- 1
mid need not be a re ular polyhedron.]

I
Ap

The polyhedra in question are tetrahedra with congruent
' equilateral faces and cubes.

2. (a) There must be at least th.ree faces of a polyhedron
'surrounding!' each vertex and if the faces are square
regions there cannot bn more than three.

Lb) Three hexagonal regions surrbunding a vertex are coplanar,
And there is no room or Mdre than three.

(c) There is one with three equilateral triangular regions about
each vertex, there might be another with four, ind another
with five, e.quilateral tiiangular regions about e-a-ch vertex*
[See Exercise 3.] .

3.

Ar

4. tetrahedron: 4; 6; 4
hexahedron: 6; 12; 8
octahedron: 8; 12; 6
dohecahedron: 12; 30; 20.

osahedron: 20; 30; -12

953
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_

-Part
1., The lateral 'area of a prism or pyramid is the sum of the areas of its

. lateral faces. What two numbers shouldyou nuatiply toobtain the
measure'of the lateraPerea of a right prism?

2. The-lateral area ofiaylinder is that of tWO.Plene region obtained by
cutting the lateral siirface 'along a seginent joining cotresponding
points "of its bases arid "tiffrolhng" it: dive a fotmula for the meas-

'ure of the lateral area of a right circularCylinder whose base has
- ,

radiui r and whose altitude Is
3. Give a formula for the toter sUrface area of a cylinder w,hose dimen-

sions are those. giveli In Exercise 2.
4. What two ilumbere shouid You multiply to obtain the me re of

,

the latertil areil, O( a regtilar iityrantl?.
"5. Tbe lateral area of a cone can be'described in analogy with that of

a cyIinder.in Eiércise 2. Give a formula for the measure of the
lateral area of it right circular amp whoseIxise has raditis rand
whose slant height is '1. -

6. Give a formula for the,measure of the laterakarea !kit rightter'cu;
lar cone whoie base has radius r and whoseataitude is h.

7. Slipposethat twO prisms, cylinders, pyramias; or cones are-similar
with ratio of Similitude k. What, is the ratio of Ole area-measure of
their latiral surfaces? Of thei r total surface:s?

A-2 Cross Sections

A cross section of a prism, cylinder, pyramid, or cone,is the intersec-
tion of thOlid in:question with.plane parallel to a base of the solid.

Fig. A-2

We shall consider only cross sections which are nondegenerate that
is, the eMpty set and the' set consisting of the vertex of a pyramid or
cone win not be considered to be qross sections.

Ifis intuitively evident that all cross section§ of4prism or a cylinder
are congruent and, so, have the same area. In fact, either of two crbss
section§ is the image of the other under a translation. For our work

-I
TC 490

Aiisvie.rs for Part C
J. The 1.).erimei'er of a base and the altitude.

2n-rh

3: 2.nrh + Znr2 Jor: 2,77(1)-f ..r)j.

1-411 the Perimeter of the base and ihe slant height.
5. _p.a..,

b. yrrN.fr e
e

7. Ic2; k7 [F qr exampile,, i t1a6 casc--of 'a cylinder, Zsir(kr)(kh)
k2(Zarrh) and Zw(kr)[(kh)'+ (kr)} k2[Zwr(h ;1-r.r)].} 5

"

TC 491-492
%

111

Apswers toiluestions in text..
7 AA'F'V and A.ArV are similar llecae.they are right triangles
which shah' an acute. angle. VA;LVA 7- d/h because AlkiVV and
AAFV are 4imi1ar and VV/V,F cl/h.

Answers for Exe rc is e s
31, 1 square inches.

. 5
4°2. 3'a

e.,

55

inches 3., w square feets,...
;
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with-volumes we need to have corresponding information concerning
cross sections of pyramids' and cone's. We shall see that

a cross section of a pyramid or cone of altitude h by a
plane 7i at a distance d from the vertex [a d < hi is

(1) the image of the base under the uniform steetching
[actually, a shrinking] about, the vertex V which mul-
tiplies distances by &h.

That this- is tlie 'case follows at oncb by considering the similar tri-
angles,, &4 'F' V and ,6.-AFV ir the following figure:

Fig..A-3

[ExPlain. Why are AA'F'V and AAFV similar? Why is VA' IVA. = dlh?]
The point A' of intitrsection of VA and 7r is image of A under the uni-
form stretching about .V which multiplies distances by dl h. It follows
by Theorem 16-30 that. the area-measure of the image under this
mapping of any given triangular region in the plane of the base of our
pyramid or cone is d2//42, times the area-measure of the given tsi-
angular region. Because Of the way we have based areas of regions on
areas of triangular regions the same holds for any region in the plane
of the base-. In particular, it follows from (1) that

the area-measure 'of the cross secilon of a pyramid or
cone of altitude h by a plane at a distance d from the
vertex f() < d < hi is K421h2, where K is the area-
measure of the base.

Our principal interest in (2) is that it shows that,

giveh any two golids each of whiclris either a pyramid
pr a cone, and both of which have the same altitude

(3) and the same base area, any two cross sections of them
by planes-at the same digtance from their bases have

(2)

.44

,the same area.

9 5 6
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Exercises

APPENpIX

1. A cone has altitude 6 inches anditikbase hils area 10 square ches:
Wheis the area of the cross settiop of this cone which divi es the
altitude from its vertex in 23?.

2. Given the cone of Exercise 1, how far from the vertex rauk a plane
parallel to the base be fin order to tut out a czross section of area 5
sqUare inches?

3. A circular disk of pakr held, paiallel to a wall-and between the
wall and a point source otlighkcasts a circular shadow. Whaciis the
area of the thadow if the lightis 12 feet from thewall, the card-
bOard is 6 fget ftom, the wll, tmd, the radius of.the cardboard iS.6
inches? ,

A-3 Volumes by Means of Cross Sections

You 'can build a model of a given solid by gluing together pieces of
./

Fig. A-4

d'

plywood cut to the size find ahape of cipss sections of the solid made by
planes whose distance apart. is the thickness of the plywood. As is
illustrated in Pig. A-4 the slices [right prisms] of which such a Model is
made may stick out too far in some places and not far enough in others.
These inaccuracies May be reduced by cutting the slices out of thinner
plywood.or out of cardboard. [Of course, the thinner theslices are, the
more of them you will need to use.] By tising sufficiently thin card- $

board one can-at least in imagination- construct a mddel whose
volume is as close as he wishes to that of the given solid. Since the
volume of the model depends only on the areas of the aoss sections
which are used and on the thickness of the slices, it:appears that, the
volumes of two solids must be the same if they have the same altitude
and their "corresponding" cross sections have the same area. More
precisely, we have:

957
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Cavalieri's 15rinciple
Two solids have the same volume if there is

a plane 7T such That each plane which is parallel
to 7r and intersects either of the solids tilo inter-
sects the aher, and the Cross sectioks otthe
solids by any such plane have the same area. '

4

bavalieri's Principle is, for us, a postulate which we can.apply to
compare the volume s. of dertain solids. To use it in computing the
volumes of solids we need, in addition, a postulate Which Will enable
us to Compute the volumes orsome Solids which can be taken as stand-
ards of ,comparisoz. For such standards we shall take rectangUlar
solids and, as.a second p6stulate on volume we shall adopt:

liThe volume-measure of a. rectangular solid
is the product of its altitude and die area-
measure of its base.

Sh

rig. A-5

= abc

Sine any face of a rectangular solid may be chosen as a base, we
'should question whether the formula 'V =' Bh' giVes the same value
for 'V no matter'which face ofthe rectangular solid pictured on the
left in Fig. A-5 iS taken as base. The equivalent formula on the right
which expresses the volume-measure in terms of the measures of
three sides shows that this is the case. [Explain.] .

Using our two postulates it is now easy to see that the same formula.'
wich we have adopted. for the volume of a rectangular solid applies
just as well to any, prism or cylinder. For, as is illustrated in Fig. A-6,

fig. A-6

= B 17

given any prism or cylinder there is a rect.singular folid whose b
have the same area and are inthe same planes as are those of the giv
solid. Since the areaaor all cross sections of a prism or cylinder hav\e
the same area it follows that a cross section of the given prism or cirlin
der by a 'plane 7T parallel to the base planes has the same area-theas :
ure 13 as'does the cross section-lay ir d suph a rectangular solid. So, by \
Cavalieri's Principle, the prism or cylinder has the same volume- \
measure, I3h; as does the rectangular solid. r 1

1

In order to obtain a numerical result for the volume-ineasure of a
given prism or cylinder we must., of eourse,linow how to calculate B.
For example, thp valuine-measure. of any circular cylinder whose
altitude is h and wliose base has radius r is' 7rr2h. '

The preceding'argumept 0 based on the fact tbat an cross sectioni of
a prism ta: cylinder' have the same area. Using (3) on page 491 instead
of this we can shoW by,fhe sam4 argument that any pyramid qr cone

has the same volume as a triangular pyramid whose altitude and base
area ate those of the given pyramid or Cone., So, we can express the
volume of any pyramid or cone in terms of its altitude and base meas-
ure if we can do the 13ame for any triangular pyramid.

To find the voluine of a triangular pyraniid we iota that the tri- ,

angular pyramid with vertex V and base bounded by APQR is part of

Fig. A-6

a triangular prism v.flich has the same base and altitude. This tri-
- angular prism is the union of three triangular pyramids. One of

these is the given pyraNd and tthe others are,shown, cut apart,
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in the left-harlid ppure in Fig. A-8. [Ice two others are obtainecaty
/slicing the quadrangular Rmid with' vertex V and base bouDderkby,
parallelogram QRST along, the plane Thy.] The two new pyramids `.

may bp thought of as having vertex V and bases bounded by QTRQ
and ATRS: It follows that these_pyramida have the same altitudp and

A that' their bases have the same area. 1Why.*?].So, by, (3) oit page 491 and
Cavalieri's Principle, they both have, the same ,volume. In acidition to
ties, one of the new pyramids may be thought of as havingrvertex R

,11-711:1 base laounded by AVIIS. So, this pyramid has the same volume as
'does the given triangular pyramid. [Explain)] It follows, now, that the *

Volume of the given triangular -pyramid is one-third that of the tri-
ang4lar prism. Since\the base arqat of the prism is the same, B, as that
.of the pyramid and sir* the two solids haye the same altitude, h, it
-follows that the volume-measure of the triangular pyramid is given IV:

_V = Bh

And, as shown previously, the saute formula niust work for any pyra-
mid or cone, For example, the volume-measurl'of a right circular cone
whose altitude is h. and whose base has radius r is wr2h13.

Exercises

1 . Consider the cube pictured to
the right. What is the volume-
measure of the solid which re-
mains when the tetrafiedron
with 'Vertices A, B, C; and D is
cut off?

2. A trench 6 feet deep and 50 yards long ha4 a trapezoidal cross sec-
tionQlVtif is 3 feet across at the top and 2 feet acrda,s at the bot-
torn. How xnany cubic yards of earth were removed in digging the
ditch?

3. A pyramid has ,a rhombodiar base with diagonals 5 inches and 7
inches lotig and its volume is 35 cubic inches. What is the height
of this pyramid?

4. A right prism with a right piangular base is to be whittled out of a
wooden right circular cylinder whose radius is 2 inches and, Whose
length is 1 foot. What is,the minimum volume of shavings which
will be produced?
Suppdse that two Prisms, cylinders, pyramids, or cones are similar
with ratio of similitude k. What is the,ratio of the volume-measures
of the two solids?

98o

Answers fo.r Fxercises
1. 5e3Y6

4. 4g(7 -. -cubic inches
Z. 250/3,

5. k3

A

3. 2 inches

. 961

1
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AITENDIX

A4 Prismaids

A prismoid is a polyhedron each
of whose vertices is contained in
one of two parallel planes:A prism
is a special kind of prismoid and SQ
is a pyrdmid. 'Like a prism, a pris-'
moid (which is not a pyramid] has
two bases its facts in the two
parallel planes und a mimber of
lateral faces each of which is either
triangular or .trapezoidal.. [The
prismoid of Fig. A-9 hag seven tri-
aiigular Jateral faces and one trao-
ezoidal lateral face.] The crosi sec-
tion of a prismoid made by a plane
midway, between the planes of its
bases is called its midseetion.

,
Pig. A-9

As we shall see, the volume of a prismoid whose altitude [the dis-
tance betWeen its base planes]' is h, and whose bases and midsection
have area-measures B1, Br and M, is given by:

1
) V = b(13, + B,s+ 4M)h

[Note that (*) works for prisms and pyramids. ItXplain.] To verify this
We begin by notingthat if P is a point of the midsection of a prismoid

A:4 Prisxnoicts 497
.14 I.

A-10, each of these triangular pyramids is split., by the portionAff talre
midsection contained in it, into a staaller triangular'Pyramid and
Auadrangular pyramid. v i d the volume of the original triangular
pyramid is four, times tha e smaller. [Why".I Now, the 'smallyr
triangular pyramid can be ught of as hiwing a vertexV] of the pris-
moid for its vertex and a triangular portion of the midsection [bounded
by APO] as its base. Hence, the Volume-measure of this smaller tri-
angular pyramid is one-third of the product of -theGarea-measure of
this baseby h/2. It follows that the volume of the larger tipngular
pyramid is four times this and that the volume of th4 union of all such
triangularpyramids is 1Mh/6. This accountS far the third term in the
prismoidal formula.

The preceding proof of the prismbidal formula assumes that, the
point P can be chosen So that the segments joining P to the vertices of
the' midsection divide th e. latter into nonoverlapping triangular re-,
gions. ThiS Will ordinarily be the cdse, but the formula works even if
it is not. the formula also works for prismoidal-like solids whase bases
in two,parallel planes are regions which are not bounded by polygons.

t'

Fig. A-10

then the latter is the union of three solids two ofwhich are pyramids
with vertex P'and Whose bases are those of the prismoid. Since each of
these has altitude hI2 tlieir volume-measures are7,B14/8 and B21116,

thus accounting for two terms in the prismoidal formula (*). The third
of the three solids is the union of pyramids each ofwhich has P as ver-
tex and a lateral face of the prismoid as base. [One of these is shown in
the right-hana picture in Fig. A-10.] We nLiy assume that each of
these pyramids has a triangular base, sinee a trapezoid can be split
along opt of its diagonals into triangles. Now, as illustrated in' Fig.

40- s

Exercises

Part A
1. A bin whose horiontal Cross

sections are right isoscles tri-
angles is built onto the side of a
barn. Its dimensions are as
given in the figure. Compute
the volupie of the bin.

2: A corn-crib has the shape and
'dimensions apown fn the figure.
Co ...*ae its volume.

Part 4
A frustum of a pyramid or cone is a figure consisting of the paints

of the given solid"between [or on] the base and a cross section. A

frustum of a pyramid is a prjsmaid and, by Cavalieri's Principle and
(8) on page 491 the prismoidal formula works, also, for a fruitum of a
cone. The area-measure M of the midsection of a frustum can be,ex-
pressed in ,ternis of the irea-measuresB, and B3 of its bases and its

963
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Answers for Part A
1. 7, 4 cubic feet

Answers 'for Pa rt B
h' 2B2 =' (Tr11) ..13 = (I - r2)B where r

TC 497-498

2. 2570 cubic feet

S.

1 - = s/B2/B1-, and r 4B2/131.
h' h/2M = ( h, )2.Bi = (1 - r/2);' B1

=/(1 NIB203
1.12 (1 + 41327131).2 B

2 2

1 4- B2/13, 24B2/B, B1 + B + B1132
4' 13 ,4 1 4

2. -,'rom Exercise 1,`Bz + B2 +' 4M = 2(B1 + B2 + Nrifr-272 ). SO,
the prismoidal formula,

1
V B + B2 341751i372)h.

Given a cone, there is a pyramid, of the sgMe altitude, whosF
base has the same area as does that of the cone. By (3) on page .

491, corresponding c ross sections of the' cone and pyramid have
the same area. It follows by Cavalieri's. Principle that frustums
of the cone and p'yrazigid which have the s9.rne altitude also have the
same volume. It also follows that corresponding.bases of the two
frustums have the iarne area and, so: that application of the
fru'stum farmula (*) tc3 either frustum yields the same resdlt.
Since, .in the case of the pyramidal frustum, this result is the
volume-measure of the frustum, and since the volume-measures
of the two frustums are the same, it follows that. (4) gives the
volume-measure ofthe ceinical.frusturn.

4. Exercise 1 of Part A can be a olved by the frusturn formula but
Exercise 2 cannot. The-solid bounded by the bin of Exerise '1 is
a frusttim of a pyramid whose base is an iscoceles right triangle
phich is 6 feet4tfgh. In Exercise .2, the sl-Enting front edges would,
if extended, intersect 150 feet below the tap of th.le bin, while the
slanting edges on the right side would, if exten4ed, intersect 75
fest below, the top of the bin. ,

. 7Rft/ + r32 r9/(1+ r), where vr azid', R are the radii of the bases
[r < R) and 1 is the slantTheight. [Note, as a check, that the,

." formula gives expected results. in casi, r = O, r R, or R =
Another formula, 511(r + R)1 is Motdifficult.to derive. )

h'. So,

by

s4

k_

^-4

'498
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altitude h. On showing this you will find that tlie volume of a ffustum
is given by:

1
(*) V = +132 + B2)h

1. Find M for a frustum in terms
of B and B 2. [Hint: Referring to
the figure, let r hlh' . It fol-
lows from (2) on page 491 that

= (1 - r)2B, and M = (1
-r/2)2B,. (Whi?) Solve the
first of-these equations (or "r'
and substitute into the secabd.j
Complate. the derivation of the frushim formula tn.

3. Since the frustum of a cone is not a prismoid, the
Exercisis 1 and 2 does not show that (*) applies to a
cone. 'Yee Cavalieri's Principle to show that it does'.

4. Which of the prbblems ,of Part A can be solved by
formula? Explain.

*5. Find a forthula for the area-measure pf the lateral surface of a
frustum of a rig4t 'circular C6ne. [Hint: Use the radii or the* two
baSeli and tle ajant height of the frustum.]

argument in
frustum of a

the frustum

A-5 Volumes of Balls and Areas of Spheres

By definition, a ball gtnsists of' a sphere together with the points
inside it. We ctii Use CavalieresTrinciple to find the volume of a ball.

A`--1

TO do so wp note first thakgiven a ball of radius r, the area-meaSure of
a cross section at the distanCe.h froth its center is IT(14/-14 113)2 or,
equivalently, rr2 This is also the area-measure of the circular
ring shown at the .left in Fig. A-11. Jt follows that we den .use Cava-
lieri's Principle to findthe volume of the ball if we can, find a figure of
altitude 2r whose volume we know and whose cross sections are 9ircu-
lar rings of the appropriate sizes. Fig: A-12 shows how to do this.

9
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Fig. A-12

ae
48

So, it.fdrns out, -by Cav ieri's Principle, that the vojunie of a ball is
the difference betweeil the volume of a cylinder and the volume of the
union of two cones of the dimensions shown in Fig. A-12. So, if V is-the
volume-measure of the ball,

V = iir2(2r) 2(7"2 r)
ana, so,

4
(1) V -5 77:3.

From this formula we can make an educated guess 4s to the area- 's
measure S of the sphere which i the surface of a ball of radius r. To do
so we may think ofsuch a ball as being the union of pyr
whose vertices are the center of the ball and whose b
regions on the surface of the ball. From the similarity of
pyramids it is reasonable to guess that the volume of
one-third the product OT the area-measure of its base py
Assuming this to be the case it follows that

1
(2) V = 3 Sr'

ConiParing this with (1) we obtain

(3)

,

S 47r74,

id-like solid.s
are curved

hese solids to
ne of them is
'ts altitude

the correct formula for th -measure of a sphere..
It is interesting to note t. area-measure of the sphere pictured

in Fig. A-12 is_the same as measure of the lateral sarface of the
cylinder in the same figure. Thjs is a special case of a mor general re-
suit concerning the area-measure\of a sph&ical zonel. Such ' zone is the

$ 6

niiiiii
WE"

Fig. A-13

portion of a sphere belween two 'parallel planes. Its altitude is tip
distance h between the planes and, although we shall not show that
this is the case, its area-nieasure S is given by:

-

S= 27rrh,

where r 4s the radius of the sphere. It is somewhat surprising to note
that any two zones of the samê aphere which have the same altitude
also have the same area-measure.

Exercises

1. (a) What is the volume-measure of a ball whose diameter is d?
(b) What is the area-measure of a sphere whose diameter is d?

2. (a) What is the ratio of the volume of a ball inscribea in a cube to
the volume of the cube?

(b) What is the ratio of the volume.Qf a cube inscribed in a ball to
the. volume of the ball?

3. (a) What is the ratio of the volume of a ball to that of a right circu-
lar cylinder circumscribing it?

(ti) WhEit is the retie of the arias of the surflices of the two solids in

part (a)?
4. A great circle of a sphere is a circle on the sphere whose radius is

that df the sphere. If -the circumference of a great circle is.5
inches, What is the area of the surfaceW the sphere?

5. (a) If the radiuf df a sphere is increased.by 10%, by what percent

is the surface area inereaed? By what percent is the enclosed

volume increased?
(b) Answer part (a), assuming that it its the diameter of ttesphere

which is increased by 10%.
. .

9 7



Answers for Exercises
1. (a) rd3/6 (b) rd2
2.. (a) r/6 (b) 3/(7,a)
3,)'' (a) 2/3 (b) 2/3
4. 25/7square inches
5, (a) 21%; 33...1%

(b) 21%; 33.1% [Incresitig the diameter by 10% is the same
as increasing the radius by 10%.1

di
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Theorems from Volume I

Postulates

1. (a) B - A e (b) A + a E
,2. (a) A + (f3 - A) = B (b) a = (A+ a) - A
3. (B (C - Ti)=C-A

(A) a + b. e.cf
41. (a + b) + c = a +,(b +5 42. + -04 = a0 * 0 --0 0
4 a* a + a = 0 44. a+b=b+a

(b) E (c) -a e (d) aa

1" . unaer funCtion comirsitionAs a commu tive group. ,

4,1

-4s. al = a
-4.

47. (a + b)c ac +- bc
4.. 1b + 7ietb +

4s. (ab)c = a(be)

y. .9-, underfunction c.omposition, is a ve4or pace over IR.

(C.)
4r. There are three linearly independent members of .9;
4to. There are not four linearly independent members of T.

4'. Y, under function composition, is a
3-dimensional vector space over R.

5. (a) a + bR0:45 -acM(c)0.92(d) a bER(e) 1 cR(f) gc

bx. (a) (a + b)+ c = a + (b + c) (b) (a b)-c= a (6 c)
52. (a) a + 0 = a (b) a 1 = a

..53. (a) a+-a= 0 (b) a In = 1 Ia ?6 03
54. (a) a+b=lb a (b) ab=b- a
55. -0 yE 1

5s.
57. (a) a - '+ -b . (13) a ± .b = a lb [b # 03
5s. a > b or b > a [a b]

59. a ?
5to. > b and b > c) -- a > c

a<b---ob>a
&a. (a)a>boa+c>b+c

-(b)a>b--ac>.bc [c> 0)

5'. is an ordered field.. ni

-of
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befinitions

3-1. (a) A - a = A + -a (b) r,
3-2. . (a) ,T0(A) = A - (b) puo = 0
54. {X {xLV-x-P=

5-2. [crA = {x: r7tx +

8-1. a is a linear combination of (74, . . ;id
a = a1x1 + . . . + cziri

8-2. . . Ci.) is linearly dePendent
4-0 3z, . . . (x1. + . . + i)* and not

and x. = 0))
8-3. A sequence is linearly independent if and nly if it is not linear-.

lAr.dependent.
8-4. . a:j = 3z, . . . x = ary, + + --C-4:1Caf

DI. {A, lEt, e) is cöllinear if and only if (B C - A)*is linearly
dependent.

7-2. 1 is a line if and only if (a) 1 is a subset of if whith contains at
least two points, and (b) yxv, [({X, Y) 1 and X Y) vz
[Z e I {X, Y Z} is collinear]]

7-3. AI?, = {X: 32C = A + (B - A)x} [= {X: X - A e [B - A1)1
7-4. = {7: atk3z.(Y e I and E I and --;=- Y)} plead 'f11" as 'the

direction of I'. Also,. read 'Fa*I' aS 'the direction.of arrow a'.1

7-5. (a) A141 .= {X: X A e }

(b) A[I] = {X: X - A e In}
7z4. 1 m if and only if [I] = [711].'
7-7. For ii9T + a = {X: 31:(Y X and X = Y + .

7-8. [ai+"= {7:70 V and 3 [Read fal+' as 'the sense of-ci.

7-6. (a) Afaii: = {X: X - A E Cal+
(b) AB = A[B A1+ [R,fad 'AB' as 'arrow AB'; when A ,B, it

iS proper to read 'AB' as 'half-line AB' J

Cri =," 0, ,

7-10. (a) 'Val+ = {A } U A[a
(b) AB = ,{A} Li AB

7-11. (a)

7-12. (a) AB,,=AB n BA
(b) AB {A, B }L.) AB

7-13. A first set is parallel to a second set if and only if they are non-
degenerate subsets of loarallel lines.

7-14. c -1-r; !. Tic Rai N ib'D
7-15. M is the midpoint of Xi* e-MA=B-M

4
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8-1. For P erB, A P B .and a 96 0 b, P. divides theinterval
from A to B in a : 6 if and only. if (P - A) : (B P) = alb.

8-2. (a) PQR = PQ U QR U RP
(b) PQR is a triangle 4-0 {P, Q, R} is noneollinear
The inedian of a triangle from a given vertex is the interval
whose end points are the given vertex and.the midpoint of the
opposite side. .

8-4. (a) PQRS = PQ U U U SP
(h) PQRS is a quadrilateral 4- each of {P, Q

(
R}, {Q, R, S},

{R, S, P}, {S, P,Q} is nonollinear
\ (a) A quadrilateral is simple if and only if no two of its sides

intersect.
(b) A quadrilateral is convex if and only if its diagonalskinter-

sect.
8-6. (a) A° quadrilateral Is a trapezoid if and only if it is simple and

911.

has two parallel sides.
quadrilateral is a parallelograth if and oply if its opposite

sides are parallel.°
{A, B, C, D} is coplanar ft - A, D 4) is 1inearly
dependent.

9-2 ir is a plane if and only if (a) IT is a subset of g which contains
at least three noncollinear points, and (b) [({X, Y, Z}

Ir and {X, Y, nonCollinear Vw [W e 4-0 {X, Y,Z, W}
is coplanar]]

9-3. Ak = {X: 3,3y X A + (B - Ar + (C - 11)y}
11-C y32 (Y 77 and Z4 and--; = Z 7 Y)1

9-5. (a) Ala, = {X: X - A e }

(b) -A1;7.F. {X: X - A [ir)}
(a) IT1 11 'n'A 4-6 = [7711

(b) 41"0[1.1 f7r) .

(c) 7T 11 1 7T
"

104. ('4, . . ) is a basis for .9" if and oply if (i) . . a.) is ill-
early independent, and (ii) as]

10-2- If (7,, 174) is a basis and7;50 + -1-43 + then
(spar and aarei, respectively, the first, second, and third com-
ponents of a with respect to the given basis. Also(cs-,, as, az)
is the component-triple of Zwith moppet to .0is basiL

10-3. If 0 e (ul, at, a) is a basis for .c", and A AS 0 + (up, + up3
+ u3a3) then a , and a3 are, respectively, the first, second,
and third coorainates of A with respect tO the given point and
given basis: Alai), (al, as, ad is the'coordinate-triple ,of A with
respect to thisi point and basis:

9-4'1
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Other Thegrents

2-1.

2-3.

2-4.
2-5.

3-1.
3-2.
3-3.
34.

3-7.
343.

3-9.
3-10.
3-11.

A +-c-;=B4-=B -A
A +-c-:= A +T 7d--0-=14

A -C=B-C4--PA.B
c = [(A +-al +1- ), A
(a) a +
(a) A +-04 = At -0
(a) A + a = A 0-6 a =
A + a=B+a--0A=B
C - A 7C --13-A=B
(a) -(49 -.A) = A B

+-elt +-1; = A 4--*-1;

(B - C) E- (A - C) = B - A
(A 7 B) + c =`(A -.B

A + (B C) B + (A - C)
(A - B) + A -4 (il

(B - C) = C (B -17)

(b) A + (c.:+ T;) (A +7:;)+1"
(b) A - A =-64
(b)B=A4--!B-A=-0+

(b) -a = A (A + Ti)
7

6- .

6-9.

6-10.

6-11.

6212.

6-13:

3-12. A-(B-C)=C-(B-A)
3-13. (A B) (C D) = (A (13 D)
Corollary. 4 -B=C7D4--.0A-C=B-D
3-14. (a) Po
5-1. (a) ZO = 0
5-2. (a) "i; -a =

f rz(a - b) =C;(a) ra -
5-4. (a) ric = [c 0}

(b) ca A--a=b [c96Ol-0 -4
aa = 0 -- (a = 0 or a = 0)
(-cli is linearly dependent 4-* a = 0.
For 71 2, (u; -c4,) is linearly dependent 4--P one of the vec-
ion is a linear combination of the others.
(a) A 'sequence one of whose terms isVfs linearly dependent.
(b) A sequence two of whose terms are equal is linearly de-

! pendent.
If any subsequence of a given sequence i; linearly dependent
then the given sequence is linearly dependent,-
If any term of a given sequence is a multiple of another term
then the given sequence is linearly dependent.
A permutation of a given sequence is linearly dependent if and
only g,the given sequence is linearly dependent. .

(b) .104

(b) --(Ta = 0

(b) 4. a 'Cria)
cb)

<r

-4 1

972
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(a,, . . a) is linearly independent .- . V raix, + . . . + = (xl = 0, . . ., and
0 -

&Iv . . ad is linearly indfpendent
. ga,, alb, . . a.b. (a,

and a =, be))
If a ssquence is linearly independent then any of its subse-
quences is linearly independent.
Any permutation of a linearly, independent sequence is lin-,
early independent.
Any_tinearly independent sequence is a sequence of distinct,
non-0, terms.
(ra,S) is linearly independent and a + = -6

+-eb +1*c. ( - a = b = C)

. . is linearly dependent and (ay . . --a) is lin-
early indeOendent) - a,, e Eat. .

6-14. (B -7 A, C A) is linearly dependent - (ç- B, A B) is
linearly dependent

7-1. For A B, AB is the line which contains A and B.
Corollary. There is one and only one line which contains.two given

points.
Corollary. Two points are contained in at most one line.
Corollary. Two lines have at moth one point in common
7-2. ({C, D} ç 4kg and C D) =

7-3. ({A,B} 1 and A B) [11 [B Al

74 . (A el and rz s In) --P A +
7-5. (a) F.v-c; 0-64,;iTal isthelinethroughAinthedirectionof

(b) Allf is the line through A in the direction of 1.
, qorollary. AEI's...6 1 0]
17-0. There is one and only one line through a given point and paral-

to a giventine.

(ea))

63)311 in ""- m 1117-7.
and rn n) 111n

7-8.` A translation taapssny line onton parallel line.
7-9. + -C:= {X: X - a s , (.7'

7-10. 4-AT1 1 + a = (44

7-11. [B - cj n B[A - C] = {A + C)} [{A, B, C non-
collinear]

7-12. bnmoo..-.5Qn 17623 [lnm9625]

k
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7-13. (a)
'(b) [b1+ = 0

7-14. liz.] = (14 U U

7-15. A + (B = A 4-,

7-16. (a) AA = {X: 3. X
(b) AB = {XijoA X

7-17. C EAT] (AC = AT3

7-18. ;Ch.= CD A = C
Corollary+. rB [B

7-19. AB CL; - A = C
Corollary. iff3 [B

7-20. Xi =211i-A BA

7-21. (a) AB {X: 3, (0 <

--,
ax) [a $ 0]

= A + A#}
= A + A)x}

and AC, = AB)

- Al+ = [D C1+

[A 0 B]
- Al* = [a C] +

LAI B]
A 0 Bl

x < 1 and X = A + (B A)x)}
[A 0 B]

(b) AsB 1--- {X: 3:z. (0 x 1 and X = A + (B'- A)x))

7-22. (a) AB = CD -0 {A, C} = {B, D} [A 0 BI

(b),XT3 = CD ni. {A, C} = {B,

7-23. (a) -6; = -a; : 4[7i] = [b) ITI11

(b) a = -14)c-*a:7;=c [-a.# 0].

Corollary. (a) --c; = a/b ="7;02 ,[1c7:1 = 0 {V}, b 0 01

(b) = = alb [7; b 0]

7-24. : = (74; :W)(alb) [[11 {e}, a 0 b)

7-25. Cel + : : + : = = [C1'0 {T)*}I,

aa ,+ bb 01

n CD 0 0 4.-0 C - A c [B - A, C - 1)1
8-2. If AC andie are noncollinear paiallel segments and (D 2 B)

(C A) = r then ATI II oil if r = 1 and ALI n bii= {A
A)I(1 - r)} if r 1.

8-3. If A, B, b, D, and P are five points such that-4473. n tr) = {P}

then (a) AC II (P D) : (P C) = (D - B) A)

= (13 B) : (P - A), and (b) (P - C) (P B)

A) AC 11BD.'

Corollary. Under the conditions specified in the theorem, A-e

(P D) : (P C) = (P B) : (P A).

8-4. For A B, (a) P divides the interval from A to B in a : b

P = A + (B A) [P EXii, a 9.1. 0 b] (b) P = A
a + b

+ 4a ,divides the interval from A 'to B in

: b [a+ b 0]
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Gt5collaiy. For A P B, (a)0 divides the i4eryal from A toBin

s:1-PP=A+ - A) i[P EVB, s 0] (b) P
T- A + (B P divides the interval from A to 13
in t : 1 t.

8-5. For P erB and A P P c AB or P or P c-BA ac-
cording as the ratio in which P divides the interval from A to
/3 is positive; or between 0 and -1, or less than -1.

8-6. (a) The ratio of two intervals, which are intercepted on one of
two parallellines bysoncurrent transiersais of both these

-lines is the same as that of the corresponding in$erVals
which are intercepted by these transversals on the other.

(b). The ratio of two intervals which are intezeepted by pitral-
lel lines on one transversal of these lines is the same as
that of the corresponding intervals which are intercepted
by. these lines on any other transverSal.

8-7.* The interVal whose endpoints are the midpoints of two sides
of a triangle is parallel to the third side and its ratio to the
'third side is 1/2.

Corollary.. A line through the midpoint of one side of a triangle is
parallel to a second side if and only if it contains the mid- ,

. point of the third side.
8-8. The three media4is of a triangle intersect at a point.which

divides each of them, from'veriex to midpnint of oppoiite side,
in 2 : 1.

8-9. (a) The interval whose end points are the r-points of tvio sides
of a triangle, froni their common endpoint, is parallel to ,s
the third side, and its ratio to the third aide is r.

(?) A line through the r-paint of one side of a triangle, from
one of ita vertices, is parallel to the side opposite that ver- .
tex if and only if .it contains the r-point, from that vertex,
of the third aide.

8- 0. ( A ) I n t e r v a s T r o m two vertices oralriant toTh-pointsiet the
opposite sides Mom thei roMmon vertex) intersect at the

2r
r 1
--point of the median from that virtex. The point of

+
, intersection divides each of the two inteivids, from vertex
to opposite side in 1 :,r and divides the median, from
vertex to side, in 2r : 1 - r.
Lines through 'two vertices of a triangle which intersect at
the s-point of themedian from the third Vertex intersect

the opposite aides at their i_--:7points from this vertex.

(b)

$.

f.tt
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0.

8-11: If, in .6ABC and AA'B'C' , AB II A' B' , BC II B'C' and C..A
11 C'A' then (a) (B' A') : (B - A) = (C' - B') : (C - B)
= (A' - C') : (A-C), and (b) for A A', B /3', and C

C", the lines ;CAI, BB' and Eel are 'parallel or concuorent
8-12. IThe Twice-Around Theorem] If, in AABC, G and D are in- .

BC, E and H are in CA, and I and F are in.AB, and DE !IBA
II GII, EF NCB II HI, FG II AC,then ID AC.* .

8-13. If, in AABP, D andFareinBP, C andE are in PA, EFII BC ;
and CD II AF, then DE II AB .

8-14. If and7-are position vectors of A,B, and with respect to
any point 0] then, for A 0 B and 0 r 1, R is the point .
whicli'divides the intervarfrom A to B in,r : 1 - r if and only
if7=

8-15. b, and c are position vectors of collinear points if and only
if there exist numbi;rs .x, y, and z, not all 0, such that-al + by
+ cz = andxtz+z= 0.

Corollary.. If a, b, and c are position vectors of noncollinear points,,
and a, b., and c are numbers such that a +,b + c = 0, then
aa + + cc = if and only if [a = 0, b 0, and c = 0].

8-16. (a) PQRS is a trapezoid with bases PQ and RS if and.only if
PQ and RS are noncollinear .parallel intervals such that
(Q f-P) : S) > 0. 3tk

(b) If, in trapezoid PQRS, PS QR then PS and efPR intersect
at a point which divides both the inte al from P to S and
the interval from Q to R in -(PQ : R

8-17. (a) A trapezoid is convet.

r

(b) If PQRS is a trapeinid with bases PQ andRS then the in-
zsection. of its diagonals divides each of them, from P to R
and from Q to S, respectively, in PQ,: RS.

8-18.. (a) The midpoints of succeSsive sides of a simple quadrilateral
are,the.successive vertices of a piirallelogram.

) The in'te'rvals joining the midpoints of opposite sides of 'a
simple quadrilateral bisect each gther.

Fele. [Menelaus' Theorem and Converse] in AABC, RBC,
S 61', anti T Eri then {R, S, T} is collinear if and only if
BR CS AT =..RC SA TB).
If, in 6.ABC, R BC,S c CA, and T ErB then V, BS, and 'CT
are concurrent or parallel if and only if BR CS AT F RC

SA TB.
9-1. For {A,13, C} noncollinear,is the plane 'Which contains A,

B, and C.
Lemma. (W, eT) is linearlY independent and Ic4,

= [a, '
Corlollary. Three noncollinear, piiints determine [uniquely] a plane.

5."

976

f
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9-2. ({D E F} ABC and {D, E,. F} is noncollinear) ,I I AhC
DEF

9-3. A plane contains the line determined by any two of its points.
9-4. A line and a point not on that line determine a plane.
9-5. Two intersecting lines determine a plane.
9-6. .11Wo parallel lines determine a plane.
9-7. Two nonparallel coplanar lines intersect.
9-8. Two lines ate parallel if and only if theY are coplanar and

have no common peoint.
9-9. {A, B, C} is a noncollinear subset of 7 -0 [7] = [B

C - Al
9-10. (Per'and ac [/71) + a E 7T

9-11. (a) For ra, TO linearly independent, Ala is the plane through
A with the bidireetion fa,A.

(b) A[7] is the plane through A with the direction of 7.
9-12. Nny translation maps any plane onto a parallel plane.
9-13. There is one and only one plane through a given point and

parallel to a given plane.
9-14. 'there is a plane co4aining a given line and parallel to a

given plane if and only if the givezi line and plane are parallel.
9-15. There is one and only one plane which contains, a given point

and is parallel to each of two given nonparallel lines.. ,

9-16. Two lines which are contained in different parallel planes are
parallel if .and only.if they are coplanar.

947. The ratio of two intervals which areintercepted by parallel
planes on one transversal of these planes is. the same as that
qf the corresponding intervals which are intercepted by these
planes on any other transversal.

10-1. There are four noncoplanar points.
10-2. The intellection of two'nonparallel planes is a line.
10-3. A line which is parallel to each of two nonparallel planes is

p ]el to their intersection.
10-4._ A which. are not_paraliel-intersect- at a-single

point.

Corollary 1. A line which is a transversal of one plane is a trellis-
,.versal of any parallel Wane.

Corollary 2. parallel lines are transversals of the same plane.
10-5. A plane which' intersects one of two parallel planes intersects

the other, and the intersections are parallel lines.
10-6. (a) a. 11 (cr 77- or n = 0)

(b) 7r 4.-4:.(/ C 7r or 1 11 = 0)
10-7. Each 3-termed linearly independent sequence of1§inslations

is a basis for
is 77

.0
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10-87 Each baka for .9- is a 3-termed linearly independent sequence

of translations.
--p"fin [a a2 al] = 4-0 (a a2,,a3) is linearly independent

16-10. (a) each non-Vtranslation is a term of sOme basisfor
(b) Each two linearly independknt tianslations are terms of

some balfis for .9'.
1041. For any basis for .9-, (a) each component off)' is 0, (b) eact

component of is the opposite of the correspohding conipo*--.
nent of a, (c) each component nf a + b is the sum of the cor-
responding components of a and -I:, (4) 'each component of aa
is the product of the corresponding 'component of a by a.

--41.

If a, 13, c, andxi are papsition vectors of nonollanar points and
cf.+ b + ,=, 0 then aa + 1) + co * = 0 if and only if a
= 0, b =- 0, c =4), and d p.

10 13. For (-iip.-24) linearly independent, (a1 + -1442'a ib, + 112b2) is
a, as

linearly dependent if and only if = 0. ,

b,

10-14. For /413) linearly independent, (iz,a, + + u
I b, + 1.2b2 + is3b3) is linearly dependent. if and onl; if

as a3

. 10-12.
"

10-15.

(0, 0, 0).
b2 b2 Jb3 b, J fb1 b2J1 .

.,
Suppose that, with respect. to a given coordinatii system, the
coordinates of A are (al, ay a) and the components afi; and-ci
are (p1; p2, p3) and (q q,, q2), respectively. With respect to the
given coordinate system
(al the parametric equations:

1.

x, = a, + p1s + q1t
1-,3 = a3 4: p2s + q2t

; = as + PO + gst

describe the set A5. 41; and this set is a plane if and
only if ...

A
'

4

P3 Ps Pt, Pr P2
(t)

CIS q3

and ,

(b) the single equation:

9 91

P2 P3

c s

P3 P,

4,3 142

q3

(x,
".1p, 1221

q1 q,
1

represents Aciri; 70 if and only if the condition (t) is
satisfied.
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10-16. Suppose that, with respect to a giyen coordinate system, the
coraponen f m and n are (m,', in2, rn) and (n1, n2, n), re-
spectively. ith respect to the given coordinate syst'em, the
equations:

(i) " 1{(x - a )m + a2)rn2 + (x3 - adrn3 = ()
(x1 - b1)n1 + (x2 - b2)11,2 + (x3 - = 0

describe nonparallel' planes if and only is linearly
independent; and, in this case,

n2 n3

are the comPonents 'of a ion4 vector in the direction of the
linb of intersection of the planes.

Corollary. 1. The equations (i) describe parallel planes if and only if -
, m and n ake non-V arid (in, is linearly dependent

Corollary 2. If (Tn*, 71) is linearlY independent then the line of.inter
section of the plansksiescribed by the equations (i) is, itself,
described by the syste,--

ms

ns

ms ms

In3 7n1

ns n1

= c2
n n

ms

n,

where (cl, cl, are'the coordinutes of any chosen point C
which is common to the two planes.

10-47. Suppose thist, with 'respect to a given coordinate system, the
components otiandiare 4, 11) and(pt, p2,p1), respectively. ,
With respect to the ,given coordinate System,. the equations:

t1 t 13X3 e

({x, a, +. p1r
r,2 +

= as + p3r

describe a plane 4nd a line whiCh are parallel if and only if
1: a n d jare 'non-V and

- 11p1 + 1;p2 + 13p3 2,1 0;

and, in this case, the line is a subset of the plane if and only if
11a3 + 120.2 + 1303 = e.
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Cor91lary. The equations (1) and (ii) represent a plane and dtrans-
venal to this plane if and only if 11p1 + 13p3 + 13p3 96 0.

10-18. linearly independent, +.4a, +
+ ufb + u3b3, u1c1 + u3c3 + u3c3) is linearly dependent if

and only.if
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C. The system of equations:

larx
+ ky + c1z = cl,

' a3x + ky + c3z = ri2
, a3x + b3y + c3z = c13

a2

b

C2

a3

b --- 0. has a unique solution if and only if a
b,

b3

b3

Theorems A&Mst Equa-tions

A. The system of equations:

a1x + ky
+ b37 = c3

has a unique solution if and only if
a,

az 63

the given system of equations is equivafent to: .

cI bl

0; and, in thiS case,

a., 113

Corollan;. The system of equati;s:

falx by 0'
lart + =

has a nontrivial solution if and only if

0, 0,

asx + ky + ce = 0) if and only if 3( (x

bl
t). 4

,

a2 b2

s 0

k
= 0.

b2

,

case, the given system of equations, isequivalent to:

4.

and, in this

Corollary. The system of equitzions:
-2.

la,ai + b,y + ciz = a
c222: + bo + csiz = 0
alx f f JO + cli = 0

has a nontrivial solutian if and only if k 122

0), (a +by+ c1z. 0 and

b,
t,y=

CI a1

1ft

t,and
b, .C1

4

a b

913i

Cs.



Tabulated Values of TrigonornetAionetions

0
1

2
3

5
6
7

8
9
0
1

12
13
4

15
16

7
1

9
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

30
1

32
33
34
35
36

39

41

42
4
44
45

°sin ° °cot

.0000 1. , .0000 90

.0175 .9998 .0175 57.290 89

..-Q349 .9994 ,0349 28.636 88

.0523 .9986 .0524 19.081 87

-. 698-- .997 -- :0699 14.30 6.,

.0872 .9962 10875 11.430 85 .

1045 .994 .1051 95144 84

.121?

.1302
.9925
.9903

.1228

.1405
'8.1443
7. 154

83
82

.1564 .9877 .1584 6.3138 81

.1736, .9848 .1763 5.67 3 80

.1908

.2079
19816
.A781

.1944

.2126
5.1446
4.704'

79
78 t

.2250 ..9744 .2309 4.3315 77

.2419 -9703 '.2493 4.0108 76

.2588 .9659 .2675 3.7321 76,

.2756 19613 .2867 3.4874 74

.2924 - .9563 .3057 6.2749 73

.3090 .9511 ..3249 3.0777 72

.3256 .9455 .3443- 2.9042 71

.3420 .9397 .3640 2.7475 70

.3584 .9336 .3839 2.6051 69

.3746 .9272 ..4040 2.4751 68

.3907 .9205 .4245 2.3559 67

.4067 :9135 .4452 2.2460 66

.4226 .90g3 .4663 ,,2.1445

.4384 .8988 .4877 2.0503

.4540 .8910 .5095 1.9626 4 63

,4696 .8829 .5317 1.8807 .62

.4848 .8746 .5543 .1.8040 61

.5000

.5150
.8660
.8572

.57.74

.6009
1.7121
1.664.1"

SO

59

.6299 .8480 .6249 1.6003 . 58

.5446 .8387 .6494 1.5399 57

.5592 .8290 .6745 1.4826 56

.5736 .

.5878
.8192
.8090

4062
.7265

1.4281
1.3764 '

55.
54

.6018 .7986 .7536 1.3270 53

.9157 .7880 .7813 1:2799 52

.6293 .7771 .8098 1.2349 51

.6428 7660 .8S9 1.19 8 50

.6561 .7 7 .8693 1.1 04 49

6691 .7431 .9004 1.1106 48

.6820 .7314 .9325 1.0724 47

.694 7 93 9657 1.0355 4

.707 .7071 '1.0000 . 45

0cos °Sin °cot °tan in°

Index

Absolute value, 27, 146
Abaolute valuing, 5 -8

.Act4e. angle, 236
Addition laws

for cos, 417-425
for Sin, 418.425

Adjacent angles, 209-214
Adjacent suppleme tts4ry angles,

' 207
Alternate angles, 224--.2.6
Altitudes of triangle, 31-33, 135,

157 "
Angle(s)

acute, 236
acUacent, 209-214
adjacent supplementary, 207
alternate exterior, 224-226
alternate interior, 224-226
bisectors, 227-233
central, 330
complementary, 238-239
consecutive exterior, 224-226
consecutive interior, 224-226
corresponding, 224 -226
cosines of, 215-220, 255-262
definition, 206 .

dihedral, 244-246, 360
'of elevation, 431
,pxterior,' 224
exterior of, 208-209
exterior of, of triangle, 255
included, 265
inscribed, 331
interior, 224 -

interior of, 208-209
measures, 350-358 396--399

'11.obtuse, 236
opposite, of triangle, 255
ordering by size,gs4 238
planeof, 207-- _
right, 235
sensed, 389-399 '

. side of, 206
sine of, 240-244,
stbtentiocl, 330
sUpplementary, 220-223
symbol, 206-267
vertex of, 206.
vertical, 207

Anglegkide-angle, 266
Approximately equal, 479
Approximations, 361, 429-430
Area

of circular regions, 360 -366

. formulas, 310, 311
* lateral, 490

of quadrangular regions, 300-306
of triangular regidis, goo -306

Arc(s)
congruent, 325, 349
countrcloCkWise, 410
intercepted, 331
:major, 322
minor, 322
relation between chords and, 325

Arceos, 465
Arecot, 468-469
Arcsin, 466-467
Arctran, 467-469
Argument of complex number, 482
Arithmetic mean, 163
Avexage, 163

Basis(es)
negatively sensed, 384
orthogonal, 24-26, 59
orthonormal, 61, 68, 109-110
positively sensed, 384
fOr vector space, 57

Basis vectors/ 25
Biairection

of plane, 13 -14
'proper, 35

Bisector
of angles, 165, 227 ty,433
definition, 228-229- '
perpendicular, 10-32, 156-166

Cavalieri's Principle, 493
Central angle, 330\
Chords, 322-R5 -
Circle(s) 316 -.372

and arcs, 322-325,
k center of, 317

chords of, 322-325
externally tangent, 328'

_Igreat'qoo
internally tangent, 328
radius of, 317
spheres and, 316-322
unit, 405, 409

Cireular arcs, 342-349
Circular functions

applications, 455-463
gongruence and, 460 - 463
cos, 412-416
inverse, 463-471
ain, 412-416
aux:Emory, 442-447

Circular sector, 362-363
Circular segment, 365
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Circumcircle, 318
Circumference, 346-347
Clockwise rotation, 375

. Cofunction tranifprmation, 451
Collinear segments, 28
Complemintary angles, 238-239

and sines, 243
Complements, orthogonal, 13, 21 -

23, 30, 35-36, 47-51, 78
Complete ordered field, 341
Completing the iquare, 104-106
Complex number

argument, 482
field, 480-481
polar form of, 483
system, 143-147, 403

Components
orthogonal, 35-39, 51-57
vector, 37, 107

Concurrent lines, 31 -32, 135, 156 -
157

Conditions
necessary, 277-281
suffigent, 277-281

Cone, 487-488
Congruence

and corresponding parts, 263-264
and cosines, 219
and isometry, 176-184
relation,.185
symbol, 21R,
theorems, 263-271
and vertical angles, 220

Congruent arcs, 349
Congruent circles, 320
Congruent diagonals, 282- 283
Congruent figure!, 176-179
Congruent segments, 186
Convex quadrilaterals, 335
Convex polygons, 353
Convex polyhedron, 489 .
Coordinates

in a given Wane, 129-140
and iierpendicularity, 107, 118

Coordinate systems, 67
---cothogonal, 24-28

orthonormal, 69-73
Corresponding angles, 263
Corresponding sides, 263
Corresponding vertices, 263.
Cosecant function, 432-435
Cosine function, 412-41'3

addition law, 417
graph, 424
law, 416
subtraction law, 416-425

Caine(*)

9S4

of angles of triangle, 255-262
and congruence, 219
definition, 215
directions, 455
law, 256
and sensed angles, 391
and supplementary angles, 220 -

223
Cotangent function, 432-435
Couiderelockwise arc, 410
Counterclockwise rotation, 375
Cross sections, 490-495

nondegenerate, 490
of solids, 490- 491
volume by, 492-495

Cylinder, 487

Definition, recursive, 199
Degree cosine, 425 432

evaluating, 428 -429
tables, 429, 514

Degree measures, 358 - 360, 354
Degree sine, 425-432
de Moivre's theorem, 484-486
Dependence, linear, 1
Determinants, 107-108
Diagonal",

congrunet, 282-283
perpendicular, 285- 286

Diameter, of circle, 322
Dihedral angle, 244-246, 360

edge of, .244
faces, 244
naming, 244-245
plane angles of, 246

Direetion
cosines, 455
numbers, 110, 114
of line; 213

Discreteness, 254
Discriminant of quadratic equa-

lion, 149
Distance, 93

between points, 45-46
between points and lines or planes,

167- 175
definition, 164
fornlula, 174-175
ftmdamertOl proPerties, 153'167
minimUm,169
notions, 26-35
and orthonormal basis, 172- 173
and perpendicularity, 29-35

Dodecahedron, 489
Dot multiplication, 40- 46, 51, 1

187
postulates, 42-46

516

properties, 43
in two-dimensional vector sp

Doubling formula, 418

Equations
parametric, 107, 115, 117
solutions of, 471-476
symmetric form, 123-124

Equilateral triangle, 158
Euclidean number plane, 403- 404
Euclidean space, 1
Even function, 371
Exterior of angle, 208 -209
Exterior angles of triangle, 255

opposite angles for, 255
Externally tangent circles, 328

Identities, 447 -455
, 143 Pythagorean, 450

Image, 3
Incircle of triangle, 328-329
Inclination, 458-469
Included angle, 265
Included side, 265
Increasing function, 168
Independence, linear, 1, 28, 108,

127
Inequality, triangles, 151 - 162
Inner product space, 9 -73
Inscribed angle, 331
Integers and discreteness, 254
Integers, nonnegative, 199 -.205,

251
Integral part function, 313 -314
Intercept, plane, 70 ,

Intercept and slope, 131
Interior of angle, 208-209
Interior angles, 224
Internally tangent circles, 328
Intersecting planes, 2
Intirvals, parallel, 1
Inverse circular function, 463 - 471
Isometry and congruence, 178--

184
Isometry and translations, 177
Isometry, ,properties of, 184-193
Isosceles trapezoid; 290
Isosceles triangle, 158

Field, 146
complete ordered, 341

Fixed points, 180-181
Free-variable generalization, 7
Frustum, 497-498

ction(s)
c ula;, 409-486
composition, 183- 184
even, 371
graphs of, 102-103
greatest integer, 345
increasing; 168
integral part, q13 -314
inverse circulaol 463 -471
linear, 100-103
odd, 371

periodic; 406

quadratic, 140 -146, 147-149
signurn, 313
square root,' 463 465
squering, 463-464
winding, 409-412

Generalization, onevariable, 7
Geometric mean, 168
Graphs

cosine, 424
of fnnctions, 102-103
sine, 424

Great circle, 500
Greatest integer function, 315
Group, 184-185

Halving formulas, 439-442
\Idexagon, 353
nexahedron, 489
Hypotenuse, 159
Hypotenuse-leg, 269

Icosahedron, 489

Kite, 289

Lateral area, 490
: Lateral base, 488

Lateral edge, 488
Lateral surface, 488
Laws

addition, 417 -425
Cosine, 266
cos function, 416
Sine, 259
siii function,416

Least upper bound, 340

direction of, 213
oblique, 85
orientation, 373-375
in orthonormal coordinates, 118 -

124
parallel, 224-227
and perpendicularity, 74-87
sides of, 209-215
of symmetry for rectangle, 283

Linear dependence, 1
Linear equations, 137
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parametric forms, 139
point-slope form, 139
slope-intereept form, 137
two-point form, 138-139

Linear function, 100-103
Linear independence, 1, 23, 34, 108,

127
Lower approximation, 361

Mappings, 62-53
Mathematical induction, 202-208,

251-254, 371
Maximum of two numbers, 153
Mean, 16.3
Measure(s)

angle, 350-360
ciFular arc, 342-349
sensed angle, 396-399
vectors, 142, 402

Median of triangle, 34, 157
Midpoint, 2, 28 -29, 33, 166 -

Midsection of prismoid, 496
Minimum of two numbers, 153
Minimum value and distance, ,169
Mirror image, 177
Multiplication

dot, 40-46, 51, 54-55, 58, 165
star, 165-167
of translations, 36
'of vectors, 39-40

t.

N-gon, 353
Necessary conditions, 277-281
Negatively eensed, 373

basis, 384
Noncollinear segments, 28
Nondegenerative parallel inter-

vals, 48 ,
Nonnegative integers, 199 - 205,

251
Normal, 110, 114, 132
Norms, 54-55

properties of, 47-51
ratios, 48
vector, 27

Notions, &stance, 26-29
about perpendicularity, 9-16
about perpendicularity and

distance, 29-35

Oblique lines, 85
Obtuse angle, 236
Octahedron, 489
Odd function, 371
Operation(s)

perping, 379-383
on real numbers, 5-8

to.

a

Opposite sides of lines, 210
Ordered pairs of ray% 392
Orientation
-Oriented planes, 373-408

for line, 373-375
for plane, 375,,- 380

Orthodiagonal quadrilaterals,
287-292

Orthogonal bases, 26-29, 37, 59
Orthogonal complements, 13, 21-

23, 30, 35-36, 47-51,78
Orthogonal components, 35-39
Orthogonal coordinated system,

24- 26
Orthogonal projections, 11-12,

17-20, 36, 37, 87-93
Orthogonal translatiens, 20-26
Orthogonal unit vectors, 109
Orthogonality, 93-96

of directions of vectots, 93-96
of vectors, 93-96

Orthonormal basis, 61=63, 96,
1.09 110

Orthonormal coordinate systems,
69-73, 107-149

Parallel intervals, 1
Parallel lines and

224-227
Par'allel planes, 3-5
Parallel transversals, 3
Parallelism criteria, 115
Parallelograms, 271-277
Parametric equations, 107; 115,

117, 139
Parametric forms, 139
Pentagon, 353
Perimeter, 343
Periodic function, 406
Perpendicular bisector, - 32,

155-156
Perpendicular diagonals, 285-286
Perpendicularity, 9-16, 29-35,

74-106, 107, 118
Perping operations, 377-388

algebraic criteria fur, 379
definition, 380
used to orient plane, 384-388

e(s)
11 distance, 167-175

ntercept, 70
intersecting, 2
normal to, 110, 114, 132
oriented 373-408
in orthonormal coordinates, 118 -

124 -
parallel, 3

transversals,

5 8

perpendicular to line, 9-11
Aerpendicularity between lines and,

74-82
perpendicularitY of, 82-87
projecting, 142-124
reflection', 177.1- 180
trace, 70

Point of tangendy,s326
Point-slope form of equation, 139
Pointe and distance, 167-175
Polar form, 483
Polygonal line, 343-345
Polyhedron, 489
Position vector, 66
Positively sensed, 373, 384
Power, 199
Principal square root of complex

number, 486
Prism, 487
Pristnoid, 496-498
Prismoidal formula, 496
Projecting planes,' 122.- - 124
Projection(s), 51-57

on a midpoint, 29
orthogonal, 11-12, 17-20, 36-37,

87-93
of points, 17
properties of, 18-20
theorem, 256

Proper bidirection, 14, 21, 22, 35
Proper direction, 21
Prciper sense, 127
Properties

distance, 1537167 .

of isometries, 184-193
of translations, 9

Pyramid, 487-488
Pythagorean identities, 450
Pythagorean theorem, 161

Quadrangular regions, area of)
300-306

Quadratic formula, 148-149
Quadratic ftmctions, 100- 06,

147-149
quadrilaterals, 255-315

Radian, 397
Radian meaeure, 350-352
Ratio(s) 2, 38-39, 48-49

of segments, 4
of similitude,.305

Real numbers
least upper bound property of,

340-342
Rectangles, 281-283
Recursive definition, 199

14.

Reduction formulas, 420-421
Reflection in plane, 178-160
Reflexive relation, 185
Regular polygon, 354
Regular polyhedron, 487
Relatjons

smeiller than, for angles, 235
Resultant, 183
Rhombus, 284- 286
Right angle, 236
Right triangle, 159
Rotation, 375

Schwarz inequality, 66 1 0-151
Secant, 326-330
Secant function, 435
Sector circular, 36,3
Segments

collinear, 28
congruent, 186
midpoint of, 28-29, 33
noncollinear, 28
ratios of, 4

Semicircles, 322
Semiperimeter pf triangle, 257
Sense, 213, 389
Sense class, 374-375
Sensed angles, 389-399

cosipe of, 391
initial side, 389
measures of, 396-399
null, 389
right, 389
straight, 389
terniiifal side, 389

Sensed distance, 158
Sensed measures, 396
Sensed vectors, 373
Shrinking, 294
Side of angle, '206
Sideangle-side, 266
Side included, 265
Side of lines, 209 - 215
Side-side-angle, 266
Side-side-side, 266
Signal!: Nactions, 313
Similscr Vangles, 1
Similarity, 296-299

theorems, 296-297
Similitude, ratio of, 305
Sim/Modal, 294-296
Sine(e)

of angles, 240-244
pf complementary angles, 243

Sine function, 412-413
addition law, 418-425
graph, 424
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law,t416'
subtraction law, 418-425

Sine law, 259
Sine, perp of sensed angle,.393
Size, ordering angles by, 234-238
Slant height, 488
Slope, 137, 459 a

Solid figures, 487-490
'altitude, 487
base, 487
lateral hase, 488
lateral edge, 488
lateral surface, 488

Solution of equations, 471 476. '
Space(s)

Euclidean, 1
inner product, 9-73
vector, 1

Special quadrilaterals, 286-293
Spheres, 316-322
Spherical zone, 499
Square rooting, 5-8
Squares, 284-286
Squaring, 5-8
Star multiplication, 165
Stretching, 294
Subgroup, 184
Subtended angle, 330
Subtiaction law

for cos, 416 -425
sin, 418 -425licient conditions, 277-281

-SUppreinentary angles, 220-229
Symmetric form equations, 123-

' 124
Symmetric relation, 185
Symmetry, line of, 283

Tangent, 326-330
Tangent function, 432-435
Tangent law, 436-437
Tetrahedron, 488-489
Theorems froth Vol. 1, 501-513
Three dimenaional space, 42
Trace of plane, 70
-Transformation, caunction, 451-

452
Transitive relation, 185
Transfltions I

and isometry, 177
multiplication of, 36
orthogonal, 20-26
orthogonal projections of, 17-20
parallel, 3
ProPer, 2

\properties, 9
.nit,27
Transeersal(s), 2, Z24 - 227

parallel, 3
of parallel planes, 4-5, 37

Trapezoid(s), 289-292
base angles of, 290
isosceles, 290
legs, 289

Thangle(s), 255-315
angle bisectors of, 229-230
and circumeircles, 318 .`
congruent, 1
cosines of angles of, 255-262
equilateral, 158
inequality, 151 153
isosceles, 158
right, 159
semirrimeter, 257
smiler, 1, 294-299
theorems, 160-167

Triangular regions, areas of, 300-
* 3()
Two-point form of equation, 138

139

Unit circle, 405-409
Unit translation, 27
Unit vector(s), 27, 393
Upper approximation, 361
Upper bound, 314 -315, 339
Uniform shrinking, 294
Uniform stretching, 294

Values of functions
extreme, 102-103
maximum, 102
minimum,. 102

Vector components, 25, 27, 37, 107
Vecter(s), measure, 142 -143, 403
Vector(s), orthogonal, 93-96, 109
Vector position, 66
Veitor space, 39-41
Vector, unit, 27, 393
Vertex of angle, 206
Vertical- angles, 207-220
Volume

of areas of spheres, 498-500
. of balls, 498-500 .

by crciss section, 492-495
measures of solids, 493-495

Winding function, 409-412

Zeros of function, 148-149
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